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Summary 

Acton Court, on the outskirts of the village of Iron 
Acton, in South Gloucestershire was a moated manor 
house, constructed in the 13th century on an older site 
as the capital messuage of the Acton family. It was 
inherited in 1364 by Sir john Poyntz from his aunt, the 
widow of the last of the Actons, and remained in the 
ownership of the Poynr. family until 1683. Until the 
late 15th century, no member of the Poyntz family held 
any position of more than local significance. However, 
Roben Poyntz was a protege of Anthony Woodville, 
Earl Rivers, whose sister was Edward IV's queen, and 
whose illegitimate daughter Poynr. married in 1479. 
He became a counier, survived the reign of Richard 
[[[, supponed Henry Tudor, and was knighted at 
Bosworth Field. Henry VII dined with Sir Robert at his 
house on 23 May 1486, while on his way to Bristol dur
ing the course of a royal progress. Robert Poyntz 
remained in favour after Henry VIII succeeded to the 
throne, achieving the position of chancellor to Queen 
Catherine of Aragon; and in 1520, shortly before his 
death, he attended the King at the Field of Cloth of 
Gold, accompanied by two of his sons and his daugh
ter-in-law. 

Sir Robert Poynr.'s close association with the Tudor 
dynasty and his service under both Henry VII and 
Henry VIII probably explains the royal favour shown to 
his grandson, Nicholas Poymz. Nicholas was a young 
man of twenty-three when he inherited Acton Court 
from his father, Sir Anthony, in 1532. He was a friend 
of Richard Rich, and of Richard Cromwell, Thomas's 
nephew, and was in the King's entourage 8[ the Calais 
interview in October 1532. He was given a command 
during the Irish rebellion of 1534-5, and was knighted 
after this campaign. The ceremony may have taken 
place at Acton Court, for between Saturday, 21 and 
Monday, 23 August Henry Vlll, accompanied by 
Queen Anne Boleyn and their retinue, st.ayed at the 
house during the course of a 13-week royal progress 
through the west of England in the summer of 1535. 
Archaeological investigations have demonstrated that 
the east range of the surviving house was built and dec
orated expressly for this visit and other goods such as 
ponery and glass appear to have been imported for the 
occasion. 

Excavation has revealed that the house which 
Nicholas inherited in 1532 was compact in plan, tightly 
enclosed by its surrounding moat. It consisted of three 
distinct ranges, 13th-century in origin. The south 
range contained the main entrance through the porch 
and the screens passage, with the hall and parlour/great 
chamber to the west, and the buttery and pantry to the 
east. North-west of the hall was a first-floor chapel, 
attached to which were lodgings and chambers, added 
from the late 13th century onwards. To the cast of the 
south range was the kitchen . A fourth, unexcavated 

xiv 

range probably stood in the north-east corner of the 
site. 

The house was extensively rebuilt in the early 15th 
century, and c 1500 was embellished by Sir Robert 
Poyntz with fireplaces and other architecmral features 
in the French flamboyant style. These were broken up 
and thrown into the moat as building debris c 1550. 
North of the house, beyond the moat, Sir Robert cre
ated a walled garden, for which Nicholas Kratzer, the 
King's horologist, designed the stone sundial dated 
1520, found at Acton Court. 

To construct the new east range Nicholas Poyntz 
demolished the medieval kitchens and replaced them 
with service buildings further east, beyond the moat. 
Like the medieval house, this range is built of the local 
Pennant sandstone bedded in loam, and would origi
nally have been rendered externally. Cotswold lime
stone (often reused) was used for window surrounds 
and other dressings. The arrangement of the rooms at 
ground-floor level is uncertain, because of remodel
ling twenty years later. However, much ot me first
floor layout still survives, comprising three large 
high-ceilinged rooms, each with fireplace and garder
obe, lit by windows of eight or more lights. The win
dow in the principal south elevation was an ingenious 
oriel within the thickness of the wall, which has affini
ties with the former "Holbein' gate at Whitehall. 

Some of the internal decoration has survived later 
alterations. The north room had a painted frieze with a 
shell-hood over the fireplace, now in a poor state of 
preservation, and a trompe-l'oeil ribbed ceiling with 
applied bullions. However, the most outstanding sur
vival is the painted frieze on the south wall of the cen
tral room, executed in a classical style knov.rn at the 
time as · antike' work. The design is painted in grisaille 
with touches of red, green and ochre on a black 
ground and is of a quality unparalleled in any surviving 
16th-century house in England. At this period it must 
have been executed by craftsmen employed by the 
Royal Works. The wall below 'vas panelled, which 
retains traces of ochre colouring. During the excava
tions, quantities of moulded stucco, from a ceiling and 
a fireplace overmantel, were found in the mid-16th
century backfill of the east arm of the moat. This was 
associated with the east range and is one of the earliest 
examples in England of this form of decoration. 

No building accounts have been preserved, but the 
range has been dated precisely by tree-ring analysis of 
the primary tie .. beams and roof~timbcrs, which has 
indicated a felling date of 1534-5. The combination 
of the tree-ring date and the internal layout and deco
ration leaves linle room for doubt that the range was 
built specifically for the King's benefit, and repre
sented the latest taste in both the planning and deco
ration of royal lodgings. 



The removal of the medieval kitchen meanr that 
temporary kitchens had ro be erected to the east of the 
moat, in order to cater for the extensive royal retinue. 
They were linked to the house by pentices. In honour of 
the occasion, sets of ceramic plates and containers of 
Spanish and Italian origin were acquired. Examples of 
these exotic items, discarded no later than the 1540s, 
and possibly immediately after the visit, were discov
ered in the backfilled moat. They were accompanied by 
fragments of superb Venetian glass vessels, which are 
also likely to have been purchased in advance of 
Henry's visit. There are also important groups of small 
finds, including unique items such as children's long· 
bows, from lhe moaL 

The construction of the east range marked the start 
of a major programme of rebuilding by Sir Nicholas, 
which cominued intermittently until his death in 1556. 
New north and west ranges were built, the south range 
modernised, and the medieval moat infilled to create an 
outwardly regular courryard house. The ground floor of 
the cast range was di\'ided up to form lodgings: one 
room retains its decoration of moulded plaster Tudor 
roses, and the connecting passages have interesting 
constructional graffiti, as well as ships, names and 
dares. A long gallery occupied the whole of the north 
range at first-floor level. It has a painted frieze of Latin 
texts and a classical stone fireplace-surround with close 

affinities to work at Lacock, Wiltshire. Nicholas 
Poyntz, like William Sharington, was a member of 
Somerset's circle and shared their tastes in architec
ture. 

The external form of the 1535 house was dictated 
by its internal function, but the later rebuilding shows 
a developing concern with symmetry in the external 
elevations, which is linked to the introduction of clas
sical architectural detail as an integrated part of the 
overall design. These ideas were worked out more 
fully at Nicholas Poyntz's lodge, Newark Park, Ozle
worth, Gloucestcrshire, a new house of c 1550, which 
with irs high compact form prefigures architectural 
developments of the later 16th century. 

The descendants of Sir Nicholas Poynrz undertook 
no major building work. A stair rower was added 
between the north and west ranges in 1576, and before 
the Civil War the present cast courtyard was created, 
altering the axis of the house from south to east. The 
family was progressively encumbered by debt and, fol
lowing the death in 1680 of Sir john Poyntz without 
direct male heirs, the house was sold and the estate was 
split up. The building was greatly reduced in size, and 
converted into a farmhouse, which it remained until its 
sale in 1984. It is thanks to this relative decline in for
tunc that the mid-16th century appearance of the 
house is so uniquely well preserved. 

Resume 

Acton Court, qui se trouve aux abords du village 
d'lron Acton, dans le sud du comtc de Gloucester
shire, Ctait un manoir avec fosse, connruit au XII1Cmc 
siC:cle, sur un site plus ancien, comme demeure princi
pale de Ia famille Acton. En 1364, Sir John Poyntz en 
hCrita de sa tante, veuve du dernier membre de Ia 
famille Acton et le manoir rcsra propric!C! de Ia famille 
Poyntz jusqu'en 1683. Aucun membre de Ia famille 
Poyotz n'occupa de position dont Ia notori<!tC dCpassa 
Ia rCgion avant les dernifres annt!es du XVCme siCclc. 
Tourefois, Robert Poyntz fur le protege d'Amhony 
Woodville, comte de Rivers, dont Ia soeur Ctait Ia rcinc 
d'Edouard IV, et dont Poyntz epousa Ia fille illegitime 
en 1479. II devint courtisan, survecut au ri:gne de 
Richard lll, apporta son soutien a Henri Tudor, ct fur 
fait chevalier sur le champ de bataille de Bosworth. 
Henri VII dina avec Sir Robert chez lui le 23 mai 1486, 
alors qu•il faisait route vers Bristol dans le cadre d'un 
deplacement de Ia cour. Robert Poyntz resra en faveur 
apres !'accession au tr6nc d'Henri VIII, se voyant offrir 
Ia position de chancelicr aupri:s de Ia reine Catherine 
d'Aragon, et en 1520, pcu avam sa mort, il servit le roi 
au camp du Drap d'Or, accompagne de ses deux fils et 
de sa bru. 

Les liens etroits entre Sir Robert Poyntz et Ia dynas
tic des Tudor et son service a Ia fois aupres d'Henri VII 
ct d'Henri Vlll cxpliquem probablement pourquoi on 
accorda des faveurs royales a son petit-fils, Nicolas 
Poyntz. Nicolas etait un jeune homme de vingt-trois 
ans quand, en 1532, il hf!rita d'Acton Court de son 
pere, Sir Anthony. II etait l'ami de Richard Rich et de 
Richard Cromwell, lc neveu de Thomas, et it faisait 
partie de l'entourage du roi a l'entrevue de Calais en 
octobrc 1532. On lui offrit un commandement au 
cours de Ia rebellion de 1534-35 en Irlande, et il fur fait 
chevalier aprl!s cette campagne. II se peut que Ia cCrC
monie ait eu lieu :i Acton court, car entre lc samcdi 21 
C! le lundi 23 aout, Henri vrn, accompagne de Ia reine 
Anne Boleyn et de leur suite, sejourna dans cette mai
son au cours d'un voyage de Ia cour de treize semaines 
dans l'oucst de I'Anglererre pendant l'ete 1535. Des 
investigations archCologiques ont demontrC que le 
corps de b:itimcnt e-st de ce qui reste de Ia maison a ete 
construit er dCcore cxpressCmcnt pour cctte visite et 
que d'autres articles rcls que de Ia poteric et du verre 
semblenc avoir CtC impOrtCs pour )'occasion. 

Des fouilles ont revele que Ia maison dont Nicolas 
avait hCritC en 1532 avait ere construitc scion un plan 
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compact, hroitement enserree par le fosse qui Pen
tourait. Elle consistait en trois corps de bdtiment dis
dncrs, darant a l'origine du XITTeme siecle. Le corps de 
b3timent sud comprcnait l'entrCc principale par lc 
porchc ct lc passage ornCd'Ccrans, Je vestibule ct le par
loirlla grande salle se U'Ouvaient 3 I' ouest, Ia dc!pense et 
l'officc 3 l'est. A J'Ctagc, au nord-ouest du vestibule se 
trouvait unc chapellc, a laqucllc sc rattachaient des 
appartements et des chambres, ajoutes a partir de Ia fin 
du XIIIeme siecle. A Pest du corps de b3timent sud se 
trouvait Ia cuisine. Un quatriCme corps de b3timent, 
qui n'a pas ere fouille, se siruait probablement au coin 
nord-est du site. 

La maison fut cxtensivement reconstruite au dCbut 
du XVeme siecle et, vers 1500, fut embellie par Sir 
Robert Poyntz qui y ajouta des cheminCes et autrcs 
ornements architecturaux dans le style francais flam
boyant. Ceux-ci furent brises et jeres dans le fosse 
comme debris de construction vcrs 1550. Au nord de Ia 
maison, au-del:i du fosse, Sir Robert crea un jardin 
entoure d'un mur, pour lequel Nicolas Kratzer, l'hor
logcr du roi, con.;:ut un cadran solaire qui date de 1520 
et qui se trouve a Acton Court. 

Pour construire le corps de b3timent est, Nicolas 
Poyntz dCmolit lcs cuisines mCdiCvales et les remplaca 
par des bitiments destines au service plus loin a )'est, 
au deJa du fosse. Tout comme le manoir mc!dic!val, ce 
corps de b3timcnt est construit en pierre Pennant, grts 
de Ia rCgion, sur une assise de rorchis, il aurait ere cou
vert d'un enduit il l'exterieur. De Ia pierre calcaire des 
Cotswolds (souvent rcutiliscc) fut utiliscc pour l'cn
cadrement des fcnCtrcs ct d'auues parements. Nous ne 
sommes pas certains de Ia disposition des pieces au 
niveau du rez·dc-chaussee, en raison de reamenage· 
ments vingt ans plus tard. Toutefois, une grande partie 
de l'agencement du premier etage subsiste encore, il 
comprend trois grandes pieces :i bauts plafonds, cha
cu.nc avec cheminCc ct gardc-robe, eclairees par des 
fenetres a huit carreaux ou plus. La fenetre de l'eleva
tion principale au sud etait une ingenieuse fenetre en 
encorbellement creusCc dans J'Cpaisseur du mur, qui a 
des affinites avec l'ancienne porte 'Holbein' a \Vhite· 
hall. 

Certains elements de decoration imerieure ont 
survecu a des modifications ultCrieurcs. La piCcc nord 
etait ornee d'une frise peinte, avec un chapeau en 
forme de coquillagc au-dessus de Ia cheminee, main· 
tenant en piteux Ctat de conservation, et un plafond a 
nervures en trompe l'oeil avec des decors appliques. 
Ccpcndant, Jc vestige le plus extraordinaire est Ia frise 
peinte sur Je mur sud de la piCce centrale, execuree 
dans lc style classiquc connu 3 Fepoque sous Je nom 
d'ouvragc 4antikc'. Le motif est peim en grisaille, avec 
des touches de rouge, vert ct ocrc sur un fond noir et 
est d'une qualite qui n'a son egalc dans aucunc des 
maisons du XVIeme siecle ayant survecu en Angleterre. 
A l'epoque, elle a du etre executee par des artisans 
employes par Ia Manufacture Royale. Le mur en
dessous, recouvert de boiseries, a garde des traces de 
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couleur ocre. Au cours des fouilles, on a rrouve dans les 
rcmblais datant du milieu du XV!emc siecle du bras est 
du fosse, des quantitCs de moulages en sruc provenant 
d'un plafond et d'une ctagcre de chcmince. Us ctaicnt 
associc!s 3 Ia partie est et constituent l'un des plus 
anciens exemples de ce type de decoration en 
Angleterre. 

Aucun document rclatif aux batimcnts n'a etc 
preserve, mais on a pu les dater prCcisemenr, grace 3 
!'analyse des cernes d'arbres des enrraits et des bois de 
charpcntc primaircs qui a donne unc date d'abattagc de 
1534-35. La combinaison de Ia datation des cernes 
d'arbres, de la disposition des pieces et de Ia decoration 
intCricure ne laissc que peu de place au doute que I' aile 
fut consrruite expres pour le benefice du roi, et 
reprCsente Ia derniere mode en matiere a Ia fois d'a
gencement et de decoration des demeures royales. 

La suppression de Ia cuisine mCdievale signifia que 
I' on dut Criger des cuisines temporaires a I' est du fosse, 
de maniCre a pouvoir subvcnir aux besoins de l'impor
tante suite royale. Elles etaienr reliCes a Ia maison par 
des appentis. En l'honneur de cette occasion, on fit 
l'acquisition de services d•assierres et de recipients en 
ceramique d'origine espagnole et italienne. Des exem
ples de ces articles exotiques, dont on s'est debarrasse 
au plus tard dans lcs anntes 1540, et peut-t!tre immCdi
atemem a pres Ia visite, ont ere rerrouves dans le remblai 
du foss<!. Des fragmems de superbes vaisseaux en verre 
vCnitien, qui avaient probablement aussi ere achetCs en 
prevision de Ia visite d'Henri, les accompagnaiem. On a 
Cgalement retrouve dans le foss<! des ensembles impor
tants de petites trouvailles, parmi lesquelles se trou
vaicnt des objets uniqucs tels que des arcs d'cnfan ts. 

La construction de Ia partie est a marque le debut 
d'un programme de reconstruction majeur, a !'instiga
tion de Sir Nicolas, qui s'cst prolongC, par intermit
tence, jusqu':i sa mort en 1556. On construisit de 
nouveaux corps de b3timent nord et ouest, on mod
crnisa lc corps de batiment sud et le fosse medieval fut 
combiC pour crCer une maison 8 cour a extCrieur 
rCgulier. Le rez-de-chaussee du corps de b3timem est 
fut divise pour former des appartements : une piece a 
gardt! sa decoration de moulages de roses Tudor en 
phirre, et les passages qui les reliaient offrent d•intCres
sants graffiti rclatifs 3 Ia construction, ainsi que des 
bateaux, des noms et des dates. Le premier etage du 
corps de b3timent nord Ctait entiCremem occupe par 
une longue galcric. Elle possCde une fiise peinte avec 
des textes latins et un encadrement de cheminee clas
sique en pierre qui a d'Ctroites affmitc!s avec un ouvrage 
it Lacock, Wiltshire. Nicolas Poyntz, tout comme 
William Sharington, faisait partie du cercle du Somer
set et ils partageaient les memes goUts en matiere d'ar
chitecture. 

L'aspect exterieur de Ia maison de 1535 etait dicte 
par sa fonction imerne, mais Jes reconstructions 
ulterieures font preuve d'un souci croissant de sym<!trie 
dans les CJCvations cxtCrieures, celui-ci est liC 3 l'intro· 
ducdon de details architecturaux classiques commc 



partie integrante du projet d'ensemble. Ces idees furem 
mises en pratique plus completement dans Ia loge de 
Nicolas Poyntz, it Newark Park, Ozleworth, Gloucester
shire, une nouvelle maison datant d'environ 1550, qui 
de par sa forme haute ct compactc, prCfigure I'Cvolu
tion de )'architecture a Ia fin du XVIeme sii!cle. 

Lcs descendants de Sir Nicolas Poyntz n'entre
prirent pas de travaux de construction majeurs. Unc 
tour avec escalier fut ajoutee entre les b:it.iments nord et 
ouest en 1576, et, avant Ia Gucrrc Civile, fut creee Ia 
cour actuelle, ce qui changea l'axe de Ia maison du sud 

3 l'est. Progressivement, Ia famille s'endetta et, a Ia 
suite de Ia mort en I 680 de Sir John Poyntz, sans 
descendant mille direct, Ia maison fut vendue et le 
domaine morcele. La raille du b:itiment fut fortement 
rCduite ct H fut con\'Crti en fcrmc, cc qu'il rcsta jusqu'3 
sa vente en 1984. C'est grace a ce revers de fortune 
relatif que !'aspect milieu du XVIi!me de Ia maison a ere 
si bien prCscrvC, cc qui est unique. 

Traduction: Annie Pritch ard 

Zusammenfassung 

Acton Court, am Rande des Oorfes Iron Acton in 
Sued-Gioucestershire gelegen, ist ein von einem 
Wassergraben umgebenes Herrengutshaus, welches im 
I 3. Jahrhundcrt auf eincr aeltcrcn Nicdcrlassung als 
Hauptresidenz fuer die Aetonfamilie erbaut wurde. Es 
wurde im Jahr 1364 durch Erbschaft an Sir John 
Poyntz von seiner Tante, der Wirwe des letzten der 
Acwns, vermacht. Oas Haus verblieb im Besitz der 
Familie Poyntz bis 1683. Bis ins spaete 15. Jahrhundert 
hielt kein Mitglied der Familic Poyntz cine wichtige 
Position ueber das Lokalgeschehen hinaus. Oas aen
derte sich mit Robert Poyntz einem Favoriten des Earl 
Rivers, Anthony Woodville, dessen Schwestcr Koenigin 
von Edward N war und deren illegitime Tochter 
Poyntz im Jahre 1479 heiratete. Er wurde danach ein 
Angehoeriger des Hofstaats. Er ueberlcbtc die 
Regierung von Richard TU, unterstuetzte Henry Tudor 
und wurde bei Bosworth Feld zum Ritter geschlagen. 
Waehrend er auf seiner koeniglichen Tour auf dem Weg 
nach Bristol war, dinierte Henry VIJ mit Sir Robert in 
dessen Haus am 23. Mai I 486. Robert Poyntz verblieb 
auch nach der Uebernahme des Throns durch Henry 
Vlll in gutcm Anschcn bci Hofe und wurde Kanzler 
der Koenigin Catherine von Aragon, und besuchte in 
1520, kurz vor seinem Tod, den Koenig auf dem Feld 
des Goldtuches, begleitet von zwei seiner Soehne und 
einer Schwiegertochter. 

Sir Robert Poyntz's enge Beziehung mit der Tudor
Dynastic und seine Leistungen unter Henry VII und 
Henry VIII erklaeren mocglichcrweisc die koenigliche 
Gunst, welche seinem Enkelsohn Nicholas Poyntz 
gezeigt wurde. Nicholas war ein junger Mann von 23 
Jahren, als er Acton Court in I 532 von seinem Vater, 
Sir Anthony, erbte. Er war ein Freund von Richard 
Rich und von Richard Cromwell, der Neffe von 
Thomas, und war ein Mitgleid des kocniglichen 
Gefolges bei dem Calais-Interview im Oktober I 532. 
Er war ein kommandierender Offizier waehrend der 
Irischen Rebellion von 1534-35, und wurde nach 
dieser Kampagne zum Ritter geschlagen. Die Zere-

monic dafucr fand vicllcicht sogar in Acton Court 
stan, da zwischen Sonnabend dem 21. und Montag 
dem 23. August Henry VlTI und Koenigin Anne 
Boleyn und dcren Gcfolge, waehrcnd lhrer 13-woechi
gen koeniglichen Tour im Westen von England im 
Sommer von 1535, in dem Haus zu Gast waren. 
Archcologischc Untersuchungen haben ergeben, dass 
der oestliche Seitenfluegel des noch stebenden Hauses 
speziell fuer diesen Anlass gebaut und dekoriert 
wurde, und das andere Guctcr wie Geschirr und Glass 
extra fuer diese Gelegenheit imponiert worden waren. 

Ausgrabungen haben gezeigt, dass das Haus, 
welches Nicholas im Jahre I 532 geerbt hatte, kompakt 
in der Auslegung und von einem Wassergraben eng 
umschlossen war. Es be:stand aus drei unter
schicdlichcn Hausflucgcln und stammt aus dem 13. 
Jahrhundert. Oer suedliche Fluegel beinhaltete den 
Haupteingang, die Veranda und die Trennungspassage 
mit der Grosscn Kammer zum Westen gelegen und der 
Speisekammer und Vorratskammer zum Osten. Nord
westlich der Halle war eine Kapelle im ersten Stockw
crk, an wclchc \\'lohnuntcrkucnftc und Kammcrn seit 
dem spaeten 13. Jahrhundert angebaut wurden. Zum 
Osten des Suedfluegels war die Kuechc. Ein viertcr 
noch nicht ausgegrabener HausOuegel befand sich in 
dcr nordoestlichen Eckc des Bauwcrkcs. 

Oas Haus wurde Anfang des 15. Jahrhunderts aus
fuehrlich rcnovicrt und wurdc urn circa 1500 von Sir 
Robert Poymz mit Kaminen und anderen architek
tonischen Mineln in ausgeschweiftem franzoesischen 
Stil verschoenert. Oiese wurden jedoch urn I 550 
abgerisscn und deren Ueberreste in den Wassergraben 
gcworfcn. Noerdlich des Hauses und ausserhalb des 
Wasscrgrabcns lcgtc Sir Robert cinen Maucrgancn an, 
fuer welchen Nicholas Kratzer, des Koenigs Uhrma
chcrkucnstlcr, die Sonncnuhr konzipicrtc, we1chc auf 
I 520 datiert und die in Acton Court gefundcn wurdc. 

Urn den neucn OstOuegcl zu bauen, riss Nicholas 
Poynts die miuelalterlichen Kuechenraume ab und 
baute neue Oienstgebaeude weiter oestlich ausserhalb 
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des Wassergrabens. Wie auch bei dcm mittclalter
lichen Haus, ist der neue Fluegel aus dem oerltichem 
Pennantsandstein gebaut und mit Lehmcrde vcr
schmiert, und waere original aeusserlich verputzt 
gewesen. Corswold·Kalkstein (oftmals wieder verw· 
ertet) wurde fuer Fenstcrumrandungen und andere 
Dekorationen benutzt. Die Anlegung der Raeume im 
Erdgeschoss ist unbekannt, da es nach 20 jahren 
wieder umgebaut wurdc. ]edoch findet man im ersten 
Stock noch vieles in der originalen Auslegung, mit drei 
grossen Raeumen, jeder mit hoher Zimmerdecke, 
Kamin und Gardcrobe und durch Fenster mit acht 
oder mehr Lichtern erhellt. Das Fenster im suedlichen 
Hauptaufriss war ein geniales Erkerfenster innerhalb 
der Hauswanddicke, welches Aehnlichkeiten mit dem 
"Holbein"-Tor in Whitehall hatte. 

Einige der innere.n Dekorationen haben spaetere 
Umbauten ueberlebt. Der noerdlichc Raum hatte ein 
gemaltes Fries, mit einer Schalenhaube ueber dem 
Kamin, jetzt in einem schlecht erhaltenen Zustand, 
und einer ln>mpe-l'oeil-Rippenzimmerdecke mit aufge
setzten dekorativen Schlussteinen. Das jedoch bei 
weitem hcrvorragenste ueberlebende Stueck ist das 
gemalte Fries and der Suedwand des zentralen Zim
mers, welches in einem klassischen Stil ausgcfuchrt 
wurde, der zu der damiligen Zeit als "Andke" A.rbeit 
bekannt war. Das Muster ist zum grossen Tcil in Gri· 
saille mit Spuren von Rot, Gruen und Ocker auf 
schwarzem Untergund und ist von einer Qualitaet, die 
unvergleichlich zu anderen Haeusern des 16. jahrhun
derts in England ist. Waehrend dieser Zeit wurden 
solche Arbciten nur von Handwerksleuten durchge· 
fuehrt, welche fuer die koeniglichen Wcrkstaetten 
arbeiteten. Die \Vand darunter war verk.leidet, und 
Spuren von Ocker sind darauf sichtbar. Waehrend der 
Ausgrabungsarbeiten wurden Quantitaeten von 
geformten Stuck von einer Zimmerdecke und einer 
Kaminueberhaube in einer aus dem 16. Jahrhundert 
stammenden Aufschuertung des oestlichcn Arms des 
Wassergraben gefunden. Dieses wurde dem Ostfluegel 
des Hauscs zugcordnct und ist cines der fruehesten 
Beispiele dieser Art von Dekoration in England. 

Keine \'\/iedcrgabe der Bauarbeiten ist erhalten 
geblieben, das Alter des Fluegels wurde jedoch 
praezise durch cine Baumringanalyse der Stuetz- und 
Dachbalken dariert, und deutet auf ein Faellungsda
tum von 1534-35 hin. Die Kombination von Baum
ringanalyse und der inncren Raumauslegung sowie die 
Dekoration laesst kaum einen Spielraum fuer Zweifel 
uebrig, dass der Fluegel speziell fuer das Wohlbefinden 
des Koenigs gebaut wurde, und stellt den neuesten 
Trend damals in Bezug auf Planung und Dekoration 
von koeniglicher Unterkunft dar. 

Das Entfcrnen der mittelalterlichen Kueche 
bedeutete, dass die neuen vorlaeufigen Kuechenge
baeude oestlich des Wassergrabens errichtet werden 
mussten, damit man das grosse kocnigliche Gefolge 
verpflegen konme. Diese neuen Gebaeude waren 
durch Saeulengaenge mit dem Haus verbunden. Urn 
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den Anlass zu ehren, wurden ganze Saetze an spanis
chen und italienischen Porzellantellern und Porcel
langcfaesscn cingekauft. Bcispiele diescr exotischen 
Stuecke, welche nicht spaeter als 1540 und vielleicht 
sogar gleich nach dem koeniglichen Besuch wegge
worfcn wurdcn, konntcn aus der Aufschueuung des 
Wassergrabens geborgen werden. Begleitet werden 
diese Stuecke von Fragmenten von vorzueglichen 
venezianischen Glassgefaessen, welche man 
wahrscheinlich schon vor dem Besuch von Henry 
beschaffte. In dem Wassergraben wurden ausserdem 
noch cine Fuelle an anderen wichtigen kleineren 
Fuenden gemacht. Untcr anderen einmaligcn 
Stuecken wurde dort auch ein ein Langbogen fuer 
Kinder gefunden. 

Die Konstruktion des Ostfluegels markiertc den 
Start fuer wesemliche Umbauarbeiten durch Sir 
Nicholas, welche unterbrochen bis zu seinem Tod im 
Jahre 1556 ausgefuehrt wurden. Neue Nord- und 
Westfluegel wurden gebaut und der Suedfluegel 
wurde modernisiert. Dcr minelalterlkhe Wasser
graben wurde aufgefuellt, urn ein nach aussen nor
males Haus mit Hof darzustellen. Das Erdgeschoss 
des Ostf1uegels wurde aufgeteilt urn verschiedene 
Untcrkuenftc zu schaffcn. Ein Raum hat noch heute 
seine Dekoration von Tudorrosen a us geformten Gips 
und die Verbindungsgaenge hatten interressante kon
struktionelle \Vandmalereien, sowie Schiffc, Namen 
und Oaten. Das gesamte erste Stockwerk des Nord
fluegels wurde von einer Iangen Gallerie eingenom
men. Diese Gallerie hane ein gemaltes Fries von 
lateinischen Texten und einen Kamin mit tradi
rioneller Steinumantelung, welche sehr stark mit 
Arbeiten in Lacock, \Viltshire verwandt waren. 
Nicholas Poymz wie auch William Sharington war ein 
Mitglied des Somersetkreises und beide teilten den 
gleichen Geschmack in Architcktur. 

Die aeussere Ansicht des Hauses aus dem Jahr 
1535 wurde durch seine innere Funktionalitaet bes· 
timmr, doch zeigen spaetere Umbauren ein 
gesleigertes Bewusstsein, wenn es um die Symmetric 
der aeussercn Flaechen gcht. Dicses ist verbunden 
mit der Einfuehrung von klassischen architektonis· 
chen Details als cin intcgricrtcs Element des 
gesamten Designs. Diese ldeen wurden weileren
twickelt und urn circa 1550 in dem Bau von Nicholas 
Poyntz' neuem Haus in Newark Park, Ozleworth, 
Glouccstcrshire umgesetzt, welches durch seine hohe 
kompakte Form den architektonischen Entwicklun
gen des spaeteren 16. Jahrhunderts vorauslaeuft. 

Die Nachfahren von Sir Nicholas Poyntz unter
nahmen keine wesentlichen Bauarbeiten an dem 
Haus. Ein Treppemurm wurde zwischen dem Nord
und Westfluegel im jahre 1576 angefuegt, und noch 
vor dem Buergerkrieg wurde der heutige Osthof 
geschaffen, welches die Achse des Hauses von Sueden 
nach Osten verschob. Die Familie wurde mehr und 
mehr von Schulden geplagt und nach dem Tod von 
Sir John Poyntz im Jahre 1680 und ohne maennlichen 



Erl>en, wurde das Grundsrueck verkauft und der Besitz 
aufgeteilt. Das Gcbaeudc wurde wescntlich vcrklcincn 
und in ein Bauernhaus umgebaut und verblieb so bis zu 
seinem Verkauf in 1984. Den fchlenden Mittcln zur 
Rcnovicrung des Hauscs ist cs zu vcrdankcn, dass das 

Haus in seinem einmaligen Auftreten erhalten blieben 
ist. 

Uebersetzu.ng: Norman Behrend 
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XX 

Glossary and Abbreviations 

Currency 

Cyma 

Dozen 

Pounds, shillings and pence (pennies) 
were usually abbreviated as£, s, and d. 
(In one document in Chapter 2, 
Appendix B, pound is abbreviated as /d.} 
There were l 2 pence to l shilling and 20 
shillings to I pound. 

A curved mouJding, in section concave 
abov~, and convex below. This is known 
as cyma retia (shaped like an elongated S. 
The curve is reversed in cyma revena.) 

('•dosen" or ''dosyn" in Chapter 2, 
A.ppcndi'< B) Noun, denoting a set of 
twelve. 

~casurenJcnt, arca 

Acre One acre = 0.4 hectare (approx) 

Measurement, weight or volume 

Bushel (bushell) Formerly, a dry measure of 8 gallons. 
(One gallon= 4.546litrC>) 

Oz Ounce: for precious metals, 1 ounce 
was I twelfth of a pound trO)'· For 
weighing other substances, there are 
16 ounces to one pound (lb): 2.21b = 
I kilogram. 

Peck Formerly, a dry measure of 2 gallons, 
one quarter or a bushel. 

Merion The rising element in an indented 
(embattled) parapet. 

OB Outbuilding 

Pair ("peyre" in Chapter 2, Appendix B) A 
set of two similar articles, eg sheets 

XRD X·ray diffraction 

XRF X-ray fluorescence 



Preface 

'Saturday, 21 Aug, Bristowe to Acton, Mr. Poyntz's 
place, and there Sunday, 7 m(iles). Monday, 23 Aug, 
Actcn to Mr. Walshe's (at Little Sodbury) .. .' This is the 
only written record of the visit to Acton Court by Henry 
VITI and Queen Anne Boleyn in the summer of 1535, 
during the course of a 13-week royal progress through 
the west of England. Until 1985, when the house came 
to the notice of English Heritage, 11 was not appreciated 
that a much more substantial memonal to tbis event 
survi'"CS IJI the form of the east rnnge of the standing 
building. The history of its acquisiuon, and the subse· 
qucnt restoration and research programme is described 
in Chapter 1 by Paul Drury. 

It was appreciated from the outset of the project that 
the house was a significant survival from the first half of 
the 16th century and it was hoped to elucidate the 
demolished paru of the building by excavation. How
ever, the quality and complexity of the evidence this 
revealed could not be anticipated, nor the unique 
groups of contemporary artefac:u reco'"red from the 
then unknown moat. The survival Wlthtn the bouse of 
high quahty painted friezes in 'anuke' style contempo
rnry with the royal visit, and of objects such as the 
signed sundial, dated 1520, found in building debris, 
combine to make Acton Court a unique survival from a 
formative architectural period, which is under-repre
sented amongst extant 16th-century houses. 

This report has been structured to integrate the 
abo\'e· and below-ground archaeology as closely as pos
sible. The topogrnphical setting of the house is 
described in Chapter 1, and the historical evidence is 
discussed by jean Manco in Chapter 2. The de>"Clop
ment of the medieval house and liS environs from the 

13th to the early 16th century is the subject of Chapter 
3. This information was recovered entirely by excava
tion or earthwork survey, and the discussion sets the 
house in its contemporary context. Chapter 4 describes 
the fabric of the house from its apogee in the mid-16th 
century through until its sale in 1683, combining exca
vated and structural evidence; Chapter 5 gi'"' the evi
dence for the 16th-century interiors. Chapter 6 
discusses the significance of the 16th-century house, its 
archlleciUrnl parallels and how 1t functioned as a build· 
ing. Chapter 7 describes the building's use as a farm
house after 1683, again combining excavated and 
structural evidence. Robert Bell wrote Chapter 3, 
except for the discussion of the 15th-century bouse, 
Kirsty Rodwell Chapters 5 and 6, and the remainder 
have joint authorship. 

Specialist reports by a number of different authors 
are the subject of Chapters 8 and 9. Chapter 8 deals 
with structural materials such as floor and roof tiles, 
archllecturnl fragments including the sundial, decora
ti\'C plaster fragments, architectural woodwork and win
dow glass. There are also repons on the tree-ring 
dattng, graffiti and the trnnslation of the Latin texts in 
the long gallery. Chapter 9 contains reports on the ane· 
facts related to daily life which were found during the 
excavations. These include large, well-stratified and 
extremely imponant groups of 16th-ccn1Ury pottery 
and glass, amongst which there are many imports, and 
also of 16th· and 17th-ccn1Ury small ftnds. Further 
reports describe the coins, clay tobacco pipes, leather, 
textile re.mains and unique ilems such as childnn's 
longbows. En>ironmental reports cover vertebrate 
rematns and plant and animal macrofossils. 





1 
Introduction 

The rescue of Acton Court 
by Paul Drury 

A visitor to Acton Court might easily imagine 
himself a hundred years ago, when less 
anention was commonly paid to the 
maintenance of old buildings. Although it is 
still inhabited, this substantial mansion is 
now in a state of advanced decay which is 
extremely picturesque, but must lead 
eventually to a partial collapse of the 
SlrUCture. 

So wrote Neil Burton on the occasion of a 
visit by the Royal Archaeological Institute 
during their Summer Meeting in 1977 (Fig 
1.1). In the time of the Keedwell family, 
owners since lhe end of the First World War, 
the condition of the house had deteriorated, 
although it continued to be occupied until 
the early 1980s. The farm buildings and 
walled enclosures generally declined with 
the house, but some crude work was done to 
adapt them to changing needs. In construct
ing a new access road into the south court in 
1974, a group of late medieval floor tiles 
were discovered reused in a path close to the 
east wall of the court. Their recording by 
Bristol Museum (B Williams 1979) hinted 
at the interest and potentia) of the site, 
although the significance of the standing 
building, the.n listed Grade II, was still not 
recognised; in 1977 it was thought to be 
essentially of early 17th-century date but 
inexplicable plan (Burton 1977). 

The death of Trevor Keedwell in 1982 
led to 'the Acton Court Estate' being sold 
by auction by the beneficiaries of his grand
father's will on 17 September 1984 (Sandoe 
Luce Panes 1984). The house, by now 
described as 'a rurally situated period prop
erty with historic associations, in partially 
derelict state requiring large expenditure' 
was sold separately from the majority of the 
south courtyard and agricultural land, 
which were bought by the adjoining farmer. 
The house, with only 2.18 acres of land, was 
purchased by the Bristol Visual and Envi
ronmental Buildings Trust ('The Trust'), a 
'revolving fund', charitable, building preser-

vation trust which had done much good 
work in the city. Such trusts operate by 
acquiring historic buildings in poor condi
tion, repairing them, usually with the aid of 
grants, and then reselling them on the open 
market; obviously, they must at least break 
even to survive. 

The importance of Acton Court now 
began to emerge. During 1985, Rob lies, 
then Avon County Archaeologist, recog
nised and surveyed the extensive earthworks 
surviving in the surrounding fields (lies 
1986, 55-6). The Trust employed a team, 
under the Youth Opportunity Programme, 
to clear the large quantities of rubbish and 
scrap metal which had accumulated around 
the house. In the process, a polyhedral lime
stone sundial, reused as a building block but 
carrying the date 1520 and the initials of its 
designer, was found just outside the south 
wall of the east range (White 1986; Chapter 
8, F ig 8.26). 

The sale of the land away from the house 
destroyed its viability as a single dwelling. It 
also became clear that its structural condi
tion was parlous; parts were propped with 
old telegraph poles, and near to collapse. 
For the Trust to break even, it would be 
necessary to divide the house itself vertically 
into three units, and to create four further 
houses from the outbuildings. In February 
1985, Northavon District Council granted 
planning permission for such a scheme, on 
the basis that it represented the only way to 
'save' Acton Court; but its viability still 
depended on a major grant being obtained, 
which for the first time brought the newly 
created English Heritage into the picture. A 
site visit in August immediately confirmed 
that Acton Court dated substantially from 
the early 16th century, and a report pro
duced over the following weekend by the 
writer (then an Assistant Inspector of His
toric Buildings with English Heritage) 
established the structural sequence, and 
with it, the importance of the house. It was 
evident both that the standing building 
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represented a very substantial part of a 
major courtier's house; and that the outline 
of the remainder was discernible to the west, 
suggesting the high archaeological porenrial, 
and sensitivicy, of the site. The house and its 
environs were scheduled as an ancient 
monument on 12 September 1985, and 
metric survey commissioned. 

Commissioners of English Heritage were 
therefore in no doubt that Acton Court was 
of outstanding importance in lhe national 
context, and thus eligible for grant aid; but 
it was equally clear that its imponance as it 
was now understood would be very seriously 
compromised by the Trust's scheme. It 
would have entailed extensive rebuilding of 
the standing structure, the division of its 
most important spaces, and major distur
bance of the buried archaeology, as well as 
the loss of the less tangible, but none the 
less high1y C\'OCati\rc, atmosphere of the site. 
The only acceptable way forward was con
servative repair of the house as a single 
entity, accompanied by detailed analysis of 
the building and the site. The Trust, and in 
particular its Secretary, Doroiliy Brown, 
had played a crucial role in the rescue of the 
house, but such a project was clearly beyond 
its resources. After some initial hesitation, 
understandable given the scale and com· 
plexiry of the problem that faced them, 
English Heritage Commissioners agreed, in 
November 1985, to acquire the house on 
terms which reflected the value of the 
Trust's acquisition and subsequenc steward· 
ship. An option was granted, and the pur· 
chase completed in October of the following 
year. However, the house was not acquired 
for display as a sterile monument; it was to 
be returned to private ownership and usc 
once repaired, English Heritage acting for 
the first time in the manner of a 'revolving 
fund' rrust for outstanding buildings where 
the scale and complexity of the problems 
necessitate its involvement. 

There was a rapid start on emergency 
works to stabilise the building. Detailed 
recording and analysis of the fabric by 
Kirsry Rodwell, and excavation by Robert 
Bell of the Bath Archaeological Trust, not 
only in advance of ground disturbance, but 
also to recover the plan of the Tudor house 
and its relationship to its medieval predeces
sors, we.re integral parts of the strategy. 
Negotiations were opened to secure an 
option to purchase the historic environs of 
the house, that is to say the remainder of the 
scheduled area, both to safeguard their 
archaeological interest, and to enlarge the 

landholding sufficiently to make Acton 
Court viable as a country house. 

By early 1987, structural repair work was 
sufficiently well advanced to begin negotia· 
tion with a purchaser, Rosehill Corporation, 
who, with their architect Peter \Vare, took 
responsibility for the management of the 
repair works from English Heritage early in 
1988, once the structure of the east range 
had been secured. A building agreement, 
leading to a freehold sale on completion, 
was signed in August 1994. At the same 
time, after protracted negotiation, the sur· 
rounding land was acquired, thus reuniting 
the historic core of the Acton Court Estate. 
Repair of the house was completed early in 
1998; final fitting out, and the repair of the 
outbuildings, was to be finished a year later. 
A condition of the sale is that the house be 
open to the public on sixry days each year 
for ten years from completion of the repair, 
and twenty-eight days each year for a further 
ten years. 

The investigations 

by Robert Bell 
The contract for the archaeological work 
was put out to tender and awarded to Bath 
Archaeological Trust. BAT's brief was to 
recover the plan of the demolished parts of 
the Tudor mansion, to record evidence of 
any earlier buildings on the site, and to 
locate the formal garden, the existence of 
which was implied by the sundial. 

The research design was, to some extent, 
dictated by the position of the boundaries of 
the properry purchased by English Heritage. 
It was defined on the north side by a fence, c 
I 5 m north of the house; on the west side by 
the partially standing we.st wall of the west 
range and the west wall of the south court; 
on the south side by a line running across 
the middle of the south court and by a mod
em track leading from the south court to 
Latteridge Road; and on the east side, by 
the road itself. The west arm of the moat 
and the earthworks recorded by Rob lies 
were beyond the limits of the properry 
owned by English Heritage, and excava
tions here were restricted to evaluation 
trenches. 

t\tlost of the excavations were carried out 
over the course of three twelve-week sea
sons, between Autumn 1986 and Summer 
1988 (Fig 1.2). Before the work started, M J 
Rees and Co Ltd of Almondsbury was com
missioned by Central Survey on behalf of 
English Heritage to produce a I :200 survey 



of the whole site, and a I :500 survey of the 
site and the fields within the scheduled area. 
Grid points_, aligned on the Ordnance 
Survey national grid, were fixed in the 
ground at regular intervals (every 20 m, 
where possible), covering the whole of the 
property. This proved to be extremely use
ful, and greatly facilitated the accurate plan
ning of the site. 

During che first season the west range, 
the west part of the south range and the 
chapel were located . A sample area in the 
south court (Area 2) was also examined. In 
the 1987 season, the chapel, the central part 
of the south range and the demolished part 
of the norlh range were excavated. A uench 
was dug across the north arm of the moat 
(Area 8), and the east and south arms were 
also sampled. Three areas within the east 
court (Areas 5-7), as well as areas to the 
south and north of the east court (Areas 
10- 11), were investigated. 

In January 1988, following a geophysical 
survey of the field to the north of the 
house by English Heritage's then Ancient 
Monuments Laboratory, now the Centre for 
Archaeology (AM Lab Report 28/88), 
Trenches A-J were excavated in the north 
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and west fields to determine their archaeo
logical potential and to attempt to date and 
interpret the visible e-arthworks. This was 
lhe only occasion when a mechanical digger 
was used at Acton Court for purposes other 
than backfilling (although certain parts of 
the service trenches between the house and 
Latteridge Road were also subsequently 
machine-dug). The work was carried out 
with the kind permission of the landowners, 
Messrs Thomas of Lodge Farm. 

During the third season, in Spring
Summer 1988, the rest of the south range of 
me house was investigated, along with the 
south porch and part of the inner courtyard. 
The north·east and south·east corners of 
the moat were also located (Areas 13-14). 
In February and March 1989, part of the 
primary west arm of the moat, sealed 
beneath the Tudor floor-bedding which had 
been found in 1986, was examined. Further 
excavations were carried out in April and 
May 1993 adjacent to the house and near 
the norch-e.ast corner of the east court, on 
the lines of proposed service trenches, and 
in May 1996 the outer moat or ditch was 
recorded in pipe trenches, to the south-east FiguN 1.2 7n4lhxArio"of 
of Area I 0 and in the south-east corner of the acawud anas.. 
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the east court. Finally, the area to the east 
of the south court was recorded in August 
1997 prior to the creation of a new car 
park. 

Only a fairly small proportion of the 
interior of the standing house was excavated, 
because most of the existing stone floors 
were to be retained. However, in J 987, three 
small trenches were dug (Areas 4, 9 and I 2), 
and in autumn 1989, Areas 15- 17 were 
recorded in advance of building works. 
Areas I 2 and I 6 were extended in Spring 
1993 prior to the excavation of service 
trenches. It is also worth emphasising that 
although the line of the moat was largely 
established, only c I 5 per cent of the portion 
which was backfilled in Periods 4.34.5 was 
fully excavated. Similarly Area 2 represented 
only c 5 per cent of the northern half of the 
south court. No work at all has been done in 
the southern half, although the collapsed 
tower at the south-west c.orner was recorded 
in 1993 and 1998. 

Building recording 

by Kirsty Rodwell 
The photogrammetric survey of the house 
was carried out for English Heritage by the 
Institute of Advanced Architectural Studies, 
University of York: it encompassed all the 
external elevations of lhe house, with 
attached outbuildings, and plan outlines at 
four levels. Some of the detached outbuild
ings and boundary walls were recorded pho
togrammetrically and the remainder by 
rectified photography. After consultation it 
was decided to plot this information at a 
principal scale of I :50 with limited enlarge
ment of complex areas to I :20. Pennant 
rubble was not individually plotted, except 
where it formed part of fearures such as 
relieving arches, but all limestone was 
included. Internal e levations and sections 
were built up by hand measurement, revers
ing the photogrammetric exteriors to use as 
a base, and the outlines were developed into 
full plans (Figs A2- A3). Although not 
inherently complex, considerable localised 
movement in the rubble walls would have 
rendered this very difficult through hand 
measurement alone. The interiors were ini~ 
tially too cluttered and subdivided to allow 
rectified photography, but this was under
taken at a later stage in the restoration for 
record purposes. 

This survey information was assembled 
into twenty-nine elevations of the house, 
outbuildings and boundary walls and used 

as a basis for the structural analysis of the 
fabric. As these elevations are multi-period, 
they are published with the plans in an 
appendix at the end of the report: all sixteen 
elevations of the house arc included (Figs 
A4-A9) together with a selection of the rest. 
The reference system used in the report for 
the standing building is explained in Appen
dix I . This is based on architectural subdivi
sions and does not continue the context 
system used for the excavations, as this was 
not considered appropriate to the nature of 
the evidence. Where excavated information 
augmented the fabric record this has been 
added to the elevation. The initial survey 
was completed by the end of 1987, but 
additional information was added as strip
ping-out and repairs proceeded. Final draw
ings were produced in 1994 and there has 
been limited further updating. An extensive 
general photographic survey of the house 
and its environs was undertaken by 
RCHME in I 986, before repair work com
menced and scaffolding was erected, 
and this was augmented by English 
Heritage and the authors as restoration 
proceeded. 

Architectural fixtures and fittings were 
recorded individually at an appropriate 
larger scale. These included roof trusses, 
doors, windows, fireplaces, mouldings, and 
other internal decoration, and form the sub
ject of Chapters 4 and 5. After cleaning and 
conservation in 1990, photogrammetry was 
used to record the painted frieze in Room 
I 0, but the frieze in Room I and the graffiti 
in the passages Rl 7 and Rl 8 were 
recorded primarily by hand: by tracing 
onto acetate. Inter-floor and roof deposits 
were sampled for artefacts but found to be 
19th-century or later, with two exceptions: 
the Period 4.1 ceiling plaster recovered from 
the lowered ceiling over Room 6 (Chapter 
5), and the wooden construction offcuts 
found below the floor in the south-west cor
ner of the same room (Chapter 8). 

Significant new structural information 
continued to come to light until a late stage 
in the project. In I 995 the near-complete 
garderobe in Room 6 was opened up (Fig 
4.9); vital evidence for the reconstruction of 
the south window was revealed in Room II 
(Fig 5.10); and 16th-century screen frag
ments were found in Room 1, when a win~ 
dow seat was dismantled for floor repairs 
(Chapter 8). In I 996 additional construc
tional details of the mid-16th-century south 
court walls were revealed during their 
restoration. 



Modern topography 

by Robe•·t Bell 
Iron Acton, Gloucestershire (formerly 
Avon), is 14.5 km north-east of Bristol, 
5 km west of Chipping Sodbury, and 3 km 
west of the expanding new town of Yate 
(Fig 1.3). The parish is very roughly rectan
gular in shape, measuring c 4.5 km from 
west to east, and 2.5 km from north to south 
(Fig 1.4). It is still predominantly agricul
rural and, apart from the village itself and 
the hamlet of Latteridge, which is 1.5 km to 
the north-west, settlement consists of scat
tered farms. The only exceptions arc on the 
eastern edge of the parish, where the mining 
hamlet of Engine Common developed in the 
late 19th century, and where a modern 
industrial estate encroached from Yate dur
ing the late 1980s. 

Iron Acton itself is essentially a Jinear vil
lage (Fig 1.5), consisting of a single street 
(High Street). The church of St James the 
Less is situated at its east end, close to the 
junction of the roads to Yate and Rangeworthy. 
At the west end, the roads to Bristol and 
Thornbury meet, forming two sides of the 
Green. There has been relatively little 

modern development in the village: a 
few new houses facing the Green, some 
infilling on the north side of the High Street, 
and a post-war housing estate on the 
south-east edge of the village, off Niblcy 
Lane. 

Acton Court is located 0.8 km from the 
church and 0.5 km north of the west end of 
High Street, on the west side of the road to 
Thornbury (known as Latteridge Road). It 
remains isolated from the main village, an 
isolation which has been emphasised by the 
construction in 1969-70 of the by-pass 
round the north side of Iron Acton. 

Physical geography 

Most of the parish is between 50 m and 70 
m above Ordnance Datum. The River 
Frome, which rises 8 km to the east, at the 
foot of the Cotswold scarp, forms part of the 
southern boundary of the parish, and flows 
westwards, 0.5 km south of the village, 
before turning south towards Bristol. The 
Ladden Brook flows south-west across the 
western part of the parish in a broad low
lying valley, joining the Frome at Cog's Mill, 
just beyond the parish boundary. Latteridge 
is siruated on a ridge running parallel to and 
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on the west side of the Ladden Brook. On 
the east side of the valley, the land rises up 
gently to form a fairly level terrace. Acton 
Court is situated on lhis terrace) on the 55 
m contour. The ground rises slightly more 
steeply 250 m east of the house, forming a 
scarp, on the edge of which Lodge Farm 
(formerly Acton Lodge) is sited, c 10- 12 m 
higher than Acton Court. Beyond the scarp 
is a level plateau. Numerous springs rise 
along the side of the eastern scarp. In the 
north-cast part of the parish, springs feed a 
stream, which runs along the north edge of 
the village. It then heads north towards 
Acton Court, but loops round to the south, 

"'' 
75 m from the house, before eventually 
Oowing into the Ladden Brook. 

Geology 

In the central and eastern parts of the 
parish, Carboniferous strata, principally 
Pennant Sandstone, are exposed (Fig 1.6). 
The Lower Sandstone, forming pact of the 
Middle and Lower Coal measures, is 
exposed on the eastern edge of the parish, 
around Engine Common. Most of the 
plateau and the acrual village of Iron Acton 
overlies Pennant Sandstone, which belongs 
to the Upper Coal Measures. It is inter
leaved with beds of shale, which have weath· 



e~ 10 clay and have formed hollows where 
they have been eroded. 

The scarp to the east of Acton Court, is 
caused by a geological fault in the 
Penn am Sandstone. The Pennant extends in 
a band, between 2.5 km and 5 km wide, 
from Rangeworthy, in the north, 10 the 
River Avon at Hanham, on the eastern out
skins of Bristol, interrupted only by the 
Kingswood Anticline, where the Lower Coal 
Measures surface again. Near the southern 
boundary of the parish, several narrow coal 
seams outcrop. They belong to the Upper 
Coal Measures and form the northern edge 

,--- -----.1. PONJ 

of the elliptically shaped Gloucestershire 
Basin (Buchanan and Cossons 1969, 74-5 
and 79). These arc overlaid by sandstones in 
the Supra-Pe.nnant series. 

The coal scams in both the lower and 
upper series have been worked in the past. 
Three collieries, mining the lower series of 
the coal measures, were shown on the 1881 
25-inch OS map at Engine Common, very 
close to the eastern boundary of the parish, 
though they ceased operations in the early 
20th century. These seams were, however, 
being exploit~d at an earlier date, since a 
1709 sunoey of lron Ac10n manor refers tO 
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•about Thousen Bakers of Common haveing 
Tyle and paving and Cole on it' (WRO 947 
(Estate): 799). 

The seams of the upper series were also 
mined, and in the 17th oenrury there were 
numerous coal-pits in Westerleigh parish, 
immediately south of Iron Acton 
(Ravensdale 1988). Several former coal pits on 
the north bank of the River Frome, within Iron 
Acton parish, are marked on the Geological 
Survey 6-ineh Geological map. Some of these 
are likely to have been contemporary with the 
Westerleigh pits, and the 'Two loads of Coalpin 
Timber', mentioned in the 1680 inventory of 
Acton Court {Chapter 2, Appendix B), may 
have been intended for these and other local 
workings. 

Iron was both mined and smelted locally, 
and shafts were dug to extract haematite 
from the sides of the fissures in the Pennant. 
The name 'Cinderford', mentioned in a mid
IOth-<enrury charter describing the boundaries 
of Glastonbury Abbey's Pucklechurch 
estate, and identified as the ford across the 
River Frome adjacent to Iron Acton Mill, 
provides evidence that the industry was well 
established by the late Saxon period 
(Grundy 1935, 213-14; Finberg 1975, 54). 
In 1086, the Pucklechurch estate, which 
included Westerleigh, to the south of the 
River Frome, was providing GlastOnbury 
Abbey with ' 1 00 lumps of iron, less I 0' 
(Moore 1982, 8:1). In the late 18th century 
great quantities of iron cinders were visible 
in several places in Iron Acton parish 
(Rudder 1779, 213). There was an impor
tant though short- lived revival in 
mining operations at Frampton Couercll 
between 1862 and 1874 (Buchanan and 
Cossons 1969, 127- 9), and also at Iron 
Acton, where shafts were dug c 1 km 
north of Acton Court. They were 
abandoned in the 1870s (Anstie 1873, 100). 

The principal geological resource was 
the Pennant Sandstone itself, which was 
e.asily accessible and was the standard local 
building material until well into the 19th 
century. Two quarries, both of which were 
on the Acton Court estate, are mentioned in 
the 1840 tithe assessmem. One was on the 
west side of the Green; the other was on the 
east side of the road to Rangeworthy. 
However, as the archaeological excavations 
demonstrated, there must have been many 
others at different periods which were sub
sequently filled in. 

The only part of the parish where stone 
is not readily obtainable is around Latteridge 
and in the valley of the Laddcn Brook, 

where the Coal Measures arc uncon
formably overlain by Triassic strata, mainly 
red Keuper Marl. In the vicinity of the 
Brook, the marl is covered by alluvial clay, 
which also forms the flood-plain of the 
River Frome. 

Acton Court itself sits on an outcrop of 
Pennant Sandstone (Fig 1.6). The outcrop 
forms a level strip, varying in height by no 
more than c 0.5 m . It has a maximum 
width of 80 m, narrowing to 50 m in the 
field immediately to the north of the 
house, where there is a slight rise in the 
level of the bedrock. Its southern limit is 
between the far end of the south court and 
the large fishpond, and it is exposed 
between the stream and the south-east cor
ner of me south coun. It was also visible, 
even before the start of the excavations, in 
the western part of the east court. Along 
the west side of the site the edge of the 
sandstone outcrop forms a natural terrace, 
(though artificial dumping has extended 
the terrace westwards) beyond which is a 
stratum of shaley clay containing decayed 
Pennant, which dips easrward beneath the 
Pennant. On the east side of the outcrop 
the Pennant disappears below a second 
stratum of clay. 

The outcrop forms a Oat, dry and solid 
natural platform, which to some extent, at 
least in Periods 1-3, may have influenced 
the location of any buildings contemporary 
with or earlier than the Period 3 manor 
house. As a settlement location, it was cer
tainly preferable to the area immediately 
west of the outcrop, which is low-lying and 
poorly drained. 

The sandstone bedrock varies in 
appearance across the site. In places, it is 
exueme1y smooth; elsewhere, it is very 
fractured and, especially at the edges, it is 
soft and rotted . It is also split by a number 
of small natural fissures. Where it is undis
turbed, the bedrock is generally overlain by 
a layer of dark red gritty soil mixed with 
Pennant gravel, which forms a natural sub
soil 0.1-0.2 m thick. 

Summary of phasing and dating 

The phasing of the site, which is divided 
into five main periods, is summarised 
below, with a synopsis of the daring evi
dence for each phase. All Period 2 and later 
features in the immediate environs of the 
house are shown on Fig I. 7. Period I cov
ers occupation on the sire prior to the mid-
12th century, represented mainly by 
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residual finds, and Period 2 I 2th- and I 3th
century features antedating the construction 
of the moaced manor. Period 3, which has 
five phases, traces the development of the 
medieval manor from its construction in the 
mid-13th century co its partial demolition in 
I 535, and Period 4 covers its apogee as a 
Tudor courtier's house. This has four phases 
within the short time span of c 15 years 
( 1535-c 1550) during the life of Sir Nicholas 
Poyntz, and a long period of relative inactiv
ity (Periods 4.5-4.6) under his descendants. 
Period 5 covers alterations to the house from 
its sale in 1683 to the present day. 

0 

• 

Period 1: Residual finds. 
Daw: Roman to mid-12th century. 
Daring evidence: Romano .. Brirish pottery 
and ceramic roof tiles; rectangular fields 
sealed beneath ridge and furrow in field on 
east side of Latteridge Road, facing house. 
Bath Fabric A spouted pitchers: late II th
early 12th century. 

Period 2: Structures, enclosures, quarries 
and features cut by moat and sealed by 
Period 3. I manor house. 
Date: Early I 3th century. 
Dating evidtnce: Fill of quarry; pottery, 
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mainly limestone-tempered and Mjnety
cype cooking pots. From other Period 2 con
texts: Ham Green cups; mid-12th to early 
13th cenrury. Horseshoe, mid-12th to mid-
13th century. Mudstone spindle whorl, 12th 
to 13th century. 

Period 3. I: Construction of moat and manor 
house (Rooms A-E, G and S). 
Dart: Mjd- to late 13th century. 
Dating evidence: Make-up :u west end of 
Room G: Bristol Redcliffe jugs, mid- to late 
13th century. 

Period 3. 2: Construction of easrern exten
sion of Room G and porch at north end of 
Room B (screens passage). 
Date: Late 13th to mid-I 4th century. 
Dati11g erndence: Construction horizon relat
ing to Room G extension; ceramic ridge 
tiles, mainly Bristol, decorated with applied 
strips and knife-cut crests, with occasional 
Nash Hill tiles, late 13th to 15th century. 

Period 3.3: Construction of Rooms H- K and 
M-PI/2. 
Dau: Late 13th to mid-14th century. 
Dau11g erndencc: Robbing of curtain wall 
beneath Room J: pottery, including Bristol 
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Redcliffe jugs with plain applied strips and a 
wide slashed strap handle; also a Nash Hill 
cooking pot. 

Period 3. 4: Rebuilding of south range and 
RoomS (kitchen). 
Date: Late 14th to mid-15th century. 
Datiug evidence; Construction of new 
buttress 'under the arch of the gate
house', providing rerm-irrus a me quem for 
rebuilding of porch and south range: 
1465/6. Robbing of 3.1 porcb abutment: 
Minety-type wheel thrown bowl, late 14th 
to mid-15th century. 

PenOd 3. 5: Refurbishment of house inrerior; 
Room F2 (oriel window); Room L and 
gallery; walled garden to north of house. 
Date: Late 15th to early I 6th century. 
Daci11g evidence: Discarded sculpted fire
places, 1490-1510. Discarded Canyngesl 
Bristol group Ooor tiles, 1481-1515. Date 
on sundial, 1520. 

Period 4./: Demolition of Room S. Con
struction of east range and temporary srruc
rures east of moat. 
Date: 1535. 
Dati11g evidence: Dendrochronology; felling 



date for east range structural and roof tim
bers spring 1535. 

Period 4.2: Demolition of Rooms H- N; con
struction of north and west ranges. North 
and west arms of moat recut. Construction 
of ancillary buildings, Rooms 34-6 (possibly 
immediately after Period 4.1). 
Date: Late 1540s to early 1550s. 
Dating evidence: Classical fireplace in Room I 
(long gallery) has close stylistic connections 
with work of the 'Somerset1 school of 
c 1550 (cf Lacock Abbey, built temp Edward 
VI). Coin in infill of Room H, beneath west 
range; Edward VI penny in name of Henry 
VIII, 1547- 51. 

Period 4.3: Replanning of ground-floor 
rooms in east range with new partitions; 
rebuilding of cast end of south range. Infill
ing of moat from south porch to north-east 
corner. Construction of wa1lcd south court. 
Date: Mid-1550s. 
Dating evidence: Graffito on interior of porch 
to cross passage in cast range (Room 18) 
providing terminus ame quem 1556. Latest 
coin in bottom of moat between arms of 
porch; unworn Mary groat 1553-4. 

Pen·od 4. 4: New doors and windows in north 
range. Infilling of remainder of south arm 
and most of north arm of moat. 
Date: Mid-1550s. 
Dating evidence: Classical doorcases in north 
range related to details at Newark Park, built 
by Sir Nicholas Poyntz temp Edward VI. 

Ptriod 4.5: Stair tower in angle between north 
and west ranges (Room 14) consttucted. 
Date: 1576. 
Dating evidence: Dendrochronology; felling 
date of timber stair-treads winter 1575/ 
spring 1576. 

Period 4. 6: Demolition of ancillary buildings 
on east side of house. Creation of east court. 
Abandonment of north walled garden. 
Defensive ditches on north side of house. 
Date: Early to mid-17th century. 
Dating evi<knce: Civil War period ditches 
containing large group of clay tobacco 
pipes, dated c 1631- 59, provide termi>ms 
ame quem, cutting through east wall of 
garden and respecting north wall of cast 
court. 

Period 5./a: Demolition of south range and 
Room 32. North range ttuncated. Domestic 
occupation confined to east half of north 

range and north half of east range. First 
generation of farm outbuildings (including 
OS4,6and 12). 
Date: Late 17th to early 18th century. 
Dating evidence: Hearth tax assessment 
thirty·two hearths, termjnus post quem for 
reduction of house, 1672. Death of Sir John 
Poyntz 1680. Sale of house and estate in lots 
by his widow, 1683. Graffito on north side 
of east range cross passage, J. Manning (first 
tenant farmer) 1691 . The 'house part pulled 
down', possibly by 1696, certainly by 1712. 
Inventory of John Manning's goods and 
chattels provides terminus ante quem for 
reduction of area of domestic occupation, 
1709. Malthouse (OS 6) on site of demol
ished Room 22, in existence by 1709. 
Demolition material in Room 32: latest coin 
Charles II farthing, early to mid-1670s; 
latest tobacco pipe bowl 1670-1700; wine 
bottles c 1680-90. In fill of south porch 
garderobe: complete tobacco pipe in five 
fragments, 1650-80. Demolition spread 
above infilled south moat: pottery, including 
Westerwald drinking jug \vith initials 'AR', 
early 18th century, prc-1720; clay tobacco 
pipes c 1690-1730; wine bottle 1690-1710. 
Infill of garderobe on west side of 
west range: pottery, inc1uding South Somer· 
set bowl and tin-glazed vessels, early 
18th century; tobacco pipes, early 18th cen
tury. 

Period 5.1 b: Agricultural use of west range 
and west half of north range, followed by 
demolition. 
Dare: Mid- to late 18th century. 
Dating evidence: Track through gateway cut 
into west wall of west range: wine bottle 
1730-80. Fill of garderobe at west end of 
former south range: pottery, Scaffordshirel 
slipware and combed press·moulded dish, 
mid-18th century. Rubble spread over south 
half of west range: pottery, late 18th/early 
19th century. Rubble beneath OB 1: cylin
drical wine bottle, 1760- 70. Fill of well: 
pottery, including crcamware and pearl· 
ware, late 18th/early 19th century. 

Period 5. 2: Creation of cobbled farmyard; 
construction of second generation of farm 
buildings (including OB I, 2 and 7). 
Dare: Early 19th century. 
Dating evidence: Tithe map, providing t.ermi· 
mu ame quem for construction of farm 
buildings on site of former west range and 
west half of north range, 1840. Consttuc
tion ttench of drain along south side of OB 
2: clear-glass apothecary bottle and wine 
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bottle, early 19th century. Construction 
layer of OB 7 (cider-house): free-blown 
wine bottles, late 18th century. 

Period 5.3: Construction of third generation 
of farm buildings and alterations to east range. 
Date: Mid- to late 19th century. 
Dating evidence: Ordnance Survey map 
(1881), showing alterations since 1840, 
including construction of farm buildings 
along south boundary of south court and 

creation of kitchen garden on north side of 
house. Date stone on barn at south-east cor
ncr ofsouch coun, 1849. Date stone on new 
wall replacing demolished south stack in 
cast range, 1888. Porch next to north stack 
in east range, later than Loxton drawing, 
earlier than Bristol and Gloucestershire 
Archaeological Society photograph, 1888-98. 
Construction trench of link waH 
between OB I and OB 2: bottles, late 19th 
century. 



2 
The history of Acton Court 

by Jean Manco 

Domesday 

The Domesday survey records two manors 
at Acton, later known as Iron Acton, in the 
Bagstone Hundred of Gloucestershire. 
Before the Conquest they had been held by 
Ebbi, a man of Britric son of Algar, 
and Harold, a man of Alh\')1 Hiles. Ebbi's 
estate had passed to Geoffrey, Bishop of 
Coutances, and was held from him by Ilger. 
Harold's estate had been granted to Maud 
of Flanders, queen of William I, and before 
her death in I 083 she had granted it, 
together with the manor of \'\'ickwar, to 
Humphrey the Chamberlain, who was prob
ably a member of her household. 

In 1086 Humphrey the Chamberlain 
held two and a half hides at Acton valued at 
40 shillings. Ilger also held two and a half 
hides valued at 40 shillings. llger had one 
and a half ploughs, while Humphrey's 
manor included half a plough. The obvious 
interpretation is that one plough-team was 
shared between the two manors. In the same 
way, Ilger had half a mill and Humphrey one 
and a half mills, so it would appear that a 
mill was held in common (see Appendix A}. 
The way in which the vill is so evenly split 
suggests that Acton was originally a five
hide unit, divided before I 066 berween two 
heirs. Such a division was made at 
Butcombe, in North Somerset, where 
Wulhvaru left her estate to be divided 
equally berween her eldest son and youngest 
daughter, sharing the principal residence 1 3S 

evenly as they can' (Eng Hist D()CS, 116}. 
:\1any places named in Domesday were 
divided between two or more manors, but it 
is generally difficult to establish the bound
aries between them. At Iron Acton the 
boundary was preserved by an unusual cir
cumstance. 

After the accession of William Rufus, 
the manors which had once belonged to 
Maud of Flanders were gronted to Robert 
FitzHamon and became the honour of 
Gloucester (Peerage, V, 682-3). The honour 
included the valuable manor of Thornbury, 
which became the capuc of a wider estate. 

13 

Wickwar and the half of ActOn that had 
been held by Humphrey became a knight's 
fcc (or two half fees) attached to Thornbury. 

Under the Normans some of the Saxon 
hundreds recorded in Domesday became 
increasingly inconvenient units of adminis
tration. Bagstone Hundred disintegrated as 
manors held from Thornbury were drawn 
into a new Hundred of Thornbury and the 
remnant was evidently too small to survive 
as a unit. In 1220 it was known as the 
Hundred of Agmead (Barldy 1887, 331), 
but by 1303 it had been absorbed by the 
Hundred of Grumbald's Ash (Feudal Aids, 
11, 249}. 

The two manors within lron Acton 
parish were therefore in different hundreds. 
The hundred boundary was not mapped 
until the 19th century and in this later form 
may incorporate adjustments following 
land-enclosures. However, the relationship 
between the boundary and the village 
of Iron Acton is significant. The 1881 
Ordnance Survey map shows Thornbury 
Hundred encompassing the western half of 
the village with the Church of St James, 
whereas part of the eastern village, from the 
churchyard wall, was included in the Hun
dred of Grumbald's Ash (Fig 3.44}. The 
hundred boundary therefore indicates the 
division of a pre-existing village. 

The Church of Stjames is presumably of 
Saxon foundation, since it incorporates a 
Saxon fragment in its fabric (Dobson 1933, 
269 and pi II, fig 8). Churches were fre
quently built by the manorial lord, in which 
case he had the right to present the incum
bent (Platt 1981, 1- 3). Such a church was 
characteristically sited close to the manor 
house (R Morris 1989, 248- 50), so the 
Saxon manor house at Iron Acton was most 
probably near the church. A mill stands 
close to the village on the river Frome. Since 
mills tend to remain on the same site, how
ever often they are rebuilt, one or both of 
the Domesday mills was probably in the 
same position. The open field system was 
certainly in operation in Iron Acton by the 
14th century (Cal Close R2, 1, 512- 13) and 
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presumably dates from the same period as 
the senlement. 

An equal division of such a scuJement 
would therefore have its complications. Both 
lords would have rights in the milJ and 
church, and the individual strips of the two 
manors would be intermixed in the open 
fields. The complex interweaving of the 
hundred boundaries within the parish of 
Iron Acton is consistent 'vith such a history 
(Fig 3.44). The rights of the two manors in 
the church are discussed below. If the manor 
house was once shared, as at Butcombe, 
this is scarcely likely to have proved a satis
factory long-term arrangement. It would 
appear that in the later Norman period, 
when both manors had resident lords, two 
new manor houses were built approximately 
a third of a mile from the village to the north 
and south. Acton Court can clearly be 
shown to be the chief house of the manor of 
Iron Acton at a later date, while the manor 
house of Acton llger apparently stood on the 
site of the present Ngar's Manor (Manco 
1995, 92). 

The manor of Acton llger was clearly 
named after the Domesday tenant, to distin .. 
guish it from the other manor at Acton, 
though this appellation is not documented 
until the 13th cenrury. In the mid-12th 
cenrury, Richard Foliot sold the manor of 
Acton fllger] to Robert Fit7.harding (Chart 
Bern, 12). Robert died in 1171 and his son 
Maurice of Berkeley had a charter from 
Foliot confirming his possession of Acton 
with 'his part of the church' (Chart Berk, 
15). The manor then passed through vari
ous hands (Manco 1995, 9 1-2) and in 1303 
Acton Ilger was held by Henry de Mareys as 
a quarter of a knight's fee (Feudal Aids n, 
249). Henry de Mareys was still alive in 
1316 (Cal Close E2, 11, 29 1), but by 1346, 
John de Acton, lord of Iron Acton, had 
acquired Henry's quarter fee in Acwn Ilger 
(Feudal Aids n, 283). The acreage of the 
manor of Iron Acton almost doubled 
berween 1312 and 1322 (see Appendix A) 
suggesting that it had absorbed the major 
part of Acton llger by the latter date. From 
this period, the t\VO manors were under the 
same lordship, though for oenturics aftetwards, 
documentation intermittently recognised 
the distinct existence of Acton llger. 

The Actons 

Humphrey the Chamberlain held land in 
eight counties and is most unlikely to have 
lived at Acton, one of his lesser manors. 

Since he had no tenant in Acton or Wick
war, his estate there was probably run by a 
steward or bailiff from the larger manor of 
\'\lickwar. The later pattern of feudal tenure 
indicates that \XIickv,ar was the dominant 
manor of the pair. Humphrey's heir or suc
cessor was evidently Henry de Orescuilz 
(Fry and Thorp 1924, 38). In the 12th 
cenrury Henry and his descendants seem to 
have lived at Sandford Orcas on the border 
between Dorset and Somerset. After the 
death of Richard de Orescuilz in 1206 (Pipe 
NS xx, 20), his lands were divided between 
his sisters; Maud de Harptree gained the 
bulk of Humphrey's Domesday manors in 
the West Country, which had descended by 
1234 to her grandson, Robert de Gurney 
(Fees, 753; Fi11es Som 1, 77- 8, 361- 2). 

The date at which Iron Acton was sub
infeudated is unknown, but the family 
which rook its name from Acton appears in 
the records from the mid-12th cenrury 
(Table I). William de Acton witnessed five 
charters of Earl William of Gloucester 
( 1147- 83). All are undated, but one can be 
dated from internal evidence to c 1155- 60 
(Glouc Chart, 44, 75, 125, 135, 186). This 
and three of the other charters were written 
by a scribe who was dead by 1176, so 
William would appear to be the antecedent 
of John de Acton, who was fined for a forest 
offence in Gloucestershire in 1176 (Pipe 
xxv, 1280). References in 1195 and 1201 to 
a John de Acton (perhaps the son of the pre
vious John) failing to perform military ser
vice (Pipe NS VI, 17; XIV, 48) or as a knight 
assisting the justices of the eyre in 1221- 2 
(Eyre, 130, 208, 300) indicates that he held 
land in Iron Acton by knight service. Two 
and a half hides would be a poor knight's fee 
and it is not surprising to find John de Acton 
in debt to two jews in 1204-5 (Rot Oblat, 
236, 3 15; Rot Ut Claus 1, 49). 

The Acton family preference for the 
name john makes it impossible to construct 
a secure family tree in the absence of evi
dence for births, marriages and deaths 
(Table 1). It seems reasonable to surmise, 
though, that the Sir john de Acton who wit
nessed a charter relating to Frampton 
Cotterell in 1257 (Cal Chart!, 475) was the 
son of the John living c 1200, for in 1287 
John de Acton, lord of half of Iron Acton, 
testified that his grandfather John had a gal
lows in Iron Acton in the time [1 199- 1216] 
of King john (Placita, 243). 

The tenure of Iron Acton at this time 
was a complex feudal chain. In 1284 or 
1285 john de Acton held it under the name 



of its hamlet of Laneridge from Roger de Ia 
Warre, lord of Wickwar, who held it of 
Anselm de Gurney, who held it of the Earl 
of Gloucester as one knight's fee of the 
manor of Thornbury (Feudal Aids 11, 243). 

The grant by Richard Foliot to Maurice 
of Berkeley referring to 'his part of 
the church' of Acton suggests that the 
advowson was originally shared between the 
two manorial lords, perhaps alternating 
between them. It seems likely that the 
Actons became sole patrons from the time 
that Acton llger fragmented. The earliest 
recorded presentation was on 15 February 
1273, when John de Acton presented his 
son john (Reg Giff, 55: this clerical john was 
probably not the eldest legitimate son, who 
would be amply provided for as the heir. It is 
therefore more likely that he was an illegiti
mate child). 

The John de Acton who testified to his 
grandsirc•s gallows was a man of some loc-al 
significance. He was summoned to fight 
against the Welsh in 1282 or 1283 and the 
Scots from 1296 to 130 I and was knighted 
by 1285 (Pari Writ.< 1, 423-4; 11, 426). 
He represented both Gloucestershire and 
Hcrcfordshire as a knight of the shire and 
played an active parr in local administration 
in both counties. 

By the time of his death in 1312, Sir john 
had greatly increased the family estates and 
held lands in five counties (!PM v, 411). 
He had capital messuages at both Cheddar 
in Somerset and Iron Acton, the Iauer 
described as having a garden, two dovecotes 
and a park (su Appendix A). Sir john had 
made two provident marriages. The first, to 
an heiress, Margery de Aller, had by 1272 
brought him property in Somerset and 
Devon (Cal Par H3, VI, 693). The second, 
to Sybil, a well-dowered widow, added lands 
in Herefordshire and Hampshire. Sybil was 
the niece of Godfrey Giffard, Bishop of 
Worcester, who bequeathed to her in 1302 
'one cup to the value of 100 shillings, and 
one silver pot for wine, and another pot for 
water, and the best gold brooch I have, 
except those specifically bequeathed' (Reg 
Geynes, 58). Sybil's family had prospered in 
the church. Another uncle was Walter 
Giffard, Bishop of Bath and Wells 1264, 
Archbishop of York 1266- 79. Her aunts 
were the Abbesses of Wilton and 
Shaftesbury (Sanders 1960, 86- 7). 

Sir John's heir was john, son of john de 
Acton, aged 24, evidently his grandson 
(!PM Gios v, 134-5). The young man was 
already the heir to the manor of Elkstone 

THE HISTORY OF ACTON COURT 

and pan of \Vinstonc in Glouccstcrshirc. 
These properties had been settled on John 
de Acton and his wife Elena in 1303 by John 
le Brun, presumably the father of Elena (Co/ 
PatEl, 1v, 131). john le Brun also settled 
the manor of Beercrocombe in Somerset on 
John and Elena, if another legatee, named as 
Elizabeth Malherbe, left no heirs (Fines Som 
1, 322). By 1319 this manor too had fallen 
to john de Acton (f?eg Drok, 20). This 
amassing of property by marriage placed the 
Actons among the most affluent of the 
Gloucestershire gentry (Saul 1981, 226-7). 

John (cl288- 1362) clearly had an 
advantageous start in life. However, in 1321 
he followed john Giffard of Brimpsficld into 
a rebellion against the hated Despensers, 
favourites of Edward II. In March 1322 
john de Acton fought at Boroughbridge, 
where the rebels were routed by the king, 
and he was imprisoned in Pomefract and 
elsewhere for over a year (Cal Close E2, m, 
421, 580; 1v, 46). His lands were confis
cated by Edward (Cal Fine 111, 84). They 
were evidently plundered. The king himself 
stayed at Iron Acton in January and Febru
ary 1324 (Co/ Pat E2, IV, 351; !tin E2, 
252- 3) and had timber felled there two 
years later (Cal Mem, 2120). 

After Edward IT's overthrow in 1327, 
john de Acton, by then Sir john, regained 
his lands and proceeded to demand redress. 
He accused a number of persons (including 
one of lhe late king's stewards at Iron 
Acton) of breaking his houses at Acton and 
Elkstone, felling trees, reaping corn, fishing 
his fishponds and carrying away stock and 
goods. His manors in Somerset had suffered 
similar pillage (Cal Pat E3, 1, 284-5). How
ever, the misfortune of royal confiscation 
has left us a detailed account of the manor 
of Iron Acton at this time, its every asset 
noted by a careful royal clerk. The manor 
house itself is described as a court with 
various rooms, a barn, cowshed and sheep
fold (see Appendix A). There is no specific 
mention of a chapel, but Sir john seems to 
have employed a chaplain. Reginald le 
Mareschal, priest, was instituted to the 
parish churches of Beercrocombe in 1343 
and Iron Acton in 1348, having previously 
been 'in the service of Sir john de Acton' 
(Reg Shrews, 1813; Reg Brans, 397). 

Sir john married no less than four times 
wilhout managing to produce a surviving 
child.• By 1335 it would seem he despaired 
of progeny. In that year he settled the inheri
tance of two Somerset properties in the 
event of his death without direct heirs. His 
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half of the manor of Aller was to go to a 
cousin, who held the other half. Cheddar 
was intended for his mistress, Margaret de 
Ralegh. The arrangement for Margaret evi
dcndy gave offence, since Cheddar was held 
from <he Bishop of Bath and Wells. In 1339 
Sir john de Acton was excommunicated by 
<he Bishop on a charge of fornication wi<h 
her. Cheddar was later senled on Thomas 
Lord Berkeley (Fines Som u, 170, 177, 235; 
Reg Shrews, 346-7, 349). Then in 1346 Sir 
John sold his manor of Beercrocombe in 
Somerset outright to another cousin_, john 
son of Odo de Acton (Fines Som u, 230). 
This left a much less widely scattered estate. 
When Sir john died in 1362, only <he 
Gloucestershire lands at Iron Acton, 
Elkstone and Winsrone were inherited by 
his heir, Sir john Poyntz (Cal Pat E3, VI, 52; 
Cal Close E3, XJ, 317- 18). Iron Acton had 
been held by Sir john de Acton joindy wi<h 
his fourth wife Joan, who <herefore had a life 
interest in it (Cal Close E3, XJ, 321), but she 
relinquished her claim to Sir John Poyntz in 
1364 (Cal Close E3, xu, 61-2). 

Medieval Poyntzes 

The first Poyntz lord of Iron Acton was a 
younger son of Nicholas Lord Poyntz, baron 
of Curry Mallet, Somerset, by his second 
wife, Maud (presumed to be the sister of Sir 
john de Acton). Sir john Poyntz could 
scarcely have known his fa<her, who died at 
the age of 33 (Peerage x, 674-5). His 
mother, well provided for with five and a 
half fees in dower, made a rapid second 
marriage ro Sir Roger de Chaundos (Cal 
Close E2, u, 168) who held lands in Here
fordshire (/PM x, 1310) and Sir John evi
dently lived in that county until he inherited 
Iron Acton (Table 2). His eldest son was 
born in Herefordshire (!PM E IV, 457). 

In 1344, Sir John Poyntz and his half
bro<her, Sir Thomas de Chaundos, led a 
111id on Hereford prison ro liberate certain 
parties arrested after a dispute in the city. A 
band of knights and <heir squires <hen effec
tively laid siege to Hereford, preventing food 
and wine from entering the city, purring the 
mills out of action and denuding the surM 
rounding lands of livestock (Cal Pat E3, VI, 

419-20). Might tended to be right in these 
lawless years. 

A string of Glouccsrershire appointments 
followed Sir John's move ro Iron Acton. He 
was sheriff of Gloucesrershire in 1368 (Cal 
Fine vu, 392) and a knight of the shire in 
1368- 9 and again in 1371 (Cal Close E3, XJI, 

480; xm, 101, 289). His lesser functions 
included that of commissioner of the peace 
(Cal Pa< E3, XJV, 344), bur this did nor 
noticeably increase his respect for the law. A 
neighbour, William de Clynton, complained 
<hat Sir john Poyntz and o<hers had taken 
advantage of his absence as a prisoner of war 
to hunt in his park at Ty<heringron. They 
had broken in, attacked his men, tied them 
to trees and stakes and carried off his deer 
(Cal Pa< E3, XVI, 58- 9). 

Sir John died early in 1376 owing £40 10 
Alderman Peche of London (!PM Glos v1, 
128- 9). Considering that his lands were 
yielding less <han £30 a year in rents, out of 
which he had agreed to pay £5 a year for life 
to Ponce Poyntz, and 13s 4d to john Kyng 
(!PM XIV, 321; xv, 19-20), <his was quire a 
burden for his heir, Robert. In 1376 Robert 
was still a minor and his wardship and mar
riage were granted ro John de Beauchamp 
(Cal Pat E3, XVI, 305). A wardship was 
expected ro be profitable and an heir in 
these circumstances commonly came into 
an asset-stripped estate. Certainly John de 
Beauchamp made no attempt to settle the 
debt ro Alderman Pcche. Robert came of 
age in 1381 (Cal Cwse R2, 1, 446) and in <he 
following year the sheriff was ordered to 
sci<e his lands until <his debt had been paid 
(IPM Glos VI, 128- 9). Robert seems to have 
satisfied john Kyng's claim on the estate by 
a grant ro him of lands in Iron Acton and 
Laneridge ('Ladryge') at a nominal rent 
(Cal Close R2, 1, 512-13). 

These early years cannot have been the 
most prosperous for Robert Poynrz and in 
1394 he was g111nted exemption from 
knigh<hood (Cal Pat R2, v, 511), <he cost 
of which was high. Robert clearly preferred 
to serve his overlords in a more rewarding 
capacity. Elksrone and Winsrone were held 
from the king, Iron Acton from the 
Staffords (successors to the Earls of 
Gloucester as lords of Thornbury), 
and Robert took office under both . In 
1396, 1400, 1403 and 1415 he was the 
royal eschearor in Gloucesrershire and the 
March of Wales (EscheOl, 53-4) and he 
served frequently on local commissions 
from 1399 10 1422 (Cal Pat H4, 1, 211, 
313, 554; HS, I, 315; II, 251, 326, 418, 
453) . In his o<her role, he acted as the 
Stafford steward in <he counties of 
Gloucesrershire, Hampshire and Wiltshire 
from 1405 ro 1416 (Rawcliffe 1978, app B), 
<he beginning of a long association berween 
<he Poyntzes and <he Staffords. At <he age of 
56, he followed his father into parliament, 
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representing the county in 141 S and 1417 
{Williams 1898, 32-3). Robert improved 
the family forrunes by marriage as well as by 
his own ene:rgtc:s. Has second "ifc, 
Katherine, was the daughter and co-hearess 
of Sir Thomas FuzNtchol, who died m 1118 
leaving her the manor of Hall and half of 
Nympsfield, both in Gloucestershire (IPM 
E, IV, 38; C4J CIMt HS, 1, 493; n, I 58 9). 

When Robert daed in 1439 (Cal Fi11t 
xvu, 53), he was buried m Iron Acton 
church with a gravestone depacung him in 
armour he probably never wore and 
inscribed 'here lyth Roberd Poyntz Lord of 
lrenacton And thys stepyl here maked who 
deydc The fyftcnc day or junne the yeer of 
o'vrc Lord MCCCCXX(XlX) Of whos 
soule god have mercy Amen' (Lysons 1803, 

THE HISTORY 01' ACTON COURT 

pi 2: Fig 2.1). From this it seems Robert 
built the church tower, and the massi..--e 
stone cross outside the church can also be: 
attributed to him. It bears his arms - Acton 
ampaled "ith Fitz.'licbol. Further proofs of 
the piety of Robert and Katherine were the 
mdulgences granted them in 1413 for a 
portable altar and remission of their sins in 
the hour of death (Cal Pap ut ,,, 384). 

Robert's heir was his eldest son Nicholas 
Poyntz, a man of around forty who had 
already made his mark in the county. His 
career followed a similar pattern to his 
father's; he was the escheator for Glouces
tershire in 1425 and 1435 (Escheat, 534), 
a knight or the shire in 1431 (Williams 
1898, 34) and from 1435 he was retained by 
the Staffords. Nicholas was clearly a man of 

Frgure 2.1 Tomb 114b 0/ 
Sir Robut 1-\J:yNa: 
(d 1439) and A1tn~ltu 

"""· mg....J by s.. .... .,, 
Lyrqos /IJ()J (pioN.,..,. 
Glouuumlurt R«ord 

()ffiu) . 
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energy and ability, who had been given a 
training in law. He was the attorney 
of Humphrey (Stafford), Duke of 
Buckingham, in a suit of 1438 (Rawcliffe 
1978, app C) and became the receiver of the 
Stafford estates in Gloucester, Hampshire 
and Wiltshire in the same year (Rawcliffe 
1978, app B). The post was no sinecure: 

Poyntz .. . had to deal with a seemingly 
endless round of routine business. 
His idnerary after the annual audit at 
Michaclmas 1439, for instance, cer· 
tainly left him with little time for any
thing else. No sooner had his 
accounts been examined than he was 
summoned to attend Duke 
Humphrey at Wrinle in Essex; the 
late Dowager's creditors were await
ing paymenc and there were other 
problems - such as poaching in the 
local parks and the supervision of 
repair work - which needed immedi
ate anention. On his remrn w Thorn
bury, Poyntz made three separate 
inspections of the surrounding farms 
and manors, followed by a tour of the 
entire receivership for the collection 
of rents and the examination of his 
ministers' accounts. During quieter 
periods he seized the opportunity to 
negotiate entry fines and supervise 
the election of officials in the local 
courts. (Rawcliffe 1978, 47) 

The following year Nicholas was in Brecon 
as an itineront justice for the Duke of Buck
ingham (Rawcliffe 1978, app C) and as joint 
tenant of Bronllys Castle and various lands 
near Brecon. The ownership of this castle 
was in dispute, being claimed by both 
Henry V and Buckingham (Cal Fine xvn, 
179-80) putting Nicholas in a position of 
some delicacy. He must have had the confi
dence of both parties. Clearly Nicholas 
spent a good deal of time in the saddle and 
it is impossible to be certain where he made 
his main home. However, Iron Acton had 
been held by his parents jointly (Cal Close 
H6, 111, 40 I) and his mother probably con
tinued to live there as a widow, since she 
made over her manor of Hill to Nicholas in 
1448 (Cal Pat H6, v, 148). This manor 
house, just three miles from Thornbury, 
would have made a convenient base for a 
Stafford administrator. 

Nicholas acted as Stafford receiver until 
seven years before his death in 1460 
(Rawcliffe 1978, app B). He left ten chil-

dren by [WQ marriages and seems to have 
been determined to provide for all of 
them. Having purchased the manors of 
Brokenborough and Daglingworth from 
James, Lord Berkeley (Cal Pat H7, 1, 433), 
he settled them in 1450 on two of his sons 
by his second wife (Cal Close H6, Vl, 134). A 
third son of this marriage was given half the 
manor of Nympsfield, part of the FitzNichol 
inheritance (Cal Pat H6, 11, 204). His sec
ond son received Elkstone, leaving his heir, 
John, with the two chief manors, Iron Acton 
and Hill. John gained other property by 
marriage. By 1451 his wife was Alice, 
daughter and heiress of John Cox (Cokke.s), 
a wealthy brewer of Bristol. She brought 
valuable Bristol properties into the PoyntZ 
family (Comp St Aug, 178-9: Leech 1997, 
29, 108, 180). 

Iron Acton had been settled on 
Nicholas's second wife, Elizabeth, for life 
(Cal Close H6, VJ, 465), but a manorial 
account roll suggests that John was actually 
living there in 1465- 6. The collector of 
rents complained that John had sei1.ed all 
the profit from the gardens and orchards 
and that beasts of the chase had not ven
tured into the park because John's drovers 
were occupying the major part of it with 
their own animals. It was presumably John 
therefore who supervised the repair work 
carried out in that financial year on various 
parts of the fabric including the gatehouse 
(see Appendix C). 

John Poyntz in 1462 took on his father's 
office of Stafford receiver in three counties 
(Rawcliffc 1978, app B), but survived little 
over four more years. His six children were 
all minors, so in February 1467 the ward
ship of his eldest son, Robert, was granted 
to Thomas Herbert, one of Edward IV's 
esquires of the body (Cal Fine xx, 190) . 

The rise of the Poyntzes 

At the time of his father's death, Robert 
PoyntZ was probably studying law in Groy's 
Inn (Smyth 111, 224) and hoping to enter the 
Stafford service. However, this early link 
'vith the royal household altered the course 
of his life. He came of age in 1471 (Cal Pat 
E4-H6, 279) and had become a king's esquire 
certainly by 1478, when he was made stew
ard of Sodbury and Barton Hundred during 
the minority of Edward, son of the executed 
Duke of Clarence (Cal Pat E4-R3, 99). 
Edward IV's household knights and esquires 
were a small, trusted group who divided 
their time between the Court and their 



home countieS1 where they played an 
important part in enforcing royal authority. 
In February 1474 the king's brother- in-law, 
Amhony Woodville, Earl Rivers, was com
missioned to raise a force in Hereford, 
Gloucester and Shropshire to crush an 
insurrection in Wales. Among those called 
upon to assist him in Glouccstershire was 
Robert Poyntz (Cal Pat E4- H6, 429). 

It would seem that Robert, 'a learned 
and remarkable man' (Smyth, m, 224), 
earned the favour of the notably cultivated 
Earl, for five years later he was married to 
the Earl's only child, Margaret, born of a 
much-loved mistress. Her marriage portion 
was intended to include land worth £400 a 
year (BL MSS Sl 3424, fol 7b), which 
would have been a considerable increase 
in wealth for a man whose rent roll in 
Iron Acton was under [50 a year (WRO 
94 ?E/794). This settlement may not have 
been honoured, but the link with the 
Woodvilles drew Robert closer into the royal 
circle. In 1482 he was appointed constable 
for life of St Briavels Castle in the forest of 
Dean (jointly with his father-in-law, Earl 
Rivers, and Thomas Beynam) (Cal Pat 
E4-R3, 26 1) and also steward for life of the 
Duchy of Lancaster in Gloucestershire 
(Somerville 1953, I, 636). In November 
of that year he took office as Sheriff of 
Hampshire (Cal Fine XXI, 694). 

However, in April 1483, Edward IV died 
unexpectedly after a short illness and the 
political climate changed dramatically. The 
new young king, Edward V, was caken into 
custody by his uncle, Richard of Gloucester, 
to forestall the coronation planned by 
Edward's mother, the queen. Her brother 
Earl Rivers was arrested and the queen her
self fled into sanctuary. By June Richard had 
declared his nephews illegitimate, impris· 
oned them in the Tower of London and 
seized the throne. Richard traded on the 
unpopularity of the Woodvilles, so favoured 
by Edward IV, and they were his immediate 
targets. Earl Rivers was beheaded at 
Pontefract, leaving a will naming Robert 
Poyntz as one of his executors (Bentley 
1831, 246- 8). The Woodville connection 
put Robert under suspicion and Richard 
lost no time in removing him from his more 
strategically significant posts. Already by 
late April, Robert had been replaced as 
Sheriff of Hampshire by William Berkeley 
(Cal Fine XXI, 730) and he was ordered to 
surrender Carisbrooke Castle on the Isle of 
Wight to Berkeley in early May. Clearly 
Richard considered it a priority to have a 
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loyal man guarding the harbours of the 
Solent and Southampton Water. Then on 
2 1 May Robert was replaced as joint 
constable of St Briavels (BL Harl 433, 1, 
26- 7; 11, 1). 

Presumably Robert supported the rebel
lion against Richard III in October of that 
year. However, the poorly co·ordinatcd 
revoh failed. It had been led by Robert's 
Stafford overlord, Henry, Duke of 
Buckingham, who was captured and exe
cuted. Robert himself was pardoned (Cal 
Pat E4-R3, 521) but cannot have felt at all 
secure. When Henry Tudor landed in Wales 
in August 1485, Robert joined him and was 
knighted on the battlefield of Bosworth 
(Gairdner 1898, 363- 5, note 8). Henry Vll 
immediately confirmed Sir Robert's 
appointments under Edward (Mar H7, 1, 

58, 579; Cal Pac H7, 1, 97), and added the 
posts of sheriff of Gloucestershire (Cal Fine 
xxu, 95) and deputy at Bristol to Sir John 
Fortescue, chief butler of England (Cal Pat 
H7, 1, 320). Sir Robert also became steward 
of Thornbury (Mat H7, 1, 58), which was 
in royal hands following the death of 
Buckingham, whose heir was still a child. 

Early the following year Henry secured 
the Tudor dynasty by his marriage to 
Elizabeth of York, eldest daughter of 
Edward IV and a first cousin of Lady 
Margaret l'oyntz. Lady Margaret's illegiti
macy does not seem to have been any bar to 
royal recognition. On 23 May 1486 Henry 
dined with Sir Robert at Iron Acton on his 
way from Gloucester to Bristol. Sir Robert 
had been one of the king's considerable 
escort on this first progress (Leland, Coi/Iv, 
186, 198-9). A payment of £50 to Sir 
Robert in the following year 'by way of 
reward' (Mac H7, u, 225) was probably 
intended as compensation for his expenses 
in entertaining his sovereign. Henry was to 
make another brief visit to Acton in August 
1496 (Bentley 1831, 109). 

Sir Robert was now a king's knight, 
appearing as such in the grant to him in Sep
tember 1486 of the office of Constable of the 
Forest of Dean (Cal Pat H7, 1, 114), and his 
brother Thomas had also joined the royal 
household. Thomas officiated as an esquire 
of the body at the elaborate christening of the 
heir to the throne, Prince Arthur (Leland, 
Coli IV, 205). The PoyntzeS had become a 
courtier family. Many of Henry Vll's closest 
advisors came from knightly or gentry fami· 
lies and he raised few to the peerage. Crown 
servants were generally rewarded with waged 
offices, which would ensure their loyalty by 
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keeping them dependant on royal patronage, 
rather than tides and gifts of land. 
The Po)ntz family were to become wealthy 
through their connection with the Crown, but 
were never among the great landed magnates. 

Early Tudor courtiers 

Sir Robert must have spent as much time 
on the move as his grandfather to satisfy the 
demands on his time. He was six times 
sheriff of Gloucestershire and almost 
continuously a commissioner of the peace 
(Cal Fi11t XXI, 373, 639; XXII, 95, 462, 574, 
740; Cal Pat H7, r, 48 1; n, 640; LP H8, r, 
1537). He also held multiple local steward
ships (Cal Pac H7, r, 408; Rawclitfe 1978, 
app B), as well as being at the king's com
mand in maners manial or ceremonial. For 
example, in September 1494 Sir Robert was 
commissioned w muster the army for 
Ireland and ship them aboard vessels in 
Bristol (Cal Pat H7, 11, 27). The very next 
month he attended a tournament at West
minster to celebrate the bestowing of the 
title Duke of York on the infant Prince 
Henry (LP RJ, H7, r, 404). 

His local appointments were so numer
ous that Sir Robert would have had to dele
gate local authority in order to play a 
significant role at Court. There is no evi
dence that he did so until towards the end of 
his life, when he became chancellor to 
Queen Catherine of Aragon (LP H8, Add r, 
165, 177). His brother Thomas then acted 
as his deputy steward at Kingswood Abbey 
(Lindley 1954, 123). In the 1490s Sir 
Robert personally held court as steward of 
St Augustine's Abbey and patrolled the 
premises during a dispute with the citizens 
of Bristol (Whitt Book, 32, 40). 

Sir Robert evidently had a strong interest 
in the thriving port of Bristol. As the king's 
agent there, he was not confined to the 
shore. During Henry VII's campaign in 1497 
against Scottish support for the pretender 
Perkin Warbeck, Sir Robert not only helped 
to muster 2000 men (Cal Pac H7, u, 93), but 
also captained the Hmry of Bryscoll, a hired 
merchant vessel (Nav H7, 341). In 1517 he 
made a greater profit from his properties 
there than from Iron Acton (GRO 
D I 086/M I). He chose to be buried in the 
church of Gaunt's Hospital (now the Lord 
Mayor's Chapel) in Bristol 'in the Chapel of 
Jesus which latelie I have caused to be new 
edified'. The Poyntz chapel was not quite 
finished when Sir Robert made his will in 
October 1520 and he left his executors to 

arrange for the windows to be glazed and the 
interior furnished (Maclean 1886, 98-9). 

By the time of Sir Robert's death, many 
of the lands which had been dispersed to 
Poynrz cadetS of earlier generations had 
returned to the senior branch, along with 
additional lands. Thomas, second son of the 
first Robert Poyntz of Iron Acton, held land 
in Frampton Cotterell and in 1457 had pur
chased the manors of Hempton, Hinton and 
Sturdon from Nicholas Stanshaw (BRO 
AC/03/ 13-16). After the death of his son 
Robert in 1470, these manors were inher
ited by his sisters (BRO AC/03/23; Cal Pat 
H7, 11, 192). Leland (ltill, 11, 13-14) tells us 
that the major part of this property came to 
the senior branch by purchase and 
exchange. Elkstone, Brokenborough and 
Daglingworth presumably returned through 
lack of immediate heirs. However, the lands 
originally purchased from james, Lord 
Berkeley, were the subject of lawsuits by his 
heirs culminating in a judgement in 1514 
awarding Daglingworth to Maurice, Lord 
Berkeley, Little Marshfield tO Sir Robert 
Poyntz and giving them each a quarter of 
the manor of Brokenborough (Smyth, 11, 
203). Sir Robert was therefore able to 
bequeath to his son and heir Sir Anthony 
Poyntz the Gloucestershire manors of Iron 
Acton, Acton llger, Gasteylns Court 
in Frampton Cotterell, Hill, Stanshawes, 
Hinton, Sturden, Elkstone and Little 
Marshfield and a quarter of the manor of 
Brokenborough in Wiltshire, as well as 
smaller parcels of land and the valuable 
properties in Bristol (GRO D I 086n2). 

Sir Anthony had lived at Frampton 
Cotterell in his father's lifetime (GRO 
D l 086rT2/25), though his first wife, 
Elizabeth, had a life interest in nine manors 
in Essex, Hcrtfordshire and Huntingdon· 
shire (Cal Close H7, 11, 544). Sir Anthony 
was sheriff of Gloucestershire in 1508 (Cal 
Fi11e XXII, 902), but held no other appoint
ments in the county until after his father's 
dealh, and so was free to devote his time to 
the Court and the sea. 

In 1512 Henry Vlll embarked on war 
with France and although the first season's 
campaign was a total failure, he pressed on in 
the next year. Anthony Poyntz was employed 
to hire suitable Bristol ships for the king's 
navy. He procured three small, but 'gorgeas 
Shipps for ther burdon', including the 160-
ton Tri11iry, which Anthony captained him
self. They joined the Oeet, led by the Mary 
Rose, in March 1513. Henry routed the 
French in August and made peace the follow-



ing year from a position of strength. By that 
time Sir Anthony was captain of one of the 
largest ships of the fleet, the 700-ton carrack, 
Kareryn F-oruleza (LP H8, 1, 1661, 1698, 
1728, 2304, 2686, 2842, 2938; LPwar, 97). 

To cement the peace treaty with France, 
Henry arranged a marriage between his 
sister Mary and Louis XII, which took place 
in August 1514. Chief among the waiting 
women who accompanied the Princess 
Mary to France was her former governess, 
Lady Jane Guildford, who was to become 
Sir Anthony's second wife. She was a 
courtier of long standing, the widow of 
Henry VII's household controller, and had 
been coaxed out of retirement for this post, 
for which Henry considered her experience 
and knowledge of French ideal qualifica
tions. However, almost immediately after 
the wedding Louis decided to dismiss 
Mary's English servants, leaving her alone in 
a strange land. Niary wrote to her brother 
and Wolsey, begging to have 'my mother 
Guildford' returned to her. Wolsey wrote 
helpfully to Louis commending Lady 
Guildford as wise and discreet, but in vain. 
The constant presence of the Lady Jane was 
frustrating the king's efforts to woo his 
young bride (LP H8, 1, 3355, 3356, 3381, 
3416; u, 569). 

Presumably Sir Anthony met Lady Jane 
at Court. His first wife, Elizabeth, was 
probably the Elizabeth Poyntz who nursed 
Prince Arthur (son of Henry VIII and 
Catherine of Aragon) for the few months 
that he lived ( LP H8, 1, 885(8)). Sir 
Anthony himself had joined the royal house
hold by 1516, when he took part in a joust 
of honour and his brother Francis became 
an esquire of the body at around the same 
time. This was the period when their father 
was acting as chancellor to the Queen and 
their uncle Thomas was still an esquire of 
the body, so the family was strongly repre
sented at Court (LP H8, 11, 874, 1507, 
2735). None of them attained high state 
office, but both Sir Anthony and Francis 
were entrusted with at least peripheral roles 
in diplomatic missions. 

In 1518 Sir Anthony took part in an 
embassy to France (LP H8, 11, 4409). Then 
when Henry VIII himself journeyed to 
France to meet Francis I in June 1520, his 
vast and extravagantly-arrayed entourage 
included Sir Robert, Sir Anthony and John 
Poyntz and also Sir Anthony's daughter and 
Jane Guildford, by then his wife. Francis 
Poyntz does not appear in the lists of atten
dant courtiers> but he certainly had a cos-
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rume made for the jousts which formed part 
of this competitive display of royal wealth 
(LP H8, 111, 206, 704, 1554). His would 
have been a minor role in the spectacle, 
since he was not a knight, but perhaps he 
managed to distinguish himself in some way. 
Sir Robert's will, made in October 1520, 
mentions a gift of plate to Francis from the 
French king (Maclean 1886, 98-9). How
ever, the Field of Cloth of Gold was the high 
watermark of the Poyntzes' Court atten
dance. Sir Robert was dead by the end of 
the year and Sir Anthony had increasing 
obligations elsewhere. 

Within months of his father's death, Sir 
Anthony was plunged into deep political 
waters. Edward (Stafford), 3rd Duke of 
Buckingham had come under the suspicion 
of the king, to whom he was dangerously 
closely related. Buckingham controlled vast 
estates and had powerful connections. 
He was in a position therefore to press a 
claim to the throne. In the circumstances, 
the duke's magnificent new castle at 
Thornbury, begun by 1511, could have 
been seen as a provocation. Sir Anthony 
Poyntz was among those who gave evidence 
at Buckingham's trial for treason in May 
1521 (LP H8, m, 1284). Relations between 
the Poyntzes and the Staffords had deterio
rated under the 3rd Duke. No Poyntz held a 
Stafford office after he came of age. The 
Poyntzes, including Anthony, had cele
brated Epiphany at Thornbury in 1508, 
along with other gentry of the neighbour
hood and the Abbot of Kingswood (Rei E11g, 
93). Yet later in that same year, Buckingham 
proceeded against Anthony for a debt of 
£40 (Rawcliffe 1978, 244). Then in 1517 
Buckingham supported the deposition of 
the Abbot of Kingswood, resisted by 
Thomas Poyntz as acting steward of the 
abbey (LP H8, 11, 3173; Lindley 1954, 123). 
Sir Anthony probably needed no pressuris
ing to testify against Buckingham, who was 
duly executed. His extensive lands were for
feit to the Crown. (In 1531 Sir Anthony and 
Thomas Poyntz were among those commis
sioned to search and survey the castle and 
manor of Thornbury (LP H8, v, 119 (61)). 

In the middle of 1522, Henry renewed 
the war with France. Sir Anthony captained 
the Sama Maria that year and was part of 
the force that ravaged Picardy under the 
Earl of Surrey. The following year, he was a 
vice-admiral with command of a fleet of ten 
ships on the sea between Wales and Ireland, 
led by the Mynyo11. His task was to intercept 
the expected French attempt to enlist 
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Scottish support (LP H8, 11, 2409, 2419, 
2480, 2937, 3256, 3270, 3281, 3358; Ch"m 
Cal, 32; PRO E3151480). Ha..·e,·cr, Henry 
lacked !he funds to sustain !he war and Sir 
Anlhony was soon back in Gloueestershitc. 

He took over his father's stewudship of 
St Augustine's Abbey (Ace St Aug, 142, 162, 
173), Sodbury and Barton Regi> (LP H8, n, 
3510), of which he lat<r became the tenant 
(LP H8, 1v, 6542), and almost certainly !hat 
of Kingswood Abbey, since his heir was 
chief steward there at the Dissolution 
(LP H8, Jml, 433). He was also steward of 
Portbury in Somerset (Lf> H8, VI, 196(8)) 
and keeper of several parks and fo,..,sts in 
Gloucestershirc and Somerset.> From 1523 
be served on local commissions (LP H8, m, 
3504; IV, 547, 6248, 6516; v, 1694, 119 
(70)) and was twice Shcnff ofGioucestersbltC 
(LP H8, m, 3583; rv, 4911). 

His brother Francis rematned m !he 
royal household, and in May 1527 he was 
knighted and sent to Spain wtlh olher mo..., 
experienced envoys on a dchcate diplomatic 
mission. They were to mediate between the 
Emperor Charles V and the defeated King 
of France on !he question of hostages and 
booty (LP H8, 111, 492, 999, 1899; IV, 1413, 
3130, 3143, 3144). Sir Prancis may have 
been chosen for his polished manners - a 
Venetian diplomat reported him 'as polite a 
person as any of his colleagues in this king
dom' (SP lim V1(3), app 86) or perhaps his 
command of Latin, still !he chief language 
of diplomacy.' However, he made little per
sonal contribution tO !he complex negotia
tions and did not enjoy his experience of 
Spain: "Tbe country is tedious to !hose who 
follow the court here when !he Emperor 
remO\'eS, especially for !hose who came in 
post. Having neither bed nor other stuff to 
carry with them, !hey find on !heir arrh'lll 
nothing but bare walls.' In November Sir 
Francis reponed to Francis I in Paris nod he 
was home by the end of the year. He died 
the following June in an outbreak of 'sweat
ing sickness' that killed a number of !he 
Court (LP H8,1v, 3375, 3591,3592, 3663, 
4422). 

His brother did not survive him many 
years. Sir Anthony died on 19 December 
1532 atlron Acton (LP H8, Add 1, 803). An 
inventory of his plate at Acton survi\>-cs, 
along with another of furnishmgs from the 
same batch of documents, which may be 
assumed to belong wilh it. Togelher they 
p"'5ent a picture of a weallhy household of 
!he period; rooms hung with tapestries and 
furnished wilh carved oak chairs and chests 

impomd from Flanders. A Turltish carpet 
and cushions covered an \'cl\'tt, tinsel or 
embroidery added to comfort. The trUSSing 
beds and coffers, which "'<:"' designed to be 
pacl:.ed easily for tra\-.:llong, Sllggest a house
hold much on the move, but there must also 
have been a four-poster bed, since the hang
ings for it are listed: six pieces of arras, a 
tester and counterpane. Sir Aolhony had a 
silver-gilt basin and ewer emblazoned with 
his coat of arms and his board was amply 
supplied with salts, goblets and apostle 
spoons in silver or silver-gilt. Other items -
altu clolhs, holy-wmer pot und pax - would 
have been used for family Mass (sec Appen
dix B). 

A careful division of thts valuable plate 
was made be"'-.:en Sir Anthony's "idow 
Lady Jane and his son and heir, Nicholas 
Poynr:z, one of his executors. Sir Aolhon)~s 
survi\'ing brolher, John Po)-nt< of Alderley, 
would appear to ha'"' been another execu
tor. Lady Jane accepted !he manors of Ell:.
stone and Stanshaws m dower, ralher less 
!han she was entitled to, but Hlll had evi
dently already been senkd on her for life 
and Nicholas agreed t.hat she should also 
have possession for life of the contents of the 
house at Hill. She had a London house in 
Blackfriars, left to her by her first husband, 
and purchased from Sir Nicholas half of Sir 
Anthony's possessions the...,. It would seem 
from this that Sir Anlhony had kept three 
houses ready for use (ESRO SAS G21/22, 
25, 30). 

Sir Nicholas Poyntz the builder 

If Lady Jane's dO\,·er is mcluded, Nicholas 
Poyntt inherited an estote wilh a y.:arly 
value of around £270 (ESRO SAS G21128; 
GRO DI086172). The average landed 
income of n knight at this time has been 
calculated as around £190 a year, while !he 
average peer probably owned lands worth 
£1000 a year (Hoskins 1976, 54). The 
Duke of Buckingham at his death possessed 
property to !he value of £6045 a year, mak
ing him second only to lhc king in wealth. 
These calculations, of course, do not take 
into account !he income from offices held 
by the Poynrzes, but Sir Aolhony's lands 
alone placed him among !he weallhier of his 
rank, !hough "-.:11 bela..• !he builder of 
Thornbury. 

Nicholas was "'-.:my-two or "'-.:nty-lhree 
when his father died and hlS portrait by 
Holbein three years later depicts a wispy 
beuded, "-.:ak-ja~d youth (Fig 2.2). By 



contrll<t the Holbein drawing of his uncle 
john Poyntz of Aldcrley is a stnlung study of 
a strong but thoughtful face (Roberts 1993, 
70). Nicholas was too roung for the respon
sibilities he inherited and it is no1 particularly 
surprising that there were complaints. As 
high steward to the Bishop of Worcester in 
Gloucester, Nicholas gave immediate 
offence by acting much as he chose and 
ignoring established practice (LP 118, VI, 
533, 1274). 

This stewardship may ha\-e been held by 
his father. Ceminly Nicholas was granted 
the stewardship of the great court held 
yearly at Stjames near Bristol, Sod bury and 
Fairford, Gloucestershire, which had been 
held by his father and grandfather as parr of 
their stewardship of Sodbury and Barton. 
He also took over as keeper of three out of 
the four local parks and forests thnt had 
been in Sir Anthony's hands. Through the 
inOuence of Thomas Cromwell, Nicholas 
added to these the post of keeper and mas
ter of the hunt of Mid:lewood Chase and 
\XIhotcltfTPark in G!ouccstershire (LP H8, v, 
166; VI, 133, 196, 1383(10)). 

Cromwell had risen to power by coun
selling the breach with Rome required for 
Henry VIII's marriage to Anne Boleyn in 
january 1533. The Boleyn faction were 
reformers in religion though Henry would 
not countenance any deviation from the 
tenets of the Catholic faith, other than plac
ing himself at the head of the Church in 
England. HO\\"'-er, under Crom\\-ell the 
Council g3\" reformers like Hugh Latimer 
licence to preach. Possibly it was Crom""ll's 
influence that ensured that john Erley, a 
disciple of Latimer later arrested for heresy, 
was permitted to preach in the churchyard 
at Iron Acton in the summer of 1533. Or 
perhaps the Poyntz link with Bristol, a nest 
of unorthodoxy, was the deciding factor. 
The mayor and several merchants of Bristol 
carne to Iron Acton to hear Erley preach 
(Powell 1971, 151). 

Cromwell's attitude to N1cholas seems 
10 have ~rg:ed on the avuncular; he was 
clearly willing to confer favours, while 
checking his indiscretions. Nicholas was a 
friend of both Cromwell's much-favoured 
nephew, Richard Cromwell, and his pro
tege, Richard Rich, which may explain this 
indulgence. In june 1533 Cromwell tried to 
nip in the bud a burgeoning feud between 
Nicholas and john Berkeley, who were both 
bound over to keep the peace. Nicholas 
wrote an injured letter complaining to 
Crom\\-ell that Berkeley's servants had killed 
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one of his rangers 1n Kmgswood forest 'and 
he has occas•oned me dh-ers times to fight 
with him. I have kept myself peaceably, 
chiefly through your command' (LP H8, VI, 
660, 684). 

The following year Nicholas was given 
another outlet for his energies. Henry VIII's 
break with Rome precipitated a revolt in 
Ireland in June 1534. By September 'young 
Poyntz' had n command there with his uncle 
Sir John St Loe (LP H8, ,~,, 1167). They 
had no easy task and the rebellion was not 
broken until the follO"ing spring. 

"""" }. } $u .\"idtdas 
n,.,,., /S/11-56, 

by u ... llolbtm 

(f'JM<y"'p/J' 
nr, &,..u c./I«Mn 
._. 2()()4, II" Mqiazy 
Qut~''' fih:abtzh II) 
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Nicholas was knighted after this campaign 
and the ceremony may have taken place at 
Iron Acton. The king visited Nicholas there 
in August 1535. Henry's schedule allowed 
for four days in Bristol, followed by two days 
at 'Mr. Poyntz's place' (LP H8, vm, 989), 
but when he arrived at Thornbury, plague 
was raging in Bristol and plans were 
changed. The Court stayed in the safety of 
Thornbury. Nevertheless the king himself 
slipped secretly into Bristol (Seyer 1821, 
214) after a royal courier prepared the way 
on 21 August. The courier then visited 
Acton Court on 22 August, so the king pre
sumably rode over from Thornbury a day or 
two later for a rather briefer visit than had 
been intended (Excursion 1898, 19). 
Leland (lliu, v, 99) provides a description of 
the house that Henry VIII would have seen: 

Acton mannor place standithe about 
a quartar of a myle from the village 
and parochc churche in a playne 
grounde on a redde sandy soyle. 
Ther is a goodly howse and 2 parks 
by the howse, one of redd dere, an 
othar of fallow. 

This was not Sir Nicholas•s first contact 
with the Court. He had been in the king's 
huge retinue at lhe Calais Interview in 
October 1532 and was subsequently present 
on great state occasions, such as the 
christening of Prince Edward and the recep
tion of Anne of Cleves (Bath, iv, 2; LP H8, 
xii, 911; xv, 14). Sir Nicholas was a cousin 
of Henry VIII through the Woodville con
nection, but he apparently anracted no 
particular royal attention after this one visit 
to Acton. 

In February 1538 Sir Nicholas and his 
uncle John Poyntz were among the commis
sioners appoimed for the dissolution of 
Kingswood Abbey, of which Sir Nicholas 
had been steward. Immediately Anne, 
dowager Lady Berkeley, wrote to Cromwell 
offering him a bribe of £I 00 if he would 
favour her rather than Sir Nicholas Poyntz 
for the grant of the abbey and its lands. The 
bid failed. Sir Nicholas was granted a 21-
year lease of the whole property in March 
which amounted to a continuation of his 
stewardship, since his rent to the Crown, 
£245 8s 8d, was the exact yearly value that 
the commissioners had put on Kingswood 
(LP H8, xm(l), 199, 259, 433; Lindley 
1954, 129). This could only be a temporary 
measure and Nicholas was anxious to buy. 
Sir Richard Rich wrote to Cromwell in 

August 'I have received your letters in 
favour of my friend Sir Nicholas Poyntz, and 
am right glad the King has granted his suit 
to purchase certain possessions of the late 
house of Kingswood' (LP H8, xm(2), 89). 
But evidently Henry changed his mind, for 
in October 1539 Richard Cromwell wrote to 
his uncle 'I think my friend Mr Pointes will 
wax in a frenzy about his purchase because 
the King has made answer to Master Chan
cellor that he shall not have it'. He begged 
Cromwell's intercession 'for he is in very ilJ 
case, having, with great reproach in his 
country, sold his lands to pay for it' . Sir 
Nicholas had been kept waiting at Court a 
month at great expense, he pleaded (LP H8, 
X!V(2), 266). It would seem that Cromwell 
did usc his influence with the king, for in 
February 1540 Sir Nicholas was granted 
approximately a quarter of the Kingswood 
estate for £835 I Os. The main elements 
of his purchase were the manors of 
Ozleworth and Bagpath, near Wotton under 
Edge in the Cotswolds, but he also took the 
opportunity to acquire such small properties 
as had belonged to the abbey in Iron Acton 
and Hill (LP H8, xv, 282(57)). The lands 
Sir Nicholas had sold were the manors 
of Stanshaws and Sturdon (for £740), 
Hinton (for £240) and Elkstone (BRO 
AC/03/ 28- 30; BRO 01027/5; GRO 
DI84/T35). Between 1538 and 1542 he 
also sold the bulk of the Bristol property 
(Leech 1997,66, 107, 177, 201- 3). 

Possibly Lady Berkeley lay behind the 
difficulties. There had been ill feeling 
between the Poyntzes and the Berkeleys 
following acrimonious lawsuits in the time 
of Sir Robert Poyntz. With the intention of 
healing the breach, a marriage had been 
arranged between Nicholas Poyntz and 
Joan, daughter of Thomas, 5th Lord 
Berkeley; the wedding took place at her 
home at Yatc on Midsummer Day 1527. 
However, Joan's eldest brother Thomas, 6th 
Lord Berkeley, married a termagant with 
the appropriate name of Ann Savage, whose 
avarice alienated her husband's relations. 
The Lady Ann ran the Berkeley estates dur
ing the long minority of her son Henry and 
by this time had a running vendetta with the 
Poyntzes. She fostered loc>tl grievances 
against Sir Nicholas, who seems to have 
taken revenge in attacks on her property. 
Various Star Chamber proceedings resulted 
(Smyth, n, 162- 5, 235, 250, 268- 70). 

Lady Ann apparently had some influence 
at Court, while Sir Nicholas lost his most 
valuable advocate with Cromwell's fall in 



1540. Stt Nicholas was a~t<d and 5<'111 10 

!he Fleet in October 1541 on a complaint 
from Lady Ann. There he was initially kept 
in solitary confinement. Lady Joan Poyntz 
appealed to !he Privy Council to examine 
!he case lhemselves, as she had no fnilh in 
!he impartiality of !he commissioners 
appointed to enquire into it. She pressed 
wilh some success for speedy action on this 
and her husband's liberty in !he interim. 
Sir Nicholas was freed in January 1542 on 
condition !hat he stayed in London, kept the 
peace and would reappear before the 
Council. However, he was back in !he Fleet 
in May for failing to keep his bond to the 
Council and imprisoning a man who had 
inform«! against him. In June Sir Nicholas 
was finally discharged and his disputes set
tled (Proc PC vu, 250-1, 262, 277, 286, 
289, 298; Acu PC 1, 5, 8, 9, 10). 

He suffered no permanent disgrace. The 
following year Sir Nicholas was in command 
of !he navy in the west in !he preparations 
for war with France. Then in 1544 he cap
tained Th4 Grtat Golky to Scotland, where 
!he army march«! on Edinburgh. The 
countryside was loot«! and burned for five 
miles round and Sir Nicholas crossed !he 
Firlh of Forth and burnt Kinghorn. L:uer in 
!he year he took part in the invasion of 
France, where Hardelot Castle surrendered 
to him without a fight (LP HB, XVIII( I ), 966; 
xx{l), 264, 273, 483, 533, 643; xx(2), 424, 
app 10). 

Edinburgh yield«! a great haul of booty 
and no doubt Sir Nicholas took his share, 
but in July 1546 he still owed !he king £541 
for his ex-Kingswood properties (LP HB, 
Add I{l), 1760). Nonelheless, according to 
John Smylh (111, 307), writing within living 
memory, it was in the reign of Edward VI 
(1547- 53) that Sir Nicholas built n house at 
Ozleworlh 'partly with the stones and 
timber of the demolished monastery of 
King5\\·ood, scarce twO miles distant, and 
partly wilh the stones pulled from the 
crosses in the parishes thereabouts'. It was 
known as The New Work and appean as 
such, perched on top of a hill north of 
Wotton, in Saxton's I 577 map of Glouccs
tcrshire. Certainly what is now Newark Park 
was complete when Sir Nicholas made his 
will in I 556, for he left his wife Joan his 
'new house at Osilworlh !hat standith upon 
the hill and the parke that the same house 
standith in' (PRO PROB 11 /39). 

Sir Nicholas had twice serv<d as sheriff 
of Gloucestersbire (LP HB, XIV(2), 619(38); 
lOC(2), 910(52)) and then in 1547 he was 
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rerum«! as an MP for !he county (Bindoff 
1982, m, 148). He may already have been 
in favour with Protector Somerset. 
Certainly by !he time of Somerset's fall in 
October 1551, Sir Nicholas was seen as a 
close adherent, for he was arrested at the 
same time and sent to the Tower wirh the 
Protector. He was not released until March 
1552 (Acts PC III, 495; Wrioth Chron II, 
58). Sir Nicholas perhaps came under 
suspicion through a family link. His 
daughter Jane was marri<d by 1556 to Sir 
John Seymour, Somerset's illegitimate half. 
brolher. 

As a member of !his circle, Sir Nicholas 
cannot have welcomed Mary to the throne, 
but be was informed of events in London 
and wrote to worn his uncle Sir John St Loe 
that Mary had been proclaimed queen 
Qackson 1864, 31 0). St Loe was at Longleat 
wilh Sir John Thynne, having been ordered 
to muster forces for the support of Jane 
Grey. This news seems to ha>-e decid<d 
them against any attempt at resistance. 
However, as MP for Crid:.lade in 1555, Sir 
Nicholas joined St Loc in opposition to 
a government bill and his views and 
connections brought him under suspicion of 
treason (Bindoff 1982, 1, 20; m, 260: 
Loades 1965, 2 10- 11). 

Sir Nicholas did not live to see the acces
sion of Queen Elizabeth. He died in 
November 1556, leaving six sons and lhree 
daughters. Fh~ sons were minors and Sir 
Nicholas's will gave his widow Dame Joan 
contrOl of !hem and !heir inheritllllce until 
they were rwenty. They were provided for 
out of his newly acquired lands. His heir 
Nicholas inherited the manors of Iron 
Acton, Ozleworth and Hill, though his 
widow had n life interest in Hill and the 
house and park nt Ozleworth. An annexed 
list of Sir Nicholas's debts includes £200 to 
john Seymour 'so that he assure my daugh
ter Jane a lyvinge' (PRO PROB 11/39; 
C142/109t51). 

Sir Nicholas's will made no allusion to 
his spirirual welfare and left nothing to char· 
ity. His political lmks suggest sympathy with 
the Reformation, but he was clearly not a 
man of deep religious feeling. He spent 
Christmas Day gambling in 1544 (LP HB, 
XXI(2), 417). If we can believe the scandal
loving John Aubrey (Lives, 251), who had 
'some small acquaintance' with his great
grandson, Sir Nicholas built Newark 'to 
keep his whores in'. Certainly he had no 
hesitation in pulling down crosses to US<' as 
building marerials. Sir Nicholas's robustly 
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independent spirit is perhaps best summed 
up by the motto he chose for his portrait 'I 
obey whom I must, I serve whom I please 
and I am what I merit'. 

Elizabethan Poyntzes 
Nicholas Poyntz was barely of age when his 
father died, but he had already been 
touched by the violent politics of this unset
tled period. In May 1555 he married Anne 
Verney (PRO C 142/ 107/5 1 ), sister of 
Francis and Edmund Verney and niece of 
Lord John Bray, all of whom were shortly 
involved in the 'Dudley Conspiracy'. Led by 
Sir Henry Dudley, its aim was to remove 
Queen Mary by force and place Elizabeth 
on the throne. The plot leaked out and 
Anne's brothers and uncle were indicted in 
1556, though all were pardoned and 
released the next year. Sir Nicholas Poyntz 
the elder, though suspected of complicity, 
was not arrested (LP J.lirney; Loades 1965, 
210-13, 228, 233) . 

When Elizabeth came to the throne, 
many of the conspirators of the Marian 
years gained instant reward. Nicholas 
Poyntz was made a Knight of the Bath at 
Elizabeth's coronation in January 1559 (Eng 
Hist Rev, xxv, 553) and appointed an 
esquire of the body (Cal Pat Eliz 1, 332) . In 
that same year he was returned as MP for 
Tornes (Hasler 1981, 111, 243). However, no 
valuable office came his way and in August 
1559 financial distress forced Sir Nicholas 
to leave the Court. He begged Robert Dud
ley to make his excuses to the queen, 'some 
regard that I have of those I am bound to 
have care for compelleth me to search the 
way how to save that piece of my living 
which yet is ungaged or unsold' (Longleat 
Dudley MS I, 77•, 78•"). His problems were 
serious enough to warrant the immediate 
sale of all his lands in Ozleworth except the 
park around the house in which his mother 
was living. At the same time, his father's 21· 
year lease on the remaining ex-Kingswood 
properties expired and Sir Nicholas did not 
renew it. Instead in 1560 he was granted 
Crown lands in Pucklechurch at a rent of 
£40 a year, with a clause protecting him 
against a decline in their value (Cal Pat Eliz 
I, 128, 142, 332, 360). 

Sir Nicholas's widowed mother married 
Sir Thomas Dyer, whose treatment of her 
broke her heart. She died in March 1564 
with her son at her bedside and he poured 
out his anguished feelings to Sir William 
CeciL Dyer was not a man, Poyntz argued, 

but a monster and 'though there be no law 
provided for such fine murders yet I am most 
assured there is laid up a law in the con
science of the Queen's Majesty, which I trust 
will appear'. Lady Joan had been sent £50 by 
Elizabeth to buy medicine, with letters from 
both the queen and Cecil which gave her 
great solace in her last hours (BL MSS Lans 
1n9, 179). The following year Sir Nicholas 
sold Newark Park (Cal PaL Eliz m, 132 1). 

At the rime of his mother's death, Sir 
Nicholas was out of favour with the queen. 
Certain indiscretions had incurred her dis
pleasure (BL MSS Lans 7n9, 179). How
ever, he had friends at Court, notably his 
sister Anne and her husband, Sir Thomas 
Heneage, later vice-chamberlain of the 
Queen's household. Both were well liked by 
Elizabeth and may have been able to soften 
her annoyance. Cenainly Sir Nicholas was 
back at Court in the latter half of this 
decade, getting embroiled in the rivalry 
between two royal favourites, the Earls of 
Ormonde and Leicester (Carte 1736, 1, lxiv, 4). 

In Gloucestershire Sir Nicholas served as 
a commissioner of the peace in 1564 (Cal 
Pat Eliz m, 121) and on the Commission for 
Ecclesiastical Causes for the Diocese in 
1574 (Price 1937, 66-7). In 1570 he acted 
as sheriff; then in 1571 he represented the 
county in parliament (Hasler 1981, w, 243). 
In 1574 he hosted a meeting of the Privy 
Council. Elizabeth made a progress through 
Gloucestershire that year and stayed at 
Berkeley Castle on I I August (Nichols 
1823, 1, 392). When she moved to Bristol on 
14 August Sir Francis Walsingham visited 
Sir Nicholas at Iron Acton, where the Council 
sat after dinner (Wah, 3). Possibly Sir 
Nicholas was chagrined that the queen 
herself stayed away, for in May 1575 he 
wrote to Anne Heneage from Cannon Row 
(Find• 1, 21 0): 

You wot well I was deceived in her 
that now doth govern, but her forget
fulness, though it disgraced me 
before the world and diminished my 
portion, hath benefited my soul, I 
doubt not . .. And for your wonder 
why I come not to the court, being so 
near it, how willingly, tell me, would 
you go into hell, to salute the devils 
there, though you were standing on 
the brink thereof ... [I) do not care 
the value of the stinkingest weed in 
your garden for the greatest person
age living that intendeth to do me 
wrong. 



By tlus ume his wife Anne was dead and Sir 
Nicholas was looking for a second bride, 
!hough wilh some misgivings. Wh>le deny
ing ambition, he was clearly reluctant to 
saddle himself wilh a penniless or spcnd
lhrift wife. His choice fell upon Margaret, 
daughter of !he Calholic Edward Stanley, 
3rd Earl of Derby. The Stanley weallh 
ensured her a tempting dowry (Maclean 
1886, 82-4). Under her influence Nicholas 
became a Calhotic, which completed his 
retreat from !he Coun. In 1580 his name 
appears on a list of Catholics who had been 
gaoled or put under house arrest. The 
Poyntzes harboured a Jesuit and even con
templated moving to Spain. Sir Nicholas 
was in constant communication with the 
Spanish ambassador, Mendoza, ns was his 
brolher Anlhony (Trappes-Lomo< 1961, 68; 
M cGralh 1969, 24-5; SP Span m, 570-1). 

However, Anthony Poyntz's moti\·es were 
by no means straightforward. He convinced 
Mendoza that he was as strOng a Calholic as 
his brolher and that his only aim was to 
ser\-e !he Icing of Spain. ln fact he was 
employed in Walsingham's secret service. 
Mendoza was completely won over and sem 
Anlhony to Spain in March 1586, describ
ing him to King Philip as 'a man of 34 or 36 
years of age, of good disposition, lean, and 
well built, with a fair beard, ond he has 
between his eyebrows a slight scar at !he root 
of the nose'. The king was more suspicious 
and treoted him -.ith cau1ion. The English 
Calholics he most uusted had a bad opinion 
of Anlhony (SP Span m, 570-1, 573, 662, 
689-90; rv, 12; I.A>uster, 177, 208; Maclean 
1886, 77-8). 

This double dealing had no visible effect 
on family ties. When Sir Nicholas mode his 
will in 1585 (PRO PROB 11/68) he left 
Anlhony his best gelding and half his cloth
ing. In marked con1rast to his falher, his first 
bequest was £20 to the poor and he left a 
silver spoon to each of his godchildren, to be 
engn"-ed 'Godchild, God give lhee his 
grace'. But his major concern 1A'3S to provide 
for !he children of his second marriage. The 
manors of Hill, Toclcington and, after !he 
dealh of Lady Margaret, !he manor of Iron 
Acton and Acton Ilger descended to the son 
of his first marriage, john Poyncz. However, 
1hese lands had been entailed. Furthermore 
john had been made to enter into a fear
some legal bond as soon as he came of age, 
wilh a penalcy of £I 0,000 if he failed to 
respect !he provisions of his fa !her's will or 
Lady Margaret's jointure (Maclean 1886, 
80, 82--3). 
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The will does not suggest straitened cir
cumstances. Sir Nicholas, it appears, could 
afford to scatter "-edges of gold for keep
sakes wilh a liberal hand (see Appendi< B). 
Indeed he was described by Mendoza as 
very weolthy at !he time of his dealh. This 
seems a little surprising for a man who a 
decade earlier had been an<iously counting 
the cost of a wife. Margaret Stanley may 
have brought him a notable dowry, but she 
was not a great heiress. Perhaps hett Y..'e see 
the rewards of a quiet rural life. As Sir 
t-:icbolas turned h1s back on the extravagant 
Court, he may ha~ focused his attention on 
his estates and a more careful husbanding of 
resources. At least one of the deer parks at 
Iron Acton was disparked in 1582 (Smyth, 
64), presumably to be given over to more 
profitable use. 

Sir Nicholas may have been in failing 
health by that time, for he paid a visit 
to Bath (Ace Bath, 68-9), whose lhermal 
waters were becoming better known in !he 
Elizabelhan period. It was in vain. He died 
on I September 1585 and the superstitious 
spread !he tale !hat lhousands of ravens had 
been seen on his house and !he church at 
Acton a month after the burial. Lady 
Margaret did not long survive him and in 
her case the omen of Catholicism was taken 
to be !he interminable quacking of ducks 
(Aimomlsbury PR, 178). At the time of Lady 
Margaret's death, her sons were still chil
dren, !he eldest, Edward, being about ele,-en 
years old, and they came under !he care of 
Sir Nicholas's executors. All wen sent to 
Oxford {Foster 1891 ), !he first Poyntzes of 
Iron Acton to receive a unh.-ersi(f education. 

The decline of the Poyntzes 

Sir Nicholas's heir, John Poyntz, was 
twency-fivc when he inherited and may have 
been drawn to the quee.n's attention by his 
aunt and uncle Heneage. Etizabelh granted 
him a Crown lcasc of E<moor Forest and 
Chase at an annual rent of [46 13s 4d in 
1588 and he was knighted !he same year 
(Maclean 1886, 87). Sir Thomas Henenge 
was then reaching !he height of his career. 
ln 1589 he became vice-chamberlain of the 
royal household and !he following year he 
was appointed chancellor of the Duchy 
of Lancaster. Presumably his patronage 
secured his nephew the appointment as 
surveyor of !he soulh pans of !he duchy in 
1591 (Somerville 1953, r, 448). 

Sir John was sheriff of Gloucestershire in 
1591 and a Member of Parliament for !he 
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county in 1593. As an MP he was a Privy 
Councillor and sat on several committees, 
including !hat for !he relief of maimed sol
diers and mariners (SP Dom E, UJ, 124; 
Hasler 1981, m, 242; Salisbury, rv, 295). Sir 
Walter Ralegh was anomer member of !his 
committee and they seem to have been well 
acquainted. Aubrey (Lives, 181) tells !he 
story !hat Sir Walter took a pipe of tobacco 
in a stand at !he park at Acton 'which made 
!he ladies quit it till he had done'. 

However, Lady Heneage died in 1593 
and Sir Thomas two years later and Sir john 
had few appointments !hereafter. His post 
wi!h !he Duchy of Lancaster ceased in 1598 
(Somerville 1953, t, 448). He purchased 
Beverstone Castle from his cousin John 
Berkeley in 1597 and probably overreached 
himself by so doing. He was living at 
Beverstone in December 1598, but it was 
sold not long afterwards (Smy!h, rn, 101; 
Salisbury, vm, 505). By !he turn of !he cen
tury, Sir John was being sued by creditors 

and for the next twenty years he was 
intermittently outlawed, imprisoned and 
generally hounded for debt (Salisbury, xw, 
222; SP Supp, 68192, 127/68; Acts PC, XXXJ, 
5). The lease of Exmoor was reclaimed by 
!he Crown. Sir john mortgaged and eventu
ally sold !he manors of Hill and Tockington, 
which involved him in legal wrangling wi!h 
his brother Edward, since they were 
entailed. Edward naturally claimed !hat Sir 
John had forfeited his bond of £I 0,000 
(Maclean 1886, 82-4). By 1614 Iron Acton 
had evidently been made over to his heir 
Robert (WRO 947E/797), presumably to 
prevent distraint. Sir john lived on until 
1633 and was buried at Iron Acton. 

Despite Sir John's financial problems, 
both his surviving sons were educated at 
Oxford . Robert matriculated at Brasenose in 
1605 and must !hen have paid for his 
bro!her Nicholas to study at Magdalen. 
Nicholas graduated in 1625 and then 
entered !he Middle Temple (Foster 1891). 
Aubrey (Lives, 172- 3) described Robert as 
'a loyal, sober, and a learned person. His 
study, law; chiefly towards the Civil Law' 
(Fig. 2.3). He took a keen interest in poli
tics, and partisan feeling could get !he better 
of him. In 1624 he interfered in !he voting 
in a by-election. He was a commissioner of 
!he subsidy that year and ordered !he assessors 
to bring their bills of taxation on election 
day to a place 18 miles from Painswick, 
where !he count was to be held. Robert was 
MP for Gloucester himself in 1626. 

Born he and his bro!her Nicholas were 
made Knights of !he Bam at !he coronation 
of Charles I. This did not prevent Sir Robert 
from joining the other commissioners in the 
county in refusing to pay !he forced loan 
which Charles anempted to e.xact in 1627. 
He was imprisoned until January 1628 
(\Villcox 1940, 29-30, 117- 18). However, 
Charles, in dire need of funds to prosecute 
war with France, agreed to summon 
parliament. In March Sir Robert was 
returned for Gloucestershire (\Villiams 1898) 
to a House of Commons of like-minded 
men, determined to resist arbitrary 
exactions. This parliament pressed upon 
Charles !he Petition of Right, which con
demned forced loans and imprisonment 
wi!hout trial. A decade later, as sheriff of 
Glouccstershire, Sir Robert displayed little 
enthusiasm for imprisoning and seizing the 
canle of !hose who refused to meet !he 
king's demands for ship money. If he was 
obliged to do so, he reported (SP Dom C I, 
xu, 337), !here would not be prisons or pen-



folds enough in the county to reccl\-e them, 
the ~volt in Gloucesrershi~ was so wide
spread. 

But Sir Robert was no fiery radical. He 
was not n member of the Long Parliament 
and wrote A Vindicaziou of Mouarchy and tlte 
Gowrnmcm long established ,·, zhc Church aud 
Kiugdome of England, against the assertions 
and prauises of zh.e r·mu1Vators during the lase 
Parliamem of Charla I, the product of an 
eloquent and scholarly conservatism. When 
it came to war, Sir Robert was for the Icing. 
He was closely connected to James Butler, 
later 1st Duk.eofOrmonde, the Lord·Ueutenant 
and Royalist commander in l~land. James 
was Sir Robert's nephew, son of his elder 
sister Elizabeth, who had married Thomas, 
Viscount Thurle-s. As a young mnn, Jnmes 
had spent the year 1630 with his uncle Sir 
Robert at Iron Acton, being tutored in Latin 
by his chaplain. Later he visited Sir Robert 
on his tra•'Cis bern'Cen London and Ireland 
(Carre 1736, 1, 9). 

In the autumn of 1642 parliament and 
the king both recruited supporters in the 
\Vest. Bristol was the key to control of the 
area; parliamentary forces seized the city in 
December 1642, but in July 1643 it fell to 
the royalists (McGrath 1981, 12- 15, 
23 ·32). There was a royalist garrison at 
Acton Court (PRO C22/640/39), but Sir 
Robert Poyntz chose ro live in Bristol some 
or all of the time it remained in royalist 
hands (PRO SR 331210, 197 203). Bristol 
fell to the New Model Army in September 
1645 and Prince Rupert was ali""'Cd to 
leave with the royalist gentry who had taken 
~fuge with him, presumably includmg Sir 
Robert and his family (McGrath 1981, 
37-42). 

In the spring of 1647 the wnr in England 
was over and the defeated king was in the 
hands of the parliamentary army. The Earl 
of Ormonde decided to come from l~land 
to confer personally with Charles. He 
arrived in August and sta)'ed with Sir Robert 
at Iron Acton until he obtained a pass from 
Sir Thomas Fairfa.x to see the king at 
Hampton Court (Carte 1736, n, II; Egmom 
1(2), 383, 439). No doubt Sir Robert was 
advised of the political practic.alities. In Jan
uary 1648 he loaned the Corporation of 
Bristol £800 at five per cent interest 
(Latimer 1900, 219). The following year he 
had to compound for his estate, Iron Acton 
having been taken into the hands of the 
Gloucestershire Commine~ and let (su 
Appendix A). 

During the Civil War Sir Robert's only 
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son, John, was born. Sir Robert had two 
daughten by his first wife, Frances, whom 
he had married very young. She had 
brought him an estate in Kent worth £74 a 
year, which was to be divided between his 
daughters on his death (PRO SP23/21 0, 
197; Maclean 1886, 90). Frances Poyntz 
died in 1638 and by 1657 Sir Robert had 
married her former maid, Cicely Smith 
(\'URO 947EI137 a/Fl). It seems (Aub~y, 
lives, 173) that John was born befo~ the 
marriage, whieh helps to explain the l<gal 
tangle that followed. 

Shortly befo~ he died, Sir Robert settled 
the manor hou~ and half the manor of Iron 
Acton on Dame Cicely as her jointu~ and 
the other half of the manor on his son. The 
marriage settlements of both his daughters 
had included an interest in Iron Acton. 
Margaret's interest was bought out for 
£300, but Iron Acton was entailed on 
Poyntz Porter, Sir Robert's grandson by his 
other daughter (\'URO 947EI137 aiF2, F4, 
F8). 

In a will opemng 'I Robert Poyntz a 
stranger and a Pilgrim on earth as all my 
forefathers were', he declared his loyalcy to 
his sovereign and the established church, 
£80 was bequeathed to the poor of local 
parishes and nil his books, manuscripts and 
papers to his son John (sec Appendix B). 
Sir Robert was buried at Iron Acton in 
November 1665, having lived to see his son 
become a knight in the February of that year 
(Le Ntw, 202). This was one of the few 
marks of royal =snmon ro follow the pub
lication of his Vmdicatiou of tht! Mo11archy in 
1661. In March 1663 Sir Robert had been 
granted the right to hold two yearly fairs at 
Iron Acton. After his death the title of 
Baronet was offered to his son, but nothing 
of more solid worth (SP Dom C2, m, 95; v, 
500). 

Sir John had studied at Oriel College, 
Oxford, and Uncoln's Inn and probably 
practi~d law (Foster 1891 ). He certainly 
entered into a g~at deal of expensive litiga· 
tion ro b~al: the entail on Iron Acton after 
his father's death. The~ was an Act of Par
liament in 1667 to settle half the manor on 
Sir John, who paid £2000 to Poyntz Porter 
to release his interest. From then on, Sir 
John was never out of debt. He rook out 
multiple mortgages (BRO AC/AS 4/22; 
WRO 947EI137 a/201) and his debts at the 
time of his death were calculated at 
£I 6,000. He died in his lodgings in the 
Middle Temple in October 1680 ( On11omk 
NS, v, 468-9), the last of the Poyntzes of 
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Iron Acton. 
An inventory of his possessions at the 

time of his death makes a sad contrast to the 
luxury of 1532. Sir Anthony Poyntz left sil
ver and silver-gilt plate to the value of [.287 
(ESRO SAS G21/27), while Sir John had 
only [.2 5s worth of pewter. Even including 
hay and timber, the two most valuable items 
on the list, his goods and chattels were 
appraised at less than [.1 00 (see Appendix 
B). Judging by contemporary local stan· 
dards (Moore 1976), this is far closer to 
what might be expected of a small yeoman 
farmer than landed gentry. Sir Robert 
Southwell reported to the Duke of 
Ormonde that everything of value had been 
scattered to the four winds. Pictures had 
been seized by the under sheriff, but he 
would sec if any could be returned. Presum
ably Ormonde was anxious to retrieve fam
ily portraits and he seems to have been 
successful in so doing. In late 1684, he had 
four Poyntz portraits at Kilkenny (Ormo11de 
NS, IV, 7). 

The sale and demolition 

Neither the Duke of Ormonde nor any other 
relative wished to acquire the heavily mort
gaged manor of Iron Ac<nn. Sir John's 
widow, Lady Anne Poyntz, therefore sold 

. --

the estate in lots (W'RO 947E/137bF36). A 
number of tenants bought their own hold
ings. The two largest purchases were by Dr 
Robert Toope and Thomas Lystun. Lystun 
bought The Lodge and Mudgedown, while 
Dr Toope acquired the manor house, for
mer park, demesne, manorial rights and cwo 
fairs for £64 16. 

Dr Toope's purchase was made in july 
1683, but in June 1684 he sold the property 
to William Player of Gray's Inn (\VRO 
947E/137 b). It would appear that difficulty 
in maintaining mortgage repayments then 
forced Player to sell the manor to the 
barrister Sir Samuel Astry of Henbury in 
June 1688 (WRO 947E/137b, c). On Sir 
Samuel's death in 1704, his widow Dame 
Elizabeth inherited his entire estate. In May 
1707 the manor of Iron Acton formed part 
of the settlement when she married Simon 
Harcourt of Pendley, Hertfordshire, also a 
barrister and Master of the Crown Office. 
When Elizabeth died in December 1708, 
Simon Harcourt tried to claim the Astry 
estate, but lost the case to Elizabeth's 
daughters (Bantock 1982, 226-30). They 
sold Iron Acton in October 1709 <0 William 
Roach of Cromhall. (The house and park 
had been let in October 1706 to James 
Manning.) Then in February 17 11, Roach 
conveyed the manor to Calthrop Long 
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with Manning's son as a tenant (WRO 
947EI137c; BRO AC/AS/4/20). 

A cryptic note in a pedigree (see Appen
d ix A) indicates that part of the house was 
pulled down in the late 17th or enrly 18th 
eenturies. In 1672 Lady Poynrz had paid tax 
on thirty-two hearths, a house far larger 
than necessary or practicable for the tenant 
fann that Acton Court became. Alkyns, 
compiling his county history about 1707-8, 
says that Simon Harcourt had a very great 
house and park at Iron Acton, but Atkyns 
may not have been in close touch with 
developments at Acton Court (Atkyns 1712, 
204). By then the building wns actually 
occupied by james Manning and n room-by
room inventory of his possessions in 1709 
indic-ates that little of this 'very great house' 
remained as living quarters (see Appendix 
B). ln 1793 Lysons sketched the remnant 
for his C<>IJ«tum of Ghn<Cet~LTShire Amiq11itics 
(Fig 2.4). 

Acton Court continued in the hands of 
the Long family as owners until 1846, when 
it was sold to Joseph Blackwell at auction 
(WRO 515/24). The Longs retained the 
lordship of the manor until 1881, when it 
was bought by Major Castle, along with Sir 
Robert Poynrz's fairground, which had on it 
a toll house and fives court (WRO 5 15/30). 
These appear on the parish tithe map of 
1840, along with field names which provide 
clues to earlier features of the estate: Great 
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Park, Long Park and Fish Pond Leaze. 
N orth of the house was a si.'C-acre pasture 
called the Cunnygnr, mentioned in the 1683 
deed of sale as the •conygree o r conywarrcn' 
(rabbit warren) adjoining the house. This 
field name seems very ancient; a 'pasture 
called the conyngere' is mentioned in 1376 
(see Appendix A). 

Tenant farmers 

From 1706 Acton Court was a tenant fartn. 
The first ycomnn tenant, James Manning, 
was an arable and dairy farmer. Unlike Sir 
John Poyntz, he owned few luxuries. The 
pictures, mops, carpets and old cushions 
that provided the last echoes of a vanished 
wealth in 1680 do not find their equivalents 
among James Manning's possessions, but 
his farm was far better stocked and cl<arly 
prosperous (see Appendix 8). When he died 
in 1709, his son James succeeded him. 
James junior died only five years later, leav
ing the farm in the hands of his mother, but 
it was evidently run by her son-in-law, 
William Cotterell, for part of the period 
of her tenancy (G RO Wills 1710{115}, 
1715{7); WRO 790/58). 

By 1775 John Nichols had taken over as 
tenant (GRO Q/REL 1). A John Nichols, 
perhaps the son of the earlier John, took out 
a lease on the property in 1804 and fanned 
there for many years, suceeeded by his 

- .. --

F'lf"W2.5U..~D/ 
1Ju tli.JI mngt by Samwl 

Loxum, c I 890 (rrprodr~td 
by Jtmd pt.rmissiotl ()j 
Oristol Rtformu Library). 
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widow Ann (\VRO 515.'24). Ann was still 
alive, aged sevenry-fiv~, at the time of the 
1851 census, but her son john had taken 
over the 300-acrc farm, employing ten men, 
five boys and four women. His marriage on 
St Valentine's Day 1849 was ~lebnned in 
sryle with a ball at the White Han Inn. His 
bride julia Cornock was 'the beautiful and 
accomplished daughter' of the owner of 
Acton Lodge (Bath Clmmicle 22 February 
1849, 4). In 1881 john proudly recorded on 
the census form that his son William was a 
champion ploughman. john was followed in 
the 1890s by his third son, Henry Nichols, 
who was the tenant over the turn of the 
cenrury. In 1906 Henry acted as secretary 
to the West Gloucestershire Farmer's Club 
(Kdly's). From the 1880s the house became 
the subject of antiquarian inte=t for its 
connections with the Poyntz family (Appen
dix A) and there are a number of contempo
mry drawings and photographs which sbow 
that at this time the building was well main
tained (Fig 2.5; Appendix 0). 

Not long after the Coumry Life photo
graph of the east front (Fig 2.6) was published 
in 1908, the farm was taken over by Mark 
Keedwell, who proved a most unsatisfactory 
tenant, but the farmland was in such 
foul condition that it could not easily be 
relet. The suggested solution was for Mr 
Keedwell to purchase, which he duly did in 
1918 (GRO 02299/ 1659). (At that time it 
was a farm of around 265 acres, but when 
he died in 1949, a famdy division of the land 
left only about I 00 acres auached to 
Acton Court.) An estate agent's description 
prior to the purchase concludes hopefully 
'the house carefully =•ored would be rein-

stated to its posmon as one of the most 
important =idences in the councry' (su 
Appendix A). Noth1ng of the kind was to 
happen. When Mark Keedwell's grandson 
Trevor married in 1946, he brought his 
bride to a home without even running water 
or electriciry. Piped water was laid on in the 
1960s, but prior to that the family used a 
well. However, modern agricultural machin
ery replaced horse-power during the Second 
World War and the stables were then used 
for some years as o riding school. In 1982 
Trevor Keedwell died and Acton Court was 
bought rwo years later by the Bristol Visual 
and Environmental Buildings Trust. It 
was subsequently purchased by English 
Heritage. 

Notes 

• 1n 1317 john wnltd • quartn" of~ manor of Stathc 
on hinadf ond AI>« <k Durso (F,..., s-, 11, 66). In 
132112 hls \\1.(c: v.--as named M.JI1Hnte (m Appmd.ix A). 

ln I 345 a pt.paJ induJ.acnc-e ....... , a.nnced co John de 
Acton and his wafc: I sa belli of the Oa~ of Worcester 
(Cal Pap Ut, n, 290). His widow WIJ Joan. 
2 Okeley Park. Gloumtc:rshirt, October 1523 (LP H8, 
Ill~ 3495); Kingswood forc:lt, Oloucuunhlre and 
Filev;'OOd Forest, Somerset, May I '29 (IJ> H8, IV, 
5624); Berkeley l>ark, Gloue«tc-rshire, March J 531 
(LP HS, V, 166(22)). 
'Sir Francis translated TJu TabU o/Ct.Ws from Larin. 
This was a moral tract '1how.na how mortal crtaturn, 
blinded by tgnonn«, wander ut ch1s world, and 
cannot attain to '-cry fcl.ory, for We they be misled by 
&be op1nioos, aod \\"TOn& mc&n.lftJ'.' It was C'\idendy 
published postbumouslr, forth< pnnters .,..race 
epologjses for .-.;bl< cnon, <l<l>~"'"'C feel.,.,. tblt 
his copy of d'lc MS "'w."U tomcv•hlt C'WTibrou:s. wlut fOf" 
1M interlining and ill wnuna' 
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Appendix A: 
contemporary descriptions 

1086 (Domesday, 611, 6916, 6917) 
In BAGSTONE Hundred 
The Bishop ofSt Lo holds 'ACTON' and llger from him. 
2~ hides. In lordship I plough; 

4 villagers, 5 smallholders, I male and 2 female slaves with 
1~ ploughs. 
~ milJ at 16d; meadow, 10 ac-res; woodland, 1 furlong. 

The value is and was 40s. 
Ebbi, a man ofBritric son of AJgar, held this manor. 

[Land of Humphrey the Chamberlain] 
in Bagstone Hundred 
ACTON. Harold, a man of Alfwy Hiles', held it and could go 
where he would. 2V,hides. In lordship 1 plough; 

3 villagers and 3 smallholders Mth ~plough. 
2 slaves; IV, mills at 64d; meadow, 5 acres. 

The value is and was 40s. 
The queen gave dlese rA'O villages of Acton and Wickwar to 
Humphrey. 

1312 (/PM Glos v, 134-5) 
Inquisition Post t\4..ortem 18 November, 6 Edward ll f 1312], 
on lands of John de Actone in co. Gloucester. 
The said john held the manor of Irene Actone of Roger de Ia 
\Varrc in chief by the service of 1 knight's fee. 
value per annum 
1 capital messuage with a garden and 2 do,-ecotes ........ 6s 8d 
120 acres of amble land ............................................. 30s 
40 acres of meadow ................................................... 60s 
12 acres pasture .......................................................... 6s 
A park with no underwood or herbage 
beyond the sustenance of the beasts ................................... nil 
2 water·mills .......................................................... ... 20s 
6 free tenants, paying renl. ......................... ................ 25s 
10 natives, each holding I messuage 
and X virgate land ..................................................... 30s 
and doing work worth ............................................... 26s Sd 
6 natives, each holding I messuage and ~ virgate ........ ISs 
3 natives, each holding I messuage and !.1 virgate ........ 12s 
8 cottars, each holding 1 cottage and 1 curtilagc ........... Ss 
Court ple-as and perquisites .......................... ............... 6s Sd 

Total value of manor ..... £ 12 L 9s 

1322 (PRO E142/24: Survey of confiscated lands in 
Thornbury, Glouc. IS Edward II (1321/2]) 
John de Acton held in lrenacton: ............... ... value per annum 
l court with various rooms/houses {domibus) 
and a barn and cowshed and sheepfold 
of \vhich the land is worth ............................................ 2s 
l garden with a (court)yard 3X acres . ............. .. .. .. .. .. . ... 3s 
l dovecote .................................................................. Ss 
2 fishponds of which the fishing is worth ..................... .4s 
257 acres arable land of which: I 00@ 4d 

100@2~ 
57@ ld 

IOta! ........ 58s II d 

46 acres meadow of which: 26@ ISd 
20@ 12d 

total ........ 59s 
11 acres pasture in various places ................................. Ss 
1 park of 3 7 acres of which wood and pasture ............. 1 Os 
2 water·mills ............................................................. 50s 
pleas and perquisites of court ..................................... 20s 

Total ...................................... £10 I 9s lid 
14 free tenants holding a total of 4 mcssuagcs, 
1 water·miU, 5 virgates and 33 acres ..................... [.4 4s ld 
12 villeins each holding I messuage 
and V, a virgatc .................................................... [.1 16s 
and doing work worth .......................................... [.3 Ss 
4~d 
4 lesser villeins each holding I messuage and ~ 
of a virgate .................................................................. 9s 
and doing work \.VOrth ............................................... ISs 
6 customary tenants each holding I messuage and 
V. of a virgate ........................................................ £ 1 4s 
6 customary tenants each holding I messuage 
and 7 acres ................................................................ ISs 
17 conagers holding a total of 17 conages and 
26 acres ............................................................... £2 4s Sd 
Customary dues ................................................... £1 17s l d 
Bruer- rent for various tenemems ........................ £3 Os 4d 

Total value .............................. £30 9s 3~ 
John de Acton held the aforesaid manor and Milisente his 
wife and the heirs of the body of John from John Ia. \Vare as ¥t 
a knight's fee. 

1376 (PRO E 149 41(18)) 
Inquisition Post Mortem 13 May 50 Edward 111 (1376) on 
lands of john Poyna, knight 
The said John held the manor of lrenacton of Hugh, earl of 
Stafford, by knight service. 
value per annum 
The buildings . ................................................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. niJ 
3 carucates arable land . ....................................... . £1 
33 acres common meado'v ................................... £2 4s 
50 acres pasture ................................................... £1 13s 4 
A separate pasture called the conyngcrc ............... £1 6s 8 
A park: undcru·ood ........................................................... nil 

pasture beyond support gamc ........................... £2 
A dovecote .................................................................. 3s 4 
A garden, pasture of .................................................... Is 
Court pleas and pcrquisites .............. .................... £1 6s 8 
RentS of assise .................................................... £24 8s 8 
[Total value of manor £34 3s Sd) 

c I 540 {Leland, / tin v, 99) 
Acton man nor place standithe about a quartar of a myle from 
the village and parochc churchc in a playne grounde on a 
redde sandy soyle. Ther is a goodly howse and 2 parks by the 
howse, one of redd dere, an othar of fallow. 
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1649 (PRO SP23/210 (203)) 
A p[ar]ticular of the Estate Reali and p[cr)sonal of Sr Roben 
Poyntz knight of the Bath 
First he halh severall small tenem(en)ts lying 
in the Coumic of Kent ... 
(of which he is tenant for lifej . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... [,74 p.a. 
In the Countie of Olouc' he hath the manner 
oflron Ac-ton w(hi]c-h is in Demeans . ................. £55 p.a. 
In old ren1s . ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... ............................ ,e;o p.a. 
And a Parke of c-oarse wcttc grounds 
by cstimac[i]on 100 acres, never lcttc: for any rent 
but Kept still for deere valuc ............................... £25 p.a. 
All this his estate in Glouccstershirc 
is now Jette by the Comittccs of Gloucester 
for a hundred and twcntic pounds p[cr] annu[m] 

. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ........................... [signed) Robert Poymz 
!Submitted with a petition from Sir Robert dated 15 March 
1648 i.e. 1649 new style dating) 

1683 (WRO 947E/137b) 
lndeniUre 16 July 1683. Assignmcm from Mr Oldfield and 
Mr Atwells to Mr Ridley and Mr Coules in trust for Dr Toope 
of the House, Park and Demesne oflron Acton. 
All that Capitall Messuage or Manc(i)on house and 
scite of the Man nor of Iron Acton with all the Outhouses 
Court.$ Yards backsides gardens and Orchards thereto 
belonging And also the Conygrcc or Conywarren 
thereto ne.ar adjoyning and all ways waters and casements 
thereto apperteyning All which said p[re]misscs arc scituated 
together in Iron Acton on the same side of the wayc whereon 
the said Capital Mess uage is standing And also all that Parke 
or ground in Iron Acton to the said Capital Messuage 
near adjoyning and inclosed with a stone wall and paled 
commonly called Acton Parke and formerly used as a Parke 
containing One hundred fifty three acres together with the 
wood or grove of timber within t.he same park and all those 
closes formerly parcel I of the said parke one part thereof is 
now ca11ed the Rayles and containc thirty acres the other 
commonly ca11ed the New G rounds and containe 
twenty eight acres and also aU those seven Closes 
commonly c.alled Brookmeadows and Horsecroft lying 
near together and adjoyning Acton Parke which arc 
parccJI of the Demesne lands of tlte said Mannor and 
all those two Closes one whereof I yes on the North side 
of the parke and containeth 6ve acres and the other 
lyeth on the Eastward side of the: said parke and containeth 
two ac-res pare-ell of a Tenement formerly in the tenure of 
Edward Short and all those Messuages scituate in 
Iron Acton Acton llgar Frampton Cotterell and Lattcridge 
now or late in the severall tenures of Edward Short Samuel 
Hellier \Villiam \'Y'aher Thomas Hobbes and 
AJic-e Legg widow and all those two fairs holden 
yearly (and all profits and perqu.isits of the manor 
of Iron Acton) 

1696-1712 (Le New, 203). (MS da1cd 1696, bu1 
additions may have been made up to Le Neve's death in 
1712.)) 
(Sir john Poynrz) lived at Iron Acton, he gave the 
estate to his widdow who sold it to ... the house part 
pulled down. 
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1709 (BRO AC/AS 4nO) 
Counterpart 15 October 1709. Conveyance by Sir john Smith 
and others of the Mannor of Iron Acton to Mr \'Y'illiam Roach. 
All that Capital Messuage or Manc[i]on house ... with the Mault 
house. 

1793 (Lysons 1803, no1es on plate 64 (Fig 2.5). (The original 
sketch for this plate is dated 1793: Gloucester Public Ubrary 
8967.)} 
[The manor house of Iron Acton was) former1y the residence 
of the ancient family of Poyntz. h was of very considerable 
extent. The only part remaining is that which is here exhibited 
(in accompanying print). At the east end [sic] is the chapel, 
now converted into a cellar; in the window of which are some 
remains of painted glass. Several apartments have been 
formed out of the great chamber, which was very spacious 
and lofcy: tlle upper part of the walls, richly painted in fresco, 
may be seen immediately under the roof and above the ceil
ings of the present apartments. This building is now used as a 
farm-house. 

1886 (Maclean 1886, IOG-1) 
The ancient J'vlanor House of Iron Acton probably consisted 
of a central building, facing east and west, with north and 
south wings, forming a portion of three sides of a quadrangle. 
The eastern elevation of the present c-entral building was fig
ured by Lysons eighty years ago .. . Scarcely any change, exter
nally seems to have taken place in it since. The three-light 
Perpendicular window at the north side [.r;c) is traditionally 
said to have lighted the domestic chapel, or oratory. \Ve are, 
however, very doubtful upon this point. The whole area at the 
south end of the building originally formed one very spacious 
apartment, though it is now divided by a modern wall, form
ing a portion of it into a stable, leaving a passage at the back 
leading to the pan supposed to have been the chapel. That 
part is now used as a cellar, and 've do not find any remains 
therein, such as a piscina, in support of the tradition. Never
theless, if it were used merely as an oratOry, probably it never 
had a true altar, and a piscina would not be required. 

The eastern front, which contained the principal entrance, 
is approached through a large rectangular courtyard, measur
ing from east to west about 165 feet, and from north tO south 
<1bout 120 fee t. having a handsome arched entrance of late 
date, the spandrils of the gate-way being filled with carved 
ornamentation in low relief of the Poyntz crest and sprigs of 
oak-leaves and acorns. The elevation of the western fa~ade is 
very similar to that of the eastern, except that it is conn<..-ctcd 
at the north end with a wing extending north and south (s;,j, 
and is rendered more picturesque by having, in the angle thus 
formed, a semi~octagonal tO\ver which contains a good newel 
stair-case, the stairs of which are composed ofsolid blocks of 
oak. 

Entering the building from the eastern front, we find a 
wide passage straight through the house, having on each side 
solid walls. On the left is the large apartment above men
tioned, to which there were probably two doorways of good 
workmanship, one on each side of the room, but that against 
what is now the stable is buih up. In the wall on the right 
remains the old buttery hatch, shewing that the kitchen and 
other domestic offices were on that side. 

From the western courtyard there is another special 
entrance tO the north wing, having over the door a shield of 



the Poyntz arms. This wing would appear to have been short· 
ened at west end, or at least the wall has been rebuilt, for in 
the walling arc inserted stones, irregularly, bearing the date 
AD 1642. This wing must have been an important portion of 
the building, and perhaps contained the state apartments. 
The rooms are handsome, large, and well lighted, especiaHy 
on the upper Ooor. 

On the upper Ooor of the south end of the main building, 
over what we conclude was the hall, there was also a spacious 
room. The roof of the whole building is of solid oak. It is con· 
srructed on the queen·post principle, but of rough character, 
without any ornamentation. The rooms were all ceiled. About 
three fee t (tic] below the original ceiling of the room we have 
last mentioned, a modern ceiling has been consrructed, 
between which and the upper ceiling there are remains on the 
walls of decorations painted in tempera. The walls below ha\·e 
been repeatedly whitewashed. 

The mansion for the last 200 years has been converted 
into a farm·house, for which purpose it was, and indeed slill 
is, vastly too large, notwithstanding that a great portion of it 
has been taken down and removed. Even, almost within Jiving 
memory, at least within 100 years, the process has been con· 
linued, and it is thought that the ashlar work of which the 
Fives .. Court in the village green is constructed consists of the 
materials of the old mansion. The interior of what remains 
has also undergone extensive alterations and is so filled with 
modern partitions that, in the time at our disposal for its 
inspection, we were unable to form any very clear idea of irs 
original arrangements. 

1898 (Excursion 1898, 2) 
The large courtyard on the eastern side of (the manor house 
at Iron Acton] is entered by a handsome gateway, in the span· 
drels of which in low relief, appears the Poyntz crest, an arm, 
the fis t clenched, issuing out of clouds, with oak leaves and 
acorns, badges of the Actons. On comparing the building, as 
it now appears, with Lysons' view, we find that the eastern 
fa.;ade has been injured in the present century by the removal 
of the porch in the centre and of the great chimney stack with 
its internal fi replaces on the south-\o,.·cst. A hundred years ago 
a huge buttreSS was erected to protect the bulging walls; 
another has been added lately. Over the doorway of the north 
wing are c.arved the Poyntz arms: bar-ry of eight, azure and 
argent. 

1912 (GRO 0 2299/1659) 
Fine Old Historical Residence and 241 acres. 
To be sold ... an exceptionally interesting old house, originally 
dating from the XN century, rebuilt during the reign of 
Queen Elizabeth and considerably aJtcrcd during the time of 
C harles I, and bearing on the western gable a tablet of carved 
stone with the date 1642. It is built on the site of the home of 
the Actons, and in close proximity to the house a.re still to be 
found the fortified walls pierced with embrasures and loop· 
holes and having corner turrets, which were doubtless in 
bygone times enclosed by a moat ... The house originally con
sisted of a central building facing east and west, \Vith north 
and south wings, the former of which remains. It is a lofty 
building built on 2 floors of local stone, with strong mullioned 
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windows and doorways, and gabled roof, lying well back from 
the road, protec-ted on the cast front by a large courtyard, to 
which entrance is gained through a handsome arched gateway, 
built probably during the reign of Charles I, in the spandrels 
of which appear in low relief the arms of the Poyntz family. 
The house is entered under a porch under the great cenrre 
chimney stack through a stone arched doorway, giving access 
to a flagged haU, measuring 22 ft . x 12 ft., extending the 
depth of the house with a corresponding doorway on the wes[ 
side to the quadrangle, and which is flanked by small windows 
with iron centre bar; on the right and left are passages which 
lead through old stone arch doorways, on the left to the 
chapel, Lighted by stone mullioned windows; there is a xv cen· 
tury perpendicular window which originally lighted the apart· 
mem, but it is now bricked up from the inside-, the stone 
tracery however still remains; pan of the room has been pard· 
tioned off and is now used as a stable. The rooms to the north 
end and on the right of the hall were undoubtedly used as a 
kitchen, as is e\-i.denced by a buttery hatch in the wall of this 
hall; a passage leads to other rooms, which are at present sub· 
divided into smaller rooms by wooden partitions for the con· 
venience of the farmer who uses the house as a residence. 
They are, however, most spacious and lofty and could be eas· 
ily converted into several noble reception rooms. There is a 
subsidiary enrrance on the east side with a quain t porch 
lighted by a curious perpendicular window, and on the north 
1Aring is another porch and entrance. In the north-east angle of 
the quadrangle is an octagonal tower, containing a magnifi
cent specimen of a newel circular staircase; this is of solid oak, 
each tread being fashioned out of solid logs cut away so as tO 
aUow of head room. The woodwork is in splendid pres.erva· 
tion, a.nd is as sound as when it was put in some 450 years 
ago; to the left of this tower is an entrance to the north wing 
from the quadrangle with the Poyntz arms carved in an 
escutcheon above the doorway. On the upper Ooor is a fine 
lofty apartment above the chapel, measuring 37 ft. 6 in. x 21 
ft., which was evidently the original banqueting hall, with a 
parlour or private dining room for the lord and his family at 
the north end. Part of the upper floor is now used by the farm 
tenant, and is subdivided into 5 bed rooms and a bath room, 
and beyond in the north wing is another large chamber mea· 
suring 34 ft. x 16 ft. In one or two of the bed rooms is a quan
tity of old oak panelling. 

The property is one which should strongly appeal to any
one who is desirous of possessing a really fine old historical 
place, and the house carefully restored would be reinstated to 
its position as one of the most important residences in the 
country. 

1930 (Robinson 1930, 97) 
Many traces of the moat [of Iron Acton Court) are dislin· 
guishable on the west side and the large fishpond, minus the 
water, with the stonework for outlet and inlet, is still plainly 
vis ible. Part of the old boundary wall stands on the south-cast 
side, and one of the original w:nch towers, although some
what dilapidated, is still to be seen in the corner of the wall. It 
contains a fi replace and was capable of accommodating sev
eral men. 
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Appendix B: 
household contents 

1303 (Reg Geynes, 58) 
Item, to the Lady Sibilla de Acton, my niece, one cup of the 
value of I 00 shillings, and one silver pot for wine, and another 
pot for water, and the best gold brooch I ha\·e, except those 
sp«ifically bequeathed. [Extract Will Godfrey Giffard, late 
Bithop of\Vorcestcr.] 

1413 (Co/ Pap Let,,,, 384) 
The pope to Robert Poyntz, dORKI, nobl<man, and Cathenne 
hn wife, damsel, noblewoman, of the dioc~ of~'orttSter. 
Indull[gcnce] to h"" a portable altar. 

1519 (LP H8, rn, 206) 
Sir A nth. Poyntz and Joan Guldcford his wife. Grnnt, during 
the life of the said joan, or a tun of Gascon wine annually, free 
of all dutio:s. 

1520 (Maclean 1886, 99) 
To my son Franris Poyntz ... all such pla~e that I bad of the 
saod Franci$, which he had of the lllfte of the Frmcb king. 
[Extract will Sir Robert Poyntz) 

I 532 (ESRO SAS 021/22) 
This InvytatOry of such plate as is in the howse of Acton made 
the xxiiiith day of Dcccmbc:r in the xxiiiith }'tre of the re-ign of 
Kyng Harry the viiith [24 December 1532) 

[')First a Basyn and a yewer w(iltlhl a Cover plar[cellgylt 
Wyth his armes Wcying (wtight not stauJ) 
It(e)m a basyn and an )'<W<r w(i)t(h[out a Cov(er) plar]cell 
11Yit 
It(e)m a boll bas)n w(i)t(h) an ) .. W.,. the )"0\\"tt p(ar)cellll)·lt 
( ' )It(e)m ii pon(es) p(ar]ceU gyh WC);ng (68 oz) 
It(e)m viii Spones w(i)t(h) thappost<ll(es) p(ar)cellgylt 
\\-eying (14Y. oz] 
It(e]m a gylt pon wli)t[h) a Cover Weying 115 oz] 
It(e)m vi boll[es) p(ar]cellgylt \Veying (166 oz] 
I')Itle)m ii Can[dle]stykklesl plar)ccll gylt Weying (31V. ozl 
lt(e)m a Nest of\'ilhyte goblett[cs) wliltlh) a Covler] Weying 
I49V.oz) 
l')h(e)m a Nest ofgoblett(esl wli)t[h[a Cov[er) p(ar]ccllgyh 
Weyill& (54 oz) 
It(e)m Cha£ying dyssh \1t'eying (61 oz) 
It(e)m ii White pon(cs) Weyol\& (73 oz) 
It(e)m ii Solt(es) gylt w[o)t(h) a CO\tt Weying (23V. oz] 
It[e)m a lowe Salt p(ar)ceiiiiYit \1t'e);ng (7lt. oz) 
I' )It[e)m a gylt Coppe w(i)t[h) 1 Co'"' Weying [13V. oz] 
I')It(e]m a holy\Vater pott p(ar)cellgylt \Veying [141! oz] 
l')h[e]m a spyce plate half gyh Weying I42V. oz] 
It(e]m a dosyn Sponys wli)t[h) thappostcllles] p(ar)cell gyh 
120V. oz) 
l'flt[e)m a dosyn Sponys w(i)tlhl maydens hedd[es] gylt 
\Veying 
I23V.oz] 
It[e)m a syiv(er] lampe \1t'eying (4'1. oz) 
It(e)m a sylv(er] pcce w(o)tlhl 1 ) .. ,... weying I I4 oz) 
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hi elm ii lytcyll boll les) p(ar[ccllgylt Weying (38 oz) 
hi elm a powder box gylt Weying [5V. oz) 
hi elm a pax gylt Weying (51-1 oz) 
hi elm ii platers Whyte Weying l""th• .. , sraudl 
hi elm a Spone Whyte \Veymg (I ~ ozl 

Wherof delyv[er]ed to Nycholas pop1tz Esqu) .. r Son and 
h<)Te of S(ir) Antony poyntz knyaht and John po)nt(es) 
Gentylman by a byll by the)m sealed and subscr}i>ed ber)"Ili 
date the day herof aU these p[ar)cells foiOW)ng F)T(St) the 
basyn and yewer wli)t[h)a Cov[er] plar)cellgylt w(i)t(h) his 
armes, ii pon[es] p(ar]ccll gylt, oi Can[dle[srykk(o:s) A Nest of 
goblett[es] w(i)tlh) a Cov(erl of the Wyht ofliiii ownclcs] the 
gylt Copp w(i)tlhJ the Covler] the holywater pott the Spycc 
plate half gylt the dosyn Spones wlilt(h] maydens heddles] 
I' Thm imm an marktd 'delyvler]ed' in rhe MS) 
( Lrfrlhu Jurw bun wnwrttd from RQman to Arabic numerals) 

I S32 (ESRO SAS 021126) 
First a CO\-uing w(i)t(h)a p(ar?)kt 1.0 lOs) 
h(e)m iiii p«(es] of arns of the passoon p[ri]ce l.Cl3 12s) 
h(e)m a pcce of arris of Jusnng p(ri)ce l.C2 ISs] 
h(e]m a Counterpoynt lynyd w(o)l[h] blew buekralm) l.C4 
13s) 
h (e)m a vestmelnlt of old Cloth of Gold plri]ce (£2) 
lt(e)m vi pcc(es] of arris with pochis nnd a square tcstm(cr] 
and a Counterpoynt 1'11£2'1 
h(e)m a Coumerpoynt of old Skarlett plriJce ( Is) 
h(e)m a Trussing bedd ofCrimsyn velvett and blew p(ri]cc 
(£41 
h(e)m a Trussing bedd of old satten Russett and blew [13s 
ld) 
h(e)m ii bedd(es) of Downe w(o)t(b) Fustians and pelowsl.C2 
13s 4d) 
h[e)m ii outer Clothis of old ,-.Ivett p(ri]ce 1£1] 
h[e)m iiii lirill old Cheyars lis) 
h [e)m vi Cochyns of Imagery 12sl 
lt(e)m v old Carpctt Cochyns l2s 6d] 
lt(e)m a Cofur ofwaynyscote 18dl 
h(e)m ii litill Trussyng Cofurs l2s] 
h(e)m ii Trussing bedd(es) in baga(cs) [lOs) 
It(e)m a Turkes Carpcn p(n)ce l£1) 
h(e)m iii litill Carpctt[es) p(ri)ce (ISs) 
It(e)m an Oannders Che)-ar p(n)ce (Is] 
h(e)m ii Cocbyns ofTynseU and II oh'<I\"ft p(ri)ce l.CIJ 
It[e)m a Oanndcrs Chest p(n]ce l6s Sd) 
It[e)m a Redd standard plri)ce [Ss) 
It(e]m a flan Oannders Cofur l6s 8d) 
It[e)m vi Tabull Clothis ofdiap(er) plri)ce [£1 l Os) 
lt[e)m ii Towells of diapler) 
It(e)m iii Neck Towells 
h(e)m a Cowbord Cloth 
h(e)m a Doscn diap(er] Napkins [13s 4d) 
h(e)m iiii Diapler] Table Clothes (£I 6s Sd] 
h(e)m ii Tov.-ell[es) of Diap(er) 
h(e)m a dosen of Diap[<r) Nopl:ons and an half p(ri)ce (I Os) 



It(e)m vi peyre ofSheet(es] of iii breed(es] p(ri]ce (.£!4s) 
It(e)m iiii Sheet(es) ofiiii breed(es) (lOs] 
It(e]m iii peyre ofShcet[es) ofii brced(es) [Ss) 
It(e)m vi pcyrc ofpalctt shect[es) (12s) 
lt(e)m vi peyre of Canves sheet[es) [6s] 
It(e]m vi pec[es) of old verdergret and small sure Woren )6s) 

S(um)ma (£46 19s 2d) 

r~ lttm Slrutk OUl in MS) 
(E.stimaud values have bun comxrted from Roman to Arabic 
numeralJ.] 

I556 (PRO PROB 11/39 (22 Wrastley)) 
I bequeathc unto Nicholas Poyntz myne Eldest sonnc my 
barnes and Armor and all my ho,..es and Mayrcs ... (and] all 
my new hangings. [Debts) hem to Pcpwcllcs(*) man of bris
towe v li. Item to Pepwell[•) for a tune ofwyne. [Extracts will 
Sir Nicholas Poyntz.] 

(" William Pepwell was a Bristol merchant, importing sherry 
or 'sack' from Andalusia: (Vanes 1979)] 

1585 (PRO PROB ll/68 (42 BrudeneU)) 
hem if my brother Anthony Poyntz happen to survive me, 
Then I give whim my lx:sl gue:I<Jiugc whil.;h I u~c: f\.11' mym: 
ownc saddcll with aU his furniture, And also an other suffi
cient gucldinge with his furniture mcctc and convenient for 
his man. Item I give unto my daughter Mary Syddenham one 
danske Cofer called my Lad yes Chest nowe standing in me 
p[ar)lo(r) in my house at Iron Acton with all the Lynnen 
therein. Item I give to my servant RatTe my Roane ambling 
nagge. Item I give to every of my godchildren one silver 
spoone double guilt of the value of twelve shillinges 
whereuppon to be engraved This Sentence (Godchild, god 
geve the his grace) to be provided by my exequutors. Item I 
give unto john Pointz my sonne All my furniture for houseine 
and my best sworde and dagger and tw0e of my best trotting 
geldings. Item I give to my Lorde Herbert, To Sr Thomas 
Heneage, To my good sister the Lady Heneage, To Sr Edward 
Stanley, To Sr Moyle Fynche, To my Lady Fynche my neece, 
To my Cossen Mr Thomas Throckmorton One title wedge of 
fyne AngeU golde waighing one ounce, by everie of them to be 
made inco some thinge or jewell to werre or kepe for my sake 
(yf it please them.) [Extracts will Sir Nicholas Poyntz] 

1666 (PRO PROB 11/321 (121 M.ieo)) 
Item I give unto my sonnc John Poyntz: aU my books manu
scriptS and papers and to be carefully kept and preserved for 
him untill hee shall accomplish the age of Twenty yeares. Item 
I give unto Mr Thomas Smith the best horse or Mare I have 
at the tyme of my decease. (Extracts will Sir Robert Poyntz) 

1680 (PRO PROD 4 18515) 
A True and p{er)fect Inventory in{dent] of all and singular the 
goodes Ch[att)els and CredittS of Sr John Poyntz late of Iron 
Acton in me County of Gloucester knight sometimes of the 
Middle Temple dec[ease]d taken and app(rais]ed the 14th day 
of December Anno Oni 1680 
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Inprimis all the Pe\.\rter being eighteen dishes 
and three dozen of Plates ............................................ )£2 5s) 
Item Two brass pots, and a small kettle . .. .. .... .............. [£1 5s] 
Item The jack with other Irons ........................................ [5s] 
Item Five Feather Beds and Bolsters, and six Pillow<!$ ..... [.C 1 
lOs) 
Item three Flock beds ............................................... l£1 lOs) 
Item Twelve Pictures ................................................ l£2 lOs) 
Item All the Cheezc ................................................. 1£5 lOs) 
Item Nine Hogs ....................................................... (£ 4 I Os) 
Item some old Chaires, Barrels Tables, 
and other Lumber ........................... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . [£2] 
Item all the Hay ........................................................... [£28) 
Item One old horse and a Cow ................................... (£3 5s) 
Item Four greate old Cushions ..................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . (4s) 
hem One suite of Curtains .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .................... [16s] 
Item Five Blankets Three old Rugs, and twO counterpane [£2] 
Item all the Unncn .................................................. 1£2 1 Os] 
Item all the Timber Cut downe ................................ l£11 Is) 
Item Two loads of Coal pitt Timber ........................... (£1 lOs) 
Item One Cart ........................................................... (£! 5s) 
Item One Pyllion, Two clothes, One safeguard, 
with a Hood, and side saddle ...................................... (£ 1 7s) 
Item Four Maps ......................................................... [ls 6d) 
Item T\vo greene Carpets ................................................ (5s) 
ltcna Twu Cuu.;.;ln:~ .......................................................... [(i~) 
Item the best bed and all belonging to it .......................... 1£5) 
Item Eighteen dozen of Bottles ...................................... [ISs) 
Item Three looking Glasses ........................................... (17s) 
Item Two Gittars ..................................................... (£! 1 Os) 
Item Six Cedar Planks ................................................... (IOs] 
Item Three Turky workd Chaires ................................... (ISs) 

Summa Totalis hujus Jnventary ........... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. [£92 6s) 

1709 (GRO: Inventory 1709 (45)) 
An Inventory of fth]e Goods and Chaales of james Manning 
of [th]e p(ar)ish of Iron acton In (th)e Counry ofGloucest(e)r 
yeo( man) late de.acessed, taken and aprised by us whose 
Names are hereunto Subscribed this tenth day of August 
1709 

ld s d 
Impfrimis] Wareing Aparel ....... .. .. .. .......... .. .. .. .. .. . . 03 00 00 

It(em] In (th]e kitehin Twenry dishes of 
Pewter one dozen of Plates Three Brass 
Candle Stickes, one \Varming Pan, Three 
kitties, Three Potts, l\VO Spits, one 
jack; a pair of Andirons one pair of 
Slice and Tounge Two Cheese Presses Six 
Chairs one Settle one Table Bord w[i]th 
other Utinsills ......................................... 07 00 00 

It( em) In (th)e Parler TIVo Round Tables SLx 
Leather Chairs one pair of Brass 
Andirons one pair of Iron Doggs one 
paire of Slice and Tounge 'Three Joynt 
Stooles and fire Grate .............................. 02 15 00 

It(em) In (th)e Seller five Barrels Two 
Salting Tubs one Dresser Two Beer 
Ho,..es .............................................. ...... 02 00 00 
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ltfem) In fth)e Dayry Three Chees Tubs Six 
pailes Three Trcndles Twelf Chees 
Vatcs one Churon Two Brewing Stands 
wfi)th other utinsells ................................ 03 00 00 

ltfem] lnfth]e Best Chamber one Bed wfi]th 
Curtens and Vallianr.s one Green Rugg 
one pair of Sheets one Blanket a kasc 
of Oruers a Chest one Trunk one pair 
of Andirons SLx Chairs a Looking Glass 
one Silver Tankerd five Silver Spoons 
Cash In hand .......................................... 25 00 00 

It{ em] In {th]e Parler Chamber Two Beds and 
Bcdstecds w(i)th their apurtinanccs 
one Side Bord one Box on Chest and 
Two Chairs ............................................. 06 10 00 

h[em] In lthJc Maides Chamber one Bed and 
Bedsteed w[i)th [thje apurtinaccs 
there unto belonging ............................... 02 00 00 

ltfem] In fth]e Chamber over {th]e kitching 
one Bed w{i]th {th]e apurtinances ............ 02 00 00 

ltfem) In fth]e Mans Chamber one Bed w{i]th 
fth)e apurtinances .................................. 02 00 00 
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Itfem) In fth]e Chees Laft Ten Cheese Bords 
Two Chees Rackes one pair of Scales and 
weights five Tun of Chccs ...................... ! 00 00 

ltfem) Corne on [thfe Ground ......................... 100 00 

It{ em] fifty Two Cowcs Thirteen young Bests 
four Oxen Two Horse Best ..................... 239 00 

lt{cm] fifteen fatt and poor Piggs ...................... 015 00 

lt{cm] one \Vagon one Dungpott a pair of Drags 
w[i)th other Plow Harness w(i]th other 
Goods not bcfor apraised ....................... Ol6 10 

lt{cm] fift)'Tun ofHay ..................................... oso 00 

Totoll .................................................... 575 15 

\Vill Machin 
john Bampton Apraysors 

{Et~dormi] 17 May 1710 Tcst{amcntum] jacobi Manning 
nup[er) de Iron Acton defunct 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 
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Appendix C: 
building accounts and hearth tax 

146511466 (WRO 947EI794) 
Jren Acton: The account of John Symond collector of rents 
[29 September I 465 to 29 September I 466] 
Repairs: And on the cost of making one stone wall with a 
chimney in the same in the Oeyhous and of a new roof of the 
same both in timber and tiling and laying on one new Somer 
with Oorebemes fixed in the same for a certain room in the 
aforesaid house wherefor sawing the planks remaining there 
for the flooring of the same room and one new archc for the 
gatehous there facing the park with a chimney above the said 
arche and I new botras made under the same and tiling of the 
broken up part of this gatehous and also laying on one new 
Walplate above the door (of the] panetre and mending of a 
certain Dormant above the said \Valplate this year ... £7 7s 8d 

1468/1469 (WRO 947EI794) 
lren acton: The account of John Symond collector of rents 
129 September 1468 to 29 September 14691 
Outside payments: And to wit to John Bampton 
for mending the stone walls of the park) punfald 
and Orchard for 3 days at 4d 
And for mending l hooke at the great gate this year- 2d 
And on the costs of making I Snede and I Rynge for 1 
breresyth in the keeping of Robert Janyn for putting down the 
briars with - 2d 
And on I bar with a key bought for the postcrnedorc in the 
park leading tO the church this year- 4~d 
And to wit to a certain plumber mending two breaches of gut
ters within the manor there this year- I Od 

153711538 (WRO 947EI794) 
Iron Acton: The account of Richard \'(fidbournc bailiff (29 
September I 537 to 29 September I 5381 
And in moneys paid by the said Bailiff this year to various 
workers working at lhe aforesaid Acton namely to masons, 
carpenters, plumbers, tilers, sawyers, labourers) and for vari
ous necessaries bought for the use of the same ..... £5 l 7s II d 

1672 (PRO E.179/l47/14) 
Lady Poyntt 32 [Hearths) 

1142 (WRO 947EI1048) 
An Accot. of \Vork done at Acton House 
for the Rcvd Mr Long October I 0 I 742 
For a journey to Bristol and Horse ....................... (.0 6 
For a Day 2 Men, taking up the Old Floor .............. 0 
For a Day my Self, mending the joists ..................... O 
For 'h Day Do ........................................................ 0 
For 23 Foot of Oak quarter .................................... 0 
For Laying of936 Foot of Flooring ......................... 2 

2 
3 4 
I 8 
0 10 
3 8 
6 3 

For Slitting of 60 Deals .......................................... 0 IS 
[Toral] ..........................•.....•....•. £3 13 

An Acct. of \Vork Done at Acton house by me Isaac Naish 
De<:ember 1742 

0 
3 

To I Da)'ll Work 'h james Han ..................................... 2s 06d 
To I Day 'h theBoy ..................................................... lsOOd 
To 2 Pecks of Hair .......................................................... .. Sd 
To 200 of 3d Neils ............................................................ 6d 
To 2 Sacks of Lime ...... .. .. ........................................... Is 04d 

[Total] .............................................. 6s Od 

1744 (WRO 947EI1048) 
An Acct. of \'(fork Done at Acton farm by the order of Mr 
Rutland for the Use of the Revd Mr Long by Willm. Stiff 28 
Nov-em. 1744 
To Eight DaY' My Self and Boy ......................... .... .. .. 00 I 3 4 
To Do. My Boy ..................................................... .... 00 06 8 
To 1000 of Tile ..................................... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 00 18 0 
To 300 of four foot Han LadlS .............. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . OO 50 
To JOOO'h of Tile pins ........................... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . oo 2 o 
To 1000 of 3d Neils .......................... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . oo 1 8 
To Half 100 of IOd Do ................................. .... .... .... .. . 00 0 5 
To 200 of 6d Do ............................................... .... .... .. . oo 1 o 
To a pan Crease .......................................................... 00 0 3 
To 4 Sacks of Lime ...................................................... 00 2 8 
To 'h a Bushell of Hair ................................................. 00 0 8 
To I ofl.oddcr .......................................................... 00 0 10 

(Total] .......................................... £02 I 2 6 

4 1 
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Appendix D: 
illustrative sources 

1 Maps and Plans 
1577 

1777 

1828-31 
184Q-2 

1846 

1881 

1881 

1881 
1895 
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Christopher Saxton's is the earliest map of 
Gloucestershire and all subsequent maps for over a 
century were based upon it. 
Isaac Taylor's map of Gloucestershire was the first 
on a large scale and based on a new survey, from 
which all succeeding maps up to the first Ordnance 
Survey were compiled. 
Ordnance Survey of Gtoucestershire 1 in = I mile. 
Tithe Map of the Parish of Iron Acton (BRO 
EP/4/32124) 
:'Aap of the Proper[)• of \VaJter Long Esq in the 
Parish of Iron Acton 9 Chains to an inch [Reduced 
version of Tithe 1\t\ap with particulars of sale 18461 
(WRO 515/23) 
The Property of Walter Long Esquire In the Parish 
of Iron Acton 3 Chains to an Inch (Copied from 
Tithe Map but marked with lots corresponding to 
sale particulars 1881) (WRO 515/27) 
Lands at Iron Acton: Propercy of Walter Long [no 
date, but marked with lots to correspond with 1881 
sale particulars) (WRO 515/27) 
Ordnance Survey of Glouce-stershire 25 ln = 1 mile 
Plan of Acton Court Estate I :2500 (Copied from 
OS 1881, but numbered to correspond with sale 
particulars 1895) (GRO 01388 SL 8/ 18) 

2 Prints, Drawings and Photographs 
1793 

1803 

1886-7 

1880s 

1898 

1908 

1921 

1930 

1930s 

Samuel Lysons, Manor House at Iron Acton. 
Drawing of east front dated 1793 (Gloucester 
Public Library 8967) 
Samuel Lysons, Manor House at Iron Acton. 
Etching from drawing 1793 (Lysons 1803, pi 64; 
Fig 2.5) 
Roland Paul, Iron Ac-ton Court, int(erio)r of 
Courtyard. Drawing, with others of Iron Acton 
church which are dated 1886 and 1887 (Librnry of 
Society of Antiquaries, Paul Collection) 
Samuel Loxton, Iron Acton Court. Drawing of east 
front, from a series mainly published in the late 
1880s in the Bristol Obserwr (Avon Central Library, 
Loxton collection: Fig 2.6) 
Iron Acton Manor House: entrance gate, east front, 
window in the porch, courtyard. Photographs 
(Ti-ans Bn"stol and Glouct.stenhire ArchaeoJ Soc, 21, 
2-4) 
Iron Acton Manor House: gateway, east front. 
Photographs (Coumry LJfe 28 March 1908, 456-7: 
this vol, Figs 1.1, 2.6) 
Iron Ac-ton: gateway to the Court House. 
I>hotograph (Tipping 1921, pi xviii) 
One of the Ancient Watch Towers at Iron Acton 
Court. Photograph (Robinson 1930, 91) 
G Buckler, Acton Court, lron Acton. Drawings of 
courtyard and gateway. (G Buckler, Some Notes on 
fro11 Acton, no date but advertises The Clove Hitch 
Craft Shop, owned by Cora Harding, who appears 
in Kt//y's Directon·es of 1935 and 1939 as an antique 
dealer at Iron Acton) 



3 
The medieval 
manor house 

Description of the excavations: 
Pre-Period 3 features 

Period 1 

A few flints, mostly undiagnostic flakes or 
flake fragments, but including four scrapers, 
provided the only evidence for possible pre
historic acnv1ty. Apart from a single 
microlith of later Mesolithic type in the old 
soil horizon in Area 2, they all derived from 
historic contexts. 

house and from Area 2, though one piece 
came from the fill of a Period 2 quarry in 
Trench C, near the north edge of the north 
field. Among them were pieces of combed 
box-flue Iiles. Two pieces of building tile 
were built into the Period 3.1b south bridge 
abutment, and three shcrds of Roman pottery 
were also found, including an unabraded 
mortarium base in the fill of the quarry 
beneath Rooms A and D (Chapter 9). It is 
clear that the material was already on the 
site before Period 2 and was not imported as 
hardcorc at a later date. 

Period 2 

Four phases of activity in Period 2 were 

A thin scatter of Roman tile fragments, 
fairly evenly spread across the site, and 
mainly small and worn, was also found. The 
majority were from early ground surfaces 
and Period 2 contexts, particularly from 
beneath the south range of the moatcd 

identified (Figs 3.1, 3.3 and Fig 3.4, Sec- f"igu,. J.l Pta,., Pmod 2 
tions 1-2). The best stratified evidence sur- fcatum. 

Period 2 
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Figtt« J.2 l?riod 2: 8J4Uy 
bertlaJh 1Ju: ca~r I'Q'I.glr and 
south of the moot. 
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vived beneath Period 3 Rooms A- D and the 
courtyard to the north, where a series of 
walls was recorded. There was at least one 
structure, which subsequently underwent 
alterations. There were also extensive traces 
of occupation elsewhere in the area later 
enclosed by the moat, and indications that 
the occupation continued to the north and 
the south, beyond the moat. Generally only 
short lengths of walls remained between 
later intrusions, and most of them could not 
be directly related to each other, bur they all 
appeared to belong to the same general 
period. 

Phase I 

The earliest stratified feature was a gully 
( 1977). It was only partially excavated, 
because it was thought to be a natural tis· 
sure, similar to one found in Area 5, but 
analysis of the site records strongly suggests 
that it was man-made. The gully was at least 
1.2 m wide and was cut 0.6 m into the Pen
nanr bedrock, and the layers overlying it had 
subsided in such a way as to indicate that it 
returned northwards and that its eastern ter
minal was butt-ended. It was filled with red 
silt mixed with charcoal, small pieces of 
Pennant rubble, and lumps of decayed lime
stone. A post, 0.3 m in diameter, had been 
set vertically in the centre of lhe feature, and 
clear traces of the posr-pipe ( 1966) were vis
ible. This was the only post which was 
recorded, but it is possible that there were 

others and that the gully formed the founda
tion trench of a fence or palisade. 

A second bun-ended gully (3524/3834), 
only 0. 9 m wide, but cut imo the bedrock to 
a similar depth as 1977, was found beneath 
RoomS (Fig 3.2). It was earlier than Period 
3, since it originated to the north of the 
moat and continued to the south of it (Fig 
3.4, Section 4) though it was not necessarily 
contemporary with 1977. The two features 
may also have had different functions, 
because at the northern end of 3834, its 
lower fill consisted of large slabs of Pennant 
mixed with grey loam. As there was no evi
dence for any posts within it, it may have 
been an open boundary ditch that had been 
intentionally backfilled. South of the moat, 
3524 continued in usc during Period 3. 

Phase 2 

Feature 1977 was filled in and an irregularly
shaped structure, defmed on its west side by 
wall 1453/ 1466, and on irs south side by 
wall 1225/ 1392, was erected (Fig 3.5). In irs 
original form it may have been bounded on 
irs north side by wall 1467, though this was 
not parallel to the south wall and may have 
been unrelated to it. Alternatively, and per
haps more likely, it was bounded by wall 
1849. Its eastern wall was not found. The 
walls were slightly curved, and were made of 
coursed Pennant bonded with bright 
reddish-brown or orange clay. They sur
vived to a maximum height of three courses 
(0.2 m), and were all c 0.6 m wide. At the 
souch-wcst corner of the structure, a door
way led into a subrectanguJar annexe or 
porch. The annexe was 2.3 m wide and at 
least 2.5 m long, and irs north and south 
walls ( 1841 and 145 1) were bonded tO the 
walls of the main structure, demonstrating 
that they were contemporary. A cobbled 
surface (1483/2177), consisting of worn 
Pennant gravel bedded in red loam, covered 
the interior of both structures. It was fairly 
level, except where it had subsided into the 
Phase I gully (Fig 3.4, Section I), and 
extended at least 14 m northwards. 

Phase 3 

A quarry (I 861) was dug, truncating the 
\VCSt end of the Phase 2 anncxc. It was not 
fully excavated, but the roughly stepped 
north and cast edges were located. It mea
sured at least 6.5 m by 6 m, with a mini
mum depth of 1.2 m, and was backfilled 
with large voided Pennant rubble and red 
gritty clay (Fig 3.4, Section 3). Sealing the 
quarry fill was a layer of smooth dark grey-
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brown silt, comammg numerous flecks of 
charcoal (1796) . This layer, or its equiva
lent, was ubiquitous, and appeared in all the 
fully excavated areas to the west and south 
of the main Phase 2 structure. An identical 
silty layer (1448) overlay the cobbled surface 
within me annexc. 

A second quarry may have been dug fur
ther west. The Pennant bedrock beneath 
Period 3.3 Room P2 stepped down abruptly 
to a depth of 0.85 m (sec below and Fig 

.... .,..,.., 

Penr:ld s .li:M"$ fe'!"Oo«< 

" ... 
3.28, Section 22), in a manner that sug
gested that the edge was man-made rather 
than natural. In addition, the foundations of 
the Period 3 walls in this area were much 
deeper than those immediately to the east 
and north. 

Phase 4a 

The Phase 2 structure was partly rebuilt and 
was subdivided internally. The primary west 
wall was replaced by a new wall ( 1885), 



immediately adjacent to it, which buned 
against the north side of the former annexe, 
and overlay an horizon of smooth dark 
brown silty loam with charcoal flecks 
(1411). This was the same as the layer seal· 
ing the quarry. An internal partition (1391), 
0.4-0.5 m wide and bonded with yellow clay 
like the other secondary walls, was inserted. 

Within the newly formed west room, 
thin lenses of yellow clay and charcoal ( 141 0 
and 1485) had accumulated above the 
original cobbled surface. They were par· 
tially covered by a layer of crushed lime
stone and mortar ( 1418), which was spread 
over the interior. Generally it was fairly thin 
and patchy, but in the south·east corner, 
lumps of decayed limestone were piled up 
against the base of the partition wall. The 
layer, like the earlier cobbles, slumped down 
into the former gully. It overlay part of the 
south wall, adjacent to a posthole (1465) 
which was cut into the wall core, suggesting 
that a doorway was inserted at this point. 
More than fifty stakehole voids, mostly c 50 
mm in diameter and 50- 70 mm deep, had 
been cut through the earlier floor and, 
where it existed, the new surface. Three 
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other isolated stakeholes were recorded 5 m 
south of the building. They were probably 
within a second structure or enclosure, the 
only evidence for which was wall 1085. 

Within the main building, there were no 
stakeholcs cast of the partition. Instead, the 
primary cobbles were covered by a new sur
face 1198/1938, consisting of pitched Pen
nant fragments laid at an angle of c 30 degrees. 
This in turn was overlain by smooth orange 
clay, witll some traces of burning on it. The 
surface occupied an area measuring at least 
6.5 m from west to east (its eastern edge was 
not located) and c 9. 5 m from south to 
north. Set in the surface was a circular area 
of pitched Pennant (1944), c 1.6 min diam
eter, which may have been the base of a 
standing feature or, more likely, a hearth. 
Beyond the northern edge of the pitched 
surface, and also overlying the primary cob· 
blc-s, was an area of concentrated Pennant 
rubble lumps (2176) with worn upper sur· 
faces. It was bounded on its east side by a 
line oflarge flat sandstone slabs (21 75, max
imum 1.35 m by 1.10 m), bedded in yellow 
clay. These possibly formed part of a rough 
path. Apart from the fact that both post· 

Figu,d.S Ptriod 2 
sm4aur~s Mt~ath Room A, 
from lit~ ~an 
( photcgrophc Rcb<r< &/1). 
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north field to be sited above the sandstone 
outcrop. Both quarries were c I m deep and 
were filled with rubble and reddish-brown 
loam. They were sealed by a layer of firm 
greasy reddish-brown clay. The pottery 
from within their fill was of similar date to 
the material from the quarry beneath the 
Period 3 manor house. 

Period 3: The medieval manor 
house 

No pan of the Period 3 manor house 
remains standing, and the lowering of the 
farmyard surface in Period 5.2 removed 
nearly all the Ooor and make-up layers that 
had not already been destroyed by Period 4 
Tudor building activity. In contrast to the 
well-preserved surfaces in the Period 2 
structures, the only Ooors relating to the pri
mary manor house which were still even 
partly in sim were those at the west end of 
Room G and the south end of Room S. Evi
dence for the later medieval floors, except in 
Rooms J and R, had also disappeared. How
ever, despite all the later disturbance, the 
actual Period 3 wall footings survived 
remarkably well. 

The precise order in which the different 
parts of the house were constructed and 
altered is not entirely certain. It is possible 
to establish a structural sequence explaining 
the development of the south range. Simi
larly, the development of the range centred 
on Room G can also be understood. But in 
the virtual absence of direct stratigraphic 
links, it is much more difficult to establish 
an overall sequence that can be applied to 
both ranges. With the exception of Room 
F2, which was faced externally with 
mortared sandstone blocks, all the wall foot
ings consisted of coursed Pennant rubble 
with, in the later phases, occasional reused 
limestone blocks. They were all bonded with 
loam, apart from some of the Phase 5 work, 
and where there was no direct relationship, 
the construction phases could be distin
guished only by differences in the colour 
and texture of their matrices. This method 
was not always totally reliable because there 
were variations even in the matrices of walls 
belonging to the same phase. 

Despite these reservations, and bearing 
in mind that only a very small proportion of 
the medieval ranges beneath the present 
standing house have actually been investi· 
gated archaeologically, it is nevenheless pos· 
sible to produce a coherent picture of the 
development of the pre-Tudor house. 

THE MED IEVAL MANOR HOUSE 

Phase I 

Tlze inne,· n1oat 
The inner mont was clearly contemporary 
with the Phase I house (Figs 3.6, 3. 7, Sec
tions 5-7 and Fig 4.49, Section 37). Its 
somh arm must have been excavated before 
the south range was constructed, since it cut 
through the fill of the Period 2 quarry 
(1861). The coursed Pennant retaining wall 
( 1833), with which the quarry fill was faced 
off, was directly overlain by part of the south 
frontage of the Phase I south range (walls 
1012 and 1866; Fig 3.4, Section 3). 

The moat enclosed an island, c 0.2 ha 
(0.5 acres) in area, which was subrectangu
lar in shape and had a maximum length of 
56 m and a maximum width of 34 m. 

The only part of the moat which remains 
open is the north half of the recm western 
arm. Most of the rest of the moat was filled 
in during Periods 4.3-4.5, but it was possi
ble to define irs edges fairly precisely. The 
line of the outer edge of the east arm, 
including the north-east and south-east cor
ners, and of the south arm, from the porch 
westwards, was loc-ated. The alignment of 
the primary north and west arms was more 
problematic, since the former was widened 
and the latter was recut in Period 4.2, but 
presumably their outer edges were parallel 
with lheir inner edges. 

The latter were reasonably clear on the 
north and west sides of the island and also 
along the central and western part of the 
south frontage, despite encroachment by 
later buildings. Further cast, the inner edge 
of the moat was largely inaccessible since 
the scaffolding surrounding the present 
house was standing directly above it. Never
theless, pan of it was found, and the posi· 
tion of the internal north-east and 
south-east corners could be accurately esti
mated as a result of the exca\rarions inside 
the house at both ends of the east range. 

The whole of the moat, apart from the 
west arm, was cm imo solid Pennam sand· 
stone. Originally its base was remarkably 
level, varying in depth from c 1.6 m below 
the surface south and cast of the house to 
2 m at the north-east corner. The west ann 
was cut through shale and clay. This would 
have been very much easier to dig, and was 
in any case shallower because the natural 
terrace sloped down towards the west. 

In profile, the moat was flat .. bonomed. 
In the sample areas which were totally cxca~ 
vated, both sides of the cast arm and the 
outside of the south arm were almost verti-
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cal (as ncar vertical as the nn1ural bedding of 
the Pennant would allow), whereas the inner 
edge of the north and south arms sloped at 
an angle of 45 degrees. The south arm was 
7.5 m wide (Fig 3.8; reduced to 6.5 min the 
vicinity of the main entnmcr to the house), 
while the east arm was 5.8 m wide. The pri
mary north arm was probably c 7 m wide. 

The sides of the east arm (except at the 
north-east comer where they sloped down 
fairly gently through the bedrock) were 
faced with coursed Pennant rubble bonded 
with orange-brown sandy loam (Fig 3.9). 
Most of the outer edge of the south arm was 
also faced, though the facing was not con
tinuous and some of it was purely cosmetic, 
filling indentations in the nnrurnl rock, 
rather than acting as a retaining wall. The 
inner edge of the south arm was revetted 
only where the moat cut through the backfill 
of the Period 2 quarry (Fig 3.4, Section 3). 
The shale and clay, through which the west 
arm was cut, was supported by a much 
more substantial wall {1279), 2 m thick, 
which was inserted in front of the Period 2 
bank, and stepped down tniO the moat (Fig 
3.20, Sections 19 and 21). There must ha,·e 
been an external bank along the outside of 
the west arm, but it was replaced in Period 
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4.2 when the moat was realigned, and there 
was no evidence for it in Trench E2. An ear
lier bank was found beneath the P<riod 4.2 
earthwork (Fig 3. 7, Section 8), but this 
appeared to he related to a Period 2 ditch 
rather than to the moat. 

The moat clearly contained water and a 
horizontal line, 0.8 m abo'-e its base, could 
be seen on the sides of the south porch, 
below which the loam matrix of the walls 
had been washed out (Fig 3.1 I, Sections 
9-11). Additionally, the reverting along the 
outside of the south arm respected the 
Period 2 ditch (3524), suggesting that part 
of the earlier feature remained open. It must 
have served purely as an overflow channeJ 
for surplus water, because its base was more 
than I m above the mont bottom. 

The nearest source of running water is 
the stream, which passes within 70 m of the 
south-east corner of the moat, but it is at a 
lower level than the moat and cannot have 
supplied it with water. Instead, the water, at 
least in the pnmary moot, appears to ha'-e 
deri,-ed entirely from seep>-ge. It is hOI''e\-er 
possible that groundw:ner may ha\-e been 
channelled into the north-west corner of the 
moat by utilising part of the Period 2 ditch 
along the foot of the terrace. Similarly, the 
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some pieces of unworked limestone in the 
south wall, were made entirely of Pennant 
rubble. The deep foundations of 1010 con
sisted of courses of Pennant separaled by 
bands of red loam, 30 mm thick. 

The central part of the south frontage 
was set back c 0.8 m from the edge of the 
moat, though it was flush with the face of 
the underlying walling (1833) retaining the 
quarry fill (Fig 3.4, Section 3). In contrast, 
the frontages of Rooms B, C, and D were 
built on the very edge of the moat. 

Evidence for a north aisle within Room 
A was provided by a rectangular footing 
(1850), 3.1 m (10 ft) south of the north
west corner of the room. It was bonded to 
the west wall, with which it shared the same 
matrix, and projected out 0.5 m into the 
room. It was probably the base of the west
ern respond of an arcade. No other pier 
bases survived, though this is not surprising 
given that the arcade was removed in Phase 
4a and the farmyard surface was below floor 
level. 

Within the central bay there was a sub
stantial rubble feature ( 1426), set back 
slightly from the line of the arcade. h was 
bonded with red loam and was cut through 
the Period 2 levelling layer 1403 (Fig 3.4, 
Section 2). Its north side had been removed 
by a Phase 4 wall, but it appeared to be 
roughly circular, measuring 2.1 m by at 
least 1.6 m, and probably formed the base 
of the main hearth. 

The footings of the screens between 
Rooms A and B (1434) were fragmentary 
and consisted of a single course of Pennant 
slabs, 0.3 m wide, parallel to the east wall 
(1396). 

The whole of Room C was exca"ated 
apart from the south·easl corner, which was 
inaccessible. Most of its north wall had 
been destroyed when the room was rebuilt, 
and no primary internal features survived. 

Similarly, there were no features within 
Room D, to the west of Room A. Exter
nal1y, however, the base of a chimney stack 
( 162), measuring 2.15 m by 0.6 m, was 
bonded to the west wall ( 164/ 190). The 
original south wall of the room (1866), 
forming part of the south frontage of the 
house, had been rebuilt several times on the 
same line, but it could be seen in section 
(Fig 3.4, Section 3) and had a similar 
matrix to the other Period 3.1 walls. The 
only other distinctive aspect of the room 
was its north-west corner. The north wall 
( 169) was built separately from the west 
wall, with footings stepping out 0.3 m on 
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both the north and west sides. The west wall 
was built afterwards and butted against it, 
though it did not belong to a later phase, 
since both walls had identical marrices and 
were clearly related. 

The entrance 
The principal entrance to the house was al 
the south end of the screens passage (Room B). 
The moat was spanned by a fixed bridge, 
initially made entirely of wood. Subse
quently its north end underwent two alter
ations, before the stone porch was finally 
constructed. These changes formed four 
sub-phases within Phase I (Fig 3.11, Sec
tions 9- 11 ) . 

Phase Ia 
A sleeper wall or sill (2410), made of thin 
coursed Pennant rubble, stood on the bot
tom of the moat. It had a maximum height 
of 0.4 m and was laid parallel and adjacent 
to the moat's inner edge. It was at least 2 m 
in length, and judging by the angle of the 
slope of the moat edge it was probably c 0. 7 m 
wide, though only its outer face was visible. 

Figure J. 9 Eo.n arm oftJie 
m()(ll; abot1c, fn.ml th" WCSl 
(pJ10cograpll: RobertlkJ/) . 
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At its east end, it was bonded to an identical 
sill (2411), set at right angles to it and pro
jecting out 1.8 m across the moat. The 
matrix of the footings had been almost 
entirely washed out, but there were traces of 
orange-brown loam, simjlar to the material 
in the reverting waJis of the moar. There 
were no signs of footings below the west arm 
of the porch. Either they had been removed 
completely or else they were hidden within 
the core of the porch wall. It is not clear 
whether the sills originally extended across 
the whole width of the moat since any traces 
of sills further south would have been 
destroyed in Phase 5, when the moat was 
deepened. The sills would have supported 
the sole-plates of a trestle bridge with a total 
span of 7 m. It may have been a fixed two
span structure, though it is conceivable that 
the southern span may have been capable of 
being raised, counterbalanced by the north
ern span. 

Phase lb 
An abutment (1482), was built against the 
base of the south frontage wall (1405), from 
which it projected 1.5 m (Fig 3.12). It was 
faced on its south and east sides, but its west 
side had been de-stroyed when the west arm 
of the porch was rebuilt in Phase 4a. It had a 
maximum height of 1.15 m and was at least 
1.2 m wide. The south face rested on the 
sleeper wall, which was partially robbed. 
This face contained irregularly sized pieces 
of Pennant, up to 70 mm thick, which were 
unevenly laid. Buih into the face and the 
core were several fragments of Roman 
building tile. The east face was on the line of 
the central axis of the screens passage. The 
abutmem was clearly secondary, and was 
probably added when one of the original 
timber uprights failed, or showed signs of 
rotting. 

Phase lc 
A second abutment (2406) was built along
side the Phase I a feature, and butted against 
its east face. The full width of the new abut
ment was unclear, because it had no definite 
eastern edge. It was probably narrower than 
1482, though it was similar in height and 
shared the same matrix (light reddish-brown 
loam). However, it was more crudely built. 
It had no west face, and the coursing of itS 
south face was still more uneven, containing 
larger slabs of Pennant (up to 0.1 m thick). 
The feature leaned towards the cast to the 
extent that although it touched 1482 at the 
bottom, there was a gap 60 mm wide 

berween the two faces at the top. This east
ern abutment represemed a later repair to 
the north end of the bridge, and was proba
bly not significantly later than the Phase I b 
work. 

Phase ld 
The south porch (Room E) was added, 
replacing altogether the northern half of the 
primary bridge. Part of the inner face of the 
west arm (2407) survived, although it was 
very largely rebuilt in Phase 4a. Much more 
of the primary east arm (2405) remained ;, 
situ. It butted against the south face of the 
eastern abutment, and further north, butted 
directly against the south wall of the house. 
It stood on top of the primary sleeper wall 
2411, but on a slightly different alignment. 
Only a long stump of walling was visible, 
since the outer half of the arm and the 
whole of its south end had been completely 
rebuilt. Adjacent to the house it was 1.2 m 
'vide and it projected at least 3.8 m to the 
south, surviving to a ma.ximum height of 1.6 m 
above the bottom of the moat. The stone 
rubble courses were fairly evenly laid and 
were set in a deep red-brown loam matrix 
which was identical to the matrix used else
where in the Phase I building. On the basis 
of this evidence, the porch is attributed to 
the first phase of the medieval house, 
although how much later it was added obvi
ously depends on how long the three pre
ceding sub-phases of bridge construction 
lasted. As in the primary timber phase, the 
span between the porch and the south side 
of the moat may have been fixed, although 
there could equally well have been a draw
bridge. 

Phase le 
The tops of the earlier abutments were tied 
together and overlaid by six courses of well
laid Pennant ( 1302), bedded in orange 
loam. These were bonded to the highest sur
viving courses of the east arm of the porch 
(2412), which were also laid more evenly 
than the lower courses. The distinction 
between Phases ld and le probably repre
sents a break within the same general build
ing operation, rather than a completely new 
phase of reconstruction. 

RoomG 
Room G was a rectangular building, 
detached from the main south range (Figs 
3.13, 3.14, and Fig 4.14, Section 35), 
although there was a gap of only 1.3 m 
between its south wall and the north-west 
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corner of Room D. As originally con
structed, it measured 9.5 m by 5.1 m (3 1 ft 
3 in by 16 ft 9 in) and was aligned 8 degrees 
north of grid east. Its alignment was very 
similar 10 that of the Period 2 walls, which 
may have influenced it, though Room G was 
clearly lattr. The south and west walls (75 
and I 00) were both 0.8 m wid<, whil< the 
north wall (120 1570), which cut through 
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one of the Period 2 walls ( 1741) was 0.95 m 
wide. Only a very short stump of the east 
wall (I 773) survived. All the walls were 
bonded with silty red-brown loam. 

F~.gUFY J./1 &ctitms 9-14: 
porrlt. 

Within the building, a step was cut in the 
natural Pennant, 3.5 m from the west end. 
It was 0.3 m deep and was re,-eu<d with 
cours<d rubble (250). The re-·etting 
appeared to be associat<d with the east side 
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of a small sub-«llar and ""spected a rttran
gular projection (25 1 ), measuring 1.25 m by 
0.9 m. The faces of both 250 and 251 were 
rendered. The latter may have formed the 
base of a pier supporting the floor above. 

There were no traces of any medieval 
floors in the shallower pnrt of the building. 
These were removed when the floor level 
was lowered during the major Period 4.2 
alterations to the interior. In the sub..cellar, 
however, several sandstone slabs ( 1821) 
remained beneath the Period 4.2 infill, the 
largest of which measured 0.4 m by 0.4 m 
by 0.06 m. These we"" probably the rem
nants of the primary floor. 

RoomS 
Room S formed another detached building, 
erected to the east of the south range, but on 

a different alignment to 11 (Fig 3.1 0). It was 
""'-ealed in Areas 16 and 17 beneath the 
southern third of the p...,.ent east range, and 
was only partially excawt~. Ne"~rthcless, 
portions of all four sides and th""e of the 
four internal corners '''ere found. The struc
ture was roughly rect.angular and measured 
internally 7. 5 m by c 5.4 m (24 ft 6 in by 
c 17 ft 9 in). There was a marked dilfe...,nce 
between the south half of the building, 
which had stone footings, nnd the northern 
part, which would have rested on wooden 
sill-beams. 

Much of its south wall (3827) was hid· 
den beneath a Period 5. 1 thickening wall 
which formed the south side of Room 22, 
though its inner edge was visible and its full 
width (0. 75 m) was ""vealed after part of the 
thickening wall was remo\'ed during restora
tion work. Most of the west wall (3816) was 
directly overlaon by the west wall of the Peri
od 4.1 east range, but a short length was 
uncO\'e~ beneath the Period 4.3 doorway. 
Part of its inner edge also survh'ed further 
north, underneath the Period 4.3 fi""place, 
but its outer edge was inaccessible. h was at 
least 0.45 m wide, and probably had the 
same width as the south wall, to which it 
was bonded. Both walls were made of 
coursed Pennant rubble, surviving to a max
imum height of 0.20 m (five courses) and 
shared the same matrix. '111is consisted of 
smooth deep red loam. The south end of the 
east wall (3828), also bonded to the south 
wall, was 0.70 m wide, reduced to 0.45 mat 
a disrance of 1.5 m from the south-east cor
ner. It partially O\'erlay the infill of the 
northern terminal of the Period 2 ditch 
3834. 

At the north end of the building, in con
traSt, the walls were rep~ented by beam,. 
slots, with coursed rubble pads positioned at 
the north-east corner (the north-west corner 
was not located). Two phases of the east wall 
were recorded. The earlier slot (37 12) was 
0.45 m wide with a depth of 0. 15 m, and was 
filled with dark grey silt and small pieces of 
Pennant, with a pad of rubble (37 13) at its 
northern end. Immediately to the east of it 
was the slot for the wall which replaced it 
(3725) . This was 0.20 m deep and 0.35 m 
wide, broadening to 0.55 m further south. It 
was on a slightly different alignment from 
the primary slot and appea~ to be con,'erg
ing on it. The rubble pad at iiS north end 
(3727) also formed the east end of the slot 
for the north wall (3723), which had been 
extended eastwards, cuntng through the pri· 
mary rubble pad. 
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Patchy areas of flooring survived near the 
south end of the building. They consisted of 
irregular Pennant slabs (3831}, measuring 
on average 0.3 m by 0.2 m by 0.02 m, which 
were set in sandy orange loam mixed with 
greasy grey clay and charcoal. The flooring 
was probably primary, since it was sealed by 
the same silty layer which also overlay the 
south wall. Near the south-east corner of the 
structure there was a gap in the north face of 
the south wall, 1.5 m wide, in which a floor
slab remained in situ. This may have repre-
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sen ted an alcove or opening rather than rob
bing. There was no evidence for a fireplace 
or hearth within the excavated part of the 
building. 

In the absence of a complete plan it is 
difficult to establish the structural develop
ment of the building. The matrices of the 
stone walls were identical to the matrices of 
Rooms A-0 and G, suggesting that, like 
them, Room S belonged to Phase I. From 
its inception, it may have been a hybrid 
building, partly stone-built and partly tim-
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ber~frarned. Alternatively the original struc· 
turc may have been entirely timber-framed, 
but the south part was subsequently rebuilt 
(or underbuilt) in stone. A third possibility 
is that it was a stone structure, perhaps 
square, with a timber-framed annexe 
attached to its north side, though this would 
require the existence of an unlocated north 
wall. \Vhat is clear is that there were two 
phases of beam-slots at the north-east cor
ner of the building/annexe. The later slot is 
at<ributed to Phase 2. 

The curtain wall 
The wall (1279), which survived beneath 
the Tudor west range, 5 m west of Room G, 

was 2 m wide and was bonded with smooth 
red silt (Figs 3.13, 3.15 and Fig 3.20, Sec
tions 18 and 21 ). It was partially robbed 
but che lower part of its outer face 
remained in silu, resting on the bonom of 
the moat. Further north, it had been com
pletely removed by Room H, and to the 
north-east it was replaced by the north wall 
of Rooms J-K, all of which were con
structed in Phase 3. Beneath the north half 
of Room ], it had been robbed out entirely, 
but the cut of the robber trench ( 16 15) was 
clearly visible. The edge of a cut, running 
parallel to and 2.2 m south of the edge of 
the moat, was also found in Area 4, 
beneath the standing part of the Tudor 
north range. This was almost certainly 
associated with the robbing of the curtain 
wall. 

In Area 12, beneath the north end of 
the present east range (Fig 3.16), the foot
ings of the wall (291 0) ran along the edge 
of the eastern arm of the moat but did not 
step down imo it. They consisted of con .. 
centrated Pennant rubble, resting directly 
on the narural bedrock. The bottom course 
of the outer face survived but the inner face 
had been robbed, leaving a maximum 
width of 1.4 m. The wall was cut through 
by the construction trenches of the north 
and cast walls of the Period 4.1 cast range. 
Further south in Area 7, just outside the 
east range, a band of rubble (2267) with a 
maximum survhring width of I m contin
ued along the edge of the moat. Only irs 
surface was revealed but it appeared to 
serve as revetting along the side of the moat 
and also as the foundations of the curtain 
wall. 

Near the southern end of the cast arm 
of the moat a similar band of rubble (Fig 
3.1 0; 874), initially interpreted purely as 
revetting, may also have formed the base of 
the wall. It was not possible to establish 
whether the wall terminated at the south
east corner of Room S or whether, perhaps 
more likely, it continued round in front of 
Room S as far as the south-east corner of 
Room C. 

Phase 2 

RoomG 
Room G (Fig 3.13) was extended 4.2 m 
( 13 ft 9 in) eastwards, and the primary east 
end wall ( 1773) was demolished. The 
north-east corner of the Phase 2 building, 
including part of the new east wall (1679) 
was located, though the south·east corner 
had been removed in Period 4. The walls of 



the extension had the same width as the pri· 
mary walls. However, they were set in bright 
yellow loam, which contrasted with the red
brown loam used in Phase I. The south 
extension wall (1772) overrode and was 
bonded into wall 75, whereas the new north 
wall (1818) was not merely bonded into 
120/1 570 but also continued westwards for 
a shon distance, forming an external thick
ening 0.3 m wide which butted against the 
old wall. 

The north pot·ch 
North of the south range, and rc"Specring the 
alignment of the passage (B) were two sets of 
coursed rubble footings, 1.7 m apan (Fig 
3.10). The footings on the west side (1153) 
were at least 0.8 m wide, and had been trun
catod by the Period 4.1 pentice. Those on the 
eas1 side (1168) were 1.3 m wide. Both sur
vivod to a height of 0.3-0.45 m and their 
matrix consis<od of smooth yellow-brown loam 
'vith flecks of charcoal. Their relationship 'vith 
the north wall of the south range was unclear, 
because they had been disturbed by later fea
tures, but there was no evidence that they were 
bonded into it. They appeared to form large, 
roughly square rubble pads, linkod to the south 
range by rather more superficial footings, possi
bly butting against the north wall. They proba
bly supportod the arms of a north porch. 

THE MEDIEVAL MANOR HOUSE 

Butting the east side was a wall (1165), 
0.7 m wide, with a bright yellow sandy loam 
matrix which was similar to the matrix of 
the extension walls in Room G. It could not 
be fully uncovered because of the posi<ion of 
the modern scaffolding, and it clearly con
tinued eastwards beyond the limits of the 
excavation. It was not parallel to the north 
wall of Room C and probably linked the 
north porch with an undiscovered building, 
on the same alignment as Room S and to 
the north of it. 

The wall was buned on its south side by 
a stone-lined drain (1 175), which disap
peared beneath a modern wall, and did no< 
emerge on the other side. This would seem 
to imply that it changed alignment under 
the wall. 11 was probably the same feature as 
drain 1182, which was integral with the 
porch and ran beneath both footings with a 
slight fall towards the north-west. It was 
0.25 m wide and 0.2 m deep, and had origi
nally been capped with thin Pennant slabs, 
some of which had collapsed into the drain. 
The same drain 1182/1863 was recorded on 
the west side of the Period 5 outbuilding, 
turning towards the north and apparently 
respecting the extended east end of Room 
G. It was not located further north, but it 
was overlaid by a Phase 3 drain (1814/1683; 
see below). The earlier drain provided the 

Figun 3.15 11•~ currain 
wall amJ «'eSt mQOl 

bm~ath th~ tNSl ronp, 
from th~ 11onh. 
(photograph: Ro«n &U). 
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only stratigraphic link between the north 
porch and the extension of Room G. 

Phase 3 

RoomG 
The south and west walls of Room G were 
thickened externally, and possibly refaced 
(Figs 3.17, 3.18). The whole of the south 
waH, including the Phase 2 extension, was 
butted by a length of walling (97), 0.3-0.4 m 
wide and set in a matrix of sandy orange
yellow loam. The new face was bonded to 
the existing wall at the junction between the 
Phase I and the Phase 2 work, and further 
west it was overlaid by a small buttress, also 
bonded into the old work. At the same time, 
additional walling (99), was built along the 
outside of the primary west wall. The north 
wall of Room G remained unaltered. 

Room.sH-K 
Rooms H, J and K (Fig 3.18) were added to 
the north and north-west of Room G, 
respecting its alignment. All three rooms 
were clearly constructed at the same time, 
since their outside walls were in bond. 
Equally clearly, they were built in Phase 3, 
since the south wall of Rooms H and J (77) 
was bonded to the wall thickening on the 

west side of Room G. The junction between 
them, overlaid by the east wall of the Period 
4 west range, could be seen in the side of a 
modern pipe trench (Fig 3.20, Section 15). 
The junction between the east wall of Room 
K ( 1690) and the Phase I north wall of 
Room G had been destroyed by a Period 5 
drain, but the outer face of the earlier wall 
was continuous, indicating that it was 
butted by 1690. Similarly, the internal wall 
dividing Rooms J and K ( 424) would have 
butted the north-west corner of Room G. 

The overall structure was 12.5 m (41 ft) 
in length. Its outside walls varied in width 
between 0. 9 m and 1.1 m, and shared the 
same matrix (orange-brown sandy loam), 
which was nearly identical to that of the 
thickening of the walls of Room G. The 
internal walls were 0.8 m wide. Almost the 
whole of the north-west corner had been 
destroyed when the Period 4 west range was 
built. Much of the south-west corner was 
beneath a tree, but a short buttress, extend· 
ing westwards, was visible. It was rendered 
and was probably one side of a clasping but
tress. 

In order to accommodate the new struc
ture, at least part of the Phase I curtain wall 
( 1279) was demolished. It was truncated by 
wall 77, and further north and along the 
inner edge of the north arm of the moat, it 
was completely removed. It was replaced by 
the north wall of Rooms H- K ( 172), which 
was built up from the bottom of the moat 
(Fig 3.20, Section 18). The outer face of 
172 was covered with off-white render. This 
material also covered two rectangular pro
jections, both of which were integral to the 
wall. These were probably buttresses, 
though it is possible that the one on the 
north side of Room J was the base of a 
chimney stack. 

RoomH 
This narrow rectangular 'room• extended 
out into the west arm of the moat, directly 
on the line of the former curtain waH, and 
was evidently a large gardcrobe (Fig 3.20, 
Sections 16 and 17). It measured 5 m by 
1.4 m ( 16ft 6 in by 4ft 6 in), and had 
a maximum surviving depth of 2.1 m. Its 
internal wall faces were very well con
structed of narrow carefully laid rubble, 
averaging 50 mm in thickness. The west 
face of wall 280 in particular was almost 
exactly perpendicular. Its east side was not 
exposed but, like wall 172, it may have been 
built freestanding in place of the curtain 
wall. The west wall (218) incorporated two 
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arches (Fig 3.19), both c 1 m wide and 1 m 
high (from the base to the crown), separated 
by a piece of walling 0.45 m wide. Like the 
walls, they were built exclusively of Pennant 
rubble. They continued beneath the Tudor 
wall, but were blocked by its outer face. 
Above the arches, and spanning them both, 
was a relieving arch. A few of the voussoirs 
forming the north side of this feature were ;, 
situ, and the line of its intrados was visible 
on the south side. A small patch of render
ing survived on the highest surviving 
courses of the inner face of the wall, but 
there was no indication of any slots for joists 
at ground-floor level. 

Room] 
The room measured 5 m by 3.75 m (16ft 6 
in by 12 ft 3 in), and was the only part of the 
building in which any traces of flooring 
survived (Fig 3.20, Sections 17 and 18). 
The whole room was excavated to just 
below floor level, and the area beneath the 
eastern half was totally excavated. The 
robber trench (1615), in which the north 
wall was built freestanding, was filled with 
orange-yellow sill)' clay and rubble (1616). 
The east wall (424), despite being 
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partially robbed, was also bul!ed by this 
material, demonstrating that it was not a 
later insertion. 

Layer 1616 was sealed by a layer of red 
sill)' clay ( 429) which formed a level plat· 
form, through which a drain (426) was cut. 
It was aligned south-north and decanted 
into the moat through the north wall, 
though the actual oudet was removed when 
the wall was partially robbed in Period 4.2. 
The drain was 0.25 m wide and 0.1 m deep, 
and had coursed rubble sides. Both its base 
and its capping stones consisted of large 
Pennant slabs. Concentrated in the north
west quadrant of the room, and at the same 
level as the top of the drain was a spread of 
horizontal slabs (1598), presumably laid in 
order to consolidate the infilled robber 
trench. The drain and 1598 were both 
sealed by a layer of firm plastic clay (1540). 
This acted as bedding for the timber floor 
joists. Four of these ( 1541-44), aligned 
west-east, survived in the eastern half of the 
room. They were all 0.14 m wide and the 
spacing between them varied from 0.4 m to 
0.6 m. They appeared as charcoal stains. 
The charcoal was probably the result of 
intentional charring, since there was no evi· 
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dence of burning elsewhere in !he room. 
There was no trace of a fireplace, !hough all 
except !he lowest courses of !he norm wall 
had been robbed near its junction with the 
east wall. 

RoomK 
The room was devoid of features or make
up and o<:cupation layers, and its walls had 
been much more disturbed by later intru
sions !han !hose of the other two rooms (Fig 
3.18). It measured 4.4 m by 5.3 m (14ft 6 in 
by 17ft 6 in). 

E.xternally, !he east wall was respected by 
a stone-capped drain ( 1688), similar in con
struction to drain 426, which ran from !he 
interior of Room G into the norm arm of 
the moat. It was probably joined by drain 
1683/ 175311814, which replaced !he Period 
2 drain ( 1863) and flowed along !he east 
and norm sides of Room G. lis point of ori
gin was immediately outside !he primary 
norm wall of Room A, which was demol
ished in Phase 4a. It had definitely gone out 
of use by Phase 4b, when it was truncated 
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by !he construction trench of a pentice wall 
(1805) and !he footings of a stair tower 
( I 800). Both drains almost certainly 
belonged to Phase 3, !hough !he drain along 
!he side of Room K had a much longer life, 
remaining in use after the Period 4 north 
range was constructed. 

The south range: Room D and Rooms 
PJ and P2 
The sou!h wall of Room 0, forming part of 
!he sou!h frontage, was rebuilt. The core of 
!he primary wall (1866) was retained, but it 
was embedded in !he new wall ( 1835), 
which was built on precisely !he same align
ment as its predecessor, though its matrix, 
consisting of smoo!h orange loam, was com
pletely different (Fig 3.4, Section 3). 

At !he same time, two small rooms (PI 
and P2), interpreted as a pair of garderobes, 
were added to the south-west corner of the 
range (Fig 3.18). Like Room H, !hey were 
probably constructed on !he line of !he 
Phase I curtain wall. Their north wall (113) 
had a matrix of orange-brown silty loam 

Figun: 3. 19 Dtmblc-arcJled 
gard~, Room H;from 
1Ju ,wnh 
(pMu>gropA' Rol>m Btll). 
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with patches of red clay, and appeared to 
butt against the west wall of Room D. The 
west wall of PI ( 147) and the wall dividing 
PI and P2 (197) were bonded to 113, and 
both rooms were 1.8 m (6 ft) in width. How 
far they projected into the moat is uncer
tain, but the inner face of the Phase 4b 
frontage rode over 14 7, so it clearly contin
ued southwards. Only a stump of 197 sur
vived, since it was cut through by later walls 
and had been robbed towards the south, but 
it was probably similar to 147, which was 
I m wide. Although both walls rested on the 
natural Pennant, 147 was 0.75 m deeper 
than 197. The edge of a step in the bedrock, 
which made no sense in terms of the Phase 
3 construction work, ran obliquely beneath 
Room PI, suggesting that the builders, after 
removing the cunain wall, encountered an 
infilled Period 2 quarry (Fig 3.28, Section 
22). There were no signs of any construc
tion trenches, indicating that the infill had 
been dug out, and the walls of PI and P2 
had been constructed freestanding. 

The curtain tvall 
As demonstrated above, the Phase I curtain 
wall circuit was definitely interrupted by the 
Phase 3 buildings. But the parts of the wall 
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enclosing the north and east sides of the 
house may have remained standing. The 
length of walling along the west edge of the 
site may also have survived until Phase 4, 
even though it was truncated by the south 
wall of Room H. Its base certainly contin
ued as a retaining wall. 

Phase 4 

Most of the south range and Room S were 
rebuilt, and Rooms M and N were added to 
the west end of Room G (Fig 3.21) . The 
work was carried out in two separate build
ing campaigns (Phases 4a and 4b). In Phase 
4a, Room S and the central and eastern part 
of the south range were reconstructed. ln 
Phase 4b, the western part of the south 
range was completely remodelled and 
Rooms M and N were built. 

Phase 4a 

RoomsA-C 
The north and south walls of the hall 
(Room A) were demolished, and were 
replaced by new walls, which were set in 
from them (Fig 3.22). The width of the Figu" 3.21 Plan' rht 
room was reduced to 7.8 m (25 ft 6 in), and Mu" ;, l+rwds J,4o-b 
a more open floor space was provided by and 1:5. 
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removing the Phase 1 arcade, north aisle 
and hearth, the base of which was truncated 
by the construction trench of the north waH. 
The primary west and east walls remained 
standing, so the length of the room was 
unchanged. Similarly the position and width 
of the screens passage (Room B) was unaf
fected. The footings of the new walls, and 
also those of the north wall of Room C, 
incorporated very large slabs of Pennant 
with a maximum size of 0.8 m by 0.5 m by 
0.15 m, grey in colour rather than the usual 
deep red or purple. They were bonded with 
smooth yellow-orange clay contammg 
numerous flecks of limestone and charcoal, 
a matrix which was common to all the walls 
in Phase 4a. 

The north wall (1864) returned to the 
existing nonh-west corner of the room, to 
which it was probably bonded, though the 
junction had been destroyed by later walls. 
It also returned northwards on the west side 
of the screens passage (Room B), and was 
bonded to the new north wall of Room C 
(1221}. The footings of the south wall of 
Room A were built in two distinct parts 
(1007 and 1009), sepanned by a gap, 1.5 m 
wide, which formed the entrance to Room 
Fl (sec below). Both parts of the wall were 
built in substantial construction trenches, 
which became progressively deeper towards 
the west as the footings stepped down into 
the underlying Period 2 quarry. The south
west corner of the room had been badly 
damaged by a substantial modern intru
sion, but the lowest courses of the west end 
of wall I 009 survived, butting against the 
primary west wall. At its east end, I 007 had 
a short southern return ( 1400), which 
respected the west side of the screens pas
sage and formed part of the east wall of 
Room El (see below). 

Room C, like Room A, was almost 
entirely rebuilt, and the primary north, 
south and east walls were demolished. The 
new north wall (1221), tied into the surviv
ing west wall by a short link ( 1252), was 
constructed on a different alignment from 
that of its predecessor, and virtually obliter
ated it. The Phase 4a alignment was the 
same as that of the Phase 2 wall ( 1165), fur
ther north, which was now demolished 
along with the north porch. It is possible 
that 1165 was replaced by a similar wall 
extending beyond the north-east corner of 
Room C (the outer face of which was just 
beyond the edge of the excavation). 

In contrast to the north side of Room C, 
the new east wall (1083/ 1222) was built par-
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aile I to and along the outside of the existing 
building. The south frontage was moved 
1.45 m southwards, and wall 1481 was built 
freestanding from the bottom of the moat, 
surviving to a maximum height of 1. 9 m. 
Traces of rendering were attached to its 
outer face, but towards the east most of the 
face had been robbed and only the wall core 
remained (Fig 3.1 1, Section 13). It followed 
the line of the moat and was not precisely 
parallel to the former south wall (1405). 
The gap between them was filled with 
coursed rubble (1994). 

Room C, as reconstructed, was slightly 
larger than before, and its walls were no 
longer at right angles to each other. It now 
measured 13 m by 4.35 m (42 ft 8 in by 
14ft 3 in) . Internally, no contemporary fea
tures were recorded apart from a narrow 
partition wall (1242), 0.4 m wide with a 
maximum of four remaining courses, which 
was attributed to Phase 4a mainly because it 
was aligned on the new north wall. 

Rooms E and EJ 
Room E I was created in the angle between 
the porch and the south wall of Room A, 
forming a square stair turret. Its west wall 
(I 005) butted wall I 007 and its south wall 
(1004) was built immediately south of the 
demolished primary frontage, resting on the 
slope of the inner edge of the moat. 

The porch (Room E) was substantially 
rebuilt in exactly the same position as the 
earlier porch and incorporating some of its 
fabric (Fig 3.23). The west arm cut through 
the partial robbing of the former bridge 
abutment 1482, and was bonded to the 
south wall of Room El (1004). A garderobe 
shaft ( 1 003) was set in the wall thickness at 
the south-cast corner of Room El. At 
ground level it was very narrow and rectan
gular, measuring only 0.53 m by 0.32 m, 
but lower down where it cut into the 
bedrock at the side of the moat, it was trape
zoidal in shape, with maximum dimensions 
of 1.1 m by 0.68 m . The outlet into the 
moat was 0.5 m square, with a large lintel 
slab above, which was integral to the outer 
face of the west arm of the porch (1002). 
Most of this arm appeared to be new. 
Although part of the inner face survived 
from Phase I, it had been underpinned as 
well as overlaid by Phase 4a work (Fig 3.11, 
Section 9). The angle buttress at the south
west corner of the porch arm, new in Phase 
4a, was completely rebuilt in Phase 5. 

Rather more of the original fabric in the 
east arm of the porch was retained, but the 
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outer part (1406) was reconstructed and 
was bonded to the old work (2405). Also 
new was the south end of the arm, and the 
diagonal buttress ( 1407) . The east arm, like 
che west arm, was battered out c 0.3 m 
towards the base, and rested directly on the 
bedrock. The buttress (Fig 3.24) included 
an offset which was tied in to the batter of 
the porch arm. Above the offset, two sepa
rate decorative bands were formed with 
reused limestone blocks, which had been 
recut to fit round the angles between the 
buttress and the east and south faces of 
1406. The banding was clearly intentional, 
since nowhere else in the porch was there 
any reused limestone. The rest of the but
tress above the offset was made of sandstone 
slabs, c 40 mm thick, some of which had 
also been roughly shaped to bond into the 

porch arm. At the top of the offset., a crude 
attempt had been made to create a chamfer, 
by shaping the Pennant rubble, which was 
coarser and thicker towards the base. 

The springers for an arched support 
below floor level survived on the inner faces 
of the returns at the south end of the porch. 
Most of the voussoirs remained, though the 
arch itself had slumped when the moat was 
filled in during Period 4.3 (Fig 3.11, Section 
12). The arch presumably served to support 
the timbers which would have spanned the 
2 m wide gap between the arms of the porch 
and the 3 m span between the porch and the 
south side of the moat. 

The rebuilding of the east arm of the 
porch was begun before the new south wall 
of Room C was constructed, since the for
mer was butted by the latter. But since the 
four highest surviving courses of each wall 
were bonded together, they were virtually 
contemporary with each other. 

RoomFI 
The new south wall of Room A (I 007) was 
butted by I 006, which overlay the footings 
of the primary frontage and formed the east 
side of Room F I (Fig 3. 7, Section 7). Its 
south side ( 418), constructed adjacent to 
the outer face of the old wall, was built up 
from the side of the moat (Fig 3.28, Section 
25). It was rendered externally, like the 
other Phase 4 frontage walls, and returned 
to the south·east corner of Room D, which 
it butted. The corner had been repaired 
with coursed stOne ( 1795) set in the same 
matrix as 418, suggesting that although the 
repair was earlier, the cwo features were 
almost contemporary. Room Fl (Fig 3.25) 
was obviously an oriel window, projecting 
south from Room A, and measuring 4.15 m 
by 1.8 m (13ft 6 in by 6ft). 

RoomS 
The Phase I structure was enlarged and 
totally rebuilt in stone (Fig 3.26), although 
much of the new work was concealed 
beneath later walls or was in areas that were 
either uncxcavated or inaccessible. The 
footings of the primary south wall (3827) 
and the flooring (3831) were sealed by a 
layer of dark brown silt containing much 
charcoal and patches of yellow clay (3818). 
The wall was replaced by a new wall (3829), 
of which only the inner face was visible 
because it was incorporated in the south 
wall of the Period 4.1 east range. Its full 
\vidth was unknown but, like the frontage 
walls in the Phase 4a south range, it was 



probably built up from the side or the bot
rom of the moat, flush against the outer face 
of the Phase I wall. Its matrix consisted of 
orange loam. 

In contnlst, the stone sill of the primary 
west wall (3816) appears to have been 
retained and widened. New walling (3846), 
with a matrix of yellow clay with white 
specks, was added to its western edge. They 
had a combined thickness of 1.25 m. Set in 
the wall was a fireplace (3804). It had a 
pitched Pennant base, bounded on its east 
side by a line of narrow kerbstones standing 
on edge. The feature, which projected 0.65 m 
into lhe room and was at least 1.60 m wide, 
is still visible, standing 50 mm proud of the 
present east range floor. The back of its 
base, which was observed beneath the 
Period 4.3 fireplace in Room 22, had been 
partially robbed but appeared to overlie the 
eastern edge of the primary west wall. 

Beyond the north-west corner of the pri
mary building (the position of which can be 
estimated although it was not actually 
located) a short length of the entirely new 
part of the west wall (2190) was recorded. It 
consisted of large Pennant slabs set in bright 
yellow clay, and was very similar in appear
ance to the Phase 4a north walls of Rooms A 
and C. Its full width was unknown 
because its eastern edge was concealed 
beneath the west wall of the Period 4 east 
range, but it was at least 1.05 m wide, and 
may have been the same in width as the 
thickened wall further south. It is uncertain 
if the west wall of the building was of a stan
dard 'vidth throughout, or if the two 
recorded portions of the wall were wider 
than the norm because they formed parts of 
stacks, associated with fireplaces. If the latter 
exp1anation is correct, then there must have 
been a second fireplace in addition to 3804. 

The east wall of the new building was 
not found. It was either directly beneath or 
immediately to the east of the Period 4 east 
range wall, though no traces of it were seen 
in Area 6. The south-west quadrant of a cir
cular oven (3721) was recorded in Area 16, 
just beyond the north-east corner of the 
Phase I structure. It bad a pitched Pennant 
base, laid in a herringbone pattern, \vith a 
curved stone surround bonded with hard 
creamy-white mortar. Its overall diameter 
was estimated to be 1.45 m, though its 
north-west quadrant was unexcavated and 
its eastern half had been destroyed by the 
Period 4 east range wall. 

The north wall of Room S almost cer
tainly lay beneath Room 18 or the northern 
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half of Room 19, neither of which was exca
vated. Internally the length of the new struc
ture was at least I 0.3 m (33 ft 8 in), and its 
width was c 8 m (26 ft 4 in). 

Other featw·es 
Wall 295, near the south-west corner of the 
south range, may have belonged to Phase 
4a. It predated the Phase 4b garderobe and 
was overlaid by the west wall of Room Rl 
(Fig 3.28, Section 22). Only its east face 
was visible, but it appeared to be 1.2 m wide 
and had the same matrix as the other walls 
further east. Its northern end had been 
totally removed by the east wall of the 
Period 4 west range, but it seemed to be 
leading towards Room G. It appears to have 
replaced the curtain wall immediately to its 
west, part of which may have survived the 
Phase 3 building work, but now was demol
ished to ground level. Its relationship to 
Room Pl and its function arc unknown. 

Fit'~rt 3. 24 Cktail <tf 
somlt-eru1 porr.h buttress 
(plw<ogroph: Robm Btli). 
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Phase 4b 

Rooms P 1 and P2 and the north and west 
walls of Room D were demolished, and the 
western part of the soulh range was com
pletely rebuilt (Fig 3.27). The frontage wall 
to the west of Room F 1, with a garderobe at 
its west end, was constructed first; then 
Rooms Q and R were erected; and finally 
Room Rl was added. However, they must 
have been virtually contemporary given the 
continuity of the frontage wall. 

The former south wall of Room D 
(1835), itself a Phase 3 rebuilding of the pri
mary wall, was reconstructed again as wall 
417. To the west of Room Fl, this appeared 
as a thin sliver, 80 mm thick, with a matrix 
of gritty reddish-orange loam (Fig 3.4, Sec
tion 3). It overlay 1835, but there was no 
direct relationship with the Phase 4a repair 

(1795). Context 417 continued west of 
Room D as wall 63, cutting through the 
dividing wall between Rooms PI and P2, 
and riding over the west wall of Room P 1. 

A garderobe (279) was built at the west
ern end of the new frontage, and its north 
wall (70) was integral with 63. The most 
common matrix used in the Phase 4b work 
was dark reddish-brown sandy loam. How
ever, the matrix of the west wall of the 
gardcrobe (62) was brighter and reddish
orange in colour, indicating that there could 
be significant variations, even bet\veen waUs 
that were demonstrably contemporary. The 
rectangular garderobe shaft was incorpo
rated in the thickness of the wall, its south 
wall (27) projecting forward 0.5 m from the 
line of the frontage. The size of the shaft was 
unclear, because its cast side was altered in 
Period 4, but it measured 0.56 m in width 
and emptied into the moat through a tall, 
narrow, slightly pointed arch (Fig 3.28, Sec
tion 23). The south-east corner of the 
garderobe appears to have been supported 
externally by a buttress (2165), bonded to 
the footings of the south face (2164) . How
ever, their precise relationship was uncertain 
because they were partially concealed 
beneath later walling joining the Period 4 
west range to the Period 3 south range, and 
it is possible that they predated the garde
robe. Without totally dismantling this part 
of the south frontage, it cannot be fully 
understood. 

The garderobe and the main south wall, 
like the Phase 3 walls which they replaced, 
were built freestanding on the bedrock at 
the side of the moat, instead of being 
trench-built. Their outer faces were both 
covered with rendering, which also over· 
lapped the sides of 2166, a square drain out
let incorporated in wall 63/417 (Fig 3.28, 
Section 26). 

RoomQ 
Room Q, which replaced Room D, was 
shoner and wider than its predecessor and 
measured 9.8 m by 5.3 m (32ft by 17ft 6 in). 
The east wall of Room 0 ( 10 10) was 
retained but the remainder of the room was 
entirely new. The north wall (117) butted 
1 010, and continued the line of the Phase 
4a north wall of Room A (1864). Curving 
round the outside of the north-east corner 
of the room, and butting the outer face of 
117, were footings 1858. Internally, the east 
and north walls were also butted by footings 
(1851 and 1852), which probably supported 
a spiral staircase, replacing the earlier stairs 



in the north-west corner of Room D. The 
east side of the staircase must have been 
joined to the north wall of Room A. The gap 
between them was filled by the footings of a 
Period 2 wall, on which a linking wall must 
have been laid, though no traces of it sur
vived. 

The north wall of Room Q (I I 7) had 
stepped foundations, set in a constr-uction 
trench, which cut through the footings of 
the former west wall of Room D. The new 
west wall (67) cut through the north and 
west walls of Room P2 (Fig 3.28, Section 
22). Bonded to its outer face was the base 
of a chimney stack (116). There were no 
surviving floor levels within Room Q, but 
there was a contemporary drain (41) in the 
south-west corner, which flowed through 
the outlet built into the south wall (see 
above). The drain must have been largely 
rebuilt in Period 5, as its sides were set 
in hard pink mortar, but it probably 
utilised the line of an earlier medieval 
drain, built into the thickness of the west 
wall. 

RoomR 
Room R was contemporary with Room Q, 
since its north wall (112) was bonded to the 
west wall of Room Q, but it was slightly later 
in the construction sequence than the south 
frontage wall (63), which was butted by its 
west wall (1111115). The room measured 
4.5 m by 3.8 m (14ft 9 in by 12ft 6 in), and 
its walls were 0.8-0.9 m wide. Wall 1111115 
abuned the west wall of Room PI and, like 
63, was built directly on the bedrock. After 
the walls had been constructed, Room P 1 
was infilled with orange-brown clay with 
numerous fragments of rubble (206), and 
reddish-brown clay (149). Layer 149 was 
sealed by a layer of crushed white mortar 
floor bedding ( 150), identical to 91, in the 
north half of the room. Two tiles, set in 91, 
were recorded in situ, adjacent to wall 67. 
These provided the only evidence for an 
internal tiled floor anywhere within the 
medieval building. 

RoomRJ 
Room Rl, in the south-west corner of the 
range, was 1.5 m (5 ft) square. Its north wall 
(108) butted 1111115, and its west wall 
(242) butted the north side of the gardcrobe 
(70), though it was bonded into it at its 
north-west corner. The matrL• of 242 con
sisted of orange-brown silty loam, contrast
ing with the matrix of the south wall. It 
directly overlay the Phase 4a wall (295), 
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which may have remained standing beyond 
the north-west corner of Room Rl. The 
outer face of 242 was very crude) and was 
built in a construction trench cutting 
through the demolished Phase I curtain 
wall. The north wall was also set in a 
construction trench cut through the lowest 
layer of backfill behind the frontage (275). A 
layer of orange clay and rubble (148) was 
then deposited to complete the backfilling 
to floor level. The floor itself had 
been removed (Fig 3.28, Sections 22 and 
24). 

Figure 1. 26 &onr S. 

The triangular areas bettveen the south 
range ar1d Room G 
Immediately north-east of Room Q, wall 
1805 butted against the northward rerurn of 
Phase 4a wall 1864. It was 0. 7 m wide, and 
at its northern end it was bonded to a set of 
semicircular footings ( 1800). These were 
very narrow, varying in \vidth between 0.35 m 
and 0.55 m (Fig 3.33, Section 28), and 
probably represented the foundations of a 
timber stair tower, though the relationship 
with the cast wall of Room G had been 
destroyed by a Period 4 wall. Wall 1805 was 
likely to have formed the east side of a pen
lice, linking Room Q with Room G. Walls 
1800 and 1805 both had the same matrix 
(orange-brown loam) as the base for the 
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stairs in the corner of Room Q, and they
were all probably contemporary.

A very fragmentary tiled and flagged sur
face (1669) survived in the open triangular
area defined by Rooms Q, G and wall 1805.
The tiles and the rectangular Pennant flag
stones were set diagonally to wall 1805 in a
bedding of white mortar (Fig 3.33, Section
27). The flagstones, in a strip measuring at
least 2.3 m in width, parallel and adjacent to
wall 1805, probably formed a path within
the pentice. They may have been laid at the
same time as the tiles in the courtyard,
though it is possible that they were sec
ondary, replacing a primary tiled path after
it became heavily worn.

The well (80; Fig 3.29), in the open area
bounded by Rooms G, Q and R, was also
attributed to Phase 4b, on the basis of its
matrix and its location, which was almost
exactly equidistant from the surrounding
buildings. It was 1.15 m in diameter, but its
full depth was unknown, since it was exca
vated to a depth of only 1.85 m. It was lined
with evenly laid Pennant rubble, generally

Base of wall
footings

about 50 mm thick, though some reused
pieces of limestone were also incorporated
in the side of the shaft, and had been shaped
to fit the curve. There were no mouldings
on the visible faces of the stones. The mate

rial within the excavated part of the well was
Period 5.1 infill, and gave no indication of
its construction date. It could conceivably
have been dug later, but given its matrix and
the amount of limestone in its lining, it was
unlikely to be any earlier.

Rooms M and N

Rooms M and N were erected on the west

side of Room G. Only a small part of Room
M could be excavated because a large tree
was growing directly above it, but it
clearly contained another garderobe, which
was a smaller version of Room H. The outer

face of its north wall (1293) butted against
the corner buttress at the west end of wall

77, though the core of the wall was tied in to
the buttress. The actual north-west corner

was hidden within the thickness of the west

wall of the Period 4 west range, which

(2J60 Period3 4bdrain

Period 3:4b
s frontage wall

Rendering

53m

Bedrock

Figure 3.28 Sections

22—26: south range.
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stepped over it, but it would have projected 
out c 1.4 m further into the moat than 
Room H. The internal north-west and 
south-west corners of lhc gardcrobe were 
both revealed and since, in contrast to 
Room H, the demolished Phase 1 curtain 
waH appeared to have been utilised as its 
east wall, it would have measured 3 m by 1 m 
(10 ft by 3 ft). It survived to a maximum 
height of 1.8 m above the bottom of the 
moat. 

The outer faces of the walls within the 
moat were all rendered, though only occa
sional traces of the rendering survived. An 
arch was incorporated in the west wall, and 
there may have been a second or even a 
third arch further north. The arch was 
smaller (0.7 m high and 0.65 m wide) and 
the actual wall was thinner (0.6 m) than the 
equivalent feature in Room H (Fig 3.20, 
Section 20). Directly above the crown of the 
arch was a rectangular socket ( 1298), which 
was too big to be a putlog hole. The wall 
was built with large thin slabs of Pennant, 
and was battered c 0.1 m tOwards the bot
tom. Like the other walls in Rooms M and 
N, it had a matrix of smooth red silt with 
flecks of limestone and charcoal, similar to 
that of the Phase 4b south frontage wall, and 
significantly different from that of the walls 

of Rooms H-K. The south wall (1267), 
which like the north wall was 0.75 m wide, 
buned against the former curtain wall. 
Overall, including the garderobe, Room M 
measured 3m by 4 m (10ft by 13ft). 

The dividing wall between Rooms M 
and N (94) was built on tOP of a layer of red 
clay (1264), which was similar to layer 429 
beneath Room], and had a maximum thick
ness of0.35 m (Fig 3.20, Section 19). Only 
a single course of footings remained, and 
these were cut through by a Period 4 drain 
(87), which had removed the junction 
between 94 and the south wall of Room J. 
The south wall of Room N had been 
entirely destroyed by later walls, but it is 
likely lhat it returned to the south·west cor· 
ncr of Room G. Room N measured c 5 m by 
3.2 m (16ft 6 in by 10ft 6 in). 

Although the north wall of Room M was 
tied in to the buttress supporting the south
west corner of Room H, there is strong evi
dence that Rooms M and N belonged to a 
later phase than Rooms Hand J; the walls of 
Rooms M and N were thinner than those to 
the north, and their matrices were quite dif
ferent. Also the Phase 3 thickening and pos
sible refacing of the west wall of Room G 
implied that there was no building to the 
west of it until Phase 4. 
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The buttress at the south-west corner of the 
south porch was rebuilt (Fig 3.30). The new 
buttress (1011) had the same dimensions as 
the Phase 4a south-east buttress 1407, and 
the foundations of both of them tapered 
down to the bedrock from an offset, above 
which they were vertical. But whereas 1407 
was bonded in loam and was made of Pen-
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nant v.rith decorative bands of limestone, the 
offset and upper courses of 10 11 consisted 
of sandstone slabs, bonded in a very pale 
sticky grey ash mortar. The slabs extended 
over the full width of the burtrcss, and were 
generally 40 mm thick, with vertical tooling 
on their faces. The bottom part of I 0 II was 
made of coursed Pennant rubble, bonded in 
the same mortar. A small part of the south 
end of the west arm of the porch was rebuilt 
at the same time (Fig 3.11, Section 12). 

Figu" J.JO Pmod 3:5: 
Room F2 cmd JW,cn,s 
1../L/. 
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The Phase 4a oriel window (Room F I} 
was extended southwards into the moat (Fig 
3.31). Its original south wall (418} may have 
been demolished to below floor level, and a 
new larger window was created (Room F2}. 
Internally, the extension measured 3.3 m by 
1.15 m (10ft 9 in by 3ft 9 in}. Its cast wall 
(415} buned the outer face of Fl (418), 
while its west wall ( 416} returned 10 the 
junction between 418 and the south 
frontage, to which it was bonded. 

All three sides were faced externally with 
rectangular blocks of grey sandstone, bearing 
vertical tooling marks and measuring on 
average 0.6 m by 0.09 m. The sandstone was 
very similar to the slabs used in the south
west buttress of the porch. Analysis of sam
ples indicated that although it did not come 
from a source in the immediate vicinity of 
Acton Court and was calcareous, in contrast 
to the Pennant, neverlheless it was a Coal 
Measures sandstone and may have been 
quarried in or close to Iron Acton parish. 
The blocks were set in mortar, which differed 
from the matrix of 1011, since it was pinkish
white in colour and was very hard, containing 
charcoal flecks and numerous small lumps of 
limestone. The sandstone blocks did not rest 
directly on the bonom of the moat. Instead, 
they were laid on coursed Pennant rubble, 
0.8 m high (Fig 3.7, Section 7}. The walls 
survived 10 a maximum height of 2.35 m. 

The sandstone was not rendered, pre .. 
sumably to provide a contrast with the south 
frontage. The inner faces of the walls were 
made of Pennant rubble, and sat on a 
mortared rubble raft (459). The area \vithin 
the walls was filled with a series of layers 
(437-40}, consisting mainly of reddish
brown clay and rubble with flecks of mortar 
(Fig 3.28, Section 25}. 

Butting the south-east corner of Room 
F2 was a rubble pier-base (1050). It 
included one worked block of limestone and 
was bonded with light orange sandy loam 
with flecks of plaster. It projected 0.6 m 
eastwards and was 0.58 m high. It was 
matched by a similar base (1051}, 0.38 m 
high, which buned the west arm of the 
porch, and projected 0. 7 m westwards. 
They probably supported vertical timbers, 
and may have been built in Phase 5, though 
they might have been constructed in the 
early part of Period 4. 

The west wall of Room A (I 0 10} was 
thickened, at least below floor level and pos
sibly up to ceiling level. Footings (18 12} 
were built in a construction trench and 
stepped down through the fill of the Period 
2 quarry. They were 0.5 m wide and butted 
against wall I 010. They also butted against 
the north side of the Phase 4a south wall 
( I 009}. They were set in yellow loam, and 
consisted mainly of Pennant rubble, though 



they included several pieces of undecorated 
glazed tile. The fill of the construction 
trench also contained tile fragments as well 
as rubble and large pieces of plaster. Clearly 
contemporary with 1812 was I 008, which 
filled the gap left in the Phase 4a frontage 
between 1007 and 1009. Very large and 
irregular pieces of Pennant were used in its 
construction, and like 1812, it contained tile 
fragments. It also shared the same matrix 
and was set in a wide construction trench. 
Wall 1008 appeared to be a sleeper beneath 
the entrance to the oriel window, and was 
probably associated with the creation of 
Room F2. 

The south and east arms of the moat 
The level of the bottom of the moat, from 
which the oriel window (Room F2) was 
constructed, was 0.4 m lower than the 
bedrock on which the rebuilt south-west 
buttress of the porch stood. This suggests 
that the south arm of the moat was deep
ened during Phase 5, and that the new but· 
tress predated the window. The porch and 
buttresses (and also the south frontage to 
the east of the porch) were left standing on 
plinths or shelves of uncxcavated natural 
Pennant. The south half of the east arm of 
the moat also seems to have been deepened, 
probably at the same time. Its base was at 
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precisely the same level as the base of the 
south arm, and was 0.4 m below the lowest 
course of the primary revetting walls. From 
Phase 5 onwards it was 2 m deep, like the 
rest of the moat. 

RoomO 
A fireplace ( 16 7 6) was inserted in the north 
wall of Room G near the north-east corner 
(Fig 3.30, Fig 3.33, Section 29). The back 
consisted of thin courses of Pennant, set in a 
hard white mortar with small limestone 
inclusions. Butting it was a single row of ver
tically pitched Pennant pieces, 0.16 m wide. 
A large limestone slab, 1.1 m by 0.46 m, 
was laid flush with the pitched Pennant, and 
was overlaid by the sides of the fireplace, 
also made of mortared Pennant (Fig 3.32). 
The west side had been removed, but the 
mortar bedding for it was still visible. The 
whole feature measured 0.85 m by 0.65 m. 
The base of the associated chimney stack 
(1662) was built in a construction trench, 
and butted the outer face of the north wall. 

The fireplace is attributed to Phase 5, 
because the hard white mortar is closely 
comparable with the mortar used in the 
frontage walls of Room F2. However, the 
possibility that the feature was added during 
the Period 4.2 alterations to Room G cannot 
be ruled out. 

Fig11rt J. 32 Fireplau in 
tltt ,wrtJt u14111)/ Ri»m G, 
from tht SQUth 
(p/wtogmph: Robm Bdl). 
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Rooms L and LJ 
These rooms were added to the east of Room 
K, and the north of Room G (Fig 3.30). They 
were definitely later than Pha$< 3 but pre
dated the Period 4.2 north range. They were 
probably constructed in Phase 5. The new 
building was 5.1 m wide, bu< its length is 
unknown, because its east waH, which almost 
certainly returned to the norlh-east corner of 
Room G, was hidden beneath the standing 
wall of a Period 5 farm building. The north 
wall (243/1643), 1 m wide and bonded in 
bright yellow-brown loam, ovcrs.•i1cd the 
north-east corner of Room K by 0.5 m, 
butting against the rendering on the outer 
face of wall 172. It was built up from the side 
of the moat and survived to a height of c 0. 9 m. 
No trae<.'S of eltlernal rendering survived. The 
Phase 3 drain ( 1688) was incorporated within 
it, and its outlet, which was located, 
though not fully excavated, was at least 0.3 m 
wide. 

The north wall continued eastwards, 
stepping down into the north arm of the 
moat, but much of it was destroyed when 
the Tudor north range was constructed. It 
was butted by a partition wall (1642) which 
divided Rooms L and Ll. The latter was 

OH 

probably a passage, wider at its north end 
than at its south end because its cast wall 
was not parallel to the east wall of Room K. 
The passage appeared to be related to the 
Phase 5 north court, interpreted as a walled 
garden, and may have been linked to it by a 
bridge across the moat. No floor layers sur
vived in either of the rooms. 

Butting the north-east corner of Room 
G, adjacent to the presumed south-cast cor
ncr of Room L, was a wall ( 1682), 1 m 'vide 
and bonded in light yellow-brown loam. 
The same wall continued eastwards across 
Area 4 (658). It was freestanding and proba
bly formed the north side of a ground-floor 
pentice. At first-floor level it would have 
supported a gallery, as it continued to do in 
Period 4.1 after the construction of the new 
east range. It linked Room L with the unex
cavated Period 3 building beneath the north 
half of the east range. Like Room L, the 
gallery would have been at right angles to 
the north-south axis of the walled garden 
and would have overlooked it. 

11ze area south of the house 
Apart from Area 2, and two other much 
smaller trenches, there were virtually no 



excavations in this part of the site, and no 
evidence for any structures was found. 

The modern ground surface within the 
south court is fairly flat, though towards the 
west side it dips away c 0.5 m. However, the 
natural slope westwards is more marked 
(Fig 4.40, Section 36). The surface of the 
natural shale and clay beneath the west wall 
is I. 9 m lower than the surface of the 
bedrock recorded just outside the south-east 
corner of the moat in Area 14. The change 
in level is very gradual across most of the 
court, though I 0 m from the west wall, the 
slope becomes significantly steeper. 

A humic brown or grey-brown soil hori
zon (5361543/549), virtually Pennam-free, 
and generally 0.2-Q.3 m thick, covered the 
whole of Area 2. A slight hollow on the 
south edge of the rrench was filled with sim
ilar material (560). Further down the slope, 
the soil (544) became siltier and greyer. 
Along the lip of the slope and overlying this 
horizon there wa.s a roughly linear band of 
concentrated and compacted gravelly rubble 
(555). To the east, there was a dense layer of 
rubble (553/554), generally flat though 
probably random, which contained tile frag
ments of both Roman and medieval date. It 
hardly existed on the north side of the 
trench, but became progressively thicker 
towards the south, with a maxjmum depth 
ofO. I m. 

The rubble to the east of 555 was over
laid by an upper soil horizon (547/548/550), 
consisting of smooth reddish-brown loam 
with yellow clay blotches. Like the rubble, it 
was very thin against the north edge of the 
trench, but thickened to c 0.15 m towards 
the south. 

It was difficult to assign these layers to a 
specific phase, though lhey were all earlier 
than Period 4. The rubble spreads and 
upper soil horizon might be related to build
ings in the vicinity, and it was noticeable 
that they did not continue down the slope. 
The band of rubble on the edge of the slope 
could have been a path, but alternatively it 
may originally have formed the base of a 
bank. 

The only definite Period 3 features 
located to the south of the moat were two 
stone-lined drains, both of which had stone 
bases and were capped, though most of their 
capping stones had been removed. Drain 
482 flowed from south to north, and 
decanted into the moat opposite the porch 
(filled in during Period 4.3). It was at least 
9.5 m long, though its point of origin was 
unknown since it had been robbed out fur-
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ther south. It was laid at an angle to the 
probable line of the approach track, and its 
outlet, which cut through the reverting at 
the side of the moat, was precisely on the 
central axis of the porch. 

The second drain (3520) flowed in the 
opposite direction, from the south edge of 
the moat towards the south-west. It replaced 
the Period 2 ditch, part of which had con
tinued in use as an overflow channel after 
the moat was constructed, and was actually 
set in the ditch, adjacent to the moat. Its 
sides were bonded with smooth yellow loam 
and it was probably built in Phase 4a or 
Phase 5. It was obviously abandoned when 
the moat was filled in, and predated the lay
ing out of the south court. lr may have emp
tied into the pond discovered in Trench J. 

The area east of the moat 

Phase J-3 
Two very large postholes (2818 and 2829), 
both of which were cut into the natural silty 
clay beyond the edge of the Pennant out
crop, were recorded ncar the north-cast cor
ncr of the cast court, adjacent to the eastern 
boundary wall (Figs 3.34, 3.35). The north
ern posthole (2818) measured c I. I 0 m by 
1.40 m and was I. 40 m deep. The packing 
within it (2815) consisted of coursed hori
zontal stone slabs, though the top course 
was set vertically. The substantial stump of 
an oak post (2826), with a maximum height 
of 0. 75 m and measuring 0.52 m by 0.50 m 
in section, survived in situ (Fig 3.36). It was 
well-preserved in waterlogged conditions 
and had been abandoned following the 
removal of the rest of the post after it had 
roned through below ground level. The void 
above the stump was filled with fairly loose 
dark red silty clay (2819). The top of the 
southern posthole (2829) was heavily dis
turbed by a much later feature (792/2827) 
dug alongside the eastern boundary wall, 
and it was only partially excavated, but it 
appeared to be very similar to posthole 
2818.1t measured at least 1.20 m by 1.20 m 
and a small part of the pitched stone pack
ing (2830) survived on its east side. Its full 
depth is uncertain; nor is it known whether 
the base of the post itself survived, although 
at a depth of 0. 70 m the ground was equally 
waterlogged. 

Judging by the size of post 2826 and the 
fact that it was set 1.40 m into the ground, 
the two posts probably formed a gateway, 
c 3 m wide. Although the posts were on the 
same alignment as the east wall of the 
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Period 4.6 east court they must have been 
considerably earlier. They predated the 
Period 4.2 construction of Room 36, the 
north wall of which sealed the packing for 
the northern post, and on stylistic grounds 
are likely to be attributable to the early part 
of Period 3. However, the possibility that 
they were even earlier and belonged to 
Period 2 cannot be entirely ruled out. 

The outer moat 
Most of the outer moat was outside the 
limits of the property acquired by English 
Heritage in 1986 (Figs 3.34, 3.39). It was 
discovered in 1996 during the excavation 
of a pipe trench running eastwards from 
OB 16 to Latteridge Road, south of Area 
10. The inner and outer edges of the fea
ture were recorded but its base was not 
reached. Further pipe trenches in the 
south-east corner of the east court revealed 
more of the inner edge and also the base of 
the moat. A small trench south of OB 17, 
between the modern boundary wall and 
Latteridge Road, located the outer edge 
again, and a complete profile of the moat 
was recovered in a machine-dug archaeo
logical trench close to the junction with the 
stream, on the south side of the modern 
car park. 

The feature was linear and extended over 
a distance of at least 60 m. It was cut into 
the natural clay beyond the eastern edge of 
the sandstone outcrop, with which it was 
roughly parallel. Both sides were revettcd by 
coursed Pennant rubble and were slightly 
battered. The west side was straight and was 
on the same alignment as the west side of 
the canalised part of the stream, whereas the 
cast side followed a different alignment. As a 
result the moat became progressively wider 
towards the south-west. It was only c 4.5 m 
wide beneath the south-east corner of the 
east court, whereas it was 6.5 m wide adja
cent w the modern gateway east of Area 10, 
and in the archaeological trench near the 
junction with the stream was 8.5m wide and 
c I. I m deep. It was flat-bottomed. Its base 
was remarkably level, dropping by no more 
than 0.20 m (from 52.30 m to 52.10 m 00) 
over a distance of 60 m. 

In order to construct the southern end of 
the moat the stream was divened along its 
present sharply angled course. The west 
side of the earlier stream bed, which was 
only partially excavated because of flooding, 
was filled with tip layers of orange-brown silt 
wich occasional twigs, and concentrated 
Pennant rubble. The main fill of the stream 
bed consisted of grey silt containing oyster 



shells and fragments of wood. The infill lay
ers were sealed by a horizontal band of 
smooth orange·brown alluvial silt, 0.15 m 
thick, on which a rough coursed wall, 1.3 m 
wide and forming the east side of lhe moat, 
was constructed. Its inner edge rested on 
two oak planks. 

The precise phase in which the outer 
moat was built is uncertain, as is its point of 
orig,in. It was possibly contemporary with 
the inner moat, though this has yet to be 
proved. The best potential source of dating 
evidence is likely to come from the infilled 
former stream bed, assuming that the diver
sion was primary. 

PhaseS 
The only stone structures that could defi
nitely be assigned to Period 3 were located 
on the outer edge of the moat, near its 
north-east corner (Fig 3.37; Fig 4.49, Sec
tions 37, 38). They consisted of a shallow 
subrectangular vertical shaft (2216), with a 
semicircular arched oudet into the moat 
(Fig 3.38). The arch rested on a layer of 
brown clay (2237), which overlay the lower 
courses of the primary reverting along the 
side of the moat. The shaft was bonded on 
its north side to a wall (2059), which may 
have continued eastwards to join the eastern 
boundary wall of the garden (3089). This 
could not be demonstrated because the 
southern end of the latter wall had been 
completely robbed, but they were almost at 
right angles to each other and may well have 
been contemporary. The shaft and outlet 
probably formed parr of a garderobe, 
though there is no other evidence for the 
structure with which it was associated. 

Contemporary with the garderobe was a 
wall (2223), which was overlaid by the low
est voussoir of the outlet arch, though its 
upper courses butted against 2059. It was 
1 m wide and its matrix was smooth orange
brown loam with flecks of white plaster. It 
stepped down into the moat, extending at 
least 2.3 m westwards, and had been par
tially robbed out. The remaining part of the 
wall was sealed by the Period 4.3 moat-fill 
layers, which also filled the surviving por
tion of the shaft. 

The wall may have formed the north side 
of a sump, projecting a short distance into 
the moat. However, there was no sign of any 
return wall further south. It was unrelated 
to the Period 4.1 east range, since directly 
opposite it was the blank wall of the north
em stack. Most likely, it was connected to 
the unexcavated medieval building beneath 
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the east range. If this interpretation is cor
rect, the wall must have incorporated an 
arch spanning the east arm of the moat. It 
may have provided a link across the east arm 
of the moat between the house and the 
south-east corner of the garden, similar to 
the suggested link between Room Ll and 
the west side of the garden across the north 
arm of the moat. On these grounds, the 
garderobe and walls on the outer edge of the 
moat are attributed to Phase 5. 

Figurt 3.35 Pfan and 
section ()/ posu 2826 tmd 
1819. 

Figun 3.36 lrluu/ou<d 
post 2826 
(plwtcgrophc Rol>m &U). 
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Earthworks and features in the 
environs of the house 

Period 3.1-3.3 

To the west and north-west of the house is a 
pair of parallel banks and ditches, aligned 
roughly north-south and overlying the ridge 
and furrow (Figs 3.39, 3.40). In Trench E2, 
the eastern bank (E211 0) was built on top of 
a layer of rubble, which sealed the fill of the 
Period 2 ditch. Further south, the banks 
have been almost levelled, so their relation-

' ' ' ' 

ship with the embankment on the north side 
of the fishpond is uncertain. Similarly it is 
unclear how they related to the primary 
moat. 

Immediately north of Trench D, they 
turn at right angles and run westwards 
towards the edge of the field. The banks are 
best preserved in this part of the field, and 
survive to a maximum height of 0.75 m. An 
RAF aerial photograph, taken in 1946 
(CPFJUK/1912, no 4046), shows that they 
formerly continued at least 200 m towards 



the Ladden Brook, but they have since been 
destroyed by ploughing. The banks formed 
a quite substantial boundary, probably of a 
deer park (see below). Possibly contempo
rary with them was a single bank and ditch, 
which headed eastwards across the north 
part of the field, on the same line as the 
north arm of the larger boundary. 

To the south-east and south of the 
house, two sets of fishponds were built 
(Dennison and lles 1985, 39 and fig 3). A 
chain of three rectangular ponds, becoming 
progressively smaller in size towards the 
north, formerly existed on the east side of 
Lattcridgc Road, and were described as 
'Old Fishpond' in the 1842 Tithe appor
tionment. There was no significant fall in 
level between them, and lhey were either 
extremely shallow or else they were 
embanked. They were separated by dams 
which were visible in the RAF aerial photo
graph. They were filled in during the 1970s, 
though the stream which fed them still 
respects their outer edges. 

On the west side of the road, just beyond 
the southern edge of the Pennant outcrop, is 
a fourth fishpond, trapezoidal in shape. Its 
eastern edge is obscured by modern tipping, 
but it measures 0.5 h (1.2 acres) in area. It 
currently has a maximum depth of I. 7 m, 
though it may originally have been deeper. 
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It was dug through shale and clay, and 
except on its south side, it was embanked. 
The embankment on the south-west side 
was 1.1 m high, and the ground level out
side was only 0.6m above the level of the 
bottom of the pond. All the sides were revet
ted with coursed rubble. Most of the rever
ting has collapsed because of tree-root 
action, but short lengths of it survive. On 
the north side, iliere is evidence of a second 
phase of stone facing built against the face 
of the primary revetting. In the centre of the 
pond is a circular island, c 9 m in diameter 
and 1.3 m high. This is fairly overgrown, 
but traces of stone rcvcuing remain here as 
well. 

At present, the stream flows westwards 
across the northern half of the pond, but 
this course appears to be modern. Origi ... 
nally there was a bypass channel within the 
pond, running round its southern edge. 
Beyond the south~west corner its course 
can still be seen, cutting through the ridge 
and furrow. The main outlet was at the 
north-west corner. Like the sides of the 
pond, it was rcvcttcd and led into a chan~ 
ncl. Only a very small portion of this 
remains open, but the 1946 aerial photo
graph shows a much longer ditch, now 
destroyed, continuing across the field to the 
west. 

F1"gg1rt J. 38 Oru/.er on tire 
outu sidt of zhe tast arm of 
tlte moa11 from rM sourlt~ 

""'' (plwwgmph: Robm Bell). 
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Period 3.4-3.5 

A series of springs feed into a reservoir 200 m 
north of Lodge Farm. From the reservoir, 
the water flows into a stone~lined and stone
capped underground culvert which runs 
westwards down the hill. Its course is indi ... 
cated by two rectangular watering places, 
where the culvert opens out. The one nearer 
to the road is 1.5 m wide and 0.9 m deep. A 
short length of pitched Pennant track leads 
down into the water from either side to pro
vide access for lhe canle which still use it. 

The culvert must divide into two 
branches. One branch flows into the south
east corner of the fishpond on the north side 
of Latteridge Road, 275 m from the reser
voir. The fishpond is quite different in char
acter from the ponds on the south side of 
rhe house. It is cut into the sandstone 
bedrock, and although it is overgrown and 
partially flooded, it has a depth, in places, of 
at least 5.75 m. In origin it was almost cer
tainly a quarry, though it is described as a 
fishpond in the Tithe apportionment. The 
culvert supplying it with water is 0.3 m high 
and 0.1 m wide and is built in a construc
tion trench which cut 1. 7 m into the rock. 

The second branch of the culvert must 
pass beneath the road, since it cuts through 
the sandstone outcrop and feeds into a pond 
in the north field. The culvert (C/12) is 
identical in size and construction to the 
underground channel north of the road, and 
cut through the Pennant outcrop to reach 
the pond (Fig 3.40, Section 43). Water still 
flows through it. The pond itself is cut 
through the ridge and furrow into the under
lying clay, and presently measures c 25 m in 
diameter. It may originally have been 
smaller, but constant trampling by cattle has 
flattened and blurred its edges. There was 
no trace of any stone lining, though a spread 
of large pieces of Pennant was found in 
Trench G, near the point at which the cul
vert entered the pond. No outlet drain was 
located in Trench B, on the downhill side of 
the pond, and the route along which water 
was channelled has yet to be discovered. 

A second pond, lined with coursed rub
ble, was found in Trench J, south of the 
south-west corner of the moat (Fig 3.40, Sec
tion 45). It was infilled with modern material, 
including breeze blocks, but it was not a 
modern feature, and almost certainly pre
dated the Period 4.3 south court. The posi
tion of its south side is indicated by two 
sycamore rrees, and it appeared to be roughly 
I 0 m wide. Its precise shape was unclear, but 

it may have been oval rather than c-ircular. 
Unfortunately the relationship between the 
pond and the west wall of the court could not 
be established owing to lack of time. Presum
ably the pond was fed with water from the 
moat, but further work would be required to 
discover how they were linked. 

A ditch, heading north-westwards across 
the west field and curving northwards along 
the west edge of the north field, was evi
dently intended to carry water away from 
the pond. The ditch cut through both the 
east and north arms of the double-banked 
boundary, and was flanked on its west side 
by a bank, which was 6.5 m wide and sur
vived to a maximum height of 0. 75 m. 

Possibly belonging to these periods is an 
embanked enclosure to the east of Latteridge 
Road. It is roughly square in shape and 
measures c 60 m by 60 m. It is surrounded 
by a bank with an internal and external 
ditch. The external ditch and bank continue 
southwards from the south-west corner of 
the feature as far as the stream. The enclo
sure shows clearly on aerial photographs 
and is also visible on the ground. It post
dated the ridge and furrow, but its relation
ship with the culvert is unclear. 

The north court was aligned on the 
north side of the Period 3 house, rather than 
on the earlier boundary banks or the Period 
4 mansion. Its west and north boundary 
walls showed up quite distinctly on the geo
physical survey. The line of its east wall, 
which was located near the north-east cor
ncr of the moat (see above), appeared within 
the north field as a low bank. The area 
enclosed by the walls was c 0.4 ha (almost 
exactly I acre), and was 52.5 m (c 175 ft) 
wide. The west wall extended 75 m (c 245ft) 
beyond the outer edge of the moat, but the 
east wall, which was parallel to it, was 
longer, measuring 92.5 m (c 300ft). 

Four rectangular areas of Pennant rub
ble, respecting the c-entral axis of the court, 
were visible on the geophysical survey. 
Other similar areas may exist, but the survey 
was uninformative in those parts of the field 
which overlay the natural Pennant. At the 
north end, a series of narrower linear earth
works could be seen. lies suggested these 
might be pillow mounds, given that the 
north field was called Cunnygar on the 
Tithe map (lies and \Vhite 1986, 55). Alter
natively he thought they might represent 
house platforms. Either explanation might 
be correct, but since they were all aligned 
exactly on the court, it is much more likely 
that they represent garden features. The 
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archaeological evidence from the south .. east 
corner of the court indicated that it was laid 
out before Period 4.1, and probably 
belonged to Period 3.5 . 

Discussion 
Period 1: Romano-British 
occupation 

The evidence for Romano-British act1v1ty 
on the site was limited to three shcrds of 
pottery and a thin spread of roof and flue 
rile fragments (see Chapter 8). However, 
they may conceivably have derived from a 
building of some pretension located on the 
Pennant outcrop, either to the north-east or 
south-west of the moated medieval house. A 
similar quantity of tile fragments (in terms 
of weight) was recovered from the plough
soil above the Roman farnthouse at Iron
mongers Piece, M arshfield, Avon (Barford 
and Hughes 1985). Subsequent excavations 
on that site demonstrated that the structure 
contained complete tegulae, minus their 
flanges, spanning a hypocaust, and also 
imbrices which were used as hot air flues. 
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The main roofing material consisted of Pen
nant slates (Barford 1985), which would 
also presumably have been used in Roman 
buildings around Iron Acton. 

The small rectangular fields between Lat
teridge Road and Lodge Farm, the bound
aries of which arc still visible as low banks 
beneath ridge and furrow in what later 
became the eastern deer park, provide further 
possible evidence for Romano-British activity 
in the vicinity of Acton Court. Although they 
have not been surveyed, they appear to be 
comparable to the pre-medieval fields, measur
ing 50 m by 40 m, which form part of a larger 
complex on Dundry Down, 7.5 km south of 
Bristol (lies and White 1985, 58-60 and figs 
5- 6). 'Celtic' fields also survive beneath 
ridge and furrow in the park at Badminton, 
Gloucestershire (RCHME 1976, 6 and pi 42) 
and further examples of Roman or late Iron 
Age field systems exist on Bathampton Down, 
on the outskirts of Bath, and on Durdharn 
Down, Clifton, Bristol (lies 1983, 48-9 and 
fig I; Russell and Williams 1984, 25). 

The Roman road from Bitton to Berke
ley Road (Margory road no 541 a) passes 
through the south-east corner of Iron Acton 
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parish, and forms the parish boundary 
across Engine Common. Northwards, in the 
direction of Charfield, the line of the road is 
visible as a cropmark, and in places its agger 
survives (Margary 1973, 141) . No other 
traces of Romano·British occupation have 
yet been found elsewhere in the parish. 

Funhermore, relatively few Roman sites 
have been located in any of the neighbour
ing parishes. This is largely attributable to 
the considerable area of land still under pas
ture or woodland, and there has also been a 
lack of systematic fieldwork (lies 1984, 39). 
Many sites in Yate and Chipping Sodbury, 
where well over 500 ha of land have been 
covered by housing and industrial estates 
since the 1960s, have probably been 
destroyed without being recorded or even 
observed. The only recorded Roman find 
from any building site in Yate is a 3rd· 
century coin hoard (Frere 1990, 348) . 

ln contrast, a detailed archaeological sur
vey of the southern Cotswolds parish of 
Marshfield, involving extensive field walking, 
found evidence for a network of Roman 
farms, frequently less than I km apart 
(Russett 1985, 23-4 and fig 10). Although 
no other parish in south Gloucestershire has 
been the subject of such intensive fieldwork, 
a similar density of sites is implied by the 
pioneering rescue excavations, in 1969 and 
1970, along the line of the south Glouces
tcrshirc section of the MS motorway. These 
suggested that there was a high density of 
Roman senlements and farms in an area 
previously thought to have been almost 
devoid of occupation apart from the known 
villas at Cromhall and Tockington Park 
Farm (Fowler 1977, 41 and fig I). 

More recently, the discovery of two 
occupation sites during fieldwalking in 
Tytherington parish (c 4 km north of Acton 
Court) , suggests that the distribution of 
Roman farms along the sides of the valley of 
the Ladden Brook may be comparable, in 
terms of density, to the pattern of settlement 
revealed in the Marshfield survey (lies and 
Kidd 1987, 48; Rawes 1980, 185). Both 
sites were situated close to the 55 m con
tour, on the western edge of the broad valley 
of the Ladden Brook. Further upstream, 
two other sites in Yate and \Vick\var parishes 
have also been located on the right bank of 
the Brook (Rawcs 1980, 186). 

The Roman building material in the 
vicinity of Acton Court may represent 
another of these farms or small settlements, 
probably associated with the rectangular 
fields immediately to the east. They arc 

likely to have been located at regular inter
vals (c 1- 1.5 km) along the edge of the 
valley on the left bank of the Brook, approx
imately between the 55 m and 65 m con
tours. \Vithin Iron Acton parish, other sites 
might also be predicted in the vicinity of 
Laueridge, continuing the chain of settle· 
ments found in Yatc, \'Q'ickwar and 
Tytherington parishes, and also along the 
north side of the River Frome. 

P eriods 1-2: 
11th to mid-13th centuries 

The earliest post-Roman pottery from 
Acton Court consisted of heavily weathered 
sherds of Bath Fabric A cooking pots and 
spouted pitchers, which can be dated to the 
second half of the I I th or the early 12th 
century (Chapter 9) . They were all in resid
ual contexts, and predated all the Period 2 
features and structures within the excavated 
area. No pre-Conquest pottery or other 
artefacts were found. 

There was clearly a considerable amount 
of activity in the 12th to early 13th centuries 
on the site subsequently occupied by the 
moated manor house. The surviving evi
dence was very patchy and neither the func
tion nor the layout of the wall-footings could 
be fuJiy established. However, there was no 
evidence for an earlier manorial hall, such as 
that excavated at Kings Stanley, Gloucester
shire (Evans 1989, 38-9 and fig 4), which 
dated to the mid-12th century and was of 
aislcd timber-framed construction, with 
stone sills. 

The pottery in the fill of the quarry, 
which consisted overwhelmingly of 12th- to 
early 13th-century cooking-pot sherds, indi
cated that there was domestic occupation on 
the site, or nearby. The buildings may have 
formed part of a settlement, as at BradweJI 
Bury, Buckinghamshirc, where a series of 
II th- to 12th-century timber buildings 
within crofts were found beneath a 13th
century moated manor house (Mynard 
1976). 

Alternatively the structures beneath 
Acton Court may have been purely agricul
tural or semi-industrial. The only stratified 
artefacts besides the pottery were a horse
shoe and two spindle whorls or weights. 
Many of the walls may simply have enclosed 
animal pens, though the partitioned build
ing containing the stakeholes could conceiv ... 
ably have been a weaving shed, with either a 
stone or wooden superstructure. Four simi ... 
Jar structures, of uncertain function but rcc-



tangular in shape and dated early to mid-
12th century, were recorded within the 
small ringwork at Hilleslcy, I 0 km north
east of Iron Acton. They had similar narrow 
stone rubble footings, which were bonded in 
sandy soil, and two of them had a rounded 
corner like the south-west corner of the 
Phase 2 structure at Acton Court (\Villiams 
1987, 157 and fig 8). 

Occupation in Period 2 was not confined 
to the area beneath the later house. It clearly 
continued to the north and south of the 
Period 3 inner moat and is likely to have 
spread over most of the Pennant outcrop in 
the north field, judging by the pottery in the 
quarries at the north end of Trench C. This 
consisted entirely of sherds of limestone
tempered and handmade sandy ware cook
ing pots, identical to some of the 12th- to 
early 13th-century material in the fill of the 
quarries sealed beneath the Period 3 house. 
South of the inner moat, in Area 2, the pre
Period 4 ground soil also contained late 
II th- to early 13th-century pottery, though 
it was mixed with late medieval material. 

The site was apparently undefended, 
though it seems to have been defined on its 
east side by the gully and on its west side 
either by the bank on the edge of the ter
race, or the bank and ditch which ran paral
lel to the terrace. Worth noting is that the 
Period 2 walls were generally on the same 
alignment as the west edge of the terrace in 
the north field. 

The presence of limestone in Period 2.4, 
albeit in the form of decayed lumps, indicates 
that in addition to the quarrying of Pennant 
sandstone on the site, non-local stone was 
being imported, probably to be incorporated 
in a high-status building in the vicinity, such 
as a manorial hall. Halls were certainly being 
constructed in stone elsewhere in the region 
before the late 12th century, and rwo exam
ples still survive: at Horton Court, a preben
dal hall built c 1140; and at Saltford Manor, a 
secular house built c II 55 {Utde 1985, 
158-9). It is not known when stone replaced 
timber as the normal local building medium. 
At Stoke Gifford, 6.5 km to the south-west, 
the change appears to have occurred only in 
the mid-14th century (Russell 1986, 36). At 
Iron Acton, however, there is no reason why 
even minor outbuildings or boundary walls 
could not have been erected entirely in stone 
in the 12th cenrury, given the easy availability 
of Pennant sandstone and the use of drystone 
walling. 

The existence of a manor house predat
ing the moated house would also be consis-
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tent with the documentary evidence, which 
indicates that John de Acton held the 
manor, later to be known as Iron Acton, by 
military service at lhe end of the 12th cen
tury (Chapter 2). 

The Period 2 walls can perhaps be inter
preted as ancillary structures and enclosures 
assoc-iated with this earlier house, which was 
possibly situated to the north-cast of the 
moated house, on the highest parr of the 
Pennant outcrop. The location of the new 
Period 3 house, otherwise a far from ideal 
site around which to construct a moat, 
becomes explicable if it was selected 
because of its proximity to the old house. 

The presence of residual late II th- to 
early 12th-century pottery implies an even 
earlier phase of activity, not repre-sented 
within the excavated area by any structural 
remains, and raises some interesting ques
tions about the origins of medieval occupa
tion in the vicinity of Acton Court and its 
relationship with the village oflron Acton. It 
has been argued convincingly (Manco 
1995) that the two manors recorded in 
1066, each of which was two and a half 
hides in extent, were the product of the divi
sion of an earlier five-bide estate. The own
ership of the parish church is known to have 
been shared in the mid-12th century and 
later evidence indicates that the village itself 
was divided bcnveen lhe manors of Iron 
Acton and Acton llger. This suggests that 
the church and the village both originated in 
the late Saxon period when Iron Acton was 
still under single ownership (Chapter 2 and 
Manco 1995). Aston has noted that in Som
erset planned vi11ages were being planted on 
Crown estates as early as the 9th century, 
and on the estates of Glastonbury Abbey in 
the lOth century (Aston 1985, 93). Iron 
Acton may provide another example of a 
regularly planned pre-Conquest settlement 
(Aston 1986, 97), though it need be no ear
lier than the II th century. 

Manco has proposed the reasonable 
hypothesis that, prior to the division of the 
estate, the late Saxon manor house may 
have been located close to St James's 
Church. In contrast, neither of the two 
medieval manor houses was \vithin the vi) .. 
!age. Acton Court, the capital messuage of 
Iron Acton manor, was situated 0.8 km to 
the north-west of the church, while the 
manor house of Acton llger, adjacent to 
Acton Mill, was 0.5 km to the south-west. 
This move away from an existing nucleated 
village can be paralleled elsewhere. For 
example, after the pre-Conquest division of 
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the estate and nucleated village of Hawling, 
G loucestershire, a new manor house, 
church and settlement were established at 
Roe!, 2 km to the north (Aldred and Dyer 
1991' 144, 149- 53). 

Less convincing is Manco's belief that 
the chief house in Iron Acton manor was 
established at Acton Court no earlier than 
the late Norman period, at least a century 
after the division of the five-hide estate. 
C learly a shared occupation of the late 
Saxon manor house could only have been a 
short-term solution and there seems no rea
son why Harold and Ebbi, the two tenants 
at the time of the Conquest, should not have 
had their own houses. The most likely loca
tions would be close to the site of the future 
medieval manor houses. No tenant was 
named in 1086 on Humphrey the Chamber
lain's estate at Iron Acton (formerly 
Harold's manor), granted to him along with 
Wickwar by Queen Maud. This has led to 
the suggestion that the estate was run by a 
steward based on Wickwar, there being no 
chief house on the estate at Iron Acton until 
it was subenfeoffed in the second half of the 
12th century. While Domesday Book can
not of course be cited as proof of late 11th
century occupation in the vicinity of Acton 
Court, conversely the absence of a named 
tenant does not preclude it. The residual 
late II th- to early 12th-century pottery 
clearly indicates that part of the site was 
occupied not long after the Conquest, 
although the nature and status of this occu
pation is as yet unclear. There may be simi
larities with the sequence proposed for 
Caldecote, Henfordshire, where the first 
manor house was erected c 1200 when the 
manor was subenfeoffed, but the earliest 
excavated building, interpreted as a stew· 
ard's house and sited 80 m away from it, was 
constructed in the mid- 11 th century 
(Webster and Cherry 1978, 179-81). 

The medieval manor house 

Period 3.1-3.2 (mid- to late 13th 
century) 

The moat 
This had an important influence on the lay
out of the house, and formed a serious con
straint on its subsequent development both 
in the medieval period and later, since the 
area which it enclosed was a mere 0.2 ha 
(0.5 acres). The majority of known moated 

sites in south Gloucestershire fall within me 
size range 0.3-0.8 ha (0. 75-2 acres), as has 
also been observed in Oxfordshire (Bond 
1986, !51). Even larger examples exist, 
such as Barrs Coun, Gloucestershire, where 
the moat encloses 1.1 ha (2. 7 acres) (Russell 
1980). At the Bishop of Hereford's manor at 
Prestbury, Gloucestershire, both the main 
and the subsidiary moats were 0.9 ha (2.2 
acres) (O'Neil 1956, fig 1). The moated 
house site at Acton Court was unusually 
small for the capital messuage of a rising 
gentry family. It was comparable in scale to 
the former ringwork at Hillesley (Williams 
1987, figs 8-9) and the park lodge at Hill 
(both Gloucestershire). 

Its size was dictated by the underlying 
geology, since it was largely cut into the 
Pennant sandstone outcrop. Most moats 
were constructed on clay subsoils, because 
they were easy and cheap to construct and 
maintain (Lc Patourel and Roberts 1978, 
49). Certainly there was a marked prefer
ence for clayland locations in north Somer
set (Aston 1986, fig 8. 1) and also in 
Gloucestershire, where there were only a 
very few sites in the Cotswolds, but a much 
greater number in the Vales of Gloucester 
and Berkeley and in the north-west part of 
the county (Rawes 1978) . Others have also 
been located in the area south-east of 
Cirencester, between the Cotswolds and the 
River Thames (M Aston, pers comm). 
Rock-cut moats were relatively rare, 
although other examples are known, such as 
the moat surrounding Beverston Castle, 
near Tetbury, Gloucestershire, which was 
dug through limestone. 

At Acton Court, the difficulties and 
expense involved in digging a moat with a 
maximum width of 7.5 m and a maximum 
depth of 1.6 m through sandstone would 
have been compensated by the ability to use 
the excavated material in the construction of 
the new house. The moat was, in effect, a 
linear quarry, and would have provided 
most, if not all, of the required building 
stone. The house and the moat were clearly 
contemporary, but the excavation of the 
moat must have been reasonably well 
advanced before work on the house was 
begun. The south arm, at least, was dug 
before the south range was erected, because 
it cut through the fill of the Period 2 quarry, 
the revetting of which was directly overlaid 
by the primary south frontage wall. 

The nearest source of running water is 
the stream, which flows within 70 m of the 
former moat. However, they were uncon· 



nected, in contrast to stream-fed moated 
sites such as Bradley (Ties and Popplewell 
1985) and Wanswell Court, Gloucestersbire 
(Cooke 1881-2, 310-11). The environmen
tal evidence indicates that the moat con
tained standing water (Chapter 9), probably 
deriving from seepage rnther than springs, 
though ground water may have been chan
nelled into its north-west corner along pan 
of the Period 2 ditch at the foot of the ter
race. Similarly, the main outlet was probably 
at the south-west corner, from which sur
plus water could have passed back into the 
ditch. 

Observation of those parts of the moat 
that were totally excavated showed that 
water quickly seeped into them in wet 
weather and drnined away only very grndu
ally. This suggests that the moat would have 
contained water except during the driest 
spells. In the late 15th or early 16th cen
turies, however, the natural water source 
may have been supplemented by spring 
water brought to the moat in an extension of 
the culvert which fed the north pond. 

Moats, as distinct from ditches around 
ringwork.s, were constructed from the mid-
12th century onwards, though the majority 
appear to have been dug during the period 
1200- 1325 (Le PatOurel and Roberts 1978, 
51). There is therefore nothing unusual 
about the proposed mid-13th-century date 
for the moat at Acton Court (based on the 
absence of Bristol Rcdcliffc ware sherds in 
the pottery assemblage within the infilled 
Period 2 quarry but chcir presence in the 
primary make-up at the west end of Room 
G). It is probably typical of its region, but 
there has been no systematic study of the 
origins of moated sites elsewhere in north 
Somerset and Gloucestershire, and hardly 
any have been investigated archaeologically. 
Similarly, the published documentary evi
dence is extremely limited, providing at best 
onJy a termi,us ame quem for the digging of 
the moat. 

The moat surrounding the Bishop of 
Hercford•s manor house at Prcstbury, 
Gloucestershire, was certainly in existence 
by 1290, when the turning bridge was 
repaired, though it may have been dug at the 
same time as the house in the late 12th or 
early 13th century (O'Neil 1956, 21-2). At 
Eastington, in the Vale of Berkeley, the 
manorial moat was stocked with sixteen 
dozen pike in 1402, but the date at which it 
was constructed is unknown. 

Normally the origins of a moat can be 
suggested only through indirect evidence. 

THE MEOIEVAL MANOR HOUSE 

For example, William de Valence, a half
brother of Henry lll, was grnnted the manor 
of Moreton Valence, also in the Vale of 
Berkeley, in 124 7, and erected a new hall in 
1253 (VCH G/oucs 1972, 210). The moat 
may well have been dug at the same time, 
though an earlier date cannot be ruled out 
since a manor house, held by William de 
Pontlarge, is mentioned at Moreton c 1225. 
At Yate Court, Glouccstcrshire, 4 km north
east of Acton Court, a licence to crenellate 
was obtained by John de Wyllington in 1299 
(Bazeley 1898, 9- 10). It is possible that the 
substantial moat, enclosing both the house 
and an outer court, was constructed as a 
result of this licence, at the same time as the 
early 14th-century gatehouse (removed in 
the 1920s). However, the manor had been 
purchased by the Wyllingtons in 1207, and 
the much narrower inner moat berw·een the 
outer court and the house, described in a 
16th-century survey (Fox 1898, 22) may 
have been dug considerably earlier than 
1299. 

A parnllel for this is provided by the 
excavated site at King's Stanley, Gloucester
shire, where an oval moat, 12.8 m wide, 
replaced a primary enclosure ditch, only 3 m 
wide, in the mid- to late 12th century 
(Evans 1989, 38- 9). Similarly the manor 
house known as St Cross Nunnery, now 
beneath Chew Valley Lake, Somerset, 
acquired a moat in the late 12th or early 
13th century, which was subsequently recut 
and extended c 1300. The primary moat 
was, however, preceded by a row of pits, 
serving as a ditch, which partially enclosed 
the site (Rahtz and Greenfield 1977, 
143-4). 

In each of the cited examples, a house 
seems to have stood on the site before the 
moat was constructed. At Acton Court, in 
contrast, the moated 13th~cenrury house 
was built on a fresh site, though it was prob
ably close to its 12th-century predecessor. 
No other examples of this phenomenon 
have been identified locally. However, at 
Mi.xbury, Oxfordshire, the moated site of 
Beaumont's Castle cuts through a slighted 
ringwork Q Bond, pers comm), and in York
shire several moated houses were con
structed immediately adjacent to motte and 
bailey castles (Lc Patourcl 1973, 17 and 
fig 7). 

The hall ra>lge 
The building (Fig 3.6) contained three prin
cipal units: a hall with a screens passage 
(Rooms A- B), flanked by transverse rooms 
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(C-0). These projected slightly forward 
from the hall, but shared a common north 
wall, and can perhaps be seen as embryonic 
cross-wings. The layout of the range was 
fairly standard and was similar, for example, 
to the 14th-century hall range at Haddon 
Hall, Derbyshire (Girouard 1978, 38, fig I). 
In fact its symmetrical and integrated plan 
was more rypical of 14th- than of 13th-cen
tury houses (Wood 1965, 74). It is difficult 
to know if it was unusually advanced since 
there are few plans of 13th-century build
ings of similar status. A comparable hall 
range at Wanswell Court, Gloucestershire, is 
dated c 1450-60 by the corbel-heads sup
porting its roof (Burton 1977), but since a 
house existed here by 1256, it is possible 
that it is in fact earlier, Qr at least reflects the 
plan of its 13th-century predecessor. 

The hall at Acton Court is interesting in 
that it contained only one aisle. Most 13th
century stone halls had either two aisles or 
none at all, although a single-aisled hall is 
known at Warkworth Castle, Nonhumbcr
land (Wood 1965, 42). There are no local 
parallels, but this is probably because many 
manorial halls which may originally have 
contained aisles were, like Acton Court, 
rebuilt without them in the late medieval 
period. 

The arcade is likely to have been sup
ported by wooden columns, standing on 
stone bases. There was no evidence for the 
intermediate bases, but this is not surprising 
since they probably rested directly on the 
floor of the hall and would have been 
removed when the hall was reconstructed in 
the early 15th century, leaving no traces 
below floor level. However, the position of 
the hearth base, which was set back from 
the line of the arcade, within the north aisle 
and on the central north- south axis of the 
halJ, suggests that there were three bays, 
each c 3.65 m (12 ft) wide. This would 
mean that the hearth was framed by the cen· 
tral bay, and the screens passage passed 
through the eastern bay. Alternatively, there 
may have been four bays, each 2.75 m (9ft) 
wide, as proposed for the rebuilt Phase 4 
hall (see below). This scheme would allow 
the screens passage to occupy the fourth bay 
but would have the disadvantage of conceal
ing the hearth behind the column between 
the second and third bays. 

In 13th-century halls open to the roof, 
the usual source of hear remained the tradi· 
tiona! central hearth, set in the main body of 
the hall. The siting of the Acton Court 
hearth in the centre of the north aisle would 

appear to represent an intermediate stage in 
the evolution of the waJJ-fireplace, which 
was common from the early 15th century 
onwards. There was no external chimney 
stack, and smoke from the hearth may have 
escaped through a louvre in the roof above 
the aisle. Alternatively, the hearth could 
have been covered by a hood of plaster or 
wood, projecting from the side waH, as with 
the first-floor fireplace at Bennett's Hall, 
Shrewsbury, dated 1250- 60 (Wood 1965, 
257- 8, 261-3). 

Room C, to the east of the screens pas
sage, was a service room. It was possibly 
subdivided by partitions (though these do 
not survive) to form a buttery and pantry, 
separated by a central through-passage link
ing the hall and the kitchen (Room S). At 
first-floor level, there is likely to have been a 
secondary solar, perhaps connected to a 
gallery above the cross-passage, overlooking 
the hall. The means of access to the upper 
room is unknown, but the footings of the 
south wall of the range were thick enough to 
have incorporated a newel staircase, close to 
the south-east corner of the hall. This could 
have been entered through a doorway lead
ing directly off the cross-passage or, as in 
the mid-14th century Northborough 
Manor, Northamptonshire, through a door 
in the corner of the service room (\Vood 
1965, 137). 

Room 0, to the west of the hall, is more 
difficult to interpret. In 13th-century 
houses, the ground-floor room beyond the 
high end of the hall frequently served as a 
storage cellar. However, it could have been a 
private withdrawing chamber, with a similar 
function to a parlour. Although references 
to secular parlours do not occur before the 
second half of the 14th century (Girouard 
1978, 58- 9), there are two reasons for 
thinking that the room was used for domes
tic occupation, rather than simply for stor
age. First, the substantial stepped footings 
indicate that the stairs to the first-floor 
chamber were located at the north·west cor· 
ncr of the room, on the opposite side from 
the hall. If the room had been a cellar, it is 
more likely that the stairs would have been 
immediately adjacent to the hall, as at Old 
Soar, Plaxtol, Kent, dated c 1290 (\Vood 
1965, 69, fig 26). Secondly, the primary 
chimney stack bonded to the outer footings 
of the west wall suggests that not only the 
upper but also the lower room was heated 
by a wall-fireplace. 

The room above was the solar or great 
chamber, which served as the principal pri-



vate room in the house, for the exclusive use 
of the owner and his family. Like the cham
ber above the service room, its length was 
three and a half times greater than its width. 
It may have been a single undivided room. 
Alternatively it could have been partitioned 
to form a sitting/dining room, heated by the 
wall-fireplace, with a smaller bedchamber to 
the south, in the manner of the service solar 
at Yardley Hastings Manor House, 
Northamptonshire, built in the mid-14th 
century (\Vood 1965, 75, fig 30b). 

The main entrance to the house was at 
the south end of the screens passage, and 
was approached by a wooden bridge across 
the moat, supported by transverse and lon
gitudinal base-plates resting on stone sills. 
The substantial porch (Room E), projecting 
out into the moat and creating the impres
sion of a small gatehouse, was not an origi
nal feature, and may simply have been an 
architectural embellishment, attached to an 
otherwise plain doorway. However, it may 
have had an additional purpose. It possibly 
replaced the northern half of the bridge, 
which appears to have failed despite the 
substitution of the northernmost Umber 
bridge support by two successive stone 
abutments. Since the porch shared the same 
matrix as the rest of the primary building, 
the wooden bridge in its original form may 
have had only a very short life. Insufficient 
evidence survives to establish whether the 
bridge was faxed, like the bridge across the 
outer moat at Yate Court, Gloucestershire, 
described in the mid-16th century (Fox 
1898, 22), or whether it was a counterbal
ancing drawbridge, like the turning bridge 
repaired in the late 13th century at Prest
bury, Gloucestershire (O'Neil 1956, 21- 2). 
Given that it led directly to the screens pas
sage within the house rather than through a 
gatehouse into a courtyard, and therefore 
must have been crossed on foot rather than 
on horseback, the Acton Court bridge was 
probably faxed. 

Precise parallels for the porch are diffi
cult to find. There is a larger late 13th-cen
tury example at Sheldon Manor, Wiltshire, 
and a similarly sized porch at Clevedon 
Court, Somerset, dated c 1320 (Cooke 
1957, pis 21, 24; Quincy 1977), both of 
which are supported at their corners by 
angle-buttresses. However, neither of these 
was constructed from the bottom of a moat 
like the porch at Acton Court. 

As at Clevedon Court, there was another 
porch at the opposite end of the screens pas
sage. Although they were both additions to 
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the original range, it would appear - judging 
purely from its matrix - that the north porch 
was later (though not necessarily signifi
cantly later) than the south porch. 

The kitchen range (RoomS) 
This was adjacent to and on the cast side of 
the service end of the hall range, but was 
separated from it by a narrow triangular 
court. Unlike the hall range, it was timber
framed, resting partly on narrow stone sills 
and partly on timber sill-beams (though the 
stone sills may have been a secondary inser
tion). In its primary form it was fairly small, 
measuring c 7.5 m by ;.4 m (24 ft 6 in by 
17 ft 9in), and despite the rebuilding of the 
east wall, probably in Period 3.2, it 
remained essentially the same siz-e until 
Period 3.4a. Internally the only excavated 
features were a patch of stone flooring and a 
possible alcove in the south wall, near the 
south-cast corner. This may have been one 
of perhaps several fireplaces or hearths. The 
principal hearth was probably located in the 
centre of the building, an area which 
remains unexcavated. 

In 13th- and 14th-<entury houses the 
kitchen was often detached from the hall, and 
was linked to it by a covered pentice (\Vood 
1965, 247- 50). It was not unusual for the 
kitchen to have been timber-framed even 
when the hall itself was built in stone. At 
Northolt, Middlesex, the detached Period II 
kitchen ( 1300-50) was timber-framed with a 
central hearth. It measured 30 ft (9.10 m) 
square and was linked to the stone hall by a 
pcntice (Hurst 1961, 2 14- 15, 239-4 1). 
At Weoley Castle, Warwickshire 
(Oswald 1962- 3, 109, 112- 23), the 
kitchen, dated c 1200-<>0, was larger, mea
suring 41 ft 3 in by 22ft 6 in ( 12.52 m by 
6.85 m), but it was also made of wood, 
whereas the hall was of stone. A good local 
example of a 13th-century kitchen has been 
excavated at Prestbury Moat, Gloucester
shire (O'Neil 1956, fig 2 and 16-18). It was 
stone-built, measuring 48ft by 29ft (14.6 m 
by 8.84 m) and was constructed some time 
before 1289, when the penticc connecting it 
to the hall was erected. It contained at least 
two hearths, one at either end of the building. 

RoomG 
At ground-floor level this is likely to have 
been used purely for storage. At its west end 
was a sub-cellar, on the east side of which 
was a rectangular stone base which probably 
supported a central pier. The building was 
extended eastwards in Period 3.2 but the 
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rcmodeUing of the interior in the 16th cen
tury de-stroyed any other details of irs origi
nal form. 

The room above the storage cellar was 
probably a chapel. There are three reasons 
for this interpretation. First, the building 
was situated very close to the corner of the 
solar. Secondly, its walls had the same 
matrix as the hall block, and it was 
respected by the curtain wall and the moat, 
implying that they were all constructed at 
the same time. Finally, it was considered to 
be of sufficient importance to be incorpo
rated in the Tudor mansion, despite its 
inconvenient localion in the angle between 
the new north and west ranges. 

The only other possibility is that it was a 
residual detached first-floor chamber block 
(Blair 1993). This explanation is, however, 
very unlikely. Its foundations clearly cut 
through Period 2 walls, and although they 
shared the same general alignment, lhis may 
have been because they were both influ
enced by the alignment of the pre-existing 
terrace, to the north-west of the house. h 
may also be more than a coincidence that its 
alignment was almost west- east. An addi
tional argument against this interpretation 
of the building's function is that separate 
fi.rsr-floor chambers tended to become 
redundant in the 13th century when inte· 
grated hall and upper chamber blocks, such 
as Rooms A and D, were constructed. 

There is no specific mention of a chapel 
at Acton Court, although there is a reference 
in the 1340s to a chaplain formerly 
employed by Sir john de Acton (Chapter 2). 
However, many manorial chapels are docu
mented elsewhere in southern Gloucester
shire. For example, the owner of Wanswell 
Court applied for permission to erect a 
chapel in his house in 1256 (Burton 1977), 
and in 1275 Sybil Cotele obtained a licence 
for an oratory at her house at Frampton Cot
terell (Reg Giffard, 84, fol 63). At Yare 
Court a chapel stood on the east side of the 
base court (Fox 1898, 22), and there may 
also have been a chapel associated with the 
manor house of Acton Tiger, as indicated by 
the 16th-century field name Chappelheys. A 
few still survive, such as the 15th-century 
chapel at Lower Court Farm, Long Ashton, 
Somerset (Leech and Pearson 1986, 14-15). 

While some 13th-century chapels were at 
ground level, as at Penhallam, Cornwall 
(Beresford 1974, 114), many were at first
floor level with a storage room beneath. One 
documented example was at Frcemantle, 
Hampshire, where in 1251 Henry Ill 

ordered that a chapel should be built 
beyond the Queen's chamber, with a wine 
cellar beneath (Colvin 1963, 940-1). 
Chapels were frequently attached directly to 
the solar/great chamber, as at J\<ianorbier 
Castle, Pembrokeshire, dated c 1260, and 
Charney Basset Manor House, Oxfordshire, 
dated c 1280 (Wood 1965, 230-1). At the 
excavated Bishop's Palace at Prcstbury, 
Gloucestershire, the 13th-century chapel, 
which had to be rebuilt in 1341 because it 
was ruinous, was parallel to the solar and 
shared a common wall (O'Neil 1956, 21- 2 
and fig 2). 

The chapel at Acton Court was physi
cally separate from the hall range, but the 
gap between them was so narrow that it 
could easily have been bridged by a passage
way leading from the top of the stairs at the 
corner of the great chamber. There would 
presumably have been an outside staircase, 
providing an ahernative means of access for 
the household, and protecting the privacy of 
the owner and his family. This may have 
been located on the north side of the build
ing, opposite the family entrance, above 
what became Room Ll in Period 3.5. 

No other primary structures are known. 
However, there was almost certainly a 
fourth range in the north-east part of the 
moated enclosure. Most of this area, 
beneath the standing building, remains 
unexcavated, but it was probably occupied 
by another service range to the north of the 
kitchen, possibly containing a brewhouse or 
further storage rooms. There may also have 
been a rear exit on the north side of the 
house, providing access to the farm complex 
(probably located to the north-east) by 
means of a second bridge across the moat. 

The curtain wall 
This appears to have formed an uninter
rupted circuit around the inner edge of the 
moat from the south-west corner of the hall 
range to the south-east corner of the 
kitchen. Its footings were located along the 
south-west side of lhe moaced enclosure, at 
the north-east corner (beneath the north 
end of the Tudor east range), and along the 
east side. There may also have been a fur
ther length of walling on the south edge of 
the moat between the kitchen and the hall 
range. Very few parallels for manorial enclo
sure walls of this date are known locally, 
though at Yate Court in the mid-16th cen
tury, the base court, which contained vari
ous service buildings as well as the chapel, 
was 'walled with Rough stone and embatled 



with walkes on the wall' (Fox 1898, 22). 
This wall, like the gatchouse which formed 
the main entrance, was probably buih 
shortly after a licence to crenellate was 
obtained in 1299. Another example, still 
surviving, is the wall alongside the linear 
moat at Olveston Court, Gloucesrershire, 
but it is probably ISth-eentury in date. 

Period 3.3 (late 13th to mid-14th 
century) 

Tire south range (Fig 3.17) 
Most of this part of the house remained 
unchanged, although the south wall of 
Room D was rebuilt and a pair of garde
robes (Rooms PI and P2) was added to the 
south-west corner of the range, necessitating 
the removal of a short length of the cunain 
wall. Room P I would have served the first
floor grea< chamber, and Room P2 the 
ground-floor room, which clearly had a 
domestic function by Period 3.3 at the lat
est. At first-floor level, the new layout was 
very similar to that of the solars at Manor
bier Castle, Pembrokeshire (c 1260), and 
Old Soar, Plax10l, Kent (c 1290) (\Vood 
1965, 69 and fig 26), which had passage
ways leading off each of the outer angles to 
the chapel and to the garderobe. In both 
these examples, the gardcrobc was contem
porary with che room it served, whereas at 
Acton Court the garderobes were a later 
improvement, as at the royal hunting lodge 
at Clips tone, Nottinghamshirc in 125 I. 
Here, Henry III ordered that 'the wall at the 
foot of the king's bed in the king's chamber' 
should be broken through in order to con
struct a privy chamber (Wood 1965, 379). 

Rooms H-I 
The principal alterations were in the north· 
west part of the moatcd enclosure, where 
the curtain wall was demolished and robbed 
out in order to accommodate a new range 
on the north side of the chapel. At ground
floor level this consisted of two rooms (J and 
K). Room J had a wooden floor, with a 
stone-capped drain beneath it, but nothing 
is known about the interior of Room K; nor 
is it clear whether either of them contained a 
fireplace. There may have been one in 
Room K, judging by the external projection 
at its north-c.ast corner, which was large 
enough to support both a chimney stack and 
a clasping buttress. However, the narrow 
projection further west was probably just the 
foundation of a buttress supporting the 
north wall of the range at its mid-point. 
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On the west side of Room J was a sub
stantial double-arched garderobe (Room 
H), forming a single unit extending across 
the full width of the range. A similar garde
robc, early 13th-century in date, was 
attached to the north end of the wardrobe 
at Penhallam i\1.anor House, Cornwall 
(Beresford 1974, 106 and fig 27), and is 
thought to have been accessible only at first
floor level. This may also have been the case 
at Acton Court, though it is more likely that 
the garderobe was divided by a partition at 
ground-floor level and served both Room J 
and the chamber above it. The purpose of 
the new range is uncertain, but it was almost 
ccrrainly a two-storey building, and possibly 
contained two suites of lodgings, each con
sisting of a heated parlour, an unheated bed
chamber and a garderobe. 

The full extent of the other modifications 
to the house at this time is difficull to esti
mate. The south and west walls of Room G, 
containing the chapel, were certainly thick
ened at footing level, but it was impossible 
to establish whether they were completely 
refaced or whether only the lower parts of 
the walls were strengthened. 

The P eriod 3.1-3.3 house: summary 

Although there are no detailed surveys of 
the house in the medieval period and no 
surviving building accounts before the mid-
15th century, Period 3.1- 3 can be safely 
attributed to the Acton family, who held the 
manor in the late 12th century and retained 
it until the termination of the male line in 
1362. The identity of the individual(s) 
responsible for the construction of the 
moated manor house and the subsequent 
additions and aherations must, however, 
remain speculative. Little is known about 
the Actons in the first half of the 13th cen
tury, apart from their knightly status, and it 
is just conceivable that the builder of the 
new house was either the John de Acton 
who had a gallows in Iron Acton in the reign 
of King John, or else his son. 

However, the prime candidate is the Sir 
John de Acton who held the manor by 1273 
and died in 1312. He certainly had the 
economic means, having considerably 
enhanced his family's fortunes through two 
successive marriages to heiresses. The first 
of these must have taken place by 1265 (his 
son was of full age by 1285). If the house 
was built by him, it was probably during the 
period cl265-cl290. How much time 
elapsed before the Period 3.2 additions were 
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made is unknown, but again it can be tenta
tively suggested that they were carried out 
before 1312. 

If the proposed chronology is correct, it 
places Acton Court in the company of other 
fortified manor houses, which were newly 
built or significantly altered in the second 
half of the 13th century. This development 
can be seen especially well at Acton Burnell 
Castle and Stokesay Castle (both in Shrop
shire), where licences co crenellate were 
obtained in 1284 and 1291 respectively 
(Pevsner 1958a, 47-9, 294-6). The best 
local parallel, as mentioned above, is the 
neighbouring Yate Court, with a Jiccnce to 
crenellate dated 1299. 

It has been argued that manor houses 
acquired defensive walls and moats between 
the late 13th and mid-14th centuries 
because of the breakdown of law and order 
(Platt 1978, 108- 15). But many supposedly 
defensive houses were in reality indefensible 
against serious attack, and contained archi
tectural features that were not remotely 
defensive in character. At Stokesay Castle, 
Pevsner observed that in the hall of 
c 1270- 80 the size of the windows facing 
onto the moat indicated a sense of security 
matched by no other country at this time. 
Similarly, at Acton Court, the hall fronted 
directly onto the moat. There was no gate· 
house as such at the entrance to the moated 
house complex (in contrast to Yate Court), 
though there may have been one, yet to be 
located, protecting the approach across the 
outer moat (see below) . 

In his study of Cambridgeshire moated 
sites, Taylor proposed that the principal 
motive for their construction was not the 
need for defence or even drainage, but 
rather the emulation of the genuinely defen
sive castles of the aristocracy by members of 
the gentry class and freemen (Taylor 1972, 
246-7). This surely provides the best expla
nation for the apparent paradox at Acton 
Court between, on the one hand, the pro
tective curtain wall and moat, and on the 
other hand, the unprotected hall range. The 
curtain wall was an architectural feature 
which was no more defensive than the 
crenellated walls enclosing the 16th-century 
south court. The moated house probably 
represents John de Acton's determination to 
provide himself with a new capital messuage 
befitting his improving social status. It was 
almost certainly not designed for the pur
pose of physical protection. 

The superficial nature of the defences 
becomes obvious in the light of the Period 3.3 

additions ro the house. As wilh the earlier 
phases, their dating is imprecise. But it 
seems a reasonable assumption that who· 
ever was responsible for removing much of 
the curtain wall, it was not the person who 
erected it in the first place. The ceramic evi· 
dence points to a late 13th- to mid-14th
century date (Chapter 9). The alterations 
may have been made by the last Sir John de 
Acton, grandson of the suggested builder of 
the original house, during his period of 
ownership between 1312 and his death in 
1362. Like his grandfather, he also made a 
good marriage whicb brought in further 
properties, and in addition he appears to 
have acquired most of Acton llger manor. 
By 1322, when the Acton properties were 
confiscated by Edward 11, the family had 
reached the peak of its prosperity. 

By this stage there was clearly a desire to 
increase the available accommodation and 
to improve the domestic facilities of the 
house. The site was so restricted that this 
could be done only by removing much of 
me curtain wall and, in the process, destroy
ing even the pretence that the house was for· 
tified, despite the survival of the moat. The 
provision of lodgings and garderobes (inno
vations which were absent from the original 
house) evidently took precedence, and the 
wall survived only as a link between the vari
ous ranges. At Yare Court, in contrast, the 
embattled walls were retained, but since 
they enclosed an area three times larger than 
that at Acton Court, there may not have 
been the same pressure to utilise the space 
available. 

The 15th-century house (Fig 
3.21) 
During Period 3.4 the principal range of the 
house was almost completely rebuilt, only 
the cross-walls at either end of the hall being 
retained from the earlier phases. The work 
was carried out in two stages: first the hall 
(A) and rooms to the east and south (C, E, 
F and S); then rooms to the west (Q, R), 
with further additions to the range centred 
on Room G (M, N). 

Apart from the walls in the moat, work of 
this period does not survive above founda
tion level, but the comparisons to be made 
are almost exclusively with standing build
ings. There is evidence throughout the 
region for a general rebuilding in stone at 
manorial level during the 15th century (and 
sometimes before, for example Clevedon 
Court), and the historic counties of 
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Gloucestershire, Somerset, Wiltshire and 
Dorset each contain a number of houses 
which are substantially of this period. How
ever, this is usually the earliest work to sur
vive in a complex building sequence, and 
these houses would benefit from further 
research into their structural history. 

In addition to the information provided 
by the plan, architectural fragments recov
ered from the moat and elsewhere allow 
comment on the form of windows and other 
clements of internal decoration. 

Period 3.4a 

The length of the hall was unaltered from 
previous phases, at 11.6 m (38 ft) including 
the screens passage, but the width was 
reduced to 7.85 m (25 ft 9 ins), which 
would have enabled the range to be covered 
by a single-span roof. Surviving examples in 
the region arc commonly of arch-braced col
lar-truss type, with straight principal rafters 
(Hall 1983, 34), such as Lytes Cary. Somer
set (Dunning 1991, 87), Hazel bury Manor, 
Box, Wiltshire (Hussey 1926, 307) and 
Little Sodbury, Gloucestershire (Hussey 
1922, 441 ). The structural reason for this 
alteration is borne out by a comparison of 

Table 3 

hall dimensions (Table 3), which shows that 
Acton Court and Little Sodbury arc almost 
identical in size. However, it also places the 
house at the upper end of the range for 
county gentry or wealthy merchants. It is 
very much smaller than a hall of the greater 
aristocracy, such as Berkeley Castle (for 
other examples see Emery 1985, 290), and 
is also exceeded in size by one of the Bishop 
of Winchester's · lesser properties, East 
Meon, Hampshire, rebuilt in 1395- 6 . 

Comparison with halls of similar length, 
such as Athelhampton, Little Sodbury and 
Great Chatfield suggests that Acton Court 
had four bays; the slightly longer hall at 
!comb Place has five. The balance of proba
bility is in favour of the roof resembling Little 
Sodbury, or WansweH Court, with tiers of 
purlins linked by curved windbraces, 
although ceilings are not unknown in the 
region, for example Great Chalfie ld 
(National Trust 1986a, 7). 

Footings for the screen survive, indicat
ina_ one of the door posirions. There are t\vo 
possible treatments of the superstructure; a 
gallery, such as survives at Cothay Manor, 
Somerset (Uoyd 1931, 363, fig 602) or a 
timber-framed partition, forming an inter
nal jetty to a large frrst-floor room, as at Little 

Arranged in descending order or area. Oimension-5 art given in feet and include the 
width of the screens pass.age 

Siu Sqft Rf/M:JIU 

Berkeley Castle Glos 62' X 32' 1984 Sackville West 1989) 14 

East Meon H::.nts 48' X 26' 1248 Robc:ns 1993, 46-6 

Clevedon Court Som C40' X 26' 1040 \'C'ood 1965, 63.17 

Aeton Court Glos 38' X 25'9" 978.5 

Unle Sodbury Glos C42' X 23' 966 Wood 1965,65.64 

Ya1c Coun Glos 40' X 24' 960 Fox 1898, 22 

(comb Place Olos C45' X 21' 945 Royce 1882-3, ISO 

Athelhampton Oor 38'3" X 2 1'3" 8 13 RCHM 1970, II 

Great Chalfteld Wilts 40'2" X 20'2" 8 10 Wood 1965,65.62 

Ashle\.\i'Orth Glos C37' X l9' 703 Wood 1965, 64.53 

Lrtes C~rey Som c33'x2 1' 693 Wood 1965,66.81 

Woodlands Wilts 31'x21' 651 Wood 1965, 64.42 

South Wraxall WiltS 31'8" X 19'9" 625 Wood 1965, 64.45 

\Vansw<:ll Court Glos 26' X 23' 598 Oswald 1954,897 

Hazelbury Wilts C33' X 18' 594 Hussey 1926,280 
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Sodbury, and also in less pronounced form 
at Bewley Court, Wiltshire (Slocombe 
1992, 73). The fact that the north-west cor
ncr of the cross-wing to the east is aligned 
on the end of the screen supports the latter 
pos.sibility. 

Halls in great houses retained a central 
hearth into the 15th century and beyond 
(Wood 1965, 58), but in lesser houses of 
manorial status wall-fireplaces became uni· 
versa! at this period. They can be placed on 
the principal elevation, for example South 
Wraxall (ibid, pi Xa) or Wanswell Court 
(Oswald 1954, 895), on the opposite wall, 
for example Hazelbury (Hussey 1926, 308) 
or !comb Place (Royce 1882-3, 183), or at 
the dais end, for example Woodlands Manor 
(Tipping 1937, 23, pi 29) or Athelhampton 
(RCHM 1970, pi 95). At Acton Court the 
fireplace appears to have been at the dais 
end, where one of the surviving earlier walls 
was thickened to accommodate the hearth. 
The foundation that survives dates to Period 
3.5, but this is probably a testimony to fre
quent use. lt is not known what form the 
surround took; with the exception of 
Wanswell Court, the examples cited above 
all have simple mouldings, but fragments of 
two late 15th .. century fireplaces were recov
ered from the moat and are discussed below. 

The principal entrance to the ha11 was 
through the porch on the south front (Fig 
3.41), an earlier feature rebuilt at this period 
with thin diagonal buttresses. It survives to a 
height of 1.80 m from the bottom of the 
moat. The projection in the angle between 

the porch and the hall probably housed a 
newel stair, giving access to a porch cham
ber with its own garderobc, and chambers at 
the east end of the hall; this would be facili
tated if chey were jettied over the screens 
passage. The superstructure probably 
resembled the porch at Little Sodbury 
(Kingsley 1989, pi II), which has diagonal 
buttresses, a four-centred outer arch, a two
light chamber window and a gabled roof. It 
was origina11y freestanding, unlike the oth
erwise very similar porch at Great Chalfield, 
which is flush with the cross-wing (Sykes 
1988, 60). The porch at South Wraxall is 
also similar, but has a flat roof behind a 
plain parapet (Tipping 1937, pi ii). The 
Period 3.2 porch at the north end of the 
screens passage was demolished and not 
replaced. 

The small room projecting from the 
south-west corner of the hall can be inter
preted as an oriel. Similar rooms survive at 
South Wraxall, Great Chalfield, Ashleworth 
and East Coker (W'ood 1965, I 04; Dunning 
1991, 30), and formerly existed on both 
sides of the hall at Little Sodbury. These 
projecting rooms have an upper storey and 
when well preserved, as at Great Chalfield 
and South Wraxall, create a balanced eleva
tion in conjunction with the porch. CJevc
don Court, built in the first half of the 14th 
century, formerly had a paired porch and 
oriel on both hall elevations (National Trust 
1972, 4). At Acton Court the oriel does not 
match the depth of the porch, probably 
because of the constraints of the moat; 
South Wraxall is also fairly shallow. This 
room was enlarged in Period 3. 5. 

To the east of the hall lay the service 
rooms, which were also rebuilt at this 
period. The ground floor of the cross-wing 
would be the usual position for the buuery 
and pantry, and the footings for a partition 
survi\re, apparently dividing the space into 
two rooms of unequal size. However, it is 
more likely that this is one side of a kitchen 
passage, which if reconstructed, would be 
aligned on the centre of the hall. The 
kitchen was only partially excavated but 
seems to have remained detached across a 
small court in the south-east corner of the 
moaced area. It was built in stone, on a 
larger scale than its timber-framed predeces
sor and measuring at least 10.35 m by 8 m 
(34ft by c 26 ft 6 in). Its west wall contained 
one large fireplace, and possibly a second, 
and a circular oven base was built against 
the inner face of its cast wall. The location 
of the kitchen in relation to the hall would 



imply a triple arrangement of service doors 
in the screens passage (\Vood 1965, 128), 
such as survives at Clevedon Court and 
Haddon Hall (National Trust 1972, 4; 
Girouard 1978, 38). Both these houses also 
have kitchens separated by a courtyard from 
the buttery and pantry. A similar arrange
ment is implied by the 1583 survey descrip
tion of medieval Thornbury Castle 
(Kingsley 1989, 187), where the kitchens 
but neither the hall nor buttery survive. 

Other service buildings, which have not 
been excavated, must lie beneath the Period 
4 east range. These rooms are particularly 
prone to demolition and alteration and are 
seldom as well preserved as standing build
ings at manorial level. However, the detailed 
inventory of Bewley Court, \XIiltshire, dared 
1418, lists a brewhouse and larder in addi
tion to the kitchen and pantry, as well as 
more purely agricultural buildings, such as a 
stable, granary and goathouse (Harvey et a/ 
1987, 66). At Acton Court considerations of 
space would place these, with barns, dairies, 
and other animal accommodation, outside 
the moat. Within the moat there must have 
been cellars for beer, wine and general 
storage. The undercroft to the chapel, 
unchanged from Period 3.3, probably 
serve(! one of these 1\lnc;rions. 

Over the buttery and pantry there was 
normally at least one good quality chamber. 
An inquisition post mortem dated 1397 on 
the Earl of Arundel's manor at Keevil, Wilt
shire, mentions a great chamber (separate 
from the 'chief chamber' at the other end of 
the hall) 'with a latrine, and below that 
chamber is a pantry and buttery' (Siocombe 
1992, 21). At Thornbury Castle a set of 
chambers known as 'the Earl of Stafford's 
lodging' was situated over the bunery and 
pantry in a part of the medieval house 
retained in the 16th-century rebuilding 
(Hawkyard 1977, 52). Great Chalficld pro
vides a good surviving example; the room 
has an oriel window echoing the great 
chamber at the other end of the hall 
(National Trust 1986a, II) . At Acton Court 
this room was potentially 13.2 m (43 ft) 
long by up to 7 m (23 ft) wide if jettied over 
the screens passage, which suggests subdivi
sion into two chambers. This was the case at 
Athelhampton, where the State bedroom, 
which is approached by a separate stair tur
ret and has a fine original fireplace, was 
divided from a second chamber by a 
wooden partition (RCHM 1970, 13; Rod
well personal observation 1992). The inter
nal length of the range is 15.3 m (50 ft) and 
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the rooms 7 m and 8 m (23 ft and 26 ft) . At 
Acton Court a slight thickening of the cast 
wall suggests that the somhern room was 
heated, and there would also be scope for a 
garderobe in the south-east corner, empty
ing into the moat. 

Period 3.4b 

West of the hall the old and rather narrow 
Period 3.1 solar block was replaced by a new 
range, comprising a suite of rooms of 
decreasing size; the larger measuring 9.9 m 
by 5.4 m (32 ft 6 in by 17 ft 9 in) , the 
smaller 4.5 m by 3.6 m (14ft 9 in by II ft 9 in), 
and opening off it, a closet with a garderobe. 
This location at the high end of the hall 
would suggest that the principal room on 
the ground floor was the parlour (for a dis
cussion of the earlier house see above), a 
room which appears in contemporary litera
ture from the second half of the 14th cen
tury, and is mentioned in inventories from 
the 15th century (Girouard 1978, 58). An 
early local example is the Bewley Court 
inventory of 1418 (Harvey eta/ 1987, 66), 
where the contents make it clear that it was 
used as a living room; on the floor above was 
a bedroom with an adjoining latrine. The 
great <:hamber at t.llis hovse was over the 
buttery. The Kccvil Manor inventory of 
1397 (Slocombe 1992, 21) makes no spe
cific mention of a parlour but does describe 
'a chamber below the said great chamber 
and another chamber and latrine next there
unto', which appears similar to the room 
arrangement at Acton Court. 

Access to this room may have been 
through the oriel, but was more probably 
from the north-west corner of the hall, 
where thickened foundations suggest the 
position of a stair to the upper floor. These 
are not preserved well enough to indicate its 
exact form, but suggest a winding stair in an 
external projection. At Woodlands Manor 
there is a stair to the missing great chamber 
in this position, opening off a lobby to the 
chapel undercroft (Tipping 1937, 18). A 
similar arrangement seems to occur at 
Acton Court, where this corner of the hall is 
linked to Building G by a new wall, which is 
probably the east side of a pentice; it termi
nates in the circular foundation for a newel 
stair to an upper level. Staircase projections 
to the hall, of related but not identical form, 
occur at Blackmoor Farm, Somerset 
(Dunning 1991, 64) , and a number of 
south· wesrern priest's houses (Pan tin 1957, 
142). 
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The principal room on the first floor can 
be interpreted as a great chamber, and its 
dimensions are similar to surviving exam
ples at Great Chalfield, Cothay Manor (9.3 m 
by 5.7 m (30ft 6 in by 18ft 10 in); c 10.6 m 
by 4.9 m (c 35ft by 16ft), Wood 1965, 80) 
and Fiddlcford Mill, Dorset (9.5 m by 5 m 
(31 ft by 16ft 10 in), RCHM 1970, 275). 
Bewley Court has a smaller great chamber, 
measuring 6.5 m by 4.3 m (21 ft 3 in by 
14 ft 3 in), which like Great Chalfield was lit 
by an oriel window (Brakspear 1912, 398). 
These rooms all have elaborate open roofs 
of arch-braced type, and were heated by 
wall-fireplaces, although none of the origi
nal surrounds survive. At Acton Court the 
fireplace position is indicated by a thicken
ing of the west wall, which presumably 
served both floors. The smaller unheated 
room was probably a privy chamber, which 
may have served as a bedroom, and opening 
off this was a closet with a garderobe. This 
arrangemem appears to demonstrate the 
development of suites of private rooms that 
took place in the 15th and 16th centuries 
(Girouard 1978, 51-8). 

The range to the north-west was also 
extended by the addition of rooms (M, N) 
west of the chapel. These were provided 
with another large gardcrobc projecting into 
the moat, and were probably stOreyed. They 
can be interpreted as two more pairs of 
lodgings. The increasing provision of lodg· 
ing accommodation throughout the 15th 
century has been studied at great houses 
such as South Wingfield, Derbyshire 
(Emery 1985, 312), but can also be seen 
locally at manorial level. At Court Farm, 
Lower Almondsbury, Gloucestershire, two 
15th-century lodging ranges, including a 
garehouse, arc all that survive of a moatcd 
manorial complex belonging to St Augustine's 
Abbey, Bristol (Rodwell 1991, 188). Lodg
ings over a gatehouse also survive at Olve
ston Court, Gloucestershire, another 
fragmentary manor of some consequence in 
the laler 15th century, when it was owned 
by john Walsh, an associate of Sir Robert 
Poynt2 (Ellis 1983, 185-7; Vcrcy 1976, 
316). There arc also well-appointed lodg
ings in the entrance-front at Icomb Place 
(Royce 1882-3, 182). 

Little architectural detail survives from 
this phase of the house, although there are 
fragments which may be derived from the 
archways to the porch and the oriel, and a 
number of window mouldings (see Chapter 
8, where the problems of attributing stone 
fragments are discussed). A window head 

found in the moat next to the porch (Fig 
8.7.3), one of several of the same type, 
probably indicates the pattern used in the 
hall; similar windows occur in the hall at 
Ashleworth of c 1460 (Kingsley 1989, 7). 
Such a window would fit the restricted 
space on the south elevation between the 
porch and the oriel, with cwo further win· 
dows in the north wall, corresponding to the 
two central roof bays. 

The three-light window reset during 
Period 4.3 in the east range (Fig 8.7.1) also 
belongs to this phase of the house. It is 
almost identical to the window of c 1435 in 
the hall oriel at South Wraxall (Wood 1965, 
pi LV, H), and could have originated in the 
same position. However, the Acton Court 
oriel was rebuilt in Period 3.5, which sug
gests either that the window was reset more 
than once, or that it occupied a different 
position. This does not preclude the likeli
hood that there \vas more than one window 
of related cype, as at both Great Chatfield 
and South Wraxall. Other possible locations 
are the great chamber, although this may 
have had an oriel, the parlour, or most prob· 
ably, the chamber over the buttery, which 
was not rebuilt until Period 4.3. It is also 
possible that it was the east window of the 
chapel; there is a similar, slightly larger 
example in the chapel at Woodlands Manor 
(Tipping 1937, 20). 

Date 

There is very little archaeological dating 
material assoc-iated with the Period 3.4 
house, and the only documentary reference 
is the term;,ms ame quem provided by repairs 
to the porch of 1465- 6 (Chapter 2, Appen
dix C). However, the foregoing discussion of 
the elements of the house plan makes it 
clear that the parallels are with features 
developing from the mid-14th century and 
becoming widespread in the first half of the 
15th century at manorial level. This is sup
ported by the date of architectural elements 
such as the windows, which can probably be 
associated with this phase of the building. 

This rebuilding of an essentially 13th
century house was probably commissioned 
by Robert Poyntt, who acceded to the estate 
in 1376, when stiU a minor, and died in 
1439. In the years before 1400 he appears to 
have been relatively impoverished, but he 
held numerous public offices and made two 
advantageous marriages. He is also known 
to have undertaken other building work; 
there is a cross, bearing the arms of his sec
ond wife, in Iron Acton churchyard, and he 



probably also built the church tower (Verey 
1976, 276). A date for the rebuilding of the 
house in the first three decades of the 15th 
century therefore seems reasonable. His son 
Nicholas (d 1460) is a less likely candidate, 
for his adminisrrative duties as receiver of 
the Stafford estates meant that he was fre
quently travelling, and Iron Acton may not 
have been his principal residence. His son 
John held the manor for only seven years, 
during which time the repairs mentioned 
above were carr-ied out, and it passed after 
John's death to his eldest son, Robert. 

Period 3.5 

Robert Poyntz held the manor for over fifty 
years (1467- 1520), but made no major 
changes to the basic size and scope of the 
accommodation it provided. He was, how
ever, responsible for altering its visual 
appe-arance in ways which can be glimpsed 
archaeologically from both structural and 
artefactual evidence, and seem sry1istically 
to have been directly Influenced by his expe
rience of the Court. He was the first of his 
family to move in these circles, serving when 
a young man as king's esquire to Edward IV, 
and holding a variety of offices under Henry 
VII, by whom he was knighted; Henry vis
ited Acton Court in 1486. 

The principal alteration to the hall range 
was the addition of a projecting rectangular 
bay •vindow (F2, Fig 3.21) to the south ele
vation, doubling the size of the Period 3.4 
oriel room. This rose from the bottom of the 
moat and is unique among walls at Acton 
Court in being mortared and constructed of 
thin, squared sandstone blocks which were 
intended to be visible. This appears to have 
been the base for an elaborate oriel with a 
large expanse of glass, of a type which 
became popular in the later 15th century 
(Wood 1965, 108). Manorial examples usu
ally have canted sides, as at Athelhampton 
(RCHM 1970, pi 94), Icomb Place (Royce 
1882- 3, pl XXI) or Hazelbury Manor, Box, 
an archaeological reconstruction by the 
architect Harold Brakspcar (Hussey 1926, 
280). Rectangular oriels became popular in 
great houses from the second decade of the 
16th century (\Vood 1965, 1 08), but it is 
probably no coincidence that they also 
occur on the great hall at Eltham, rebuilt by 
Edward IV c 1479-83 (Thurley 1993, 20) . 

Additions to the north~east corner of the 
chapel block (L) arc probably associated 
with the laying-out of a garden north of the 
moat and arc discussed below. 
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Evidence for the appearance of the inte
rior is provided by the glazed floor tiles 
(Chapter 8), which include a single Spanish 
fragment, the linenfold panelling reused as a 
board in the Period 4 house (Fig 8.28), and 
the collection of architectural fragments 
recovered from the moat and elsewhere 
(Chapter 8). These include two fireplace 
surrounds, a doorcase, a small window, a 
figurative label stop, a crocketed pinnacle, 
and bands of foliate ornament, whose detail
ing is French rnther than English. The fire
places provide a date for the group of c 1500 
(Figs 3.42, 3.43), and stylistic similarities 
suggest that the pieces can be attributed to 
the same mason. The presence of lhc fire
places and smaller fragments in the south 
moat, where they were deposited c 1550, 
suggest that they were derived from rooms 
in the vicinity, probably the great chamber 
and the parlour, although the hall is a possi
bility for the larger of the two fireplaces. The 
smaller fragments, which also include part 
of a royal arms, indicate an elaborate suite 
of decoration, including door or window 
surrounds and, apparently, canopied niches. 
The window and large doorcase fragment 
(Figs 8.7.2, 8.11.31) had a different history; 
the former was reused in the Period 4.3 
house, and the latter was deposited in the 
north field, suggesting that it came from a 
part of the house not demolished until 
c 1700. It is possible that both were used in 
a refurbishment of the entrance porch. 

These fragments give a glimpse of an 
unexpectedly opulent domestic interior, but 
they are not the only work of this type which 
can be associated with Robert J>oyntz. In Iron 
Acton church there is an early 16th-century 
monument to an unknown member of the 
Poyntz family (perhaps the first wife of Sir 
Anthony), which is clearly carved by the same 
mason and is also French in character. 
Viewed from this perspective it is instructive 
to look again at the elaborate chantry chapel 
attached to St 1\liark's Hospital, Bristol, where 
Robert Poyntz and his wife arc buried; the 
chapel was largely complete by the time of his 
death in 1520 (Pevsncr 1958b, 393). This has 
an English-style fan vault set •vith his own and 
the royal arms, but door, window and reredos 
mouldings are French in charncter, and so is 
the delicacy and high relief of the foliage orna
ment on the eight canopied niches. Work of 
the same quality can be seen elsewhere in St 
Mark's, notably in the chancel, restored 
c 1500 by Miles Salley, Bishop of Uandaff, 
which contains his tomb and an elaborate 
reredos (Roper 1913, 10). 
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These monuments in St Mark's chapel 
form part of a group of tombs specific to the 
Bristol area (Gomme era/ 1979, 66), which 
also include Thomas Mede and his wife 
(d 1475) in St Mary Redcliffe, Sir Richard 
Choke (d 1486) at Long Ashton, and Sir 
john Newton with his wife Isobel (d 1499) 
at Yatton, where they built a chantry chapel 
and the elaborate south porch (Pcvsncr 
1958b, 350; cf screen of Chapelle de St 
Esprit, Rue, Somme). However, it has not 
hitherto been suggested that they can be 
attributed to a late 15th- and early 16th
century school of Bristol-based French 
masons. The opportunities for elaborate dis
play within a restricted space offered by this 
type of flamboyant ornament would have 
particular appeal to a wealthy merchant and 
must also have been employed in a domestic 
context. Unfortunately no contemporary 
interiors survive, but drawings provide some 
indication of what used to exist. 'Colston's' 
house (Gomme et a/1979, 73) formerly had 
a projecting polygonal stone fireplace of 
c 1520 in a French sryle unrelated to those 
at Acton Court, but similar to one at 
Verdelles, Sarthe (Babelon 1989, 39). 

The presence of French masons in Eng
land in the early 16th century is attested 
from documentary sources (Colvin 1982, 
23), but has usually been considered in rela
tion to the introduction of Renaissance 

ornament (Morris 1989, 133). The surviv
ing examples of such work arc principally 
monuments, but also include the Loire 
School capitals from Chelsea Old Church, 
dated 1528 (Summerson 1983, 3 1- 2), and 
some of the windows at \'Volfcton House, 
Dorset (M Howard 1987, 178; Sykes 1988, 
171). The influence of French flamboyant 
architecture on masons working in eastern 
England during the first half of the 15th 
century has been discussed by Woodman 
( 1986, 79- 92), who also draws attention to 
the hybrid nature of the Henry VII chapel at 
\Vestminster, which was started in 1503 
(ibid, 145-8; Pevsner and Cherry 1973, 
406), and incorporates many elements 
derived from French sources. Although 
Robert Poyntz as a courtier must have 
known this building, which was completed 
wilhin his lifetime, che masons who con· 
structed his own chapel appear, from the 
other examples, to have been Bristol based. 
The existence of such schools, working 
wholly in the Gothic manner, is almost 
entirely unstudied, but is unsurprising in a 
port like Bristol, which at this period was 
extremely prosperous, and had widespread 
trading contacts, especially with south-west 
France and Spain. Robert Poyntz, in com· 
mon with other gentry in the region, had 
profitable commercial interests there. These 
arc reflected by the usc of Spanish poly-



chrome tiles in the Poymz chapel and at 
Acton Court, and by the presence there of 
Spanish pottery (Chapter 9, 16th- and 17th
century pottery) and a Portuguese coin 
(Chapter 9, Coins, jettons and tokens, Cata
logue no 26), also occurring in some quan
tity in Bristol. 

The limited amount of Structural alter
ation undertaken by Robert Poyntz at Acton 
Court during his long tenure must be an 
indication that lhc basic size and scope of 
the accommodation, built by his great
grandfather half a century earlier, was still 
considered suitable to his station. This con
trasts with the situation half a century later, 
when the ambitions of his grandson 
Nicholas resulted in wholesale rebuilding. 
In this he was unusual: the majority of the 
Gloucestershire gentry re[ained their 
medieval houses until the late 16th century, 
when there was the start of a general 
rebuilding (Kingsley 1989, 4). The extent of 
this can be gauged in the engravings made 
by John Kip as illustrations for Sir Robert 
Atkyns' Auciem a11d Present State of 
Glostershire of 1712 ( many are illus
trated in Kingsley). As a consequence 
many medieval manor houses suffered one 
of two fates: extensive rebuilding, which 
rendered the original plan unrecognisable, 
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or downgrading to a working farm, usually 
coupled with partial demolition. Local 
examples of the former include Badminton, 
Dyrham Park, or Ashton Court (ibid, 53, 
211; Pevsncr 1958, 220); and of the latter, 
Acton Court itself, Yare Court, Olveston 
Court (Vcrcy 1976, 316, 414) and Court 
Farm, Lower Almondsbury (Rodwell 1991, 
188), which was replaced by a new house, 
Knole Park, on a different site (Kingsley 
1989, 117). Apparently 'classic' surviving 
houses such as Grear Chalfield or Little 
Sodbury arc also misleading, in that they are 
products of restoration, often sensitive, but 
placing them in early 20th-century settings_, 
from which ancillary buildings have been 
cleared: Little Sodbury had an entrance 
court with a gatehouse (Tipping 1937, 
106), and Great Chalfield is one range of a 
former courtyard house (National Trust 
1986a, 6). 

This poor survival rate has led to an 
underestimation of the overall size and 
architectural pretensions of 15th-century 
gentry houses in the region (Kingsley 1988, 
45; 1989, 7). However, a composite picture 
emerges from the individual examples cited 
above, of design elements which include the 
use of moats and gatehouses to provide an 
impressive approach; a courtyard or double-
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courtyard plan, and the balancing of archi
tectural features on the principal elevations. 
This increasing concern with external 
appearance can also be seen in timber
framed buildings of the south-east (Smith 
1992, 29). 

Such fashions must have been dissemi
nated by the family associations and rivalries 
of this relatively small social class. For 
example in the parishes adjoining Acton 
Court, Yate was one of the numerous Berke
ley holdings and their principal residence 
from 1491, when the castle was left to the 
Crown; they also held the manors of Stoke 
Gifford and Dodington (Kingsley 1989, 83, 
176). Members of the Poyntz family, includ
ing Sir Robert's son Anthony, lived at the 
manor of Frampton Conerell (Hall 1983, 
36). The neighbouring manor of Olveston 
was held from 1475 by John Walsh, who had 
a similar career to Robert Poyntz: among 
numerous other posts he was receiver-gen
eral of all Berkeley lands in Gloucestershire, 
and comptroller of customs in the port of 
Bristol (Bristol Library Typescript, 5; 
Kingsley 1989, 123). In the 1480s he mar
ried Elizabeth Forster of Little Sodbury 
manor, and in 1496 was arranging marriage 
covenants for their children with Roben 
Poyntz. Linle Sodbury remained in the 
Walsh family until 1608. The manors of Sis
ton and Dyrham were held by the Denys 
family, who held a succession of local and 
court appointments under Henry VII and 
Henry VIII Oohnson 1989, 36; National 
Trust 1983, 43-4). In this social comext the 
house at Acton Court is probably not atypi
cal. However, of these eight adjacent 
manors, only Little Sodbury, with which it 
has many points in common, is well pre
served. Of the remainder Yate is ruinous, 
Frampton Conerell and Olveston have sur
vived in part as farms, and the remainder 
have been completely rebuilt, sometimes on 
a different site. 

The environs of the medieval 
house 
It should be stressed that the research pro
gramme at Acton Court concentrated on 
the house and its owners and occupants. A 
detailed study of the medieval field system 
and changes in agricultural practice, for 
example, would require more extensive doc
umentary research and fieldwork, and 
would need to form part of a more broadly 
based parish survey. With this proviso it is 
nevertheless possible to discuss some of the 

manorial elements in che medieval and 
Tudor landscape (Fig 3.44). 

Agriculture formed the basis of the 
manorial economy, and there were evidently 
several buildings associated with the 
demesne farm. Also related to the house 
were dovecotes, fishponds, a rabbit warren 
and a deer park, all of which, like the farm 
buildings, were mentioned in 14th-<entury 
documents. Other features, added later but 
in existence at the time of Henry Vlll's visit, 
were a walled garden and a second deer 
park. 

The garden can be precisely located, and 
some of the other features can be tentatively 
identified on the ground. Fortunately it is 
possible to place them in their local histori
cal context, because a considerable number 
of similar manorial features elsewhere in 
southern Gloucestershire have been sur
veyed and published. 

The garden 
A garden was mentioned in 1312, 1321-2 
(when the survey referred to a garden with a 
yard covering 3? acres) and 1376. There is 
no documentary evidence at all for a 15th
or 16th-century garden. From the late 17th 
century onwards gardens are mentioned 
again, but only in very generalised terms 
along with outhouses, courtyards and 
orchards, and it is only in the 19th century 
that their actual location is known. In the 
1842 tithe appropriation accompanying the 
1840 map, there were gardens in the north
east quadrant of the south court and on the 
east side of the north field, adjacent to 
Laneridge Road. By 1881, when the 1:2500 
OS map was surveyed, the garden in the 
north field appears to have been converted 
into an orchard, and a kitchen garden had 
been laid out immediately to the north of 
the east range of the house. 

The earthwork and geophysical surveys 
and the exca\rations immediately north-east 
of the house revealed a walled court on the 
far side of the north moat (Fig 3.45), occu
pying an area of c 0.4 ha (c I acre). It 
extended c 80 m (260 ft) beyond the outer 
edge of the moat and had a maximum width 
of 51 m ( 167ft). This almost certainly con
tained a formal garden, which would explain 
the symmetrical layout of rectangular areas 
of rubble around the central north-south 
axis of the court, shown in the geophysical 
survey. Although the picture is confused 
because of the presence of Civil War period 
ditches and possible pillow mounds, most of 
the areas of rubble probably represent the 
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foundations of raised beds. The court was 
aligned on the terrace to the north-west of 
the house, which appears to be artificial and 
is likely to have been created no later than 
Period 2. Its west wall closely followed the 
edge of the terrace and its central axis was at 
right angles to the north side of the late 
medieval house, itself influenced by the 
alignment of the terrace. 

One of the original points of access to the 
court was at its south-east comer, from a part 
of the house which was demolished to accom
modate the new east range. It must therefore 
have been constructed before 1535. A possible 
date is provided by the sundial, designed by 
Nicholas Kratzer in 1520, and clearly intended 
to be a garden feature. The garden could have 
been laid out before then, but it is unlikely to 
have been any later, and can almost cenainly 
be attributed to Sir Robert Poyntz. 

10 Ltttle Perk 0 

In addition to the walled garden itself, 
there were several features that may have 
been associated with it. They included the 
roughly circular pond beyond the north wall 
of the garden, and a stone-lined pond, also 
circular but now infilled, which was located 
on the south-west side of the house. This 
decanted into the open conduit and bank 
running obliquely across the fields to the 
west and north-west of the house. The 
northern pond is still fed by an under
ground c ulvert, c 350 m in length, which 
flows westwards down the slope from a 
reservoir on the north side of Lodge Farm. 

A similar culvert, up to 400 m long, has 
been recorded at Kelston Manor, Avon. It 
supplied water to a founwin and the now
demolished manor house, before passing 
beneath the churchyard in a vaulted tunnel 
and flowing into a flight of three fishponds. 

'"' 

Figrm 3. 44 Historical 
loptJgrQplry of rh~ parish. 
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and the northern pond at Acton Court 
were undated, but the soulh-west pond 
predated the west wall of the mid-16th-cen
tury south court. An early 16th-century 
date, although unproven, would be per
fectly acceptable. 

The relationship between the ponds and 
the garden has yet to be established. How
ever, one possibility is lhat a watercourse, 
either open or covered, was built from the 
northern pond down the centre of the gar
den from north to south, feeding into the 
moat, and flowing out, via lhe soulh-west 
pond, into the embanked conduit. The 
entire water system is of considerable inter
est and de-serves further inve"Srigation to 
confirm its date and to determine how it 
actually functioned. 

The sundial is also of great importance 
(Fig 3.46), because it is a very early example 
of a type of garden feature generally associ
ated with a slightly later period in Henry 
VIII's reign. Kratzer is known to have 
designed two other polyhedral sundials at 
Oxford, both of which may have been made 
in 1523. They were set in the orchard of 
Corpus Christi College and in St Mary's 
churchyard respectively (Chapter 8). But 
the seven dials in the Pri''Y Orchard at 
Hampton Court were not acquired till 
1530, and the sundial in the Great Garden 
at Whitehall, possibly attributable to 
Kratzer, may have been made as late as the 
1540s (Strong 1979, 25 and 38). 

There would be nothing unusual about 
the creation of a new garden at Acton Court 
in the early 16th century. Several other con
temporary gardens are knO\\'n in the region 
to the north and north-east of Bristol. At 
Horton Court, for example, a covered Ital
ian-style loggia, overlooking the garden and 
decorated with roundels containing the 
busts of Roman emperors, was built by 
WiHiam Knight, a civil servant, diplomat, 
and future Bishop of Bath and Wells. For
merly set in the garden wall was the inscrip
tion 'Wilhelmus Prothonotarius Ano 1521 • 
(lies 1984, 45), though its reliability as dat
ing C\ridence is questionable since it may 
have originated in the house and been 
moved to the garden at a later date. 

At Little Sodbury, 2.5 km south of 
Horton Court, the walled enclosure to the 
west of the house (now called the Bowling 
Green) is another possible example of a gar
den. It was probably constructed by Sir 
Robert Poymz's son-in-law, John Walsh, 
who was also responsible for creating a park 
therein 1511 (L~yandlles 1979, ll - 12). lt 
was built out over a steep slope in front of 
the house and was supported by a massive 
buttressed retaining wall on the downhill 
side. It measures 145ft by 135ft (c 44 m by 
4 1 m), with raised banks 1.5 m high and 
2 m wide round all four sides. 

Of particular significance, however, were 
the third Duke of Buckingham's gardens at 
Thornbury Castle (8 km north-west of 
Acton Court) , created as part of his major 
rebuilding programme, which was carried 
out from 1508 onwards. There were two 
gardens, situated on the south and south
east side of the newly constructed south 
range. They measured c 150 ft by I 00 ft 
(45.5 m by 305m) and c 200ft by 105ft 
(c 60.6 m by 31 .85 m) respectively, and cov
ered an area of three-quarters of an acre 



(0.3 ha). A garden wall was built in 1515, 
and in 1520 John Wyndc, the Duke's gar
dener, was laying out 'knotts' (Harvey 1981, 
136; Hawkyard 1977,53 and 57). 

In 1521, after the impeachment and exe
cution of Buckingham, Thornbury Castle was 
forfeited to the Crown and in the same year a 
detailed survey of the property was made, 
which included a description of the gardens 
(LP H8, m, no 1286). The Privy Garden, 
overlooked by the Duke's apartments in the 
south range, was surrounded on the other 
three sides by wooden galleries, serving as 
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covered walks at first-floor level and offering a 
semi-aerial view of the garden. On the west 
and south sides they were attached to embat
tled stone walls, with windows through which 
the outer court and the adjacent churchyard 
could be seen. The doors which provided 
access from the house to the galleries at first
floor level still exist, though the galleries 
themselves have long since been dismantled. 
A later survey of Thornbury Castle, made in 
1583, smted that the galleries were built above 
cloistered walks 'paved with Brick Paving' 
(Leland, Coli, ll, 658). 

Figtm 3. 46 Tlu sundi'al 
(ph<><cgroPI" E•>g/oh 
Htritagt A87016J). 
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Another two-storey timber-framed 
gallery was built by Wolsey at The More, 
Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire, after the 
acquisition of the house by St Alban's 
Abbey, of which he was titular abbot. This 
was 253 ft (77 . I m) in length and extended 
across the north moat om into che garden 
(Colvin 1982, 164-7, fig 16). The inspira
tion for the galleries at both Thornbury 
Castle and The More appears to have been 
Henry VII's palace at Richmond (Coope 
I 986, 45-6), where wooden galleries, built 
on stone walls and supported by wooden 
posts, ran round two sides of the garden. 
They were built between I 503 and I 505 
(Colvin I 982, 224, 228, fig 22). 

At Acton Court a first-floor gallery ran 
along the north side of the house at right 
angles to the central axis of the garden, pro
viding a view of it with the north arm of lhe 
moat in the foreground. This gallery linked 
the north-east corner of the chapel and an 
as yet undiscovered building occupying the 
site of the north end of the I 535 east range. 
The gallery was retained when the new 
range \YaS constructed and a doonvay pro
vided access to it from Room 6. Its full 
height is known because of the fortuitous 
survival of the scar of its roof pitch on the 
once ex <ern a I west wall of Room 6 (Chapter 
4, Fig 4.4). It would probably have looked 
similar to the galleries at Richmond Palace, 
with a stone wall carrying a timber-framed 
superstructure (Thurley 1993, fig 41 ). The 
gallery may have been influenced by the 
near-contemporary example of Thornbury 
Castle, but there is no reason why Sir 
Robert Poyntz, himself a courtier, should 
not have been directly inspired by the royal 
works at Richmond. 

In Period 3.5, there must have been two 
bridges across the moat, linking the house 
with the garden. On the west side, access to 
the bridge across the north arm of the moat 
would have been through a ground-floor 
passage (Room LJ) . On the east side, the 
bridge would have crossed over the cast arm 
of the moat to the south-east corner of the 
garden (Figs 3.4 1, 3 .45). It is highly 
unlikely that first-storey galleries continued 
round the edges of the walled court. How
ever, it is quite possible that the walks were 
protected by covered pentices, as in the gar
den of the Castle of Alen~on, painted in 
1526 (Harvey 198 I, pi 83). The walks may 
also have been 'paved with Brick Paving' (ie 
tiles), as at Thornbury Castle. It is conceiv
able that the late 15th- early 16th-century 
tiles, which formed the path found to the 

south of the house in 1974, derived from the 
garden walks rather than the actual house. 
The garderobe, located on the outer edge of 
the cast arm of the moat, may have been 
related to the walk. The garden walls were 
probably crenellated, like the walls of the 
later south court or the embattled walls at 
Thornbury. The actual garden layout may 
have borne a resemblance to the Great Gar
den at Whitehall, shown in the background 
of a painting dated c I 545 (Timrley I 993, 
fig 282; Strong 1979, pi 13), where raised 
beds were surrounded by painted wooden 
rails and heraldic beasts surmounting mar
bled wooden columns. 

It is not known what alteradons were 
subsequently made to the garden but the 
means of access to it from the house cer
tainly changed between 1535 and c 1555. 
The only dirt~ct access from the new cast 
range was from the north-west corner of 
Room 6, at first-floor level, via a newel stair
way which led down to ground level, from 
where there must have been a new bridge 
across the moat. The early 16th-century 
gallery and bridge across to the west side of 
the garden were retained until the new north 
range was erected in c 1550. This replaced 
the earlier gallery, providing a view, albeit 
oblique, over the garden. It also removed 
the Period 4. 1 stair tower. For a short period 
the only access to the garden was through 
the cross-passage in the centre of the range 
and across the bridge, the base plate of 
which was found in the excavations. "Ibis 
was evidently considered to be inadequate 
and a second stair tower (Room 33) was 
added to the north-east corner of the cast 
range, with access from a doorway cut in the 
side of the great window (Chapter 4). The 
effect on the garden of the Period 4.2 
widening of the north arm of the moat must 
have been very short-lived. After only about 
five years, most of the moat was filled in, 
and the bridges became redundant. The 
garden survived until the second quaner of 
the 17th century. The stair tower was then 
demolished and its foundations were sealed, 
dated by a group of clay tobacco pipes to the 
period I 62Q-50. The north and east walls 
had evidently been pulled down by the early 
I 640s since they were cut by C ivil War 
ditches, which would not have been 
required as defences if the walls had still 
been standing. 

The agricultu•·a/ buildings 
No medieval or Tudor agricultural buildings 
remain standing, nor were any found in the 



areas which were excavated. But the docu
mentary evidence indicates that two dove
cotes existed in 1312, and in the 1321- 2 
survey a barn, cowshed and sheepfold are 
also mentioned. By then there was only one 
dovecote, referred to again in 1376 (Chap
ter 2, Appendix A). Since the moated manor 
house was constructed in the mid-13th cen
tury, it is reasonable to assume that some of 
the associated farm buildings were contem
porary with it. 

The farm buildings were clearly not 
within the moatcd enclosure, which was too 
small to accommodate them, but they were 
probably sited not far beyond. The most 
likely location was to the north-east of the 
house, where traces of walls, showing as 
parchmarks and earthworks, were visible 
during the dry summer of 1989. These may 
well be medieval and Tudor in date. It is 
possible that, just as the moated house 
appears to have been built on the site of 
12th-century outbuildings, so the medieval 
farm buildings may have been erected on 
the site of the earlier manor house. Pans of 
the earlier house could even have been con
vened to agricultural use in the mid-13th 
century. 

Support for this theory comes from the 
two massive earthfast wooden posts, form
ing a gateway c 3 m wide, which were found 
close to the north-east corner of the cast 
court. Unfortunately attempts to obtain a 
date for the surviving post from a den
drochronological sample were unsuccessful, 
but it is unlikely that the gateway was built 
later than the 13th century, and it could be 
earlier. Earthfast posts were still regularly 
employed in major structures until the early 
13th century, after which they tended to be 
replaced by sill-beams or plinths, although 
the tradition persisted into the 14th century 
(Beresford 1987, 125-Q). At Acton Court, 
however, any gateway constructed after the 
13th century would almost certainly have 
been either timber-framed or else built 
entire]y in stone. The gateposts are most 
unlikely to have been related to the moated 
house, the main entrance to which was on 
the south side; however, they could easily 
have provided an entrance to the farm 
complex and even to the earlier manor 
house. 

The outer moat (Fig 3.39) appears to 
have formed the eastern boundary of the 
manorial complex. Only a few short lengths 
of it were located south-east of the house, 
but it may actually have originated near the 
north-east corner of the north field, con tin-
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uing southwards, partly sealed beneath the 
modern road. It then changed alignment 
and continued in a straight line to join the 
canalised stream to the east of the south 
court. If this interpretation is correct, it 
would have had a total length of c 270 m. It 
may have been contemporary with the inner 
moat surrounding the house, since they 
were similar in width and both had Pennant 
retaining walls, although the latter was rock
cut. It probably had a dual function, acting 
as a drainage ditch (although its base 
appeared to be level), while also delimiting 
the manorial complex, including the farm 
buildings, beyond the moated house itself. 
The sharp right-angled bend in Latteridge 
Road may be respecting the north-east cor
ner of this outer enclosure. The outer moat 
was presumably traversed by bridges, one of 
which may have been immediately east of 
the wooden gateway. A second bridge, 
across the stream, may have been associated 
with a detached gatehouse, possibly sited to 
the south of the moated manor house. 

In the period between the late 14th and 
early 18th centuries, the only agricultural 
buildings which are specifically documented 
are a dairy, or 'deyhous', repaired in 
1465-6, and a 'shepehowse', mentioned in 
the manorial accounts for 1516- 17 (GRO 
01086/Ml). The dairy appears to have 
formed part of a larger building, one of 
whose swne walls contained a chimney. 
This was not unusual, and in East Anglia, 
documented examples of 13th- and 14th
century dairies incorporated in bakehouses, 
brewhouses or servants, quarters have been 
found (Lc Patourcl 1980, 41). Some of 
these examples were situated within the 
main manorial enclosure, and it is conceiv· 
able that the Acton Court dairy formed part 
of the presumed medieval building beneath 
the north end of the Tudor cast range. It is 
more likely, however, to have been outside 
the moat, like the other farm buildings. The 
early 16th-century sheephouse (possibly the 
same as the 14th-century sheepfold) may 
have been isolated from the main farm com
plex. It was referred to in conjunction with 
Laddon Meadows, and was perhaps located 
ncar Laddcn Brook, in which case it was at 
least 0.5 km west of the house. 

The 16th-century farm is likely to have 
remained in the same general area as the 
medieval farm, and some of the many exist
ing buildings may have continued in use. It 
would have been relatively unobtrusive, 
because it would have been partly hidden 
from view by the east wall of the garden. 
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The jisl•ponds 
The earliest reference to fishponds at Acton 
Coun is in the 1321- 2 survey. There were 
two, of which the fishing was worth 4 
shillings. John de Acton's complaint in 
1327-8 about the theft of his fish during the 
period when his property was forfeited to 
the Crown presumably related to these same 
ponds. No ponds were recorded in the 1312 
inquisition post monem, but since it con· 
rained fewer details than the later survey, 
this may simply be an omission rather than 
an indication that the ponds had not yet 
been constructed. There arc no other 
known references to fishponds until 1709, 
when \'<'illiam Roach noted a 'fine fish pann' 
in his survey of the manor of Iron Acton 
(WRO 947 (Estate): 799). 

Five fishponds survived until the 1970s, 
though the three on the cast side of Lat
teridge Road, (described as 'Old Fishpond' 
in 1842), were subsequently filled in. It is 
difficult to establish which of the five existed 
in the early 14th century, but the flooded 
subrectangular quarry, c 200 m north-east 
of the house, can probably be discounted 
because it is fed by a culvert, thought to be 
early 16th-century in date. It is almost cer
tainly a later feature, though there arc 14th
century examples from Warwickshire of 
flooded marlpits being used to store fish 
(Aston and Bond 1988a, 419-2 1). 

The 1321/2 survey may have referred to 
the fishponds on the south and south-east 
side of the house (treating the chain of three 
ponds as a single pond). While it cannot be 
proved that they were all contemporary, 
nevertheless it is quite possible that they 
were originally built in the 13th or early 
14th centuries. The arrangement of rectan
gular ponds in conjunction with a much 
larger pond containing an island, though 
unusual in the region, is cenainly not 
unique. A similar but undated configuration 
survives at Rangeworthy, only 2 km north
east of Acton Court (Dennison and lies 
1985, fig 3, nos 8 and 9), though there the 
ponds arc on either side of a stream rather 
than directly linked. At both places it is of 
course possible that the ponds underwent 
later alterations. Without archaeological 
excavation it is difficult to know whether, for 
example, the islands are medieval features 
like those recorded in 1299 in the Bishop of 
Worcester's fishponds at Alvechurch, 
Worcestershire (Aston and Bond 1988b, 
442-4), or whether they are later additions. 

In their study of \'\forcestershire, Aston 
and Bond noted that while fishponds were 

recorded on some royal, baronial and 
monastic estates in the mid- to late 12th 
century, they were most frequently men
tioned for the first time at the end of the 
13th century and in the early 14th century 
(Aston and Bond 1988b, 437, 444 and 
450- 2). This might be due to the lack of 
earlier manorial records, but it is an obser
vation that might equally well be applied to 
southern Gloucestershire. Although William 
de Putot possessed a fishpond in 1231 at 
Mangotsfie1d, stocked with thirteen bream 
sent from the royal fishpond at Feckenham, 
Worcestershire (Aston and Bond 1988b, 
438), most references tend to be rather later. 
In the late 13th century, money was granted 
by the Bishop of Bath and Wells to Bath 
Priory to construct fishponds at Bath 
(Dennison and lies 1985, 34), while in 
1334-5, a fishpond, stocked with eels, was 
made in Marlwood Park, Thornbury, at a 
cost of 33s 6d (Franklin 1989, 159). 

Fishponds were very expensive to con
struct and maintain, and were a major social 
investment, since freshwater fish were con
sidered to be a luxury food in the medieval 
period (Dyer 1988, 33-5). The ponds at 
Acton Court, in existence by 1321/2, pro
vide another illustration of the pursuit of 
status by the Acton family, and may have 
been constructed at the same time as the 
moated manor house, or shortly afterwards. 
No fresh\-vater fish bones were recovered in 
the excavations (the only bones were from 
sea fish), but they were presumably con
sumed in the house, in both the medieval 
and the Tudor periods. 

The rabbit t-varren 
• A separate pasture called the conyngere' 
was documented in 1376, when it was val
ued at £1 6s 8d (Chapter 2, Appendix A). 
'Connygarth' was mentioned in the manor
ial accounts for 1516-17, and the 1683 
indenture relating to the sale of the house 
referred to "the Conygrce or Conywarren 
thereto adjoyning'. It must have been on the 
north or north-west side of the house, since 
most of the north field was called 'Gunny
gar' in 1842. 

There is no clear evidence for pillow 
mounds in the north field. The linear 
mounds at the far end of the former north 
court are more likely to be garden features, 
though they could conceivably postdate the 
garden. However, the north edge of the 
'conyngre' was probably defined by the sin
gle bank and ditch, which continues east
wards from the north-cast corner of the deer 



park boundary. It is on a completely differ
ent alignment from the north court, and 
apparenlly predates it, suggesting that the 
medieval warren may have been overlain by 
the early 16th-century garden. Bones recov
ered from mid-16th-cencury concexts and, 
in larger numbers, from a late 17th-century 
context, indicate that rabbits continued to 
be eaten, and it is possible that the warren 
was re-established on its old site after the 
garden was abandoned. 

The rabbit warren is likely to have been 
created at a later date than the fishponds 
and the western deer park. Given its value, it 
would surely have been mentioned in the 
1321- 2 survey if it had existed by then. Ref
erences to warrens elsewhere also suggest 
that they were slightly later features, though 
some were recorded in the first half of the 
14th century. At Tormarton) Gloucester
shire, a warren belonging to John de Ia 
Ryvere was broken into in 1336, and hares, 
rabbits and partridges were removed from it 
(Lay and lies 1979, 10). ln Oxfordshire, by 
comparison, the earliest references ro war
rens arc in the second quarter of the 14th 
century (Bond 1986, 154). 

Warrens tended to be located close to the 
main house, as at Barrs Court, Oldland, 
Gloucestershire (Russell 1980, 7- 8), or 
within the park, as at Tormarton. Pillow 
mounds were not a standard feature, though 
undated examples survive close to neigh
bouring houses such as Yate Court and 
Little Sodbury (lies 1986, 119-21). By no 
means all rabbit warrens were, as at Acton 
Court, medieval in origin. At Dyrham, 
Gloucestershirc, there were t\vo warrens, 
both of which were within a park which was 
only created in !51 I. Rabbits were still 
being taken in large numbers from the 
northern warren in the mid-19th century 
(lies 1983, 53 and fig 6). It is not known 
when the Acton Court warren ceased to be 
used, though the 1683 sale indenture sug
gests it was still functioning at that date. 

The deer parks 
On his journey through south Gloucester
shire in c 1540, Leland observed two parks 
next to the house, one for red deer, the 
other for fallow deer (Chapter 2, Appendix 
A). There are two sets of 'park' field names 
in the 1842 tithe appropriation, indicating 
that the parks were to the west and cast of 
the house (Fig 3.44). Most of the west park, 
also known as Acton Park, can be located 
because it survived long enough to be men
tioned in the 1683 sale indenture. Docu-
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mcmary references to the east park are min
imal (though no papers relating to the Acton 
Lodge estate have been investigated). It 
seems to have had a much shorter life and 
was disparked in the later 16th century, but 
it too can be identified by topographical fea
tures and field names. 

The west park 
This was the earlier of the two parks. It was 
first mentioned in 1312, and there are fur
ther references to it in 1321- 2, 1376 and 
1382. These indicate that its value as an 
agricultural resource in addition to its value 
as a source of venison was increasing during 
the 14th century. In 1312, it had 'no under
wood or herbage beyond the sustenance of 
the beasts'. ln 1321- 2, the wood and pas
ture were worth 10 shillings, and by 1376, 
the pasture beyond the support of game was 
worth £2, although the underwood was 
worth nothing. A further investigation of the 
property in 1382, following the inquisition 
post mortem of 1376, noted that the great 
timber from a wood called 'le park' was 
worth half a mark, in addition to fencing 
(/PM Glos VI, 128- 9). 

The manorial accounts for 1465- 6 
record repairs to the gatehouse facing the 
park, while those for 1468-9 describe the 
mending of the stone park wall and of the 
'posterndorc' in the park leading to the 
church. The accounts also indicate the rev
enue from the park, which amounted to £5 
6s Sd in 1466-7 and £6 13s 4d between 
1469 and 1472. 

Apan from Leland's statement, there are 
no 16th-century references to the park. It 
still contained deer in 1649, but had ceased 
to be used as a park by 1683, although at 
that date it was still knov.rn as Acwn Park 
and survived as a recognisable feature in the 
landscape. Atkyn's mention of Simon Harcourt's 
park at Acton Court in 1707- 8 must be an 
anachronism since it had already been 
divided up into closes, and 'the wood or 
grove of timber' in the park, referred to in 
1683, had been 'felled and cun down' by 
1709 (BRO AC/AS 4/20). 

The park occupied only 3 7 acres ( 15 ha) 
in 1321- 2, but was later considerably 
enlarged. In 1649 its estimated size was I 00 
acres (40.5 ha: almost certainly an underes
timate) and in 1683 it contained 153 acres 
(62 ha), though by then it was no longer 
used as a park. The sale indenture indicates 
the limits of the park at its maximum extent. 
Its northern boundary, surviving as a pair of 
banks and ditches (a lthough largely 
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ploughed out in the 1950s) ran roughly 
parallel to Laneridge Road . By the 17th 
century and probably before then, the 
boundary may have been alongside the 
road) since the field which was still called 
'Rails' in 1842 was within the park in 1683. 
The field between 'Rails' and Ladden 
Brook, called 'Horesecroft' in both 1683 
and 1842, was described as 'adjoyning the 
parke') so the western boundary must be 
represented by the present hedgeline which 
continues south-westwards in an unbroken 
line as far as the parish boundary. 

The south side followed the parish 
boundary and, further east, was respected 
by the main road into the village from 
Bristol. The main road is joined by the lane 
from Acton Mill and makes a sharp turn 
northwards along the eastern boundary of 
the park. This raises the possibility that the 
original road Hnc may have been diverted 
when the park was extended. The two fields 
in the south-east corner were known as 
Long Park and Great Park in 1842. 

Beyond the White Hart public house, 
which was built on a plot carved out of the 
former park in 1709 (WRO 94 7 (Estate): 
723), the line of the eastern boundary is 
much less clear. It could have continued up 
the west side of the properties facing onto 
the Green, and then along the west side of 
Latteridge Road. Alternatively, as shown on 
Figure 3.44, it might have returned west
wards as far as the narrow linear field known 
as 'The \VaU~s', before turning north-east
wards again. 'The Walks' could conceivably 
be a residual feature, providing access 
through the park to the meadows adjacent 
to Ladden Brook. 

It is uncertain whether the large fishpond 
was within the park or just outside it. The park 
boundary probably ran parallel to its northern 
edge, but excavations would be required in 
order to confirm this point. To the north of the 
pond and adjacent to the west side of the 
moat, the eastern boundary of the park sur
vives as a pair of banks and ditches, though 
like the northern boundary, part of it has been 
levelled by recent ploughing. Ths is probably 
the original park boundary, which may well 
have been realigned when the embanked open 
conduit was constructed obliquely across the 
north-east corner of the park. The boundaries, 
as proposed, would have enclosed an area of 
c 159 acres (64 ha), fairly close to the figure of 
153 acres (62 ha) given in 1683. At that date 
the park was 'inclosed with a stone wall and 
paled', though no part of the wall now remains 
standing. 

It is likely that the portion of the park 
north of 'The Walks' was in fact the primary 
park, mentioned in 1312. If this is correct, 
then the park must have been extended 
southwards at some stage. The reference to 
'the posterndore in the park, leading to the 
church' may indicate that it had been 
enlarged before 1468- 9, since one possible 
location for the door was at the south-c-ast 
corner of the park, opposite a path which 
still leads to the church. 

The east pa•·k 
The only specific reference to a second park 
was made by Leland, indicating that it was 
in e:-dstence by c 1540. However, the ground 
which was disparked by Sir Nicholas Poyntz 
11 in 1582 (when the deer were destroyed) 
was almost certainly the east park. The 
'Parke of coarse wette grounds .. . kept still 
for deere value' in 1649, must surely be the 
west park, which occupied a more low-lying 
area, mostly on alluvial clay. 

The extent of the cast park can be 
defined with some confidence, despite the 
lack of documentary evidence at present. 
The position of its north-east corner is indi
cated by four fields, the names of which all 
contained the clement 'Park' in 1842. Its 
eastern edge was marked by the road to 
Rangeworthy and, where they diverged, by 
the boundary between the manors of Iron 
Acton and Acton Ilger. Its south side was 
probably on the line of a field boundary 
leading to the Green, and its west side ran 
along the edge of the Green, the fishponds 
and Laneridge Road. The north side was 
defined by a wall or hedge heading east
wards from the north-east corner of the 
northern fishpond. This was shown on the 
1840 tithe map, though it had been removed 
by 1881, when survey work was carried out 
for the 25 inch Ordnance Survey map. It 
linked up with the north side of Hollow 
Park, thereby completing the circuit. With 
these boundaries, the east park would have 
been smaller than the west park, occupying 
an area of c 122 acres (49.4 ha). 

Surprisingly, given the absence of any 
visible boundary banks or walls (a further 
indication that it was the later of the two 
parks), rather more physical evidence sur
vives in the east park than in the west park. 
The most important feature is the tower 
which forms the core of Lodge Farm (Fig 
3.47), and is still standing to its full height. 
It was built almost exactly in the centre of 
the park, and would have overlooked the 
whole of the enclosed area, including the 



omerwise-concealed narrow valley to me 
norm. It also bad a clear view of me house, 
to the west, and the parish church, to the 
soum. 

Only a very superficial external examina
tion of Lodge Farm has been carried out, 
but it is clearly a complex structure, having 
undergone several major alterations before it 
passed out of the ownership of me Poyntz 
family in 1683. However, the tower was evi
dently contemporary wim me park and was 
probably built in me 15m or early 16m cen
turies. It may have served as a prospect 
tower, like the 15th-century tower at 
Knole Park, Almondsbury, Gloucestcrshire 
(Kingsley 1989, 117-19). It could also have 
combined several omer functions, acting as 
a hunting stand, a gazebo or a banqueting 
house, or a keeper's dwelling, like me Eliza
heman lodge at Hardington, Somerset 
(McGarvie and Harvey 1980, 15Q-l). 
There is a strong possibility mat it was me 
stand in which Sir Walter Raleigh smoked 
his tobacco pipe (Chapter 2). 
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The square enclosure immediately east 
of Latteridge Road is also likely to have been 
associated wim me park, and could be a 
deer pound. Similar features are recorded at 
Thornbury, where the 1521 survey of me 
executed Duke of Buckingham's property 
described '13 proper pounds, well watered 
with a spring, being enclosed with a pale' in 
the New Park (LP H8, nt, no 1286). Two 
omer features of interest are me watering 
holes wimin the park, on the line of me 
underground conduit running down 
towards the pond on the norm side of me 
early Tudor garden. They are currently used 
for watering cattle, but were probably origi
nally provided for me deer. 

The history of me parks adjoining Acton 
Court closely reflects the history of em park
ing elsewhere in me neighbourhood. 
Although a park at Sodbury is mentioned in 
Domesday Book (lies 1986, 119), and the 
royal hunting park of Alveston was enlarged 
in 11 30 by taking in cultivated land (Moore 
1982, I 0), the creation of seigneurial parks 

Figurt 3.47 Auon ~ 
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began only after the disafforesradon of the 
royal hunting preserve of Kingswood/ 
Horwood Forest in 1228. This covered an 
area of c 200 square miles (c 518 sq km: vir
tua11y the whole of what is now the adminis
trative area of South Gloucestershire), and 
certainly included Iron Acton. 

Only certain parts of the Forest were 
actually heavily wooded in I 086, such as the 
areas around Thornbury, and the foot of the 
Cotswolds scarp between Old Sodbury and 
Hawkesbury (lies 1986, 117) . A furlong of 
woodland was recorded on the Acton Ilger 
estate in 1086, and there was evidently some 
woodland in the park at Iron Acton in 1382. 
Indeed, a grove of timber still survived in 
1683. But the immediate area was by no 
means densely wooded, and judging by the 
amoum of ridge and furrow still visible on 
pOst-war aerial photographs, much of the 
western pan of Iron Acton, including 
Latteridge, was under cultivation by the 
13th century. In 1312, even after arable land 
had been incorporated in the primary deer 
park, the majority of the recorded land on 
the manorial estate was still being culti
vated, since there were 120 acres (48.5 ha) 
of arable, as opposed to 12 acres (4.8 ha) 
of pasture and 40 acres ( 16 ha) of meadow. 

The earliest known park in southern 
Gloucestershire after the 1228 disafforesta
tion is Eastwood Park, created by Gilbert 
Clare TV on his Thornbury estate and in 
existence by 1281. Marlwood, the second of 
the Clare parks near Thornbury, had been 
laid out by 1296. Franklin suggests that sev
eral parks, such as the one at Yate Court, 
first mentioned in 1302, may have been cre
ated by local gentry in imitation of the 
Thornbury parks. A grant of free warren 
was made at Tortwonh in 1304, and there 
was also a park at Old Sod bury in 1310, 
held by the Crown during the minority of 
Gilbert Clare V; this, like those at Thorn
bury, may have been created by his father 
(Franklin 1989, 153-4). 

The formation of the park at Acton 
Court, mentioned in 1312, may have been 
following a local trend. With an area of only 
37 acres (15 ha) it was, to use lies' phrase, 
' little more than a venison larder' (lies 1986, 
119) , and was tiny in comparison with the 
estimated 945-acre (382.4 ha) Eastwood 
Park. It almost certainly contained fallow 
deer, as did the overwhelming majority of 
parks (Rackham 1986, 125). It was, how
ever, somewhat unusual in being situated so 
close to the manor house. Many medieval 
parks were created on marginal land at some 

distance from the houses to which they 
belonged (Bond 1986, 153). At least part of 
the land enclosed within the west park at 
Acton Court had obviously been cultivated, 
though it may have been rather poor in qual
ity. Certainly the description of it in 1649 as 
'coarse wcttc grounds' hardly impJies prime 
agricultural land. 

The majority of deer parks in southern 
Gloucestcrshire were, as elsewhere, created 
in the 13th and early 14th centuries (lies 
1986, 119), although several new parks were 
formed in the early 16th century. The earlier 
parks served a variety of functions, provid
ing grazing, pannage, underwood and tim
ber, as weB as supplying venison, which 
never lost its status as a luxury meat 
(Rackham 1986, 125). The later parks, 
which tended to occupy land of greater agri
cultural value than their medieval predeces
sors, were designed principally as sporting 
amenities. 

Once again, Thornbury may have set the 
fashion locally, with Edward Stafford, third 
Duke of Buckingham, obtaining a licence to 
empark 1000 acres (404.6 ha) in 1510, and 
a second licence in 1517 to em park a further 
500 acres (202.3 ha) (Hawkyard 1977, 51). 
Both actions, involving the enclosure of 
high-quality arable land, made him 
extremely unpopular with the local inhabi
tants (Leland /till v, I 00). Licences to 
empark were also granted at both Little 
Sodbury and Oyrham in 1511 (Lay and lies 
1979, 11; lies 1983, 53). The east park at 
Iron Acton may have been laid out by Sir 
Robert Poymz during the same decade, 
though the possibility cannot be ruled out 
chat it is earlier since the postern door, men
tioned in 1468-9, could have been situated 
in the south boundary wall of the east park, 
a mere 200 m north of the church, instead 
of in the south-east corner of the west park. 
At present this problem remains unresolved. 

The cast park was probably the one 
described by Leland as containing red deer. 
While different species of deer could be kept 
in the same park, as at Eastwood Park in the 
early 16th century (Franklin 1989, 156), the 
segregation of red and fallow deer in sepa
rate parks was not unique to Acton Court. A 
similar arrangement was recorded by Leland 
at Nether Stowey, Somerset, owned by Lord 
Audley, where there were also two parks for 
red and fallow deer (Leland !tin 1, 164). 
However, even at Acton Court there was no 
rigid segregation of deer by species. Analysis 
of the animal bones from the excavations 
demonstrated that there were almost as 



many bones of roe deer as of fallow deer, 
and also lhat red deer bones, much rarer 
even in the 16th century, were still 
being deposited in the mid- <0 late 17th cen
tury, long after the east park had been dis
parked. 

In contrast to the west park, which may 
have been in use for almost four centuries, 
the cast park had a much shorter life. The 
reason for this is that it occupied land of 
higher quality, which was worth convening 
back to purely agricultural use at an earlier 
date. The disparking in 1582 should not be 
seen as a sign of poverty, but rather as an 
indication of sensible land management by 
Sir Nicholas Poyntz II. John Smyth, writing 
in the early 17th century about the Hundred 
of Berkeley, observed: 'Noe Hundred in this 
county of Gloucs. nor scarce in this king
dome, bath in soe small a tract of ground 
beene better stored with deere, both redd 
and fallowc, Till husbandry of late daics 
turned many of those parkes and chases into 
better profitt' (Smyth, iii, 4). The break-up 
of the east park seems to have occurred 
quite rapidly, and in 1600 Sir John Poymz, 
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son of Sir Nicholas, granted a lease of the 
tenement and land called 'the upper parte of 
the park', 80 acres (32.4 ha) in area, to 
Robert Hobbs (PRO/C7/ 178/ 125, Hobbs vs 
Hobbs). 

Many of the parks existing in the 16th 
century had disappeared by the early 17th 
century. Indeed, as early as 1550, 
Sir Nicholas Poyntz I had disparked 
Pucklcchurch Park, which he had leased 
from the Bishop of Bath and Wells (Moore 
1976, 28). Only a relatively few parks, such 
as Oyrbam and Badminton, lasted long 
enough to be transformed into ornamental 
parks. Surprisingly, the west park at Acton 
Court appears to have contained deer until 
the late 17th century, and deer bones contin
ued to account for almost 10 per cent of all 
mammal bones even at this late date (Chap
ter 9). However, the total number of mam
mal bones from mid- to late 17th-century 
deposits was much smaller than from 16th
century layers and it seems likely, given the 
known history of the Poyntz family, that the 
consumption of venison was much lower by 
this time than in the 16th century. 
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4 
The Tudor house 

Period 4.1: the construction of 
the east range 

Exterior 

Note The multi-period plans at1d e/evan·ons of 
the standing bur1dings (Figs Al-A9) have beeu 
grouped wgether at the eud of d~e report for ease 
of reference. 

Fjgure 4.1 Pfarr: tM house 
;, Pt:riod 4: J ~ 

The east range is !he oldest part of !he house 
to survive to roof level. Ic was built as a free· 
standing addition to !he Period 3 house (Fig 
4.1), linked by pentices, and occupied !he 
site of former service buildings (Room S). 
To gain space !he extremities were built out 
imo the open moat. The inner edge of the 
moat was actually located in Area 12, inside 5talt I : 5()(). 
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!he building, and in Area 15, immediately 
outside it. 

At the opposite end of the range, in Arc-a 
17, !here was no trace of !he moat edge, but 
trial trenching wi!h a machine in 1985 by 
!he Bristol Visual and Environmental Trust, 
adjacent to !he outer face of !he wall, 
demonstrated !hat it had foundations at 
least 1.5 m deep, probably rising from the 
bottom of the moat. The edge must have 
been directly underneath the wall, part of 
which used the south wall of Room S as a 
foundation. 

The external dimensions of the range are 
32.3 m by 8.65 m, and the height to caves 
level some 9. 7 m. All foundations were car
ried down to bedrock, and !he walls are con
structed almost entirely of thin Pennant 
rubble (average 50 mm), tightly jointed and 
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set in ochre-coloured loam. No monar is 
used except in some relieving arches and 
exposed situations, such as chimney stacks. 
Limestone is used for dressings and inter~ 
miuent1y as quoins. The exterior was origi~ 
nally rendered; patches survive below 
ground level on !he norm wall (E6), and on 
!he west wall (E3) in !he roof-space of !he 
Period 4.2 norm range. The render has a 
high lime content and a roughcast finish; !he 
inclusion in the aggregate of coal and kiln 
slag gives it an off-white colour. The gable 
walls are up to 1.0 m !hick and !he long 
walls a maximum of 0. 75 m !hick, tapering 
to 0.65 m at wall plate level. Extensive set
tlement has created considerable local varia
tion in !he dimensions of !he range. 

The principal south elevation (E2) is the 
only one to display a unified architectural 
composition. On the ground 11oor !here was 
a symmetrical arrangement of three win
dows separated by a pair of shallow 
pilasters. The single-light outer windows 
(E2.1; E2.3, now reopened) have rebated 
hollow-chamfered mouldings and are sur
mounted by relieving arches of alternating 
Pennant and limestone. These are carefully 
executed and were possibly intended to be 
seen. The central window (E2.2) is more 
fragmentary, but retains some of its dress
ings. It is framed by pilasters; !he east is 
complete> but the west was rebuilt in Period 
5.1. 

A single large window (E2.4; Fig 4.2) 
filled the elevation at first-floor level. It was 
set at the back of a deep external splay, 
formed by !he corners of !he range, which 
acted as piers; !hey are finished wi!h triple
stepped copings at eaves level. The coping 
blocks also preserve !he only traces of !he 
window head moulding, otherwise lost to 
rebuilding. The deep chamfered sill blocks 
(E2.9) are not original; repair works 
revealed !he scars of a coped sill of seven 
stages> detailed in the same way as the pier 
caps. This window was blocked and the 
gable above rebuilt in Period 5.1. Incorpo
rated in !he blocking arc a number of 
leng!hs of window mullion, hollow-cham
fered externally and channelled internally, 
which appear to be derived from !he win
dow tracery (see Chapter 5 for fur!her dis
cussion). 

Above !he window is a continuous string 
course, largely reset, but original at either 
end. The west eaves finial is also in ticu; it is 
set on a kneeler with drip mould, and is 
hexagonal, with a socket for an iron spindle 
in !he top, indicating a lost terminal. The 
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other finials are original but reset; the cop
ings arc replacements of Period 5.1. 

The east elevation (E1), now !he front of 
the house, is articulated by two large pro
jecting chimney stacks (Fig 4.3). Both are 
finished with !he stepped coping detail 
which is used on E2, and surmounted by 
square diagonally-set shafts. There were two 
on the central stack (E L 1; one missing, the 
o!her rebuilt in Period 5.3), and originally 
!hree on !he north stack (EI.2). The sur
vivors are original for half !heir height and 
offset in plan. The third has been replaced 
by a buttress (El.25), but is shown on !he 
Lysons engraving (Fig 2.4), which also 
depicts anomer, capped sou!h stack. This 
was removed in 1888 and the scar (E 1.29) is 
clearly visible. 

The central part of this elevation has 
been extensively rebuilt, but the extremities 
are original; plain 'valling with most of !he 
putlog holes visible. Close to the south-east 
corner is a blocked door E 1.3, which was 
replaced by !he window El . IO in Period 4.3. 

Figr~n. 4. 2 17re south md 
of rhe tafl range (E2) 
(pltolcgmpk 0 c..,.,., 
(,()pyrigJu. NMR 
8898100667). 
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Fig11~ 4.3 Tht ~asr 
dewrifm Dj th~ h<Juu (EJ) 
afrer nswmt~m 
(p/rOl()graph: Kinty 

Rodu<U). 

Figu:ro 4. 4 A pmtiu 
roeathtrirrg JN't$t'l'tJCd in tl•t 

north rat~J:t: roof 
(phowg,..ph: Kino• 
Rodwt/i). 
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The north elevation (E6; Fig 4.16) pre
serves its original nosed coping and finials, 
and there is an attic light beneath a hood 
mould with square stops (E6.1) . On the first 
floor there was another large window (E2.6) 
c 4.6 m high and 5.2 m wide, which had 
tracery set flush with the wall face, unlike 
E2.4. However, all but three blocks of the 
dressed stone surround were removed in 
Period 5.1 when the window was reduced in 
size. There is no surviving evidence for 

ground-floor windows. On the norlh-wcst 
corner the uneven junction with the Period 
4.2 fabric of the north range (E6.3) is 
caused by the demolition and facing-up of a 
projecting stair turret, for which there is 
fuller internal evidence. 

The west elevation (E3) preserves evi
dence for pentices linking me east range to 
the Period 3 house. The rendering, which 
survives in the north range roof space, forms 
a weathering over a small gabled roof 
(E3.1), represented by a patch of unrcn
dered wall and a socket for a ridge piece 
(Fig 4.4). Below, in what is now Room I , 
the outline of a blocked doorway can be dis
cerned behind later plaster (E3.2). On the 
ground floor in Room 14 there was a two
light wooden window (E3.3; blocked in 
Period 4.2, now reopened), which is still 
abutted by roughcast render under many 
coats of Jimcwash. Its position allows a ma.x
imum width for the pentice of 3.5 m. 

In the middle of the range there was a 
large square opening (E3.4) spanned by an 
oak lintel, which was connected by a right
angled pentice to the screens passage 
(Room B) of the Period 3 house (Fig 4.5). 
The main pan was 4 m wide, narrowing to 
2.6 m adjacent to the screens passage. The 
footings on the west side ( 1152) butted 
against the outer face of wall 1221. The 
footings on the east side, consisting of a 
short return wall ( 1382), had been largely 
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robbed out. The north side of the pentiee 
(1137/1150) was aligned on the north jamb 
of me opening in the east range, but its east
ern end had been destroyed by a modern 
cesspit. The eastern end of the footings on 
the south side (1219) had also been robbed. 
All the footings were 0.75 m wide and gen
erally survived to a height of 0.2 m (four 
courses). They were overlaid by narrO\\'Cr 
footings, only 0.45 m wide and three 
courses high, which probably supported a 
wooden superstructure. They were con
structed entirely of Pennam rubble, apart 
from a large piece of reused limestone on 
the east side. 

There is no surviving evidence for the 
roofline, but the pentice must have been sin
gle-storeyed as there was a large window 
directly above (E3.5). This window was 
replaced in Period 4.3 and only the north 
jamb survives, represented by dressed stone 
blocks marking sill, transom, lintel, and the 
springer for the relieving arch. North of 
E3.4 there was a small ground-floor window 
with a stone surround (E3.6) and a blocked 
first-floor door (E3.7) partly hidden by the 
Period 4.5 stair tower. This door would have 
led out to a primary stair tower (possibly 
timber-framed since the footings of its west 
wall, found during the excavation and cut 
through by the foundations of the later 
tower, were only 0.60 m wide). 
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South of E3.4 most of the wall is rebuilt 
(E3.23), or hidden by a Period 4.3 chimney 
stack. Th.is was butted against the face of 
the range, sealing another first-floor door 
(E3.8), which is visible in Rll (E9.8). To 
bring this door back into use at the head of a 
new stair, a modern opening has been cut 
through the Period 4.3 wall, revealing evi
dence for another pemice on the original 
external wall face. It takes the form of a 
trapezoidal patch of plaster over the door 
head, which defines a small gabled roof, 
plastered up to the soffit of the former col
lar. 

Interior 

The interior of the range was constructed as 
an undivided shell and all room divisions arc 
secondary. The only lateral ties below roof 
level are the fourteen oak girding beams 
averaging 0.4 m square (three are narrower), 
which carry the first floor and are integral to 
the range. These have been dated by den
drochronology to spring 1535 (see Chapter 
8). The first-floor joists were 0.15 m-().2 m 
wide by 0.12 m deep, and included reused 
wood (Fig 4.6). 111ey were laid at 0.4 m 
centres, butt-jointed, lodged and pegged. 
Oak boards were laid on top of the joists, 
some of which survive in Room 6. The sides 
of the beams were morticed for eighteen 
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joists with central tenons, allowing chc con
struction of a flat ceiling in the room below. 
All the mortices are closed, indicating that 
the joists were framed in[Q the beams at the 
time of construction. Only the terminal 
joists and two others were pegged (giving 
unpegged intervals of 5,4,5). Most arc still 
in position, except in Room 19 (EI6); in 
Room 18 they are marked with a sequence 
of Roman numerals. 

Ground floor 

The ground floor of the cast range was 
extensively remodelled in Period 4.3, to cre
ate the prc.scnt room layout, and evidence 
for the original plan is fragmentary (Fig 
4 .7). There are several surviving primary 
features, but little evidence for internal par
titions. Two of the south windows (E2.1, 
E2.3), once hidden internally by a Period 
5.1 wall, have been reopened (ES) to expose 
plastered reveals with deeply splayed sills. 
The adjoining door E 1.3 is not visible inter
nally. At the rear of the stack in the centre of 
the east wall is an opening (E7.1), 1.9 m 
wide with plastered reveals and an oak lintel. 
It is a counterpart to the large pentice open
ing in the west wall (E9.4), and probably 
served lhe same function, connecting with 
the service range to the east of the moat. 
The larger opening also has plastered 
reveals. 

TI1e north stack served two ground-floor 
fireplaces, both fragmentary; E7.2 is repre
sented by the south jamb and springer for 
the relieving arch, E7.3 by the lower north 
jamb and part of the hearth. The two win· 
dows in the west wall, E3.3 and E3.6 are 
visible internally (E9). The former has been 
reopened and has unplastcrcd reveals. The 
latter, blocked in Period 4.3, has plastered 
splays. Otherwise, very litde original plaster 
survives on the ground floor; the largest 
expanse is on the wall adjoining this win
dow. However, the ceiling is continuous 
throughout the ground floor, and all the 
Period 4.3 walls arc inserted beneath it. 

First floor 

In contrast to the ground floor, considerable 
evidence survives for both the layout and 
decoration of the first floor (Fig 4.7). The 
principal features of the rooms are described 
below; fLxtures and decoration are consid
ered in Chapter 5. 

The first floor was divided into three 
large rooms (R6, RIO, Rll) by two timber
framed partitions, one of which is in place. 
All the rooms were 7.15 m (23 ft 6 in) wide 
and 5.25 m (17 ft 3 in) high with lengths of 
10.86 m (R6; 35ft 6 in), 7.15 m (RIO; 23ft 
6 in), and 11.9 m (Ril; 39 ft 0 in). The 
position of the partition between Rooms 6 
and 1 0 is clearly marked by a break in the 
frieze plaster (E9.9) (Fig 4.8). There is a 
socket for the top rail in the wall below the 
plate, but no other visible means of attach· 
mem. Below frieze level the wall has been 
replastered and evidence for the partition is 
less clear. The corresponding east wall (E7) 
was rebuilt in Period 5.1. The partition itself 
survives with both original doorways 
(EIO. I,2), cut down and reused between 
Rooms 6/7 and 8. 

Room 6 was lit by a large north window 
(E6.2, El1.2), now divided by an inserted 
Period 5. 1 ceiling. In the room below it is 
masked by later plaster, which has cracked 
along the line of the reveals. In the roof 
space the window head is clear, 5.25 m wide 
with plastered splays and an oak lintel; it has 
been infilled with rubble (Fig 5.16). Evi
dence for a second window in the east wall 
(E7 .4), is more fragmentary; only the north 
reveal has survived Period 5.1 rebuilding. 
However, the presence of plaster on the sof
fit of the wall plate, which acted as a lintel, 
indicates an internal width of c 3.5 m . 

Room 6 had three doors; in addition to 
E9.2 and E9.7 in the west wall, there is a 
door with an oak frame set across the north-



west corner (EI1.3). The space behind is 
roofed with oak baulks and plastered, but is 
truncated by later work at a depth of c 0.6 m. 
This appears to have been the head of a 
newel stair which projected from the corner 
of the range. 

The room has its original fireplace (E7 .5: 
Fig 7 .4), and next to it within the thickness 
of the stack, a well-preserved garderobe 
chamber (E7 .6: Fig 4.9). It has an oak door 
frame, plastered walls, and a ceiling of oak 
baulks; there was a single-light window in 
the south wall. In the nonh .. east corner is a 
shaft 0.8 m by 0.5 m, constructed of Pen
nant rubble and void to a depth of 5.8 m 
below the chamber floor. At this level the 
head of an arch in the east wall is visible 
above a waterlogged clay fill. The wooden 
seat is missing, but the subsuucture has a 
slab front, a rubble core and an oak baulk 
for a footrest. Built into the north wall at the 
top of the shaft is a flue c 0.3 m square, 
which vents into the adjoining chimney 
stack. This chamber owes its preservation to 
subsequent infilling; by Period 5.1 it had 
become a panelled cupboard. 

Room I 0 was lit by a single west window, 
which was wider than its Period 4.3 replace
ment; the outline of the plastered north 
reveal and the end of the lintel survive 
(E9.5). On the opposite wall is an original 
fireplace (E7. 7) and another garderobe 
chamber (E7.8). This was reduced in Period 
5.1 to counteract movement in the struc
ture, but has been restored to its original 
size of 1.8 m by 1.2 m. It resembles E7 .6, 
but has a better preserved window (EI3.3, 
E i.3), and a surviving boarded floor. The 
shaft is void for some of its depth, but has 
been rebuilt at the base, and the seat struc
ture is mjssing. The partition between 
Rooms I 0 and II is original and retains its 
plaster, paired doors and some panelling 
(El3, E14.1,2). The outline of the framing 
can be glimpsed below the plaster. 

The principal feature of Room I I was 
the large window in the south wall (E2.4, 
E8.4). Partial removal of later blocking has 
exposed both jambs, which have complex 
mouldings that preserve the position of the 
sill and two transoms (Fig 4.1 0). On the 
east jamb the mouldings also survive in out· 
line. Within the room the ashlar surround 
has dowel holes for a wooden frame. Frag
ments of window mullion were reused in 
Period 5. 1 as ceiling supports, and other 
fragments of more complex form were 
recovered from the blocking. There was a 
second window in the east wall (E7. 9), 
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Ground floor 

rebuilt in Period 5 except for the north 
reveal and the lintel; it had an internal width 
ofc3.5 m. 

This room has no fireplace, as the entire 
stack was removed in Period 5.3, but its 
position is indicated by the trimmer beam 
for the hearth. There was another adjoining 
garderobe chamber, which can be seen pro
jecting from the north end of the stack in 
the Lysons engraving (Fig 2.4). It shared a 

.. 

Figurt 4. 7 &tst rcmge: 
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common outlet to the moat with E7 .8, 
which was found by excavation. 

In the west wall was an external door 
(E9.8) leading to a pentice. When this was 
unblocked to provide access to a new st.air, 
the outline of the pegged oak frame with the 
sill still in position was exposed. The reveals 
were plastered, with a roof of oak baulks and 
a stone floor slab in s-itu. 

The roof 

The east range retains its original oak roof 
which has undergone very little alteration or 
repair (Figs 4.11 and 4.12). There are 
t\vclvc trusses each consisting of principals, 
tie beam, straight collar and queen posts. 
These are omitted on the trusses set against 
the gable walls. There are three purlins 
tenoned to each principal rafter, a single tier 
of arched windbraces pegged to the top 
purlin, and a threaded ridge piece. Each bay 
has six common rafters, which are pegged to 
the ridge piece and middle purlin; they are 
almost all original. The trusses rest on a 
double wall plate, some are notched over the 
inner plate, but they are not othenvise 
secured. Lengths of wall plate are joined 
with a keyed face-halved scarf. The scant
ling of me roof timbers varies, with the tie 
be.ams being the most substantial, but the 
south face of each truss is assembled flush 
and bears carpenter's marks, 11- Xll in 
sequence from the south end (the marks on 
the gable truss are not visible). 

Each tie beam supports three longitudi
nal binders, which are in turn morriccd for 
the common ceiling rafters, six to a bay. 
These have largely been removed from the 
north end of the range, over the lowered 
Period 5.1 ceiling, but still perform their 
original function in Rooms I 0 and I I . The 
soffits of the joists form a Oat surface for a 
lath and plaster ceiling. The open mortices 
for the trimmers have been cut too large and 
there are other signs of careless craftsman· 
ship such as ceiling joist mortices set out too 
high and reworked. Apart from a few of the 
queen posts, which have redundant mor· 
rices and may be reused, all lhe timber was 
new, and samples have produced a felling 
date of spring 1535. 

The present roof covering of double
Roman clay tiles dates from the 1920s, 
when the original Pennant slates were 
removed. However, the majority of the roll
moulded limestone ridge pieces were 
reused. Pennant slates laid directly on 
masonry were also used for minor roof 
slopes such as the garderobe to Room I 0. 
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Period 4.2 

Two-thirds of the medieval house was unaf
fected by the Period 4.1 work. The main 
alterations to the existing building occurred 
in Period 4.2, when the north and west 
ranges were erected (Fig 4.13). This 
involved the demolition of the pentice link
ing the cast range with Room G, and of 
Rooms H- N, as well as the realignment of 
the west arm of the moat. Surprisingly, the 
whole of the south range and Room G/32 
were retained. However, the west part of the 
south range was refromed, and the internal 
layout of Room G/32 at ground-floor level 
was modified. Its east wall was removed and 
replaced by a new wall which also served as 
part of the western boundary of the main 
courtyard. 

Th e north range: excavated 
evidence 

More than half the north range, including 
the part still standing to its full height, was 
built parallel to and c 0.5 m back from the 
edge of the moat. But towards its western 
end, where the moat turned south-west, the 
north wall was built up from the bottom of 
the moat. 

.. 
There was a continuous offset, 0.1 m 

wide, along the inner face of the norm wall 
below floor level. The footings beneath the 
outer face were stepped out 0.2 m to the 
edge of the moat, but towards the west the 
face was vertical with no offset footings. A 
chimney stack (1558) was integral to the 
north wall, and formed a pair with the 
extant eastern stack, to which it was identi
cal in size (Fig 4.14). The east half of 1558 
was incorporated in the north-west corner 
of a Period 5 barn. The west half, with 
traces of rendering adhering to it, was 
located in a small trench excavated adjacent 
to the outside of the range. Also integral to 
the north wall was a garderobe (1602), 
which had a shaft measuring 2.1 m by 0.8 
m. It was not fully excavated, but the top of 
the round-headed arch of the outlet into the 
moat was found. h would have been accessi
ble only from the ground floor and pro
jected into the range, in contrast to the 
garderobes in the west range, which pro
jected out into the moat. Like the main wall, 
the garderobe was built freestanding, 
though the back of the south side of the 
shaft was very rough, since it was con
structed against the side of the moat. In 
order to build the wall and the garderobe, 
the side of the moat was cut back by 1.5 m 
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(Fig 3.33, Section 29). In the process, the 
north-east part of Room L, which had 
already been demolished, was totally 
destroyed. The fill of this large construction 
trench (1626) consisted principally of 
orange-brown clay with rubble and lumps of 
plaster (1630). 

The south wall of the range, at ground· 
floor level, was built in two unconnected 
lengths, since it respected the north-east 
corner of Room G (Fig 4.14). The eastern 
part of the wall ( 1681) butted against the 
east wall of Room G (1679), and the west
ern part (7 41 1569) butted obliquely against 
the outer face of the north wall (1818). 
Drain 1688, running north from Room G, 
remained in use since it was incorporated in 
the south wall and passed through it, albeit 
with a reduced width. A coursed Pennant 
sump (1644) dropped vertically into the old 
drain just inside the north range, providing a 
drainage outlet within Room 31. The top 
course was covered with hard white mortar, 
which was probably the bedding for the sur· 
rounding floor. This was almost exactly at 
the level of the modern ground surface, and 
provided the only evidence for Period 4.2 
flooring in the north range. The drain outlet 
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into the moat (1564), was found in the 
outer face of the north wall, immediately 
west of the chimney stack, and the old drnin 
was possibly slightly realigned to avoid the 
stack. 

Room 31 may well have been subdivided 
by a par<ition, but the~ was no trnce of it. 
This is not surprising given that elsewhere 
in the Period 4 building the internal parti
tions butted against the main walls, and hod 
no footings below floor level. However, 
despite the absence of partitions, there had 
clearly been a passage through the centre of 
the range. Related to it were two bridge 
abutments (908 and 1783), which butted 
against the outer fae< of the range and 
stepped down the side of the moat. They 
were both made of coursed Pennant with 
ocoasional ~used worked limestone pieces, 
bonded in bright ~ddosh-ornnge loam. The 
east abutmem (908) was intact, and was 0.4 m 
wide, extending 0.6 m out from the nor<h 
wall. The primary west abutment ( 1783) 
had collapsed down the side of the moat, 
and had been ~placed by 1782, a larger and 
cruder version of 908. The abutments were 
0.85 m apart, and were associated with a 
bridge across the north nrm of the moat. 

The north range: standing building 

The north rnnge was originally 36.6 m long, 
but only 16.8 m of the east end is still 
roofed; the north wall survives as a ruin up 
to 2.4 m high for a further 15 m and the 
remainder of the plan has been recovered by 
excava.rion. The range has an external ·width 
of 7.2 m and the walls are 0. 95 m thick at 
ground-floor le\'el. Theor construction is 
\'ery similar to the east range, but limestone 
is used exclusively for dressings and there 
are no random blocks. 

The north range has a heoght of c 8 m to 
caves level and was built against the north
west corner of the enst range, necessitating 
the demolition of the pentice E3. 1 and the 
corner stair Ell.3. The window El4.3 was 
blocked by wedging boards, including a 
length of linenfold panelling (Chapter 8), 
against the rear of the frame and filling the 
splay behind with rubble (Fig 4.15). In 
Room 14 the frame was plastered up to the 
rebate but its outline remained visible. 

The foundations of the north elevation 
(E6; Fig 4.16) are taken down to bedrock 
on the lip of the north moat, with an offset 
just below ground level. There os a continu
ous ogee-moulded plinth course and a first
floor string course, both of which oversail 

the corner of the east range in the vicinity of 
the demolished stair (E6.3). There are no 
surviving ground·floor features in the north 
wall, but excavated evidence: points to a 
door beneath the raking buttress (E6.19). 
On the first floor there ore three identical 
six-light 'vindows (E6.4 6), one of which is 
blocked. The mouldings are hollow-cham
fered exr<rnally and channelled internally; 
they are rebated for glass and some of the 
iron S[.anchions survive. lkrn-ecn wind<mo"S 
E6.4 and E6.5 is a chomney stack (E6.7), 
shouldered below the ea,..:s, with a gabled 
roof weathering on the reverse. The pair of 
diagonally set shafts have ogee-moulded 
bases, but are other,,rise rebuilt in Period 5.3 
brick. At the west end of the range an identi
cal stack (E6.8) stands to a height of 0.8 m 
above the plinth course. 

The junction of t11e south elevation (E4) 
with the east range is hidden by the Period 
4.5 stair tower. This wall has no string 
courses and no original first-floor windows. 
On the ground floor there was a row of five 
apparently identical windows, replaced in 
Period 4.4 and now in frngmentary condi
tion (E4.1 - 5). There are trnces of aU the 
relieving arches, but only E4.4 retains a 
dressed stone surround. They appear to 
ha\"e been rectangular songle lights c 1.0 m 
tall and c 0.8 m wide. 



Interior 
The first floor is carried on sL' girding 
beams 0.4 m wide by 0.5 m deep with 
unstopped chamfered soffits. They arc con
nected by a single set of fourteen joists (0. 19 m 
wide by 0.12 m deep), morticed flush with 
the top of the beams; the joints are closed at 
the cast end and open at the west. There are 
several indications of reuse, such as super
fluous mortices, and a new position for the 
hearth trimmer between pre-existing joists. 
There is also an extensive but unsystematic 
series of carpenter's marks, executed with a 
chisel, which range from I to XXVIIII (Fig 
4.17). Some numbers are repeated, but 
many joists are not numbered. Samples 
from this floor failed to produce a positive 
tree-ring date (Chapter 8). 

On the ground floor rwo of the south 
windows are partially visible behind later 
plaster; the lintel of El0.5, and a blocked 
plastered reveal of E10.4. In the south-cast 
corner there is a blocked door E10.6, and in 
the north wall a fireplace E I I. 7. There is 
also a flue within the wall thickness at the 
west end of the reduced range, which must 
have served a fireplace in the north wall of 
Rl2. There is no evidence to indicate how 
the ground-floor space was divided at this 
time. 

The first floor was occupied by a single 
room 5.5 m (18ft) wide and formerly 36.6 m 
(120ft) long. Its height of3.8 m (12 ft 6 in) 
is rather less than the rooms in the cast 
range, but like them it was ceiled. The regular 
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dimensions and spacing of the three surviv
ing north windows (E II.4-6) make it clear 
that they arc part of an original row of 
seven. The window recesses extended to 
floor level, and two retain their oak rear sills 
(although the board on E ll.6 has been 
replaced in pine). Between the pair of win
dows at either end of the range was a fire
place; the survivor (Ell.8; Fig 4.18) is of 
classical design (Chapter 5). There are no 
original features in the south wall. Commu
nication with the cast range was by a new 
central door, which has a plain oak frame 
(E3.20). 

The roof 

The surviving north range roof consists of 
six alternating A-frame (T2, T4, T6) and 

Figm't 4.16 TJJe 'rorlh 
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arch-braced (T3, T5, T7) trusses of the 
same basic type, and a single plainer truss 
(TI) set against the face of the east range 
(Figs 4.19 and 4.20). The A-frame trusses 
have original tic beams, but the feet of the 
arch-braced trusses have been altered to fit 
over a central wall plate and the basal sec
tions of the braces are missing. Principal 
timbers are chamfered and use a continuous 

d 

sequence of carpenter's marks, which distin
guishes right from left by a loop added to 
the numeral. There is a clasped ridge piece, 
two chamfered tenoned purHns (some with 
carpenter's marks) ro each slope, and for
merly three tiers of windbraces; there are 
mid-point mortices in the lower purlins and 
the ridge piece. Each bay has five common 
rafters. 

This is an open roof of late 15th-century 
type, dated by dendrochronology to AD 
1486-1531 (at 95 per cent confidence; 
Chapter 8), and reused on a mid-16th-cen· 
rury range, where it was not intended to be 
seen. Each tie beam has a pair of secondary 
morrices (open on T2, closed on T4 and 
T6) for binders of the type used in the east 
range, which were morticed in curn for ceil
ing joists. These have been replaced, but a 
length of binder was reused as a lintel in the 
Period 5.2 reduction of the oriel window 
E4.14. A pair of open sockets for the ends of 
these beams was cut into the east range wall 
(E3.21). 

The carpenter's marks run in sequence 
from the truncated end of the range (T7 ,1; 
T6,1; T5,11; T4,III; T3,IIII; T2,V) and are 
consistent on each truss; either they were 

/ ' 



not dismantled or were carefully reassem
bled. However, the windbraces were omit
ted from the roof in its present position, 
with the result that it racked severely (c 1 m 
vertical displacement) after the demolition 
of the west end of the range in Period 5.2. 

Truss 1 is a simple A-frame, uncham
fcred except for the reused collar, with a 
notched ridge piece and trenched purlins. 
These timbers, unlike the rest of the trusses, 
arc not soot-stained and are 'new• in this 
context. 

The west range 

The range measured internally 26.15 m by 
6.9 m (85ft 9 in by 22ft 6 in; Figs 4.14, 
4.21 and 4.22; Sections 30-4). It was very 
similar in width to the east range, but was 
more than 4 m shorter. The west and north 
ranges were clearly built at the same time, 
since their walls were bonded £Ogcther (Fig 
4.23) and the north wall of the west range 
(303) was simply a continuation of the 
north wall of the north range. \'ilhcreas only 
the north-west corner and part of the north
ern edge of the north range had encroached 
on the moat, almost half the west range was 
within it. Prior to the start of construction 
work, the garderobe in Room H was filled in 
with a series of layers of brown clay with 
plaster, interspersed with a thick layer of 
charcoal (283) . The layers contained a large 
amount of unconsolidated rubble with 
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numerous voids. The garderobe in Room M 
was also presumably filled in. 

The whole of the north and south walls 
(303 and 253), most of the west wall (202), 
and the northern part of the east wall (60) 
were frec·built in the moat. The central sec~ 
tion of 202 was set in a construction trench 
( 463), which cut through the west wall and 
the fill of Room H and the north-west cor
ner of Room M. The former north wall of 
Rooms J-K and the dividing wall between 
Rooms J and K were partly robbed during 
the building of wall 60, the footings of which 
were markedly shallower and trench-built 
further south. The east wall respected the 
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north-west corner of Room G, widening on 
its east side (78) to fill the space between it 
and the west wall of Room G. The sou
thern continuation of the east wall (73) 
buned against tllc north-west corner of 
Room Rl. 

The parts of the walls which were con· 
structed freestanding from the bottom of the 
moat were of uniformly high quality. They 
had no footings, and every course was care
fully laid with very narrow gaps between 
them. The walls were generally c 1.25 m 
wide, though a continuous level offset, 1.8 m 
above the bottom of lhe moat, around the 
inner faces of the outside walls reduced their 
width to c 1.1 m. Two putlog holes were 
recorded in the inner faces of the north and 
west walls, set 0.9 m above the bases of the 
walls. They were of interest because they 
were both associated with vertical scaffold
ing poles, the stumps of which survived i11 
situ due to waterlogging (Fig 4.24). The 
poles had been driven 0.15 m into the bot
tom of the moat 1.2 m away from their 
respective walls; 1295, which was related to 
the construction of wall 202, was 60 mm in 
diameter, but was slightly broader at its 
lower end. 



Figutt 4. 24 Th~ WNt fiXJIJ of til~ u>nr ra,~ ;,,th~ moat 
showing Q sc<~ffoldi''l pol<., from lh4l cast (photogroph: 
Robur8<1/). 

Integral to the south wall (253) were two 
large diagonal butU'esses (252 and 2146), 
set in a hard cream mortar (in contrast to 
the main walls, which were all set in yellow 
loam) and containing occasional reused 
limestone blocks. A small roughly arched 
outlet (2153) for the Period 3.4b garderobe 
(279) was incorporated in the south wall, 
immediately west of the south-east burucss. 
The buttresses were both rendered, like the 
wall itself. The base for a fireplace (302), at 
the south end of the range, was constructed 
at the same time as the south wall (su 
below). It was built up from the bonom of 
the moat and the offset on the waH contin· 
ued round it (Fig 4.25). 

The south gable wall (E2) stands to a 
height of c 2 m above ground level and has 
the same ogee-moulded plinth course as the 
north range (Fig 4.26). This is continued 
round the south-west corner buttress but 
dies out at the south end of the west wall, 
which is less well preserved. Above founda
tion level a scar faced in brick marks the 
position of the south-east buttress. It was 
demolished to create space in OB 7. 

Due to alterations in Period 5 the west 
wall is poorly preserved. Two pairs of 
garderobc shafts (2221470 and 433/461; Fig 
4.22, Sections 32, 33) were contemporary 
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with its construction, and were positioned 
symmeU'ically, projecting 0. 7 m beyond its 
outer face. They were built as two large 
shafts, each having two tall narrow round
headed arches in the west side (Fig 4.27). 
Dividing walls were then inserted, creating 
four smaller shafts. Only one shaft (222) 
was almost completely excavated. The 
northern pair of shafts measured 0.8 m by 
0.7 m; the southern shafts were slightly 
smaller, measuring 0.7 m by 0.6 m. Imme
diately to the south of 222/4 70, but still 
within the thicker part of wall 202, was 
another rectangular shaft (224). This was 
much shallower than the garderobes and 
measured 1.1 m by 0.65 m. Its base, 0.65 m 
above the crowns of the garderobe oudets, 
was formed by the wall core of 202. It was 
definitely built at the same lime as the west 
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wall and the garderobes, but its function is 
unclear. It may have served as a ventilation 
shaft. A similar feature may have existed in 
an equivalent position north of 433/461, but 
the north-west corner of the range had been 
very largely rebuilt in Period 5, and there 
was no trace of it. A diagonal buttress would 
originally have supported the corner, but 
there was no sign of this either, though the 
base of it may survive at a much lower level. 

After the walls had been constructed, the 
parts of the former moat which were 

enclosed by them were filled in. The moat 
had evidently been cleaned out regularly, 
because there was virtually no silting at the 
bonom. The lowest layers (I 064 and 
1290/91) were waterlogged and contained 
discarded scaffolding poles. The great 
majority of the finds, including much 
domestic rubbish, were in these layers, 
which were only 0.2 m thick. The remainder 
of the infill layers, totalling 2.2 m in thick
ness, consisted principally of orange clay 
mixed with rubble and plaster fragments. 
They were bener consolidated than the 
material filling Room H. 

The range was divided into two rooms 
(Rooms 29 and 30) by a stone partition wall 
(246). It was 0.6 m wide, with footings off
set by a further 0.15 m, and had only sur
vived because it had subsided dramatically 
into the underlying medieval garderobe (Fig 
4.28). At its west end, it butted against the 
inner face of 202, and rested on the west 
wall of Room H. A modern drain had 
destroyed its east end. Room 29 was 14.4 m 
( 4 7 ft 3 in) in length, whereas Room 30 was 
only 11.1 5 m (36 ft 6 in) long. No other 
partitions were found, but, like Room 31 in 
the north range, it is possible that it was 
subdivided by a further partition which did 
not survive. 

Cutting through the uppermost layer of 
dumping, beneath the centre of the range, 
was a stone-lined capped drain (87), which 
flowed westwards. It had a stone slab base 
and coursed sides bonded in pale pink mor
tar, and was capped with flat stones, includ
ing Pennant roofing slates. The outlet 
through the west wall was not visible 
because the wall had been refaced externally 
in Period 5. 

At the south end of the range, a founda
tion trench (1272) was cut through the infill 
material. It contained the deep footings for a 
flat base (72), possibly for a newel stair. The 
footings consisted of crudely-coursed and 
irregularly-shaped rubble, and rested on the 
offset round the base of the fireplace (302) . 
They also buned against the west and south 
sides of the Period 3 garderobe (279) . How
ever, they were bonded to the inner face of 
the south wall (253), and shared the same 
matrix. \Vhile they were patently secondary, 
they may have been inserted as soon as the 
moat had been filled in, since they were 
butted by the pitched Pennant pieces (301) 
which formed the actual base of the fire
place. The surface of 30 I was blackened 
and butted directly against the inner face of 
the south wall. 



The bedding for the floor (!51) in Room 
29 survived because it had partially sub
sided over the former moat. It consisted of 
hard light pink mortar wi<h rubble frag
ments, overlain by a <hin layer of soft 
whitish-grey mortar. It sealed <he capping 
stones of drain 87, and also <he foundation 
trench (1272), and actually lapped over <he 
edge of <he possible stair-base. No flooring 
remained, but the impressions of diagonally
laid flagstones, measuring c 0. 7 m by 0.55 m, 
were still visible (Fig 4.29). 

The floor bedding did not exist to <he 
north of the partition wall, and rhere is evi· 
dence <hat Room 30 had a wooden floor. 
Al<hough no flooring or slots for joists were 
found, a layer of dark grey silt ( 136) had 
subsided, where it overlay <he fill of Room 
H. It contained an enormous quantity of 
finds, which had almost certainly accumu
lated below <he floorboards (see below, 
Period 4.5). 

The west part of the south range 

The western end of <he sou<h frontage wall 
(63) was rebuilt (Fig 3.28, Sections 22-4). 
Wall 290 was constructed directly on top of 
the earlier wall, though it was narrower. It 
was bonded to <he return wall of <he west 
range, north of the south-east buttress. 
Lower down, part of <he south face of 63 
was also rebuilt, and was tied into lhe west 
range wi<h a short length of curved masonry 
(2163), which consisted of large slabs of 
Pennant up to 0.15 m <hick, set in <he same 
mortar as the south-east buttress. This foot
ing (2163) cut through <he external sou<h
east corner of garderobe 279. The gardcrobc 
itself remained in use, and its east side was 
relined when 290 was built (Fig 3.28, Sec
tion 23). 

A wall (107), wi<h shallow trench-built 
footings, was inserred between the east wall 
of the west range and the north-west corner 
of Room R/28. It formed <he norm wall of a 
new room (Room 28a), which was an 
enlargement of Room Rl. Contemporary 
'vi<h I 07 was a stone-capped drain (92), 
which flowed through Room 28a, empt)'ing 
into <he garderobe <hrough a rough hole cre
ated in its norm side. It cut <hrough <he 
norm wall of Room RI, which was probably 
demolished. 

Fur<her east, <he sou<h frontage wall of 
Room Q/27 ( 417) was also rebuilt. Wall 
1790 had exactly <he same matrix as <he 
other Period 4.2 walls and preserved <he 
same alignment as <he earlier frontage (Fig 
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3.4, Section 3). Apart from these modifica
tions, the ground plan of <he sou<h range 
remained unaltered. 

Room G/32 

The sunken 'sub·cellar' at the west end of 
Room G was filled in (Fig 4.14, Section 35). 
The surviving fragment of medieval flooring 
(1821) was sealed by a layer of light orange
brown clay with occasional Pennant rubble 
and plaster flecks (127/ 137). Wi<hin <he 
layer were several decorated floor tiles and a 
Pennant roofing slate. A new wall (79), 0.55 m 
wide, was inserted, butting the original 
norm and sou<h walls. It partially overlaid 
and was butted by 127/ 137, indicating <hat 
<hey were contemporary. The wall had offset 
footings on irs west side, and was rendered 
only on its east side. The area to the west of 
it was tilled in wi<h reddish-brown sticky 
loam and plaster (124 and 121). The floor 
surface must have been above 121, and was 
completely removed in Period 5. 

The cast wall of Room G/32 (1679) was 
demolished and replaced by wall 1749, 
which butted <he Period 3.4b pentice wall 
(1805), and cut through <he footings of <he 
stair turret (1800). At its norm end, it 
butted against <he sou<h wall of <he norm 
range, respecting <he west side of <he cross
passage. Related to it was 1750, which was 
inserted in <he former sou<h-cast corner of 
the room, and butted <he new cast wall. 
Plaster covered <he inner faces of born 
pieces of walling, and also <he sou<h face of 
the north range wall, where it faced-off the 
stump of 1679. 

Wi<hin Room G/32, <he infill layers were 
directly on top of the bedrock, suggesting 

Firure 4.29 Floor 1/ob 
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that the Period 3 floor, east of the 'sub-cel
lar•, had been completely removed and low
ered. The bedding for the new floor overlay 
the infill, and consisted of yellow-brown 
sandy loam (231 ), sealed by a spread of 
irregularly shaped flat Pennant fragments 
(1714), which were particularly concen
trated in the central part of the room. These 
in turn were overlain by a layer of very hard 
pinkish-whhe mortar, similar to the bedding 
layer in Room 29. The floor itself consisted 
of sandstone slabs (126), varying in size 
between 0.55 m by 0.45 m and 0.85 m by 
0.75 m. Most of the floor-slabs had been 
robbed, but surviving examples butted waJI 
79 and the south wall (75) . No flooring or 
bedding remained in the eastern third of the 
room, but their position was indicated by 
the base of the rendering. This floor was 
c 0.7 m below the level of the north range 
floor (estimated from the height of the sump 
feeding into drain 1688), and c 0.6 m below 
the level of lhe floor in rhc west range. It was 
also 0.25 m below the base of the fireplace 
in the north wall ( 1676: Fig 3.33, Section 
29). This was blocked with horizontally laid 
Pennant bonded in yellow-brown loam 
( 1668) . While it is conceivable that the fire-
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place was inserted in Period 4.2, and was 
blocked at a later phase, it is more likely that 
it was already in existence, and was blocked 
when lhe floor level was altered. 

Lastly, a length of walling ( 1751), 0.55 
m wide, was built along the west side of the 
Period 3.4b pentice wall, which now became 
the west wall of the main courryard. Wall 
1751 butted against the new south-east cor
ner of the room, and its construction trench 
cut through the Period 3.4 tile and Pennant 
slab surface. 

The moat 

The south and east arms of the moat 
remained unaltered, though two walls were 
built across the east arm, respecting the 
doorway in the central stack of the east 
range. The south wall was visible only in 
outline owing to an overlying Period 5 track 
having subsided on either side of it. How
ever, the northern wall was partially 
revealed. It must have been constructed 
across the open moat, because the Period 
4.3 moat infilllayers butted against its north 
side. The gap between the two walls, which 
was 3 m wide, could not be excavated but it 
may have been filled in prior to the infilling 
of the rest of the east arm. The walls appear 
to have been built on either side of a path 
linking the east range with the ancillary 
range, and probably replaced a short-lived 
wooden bridge, constructed in Period 4.1. 

In marked contrast to the south and east 
arms of the moat, the north and west arms 
were both recut. The western part of the 
north arm was realigned so that it respected 
the new ranges and at the same time almost 
the whole of the arm was widened to I 0 m 
although it was only 7.5 m wide (the same 
as the south arm) at the north-east corner 
(Fig 3.7, Section 5). 

Exacdy in the centre of the north arm, 
and aligned on the north range, was the 
well-preserved oak sole plate of a trestle 
bridge (954; Figs 4.14, 4.30). This was 
clearly related to the Period 4.2 abutments 
(see above) and was ;,. situ. It was laid in a 
foundation trench (955) cut in the bedrock, 
and all the layers within the moat sealed it or 
lapped up against it, demonstrating that this 
part of the moat had been thoroughly 
cleaned out before it was laid. Only part of 
the beam was within the excavation, but it 
measured 0.55 m by 0.32 m in section and 
its east end had been roughly chamfered 
with an adze. A mortice was cut in its upper 
face, and a dov.,.cl, 30 mm in diameter, had 
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been driven in from the north side, [0 secure 
the vertical timber. When the timber was 
removed, part of the broken dowel was left 
in place. The sole plate was at least 1.4 m 
long, and since the mortice lined up with 
the eastern abutment, it can be estimated 
that the whole beam would have been 2.6 m 
in length. There were no signs of any abut
ment on the north edge of the moat. The 
bridge provided access from the north range 
across the moat to the north court. It pre
sumably replaced the earlier bridge, further 
west, which would have been removed when 
Room Ll was demolished and the moat was 
recut. 

The west arm of the moat was realigned 
at the same time as the north arm, and its 
retaining bank was parallel to the new west 
range. Beneath it was an earlier bank, but 
this was associated with a ditch (E2/14) 
which predated the primary moat (Fig 3.7, 
Section 8). It appears that the Period 4.2 
bank reverted to an earlier alignment, when 
the Period 3 retaining bank was removed, 
though future excavations might possibly 
establish whether or not this interpretation 
is correct. 

The south-west buttress of the west 
range effectively blocked the moat, separat
ing the west arm from the south arm. 

Period 4.3 

Alterations to the south and cast 
ranges 

During this phase alterations were made to 
the ground-floor plan and the elevations of 
the cast range, and the south range cast of 
the cross-passage was reconstructed (Fig 
4.31). A new south court was built and 
infilling of the moat began. 

Exterior 

Work of this period can be distinguished 
from Period 4.1 by the use of slightly larger 
Pennant rubble, sometimes rather redder in 
colour, and rather more widely jointed. The 
stones are set in ochre loam. 

On the east elevation small diagonal but
tresses were added to the corners of the 
range and to the north stack (E1.2) . They 
were all built in the moat, which was still 
open. 

The depth of the central stack was 
increased by 0.7 mat ground-floor level to 
create an ashlar-faced vaulted porch with 
wall benches (E13.5). The extension has a 
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Figu,., 4.32 R~td Period 
4.J foatum i11 a porch qf 
< 1890 (photogroph: 
C Croc:n topyrigJu. NMR 
M98101811Z). 

Fi'gurt 4.33 (far nghr) 
A I Stlt-«mury window 
mtml in rJ1t Ptriod 4.3 
Mil ran~ (E/.10) 
(photograph: C Cmv,,, 
copyright. NMR 
M98/01818) . 
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lean-to roof which masks the junction 
becween !he cwo periods of work. The front 
wall of !his porch (E1.4) was rebuilt in 
Period 5.3, but !he Lysons engraving shows 
!hat it formerly had a four-centred arch. 
This can be identified with the arch in the 
Period 5.3 porch, E4.6 (Fig 4.32), whose 
mouldings match !hose used in Room 18 
(Chapter 5); the arch has been painted wilh 
!he sequence of coloured limewashes 
applied to the central porch interior. These 
also occur on the small medieval window 
El.5 (Fig 8.7.2), and suggest !hat !his was 
used as a sidelight; it is not shown on !he 
Lysons drawing (otherwise accurate) but 
may have been hidden by !he raking but
tress. 

In !he norlhern angle of stack E 1.1 a 
new stack (EI.6) 0.7 m deep was added. 
The exterior is now encased in Period 5 
rebuilding, and was visible only lhrough 
large cracks in !he side of !he flue to fire
place E7. 7. The east face was rendered and 
inset above two weathering courses, similar 
to !hose capping !he Period 4.1 stacks. The 
flue served one of !he new ground-floor 
rooms (R16). 

On the south-east corner the door El.3 
was blocked and replaced by a three-light 
Perpendicular window with cusped cinque
foiled heads (El.IO, Fig 4.33). The mul
lions have been reduced to fit its present 
position. This window is a replacement for 
!he thtee Period 4.1 soulh windows 
(E2.1 - 3), which were blocked at !his time. 
The addition of lhree buttresses (E2.5-7) 

suggests that this was done to add stability 
to the gable wall. 

The south-west buttress (E2.5) forms 
one end of a new south range, which 
extended as far as the Period 3 porch (Fig 
4.34). The Period 3.4a frontage wall at the 
soulh end of Room C was pulled down, and 
its outer face was progressively robbed out 
towards the cast (Fig 3.11, Section 13). The 
soulh wall of Room 22 (1387), 0.9 m wide, 
was set back 3.4 m from !he previous 
frontage, and cut through the east wall of 
Room C. The north wall (1226) also proba
bly cut through it, but a Period 5 feature 
had destroyed the junction. The alignment 
of the room differed from both !he soulh 
and the east ranges, so that its west and e.ast 
walls were wedge-shaped. The west wall 
(1388), adjacent to the screens passage, 
utilised the footings of the part of the Period 
3 wall which it replaced. The east wall 
directly overlay !he bottom coutses of the 
Period 3.4a stack, demolished in Period 4.1. 
The wall footings, varying in width from 0. 9 m 
to 1.1 m, consisted mainly of very large grey 
Pennant slabs set in smooth yellow-brown 
Joam. 

The northern end of Room C, converted 
into Room 23, must have remained stand· 
ing, because its west wall formed the side of 
the screens passage, which stayed in use. No 
floors survived within either Room 22 or 23. 
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A sleeper wall ( 1419) was inserted 
beneath the entrance to the screens passage, 
between the east wall of the stair turret (E I) 
and the south-west corner of Room 22. Its 
south edge was on exactly the same line as 
the new frontage wall. It consisted mainly of 
coursed Pennant, though it included a very 
large Oat limestone slab and a piece of 
reused window moulding. Postholes, possi
bly associated with a door, were cut on 
either side of the opening. 

It is uncertain how the space between the 
east arm of the porch and the new south 
front, caused by the demolition of the earlier 
south frontage, was filled. Presumably a 
length of walling was constructed on top of 
the footings of the long-since removed pri
mary frontage, but there were no surviving 
traces of it. 

Most of the south wall of Room 22 has 
been reduced to a height of less than I m, 
but against the east range, where it has been 
incorporated into OB 6, it stands nearly 7 m 
high. The jamb of a window 3.9 m high 
(C2.8) accounts tor the abrupt reduction m 
surviving wall height. The dressed stone 
surround has been removed, but the rubble 
splay is visible internally, overbuilt by divi
sions in OB 6. 

The west wall of the east range was 
altered to create a symmetrical courtyard 
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elevation by infilling the pentice opening 
E3.4 with a four-centred arch set between 
single-light windows (E3.14; Fig 4.35). This 
was flanked by (WO new four-light windows 
(E3.13, 15), and the eight-light first-floor 
window (E3.16) was repositioned directly 
over the door. All these windows have sunk
chamfered mouldings and a returned hood 
mould. 

On the north elevation a new pair of 
ground-floor windows (E6.9) was created. 
The evidence has been fragmented by 
Period 5 alterations, but relieving arches 
with a common central springer were built 
into the wall below window E6.2. The sur
viving window frame includes the head of a 
shared mullion with adjoining lintel frag
ments, and most of the east window sill, giv
ing a height of 2. 7 m and a width of 2.3 m 
for each unit. 

Interior 

The ground-floor plan of this period sur
vives complete in the east range. The stone 
partttton walls are O.b m thick, rising from 
offset foundations just below floor level to 
the underside of the Period 4.1 ceiling. 
They retain much of their original plaster. 
The range is divided by a central cross-pas
sage, Room 18, 3. 9 m (I 2 ft 9 in) wide, link
ing the eastern porch (EI3.5) with the arch 
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Figure 4.35 T1t4! courzyord 
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to the cmtral courtyard (E9.14; Fig 4.36). 
A door with a four-centred head was built 
inside the Period 4.1 opening in the east 
waH. Two more arches, both with four-cen
tred heads and floating cornices lead into 
lateral passages running north and south 
(E13.6). A stone bench with an oak seat is 
built against the south and east walls 
(E13.7), and another formerly existed on 
the north side (removed in Period 5.1). 

The north passage 17 (E9) gives access 
to Room 15, which retains its oak four-cen
tred door frame (E l0.7). This is the only 

original entrance; the other five doors were 
inserted in Period 5. The room measures 
7.4 m by 7.15 m (24ft 3 in by 23ft 6 in) . 
The reveals and common lintel of the dou
ble window are visible in the north wall 
(Ell.9), and there is a fireplace in the cast 
wall (E7.12), replacing the Period 4.1 posi
tion. It was enlarged in Period 5.1, back to 
the roughly fmished outer opening spanned 
by a relieving arch, which framed the ashlar 
surround. All the Period 4 fireplaces were 
constructed in this way, which allowed the 
fireplace proper to be fitted as a secondary 
operation. 

The Period 4.3 door from the passage to 
Room 16 was blocked in Period 5. 1 and the 
e.ast window wall rebuilt at the same time. 
This room had a corner fireplace (E7 .13) 
served by the additional stack El.6, and 
communicated with the cross-passage 
(Room 18) via an arched stone hatch, which 
has dowels for a wooden shutter frame. 

Another passage (Room 20; E9) leads to 
two more rooms, 19 and 21, at the south 
end of the range. Room 19 became a stable 
in Period 5.1 (Fig 7 .3) and the passage door 
was blocked (El5.1; now reopened), but the 
position of the wooden frame is preserved in 
the plaster (E 16.1) below the raised stable 
floor. The north, south and west walls 
(El4-16) retain much of their original plas
ter and decoration, but the east wall was 
almost completely rebuilt in Period 5, so 



that only the north reveal of a window c 2.3 
m tall and the indent for a lintel survive 
(E7.14). It was clearly inserted into the 
Period 4.1 wall. Traces of a hearth in the 
south·cast corner were found by excavation. 

Room 21 has also lost its fireplace. The 
Period 4.1 windows in the south wall (E8) 
were blocked and plastered over, and a 
reused Perpendicular window inserted in 
the east wall (E7.10). The west wall was 
rebuilt with the new south range, and has a 
connecting door (E3.12, E9.12) with an 
original frame, formerly cased in Period 5.1 
blocking. 

The new room in the south range, Room 
22, measured 9.15 m by 6.0 m (30 ft by 19 
ft 6 in) and was set obliquely to the east 
range; lhe space between was taken up with 
a wedge-shaped chimney stack. At the north 
end this is butted against the face of the east 
range, blocking the door E9 .8, but further 
south the whole wall is rebuilt. This easr 
wall provides a complere elevation of the 
room, which had a ceiling height of 5.5 m 
( 18ft). Parallel rows of floor and ceiling joist 
sockets (E3.10) indicate that it was spanned 
by girding beams in the manner of the east 
range. The lower set rests on an oak bearer 
and below this is a row of wooden blocks 
(E3.17) at c I m centres. There is a large cen
tral fireplace (E3.1 1), which has the same 
mouldings as the doors to Room 18. 

No more details of the window in the 
south waH are visible internally, and the 
other walls have been demolished. The only 
surviving feature of the first-floor room 
(R37) is a small fireplace (E3.9) with cham
fered jambs and semi-octagonal stops, 
which is probably truncated on the line of 
the lintel, 1.2 m above floor level. The posi
tion of the gable is indicated by cut rafters in 
the east range roof (E9 .17), which show that 
this room was an auic with a ceiling height 
of no more than 3m. 

Few alterations were carried out to the 
first floor of the east range; the south-west 
corner of Room 11 was rebuilt in conjunc
tion with the new stack> and the garderobe 
in Room 6 was blocked to form a cupboard. 
For the door created in the corner of the 
north window (E6.11) see Room 33. 

The moat 

The bottom of the north arm of the moat 
was not cleaned out after Period 4.2. The 
south and east arms do not appear to have 
been scoured after Period 4. 1. As a result, 
layers of waterlogged dark brown/black 
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organic silt accumulated while the moat was 
still open. They were peaty in texture and 
varied in thickness between 0.2 and 0.4 m. 
In the south arm, the material within the 
porch ( 1993) was identical to the deposits 
between the porch and the oriel window 
(I 046-8). Similar layers, containing rather 
more rubble, were found in the bottom of 
the east arm (2026-8). In the north arm, 
layers of dark grey silty clay and rubble, with 
frequent charcoal flecks and plaster render
ing (9351951 and 932), butted against and 
partially overlay the Period 4.2 bridge tim
ber (Fig 3.7, Sections 5-7 and Fig 3.11, 
Sections 12 and 14). 

The eastern part of the south arm of the 
moat was infilled with a succession of tip 
layers. They consisted of brown, yellow and 
red clay, mixed with Pennant rubble and 
with frequent small lumps and specks of 
white plaster rendering, and interspersed 
with unconsolidated dumps of rubble. The 
organic deposits at the bottom of the moat 
contained much discarded domestic rub
bish. In contrast, the layers above contained 
demolition material such as roofing slates, 
floor tiles and (in 1477) sculpred limestone 
heads and figures deriving from two sepa
rate fireplaces. The uppermost layers con
tained very fe\\' finds. East of the porch, the 
infill layers butted against the core of the 
partly robbed former frontage wall, indicat
ing that they were contemporary with the 
construction of Room 22. The arch beneath 
the south end of the porch (1458) remained 
iu siw, and collapsed onto the top of the 
moat fill. 

The moat fill was held back by a retain
ing wall (393), which was constructed 
between the west arm of the porch and the 
oucer edge of the moat. h was 0.65 m wide 
and its west face, which was bauered out 
c 0.3 m, consisted mainly of coursed Pennant 
rubble with occasional large pieces of lime
stone near its base. hs east side, in contrast, 
was very rough and irregular and was clearly 
never intended to be seen. The existence of 
this wall demonstrated that the south arm of 
the moat was backfilled in two separate 
phases. Only a limited amount of material 
(1044-5) was dumped in the moat on the 
west side of the wall during Period 4.3. 

At the south .. e.ast corner of the moat, in 
Area 14, only the highest infill layers were 
examined, but they were closely comparable 
with the material further west. 

The fill of the east arm was very similar 
to that of the south arm, and consisted of 
layers of yellow-brown clay mixed with large 
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amounts of Pennant rubble. The only major 
difference was that some of the layers 
included not just the usual small lumps of 
rendering but also numerous pieces of 
moulded stucco (Chapter 8, Figs 8.39, 
8.40). They were found in 2020-1 and 
2024, and also in 2066, north of the cross
passage. There was no stucco in the fill of 
the south or north arms, implying that it 
derived specifically from the east range and 
was discarded when the rooms were remod· 
elled and redecorated in Period 4.3. One 
side effect of the infilling of the east arm was 
that the outlets of the remaining Period 4.1 
garderobe shafts in the central and southern 
stacks would have been blocked. Since the 
shafts remained in use, but were accessible 
only at first·floor level, il is difficult to 
understand how they would have been 
cleaned out, if at all. The vaulted outlet 
located during the excavation was shared by 
the garderobes, and may have decanted into 
a sump built within the moat. This could 
have been emptied periodically. 

The layers filling the cast arm were 
retained by wall 2056, which butted against 
the buttress supporting the north-east cor
ner of the east range (Fig 4.37). It was built 
across the open moat and served the same 
purpose as the retaining wall in the south 
arm. However, it was bener built, and both 
faces were carefully constructed. It was also 
more substantial, at 1 m wide, and, in con-

trast to wall 393, was almost certainly a 
standing wall which would have continued 
eastwards beyond the moat, to join the east 
wall of the north court. However, no trace 
of the continuation survived. 

Room33 

A rectangular stair tower (Room 33; E6.1 0; 
Fig 4.37 and Fig 4.49, Section 42) was built 
against the north·east corner buttress. hs 
west wall buucd against the north wall of 
the east range and partly blocked a Period 
4.3 ground-floor window (E6.9). It pro
vided access from Room 6 to the garden 
walk by means of a small door contrived in 
the corner of the Period 4.1 window. This is 
visible in outline (E6.11) as an extension of 
the Period 5.1 window blocking. This alter
ation was dearly not part of the original 
Period 4.3 works; it may represent second 
thoughts or belong to Period 4.4. However, 
the foundation was built before the moat 
was filled in. The tower was not fully exca· 
vated, but like the buttress, its footings 
probably rested on the bottom of the moat. 
Its walls were 0.7 m wide and it measured 
3.35 m by 1.8 m. Room 33 appeared to have 
been built in the same way as the Period 3.5 
oriel window on the south front, since the 
inner faces of its walls were seated on a rub
ble raft (3053), while the outer faces, which 
included large pieces of reused limestone, 



continued down to bedrock. Within the 
structure, lhe raft was covered by a series of 
clay and rubble layers, which in turn were 
sealed by some large flat stone slabs (304 7), 
presumably a floor. A shallow rectangular 
recess was set in the east wall. 

Room 33 and wall 2056 were probably 
contemporary and are likely to have been 
related to each other. The wall may have 
formed the south side of a gallery leading to 
the garden. 

Period 4.4 

Alterations to the north range 

Exterior 

In this period new doors and windows were 
inserted into the south wall to create a more 
symmetrical courtyard elevation, reflecting 
the Period 4.3 alterations to the adjacent 
west wall of the east range (Fig 4.38). The 
north elevation was unaltered. The Pennant 
rubble is set in a matrix of ochre loam 
not inherently different from that used in 
Period 4.2. The limestone is set in hard 
white mortar. 

The present ground-floor windows, 
(E4.8, E4.9), which match those in the 
adjoining elevation (E3), were inserted at 
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this time; there was formerly a third 
(E4.10), removed in Period 5.1. Alternating 
with the windows are three identical door
ways (E4.11- 13) of classical type with 
returned architraves and floating cornices 
(Fig 4.39). The stair tower door was reset in 
Period 4.5 and was initially added to the 
Period 4.2 door (E l0.6) at the east end of 
the range. All these features are regularly set 
out at 2.75 m centres, and it is probable that 
there was a fourth doorcase on the entrance 
to the demolished north cross-passage. 

On the first floor, set directly over door 
E4. 12, is the scar of an oriel window 
(E4.14) which was removed in Period 5.2. 
Two vertical ;oints are visible on either side 
of the present window, the inner marking 
the actual width of the oriel, and the outer 
the junction of the rebuilt wall with the 
Period 4.2 fabric. This sequence is con
firmed inside where the original decorative 
scheme has been truncated by the addition 
of the window. The oriel was supported on a 
timber frame and clad in ashlar (Fig 5.13). 
It is probable that the eight-light window 
with sunk-chamfered mouldings now set 
flush with the wall, and the decorative panel 
beneath it, are reused elements of the struc
ture. The panel has a coat of arms on a 
scrolled srrapwork cartouche, surmounting 
a pilaster with a roll-moulded capital. 

Figurt 4.38 Tht cour(>'<lrd 
~kvarion of rll~ north ra,~ 
(E4) 

Ct>Mt"P"p/1' o c_, 
CQP,>'righ:. NMR 
8898/00588). 
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Interior 
The ground floor was divided into three 
rooms reflecting the new door and window 
positions. There is a stone partition wall 
between Room 13 and Room 12, which has 
no surviving Period 4.4 features other than 
its door. A Oue within the wall indicates an 
otherwise unknown fireplace. \Vest of Room 
12 was a cross-passage known from exca
vated evidence. To the east the range was 
divided by a timber-framed partition, 
marked by a scar in the plaster (Ell. I 0) 
adjoining the Period 4.2 fireplace. To 
accommodate the south end of this parti
tion, the window EIO.S was constructed 
with a right-angled splay. It is possible that 
Rooms 13 and 14 interconnected. Room 
divisions on the first floor were unaltered. 

The moat: Period 4.4-4.5 

About two-thirds of the north arm of the 
moat and the remainder of the south arm 
were filled in (Fig 3.7, Sections 5 and 7, and 
Fig 4.49, Section 42). The work was carried 
out after Period 4.3, though probably only 
shortly afterwards. It had certainly been 
completed before Period 4.6. 

After the Period 4. 2 timber bridge had 
been dismantled, the north arm was back
tilled with successive layers of firm clay, 
varying in colour from mottled grey/green to 

reddish-yellow and reddish-brown (929-31, 
936 and 952-3). In contrast to the Period 
4.3 infill layers, there was remarkably little 
rubble or demolition debris mixed with the 
clay. The section in Area 8 showed that the 
material was tipped into the moat from the 
north side, sealing the waterlogged silt, and 
the sole plate of the bridge. When it had 
been tilled in, the surface was consolidated 
with orange clay and large generally Oat 
Pennant rubble (944 and 950). 

The western limit of this infill must be 
between the garderobe outlet and the chim
ney stack, outside Room 3 1. A small excava
tion next to the stack demonstrated mat the 
moat thereabouts was filled in very recently, 
and contained modern agricultural equip
menc. No retaining wall was found, but its 
position was indicated by nettles, which 
grow in abundance above the modern moat 
fill but not on the earlier fill . 

The east end of the norm arm was only 
partially excavated. Most of the 'fill' layers 
had in fact accumulated above the moat fill 
in Period 4.6, but had subsided in Period 
5.1. Apart from a deposit of red clay and 
rubble on the northern edge of the moat, 
the only recorded intill layer consisted of 
firm orange clay (3023), identical to the 
material in Area 8. It contained several floor 
tiles but no rubble or stucco, and postdated 
the construction of Room 33. 

Overlying it and butting against the 
nonh-east corner of Room 33 was a waJI 
(3055), which survived to a maximum 
height of five courses. It presumably contin
ued northwards, but beyond the outer edge 
of the moat it had been completely 
removed. Surprisingly, it had not subsided, 
though two large Pennant slabs adjacent to 
its east face had slumped southwards. 

The south arm of the moat, west of the 
Period 4.3 retaining wall 393, was probably 
filled in at the same time. Certainly the 
dump layers were very similar in appearance 
and texture to the material in me north arm 
and quite different from the layers to the 
east of the retaining wall. They consisted of 
layers of yellow and reddish-brown clay 
(1038, 1041 and 1043 and 1045), contain
ing only small amounts of rubble, though 
there was a dump of concentrated rubble 
with voids (1044) against the south edge of 
the moat. In the vicinitY of the oriel window, 
the moat fill was not levelled up, and most 
of the sandstone face remained exposed. 
Excavations further west, alongside the 
south front and immediately south of the 
west range, showed that the fill layers were 
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almost identical apart from a spread of con
centrated crushed yellow mortar or stone 
chippings (2149). 

Just before the south arm was infilled, 
chambers with crudely coursed Pennant 
sides were built around the outlets for drain 
41 and garderobe 279. The former was 
much more substantial than the latter, mea
suring 1.35 m by I m with battered sides, 
suggesting that it may have been related to a 
feature at first-floor level, as well as to the 
drain. Both chambers were built freestand
ing and butted against the existing frontage 
walls. The clay moat fill layers were then 
spread up against them. 

Th e south court 

Period 4.1-4.3 

A series of dump layers, conmmmg much 
demo1ition material, was spread ove.r the exist
ing ground surface and '""" tipped down the 
slope on the western edge of the terrace. The 
layers were deposited no earlier than Period 
4.1 and no later than 4.3 (Fig 4.40, Section 
36). They consisted of brown loam with vary
ing quantities of rubble, mi..'<ed with white 
mortar, srone...ctust and plaster rendering, 
interspersed with lenses of charcoal, ash and 
oyster shells. They also con mined fragments of 
ceramic ridge tiles and Pennant slates. The 
material covered the whole of Area 2. It was 
homogeneous and only 0.25-0.3 m tlllck 
where the underlying ground surface 'vas rela
tively level (526-28/531 ). Further west, how
ever, the tip layers 'vere up to I m tlllck. 
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The demolition spread appears to have 
extended as far as the centre of the court, 
since a layer of brown loam and rubble, 
0.1 m thick, was recorded south of the 
porch. In appearance, it was very similar to 
the layers in Area 2. On the eastern side of 
the coun, in Area 14, there were no signs of 
any comparable layers. 

The levelling material came from demol
ished medieval buildings, and is likely to 
have derived either from the structures 
beneath the Period 4.1 east range, or from 
those beneath the Period 4.2 north and west 
ranges. The ceramic and coin evidence sug· 
gests chat the material was earlier in date 
than the layers at the bottom of the moat 
and may have been deposited in Period 4.1, 
well before the south court was created. 
Alternatively, although the material may 
have derived from buildings demolished in 
Period 4.1, it may have been redeposited 
only immediately before the south court was 
laid out. 

Period 4.3-4.4 

The court measured c 75 m by 67.5 m (250ft 
by 220ft). The base of its western boundary 
wall (541) overlaid the highest dump layer, 
and the wall itself butted against the corner 
buttress of the west range. The eastern 
boundary wall, on the other hand, termi
nated 12 m cast of the house. It returned 
westwards across the top of the Period 4.3 
moat fill, to butt against the buttress at the 
south-east corner of the east range. This 
indicated that the court could nor have been 
created before Period 4.3. The court was 
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wider than the house because it was aligned 
axially on the porch, which was itself posi
tioned off-centre to the south frontage. 

The walls are of Pennant rubble set in 
red loam, carefully laid and tightly bonded 
without the inclusion of any limestone. At 
the base they are 0.8 m wide tapering to 
0.6 m, and the maximum height is 3.8 m to 
the top of the crenellated parapet, which has 
merlons 0.8 m wide and embrasures 0.45 m 
wide. Short lengths of both east and west 
walls survive to their full height at the south 
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end of the court (Fig 4.41), where the 
embrasures have been infilled, probably to 
accommodate lean-to outbuildings, but in 
general the crenellations have been 
removed. A number of embrasures on the 
east side of the court preserve their original 
detail. This is a Pennant coping of diminish
ing slabs three to four courses high, rising 
from a projecting basal course. Both walls 
have a single row of putlogs at a height of 
c I. 7 m internally (c 2.0 m externally), and 
there is no evidence for original structures 
built against the walls: alterations and addi
tions date to Period 5. 

The west wall survives for its full length 
and has a projecting rectangular 'bastion' at 
the north end (Fig 4.42 and Fig A.5, West 
range: west wall). It is 5.0 m wide and 1.6 m 
deep externally, and survives at the north
west corner to the level of the crenellations: 
merlons return round both angles, and there 
are two surviving embrasure slabs. Each 
face has a slit window with deep internal 
splays and the back is open. At the south
west corner are the foundations of a circular 
tower with an external diameter of 3.6 m 
(Figs 4.42, 4.43). In places the outer face 
has collapsed altogether and it is not clear 
whether a projecting spread of rubble on the 
north-west side is a random collapse or part 
of a projecting feature such as a newel or 
chimney stack. The tower has ao internal 
diameter of 2.1 m with a doorway I m wide 
set across the corner. The south-east jamb 
survives to a height of 2 m and preserves 
traces of a flight of steps rising to a former 
suspended floor c 1 m above courtyard 
ground level. In 1913 the tower still stood to 



its full height and it is illustrated in 
Robinson (1930, facing 93). h had an open 
back and stood at least one metre higher 
than the top of the crenellated wall. It is not 
clear from the photograph how the top of 
the tower was fmished, but it was probably 
roofed originally, as Robinson describes a 
fireplace, of which no trace remains. 

The south wall has been reduced to a 
height of c 1.5 m to form the back wall of a 
range of open-fronted outbuildings, origi
nating in Period 5.2 but now partly modern. 
In the south-east corner of the court 20 m of 
waH and presumably another corner tower 
have been demolished completely to make 
way for a barn dated 1849 and a field gate. 
This opening also appears to have origi
nated in Period 5.2 and is off .. c-entre to the 
axis of the court. Its environs are denuded 
to bedrock. 

The position of the original gateway has 
not been located as the central section of the 
south wall was also rebuilt in Period 5.2, but 
it is probable that the arch facing the 
Laneridge Road in the Period 4.6 east 
court, which is reused, originated here (Figs 
1.1, 4.44). his built of limestone ashlar with 
a four-centred arch 2.24 m wide below a 
returned hood. In the spandrels is the 
Poyntz crest in a strapwork cartouche on a 
background of oak branches. The panelled 
entablature is surmounted by a gabled pedi
ment with a lion mask and there are bases 
for missing finials. The pediment mouldings 
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show evidence of having been reduced in 
size. The mouldings of this gate and its 
hybrid style are related to Period 4.3 work 
elsewhere in the house. 

The cast wall was continuous but was 
breached for farm access in the early 1970s. 
A straight joint3.6 m south ofOB 13 marks 
one side of a north-east 'bastion', otherwise 
removed by OB 16. The wall continues 
north to the east court and forms the west 
wall ofOB 12 (Fig A.5). 

Period 4.4-4.6 

A soil horizon overlay the rubble layers in 
Area 2. It consisted of featureless rich brown 
loam (510/511/518/519/523), with a maxi
mum thickness of 0.1 m, and was largely 
sealed by a Period 5.1 gravel surface. No 
Period 4 structures were located in the lim
ited areas which were excavated although 
they may have existed elsewhere within the 
court. 

The buildings east of the 
house 
In the area later enclosed by the cast court, 
the Pennant sandstone outcrop is very close 
to the surface and is actually exposed in 
some places. There is a strip of ground, c 25 m 
wide in the north half of the court and c 13 m 
wide in the south half, in which all pre
Period 5 layers and features have been 
destroyed. They only survived beyond the 
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point at which the bedrock started to dip 
down beneath a natural layer of shale and 
clay. As a resuit, there were no direct strati
graphic Jinks between the main house and 
the structures beneath the court (Figs 
4.45-4.48 and Fig4.49, Sections 39-41). 

Period 4.1 

A series of insubstantial foodngs was found 
beneath the south half of the cast court, 
continuing beyond the southern boundary 
wall. The best surviving wall (833/886/2676), 
0.7 m wide and at least 19 m long, was 
aligned parallel to the standing east range. It 
became progressively more fragmentary 
towards the north. An anncxc, with even 
less substantial footings, only 0.5 m wide 
and three courses deep, was attached to its 
east side at its southern end. Two walls (819 
and 820), 3.4 m apart, projected westwards 
towards the main house, but after a short 
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distance they had been completely 
destroyed. They were truncated by the 
Period 4.2 porch footings, but were eviw 
dently contemporary with wall 833. 

The foundations leading towards the 
house respected the Period 4.1 doorway 
near the south-east corner of the east range 
and were probably related to it. The align
ment of the footings, combined with lheir 
lack of depth and width, suggests that they 
formed part of a temporary timber-framed 
service range, contemporary with the main 
cast range and linked to it by a pentice and a 
bridge across the moat. 

Period 4.2 

The Period 4 .I service range was replaced 
by a new ancillary range, constructed on a 
much grander scale. It contained at least 
three buildings (Rooms 35, 34 and 37) and 
was linear in form. Room 35 was almost 
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parallel to the east range of the house but 
the alignment of Room 34 shifted towards 
the south-west and Room 3 7 was clearly 
aligned on the edge of the outer moat. A 
further building (Room 36) extended south
eastwards from the north end of Room 35 
towards Lattcridge Road. 

Room34 

The building was rectangular, and mea
sured internally 16.2 m by 7.2 m (53ft by 
23 ft 6 in, Figs 4.45, 4.46). Its west wall 
(853/88712626) rested on the bedrock and 

was only 0.9 m wide. The footings of the 
sourh and east walls, however, were consid
erably wider, probably because they were 
built mostly on shale and clay. The south 
wall (2622) was 1.5 m wide at foundation 
level. The cast wall (807/2625) was of a sim
ilar width, and cxcernaUy irs footings were 
offset by a further 0.3 m. The offset was 
partially overlaid by a roughly-built stone 
land drain (2032/2634). Also resting on 
these footings were three regularly-spaced 
bunresses, which were integral to the wall. 
A fourth buttress must have existed in the 

Figwv 4. 45 Pian, Roorn 
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unexcavated area ncar the north-east cor
ner. Exactly halfway along the west wall, an 
opening 3.3 m wide was flanked by the arms 
of a small porch. They were bonded to the 
main wall and projected 1.6 m westwards. 
They cut through the Period 4.1 walls, but 
respected the alignment of the earlier pen
rice footings. Like the pentiec, they were 
clearly related to the primary doorway in the 
east wall of the east range. 

Within the building, there were no sur
viving floor layers; nor were there any 
drains. The only tnternal feature was a large 
posthole (2667), cutting through the north 
edge of the footings of the south wall, but 
probably contemporary with the wall itself. 

Room35 

Room 35 was a seporntc building, on a 
slightly different alignment from Room 34, 
and in strict structural sequence was the 
earlier (Fig 4.47). The gap between them 
was 2.5 m wide, and may have served as a 
passageway. h was closed by a wall (835), 
which buned against the south-east comer 
of Room 35 and was bonded to the north
east corner of the south butlding. This was 
probably a sleeper wall for an arch. There 
was no corresponding wall at the west end 
of the gap. 

The south-west corner of Room 35 and 
virtually all its west wall (727) had been 

completely removed; nor were there any 
traces of its north wall. However, the south 
and east walls (828 and 706/826) survived. 
The building had the same width as Room 
34, but was at least 19.5 m (64 fi) in length. 
There were slight indications of a wall (718) 
turning to the east at the north end of 706 
(see below, Room 36). The remaining walls 
were bonded in )'ellow loam, and were 1.2 m 
wide at foundation Je,·el. The building was 
subdivided internally by three partitions. 
Two were made of stone (755 and 756) and 
butted against the main cast wall. They sur
vived only as short stubs, and had been 
entirely removed further west. To the south 
of 755 was a row of postholes, probably 
associated with a wooden partition. These 
divisions were regularly spaced, 4 m apart, 
and it is possible that a fourth partition 
existed beneath the uncxcavated Period 5 
track. 

As in Room 34, no floors survived, but 
traces of an extensive internal drainage sys
tem, albeit largely robbed, remained. The 
principal drain (720) flowed across the 
building, south of the wooden partition, and 
passed through the east wall, with which it 
was integral. Two draons (728 and 892), 
adjacent to the inner edge of the west wall, 
flowed into it from the north and south. 
Two other drains, parallel to and 1.2 m from 
wall 706, also fed into it. Drain 732, subse-
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quently entirely robbed, ran from north to 
south. The equivalent drain entering 720 
from the south side (827), originated adja
cent to Room 34, and flowed nonhwards, 
against the natural slope, across the space 
between the two buildings and through the 
south wall of Room 35. Its base consisted of 
flat slabs and included several reused Pen
nant roofing slates. Drain 720 also had a 
stone slab base and coursed sides. Most of 
its capping stones were ;, situ. h followed a 
curving alignment east of the building, and 
was traced for a distance of c 9 m, before it 
disappeared under the later track. It pre
sumably flowed into the outer moat just 

beyond the present arched gateway. A rough 
capped land drain (716), its sides consisting 
of vertical Pen_nant slabs, was laid along the 
outside of me cast wall. It was contempo
rary with the main drain, and fed into it. A 
similar drain (839) started just beyond the 
south-east corner of Room 35 and flowed 
northwards, though a couple of land drains 
(834 and 2029) led eastwards, removing 
surplus water. 

Room36 

The plan of the building was only partially 
re-covered since neither its west nor its east 
walls were found, bUI it was probably free
standing, with its south·wcst corner linked 
to Room 35 by wall 718 (Fig 4.47). Its east 
wall was either on the line of the eastern 
boundary wall of the Period 4.6 east court 
or only a very short distance beyond it. It 
would have stood end-on to l..atteridge 
Road or to the outer moat, which probably 
ran along the west side of the road. The 
structure was 6.2 m (20ft) wide and at least 
12.5 m (41 ft) in length. 

The western half of the south wall (776) 
was heavily disturbed by root action and the 
western half of the north wall (2808) had 
been completely removed but the surviving 
portions of both walls were 0.80 m wide, 
resting on offset foundations 1- 1.10 m 
wide. 

Internally, a strip of pitched Pennant 
(780), 0.8 m wide, was laid along the south 
edge of the room. It was heavily worn. On 
the north side of 780, a flat-bottomed drain 
with Pennant slab sides (779) ran from west 
to east. Three successive cobbled surfaces 
were recorded to the north of the drain. 
There were no signs of any internal parti· 
tions. The building was interpreted as a sta
ble block. 

Room37 

This building was located in the area to the 
east of the south court (Fig 4.48). The 
whole of ils north wall and most of its west 
wall were revealed, but only a very small 
proportion of its east and south walls was 
uncovered. The structure generally mea
sured 20m by 7 m (65ft 6 in by 23ft) inter
nally though near the north-west corner the 
west wall projected OUI by I m. The length 
of the projection was uncertain owing to the 
partial robbing of the west wall but it was at 
least 6.5 m and may have been as much as 9 m. 
It probably contained a pair of fireplaces or 
ovens. A buttress supported the north side 
of the north-west corner. 



The footings of lhc west wall were I m 
wide, whereas !he north and south wall 
foundations were both 1.35 m wide. The 
east wall footings, which in contrast to lhe 
rest of !he foundations did not stand directly 
on !he natural bedrock, were 1.65 m wide. 
The building was on a markedly different 
alignment from !hat of !he later south court 
but was parallel to the outer moat, the inner 
edge of which was 5 m beyond its east wall. 
A stone-lined drain, 0.25 m wide and 
decanting into the moat 4 m south of the 
south-east corner, may have been related to 
!he building. 

None of the interior was excavated, but 
any floor surfaces or partitions will almost 
certainly have been destroyed since !he bot
tom course of !he west wall was 0.50-0.60 m 
above !he highest surviving footings of !he 
east wall. The presence of !he large project
ing stack suggests !hat the building was 
either a brewhousc or a bakehouse. 

Other buildings east of !he house 

No further buildings in !he ancillary range 
were found, but it is likely that another 
structure stood in the gap between Rooms 
34 and 37, which was 18-20 m in length. 
This area, covered by a later cobbled farm
yard surface) was not inve-stigated, though 
traces of a possible linking wall were 
observed extending eastwards from !he but
tress at the north-west corner of Room 37. 
It is possible !hat Room 37 formed part of a 
continuous chain of buildings rather !han 
being completely detached from Room 34. 
Conceivably, yet another building was 
located beyond !he south end of Room 37. 
However, if it existed it must have had a 
very short life because it would have been on 
!he line of !he east wall of !he south court. 

Period 4.3 

A blocking wall (889) was constructed 
across !he opening in !he west wall of Room 
34, after which !he porch was probably 
demolished. The wall was almost certainly 
contemporary with !he Period 4.3 blocking 
of !he door near !he southern end of !he 
main east range, and from this time onwards 
!he principal means of access to !he building 
would have been through a doorway in !he 
north wall facing onto !he passageway. Possi
bly belonging to !he same phase was a rec
tangular feature (855), butting !he outer face 
of !he west wall, north of !he former porch. 
It was 1.4 m wide, projected out 1 m and 
may have been !he base of an added buttress. 

THE TUDOR HOUSE 

The outer moat 
It is unclear precisely when the outer moat 
was filled in because only a very small pro
portion of the feature was fully excavated, 
but it was evidently still open in Period 4.2 
when Room 37 was constructed. 

The lowest infill layer beneath the south
cast corner of the cast court consisted of soft 
grey loam, becoming browner higher up and 
with a maximum visible thickness of0.50 m. 
This was sealed by concentrated Pennant 
rubble in a rcddish·brown loam matrix, 
which contained early 16th-century ridge 
tile and pottery fragments. Similar infill 
material was recorded in the excavation 
trench south-east of Area 10. Near !he 
south·east corner of Room 37, the earliest 
infill material was large rubble with voids in 
a light orange clay matrix. This was overlain 
by light orange clay mixed with small pieces 
of rubble and !hen by large rubble in 
orange-brown clay. The material had clearly 
been tipped in from !he inner edge of !he 
moat and had a total thickness of only 0.40 m 
towards !he outer edge. 

The part of !he moat sealed beneath !he 
Period 4.6 cast court must have been filled 
in during Periods 4.3-4.5, at much !he same 
time as !he moat surrounding !he house. 
But near its southern end !he outer moat 
must have remained visible as a linear 
depression until !he later twentieth century 
since the majority of !he fill was modern and 
included plastic sacks. 

The house in the later 16th 
and 17th centuries 
No major building programmes took place 
during !his period and !he structural record 
is one of piecemeal alteration and repair. 
The most substantial of these is !he con
struction of a stair tower in Period 4.5 and 
the creation of the c.ast court, after the 
demolition of !he service range in Period 
4.6. 

Period 4.5 

The stair tower 

The principal feature of !his period is !he 
stair tO\vcr in the angle between the north 
and east ranges (Fig 4.38). Structurally !his 
is an addition, as it seals rendering on both 
elevations and also overrides Period 4.4 
alterations to !he north range. A felling date 
of winter 1575/spring 1576 was obtained 
from the stair treads (Chapter 8). It is built 
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of Pennant rubble in ochre loam, but with a 
greater admLxturc of limestone than previ
ous phases. The tower is semi-octagonal in 
plan, corbelling out to form a square attic 
storey. The south elevation (E4.15) has a 
door (E4.11) to the courtyard set below four 
single-light windows with sunk-chamfered 
mouldings and returned hoods. The gabled 
roof is coped and has columnar hexagonal 
finials, now broken, on the eaves and the 
ridge. The door is of the same panern as 
E4.12 and 13 and has been reset. It is over
sized for this position, and the corners of the 
blocks on which the mouldings are worked 
have been cut obliquely to follow the line of 
lhe tower, using a saw ralher than a chisel. 

The interior of the lower is round and 
houses an oak newel stair of fifty-three 
treads (Fig 4.50). Each is formed from a sin
gle baulk of wood, triangular in cross-section 
so that the soffit forms a continuous rising 
curve. Each step is tenoned into the newel 
and pegged across the chord. The squared 
ouler ends are built into the wall. The newel 
is formed of four sections each morticed and 
pegged. There is a landing of contiguous 
oak baulks at first-floor level, and another of 
boards sel on narrow joists at the head of 
the stair. This is finished on its open side 
with a plain rail jointed to the newel and 
infilled below with lath and plaster. Most of 
the plaster is contemporary with the tower. 
The roof comprises five pairs of common 
rafters and a ridge piece, intersected at 
right-angles by a link roof to the east range 
of similar construction. This is carried on 
stone dwarf walls built off the upper sides of 
T9 and T 1 0; the lowest purl in has been 
removed for access. 

Several new doors connected the stairs 
with adjoining rooms. On the ground floor a 
small door with a SlOne sunk-chamfered sur
round leads to Room 14 (EI0.15). It 
replaces the Period 4.2 door (El0.6), but 
cuts through the Period 4.4 blocking of the 
Period 4.2 window E10.5. The surrounding 
wall was replastered. On the first floor doors 
were made to Room I (EIO.I6) and Room 
6 (E3.18). Both have plain pegged oak 
frames. 

At the head of the stairs a chamfered 
wooden frame (E3, E9.19) leads to the east 
range roof, where a room was created north 
of T I 0, utilising the pre-existing attic light 
{Ell. I). Another post was added to TIO to 
form a door frame (EI 0.17), which has a 
four-centred head cut from a board; the 
posts ofT 11 were replaced by new ones in 
Jine with the walls, to form a room 4 m 
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wide. Only traces of the lath and plaster par
titions survive, but there are stud sockets for 
a sloping ceiling in the top face of the mid
dle purlin, and there is plaster on the truss 
collars, some purlins, and the north gable 
wall. The ceiling was set at the top of the 
collars. A door of the same type as E10.17 
was added to T9, which suggests the inten
tion to convert more of the roof space, bm 
no other alterations were carried out. 

Period 4.6 and uncertain 

A few alterations to the standing building 
cannot be tied to a single phase. The Period 
4.1 door in the south-west corner of Room 6 
(E3, E9.7) was replaced by the stair tower in 
Period 4.5, bm may have gone out of use as 
early as Period 4.2, as it would seem to 
detract from the symmetry of Periods 4.3 
and 4.4. 

In Room 19 the reveal of the Period 4.3 
window (E7 .14) was extended to make a 
door jamb (E 1. 9) at some date before 
Period 5.1. In Room 1 window E11.5 was 
replaced below transom level with a 
full-width pegged oak frame, chamfered 
externally and rebated internally for 
double doors. There was evidence for 
hinge-pin sockets in the window frame and a 

Figun 4.50 Period 4.5 
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central iron bolt loop. This alteration also 
antedates Period 5.1 but is of uncertain 
purpose. 

The Period 4.1 south window in Room 
II (E2.4) was modified before it was 
blocked in Period 5.1. The stepped sill was 
replaced by a simple full-width coped sill, 
indicating the removal of the central oriel. 
New reveals were created intcrnaUy, reduc
ing the width to c 4.5 m, and the tracery 
reset in a mid-wall position. The redundant 
oriel mouldings were built into the reveals, 
and do not occur in the Period 5.1 blocking. 
The date of this work is uncercain; it proba
bly belongs to Period 4.5 or 4.6. 

Period 4.5-4.6: 
excavated evidence 

Room30 

Within the room, a layer of dark grey-brown 
silty loam (136; Fig 3.20, Section 17) had 
subsided into the former Period 3 garde
robe, Room H. It contained an immense 
number of finds, consisting mainly of 
domestic items which had accumulated 
beneath a wooden floor while Room 30 was 
actually in use. Apart from the area of subsi-

............ _··- ";-~--~::.·:.. -:..--:-·:-;--··- -· ~ 
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dcncc, the layer did not exist anywhere else 
in the room. 

Room32 

The layout of the room at ground-floor level 
was rearranged. The Period 3 drain (1688), 
which had remained in use, was abandoned, 
and the vertical drain (1644) connected to it 
within the north range silted up. Two parti
tions, overlying the Period 4 .2 floor, were 
inser-ced, thereby creating three smaller 
rooms (Rooms 32a-c). Partition 1720 con
sisted of a single course of Pennant, ren· 
dcrcd on its eastern face; partition 1744 
survived onJy as a linear cut. The former 
may have been built of stone, or it may sim
ply have had stone footings (Fig 4.14, Sec
tion 35). 

In Room 32a, the existing floor was 
retained, but a rectangular sump (1701) was 
constructed. It measured 0.75 m by 0.4 m, 
and was 0.25 m deep, with a sandstone slab 
base and sides formed of vertical slabs. Its 
top was flush with the floor. 

In Room 32b, the floor level was raised 
by 0.15 m. The earlier floor was sealed by a 
spread of yellow clay (1723), overlain by 
varied lenses of multi-coloured clay. Above 
these was a pink mortar bedding layer 



(1707), on which the new floor ( 1706/ 15) 
rested. Only a few of the sandstone slabs, 
including a row of three square slabs, each 
0 .30 m2, were still in situ. On the norlh side 
of Room 32b, and contemporary with the 
higher floor, a pitched Pennam surface 
(17 16) was laid. It appeared to be aligned 
on the north range. ln the eastern room 
(Room 32c) there were no signs of any 
changes to the floor, which had, in any case, 
been entirely robbed. 

Period 4.6 

Room 32 was modified internally and both 
the external norili-east stair tower (Room 
33) and the east wall of the north court were 
demolished. A dovecote was erected in the 
centre of the court. At the same time the 
ancillary ranges to the east and sourh .. east of 
the main house (Rooms 34-7) were almost 
entirely demolished and the east court was 
laid out. These events occurred in Period 
4.6a. Shortly afterwards, in Period 4.6b, two 
ditches were dug immediately north of the 
house and the new court (Fig 4.5 1). 

Period 4.6a 

Contemporary with the demolition of Room 
33 and the Period 4.3-4.5 walls to the east 
and north of it, was a series of layers spread 
on top of the fill of the former cast arm of 
the moat. The top of the moat fill was over
lain by dark brown silty clay with plaster 
(3022), which also sealed the north-south 
wall 3055. Above 3022, two successive lay
ers of grey clay (3051) and charcoal (3021) 
partially sealed the east wall of Room 33 
and the paving slabs adjacent to wall 3055. 
The same deposit also overlay the west-east 
waJI 2056, and was dumped within Room 
33, above the internal floor surface. Finally, 
a layer of yellow clay and rubble, with lumps 
of plaster rendering (3020/3042) overlay 
both the charcoal and the west wall of Room 
33 (Fig 4.49, Section 42). 

In Area 8, immediately north of the 
cross-passage through the north range, the 
top till of the former north arm of the moat 
was partially overlain by a layer of grey
brown loam (923) which acted as bedding 
for a pitched Pennant path (913). This 
sloped away gently from the north range for 
a distance of 2m (Fig 3.7, Section 5). To 
the north and cast of it was a rough surface 
of Pennant rubble, set in orange-brown clay. 
Although the path undoubtedly continued 
to the north, there were no further signs of 
any pitched surface at this level; nor could it 
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be a subsided portion of the pitched track 
above it (906), since they were unconnected 
stratigraphically. 

Associated with 913 was a stone-capped 
drain (1765), which emerged from the 
north range on the central axis of the cross
passage before turning sharply to the west 
and flowing alongside the north wall. Most 
of it had been destroyed by a Period 5.1 
drain (91 0), but it survived rather bener to 
the west of the path. The pitched path was 
sealed by a layer of dark grey clay with 
numerous charcoal flecks, Jumps of cinder 
and oyster shells (912/938). This had a 
maximum lhickness of 0 .25 m, and overlay 
the rubble to the north and east of the track 
across the whole of the former moat. It was 
identical to the grey clay and charcoal layers 
near the north-east corner of the house, and 
may have formed a secondary track surface. 

The cast court 

The subsidiary ranges were almost entirely 
demolished, and the cast wall of the north 
court was pulled down and partially robbed. 
The east court was then laid out. TI1is was 
subrcctangular in shape, because its cast 
wall was parallel to the road, whereas its 
other walls were aligned on the house. The 
court was 38 m wide (124 ft 6 in), north to 
south, but its length increased from 40 m 
along the south side to 45 m (131- 147 ft 6 in) 
on the north side. A reused archway was set 
in the east wall and was linked to the cross
passage in the cast range of the house by a 
pitched Pennant track, 2.25 m wide. 

The south wall is largely original and was 
built over the demolished walls of Room 34. 
In its primary form, it contained a wide 
opening, beneath which the bottom courses 
of lhe wall continued. The east wall has 
been entircJy rebuilt above ground level, 
though retaining its original alignment. The 
offset footings of the primary wall were 
found, north of the arch, overlying the south 
wall of Room 36. Near the south-east corner 
of the coun the original wall survived to a 
depth of 1 m where it cut through the fill of 
the outer moat. Most of the western half of 
the north wall is also primary and, like the 
other Period 4.6a walls, is bonded in yellow 
loam. The eastern part was rebuilt in Period 
5. 1. The primary north wall was set in a 
construction trench. Further east, the wall 
trench was cut through the highest cobbled 
surface within Room 36. The area immedi
ately to the south was levelled up with red
dish-<>range clay and large rubble (783; Fig 
4.49, Section 41). The west wall of the 
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court had been entirely demolished, but its 
footings were located. It was constructed in 
lWO separate parts, running parallel to, and 
c 8.5 m cast of the house. Both parts con
verged on the central track, turning to the 
west at an angle of 45 degrees on either side 
of the central porch, and utilising the foun· 
dations of the existing Period 4.3 walls. 
They appeared to have been positioned 
intentionally so as to screen off the area 
above the infilled east arm of the moat. 

The only part of the Period 4.2 ancillary 
complex to be retained was the north-east 
corner of Room 36. This was convened into 
an outbuilding by erecting a wall (2812), 
bonded to both the northern boundary wall 
of the court and the north wall of Room 36. 
The newly formed structure was c 5 m long 
and varied in width from 2.3 m at its west 
end to 1.8 m at its east end. Probably con
temporary with it was a stone drain, which 
ran through the building from south to 
north. 

Period 4.6b 

Above the former north arm of the moat, 
the clay and cinder track surface (938) was 
cut by a ditch (948), 5.5 m north of the 
north range, which blocked the access to the 
cross-passage (Fig 3.7, Section 5). It was 3m 
wide, 0.9 m deep, and was flat-bottomed 
(Fig 4.52). The full extent of the ditch is 
unknown but it continued at least 5.5 m to 
the east of the track. The ditch was filled 
with brown sandy loam (949), orange stony 
clay (941), and dark brown ashy loam 
(947). This material probably derived from 
a slighted bank along its inner edge. Layer 

947, in particular, contained numerous clay 
robacco pipe fragments. 

A second ditch (2757) ran along the out
side of the north wall of the cast court. It 
was cut into the underlying bedrock, and 
terminated in a square bun end, l 7 m from 
the nonh .. east corner of the coun. It was 
similar in profile to ditch 948, though it was 
only c 0.65 m deep, and in places was only 
2.4 m wide. The ditch cut through a piece 
of coursed walling which butted against the 
outer face of the boundary wall, thereby 
demonstrating that the east court was 
already in existence when it was dug. It was 
filled with brown silty clay with Pennant 
rubble and small lumps of limestone, over· 
lain by large Pennant slabs, including a roof
ing slate, set in a pinkish-red silt. 

The nvo ditches were contemporary 
although it is not known if they were physi
cally linked. Ditch 2757 curved towards the 
north·west and was recorded immediately 
south of the point where it cut through the 
demolished east wall of the north court. It 
continued at least 50 m into the field north 
of the house, running parallel to and imme
diately west of the former boundary wall (Fig 
3.39). Although this part of the ditch was 
not excavated, it appeared indistinctly on the 
geophysical survey, and was clearly visible in 
the dry summer of 1989 as a green linear 
feature. The west wall of the north court was 
retained, though it was possibly reduced in 
height. A stone wall, forming a field bound
ary, was built between the north-west comer 
of the former north court and Latteridgc 
Road. It was located in Trenches 0 , HI and 
H2, and featured on the geophysical survey 
plan. The wall is marked on a map, undated 
but probably late 18th- or early 19th-cen
tury, but had been removed by 1840. 

A dovecote was erected precisely in the 
centre of the north court, possibly utilising 
the footings of an earlier garden feature. It is 
not clear if its construction antedated the 
demolition of the boundary walls. It com
prises parallel north and south walls which 
survive to a height of 2 m and are of well-laid 
Pennant in yellow loam. The walls are 0.9 m 
thick and incorporate up to six surviving 
tiers of pigeon holes in offset courses, with 
projecting ledges at floor level and between 
the fourth and fifth tiers. The interior mea
sured 5.8 m by upwards of 7 m but was 
extensively refaced when the building was 
extended westwards to make an open-ended 
shed. These alterations were carried out in 
pink mortar of Period 5.2 type. The east wall 
does not survi\'C above ground level. 



Period 4.6c 
A second pi<ched Pennam track (906/928) 
was laid above the cinder path on the north 
side of the north range, sealing the back· 
filled Period 4.6b di<ch (948; Fig 3.7, Sec-
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tion 5). It was 1.3 m wide, and extended at 
leas< 9 m northwards from <he cross-passage. 
On its west side was a wall, set in yellow 
loam with white lime inclusions, which over
laid a swne drain (91 0). 
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THE INTERIOR OF THE TUOOR HOUSE 

5 
The interior of the Tudor house 

A considerable amount of evidence sun•ives 
for the fixtur~, fittings and decoration of 
the Period 4 house, due in large measure to 
the relative decline in the forrunes of the 
building. Some of this material is in posi
tion, some is reused and some derived from 
excavation. It is considered below both typo· 
logically and as overall room schemes, and 
the information is summarised in Table 4 
(piS I). 

Doors and door frames 

The house has twenry-two door frames (fif. 
teen wood and seven stone) in their original 
Period 4 positions, but only four of these 
retain their original doors. There are a fur
ther eight reused doors and nine reused 
frames. 

Wooden frames 

\Vooden frames can be divided into several 
types but all are of oak and constructed in 
the same way, with the jambs tenoned and 
pegged into the sill and the lintel; this pro
jects at either end to tie the frame into the 
wall. There arc five examples of completely 
plain frames which are only roughly fin
ished, including the garderobe door in 
Room 10 (E7.8: Period 4. 1), the east door 
to the long gallery (E9.20: Period 4.2), the 
door between Rooms 2 1 and 22 (E3. 12: 
Period 4.3), and both the first-floor doors to 
the stair tower (E3.18, E10.16: Period 4.5). 
These aU occur in positions where there is 
evidence to indicate that the rooms were 
panelled, so that the frames would have 
been hidden. 

More elaborate are chamfered frames 
with straight-cut stops and lintels jointed 
wirh a mason's mitre. Examples include two 
original doors in Room 6 (E7.6, Ell.3: 
Period 4.1), the passage door to Room 2 1 
(E9. 10: Period 4.3), the attic door to the 
stairs (E3.19: Period 4.5), and three reused 
frames (Fig 5.1d). The door in the west wall 
of Room II (E9.8: Period 4.1) may have 
been plain or chamfered; only the sill is left. 

Similar but with a four-centred head is 
the passage door to Room 15 (E10.7; Fig 

S.lb: Period 4.3). The two doors in the cast 
range roof (E10.17: Period 4.5) also have 
four-centred heads. These are cut out of a 
board, rebated into the jambs and nailed 
into position. 

Double hollow-chamfered mouldings are 
used on the four identical door surrounds 
which form an integral part of the Period 
4.1 partitions between Rooms 6, I 0 and II 
(E14. 1, 14.2: EIO.I, 10.2; Fig 5.6). The 
mouldings are mitred on the lintel and have 
step stops. 

Stone frames 

There are nine stone·framed doors, which 
form two distinct groups. The first is associ
ated with the Period 4.3 passage R l8 and 
consists of five openings; to the inner court 
(E9.14), the passages 17 and 20 (El 3.6; Fig 
5.2b), the east porch (E7.11) and the east 
court (E4.6, reset; Fig 5.2a). These were all 
open archways, except for E7 .11, which 
retains part of its original door (Fig 5.3). 
They have four-centred heads and semi
octagonal stops. The moulding used on the 
external doors is a complex ogee. The north 
and south doors are simpler, combining 
cyma recta and sunk chamfer, but are 
crowned by floating classical cornices. A 
smaiJer cornice moulding is used in the east 
porch, at the springing line of the ribbed 
four-centred vault. 

The second group consists of the three 
Period 4.4 doors in the courryard elevation 
of the north range (E4.1 1, reset; 4.12, 
4.13), one of which (E4.12; Fig 5.4)) retains 
its original door. These have classical 
returned architrave mouldings, finished on 
the inner edge with a sunk chamfer, and 
have a bolder floating cornice . 

The small door from the stair tower to 
Room 14 (EIO. I5) has a plain sunk cham
fered moulding and retains its original door. 

Doors 

The twelve surviving doors can be divided 
into two main types, boarded and panelled. 
There are five boarded doors including 
three in their original positions. The boards 
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of door E4.12 (Fig 5.4 c,d) have beaded 
edges; the door retains one side of an 
applied moulding which fitted within the 
stone frame. The foot of the door is 
repaired. A similar moulding occurs on door 
ElO.lS, which retains its original foot 
board. The rear of this door is battened 
rather than close-boarded. 

Door E7 .11, an outer door to the service 
court, has been replaced piecemeal so that 
only its massive iron strap hinges and parts 
of four external boards survive {Fig 5.3c). 
They were secured at the edges with paired 
nails, whkh may have been ornamental, and 
there is the scar of an applied moulding 
which follows the curve of the door head. 
There are two wedge-shaped cur-ours, prob· 
ably spy-holes, of uncertain age. The two 
reused doors did not have applied mould
ings; Ell.l7 is boarded on the back and has 
been reused upside-down (Fig S.lc); E9.25 
is battened. 

One of the panelled doors (E9.20: 
Period 4.2) appears to be in its original posi
tion, although it has been extensively 
repaired. It comprises four panels from a 
cype better represented by two doors reused 
in Period 5.3 partitions. These have six pan
els with a plain chamfer worked on all four 
edges. One retains its original cockshead 
hinges, and the other, which has been 
rehung on the opposite edge, has both binge 
and latch scars (Fig S.Sg). All three retain 
trac-es of early paint. A larger example of the 
same type, with nine panels, has been 
remounted on the original strap hinges of 
door El0.7 (Fig S.la). 

A pair of more elaborate eight-panelled 
doors was reused in Room 8 (Fig 5.5a). Dif
ferent mouldings are employed on rails, 
muntin and stiles, and the illustrated exam
ple has its original cockshead hinges and 
latch, although these have been remounted 
on the opposite edges. This door has a pan
elling frame which includes an over-door 
panel and cornice. 

Hinges, latches and locks 

The surviving evidence indicates thac 
boarded and battened doors were mounted 
on long iron strap hinges, usually with leaf
shaped terminals, which were fiXed to the 
back of the door. These hung on iron hinge
pins set in the rear of the door frame. All the 
panelled doors have evidence for cockshead 
hinges, which were fixed direct to the sur· 
rounding frame or pane1ling. 

The boarded doors had moulded 
wooden closers on one face and a latch 

THE 1:-.ITERIOR OF THE l"UOOR HOUSE 

worked by a string on the other. Some doors 
have evidence for more than one set, but 
E4.12 (Fig 5.4c), which has not been moved 
and has no other me-ans of closure makes it 
clear that these can be original. The pan· 
elled doors had latches which could be 
opened from both sides; one survives (Fig 
S.Sa) and the positions of others arc indi
cated by scars. 

The evidence for locks is ambiguous_; 
doors like E4.12 appear to have had none, 
for there is no external keyhole or internal 
indications of a lock box; likewise some of 
the pancJicd doors. However, the external 
door E7 .11 has an iron staple set in the 
reveal to retain the lock bar_, together with a 
pair of iron-mounted bolt-holes {Fig 5.3b). 
The staple detail occurs on other stone 
frames, including E4. 12, and some wooden 
frames have been rebated for a lock (eg 
El4.2; Fig 5.6a). The locks themselves were 
set within a wooden box moumed on the 
door with iron straps. One example (Fig 
5.5h) survives attached 10 a Period 5.2 door; 
it has a moulded casing with an applied iron 
fleur-de-lis. There are also a number of 
plain oak boxes, attached by corner bolts, 
two of which may belong to Period 4, but 
which arc mainly new in Period 5.1. 

Panelling 

Structural evidence indicates that panelling 
formed a major component of the internal 
fitting-out of the house. However, only a 
small quantiry remains, and much of this 
has been reset. Four main types are repre .. 
sentcd. 

A single section of linen fold panelling 
was used to block the Period 4.1 
window E9.3. It probably derived 
from the Period 3 house and is 
described in Chapter 8 (Fig 8.28). 

2 In Room 1 0 there is a panelled 
surround to the doorway E 13.2, 
which is moulded on the reverse (Fig 
5.6a) . The panelling is inset from the 
frame to form a closing rebate for the 
door, whose position is indicated by 
hinge and lock scars. Applied 
mouldings divide the panelling into 
three zones, a narrow frieze below a 
cornice, an eight-panelled section 
above the door head, and four single 
panels alongside the door. The 
panels have plain chamfered 
mouldings, run-out on the stiles. 
There arc no mortices for the 
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attachment of the next section of 
panelling, which must have been 
butted against the cast stile. The 
panel bears considerable traces of a 
yellow ochre paint, applied to the 
whole surface and absent where areas 
of applied moulding have been lost. 
It occupies its original position and is 
in register with the painted fr-ieze 
above. Both form part of the Period 
4.1 decorative scheme for this room 
(sec below). 

3 The commonest type of panelling 
occurs on the east wall of Rooms 6 
and IO (E7.15, 16;Fig7.4and Fig 

5.19a) and in reused contexts 
elsewhere. FuJI .. heighr sections 
consist of five panels of diminishing 
size, separated from a narrow frieze 
by an applied moulding; the cornice 
is missing. The panels have ogee 
mouldings on three sides and a 
splayed lower edge. Sections are 
separated by applied stiles with a 
similar rebated moulding. The exact 
height of the panels and the 
moulding of the frieze differ slightly 
between the two main areas. 

The panel adjoining the fireplace in Room 
10 was erected before Period 5.1, when a 

Figun 5. 6 Doors, 1\riod 
4./: 

a l'lantlkd door surro1md, 
somh wall. Room I 0 
b Qw,;u moulding 
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Room I J 

t /)()(},..jamb moulding 
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partition marking the limit of the irthabited 
house (Chapter 7) was built against it, seal
ing a mitred joint for the framing round the 
fireplace. In Room 6 the fireplace is treated 
in the same manner but here the panelling 
was reset in Period 5.1. Structural evidence 
does not provide a closer date for its intro
duction, although the most probable con
text is the Period 4.3 alterations. 

3a A variant of this type occurs in small 
sections reused in Period 5. 3 
partitions to Rooms 8 and 9. The 
panels have the same moulding but 
are not as tall and have been derived 
from a room with a lower ceiJing. A 
double·sided section, cut down from 
a door, was rehung in the stair tower 
at the foot of the upper Oight. 

4 This type of panelling is represented 
only by the two doors, with their 
surrounds, reused in Room 8 ( Fig 
5. 5a-t). They come from a room 
with a much lower ceiling and lhere 
appears to be no suitable context in 
the standing house. Stylistically they 
appear later in date than the other 
panelling. 

Fireplaces 

There are six surviving Period 4 fireplaces; 
two belong to each of Phases 1- 3. The 
Period 4.1 fireplaces (E7.5, E7.7; Figs 
5.7a-c, 152) are Perpendicular in style, hav
ing four·centred arches set within a rectan
gular frame and semi-octagonal stops. Both 
are alike apart from the spandrel detail, 
which is plain on E7. 7 . The fireplace in 
Room 6 has retained its raised kerb to the 
hearth, which has been lost from the other 
examples. 8oth were designed to be sur
rounded by panelling, and the original finish 
of E7.5 appears to have been an off-white 
stone·coloured paint. 

Four-centred arches and semi-octagonal 
stops also occur on three of the other fire
places. Two arc very simple, with a plain 
chamfered surround (E11.7, Period 4.2; 
Fig 5.7d: E3.9, Period 4.3). More elaborate 
is the Period 4.3 fireplace (E3.11; Fig 5.71) 
in Room 22, which has the same moulding 
as the passage doors in Room 18, confirm
ing that these alterations are contemporary. 

The long gallery fireplace (E 11.8; Figs 
4.18, 5.8) differs from the rest in being 
wholly classical in style. Above an ovolo
moulded surround is an entablature sup-

ported on console brackets carved in low 
relief with strapwork and floral ornament. 
The stonework was washed with a blue-grey 
paint also used elsewhere in the room. 

Windows 

Period 3 windows reused in the Period 4 
house are discussed in Chapter 8. The 16th
century windows divide into two main 
groups; those of Periods 4.1 and 4.2, and 
those which arc Period 4.3 or later. There are 
several Period 4.1 windows of one or two 
lights, including E2.1 and E2.3, E3.6, the 
attic light E6.1, and the only wooden window 
E3.3 (Fig 5.9). These all have symmetrical 
hollow-chamfered mouldings, which are 
jointed on E3.3 with a scribed mitre. The 
attic light was originally unglazed; the stone 
windows, where visible, have glazing rebates 
cut onto the back of the moulding, and the 
wooden window had glazing tacked to the 
exterior with nails. Only the attic light has a 
hood mould, which is returned with square 
terminals. 

Evidence for the form of the large Period 
4.1 windows is fragmentary. The most com
plete and also the most unusual is E2.4 in the 
south wall of Room II, which includes the 
following elements: 

External splayed reveals at an angle of 
112 degrees 

2 A sloping external sill coped in seven 
stages 

3 Coped pilaster caps flanking the 
window head 

4 Moulded jambs set on the inner face of 
the wall 

5 Sill, transom and lintel positions 

6 Sill, transom and jamb moulding 
profiles in situ (Fig 5.lle, f, i) 

7 Moulded jamb fragments with two 
glazed faces at an angle of 112 degrees 

8 Mullion fragments with a glazing 
rebate and channelled back. 

The key to a reconstruction is provided by 7 
(Fig 5.11 g), which indicates that the window 
was not flat, but incorporated an oriel within 
the thickness of the wall. Its exact dimensions 
cannot be known as the centre of the window 
has been rebuilt, but overall proportions sug-
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gest a total of seven light$, with five c 0. 76 m 
wide in the plane of the wall. Contemporary 
practice (Chapter 6) suggests a configura
uon of 1: 1:3:1:1 rather than 2: 1: 1:1:2, and 
this is shown in the reconstruction Fig 5.1 0. 
The height of <he window and of 
individual light$ is known; it was spanned by 
a wooden lintel and the oriel was probably 
capped in the same manner as <he adjoining 
piers. It is possible that <he stepped sill 
detail was repeated in reverse inside the 
oriel. 

The only moulding not certainly associ
ated is the mullion 8 (Fig 5.llh). However, 
no other rype has been found in the vicinity, 

and this pattern occurs in some quantity in 
reused contexts associated with the other 
large Period 4.1 windows. There is some 
independent evidence for transom positions 
in these window'S, and a distance between 
mullions of c 0. 76 m would produce a grid 
of 5 by 3 lights in the north window E6.2, 
3 by 3 in the east windows E7.4 and E7.9, 
and 4 by 2 in the west window E3.5. 

A very similar moulding is used in the 
extant Period 4.2 windows to Room I (Fig 
5.12) . These also have lights c 0.8 m 'vide; 
greater than their Period 4.3 and later coun
terparts, which are uniformly 0.45-0.5 m 
wide. 
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There is no variation between the win· 
dows of Period 4.3 (E3.13-16), Period 4.4 
(E4.8, E4.9), and Period 4.5 (£4.15), all of 
which ha,·e symmetrical sunk-chamfered 
mouldings with glozing grooves, and are set 
beneath returned hood moulds (Fig 5. 13). 
They have one, four or eight lights of uni
form size, w ith thickened transoms and cen
tnl mullions on the largest windows. The 
windows reused in Period 5.1 (cg El.20-22) 
arc of the same ty~, and point to extensive 
rcfenestration of demolished parts of the 
house. 

1ne only exception is the former oriel 
E4. 14, which has a slightly more delicate 
sunk-chamfered moulding (Fag 5.13d). 
Although reset, this is probably original, as 
the window was not reduced umil Period 
5.2. The oriel is built around an oak frame, 
comprising a pair of posts on the inner wall 
face, jointed at the foot into truncated hori
zontal bearers. The east side has been 
adjusted with a wooden wedge. The frame 
was clad in ashlar, and a few blocks remain 
embedded in the wall, including the corbel 
moulding. 

. . .. 
-'~-,_-=-=--==-..::::;-

No surviving window glass is earlier than 
Period 5.1, although the Period 4 windows 
were universally designed for glazing, and 
many retain iron stanchions to which the 
leaded lights were tied. Analysis of the glass 
from excavated contexts (Chapter 8) makes 
1t clcnr that most windows were filled with 
diamond-shaped quarries. Some windows 
contained a more complex chevron paucrn, 
combining small near ... squarc diamonds with 
parallelograms, and some must hav" had 
elaborate glazing, hinted at by a few fancy 
shapes and fragments of coloured glass. 
However it is not possible to ascribe specific 
typeS of glazing to individual windows, 
although Lysons (Chapter 2, Appendix A) 
refers to the remains of painted glass in the 
reused Perpendicular window E 1.1 0. There 
is no evidence for Period 4 opening case
ments or other window furniture. 

Floors 

The upper rooms in the house had wooden 
floors, which survive only in Room 6. The 
oak boards are 0.35 m wide, bun-jointed 
and nailed to the joists. The \"Oid beneath 
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was the only place within the standing 
building where Period 4.1 construcuon 
deposits survived. They consisted of shav
ings and wooden offcurs, including orna
mental leaves and sections of cornice 
moulding (Fig 5.14; Chapter 8). Planks 
were also laid on joists over masonry in the 
garderobe E7 .8, but outside the west door 
to Room II (E9.8), limestone paving was 
used. 

The ground~floor rooms were more var
ied. There is no evidence for Period 4. 1 fm
ishes, but in Period 4.3 Rooms 15 and 19 
had wooden floors; excavation has revealed 
floor joists set directly on the ground. Room 
16, which has a wooden floor that has not 

been lifted, may have been the same. The 
cross-passage, Room 18, had a tiled floor 
which survives around the walls although it 
is worn away in the centre. The tiles are of 
rwo sizes, 0. I 9 m and 0. 23 m square, which 
suggests reuse or partial relaying, and have 
traces of a plain black or yellow glaze. A 
hard surface is also probable in the lateral 
passages, Rooms 17 and 20, although the 
existing Pennant floors belong to Period 5.2. 
They may have been tiled, or floored with 
limestone paviours. These survive in the 
north-west corner of Room 21, and also 
occur in the east porch to Room 18. They 
are oblong, 0.32 m wide and of variable 
length (c 0.6 m). 
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The Period 4 north range floors did not 
survive in the excavated pan of the build
ing, and have been replaced by Period 5.2 
Pennant paving in the standing house. 
Preservation was beuer in lhe west range, 
where Room 30 had a wooden floor, 
beneath which small late 16th- and early 
17th- cenrury objects accumulated (Chap
ter 4, Period 4.5-4.6). Room 29 had a floor 
of limestone paviours, represented by mor
tar bedding preserving the outlines of diag
onally-laid slabs. There is little evidence in 
the south range, but it is probable that 
Room 22 had a wooden floor set 0.3 m 
above the present stone outbuilding floor. 
The removal of boards and joists may 
account for the drop in Jevel. 

. -

Decoration 

A description of the decorative schemes 
used in individual rooms and their attribu
tion to a specific phase of the building's his
tory, is underlaid by a stratigraphy of plaster 
types built up from their relationship to 
each other and w the development of the 
fabric. Although some chemical analysis 
has been undertaken (Chapter 8), the dis-
dnction is primarily a visual one, and the Period 4. 1 
Period 4 plaster can be divided into three 
types, which are distinct from the plasters East range: ground floor 
of Period 5. 

a Pale pink, fairly hard, with a high 
sand content and very little hair. 
Tbjs has caused it to craze on walls 
where there has been structural 
movement. Up to 20 mm thick with 
a slightly uneven surface. Period 4 .1 

b Light grey base coat with black 
inclusions, very hard, cemem-like 
with no hair. Up to 40 mm thick 
with a fine white finish coat up to 5 
mm thick. Period 4 .I, used 
exclusively for friezes and ceilings. 
Analysis has shown that this is 
gypsum plaSter (Chapter 8, ACP3). 

c Pale pink, fairly hard, with white 
inclusions and a high chopped hair 
content, which has caused the 
plaster to cohere even wh~n 
detached from the wall. Up to 20 
mm thick with a smooth surface. 
Periods 4.2-4.5: unlike Period 4.1 
these phases cannot be distinguished 
solely on plaster type, although joints 
between two periods of work arc 
clear. 

Evidence for Period 4.1 finishes is fragmen
tary, but the ground floor appears to have 
been plastered (type a) except at the north 
end. The splay of the blocked window E9.3 
is bare rubble, which suggests a room pan
elled directly over masonry. A ceiling of type b 
was applied throughout and was retained in 
Period 4.3. \XIhere sealed by later alterations 
there is no indication that either the ceiling 
or the plaster was painted. 

East range: first floor 

The decoration of the three first-floor rooms 
can be reconstructed in some detail (Fig 
5.19). 

Room6 
The plaster is divided into two zones; type b 
is used for a frieze 1.4 m deep, and type a 
for the lower 3.9 m of the wall. The junction 
is visible west of window E 11.2 but is other
wise hidden by a Period 5.1 ceiling. The 
type a plaster is unpainted and splashed by 
brown drips from the wall above. It was not 
designed to be visible and was probably cov
ered with panelling. This is also suggested 
by the crisp mouldings and lack of paint on 
the garderobe door frame (E7.6) and the 
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doors in the original partition to Room I 0 
(EIO.l, E10.2). 

The style of the fireplace also indicates a 
panelled surround, although the treatment 
of the wall above was more elaborate. Built 
into the original fabric and spanned by a 
wooden lintel is a recess 1.5 m high, 1.2 m 
wide and 0.2 m deep (E7.17), which is 
framed by the painted frieze. It probably 
housed a separate relief panel in stone, 
wood or plaster (Chapter 6). There are two 
stages to its infill: the larger, lower part dates 
to Period 5.1, but plaster of type b was used 
at the wp, which suggests making good 
above a panel smaller than the recess 
intended for it. 

Frieze 
Lysons describes the frieze in this room as 
being 'above the ceilings of the present 
apartments' and 'richly painted in fresco'. 
Although much of the plaster ground sur
vives, the painted decoradon is now in very 
poor condition as a result of damp and dam· 
age by graffitists. However, the outlines of 
the design are still visible, even where the 
paint has perished. Two factors are 
responsible: pigments staining the plaster, 
and the use of scribed setting-out lines (Fig 
5.15). 

b 

Paint survival is most exlensive in the 
north-east corner by the window E 11.2 but 
is mainly very dark in tone. The space is 
filled by a roundel 0.75 min diameter with a 
double border; it is framed by dark vertical 
stripes, with traces of scrolled foliage in grey 
and light green above and below (Fig 5.16). 
There arc two narrow red stripes at the base 
of the cornice, otherwise missing here. Else
where it survives as a zone of banded stain· 
ing 0.3 m deep, the remnant of a 
trompe-l'oeil classical moulding similar to 
that in Room I 0. There is a corresponding 
roundel on the other side of the window, 
discernible only by scribed setting-out lines, 
and three more on the west wall. These are 
equidistant but asymmetric, and the key to 
the overall design scheme is provided by a 
narrow band of well-preserved decoration at 
the base of the frieze, which had been cov
ered by debris. This depicts the foot of a 
fluted column, a foliate scroll and what is 
probably the hind leg of an animal, in gri
saille on a black ground. Faint outlines sug
gest that the column had a mid-shaft 
moulding and an Ionic capital supporting 
the cornice. The distance between column 
and roundel centres is 0 .85 m, which articu
lates the west wall imo six panels, alternately 
I. 7 m and I. 9 m wide; the smaller panels 
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contained roundels, and the larger foliate 
scrollwork, now very fragrnerirary. The miss· 
ing south wall would accommodate four 
panels in the same order. 

The east frieze has a roundcl in the 
norc.h-east corner and, over the fireplace, a 
semicircular arc of banded brownish paint 
with a serrated inner edge composed of two 

tiers of compass-drawn semicircles, framing 
a ribbon which bears the word SEMPER. 
There is an upright knobbed terminal with 
small scribed circles above, and traces of 
small scrolls on the outer edge of the arc. 
This painted decoration framed the wall 
recess E7. I 7 (for an interpretation of the 
design sec Chapter 6). 

b 

d 
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Ceiling 
Plaster of type b was used for the ceiling and 
was applied before the frieze. A few patches 
remain in position but a larger quantity had 
fallen onto the inserted Period 5.1 ceiling 
(Fig 5.16). This provides some 12 sq m, out 
of a total area of 78 sq m, from which to 
reconstruct the design ... rhc pauern was 
composed of trompc-l'ocU ribs radiating from 
tripartite or sexpanite ccnlres. The ribs are 
50 mm wide and divided into three bands of 
equal width, the outer painted orange
brown, and the centre a light ochre yellow. 
The background is white. 

It was clear from the lath impressions 
that all the ribs ran either down the length of 
the ceiling or at an angle of< 60 degrees to 
this axis. The relath~ spacing of the centres 
could be worked out from the sections sur
viving in position (Fig 5.17a, b), and from 
large conjoined fragments (Fig 5.17d). 
Another large displaced piece (Fig 5.17e) 
indicated the ucatmcnt of the ribs at Lhe 
ceiling edge. From this information only 
one reconstruction is possible, a hexagonal 
grid of interlocking diamonds set out from 
the centreline of the room. The points of 
intersection were marked before the ribs 
were painted with scribed circles 50 mm in 
diameter. Clusters of three or six copper 
alloy pin shafts or pin holes indicate that 
applied bosses or 'bullions' wen: nailed over 
each inttrs.ection. 

Room 10 
The plaster in Room I 0 is also divided into 
two zones, the 10"-~r 3.6 m high of type a, 

and the upper 1.6 m high, of type b. Sur
vival of type a plaster on the external walls is 
patchy, due to structural movement, but is 
complete on the timber-framed south wall 
(E13). The une,~n Junction between the 
two types of plaster is clearly visible; the 
frieze plast<r b wos applied first, and the 
lO\\·er wall was unpainted. 

The panelling around door E13.2 
appears to be original, nnd more of the same 
type survived until Period 5.1, foro piece of 
cornice moulding was used as a batten in 
the gap at the cast end of the partition. The 
panelling bears extensive troccs of yellow 
ochre paint, which was a common finish of 
the period, described in documentary 
sources (Chapter 6). It is possible that the 
door (Fig 5.5g), which has traces of the 
same finish and is of a suitable siz-e, 
belonged to the garderobe in this room. 

Frieze 
The survival of the froeze plaster is variable; 
it bas been lost through mo>~meot on the 
east wall, survives in two patches with frag· 
mentary paint on the west wall, but is well 
preserved on the timber-framed south wall. 
Here an extremely accomplished scheme of 
'antike' work has been revealed beneath 
limewash (Pis I- V) by Hirst Conservation 
(Hirst Conservation 1996). Difficulties were 
encountered during the uncovering of the 
frieze because of loss of adhesion between 
the pigment layer and the backing plaster: it 
was found to be more strongly attached to 
the limewash overpainting. Tests established 
that the paint medium was proteinaceous, 
possibly egg or glue, and that the black 
ground was pure carbon. After uncovering, 
further cleaning, consolidation and toning 
were carried out. 

The frieze is painted in shades of ochre 
and grey, with touches of red and green, on 
a black ground, ond the design is divided 
into three panels scporated by balusters 
below a cornice. Each panel is 1.27 m high 
by 2. 14 m 'vide; the dividing strips ore 0.23 m 
wide; the cornice 0.17 1n deep; the plain 
basal band 0.20 m deep; and the total height 
of the frieze zone 1.64 m. The cornice is 
continuous across the width of the room 
and is lined-out to simulate a classical 
moulding; bands of ochre indicate vertical 
planes and bands of graduated brown and 
black the hollow mouldings. The cornice is 
supported by two waisted foliate balusters 
with basal masks, painted in grisaille on a 
light orange-brown iround and shaded to 
indicate an eastern light source (Pis IV, V). 
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The ground colour continues in a plain 
band at the base of the frieze, edged by a 
thin olive-green line. This is painted over 
the junction between the frieze plaster and 
that of the lower wall. 

All the panels have narrow trompe-l'oeil 
frames, with olive-green shading to the top 
and east edges, and light ochre elsewhere. 
Each bas a black ground but is decorated 
differently. In the east pand creatures with 
female torsos, beaked beads and acanthus
scroll tails support a re<:tangular cnrtouche 
with a strapwork frame (PI 1). This is blank 
except for a crudely inscribed graffito 'God 
save the true King 1740'. Above and below 
is further scrollwork ornament peopled "ith 
masks; the top of the panel is in poor condi
tion, but the masks in the basal scrolls are 
exceptionally well preserved. These, like the 
cartouche, are painted in ochre, but the bulk 
of the panel is in grisaillc, with a little green 
on some foliate terminals. 

The centre panel contains a roundel 
framed by a wreath in green, with 
gadrooned bindings in ochre (PI II). Within, 
on a red ground, is a female head in three
quarter profile, facing east with ~badow 
falling tO the west. She has finely detailed 
fair hair, looped in a braid and falling in 
loose curls over her left shoulder, which 
appears to be bare and is outlined against 
drapery. Facial detail is not preserved and 
the right shoulder is indistinct; it may be 
covered by knotted drapery. Above, outlined 
against the ground, is a sinuous ochre 'rib
bon'. The roundel is Ranked by outward
facing grisaille dolphins with acanthus-scroll 

tails incorporating ochre masks and bind
ings, and fruits with touches of green and 
red. Further well-preserved fruits hang as 
pendants from the centre of the roundel. 

At the centre of the west panel is a 
gadrooned urn on a large pedestal with a 
horned mask at the base (PI ill). There arc 
flames emitting from the bowl and pendent 
swags of red and green fruit hanging from 
the handle•. On eithor side are confronted 
cockatrices largely in grisaille with beaked 
heads, long necks, hoofed feet and red 
wings. From their rails spring complex acan· 
thus scrolls incorporating cornucopias of 
fruit and foliage. Stylistic comparisons for 
this frieze are discussed in Chapter 6. 

As this room was originally square there 
would ha•-e been <welve panels in the com
pJt:te scheme, and the room would have pre
sented a symmetrical appearance, with four 
opposed doors and a central fireplace and 
window. The ceiling was replastered in 
Period 5.2 nnd there is no direct evidence 
for its original decoration. It is probable, 
given the 1rompe...J'«il cornice, [hat it resem
bled the ceiling in Room 6. 

Room It 
TI'e Period 4.1 scheme survives best on the 
timber-framed partition wall (EI4; Fig 
5.18); the external walls ha•-e been exten
sively rcplastered. A lower zone of type a 
plaster, c 3. 9 m high, laps unevenly over an 
upper zone of type b plaster. Only the top 
0. 7 m of this is finished, and the roughly
keyed grey base coat has been left exposed 
on the remainder. At the top of the wall 
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there is a 0.2 m deep band of Period 5. I 
plaster, which marks the position of the cor
nice. This appears to have been wooden; 
there are fixing blocks built into the walls at 
regular intervals, and the frieze plaster fin
ishes in a lip, where it has squeezed under a 
board. This was fLxed after the application 
of the base coat. There is another row of 
blocks at the base of the finished frieze, 
where there is a less pronounced lip. 

The painted decoration is very poorly 
preserved, for reasons that arc not wholly 
explicable. Redecoration in Period 4.3 (see 
below) may have been panly responsible, 
and also probably later scrubbing or scrap
ing of the surface, which may have been a 
consequence of its Period 5.1 use (Chapter 
7). This is suggested by numerous small 
round pit-marks on the north wall. Here the 
frieze has been reduced to patchy washes of 
flat colour, consisting of an ochre base coat, 
overlaid by areas of black, extensive enough 
to suggest that they formed a background, 
as in Room 10. This was overlaid in turn by 
a very fragmentary light grey layer which 
can be ascribed to Period 4.3. This 
sequence is repeated elsewhere in the room; 
on the east walJ there are hints of overpaint· 
ing in the same style and tonality as the 

frieze in Room I 0, but no indication of the 
overall design. There is also a concentration 
of ochre with a reddish tinge around the lip 
of the cornice, which suggests that this may 
have been its original colour. 

The walls below the frieze were 
unpainted and not intended to be seen; the 
cast wall is splashed wilh pink, red and 
yellow ochre paint and has a vertical stripe 
40 mm wide, shaded in tones of pink and 
yellow, near to the floor in lhe south east 
corner. This is not in a position where it 
could have any ornamental function and it 
appears to be a painter's test piece. 

Original paintwork does survive on lhe 
moulded doorcases to Room I 0, which were 
both dark red. The treatment of the east 
door E 14.1 is otherwise simple, but the west 
door El4.2 was more elaborate (Fig 5.19c). 
The red-painted surround is 0.3 m wide, 
run-out onto lhe plaster and carried up to 
the bottom of the frieze over the type b 
undercoat. It bears the negative of a planted 
moulding, also taken up to frieze level, and 
returned round an over-door panel of type a 
plaster, which is framed above and below by 
rectangles of type b undercoat. 

The sequence of decoration in this room 
consisted first of applying the type b frieze 
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undereoat tO the standard h<Oght for the 
range, plastering the lower walls (type a), 
fixina o wooden com1ce nnd possibly a 
lower mouldma, and then finishing the 
frie>.e 10 its requi~ size. This ,.,nation m 
frirze height and the painting of the door
cases, wh1ch were evidently visible, sue· 
gest that the walls in this room were 
cO\~~ by hana1nJP rather than pandling. 
These could have been secured, 
wh"ther or not a mouldin& was also used, 
from the wooden block$ at the base of the 
fnezc. 

Th" room lack$ 1 fireplace, for the 
tnu~ chimney '~~k "'as remo"-ed in 
Pcrtod 5.3. HO\\n'Cr, fmgmcnts of srucco, 
found in the Pmod 1.3 mfillina of the .,.,t 
moat (Chapter 8) may be derived from an 
original ch1mneypiecc. "lncy consiSt of n 
classical console brocket, flonened ribs, 
ond other mouldings, all of which have 
been apphed tO n Pennant rubble wall ond 
bear traces of yellow ochre paint (Fig 
5.20) They were found together "ith 
moulded rtbs, ai<O pamted, from a gro
metric ce1hng wh1ch mu>t ha•'C been sinu
lar in design to that 1n Room 6. There IS 

no other context for these fragments 
.. ~thin the Pmod I I ea<t mnge and they 
do not appear to be dern'Cd from the 
south range 
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Period 4.2 

Roo1n I 
This room rctams most of its original 
painted fric:ze ( Fia 5.2 I). The plaster was 
not sJ)CCWiy apphed, but is of type c, which 
was m general use throughout Periods 4 .2 to 
·I 5 . The fnezc IS up to 1.26 m deep and fin. 
1\hes m 1 straight edge 0. 16 m below the 
cellma. In places th" edge bears the Impres
sion. of an apphed wood~n comice mould
ma, wh1ch was secured to blocks set c I. 7 m 
arart m the wall head. A length of cornice 
mouldma ''••• found reused as a batten in 
the ce1hna, wh1ch 1> a replacement of Period 
5.2. The lower edge of the frieze pl2ster IS 
more uneven, but the former p~nc~ of 
another wooden moulding is indicated by n 
narrow band of unpainted plaster up 10 50 
mm deep, and by Rmull wooden blocks set in 
the wall below. 

The frieze compnses 1 series of Latin 
texts in an elegant black script on a pale 
blue-grey ground (F1as 5.22, 8.32, 8.33; for 
1 tran~lation see Chapter 8). They were set 
between each of the .,..,ndows on the north 
wall, whe~ ~"lltt penetration has rcm0\1!'d 
all but traces of the lettering, and centrally 
on the ea>t wall On the south wall parts of 
four trxt'l tun"t\'1:, one of which b uuncau:d 
by Penod 5 3 replnstering, and another by 
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the insertion of the oriel, indicating that this 
v.rindow was not an original feature of the 
room. Probably as a consequence of irs 
inU"'duction three adjacent texts have been 
overpainted in a slightly d1ffe"'m script. 

A line of black pigment at the top of the 
frieze suggestS that this was the colour of the 
cornice; the surviving moulding retains no 
paint. The stone fireplace surround was 
painted the same blue-grey as the frieze. 

Plaster of Period 5.1 covers the lower 
walls, and its completeness suggests that the 
walls were not P"'viously plastered, but pan
elled directly over the stonework. Panelling 
is also indicated by the roughly finished 
door frames to Room 6 and to the stair 
tower. None of the surviving panelling is of 
suitable dimensions, and it is probable that 
it was all dispersed in Period 5.1. A short 
length of an upright moulding suitable for a 
top rail was reused as a bauen in the Period 
5.2 ceiling. 

Other rooms 

The ground-Ooor rooms in the north range 
appear to have been \'cry plainly finished. 



That they were plnstered is indicated by the 
blocked reveals of the primary windows, but 
no attempt was made 10 conceal the blocked 
window or rendering on the former external 
wall of the east range. They are also the only 
rooms in the standing buildtng to have 
exposed ceiling beams. 

Linle can be said about the rooms in the 
west range, but it is clear from excavated 
fragments that several rooms had ribbed 
plaster ceilings (Chapter 8). The pieces arc 
too small to allow a detailed reconstruction. 
but the design appears to ha\-e been geomet
ric, mcorporating cun·ed elements and n 
coving nt the ceiling edge. The ceilings were 
limewashed and did not incorporate bul
lions. The hierarchy of the Period 4 rooms 
and the probable Period 5 use of this range 
suggest that this plaster was derived from 
the first-floor ceilings. Fragments were 
found along the length of the range, indicat
ing that se,-eral rooms were decor.ued in the 
same manner. 

Period 4.3 

East range, ground floor 

Rooms 15-21 were created within the shell 
of the Period 4.1 range, and utilised the 

THE INTERIOR OF THE TUDOR HOUSE 

original ceiling. All the rooms retain sub
stantial areas of type c plaster, which was 
finished in several ways. 

In Room 15 Period 4.3 plaster survives 
on all four walls. On the east wall it was 
scaled by replastering around the Period 
5.1 window E7.24, and was unpaantcd, 
indicating that the room was fully panelled. 
Type 3a would be in proportion to the 
height of the room, and a fragment was 
used to line the back of a Period 5.1 cup
board. 

Room 16 retains original plaster on its 
'"-est and south walls; but it is nor clear 
from the surviving evidence whrlher Lhe 
room was plastered or panelled. 

The passages 17 and 18 hnd a plain 
plaster finish, which survives very com
pletely ond has served as a medium for a 
la.rge number of Period 4 graffiti (Chapter 
8). These include carefully set-out archi
tectural elements and drawings of ships, in 
addition to the more usual names and 
dates; some are incised, others executed in 
red chalk. They can be dated stylistically, 
but their age is also demonstrated strati
graphically in Room 18, where they ante
date Period 5.1 alterations, and in Room 
17 where they had been totally obscured by 
multiple coats of limewash. 
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The other passage, Room 20, was fin
ished in the same way, although much less 
original plaster survives and there are few 
graffiti. However, the death of Nicholas 
Poyntz the younger on I September 1 585 is 
recorded on the sill of window E9.15 (Fig 
8.35C). 

Room 19 has the only moulded plaster 
to survive in situ, a frieze of small decorative 
panels set 0.7 m below the ceiling (Ei 4-16; 
Figs 5.23, 7 .3). The north and south walls 
each have three four-petalled Tudor roses 
within a square raised border, spaced c 1.4 m 
apart. A single mould-block has been used 
to make each impression. In Period 5 this 
room was used as a stable and the position 
of the hay rack along the west wall has 
resulted in much more damage lO d1e lhree 
surviving impressions there. Two arc diago
nally set and consist of a srna11 rose sur
rounded by fleurs-de-lis without a border. 
The intermediate panel is larger (0.25 m 
square) and of a third design too damaged 
to be intelligible; it might be heraldic. The 
spacing suggests that there was originally a 
fourth panel of the same design over the 
door, where the plaster is missing . Any 
design on the east wall has also been lost in 
the Period 5 rebuilding. The remainder of 
the wall plaster in this room, which is all 
Period 4.3, is plain; there is no cornice. 

Room 21 is plainly plastered with no 
special decorative features; the plaster on 
the south wall was sealed behind a Period 
5.1 wall-thickening. 

The single surviving elevation of Room 
22 (E3) provides information about its 
fining-out. Dowel holes in the fireplace
surround and the treatment of the door to 
Room 2 1 indicate that the room was pan
elled. Its great height (5.5 m; taller than 
Room 11) suggests that there was a frieze, 
although no Period 4.3 plaster survives, 
and the row of fcxing blocks (E3.17) below 
the ceiling indicates a wooden cornice. 

First floor 

Alterations were also made to the Period 
4.1 rooms on the first floor, most obvi
ously in Room 11 , where they were conse
quent upon lhc reconstruction of the 
south-west corner. Type c plaster was 
applied to the rebuilt wall (E9) respecting 
the line of the finished frieze, but replacing 
the unfmished backing plaster of cype b. 
The base of the frieze is defined by a band 
of Period 5.1 plaster (E9 .21) filling the gap 
where a wooden moulding has been 
removed. The frieze itself was also 
replaced in cype c plaster, which has traces 
of grey-blue paint and a line of black at the 
base of the cornice, suggesting that this 
was repainted. Traces of these colours 
overlie the earlier scheme elsewhere in the 
room, where the plaster has not been 
replaced, indicating a general redecora
tion. No detail survives, but the similarity 
of the background colour to the frieze in 
Room I suggests that there may have been 
another series of texts. 



If lhe stucco in lhe east moat is derived 
from this room it also implies alterations to 
lhe ceiling and the fireplace surround at !his 
period. Some of !his work may have been 
made necessary by settlement in the struc-· 
ture. This cannot be dated precisely, but in 
Room I 0 was clearly advanced by lhe start 
of Period 5.1, so !hat it is doubtful how long 
lhe Period 4.1 pointed frieze survived on lhe 
east wnll. On lhe opposite wall lhe reduction 
of the window E9.16 would also ha\'e 
involvM replastering. However, elements of 
lhe original design were retained throughout 
Period 4 . The type 3 panelling in lhese 
rooms was probably inuoduced in Period 
4.3. 

THF- INTERIOR OF THJl TUDOR H OUSE 

Periods 4.4 and 4.5 

No major schemes belong to these phases; 
the ground-floor Rooms 12, 13 and 14 were 
plainly plastered with no evidence for pan
elling. In Room I lhe oriel was inserted, lhe 
surrounding decoration made good and at 
least three new texts subsututed for the orig
inals. The Period 4.5 stair tower and artie 
room are functional additions; the tower 
retains most, and the attic a little of its origi
nal plaster (El l). The olhenvisc unknown 
decoration of the hall in lhe south range is 
represented by fragments of a stone screen, 
in Renaissance style \\ith strapwork c-resting 
(Chapter 8). 

Table 4 Room dimensions and evidence for Period 4 finishes 
in the standing build ing 

Room I'll'"' l..nrlth JV.tzA 1/t'fllll Pfo.'f' PrmnJuw PiasJ<T c.nnc. C.Wv FuliCltttff 

•1.2 36.60m• 5.50m ).80m boorcb )'CS ~rPfncu wooden pla).(Cr J..onapllcry 
120ft 18ft 12ft 6in ""'ona ~rDO\"Cd IC::Xt:l moulding prob tlbi 

6 4.1 10.86m 7.20m ~.30m boards )'n '«'II, frieze rrl'ot•l rrl'or~J lkdchamber 
)5ft 6in 23ft 6an 17ft 4m 'lome orig I) t)'pC 'amike:' mould1na ribs 

10 4.1 7.15m 7.15m 5.25m boards Y<• WIP fllfi!e tr/'«11 lr f'«il PriV)' chamber 
21ft 6m 23ft 6m 17ft )in n01 ong 4.1t)'pc 'anu.kc-' moukbng ribl"> 

II 4.1 11.90m 7. 15m 5.25m boonb no prob WPfneze wooden nbbed Great chambu 
)9ft 23ft 6in 17fl )in nol ona hangings 'anuke' moulding pla\ter? 

12 44 5.00m" 5.20m ).75m no no plain no beam Lodging 
16ft 4in 17ft 12fl-hn evidence exf'O'<d 

13 4.4 5.88m 5.25m 3.75m no no platn no beam Lodamc 
19ft )in 17ft 2in 12ft 4in n'ldm« exposed 

14 4 .4 4.50m 5.301n l.75m no no pbin no bum Lodgma 
14ft 9tn 17fc4in 12ft4in ev~dencc expoooed 

15 0 7.40m 7.15m 3.50m boards )~$ not ?part ~r plain Lodging 
24ft ) in 23ft 6tn I Jft 61n (joists) r-.:mcn'ed expoO<d pandh.na: 

16 4.3 4.60m 4.80m ).S<lm prob no plall\ no plain l..odatng 
"n l Sft Qin lift 6in - n"'idcn« nidcnce 

17 4.) •1.60m 1.80m ).60m prob no plain- no plain Paua.ge 
15ft 6ft I Hl9in pavina graffiti 

18 4} 7.18m 3.90m ).70m pa\'i.ng no plam - no pla1n Cross-pauaae 
23ft 6in 12ft 9in 12~ tiles aratrw 

19 4.3 6.25m 4.80m ).80m - no moulded no plain Lodamg 
20ft 6in 151l 9in 12ft 6in (jo"ts) ros~" 

20 4.) 8.70m 1.80m 3.80m prob no plain no plain Passage 
28ft 6m 6ft 12ft 6in pavin& 

2 1 4.) 5.8Sm 7.15m }.70m pavina: no pla1n no plam Lodging, strvicc 
19ft 23ft 6in 12ft limes~ one 

22 4.3 a.som• 5.8om· 5.50m prob )'<S prob •'OOden DO Parlour- ?d inina 
28ft 9in 19ft 18ft boards ~moved fneze mould ina n'identt 

• Re5t0ftd d1mensions W/P = \\'"Ill p:ti.ming 
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6 
The Tudor house: 

discussion 

Period 4.1 

The form and function of the east 
range 

In 1532 Nicholas, grandson of Sir Robert 
Poyntz, inherited Acton Court upon the 
death of his father Sir Anthony. During the 
remainder of his life he rebuilt the house in 
several stages, to create the building which 
survives today. This programme is almost 
entirely undocumented, and has been 
defrned by the physical and stratigraphical 
evidence outlined elsewhere in the report. 

Dendrochronology provides a very exact 
date of spring 1535 for the earliest phase of 
this work, the building of the east range. 
Given the nature of the accommodation it 
provided, coupled with the known visit of 
the King and Anne Boleyn to Acton Court 
in August 1535 during a royal progress, 
there is very strong evidence to suggest 
that it was built specifically as a royal 
lodging. 

The range consists of a dry-stone box 
over 30m long and 8.5 m wide (100ft by 28ft), 
9.75 m (32ft) high at the eaves and 14.3 m 
( 4 7 ft) at the gable. The only ties are pro
vided by the first-floor joists and the roof 
srr-ucture; all other partitions were inserted 
as part of the fining-out. The external 
appearance of the range was largely dictated 
by the functional needs of the interior; the 
boldly projecting stacks on what is now the 
principal elevation housed fireplaces and 
garderobes (cf Chenies, Bucks; Howard 
1987, fig 60; Oatlands, Surrey; Thurley 
1993, fJgs 88, 89), and fronted on to a new 
service range, to whkh it was linked, across 
the moat, by pentices (Fig 6.1). Further 
pentices or storeyed galleries linked the west 
elevation to the Period 3 house, and the only 
elevation designed for external show was the 
south gable, with its remarkable window 
(Fig 5.10). This has no exact parallels, but 
remains within the Perpendicular tradition, 
although it has dispensed with arched win
dow heads. The possibilities for display 
offered by faceted walls of glass could be 

appreciated locally at Thornbury Castle, on 
the Duke of Buckingham's lodging range, 
built some twenty years earlier (Tipping 
1924, figs 92, 96). However, gatehouse 
architecture appears to have provided more 
immediate inspiration, as at Coughton 
Court, Warwickshire (Howard 1987, fig 
25), where a window twelve lights wide is 
wrapped around a central oriel, two flanking 
turrets and the intervening wall space. Part 
of the oriel projects and part is inset above a 
sloped plinth at storey level. There are 
uncertainties as to dating and sequence, but 
it appears to have been constructed in the 
years c 1518-35. Also comparable is the 
'Holbein' gate of 1532, formerly at White
hall (Colvin 1982, pi 24; Summerson 1983, 
32), which had an oriel above the gate arch 
entirely contained on a deep, sloped offset 
berween the lower and upper storeys. The 
flanking walls were blind, but the turrets 
were windowed, and there was also a pair of 
short pilaster buttresses, flanking the arch at 
ground level, which recall those framing the 
central ground floor window at Acton 
Court. Both gatehouses have a coat of arms 
below the oriel window, a detail probably 
repeated on the east range. 

The distribution of architectural frag
ments indicates that all the windows to the 
principal rooms had innovative channelled 
tracery, of a rype not otherwise known until 
mid-century (R K Morris 1989, 131). They 
were of impressive size; the north gable win
dow had an estimated fifteen lights, the east 
windows nine, and the west window, eight: 
this differed from the rest in having only two 
tiers of lights. The development of large rec
tangular windows such as these can possibly 
be traced back to their use in temporary 
buildings, such as the English palace at the 
Field of Cloth of Gold, where there was 
much contemporary comment about the 
quantity of light they admitted and the clar
ity of the glass; c 5000 feet was used (Anglo 
1966, 291). They can also be seen in illus
trations of the royal lodgings evolving at 
Hampton Court during the 1530s, or 
Princess Mary's river-front lodgings at 
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Whitehall, completed in I 543 (Thurley 
1993, figs 59, 71- 3, 83, 178). The design 
for an unexecuted house at Waltham-in~the
Forest (Thurley 1993, fig 164) also makes 
liberal use of large Oat windows, combined 
with oriels in all the major rooms. 

The original arrangement of the ground 
Ooor has to be reconstructed from fnlgmen
tary evidence, owing to the extent of later 
altennion (see Fig 4.7). The range appears 
to have been divided by a central cross-pas
sage (perpetuated in Period 4.3; Room 18), 
linked by pentices to the screens passage of 
the Period 3 hall, and to a service range 
across the moat. Two original fireplaces 
indicate that the space to the norlh was sub
divided to form a paired lodging, along a 
line corresponding to the south wall of 
Room IS. Both rooms have an original west 
window, with scope for others in the north 
and east walls. There is no trace of elaborate 
decoration, but the unplastered walls of the 
north room suggest that it was fully pan
elled. Possibly the other room had hangings; 
the patches of surviving plaster are quite 
plain. The ceiling, which was installed 
before the ground floor was partitioned, was 
also plain white plaster. 

THE TUOOR HOUSE: OISCUSSION 

It is less clear how the southern end of 
the range was treated: known features 
include a row of windows in the south wall, 
a door in the south-east corner, and one 
fireplace. While two heated rooms are here 
also possible, the door, which connects with 
the service range, suggests either a passage 
or a room with through access. However, 
the concentration of windows in the south 
wall may indicate a large, undivided space, 
which could have acted as a secondary hall 
for the large numbers who would have sat 
down 10 dine (see below) . Such a hall was 
constructed at Elvctham, Hampshire in 
I 591 for 'knights, ladies and gentlemen of 
chief accoum' (Girouard 1978, Ill). 

In contrast the arrangement of the first 
floor is certain, and one original partition 
survives unaltered. The space was divided 
into three large interconnecting rooms, each 
with fireplace and garderobe, which retain 
substantial traces of their original decora
tion (Fig 6.2). Access was gained through a 
series of doors in the west wall; there was no 
internal connec!ion between the ground and 
first floors. These rooms appear to provide 
the essential elemems of a royal lodging as it 
bad evolved by the 1530s. This comprised, 

Figure 6. 1 Ruorurruc.tid 
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in increasing order of privacy, a presence or 
great chamber, which was a public room, a 
privy chamber, and a bedchamber (Colvin 
1982, ll).ln <he royal palaces <his sequence 
was expanded by an outer watching cham~ 
ber, closers and withdrawing chambers 
beyond <he privy chamber, and secret lodg
ings beyond <he bedchamber (!burley 
1993, 120-43). Lodging ranges of this rype 
hardly survive, and <hen only in much 
altered form, but <he sequence is illus<rated 
in several early plans, such as the Exchequer 
at Calais (probably 1534; Colvin 1975, 350, 
fig 13; 1982, 14), Hull Manor ( 1539), Dun
stable Priory (c 1540), and an unexecuted 
scheme for a house at Wal<ham-in-<he-Forest, 
Essex (!burley 1993, figs 155, 157, 164). 
They can also be reconstructed from 

accounts of the King's \Vorks, for example 
<he queen's new lodgings at Hampton Court 
(!burley 1988, 13-16); St Augustine's, 
Canterbury, where new lodgings were built 
for Anne of Cleves in 1539 (Colvin 1982, 
60); and Danford, Kent, another monastic 
conversion of 1541 (Colvin 1982, 70). 

All <hese examples provided separate 
suites for the king and queen at first~floor 
level, an innovation begun at Hampton 
Court in 1533 (!burley 1993, 52). Prior to 
<his <he stacked lodging, derived from 15m
century Burgundian models, had been <he 
norm (!burley 1993, 15), and can be seen 
locally at Thornbury Castle (Hawkyard 
1977, 54). At Acton Court <he lodgings on 
<he first floor appear to have been built 
specifically for <he King, but <he much more 
modest rooms below were not intended to 
house the Queen, who was probably given 
the best rooms in the Period 3 house, which 
were also at first-floor level. Possibly <he 
medieval hall served as a presence chamber, 
and the great chamber, with its suite of 
rooms beyond, as privy chamber and bed
chamber. 

In <he cast range <he sequence of lodgings 
began wi<h Room II (Fig 6.8). One external 
door survives giving access to a small lobby in 
a pcnticc \vith its own roof, but this seems 
too restricted for a princ-ipal entrance, and is 
probably purely a service door; it lines up 
wi<h <he Period 3 kitchen passage, to which it 
may have been linked by stairs. The principal 
en<rance probably lay to <he sou<h, in an area 
completely rebuilt in Period 4.3 and altered 
again in Period 5.1, so <hat irs original form 
remains conjectural. However, the obvious 
site for a principal stair is in the space 
between <he Period 3 buttery and <he new 
east range. Such an arrangement would pro
vide direct access from <he main sou<h 
entrance, and would allow the former buttery 
to serve as an outer chamber. This type of 
stair was known as a halpace, after the land· 
ing or vestibule which it incorporated (e.g. 
Dartford; Colvin 1982, 70), and irs increas
ing importance in palace planning is dis
cussed by Thurley (1993, 119). There was a 
notable example at Bridewell Palace, Lon
don, T-shaped in plan and set in an external 
porch; a similar stair is shown on <he plan of 
Hull Manor. A different rype, rising round a 
square well or pier, is shown at Dunstable 
Priory. The available space at Acton Court 
would allow for a s<raight flight in <he order 
of 5 m long and up to 3.5 m wide, wi<h a 
landing of c 1.5 m deep. In practice <he stairs, 
almost certainly wooden, were probably nar-



rower to allow direct ground-floor access 
from the cast range. 

This arrangement would identify Room 
II, the largest of the three, as the presence 
or great chamber, a public room also used 
for dining. A further pointer to the direction 
of the sequence is provided by the doors in 
the north wall of this room, which are 
moulded on the south side and open 
inwards into Room 10. This middle room, 
which had no independent external access, 
can be identified as the privy chamber, and 
Room 6, at the north end of the range, as 
the bedchamber. This room had three doors 
in the west wall; that in the south-west cor
ner was probably a service door, but the 
others appear to reinforce its identification 
as the most private room in the sequence. 
One led to the gallery overlooking the gar
den, created by Robert Poyntz (Chapter 3), 
but conveniently placed to be incorporated 
as a privy gallery, a feature of many royal 
lodgings in the 1530s (Thurley 1993, 
141-3). The other led to a newel stair in the 
corner of the room, which would have pro
vided direct access to the garden. The con
srruclion of such 'vices' from privy lodgings 
to privy gardens is recorded at Dartford 
(Colvin 1982, 70), Hampton Court (Thur
ley 1988, 17, 21 ), and other royal lodgings. 

THE TUOOR HO USE' OISCUSSION 

Decoration 

One of the most remarkable aspects of 
Acton Court is the extent to which the orig
inal decorative schemes survive, in particu
lar the frieze on the south wall of Room I 0 
(Fig 6.3). It comprises panels of classical 
ornament, divided by balusters and set 
below a trompe-l'oeil cornice, and is executed 
largely in grisaille, enlivened by ochres, with 
touches of green and red, on a black back
ground. Contemporary documents refer to 
decoration of this type as 'antique' work, 
which was described in a late 16th-century 
treatise on drawing as 'an unnaturall or 
unorderly composition for delight sake, of 
men, beasts, birds, fishes, flowers etc, with
out ... rime or reason, for the greater variety 
you shew in your invention, the more you 
please' (Howard 1987, 121). As a style of 
decoration it carried overtones of magnifi ... 
cence and a desire to impress, but it was 
employed at this period as an addition to a 
wider vocabulary of ornament, without an 
underlying understanding of the principles 
of classical architecture from which it was 
derived (Howard 1987, 121-2; Thurley 
1993, 86). It formed a widespread decm·a
tivc component in the royal palaces; exam
ples include antique work in rhe galleries at 

Fi"g11rY 6.3 Room 10~ 
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Whi<ehall, and borders of mermaids and 
naked children, amongst much else, at 
Ham pion Courl (Colvin 1982, 25, 311, and 
133). Several of !he queen's rooms at The 
More, Hcrtfordshirc were decorated in 
1534 with scutcheons of arms, 'antike' 
heads and borders (Colvin 1982, 167), and 
at Greenwich, antique work formed pan of 
the redecoration scheme for the conduit 
house repaired in 1533 (Colvin 1982, 103). 
I! was also employed !here in !he elabora1e 
1emporary decorations of !he banqueting 
house built for !he French embassy of 1527, 
of which detailed descriptions survive 
(Anglo 1969, 212- 19). 

This work was the responsibility of the 
Revels department, and it is in their 
accounts that the word 'antique' describing 
ornament first appears (in 1516; Thurley 
1993, 269 note 14). The many essen1ially 
transient commissions of this department 
were probably responsible for disseminating 
the new style in ways which cannot now be 
fully appreciated, for it is clear that there 
was not !hen !he same perception of !he dif
ference between permanent and temporary 
schemes of decoration. An interesting possi
ble survival of such work is !he chapel ceil
ing at Ightham Mote, Kent, which may have 
been commissioned for a tournament at 
Wes!ffiins<er (Starkey 1982, 153- 63). The 
coun was itinerant, and even permanent 
rooms were dressed differently according 10 
occasion, mainly with tapestries and other 
hangings (Thurley 1993, 222). It is against 
!his background !hat the decoration of !he 
lodgings at Acton Court must be viewed, 
and it may be of significance !hat Sir Henry 
Guildford, who organised !he Greenwich 
revels of 1527, was related 10 the Poymz 
family by marriage, ln that his sister was the 
first wife of Nicholas' uncle John 0 Roberts 
1993, 36, 70). Ano!her Master of !he Rev
els, Thomas Cawarden, is known to have 
employed !he Italian Bartolommeo Penni to 
decora1e his house at Whi!efriars (Howard 
1987, 126). 

Although English craf1smen were 
employed upon !he design and construc<ion 
of !he royal works, !he specialist decorative 
finishing trades were dominated at <his 
period by foreign craftsmen, including a 
number of I!alians, but !he majority Flem
ish, German, or French (Colvin 1982, 22- 5; 
Thurley 1993, 102- 11). At Ac10n Court 
such works would appear to have included 
no! only !he paintings !hemselves, but !he 
grounds on which they were executed, and 
also the decorative stucco work. 

Despite !he frequency wi!h which 
antique work is referred to in documentary 
sources, no English paimed decoration sur
vives of comparable quality 10 !he Acton 
Coun frieze (Croft-Murray 1962, 13- 25, 
153- 77). Leland's description of black and 
white antique work at Chenics, Bucking
hamshire (Howard 1987, 121), and 
accounts from Wolfhall, Wiltshire for 
'ccrtcyn fretts and antiques on canves', 
commissioned expressly for a royal visit in 
1539 Oackson 1875, 145), indica<e !hal 
other courtiers' houses were decorated in 
this manner. There is an extant fragment, 
incorporating shields a< Firle Place, Sussex, 
home of Sir John Gage (Tipping 1924, fig 
lxv). The only known fragment from !he 
palaces is an excava~ed panel from While
hall, in poor condition, which is similar 
10 !he external decoration !hat can be 
glimpsed in !he background of !he pain1ing 
71te ramily of Henry V/11 (Thurley 1993, 
212). Fur!her mid-16m-century white-on
black work, covering the whole wall surface, 
was found scaled behind Jacobean panelling 
a1 Westmins<er in 1882 (Middleton 1883, 
471- 2, 489-90, pis 26, 27; RCHM 1924, 
pi 175). The design incorporates balus1ers, 
arabesques and grotesque figures, wi!h pedi
mented royal arms over the fireplaces, but 
al!hough vigorous, !he draughtsmanship is 
unsophistica<ed. Orner domestic examples 
of mid- 10 laiC 16m-century date and vari
able quality are described by Reader (1935, 
243-86; 1936, 220-62), including panels 
from Mildenhall manor house, Suffolk, 
which come closest in style and execution to 
!he work a1 Acton Coun (Reader 1935, fig 
5, pis 12, 13) . There is also a competent 
frieze on boards from Winches1er College, 
related to the ceiling described below 
(Tipping 1924, fig !vii). Designs such as 
!hese probably derived from prints or pa!
<ern shee!S, which appear 10 have played an 
important part in the dissemination of the 
style, and !he Acton Cour< panels have sev
eral features in common with Italian origi· 
nals illuS!rated by Thurley (1993, 88, figs 
114, 116), such as fleshy acan!hus scrolls, 
cornucopias and gadrooned urns with 
scrolled handles. However, no precise paral
lels are known (information from An!hony 
Wells-Cole). 

The quality of the Acton Coun frieze 
can bear comparison with surviving French 
examples, such as !he chapel of La Verrerie, 
Cher (Babelon 1989, 130-2), executed 
be1ween 1508 and 1543. At La Vcrrerie !he 
lower regis1er of !he walls has antique deco-



ration with a foliate frieze and trompe-l'oet1 
mouldings in grisaillc on a red ground, and 
there are roundels with busts in the roof 
vault. Antique decoration on a blue ground 
also serves as a foil to the figurative scheme 
on the vaults and in the chapels of the cathe
dral at Albi. This work bears dates between 
1509 and 1514 and was carried out by Ital
ian artists for Louis d'Amboise, nephew of 
Cardinal d'Amboise, archbishop of Rouen 
and builder of Gaillon (La ran 1927, 
83- 101; Blunt 1980, 18). 

Three-dimensional antique work has had 
a slightly better survival rate, and includes a 
number of examples of panelling, most of it 
reset. Until 1921, when it was removed to 
America, there was a fine panelled room at 
Boughton Malherbe, Kent, incorporating 
puui, arabesques and busts in roundels 
(ripping 1924, 213-29; Newman 1976, 
174). The house was built in the 1520s by 
Sir Edward \Votton, a courtier of similar 
standing to Nicholas Poyntz. Similar panels, 
one dated 1534, survive in the hall at Great 
Fulford, and occur in other Devon houses 
(Tipping 1924, 339-50). 

One of the best and most complete interi
ors in the antique style is Abbot King's par
lour at Thame Park, Oxfordshire, decorated 
between 1530 and 1539 (ripping 1924, 
253-60; Godfrey 1929, 59-68; 
Sherwood and Pevsner 1974, 81 1). The 
lower walls are panelled with linenfold, which 
frames a plain stone fireplace surround, and 
there is an internal porch. The frieze and ceil
ing beams are embellished in wooden filigree, 
with panels of arabesques, framing medal
lions or shields (Godfrey 1929, fig 2), below a 
running scroll with mermaids and urns. 
There were traces of original colour: a blue 
ground with gilded relief decoration. The 
same technique and quality of workmanship 
can be seen in the spandrels of the roof to the 
great hall at Hampton Court (1532-4; Thur
ley 1993, fig 149), which incorporate 
grotesque beasts, foliage, cornucopias and 
tablets bearing mottoes, comparable to those 
at Acton Court. 

A good deal of terracotta ornament also 
survives (Howard 1987, 130- 5), including 
the roundels containing busts of Roman 
emperors commissioned by Wolsey from 
Giovanni di Maiano (Thurley 1993, figs 
143, 145) . Such medallions became a popu
lar device, and were also used on the 
'Holbein' gate, Whitehall (Colvin 1982, pi 
24), and in the loggia dating from the 1520s 
at Honon Court, Gloucestershire, where 
their execution is considerably less accom-

THE TUDOR HOUSE: DISCUSSION 

plished (Kingsley 1989, 109- 11). A roundel 
forms the centrepiece to the frieze in Room 
I 0, and given rhat the room was square, was 
probably one of four. It depicts a young 
woman in three-quarter profile, with fair 
hair braided in an ltalianate manner (PI II) . 
Her left shoulder is bare and there are traces 
of drapery. TI1is has a number of similarities 
with the cameo bust depicted on Holbein's 
designs for a cup for Jane Seymour (Starkey 
1991, 127), which is flanked by two male 
busts. The Acton Court busts may be deities 
or personifications, possibly the seasons. 
The roundels in Room 6 are too badly pre
served for their contents to be identified 
with certainty, but a fragment of painted 
wooden ceiling from \XIinchester College 
illustrates the possibilities. One roundel 
contains the initials of John \Vhite who 
became headmaster in 1535, and the other a 
bearded male head in profile; both are encir
cled by foliate ornament enclosed by con
centric bands, which correspond to the 
scribed lines on the Acton Court frieze 
(Reader 1935, 277 pi 14; Croft-Murray 
1962, 177.14; Lewis 1995). The design as a 
whole imitates moulded and battened ceil
ings of the type found in Wolsey's closet at 
Hampton Court (Thurley 1993, fig 127). 

In Room 6 [he columns that artic-ulate 
the frieze appear to be related to those in the 
painting The Family of Henry VIII (Thurley 
1993, fig 282); both have a Outed lower 
shaft, a median rib and Ionic capitals carry
ing an entablature. The semicircular struc .. 
ture over the fireplace can be interpreted as 
a shell hood, similar to that over the 
entrance to the English palace in the paint
ing of The Field of Cloth of Gold (Thurley 
1993, fig 66). At Acton Court the rounded 
ends of the flutes are delineated by the 
scribed setting-out lines. Both have a semi
circular outer rim edged with scrollwork, 
and in the painting a coat of arms forms the 
centrepiece. This is probably what occupied 
the central niche in Room 6: the depth of 
the recess suggests that it was three-dimen
sional, and contemporary examples of 
heraldic panels are illustrated in Thurley 
(1993, I 02). 

A miniamre painted scheme in a similar 
range of colours, with royal arms, shell 
hoods, roundels and other antique orna
ment, can be seen on a writing desk made 
for Henry Vlll before 1527 (Thurley 1993, 
fig 130). The sophistication of these friezes 
can also be gauged by comparison with the 
series of Brussels tapestries in the grotesque 
style woven for Whitehall in the early 1540s, 
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particularly 1he upper register of the 
1Yiumph of Hercules, which has a black back
ground (Thurley 1993, fig 300; Campbell 
1991, fig2). 

The ceilings in Room 6 and probably in 
Room I 0 were scribed and paimed to simu
late a pattern of geometric ribs. Ceilings of 
this type, with wooden battens, survive at 
Hampton Cour1 (eg the great watching 
chamber; Thurley 1993, fig 160) and in the 
chapel at the Vyne, Hampshire (Howard 
1987, fig 66). They are also mentioned in 
building accounts: at the More in 1536 the 
joiners were paid for 'drawying the com
passe of the fren in the roof' (Thurley 1993, 
167). At Greenwich the king's privy cham
ber had a fret ceiling, embellished in 1533 
with sixry-seven 'bullions' and 218 'buds'; 
these were formalised flowers with wooden 
centres and leaves of gilded lead, in two 
sizes (Thurley 1993, 1 04). Fixing pins at the 
rib imersections indicate that such bullions 
were applied to the ceiling in Room 6, 
although it is not clear what materials were 
used. The scribed circles marking the rib 
intersections are 50 mm in diameter. Nega
tives of roundels, which may have formed 
the centres, on a board from the floor-space 
in Room 6 are 60 mm in diameter (Fig 
8.30), and the pin positions indicate a total 
diameter of more than 100 mm for the bul
lions. Lead leaves have been found in the 
excavations (Fig 9.40), but are probably 
derived from the Period 3 house, and there 
are none from the east range. Another possi
ble material, not represented on the site, is 
leather-miiche, which was used for roundels 
applied to the ceiling of the watching cham
ber at Hampton Court (Thurley 1993, fig 
313). One of the rooms, probably 11, had 
stucco ceiling ribs, an unusually early appli
cation of this material (Fig 8.39), which 
appears also to have been used for a classi
cal-style overmantel. 

Panelling comemporary with the frieze 
survives in Room l 0; it is quite plain and 
bears traces of yellow-ochre colouring. Such 
wainscot was a common component of con
temporary interiors and could be imported 
from the Low Countries (eg Danford; 
Colvin 1982, 71). It was fitted by joiners, 
rather than carpenters, who were responsi
ble for structural woodwork, a distinction 
which can be seen at Acton Court in the dif
ferential construction of the boarded 
ground- and wainscot first-floor doors. It 
was common practice to colour woodwork; 
'sprusse yellow oker' was applied to all the 
woodwork in a chamber at Bridewell palace, 

to lodgings at Eltham, and to 'all the timber 
worke of all offices and lodgings in the myd
dyll court' at Greenwich in 1533 (Colvin 
1982, 55, 82, and 103). Room 11 was not 
panelled, but has fixing blocks for hangings. 
The 1532 inventory lists several pieces of 
•arris', depicting scenes of the Passion aod 
jousting. 

Other wooden decorative components 
are represented by constructional offcuts 
from Room 6. They include cornice mould
ing of a size to fit Room 11, and leaves from 
a cresting perhaps imended for an internal 
porch (Fig 8.29). The most probable posi
tion for such a feature would be within 
Room 6, possibly serving as a baffie between 
the privy and bedchambers, in default of an 
intermediate room (Thurley 1993, 139). A 
'portall of weynscone' is recorded in the 
dining room at Westhorpe, Suffolk in an 
inventory of 1538 (Gunn and Lindley 1988, 
286), and an internal porch survives in the 
parlour at Thame Park, Oxfordshire (Tip
ping 1924, fig 265). 

The progress of 1535 

Royal progresses, which took place in the 
summer months of most years, served two 
main purposes; pleasure, in the pursuit of 
good huming, and politics, in meeting and 
gaining the support of the king's subjects. 
While Acton Court with its two parks could 
certainly have provided the hunring, the 
progress of I 535 was more overtly political, 
comprising for the most part visits to towns 
such as Bristol (in fact prevented by plague), 
and local gentry who were strong supporters 
of the reformed church (Starkey 1991, 118). 
Nicholas Poyntz appears to have been one of 
their number; in 1533 he welcomed a travel
ling preacher, who addressed an audience of 
prominent Bristol citizens in the churchyard 
at Iron Acton (Powell1971, 151). His uncle 
by marriage, Sir John Walshc, employed 
William Tyndale as chaplain and rutor to his 
children at Little Sodbury. 

Progresses followed a fiXed itinerary 
planned some months in advance and issued 
as a list known as the 'giests' (Thurley 1993, 
67- 73). Even with this notice, and possibly 
with an element of anticipation, the time 
available for all building and finishing works 
would be less than a year. The building pro
gramme at Acton Court is undocumented, 
but accounts of the King's Works make it 
clear that tight deadlines were the norm, 
and the key to progress appears to have been 
good organisation. The most extreme exam-



pic is provided by the campaign to build 
lodgings for Anne of Cleves at St Augus
tine's Abbey, Canterbury (Colvin 1982, 
59-61), which lasted just eleven weeks, from 
5 October to 21 December 1539. It involved 
the construction of a new range, of brick 
and timber-framing, with three chambers on 
the first floor, and the conversion of existing 
buildings to provide further rooms. Up to 
350 men were employed at any one time, 
work was carried on after dark, and braziers 
were used to dry the rooms out after plaster
ing, in time for the queen's arrival. Fortu· 
nately bad weather delayed her at Calais for 
rwo weeks. 

Very detailed accounts also survive for 
Dartford Priory, which was converted into a 
sizeable royal house after the Dissolution 
(Colvin 1982, 68-74). By the king's com
mand the work was 'spedcly to be carried 
out' and demolition work started in June 
1541. By july eighty-one bricklayers were 
engaged in constructing the walls of the 
royal lodgings and eighty-four carpenters 
were framing Live roots ranging from 21 m 
to 41 m (70 ft to 134 ft) in length. Joiners 
responsible for internal fitting·out appear in 
the accounts in February, by April mats 
were being laid throughout, and in May the 
king paid a visit. The qucen's lodgings were 
unfinished and work on them continued in 
the summer of 1542. In 1543 the principal 
scene of activity was the great court which 
contained offices, lodgings and the gate
house. A corner of this still survives; the 
courryard elevation has wooden windows 
and shows signs of hasry construction 
(Colvin 1982, 73; Clapham 1926, 80). 

Although Danford was constructed with 
all the resources of the royal works, it pro
vides a useful example of what could be 
achieved in less than a year. To judge from 
the roof dimensions the lodgings there were 
approximately five times the size of those at 
Acton Court and were built of similar mate
rials, being a mixture of brick, rubble and 
reused freestone, although laid by bricklay
ers. It also gives an indication of the num
bers of workmen employed on individual 
parts of the contract, which suggestS that 
the east range would have required in the 
order of twenty carpenters, and the same 
number of masons. Other accounts indicate 
that only the most ambitious private projects 
had more than sLxty men on the weekly pay
roll (Airs 1975, 59). The building pro
gramme involved the demolition of Period 3 
service buildings, the setting-out and dig
ging of foundations, not onerous given the 
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proximity of the bedrock to the surface, and 
the construction of the shell. This is in effect 
a dry-stone wall and must have been built by 
local labour conversant with the techniques 
of laying Pennant rubble. Freemasons were 
needed for the first-floor windows, copings 
and finials, but it is possible that the major
ity of ground-floor windows were wooden, 
like the surviving window in Room IS. Also 
part of the basic structure was the first floor 
and the roof, finished with Pennant slates. 
All but a few minor pieces of the timber 
required was new; a possible source would 
have been the Forest of Dean. Fitting-out 
involved the insertion of parridons, doors, 
panelling and fireplace surrounds, called 
'parclls' at Danford. The interior was 
ceiled, plastered and painted, and the exte
rior was rendered. \Vith the exception of the 
specialist plaster and paint finishes, all the 
work could have been carried out by local 
craftsmen, and as at Danford there are signs 
of hasty workmanship, particularly in the 
carpentry of the roof, and the fixing of glass 
to the wooden window. 

OnJy one building account survives, for 
the sum of £5 17s II d paid to various work
men in the year 1537-8, and this gives no 
real insight into the cost of the building. For 
comparison the work at Canterbury cost 
c £650, and the 1541-2 campaign at 
Dartford over £3,000 (Colvin 1982, 
60, 73). This is comparable with the cost of 
Hengrave Hall, Suffolk, built for a wealthy 
London merchant between 1525 and 1538. 
Two lesser East Anglian houses, Little 
Saxham Hall and Redgrave Hall cost 
£1,425 and £1,253 respectively (Airs 1975, 
86). T.1king the variable size of these pro
jects into account, it is unlikely that expen
diture on the east range at Acton Court was 
less than c £500, or at least twice the annual 
value of the estate. 

The numbers involved in a visit of this 
sort arc difficult to estimate (Thurley 1993, 
70), nor is the size of the Poyntz household 
known, but some insight is provided by the 
account books of Edward Seymour, Earl of 
Hertford, which detail expenses of the king's 
visit to Wolfhall, Wiltshire in August 1539 
(Jackson 1875, 14o-207). For the duration 
of the visit, from Saturday till Tuesday, the 
carl, his family and household of about fifty 
vacated the house and occupied a barn con
verted into lodgings for the occasion, and 
other accommodation. The cost of prepara
tion work was £68 I Os I Od, and specially 
commissioned decorations cost a further 
31 s 8d. Detailed accounts of the provisions 
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for meals indicate that the two households 
dined separately. A wide variety of fish, both 
fresh and saltwater, was served at supper on 
Saturday to seventy of the earl's household 
at a cost of £8. A similar meal was provided 
for the king's household at a cost of £37 ISs 8d, 
and 200 messes were provided. Messes nor
mally served four people, but here the quan
tities involved and a comparison of the unit 
cost of a meal suggests that this represents 
the actual number of people; a visit of eight 
hundred to a house of this tl'J)e seems 
improbably large, particularly as the king 
was single at the time and this would not 
include the queen's household (Thurley 
1993, 73). The accounts also make it clear 
that the king's officers supplied many of the 
provisions, such as fine flour, wine, wax can
dles, six hundred pears, eight pike, nine lob
sters, seven swans and thirty-eight quails. 
There were also presents of venison and 
wild fowl from neighbours. One hundred 
and fifty 'ashen cupps' were supplied to the 
buttery, but there is no mention of the fine 
imported glass and tableware, which 
appears to have been procured especially for 
the visit to Acton Court (Chapter 9). The 
expenses for the whole week of the king's 
visit were £288 19s I Od, which included 
payments to musicians and extra kitchen 
staff. 

Lodging and catering arrangements for 
a party of at least two hundred, even for a 
few days, involved considerable domestic 
upheaval. As well as the east range itself, 
farm buildings may have been made habit
able for the duration, and other temporary 
buildings constructed. This included a new 
kitchen range in what is now the east court. 
Only traces of it survive below its Period 4.3 
replacement, but it is probable that apart 
from fireplaces and ovens the superstructure 
was timber·framed. Augmenting kitchen 
facilities for special occasions was common 
practice, particularly at lesser royal houses 
(Thurley 1993, 157), and these could be 
accommodated in tents. as depicted in The 
Field of Cloth of Gold, which shows a great 
kitchen, boiling house and bake-oven 
(Thurley 1993, fig 206) . For a royal visit it 
would also be necessary to provide a privy 
kitchen, which catered for the king and his 
immediate associates. Such kitchens are 
listed in the Westhorpe and Thornbury 
inventories (Gunn and Lindley 1988, 286; 
Hawkyard 1977, 56-7), and the latter sur
vives (Rodwell, unpublished survey). Both 
surveys indicate the range of kitchen facili
ties provided at a great house, including wet 

and dry larders, scullery, scalding house, 
pastry and saucery in addition to the rooms 
mentioned above. 

The progress of 1535 lasted from 5 July 
to 23 Occober, starting at \Vindsor and visit
ing twenty-five houses for between one and 
ten days (Table 5: in fact the stay at Thorn
bury was prolonged to twelve). The actual 
programme differed from the gcste in that 
plague prevented a visit to Bristol, and the 
king prolonged his stay in Hampshire by a 
month, visiting several additional houses 
and omitting Farnham. Of these properties 
eight (32 per cent) belonged to the church, 
nine (36 per cent) to the king, and eight (32 
per cent) were courtiers' houses, so that the 
proportion of non·royal houses visited was 
much higher than the norm of barely I 0 per 
cent for the second half of Henry's reign 
(Thurley 1993, 73) . This may be a reflec
tion of the political nature of this particular 
progress (Starkey 1991, 118). 

The list shows the large part still played 
by the church in the provision of accommo
dation, either at major monasteries or the 
houses of the Bishop of Winchester. In this 
same summer Cromwell's commissioners 
were active in the west country ( Bettey 
1989, 43), and one of the houses visited, 
Hurstbourne Priors, was appropriated by 
the king from the monks of Winchester (LP 
H8, rx, 438) . Royal houses included 
Ewclmc, a large courtyard house with a fuJI 
complement of royal apartments, appropri
ated from the de Ia Pole family; and two 
hunting scats, Langley in Wychwood, and 
Easthampstead in Windsor Forest, where 
glass repairs were carried out in 1534-5. 
Except for a fragment of Langley these 
houses do not survive, but the three royal 
houses in Gloucestershire have fared rather 
better. All were Crown property for less 
than a century: Thornbury from 1521 till 
1554, Sudeley from 1469 till 1547, and 
Berkeley, which was bequeathed to Henry 
VIl and his male heirs in exchange for a 
marquisate, from the late 15th century till 
1553. Berkeley remains a roofed medieval 
castle of essentially 14th-century date (Verey 
1976, 101), and at Sudeley there are sub
stantial remains of a royal lodging range 
probably built by Richard Ill when Duke of 
Gloucester (Verey 1979, 438; Thurley 1993, 
23). Thornbury is a castellated courtier's 
house rebuilt on the grandest possible scale 
from 1507-8 by Edward Stafford, Duke of 
Buckingham and unfinished at the time of 
his execution in 1521. The New Building 
which contained the ducal lodgings with its 
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Table 5 
The Progress of 1535 in order of visit (LP8, 989; Starkey 199 1, 118, with map). A is the intended itinerary and B 
the acrual progress in Hampshire. Full details are not given for church property. 

House Date Days Distance Owner Surviw.l Reference 
in miles 

A Proposed progress 
Reading Sjuly 3 12 Church 
Ewdme 8july 2 10 King demolished Col\'in I 982~ 90 
AbinJ!don IOjuly 3 8 Church 
Langley 13july 4 12 King fragments Colvin 1982, 160 
Sudelcy 17 July 6 14 King M;~.jor ruil\, late 15th ctnt lodgings K;ngsley 1989, 183 
Thvkesbury 23 july • 7 Chu.rt:h 
Gloucc:stcr 27 july 6 7 Church 
Berkeley 2 August 7 IS King1 14th- 15th et-ntury castle Kingsle)' I 989, 57 
Thornbury 9 August 8 5 King2: I 5 11- 21 unfinished, part roofed Kings!C)' 1989, 186 
Bristol 17 August 4 10 
Iron Acton 21 August 2 7 Nicholas Po)'ntz East range purpose-built 
little Sodbury 2~ August 3 6 Sir John \V:alshe 15th·«mury house, early 16th-century wing Kingsley 1989, 123 
Bromh~m 26 August 7 12 Sir Edward Baynton 

WolfhaU 2 Sept 5 8 Sir John S~ymour 
Thruxton 7 Sept 3 12 Lisle family 
Hurstbourne 
Priors 

IOSept 8 Church 

Winchester II Sept 5 10 Church 
Bishop•s 
Waltham" 

16Sept 6 7 Church 

Old Alrcsford 22 Sept 7 Church 
Farnham 23 Sept • 14 ChurCh 
Easthampst~d 27 Sept 4 12 King 
Windsor l Occ 6 K;ng 

B Actual progress 
Bishop's 
Waltham 

16 Sept 10 Church 

WincheSler 26 Sept 2 Church 
So~.~thampton 28 Sept 6 King 

Ponchester 40et 2 King 

Southampton' 60et King 
SaJisbur}' 
(Ciarendon)4 

• Oct 4 King 

Southampton • Oet King 
Bishop's • Oet ChurCh 
Waltham 
Old Alrc:sford • Oet Church 
The Vyne 15 Occ 4 Lo.-d Sandys 

Basing House 190cc 2 Sir William Paulec 

£1\'ttham 21 Oct Sir John Seymour 

E.aschampnead 220et Kjng 
\Vindsor 230et King 

I ~Uf;ldwd to J-tmry VII and hls nuk btin by William lord lkrtdry 
t Arflt09rl•t~ by tbe CI"'\to'ft a!\C'f IJ!c c.ICC(uliOn ()(!.be' ""kc or B~lunJch;am 
I \'Uit un«lkd d:uc to p1arue": tbf Kq rc-mauwd a1 Thotntn.wy. 
• The" pros:~US ~ o:tffl<lt'd !'tom thb poitlt. 

lkmolishl!d, 

Demolished, accounts for 1539 visit 
IXmolished 

Demolished, glass repairs for visit 

Castle: ruinous 

Castle: substantial ruin 

Demolished; medic..,al palace 

Built 1528- 27, alte-red in 18th century 

Rebuilt from 15311 demolished 1645 

Demolished 

' Oaln marl.fd ' 1rc- DOt kn<Y-"n u antr; rour n•&biS "',."' tpe~U at S.I!Sbury .o rwo nl&f:lu mus.t b~'t bt«< $CIU!t 11 orw or tbe" othe"r bOuton. 
•'lliC' tfJC'I'UIC'C' 10 '{hryn~.ton' 11'1 I..P9 407 ind-tn a \~Sot by H MI)' VUI (Coh'lll 1982. 66). 

?purpose-built VCN Wilu 
7, 1953, 179 
Jackson 1875 
VCHHa,.u4, 1911, 387 
VCH Hams 4, 
1911,287 

VCH Hams 3, 
1908,276 
VCH Hams 3, 1908, 304 
VCJ.J S11rrey 2, 1905, 599 
Colvin 1982,76 

LP9, 460 
LP 9, 460; Pevsncr & 
Uo}·d 1967,537 
LP9, 467, 525;Pe ... sner& 
Uo}·d 1967, 377 

LP9, 467,571 

VCHHants4,1911,160; 
U'9, 663 
VCHHams4, 1911 ,115; 
LP9,619' 
VCH Hams 4, 1911 , 74; 
LP9,619 

J LJ'9. 6ZO ~ 1 vananllilln(1'V)' rndUnc w·lllod- on zsm Occob«:,. 11 not dear wrum ..... , folto.'td. Ftmlum -~ noc YI~C'd be"c:tuk of "P"Ort«< dt&tbt &oro laC~. 
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famous geometric oriels overlooking the 
privy garden was almost completed, as was 
the south-west tower of the inner court. The 
hall range was retained from the earlier 
house, and the kitchen range carried up to 
first-floor level: the base court was incom
plete. All this was put in a sufficient state of 
repair for the 1535 visit. It is a purely 
Perpendicular building with no trace of 
Renaissance influence in its decoration 
(Hawkyard 1977, 57). 

Of the eight courriers' houses on the 
progress only three are still standing, which 
makes it difficult to assess how representa
tive Acton Court may have been. However, 
it is dear that lesser buildings could also be 
extended: at Painswick, near Gloucester, a 
large hall was added to a lodge in the park 
for the reception of the king, who presum· 
ably visited whilst hunting ( VCH G/oucs 
1976, 67). The surviving fabric of Little 
Sodbury (Tipping 1937, 106, fig 154) does 
not suggest that any building work was 
specifically undertaken. The core of the 
house is mid .. 15th century, and the range 
running south from the hall, early 16th cen
tury, of a modest domestic cype. However, 
some parts of the house have been demol
ished, and others, like the solar range north 
of the hall, rebuilt in the 18th century, so 
that it is difficult now to gauge its size in 
1535. 

All that survives of Bromham is a dis
placed and altered gatehouse (Howard 
1987, fig 7). However Leland records that 
Sir Edward Baynton 'Yn Quene Anns daycs 
pullid down by licens a peace of this house 
(an old maner place at Corsham) sumwhat 
to help his buildings at Bromeham' (Leland 
!tin 1, 133), which indicates that he was 
building in the years 1533~6. He also 
removed stone from the ruins of Devizes 
castle (Leland lrin, 1 5, 82), and in June 
1537 bought the Cistercian house at Stanley 
four miles distant, which was rapidly demol· 
ished for its building materials (Bettey 1989, 
135). Baynton was Vice-Chamberlain to 
Anne Boleyn and subsequent queens, and 
these references indicate a substantial nev., 
house. 

Sir John Seymour's house at Wolfhall has 
also all but vanished (Pevsner and Cherry 
1975, 152), but the accounts of the 1539 
visit indicate that no major building work 
was undertaken in preparation, and a barn 
pressed into service on that occasion seems 
also to have served for the marriage of Jane 
Seymour in 1536. It seems probable there
fore that Sir John, unlike his son, did not see 

fit to engage in extensive building pro· 
grammes. Nothing at all is known about 
Thruxton, although it was also visited on 
the same 1539 progress as Wolfhall (LP H8, 
v, 1475). 

The three Hampshire houses differ from 
the rest in being additions to the geste, 
which must suppose that they were already 
sufficiently large, and could be put in order 
at relatively short notice. Little is known of 
Elvetham, another Seymour property. It was 
the scene of a famously lavish entertainment 
for Elizabeth in 159 1, which involved the 
construction of a host of temporary build
ings including a sham castle (Girouard 
1978, Ill) . Sir William Paulet received 
licence to crenellate the medieval castle at 
Basing in 1531. He built extensively before 
his death in 1572, at the age of 97, both 
within the old earthwork enclosure (the Old 
House) and outside to the east (the New 
House). This house received several royal 
visits, was besieged during tlle Civil War, 
and demolished in 1645. It was excavated 
c 1875~ 1 909 by the owner Lord Bolton, 
which has resulted in an overall plan ( VCH 
Hams 19 11, IV, 118) and a large collection 
of unstratified finds (Moorhouse 1971). 
Unfortunately the strucrural sequence and 
its dating are less than clear, so that it is dif
ficult to know what work had been carried 
out by 1535. 

The Vyne is the only one of the 
courtiers• houses to have remained a gentry 
house throughout its history. and conse· 
quently was considerably altered in the 17th 
and 18th centuries. What remains is the 
northern half of an inner court built 
c 1518~27 in which the least altered rooms 
are the chapel and the long gallery (Pevsner 
and Lloyd 1967, 634). Henry visited the 
house in 1510 and 1531 as well as 1535, 
and the inventory of 1541 taken after the 
death of Lord Sandys refers to rooms such 
as the queen•s great chamber (Howard 
1987, 36). However, there are difficulties in 
reconciling the inventory wilh the surviving 
house. Recent work (Wilson 1998, 21) has 
revealed large parts of the demolished 
ground plan and provided felling dates 
between 1526 and 1528 for the earliest sur
viving timber elements, suggesting that the 
house was extensively rebuilt at the time 
Sandys became Lord Chamberlain. 

Nicholas Poyntz was by no means alone 
in providing purpose-built lodgings for the 
king; the most notable instance was proba
bly Wolsey's lodgings at Hampton Court 
(Thurley 1993, 73; Howard 1987, 36). 
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purely architectural considerations were at 
work, and the possible desire to emphasise 
the pedigree of the Poyntzes as a gentry 
family. 

In contrast to the south elevation the 
north elevation of the house (E6) is essen
tially symmetrical and largely a single build 
of the mid-16th century. The large first
floor window in the north gable of the 
Period 4.1 east range was retained and the 
ground floor rewindowed in Period 4.3. 
Both were partly obscured by a stair or 
gallery added to provide access from the 
first floor direct to the garden. This was a 
successor to the privy stair removed by the 
Period 4.2 rebuilding. A reconstruction of 
the north range, based on the surviving 
stack and window spacings, gives a com
pletely regular first-floor elevation 'vith 
seven windows. There is known to have 
been a ground-floor cross-passage, which 
lies beneath the central window and may 
have been lit by sidelights like the east 
range. There were no g'round-floor windows 
east of the cross-passage, but unless the 

rooms to the west were used only as cel
lars, the plan dictates that they must have 
had windows on this elevation. The gable 
of the west range presumably contained 
another large first-floor window and con
tinued the plinth and string course details. 

The cast wall (El; Fig 6.6) which has 
been the front of the house since the mid-
17th century was at this period a sub
sidiary elevation facing a service range. It 
originated in Period 4 . 1 and its appearance 
was dictated by the functional massing of 
stacks and garderobes. In Period 4.3 the 
central stack was augmented with a new 
flue and a new porch. The first-floor win
dows were retained and new lights added 
on the ground floor, one of which was 
reused; they are not spaced symmetrically. 
The west elevation of the house (Fig 6.4), 
which docs not survive above plinth course 
level, also had two projecting stacks \vith 
gardcrobes, and the rooms in this range 
must have been lit from this side, as build
ings abut the east wall for most of its 
length. 



Both surviving courtyard elevations (E3, 
£4) show evidence of alterution to increase 
their architectural impact. The west eleva
tion survives complete in its Period 4.3 form 
(Fig A.4), and the first-floor window was 
reduced in size e><pressly to fit the new sym
metrical arrangement; in Period 4.1 it was 
positioned centtally to the interior space. 
The south elevation (Fig 6.6) progresses 
from a functional arrangement of small 
ground-floor windows with a blank upper 
storey to a regular fa,ade of al<ernating 
doors and windows, emphasised in the bay 
opposite the screens passage, the axis of the 
house, by a first-Ooor oriel. This elevation 
has much in common architecturally with 
work at Newark Park, both in overall design 
and in the use of details like returned archi .. 
traves. Howc~y·er, at Newark Park, in a build
ing on a new site and constructed of a more 
malle.ablc limestone ashlar the symmetrical 
design is more fully worked out. Little can 
be said about the north and east courtyard 
elevations which are reduced to footings. 
The Iauer was purely a screen wall 
masking the irregular medieval ranges to the 
west. 

Plan and roo1n function 

There are unfortunately no inventories 
relating to this period of the houses history, 
and the only room to which there is direct 
reference in the J 6th century is a parlour 
mentioned in the will of Nicholas Poyntz the 
younger (1585; Chapter 2, Appendix B). 
However, chc surviving physical evidence 
and inventories from comparable houses 
together provide evidence for the overall dis
position of the house and the identification 
of individual rooms within it. Particularly 
apposite to Acton Cour1 at this period arc 
the Yate Court inventory of 154819 (Fox 
1898, 22-4) and the Lacock Abbey inven
tory of 1575 (Vernon 1968, 72- 82). The for
mer gives room dimensions, including 
details of the windows and reasonably clear 
directions, but the house is now a ruin. 'The 
Iauer is an extant monastic conversion with 
much architectural detail in common with 
Acton Court (sec below), but in the present 
state of knowledge it is tantalisingly difficult 
to equate the physical with the invemory 
evidence, a common situation in houses of 
this period (Howard 1987, 73). This inven
tory names rooms and lists contents but 
gives little indication of their sequence 
within the building. 

At Acton Court it is clear that the 
ground floor of the standing ranges was 
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divided into lodgings (Fig 6.7). The cast 
range survives complete, with a central 
cross-passage (Room 18) linking service and 
inner courtyards, and lateral passages pro
viding individual access to four rooms 
(Rooms 15, 16, 19, 21; Fig 6.8). A hatch 
connecting the cross-passage with Room 16 
suggests its use by a household official regu
lating movements through the range. The 
passage was provided with benches and the 
large number of graffiti testify to time spent 
waiting. These rooms were heated and fin
ished to a good standard of decoration with 
plaster or panelling, with the possible excep
tion of Room 21 which may have been used 
as a service room. 

The north range was also bisected by a 
cross-passage giving access to the garden 
(Fig 6.9). To the east were three lodgings 
(Rooms 12- 14) opening directly off the 
courtyard. Only rwo of these were heated 
and they are very plainly finished. West of 
the passage a corner of the chapel under
croft projects into the range and it is not 
clear how the room planning resolved this, 
as floor levels and internal partitions do not 
generally survive in th.is part of the house. 
There is a ground-floor garderobe shaft 
bujlt into the wall opposite, and it is possible 
that the constricted space was used for one 
or more: gardcrobc closets opening off 
adjoining rooms. There is space for a small 
chamber to the cast, next to the cross-pas
sage, and for two chambers at the west end 
of the range (Room 31). At least one of 
these was heated and they must have been 
lit from the north. Access may have been 
from the west range or alternatively from the 
small triangular court to the south, via a 
new covered passage under the west eod of 
the chapeL ln the room adjoining (Room 
32) the floor level was lowered nnd the fire
place weot out of use, suggesting a change 
from living accommodation to storage. 

\'(lithia the west range only one partition 
has survived in an area of subsidence. The 
space to the south bad flagged Ooors and is 
too large (Room 29; 14.4 m, 47 ft 3 in) to 
have been a single room. It was probably 
divided into two chambers c 6 m (20 ft) 
square (cf Room l 5), both with fireplaces. 
There is an extant hearth against the south 
gable, and in the centrul room a fireplace 
could have been incorporated into the 
wedge of masonry between the east wall and 
the chapel range (cf Room 22). 1l1e south 
room appears to have been provided with a 
garderobe in the western stack and there 
was a staircase in the south-east corner. 
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A single room north of the partition 
(Room 30) would have been I I m (36 ft) 
long, as large as the stare rooms in the cast 
range (Rooms 6, II ), and the probability is 
that this space wa$ also subdivided. Fire
places and a gardcrobc could be accommo
dated in the western stack. These rooms had 

suspended wooden floors, and the large col
lection of artefacts from beneath them 
(Chapter 9) give a glimpse of daily life 
within the house. Sewing implements and 
articles of dress are strongly represented, 
together with recreational items such as dice 
and gaming pieces. 
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The function of the rooms within the 
west range is open to mo·re than one inter
pretation. It is possible that they continued 
the ground-floor sequence of lodgings_, in 
which case they may have formed cwo suites 
of t\VO rooms, a common arrangemenr at 
Lacock (Vernon 1968, 77). Direct external 
access could have been provided from the 
two triangular courts, or !hey may have been 
approached from the south range via Room 
28, although this would make n lodging in its 
own right. Internal passages like !hose in the 
cast range are also a possibilicyJ and this is 
!he option shown in the reconstruction (Fig 
6.7), with access from Room 28a. AJte.rna· 
tively one or more of these rooms may have 
been used as parlours for informal sitting or 
dining (Girouard 1978, I 03). Room 27, 
opening off the high end of !he hall, has been 
interpreted as the parlour within the 
medieval house and it may have retained !his 
function. However, it could have been aug
mented with one or more additional parlours 
beyond, occupying Room 28/28a or the 
soulh end of Room 29. Longleat had a string 
of lhree parlours in !his position (Girouard 
1978, I 03), and !here were two at Siston 
Court, Gloucestershire) which has a very 
detailed inventory of 1625 (Kingsley 1989, 
16, 162). At Yate Court in 1548/9 a parlour 
had recently been constructed at the oppo
site end of !he hall ro the great chamber as 
part of a block of six new rooms, of two 
storeys wilh a garret. This parlour measured 
II m by 6 m (36 It by 20 It) and was 4.25 m 
( 14 It) high wilh an unfinished ceiling. It was 
lit by a transomed freestone window of ten 
lights (f'Ox 1898, 23). 

The most probable function of Room 22 
was also as a parlour, perhaps specifically for 
dining. It was created in Period 4.3 easl of 
the screens passage in an area previously 
occupied by the access 10 the 1535 state 
rooms (see above), and is unusual in being a 
principal room on !he ground floor; it has a 
ceiling height of 5.5 m (18 It) and !here is 
only a garret above (Fig 6. 9). The use of par
lours for dining is well attested in the 161h 
cenrury (Howard 1987, 112; Girouard 1978, 
104). At Weslhorpc, Suffolk in 1538 !here 
was a dining chamber distinct from bolh the 
hall and the great chamber (Gunn and Lind
ley 1988, 286), and at Lacock in 1575 !he 
contents of !he hall, !he parlour, and !he din
ing chamber indicate !hat !hey could all be 
used for eating; !here was also a great cham
ber, pan of a suite of three state rooms 
unfurnished apart from hangings at !he time 
!he inventory was taken (Vernon 1968, 77). 

The siting of this room may hold the key 
to a.n understanding of !he first-floor layout 
at this period. ·Ibe three rooms forming the 
royal lodging in the cast range were essen
tially unaltered and probably continued as 
state rooms (Fig 6.8), respectively great 
chamber (Room 1 1 ), withdrawing chamber 
(Room 10) and best bedchamber (Room 6) . 
A new parlour east of !he hall would !hen 
complete the relocation of the principal 
rooms from their medieval position at the 
bigh end of !he ball. The problem of a prin
cipal Slaircase, otherwise conspicuous by its 
absence, can be resolved by siting it in !he 
angle be<Ween Rooms 20, 22, and 23. This 
was unex.cavated, but the adjoining wall of 
the east range {E3) was completely rebuilt 
in Period 5.1J suggesting that a feature has 
been lost. The space enclosed is c 3 m 
square, sufficient for a substantial stone 
newel_, a type that was current in such a situ~ 
ation until !he end of !he century (Howard 
1987, 83; Girouard 1978, 93); for compari
son the cast stair at Broughton Castle, 
Oxfordshire, of c 1550 measures 4 m square 
internally and rises round a square central 
ne.,.'CI wilh corner landings (Gordon Slade 
1978, 162). There was probably access to 
the foot of the stair from the passage Room 
20, and either directly from Room 22, or 
indirectly via Room 23 which may have 
served as a corridor tO !he screens passage. 

This rearrangement would suggest thar 
!he old medieval great chamber (over Room 
27) became part of a suite of lodgings, and 
!hat lodgings also occupied !he first floor of 
!he west range, probably two suites of two 
rooms with a garderobe apiece. This was the 
common arrangement at Lacock) where all 
!he principal residents had a chamber wilh 
elaborate beds and other furniture, and a 
more simply furnished inne.r chamber 
(Vernon 1968, 77). ' Ibese west range lodg
ings would have been the second best in !he 
house with ribbed plaster ceilings_, large win
dows giving views of the park, and direct 
access to !he long gallery. Each suite of 
rooms appears to have had a separate access 
Stair, one of which also served !he chapel. 

In !he north range the whole of !he first 
floor was given over to a gallery 36.6 m 
{120 ft) long (Fig 6.9). It had seven regu
larly-spaced windows overlooking !he gar
den and two fireplace.s of classical design. 1t 
is a fuJJy fledged 'recreative gallery' (Coope 
1986, 50) and replaced a late medieval cor
ridor gallery in !he same position, mirroring 
!he evolution which can be seen in !he royal 
palaces (Colvin 1982, 17- 20). By !he 1540s 



a number of royal housc.s, including Non
such, had long galleries, and <hey also 
existed in courtiers' housc."S such as The 
Vyne, Hampshire, supposedly the earliest 
surviving example (Coopc 1986, 49). Prob
ably more directly influential for Acton 
Court was me great gallery which formed 
part of Somerset House, built for Edward 
Seymour between 154 7 and 1552 under me 
stewardship of John Thynne, who con
tracted for a new long gallery at Longleat in 
1559 (Girouard 1961, 206). Nicholas 
Poyntz was part of this circle (see below), 
which also included William Sharington, 
whose galleries at Lacock survive. Some of 
these (cg me Brown gallery) are of corridor 
type, but the Stone gallery is comparable on 
a number of points to Acton Court. ll has 
four regularly-spaced windows with related 
mouldings, framing a central classical fire
place (see below) and is 28.6 m (94 ft) long 
by 3m (10 fl) 'vide. 

The Acton Court gallery, being a new 
range rather than an adaptation of a monas
tic dormitory, is more fully developed, but it 
is not known which was buiJr first. It is posi
tioned within the house co be en suite with 
me principal lodgings in born the east and 
west ranges and c.ommands a view of the 
walled garden to the north. There was prob
ably direct access to the chapel over Room 
32, as mere had been before from me corri
dor gallery; me conjunction of chapel and 
gallery is known from other country houses 
of me period (Coope 1986, 60). It is me 
retention of th.is awkwardly placed medieval 
range \vi<hin the rebuilt house which sug
gests it had a function of some significance. 
The re-entrant angle between the rwo rooms 
cannot have existed at first·floor level, and 
could have been resolved by a canted east 
end to me chapel. A notable Tudor domes
tic chapel with just such an east eod, albeit 
on the ground floor, survives at The Vyne, 
Hampshire (Howard 1987, 114). More gen
eral access to me long gallery (than through 
tbe lodgings at either end) could be pro
vided if me screen wall forming me west 
side of the courtyard supported a corridor 
gallery. This would link me north range with 
the head of me staircase at me high end of 
the hall and there is evidence that this 
perpetuated a medieval arrangement 
(Chapter 3). 

The long gallery was quite soberly deco
rated with wainscot, which does not survive 
but is likely to have been composed of plain 
rebated panels, as elsewhere in me Period 4 
house. This was surmounted by a series of 
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painted texts which give very direct expres
sion to Nicho1as Poyntz's political reversals 
in the early 1550s (Chapter 8). Tbere was a 
wooden cornice and a flac plaster ceiling, 
which probably had geometric ribbed deco
ration like the contemporary west range. Of 
other surviving early galleries The Vync is 
fully panelled 'vim elaborate linenfold, 
which may be reset (Coope 1986, SO), and 
the Stone Gallery at Lacock has a plain 
canted ceiling above a wooden cornice 
(Tipping 1924, pi .398): in 1575 me walls 
were hung with '4 peeccs of hangings of 
water nowers bordered with Antyke' 
(Vernon 1968, 75). 

Although me fabric of me medieval hall 
was retained, it is probable that its appear
ance was updated to match the rest of the 
house. Architectural fragments indicate mat 
a new stone screen was erected, windows 
were replaced, and fireplaces of c J 500, one 
of which may have come from me hall, were 
broken up and thrown in the moat. A ceiling 
was probably inserted, as <hey are ubiqui
tous elsewhere in the house, creating a gar .. 
ret over me hall like mat over Room 22 (Fig 
6.9). Similar refurbishments, including a 
new chimncypiece, panelling, floor and 
screen were commissioned a£ LongJeal in 
me mid-1550s (Girouard 1961, 205). 

Service rooms at Acton Court were 
housed in separate ranges, demolished in 
me mid-17m century to make way for the 
east court. These directly replaced the tem
porary offices of 1535, and were probably 
rebuilt for functional reasons at a date ear
lie.r than the rest of the house, perhaps in the 
late 1530s, when me only known 16m-cen
tury building account records the expendi
ture of £5 17s II d. Poor preservation makes 
this range difficult to interpret; there are 
traces of partitions and a drainage system in 
Room 35, and an open drain associated with 
a pitched Pennant surface in Room 36, 
which on later analogy may have been a sta
ble. Large lcitchen fireplaces arc not much in 
evidence, although me east wall of the entire 
range is 1.5 m <hick, perhaps to house a 
series of hearths. At Yate Court me kitchen 
and a dry larder were at '<hende of thallc'. It 
had two hearths and measured 8 . .3 m by 4.3 
m (27 ft by 14 ft). On me south side of the 
base court there was also a stable with a 
hayloft, a bakehouse and a brewhouse. At 
Lacock me service COUrt built by Sharington 
survives to me north of me claustra! build
ings, and the north range, which accommo
dates the brewhousc and the bakehouse, has 
a series of large projecting stacks. The sta-
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bles were in the adjoining east range and the 
monastic kitchen north of the hall appears 
to have been retained (National Trust 
1986b, 21). The contents of all these rooms 
together with a malt loft and a dairy are 
listed in the inventory (Vernon 1968, 78). 

The hearth tax assessment of 16 72 states 
that Acton Court had thirty-two hearths. By 
this date the house was smaller than its mid-
16th-century optimum as the service ranges 
had been demolished. A minimum of 
twenty-three hearths are known to exist or 
can be inferred from the plan of the main 
house, and another four or five may have 
existed in smaller rooms. The remainder 
were presumably in detached buildings, 
such as the fireplace in the cower on lhc 
south-\vest corner of the outer courc. At its 
maxjmum extent the total room count, 
including outbuildings, appears to have 
been between forty and fifty, which com
pares closely with the fifty-two rooms 
itemised at Lacock. At Yatc Court there 
were thirty rooms in the main pare of me 
ltvusc: emU a~ lc:a~t tt:n mvn: in lin: ba~e;: 

court. All three buildings are rather larger 
than the first phase of Longleat, where an 
inventory of 1552 lists some twenry .. seven 
rooms, which Thynne's steward, in 1546, 
considered a very handsome property, 
although this was small in comparison with 
what Longleat would become (Girouard 
1961, 202). 

Stylistic comparisons 

As has been touched on above in relation to 
the long gallery, Nicholas Poyntz was part of 
the circle of Protector Somerset, related by 
marriage and with sufficiently close political 
connections to be arrested at his fall in 1551 
and detained for several months. This group 
shared the same classicising tastes in archi
tecture, although it is not clear why an ltal
ianate style should have prevailed amongst 
such enthusiastic Protestants (Howard 
1987, 187). There is a geographical bias 
towards west \Viltshire and Gloucestershire, 
Somerset's home territory, clearly evident in 
the surviving buildings. 

Somerset's building works in the period 
from 1547 to 1552 were prodigious 
(Howard 1987, 188) and included his highly 
influential house in the Strand, which had 
the first fully classical elevation in England 
(Summerson 1983, 45). None of these 
houses survives but their style was dissemi
nated by the likes of John Thynne, who 
superintended works at Somerset House 

and by the craftsmen who worked on them. 
Thynne was also involved with Bedwyn 
Brail in Wiltshire, a house which never 
advanced beyond foundation level. French 
masons sent down to work on it drank 
immoderately and subsequently absconded 
(Girouard 1961, 21 0), but others were 
probably employed on Somerset House, 
which has close French parallels. The inter
change of English masons within the group 
is also documented by the well-known letter 
from Sharington to Thynne dated 25 June 
1553 about the employment of John Chap
man, who had been working at Lacock and 
was about to depart to Dudley Castle with a 
chimneypiece (Girouard 1961, 205). In 
another instance in 1547 Sir Andrew Bayn
ton attempted to entice Thynne's principal 
mason away from Longleat to work on his 
own house at Bromham (Airs 1995, 75), 
where a building campaign using materials 
from Stanley Abbey was underway (see 
above) . This appears to have been another 
lost house of the Somerset group. 

\Vork whic.:h may be= auriiJult:U Lv 
Chapman survives at Lacock Abbey, where 
the distinctively classical detail includes the 
two tower rooms with their stone tables, the 
tower balustrade, the transomcd windows, 
some doorcases, the lavish use of little con
sole brackets, and the fireplace in the Stone 
Gallety. Many of these features recur at 
Acton Court in closely related form. The 
Stone Gallery fireplace (Gotch 190 I, pi LVU} 

is outwardly more highly decorated than that 
in Room I but the underlying form of the 
entablature is the same. It is supported by 
pilasters at Lacock, and at Acton Court by 
consoles, whose form can be paralleled in 
the windows of the lower tower room at 
Lacock. The console detailing is sufficiently 
close to suggest the same mason worked on 
both. The combination of a moulded sill 
supported on consoles is derived from Som
erset House and can also be seen at Dudley 
Castle (Clark-Maxwell 1913-14, fig 9) and 
at Broughton Castle in Queen Anne's room 
(Gordon Slade 1978, 163; R K Morris 1989, 
pi 7). It is not clear how work in this Style 
came to be carried out at Broughton as the 
Fiennes family had only tenuous connec
tions with Somerset's circle. 

The windows at Lacock are remarkable 
for their use of tramline mouldings with 
raised circles at the intersections, and for the 
introduction of the sunk chamfer (R K 
Morris 1989, 130-8). The circles arc 
unique in an English context, but the tram
line mouldings can be seen at Dudley and 



Sudeley Castles, and arc used at Acton 
Court in the long gallery windows, whe.rc 
chey occur on the internal rather than the 
external elevation. The distribution of 
reused fragments suggests that the major 
windows of !he Period 4.1 east range also 
had tramline mouldings, which would push 
back !heir introduction to !he mid-1530s. 
This moulding became very widespread in 
great houses of !he later 16th century. 

The sunk-chamfered moulding does not 
occur in Period 4.2 work :.n Acton Court, 
bur is universally used for windows in Peri~ 

ods 4.3 and 4.4, and also appears in Period 
4.3 door and fireplace mouldings (Chapter 
5). These features are hybrids, combining 
Perpendicular four-centred arches, hood 
moulds and scmi .. octagonal stops \\tith float· 
ing classical cornices. The four-centred gate 
arch now in the cast court has a pediment 
with a lion mask and crisply executed strnp
work canouchcs in the spandrels of !he 
arch, which both echo details on the monu
ment of 1551 to Gregory Cromwell, 
Somcrset~s brother·in- law, in Laundc 
Abbey, Leicestershire (Pevsner and 
Williamson 1984, pi 2.8). The doorways in 
the service court at Lacock combine sunk 
chamfers with classical pilasters and emab
Jarures, and ar Acton Court in Period 4.4 a 
sunk chamfer fonns !he innermost order of 
a returned architrave on the doorcases of the 
north rnnge. This classical detail is repeated 
on a fireplace at Newark Park (Fig 6.13) and 
can be seen on doors to !he long gaUery at 
Broughton Castle. These buildings are also 
linked by !heir external usc of slightly 
underscaled classical columns: Ionic at 
Lacock, perhaps part of an arcade1 Ionic 
and Corinthian at Broughton, forming !he 
mullions of a oriel window, and a pedi
memed Thscan doorcase at Newark Park 
(Howard 1987, figs 12 1, 122, pi II). 

Newark Park 

Both Broughton Castle and Acton Court 
arc buildings where an ancmpr has been 
made to inrroduce symmetry into an older 
structu.re. The same is rruc to a more lim· 
ited extent at Lacock, where the mid-16th
century service court has elements of 
regularity, although it is now difficult to 
judge how !he rest of the house might have 
looked. Newark is different, and a rare sur
vival; a new building where the opportunity 
has been taken tO design fully-integrated 
symmetrical elevations. 

The house occupies a dramatic position 
on !he edge of !he Cotswold scarp and was 
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built as a lodge by Sir Nicholas Poyntz 
c 1550 ( Kingsley 1989, pi 78). He 
bequeathed the house to his wife Joan, and 
it was sold to !he Low family in 1565, after 
her death. The history of the building is 
summarised in Haslam 1985 (94 5- 6), 
Kingsley 1989 ( 138-40) and Kingsley 1992 
(183- 5). It achieved its present appcarnncc 
during the 1790s when it was remodelled 
and extended by James Wyatt for !he Revd 
Lewis Clunerbuck (Haslam 1985, pi 3). 

The original building was rectangular in 
plan (15.9 m by 8 m; 52ft by 26ft 3 in), 
one room deep and four storeys high 'vith a 
flat roof (Fig 6.10). It was constructed of 
limestone rubble set in loam, faced exter
nally with mortared ashlar. The east (gar
den) elevation has been very linle ahered; it 
is symmetrical, with stepped, set-back but
tresses at the comers, and string courses 
defining !he storeys (Fig 6.11). The win
dows are aU of the same pattern with 
stepped hollow-chamfered mouldings, and 
most are unaltered; !hose on the ground 
floor originally matched !he top storey. The 
principal feature is a centraJ oriel which rises 
through the two upper storeys. The canted 
s.idcs die away into the lowest stage, which 
incorporates a classical doorcase of Tuscan 
colum•1s on high plinths supporting a pedi
mcntcd entablature containing a roundcl. 
On the soffit is a central foliate console 
(Cooper and Majerus 1990, 126). ln front 
of !he door was a deep projecting platform, 
now altered and reduced in size. It is hollow 
and incorporates a porch ro an original 
basement door with access from !he north. 

Wyatt's principal alteration to !his eleva
lion was !he crenellated parapet, which runs 
right round !he building and replaces 
an original of unknown form; a balustrade 
with small domed corner turrets, like 
Sharington's tower at L'lcock, is a possibility 
(Tipping 1924, pi 388). 

The west elevadon was originally very 
similar but is now an internal wall (Fig 6.12). 
Some fearures are exposed including the out4 

l.ine of the central oriel, which appears to 
have been confined to the top storey: !here is 
evidence of corbelling. However, !he wall 
below was almost completely removed by 
Wyatt to create a staircase hall, leaving no 
evidence of its original form. The narrow end 
elevations were originally plain but were 
extended and refaced by Wyatt. Fabric 
repairs to !he south wtlll in 1991 revealed !hat 
!he parapet moulding incorporates reused 
blocks from an arcade of c 1400, which must 
have come from Kingswood Abbey. 
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The interior of the house is predomi
nantly 18th-century and only a few 16th
century features are exposed (Fig 6.12). 
Others have been seen during repair work. 
In the unrestored basement the north wall 
of the former kitchen is the only internal 
partition known to be original. It is built of 
rubble with a four-centred stone doorway 
and adjoining serving hatch. In the thick 
( 1.9 m) south wall is a wide fireplace with a 
plain four-centred surround. Adjoining it to 
the east is a door which gave access to the 
exterior via a sloping vaulted passage 
through the thickness of the wall, and to the 
west a secondary cupboard formed by open
ing out a garderobe shaft. The other base
ment room is unheated and terraced into 
the bedrock. In both rooms the ground
floor joist strucrure is exposed. 

The ground floor is now divided into 
three rooms, with Wyatt's staircase hall 
occupying the centre of the range. It utilises 
pre-existing partitions which are probably 
17th-cenrury. At the rear of the classical cast 
door was a shallow porch, now boxed in, 
spanned by an original lintel. All trace of a 
corresponding west entrance has been 
removed by Wyatt's remodelling. In the 
room to lhe norch the west window has been 
turned into a doorway, and there is a com
plete original fireplace (Fig 6.13). The arch 
is four-centred but is framed by a returned 
classical moulding very similar to Period 4.4 
work at Ac-ton Court. A relieving arch rises 
directly off the lintel, which has dowels for 
the attachment of panelling. Garderobe 
shafts occupy the north-east corner of the 
building; in the north·west corner is a deep 
recess with a blocked external door, which 
appears to have housed a stair. 

On the first floor 16th·cenrury features 
are largely hidden behind Wyatt's remodel
ling. The oriel window lights a half landing, 
and the top lights in the adjoining rooms are 
plastered over internaJly. In the north room 
the west window is exposed, and in the 
adjoining closet, originaJly a stair, there is a 
window with a quatrefoil light, which is 
probably reused. There was another stair on 
the south-east corner: when plaster was 
stripped for repairs, two single- light win
dows were revealed in the south wall. Both 
were blocked at the time of Wyatt's rcfacing. 

On the top floor the north room has an 
original fireplace, simpler than that on the 
ground floor. To the east is a garderobe cham
ber with an original window, pegged oak door
frame, and open double shaft; half extends 
upwards to serve a chamber at roof level. 
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The original Oat lead roof was carried on 
seven oak tie beams spaced at 2 m centres; 
the narrow (0.2 m) end beams are butted 
against the stacks and the central beam 
bisects the bay. The beams are cambered, 
up to 0.5 m deep by 0.4 m wide, and the top 
edges are morticed for roof joists, open on 
the north side and closed on the south. The 
lower edges have mortices for ceiling joists. 
The beam ends arc rebated, probably for the 
parapet gutter, and the bay is roofed with 
baulks of timber. Other original pa.rnpct 
details were lost in \Vyatt's rebuilding, and 
the 16th-century stacks were truncated at 
wall-plate level, together with a garderobe 
shaft in the north-east comer (c I I .2 m 
deep) which served a roof-level chamber. 

Another roof fcarurc which appears to be 
original is the gilded weather vane in the 
form of a dragon. It is certainly !6th-cen
tury; an almost identical beast, representing 
the Hydra, appears in an illustration to the 
PneumaJics of Hero of Alexandria in a trans
lation of I 589 (Strong I 979, 77, fig 37). 

The only room whose original function 
can be clearly identified is the basement 
kitchen. The batch suggests a central service 
passage with access to the upper Ooors via a 

missing west staircase; the corner stairs do 
not interconnect with the basement and the 
extant basement doors are both external. 
Such a stair may have been housed in a 
three-storey west porch set below the top
floor west oriel. 

Storey height indicates that the first was 
the principal Ooor. lt may have been used as 
a single space, or as there are two fireplaces) 
may have been divided inro a greater and a 
lesser chamber. On the ground floor the sur
viving arrangement of two heated chambers 
divided by a cross-passage may be original. 
The basic division on the lOp floor was inco 
three. The central room was unheated and 
could have been divided laterally into two 
closers) each with an oriel, opening from the 
larger rooms. 

As well as the missing principal stair 
there were newels in the north-west and 
south-east corners. The former extended 
from ground level, where there was an exter
nal door, to roof level; the latter may have 
started on the first floor (ground-floor evi
dence is lacking). They provided the only 
means of access to the top Ooor and the 
roof. In the opposing comers were paired 
garderobe shafts, the north-east serving the 

Frg14ro 6. II NtffXJ'* Park: 
~:tttmal ~ast tkt:t:uion. 
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roof and top floor) and the sourh .. west the 
ground and presumably first Ooor (not visi
ble). This may have discharged over the cliff 
face; the other had an external sump. At 
roof level the ends of the building must have 
been built up around the stacks to house the 
staircase heads and the garderobe; the 
fourth chamber may have been used as a 
banqueting house. 

Newark was built as a lodge and is a 
compact building which probably owes its 
origins to gatehouse architecture. There are 
resemblances with the east range at \'\liJ[On, 
also built in the 1550s, where rhe central 
section had a tlucc~storcy oriel above an 
archway, flanked by pairs of six-light win
dows and aniculated by string courses, 
although the Oat roof is later (RCH1\<i£ 
1988, 320). More suiking is the way 
Newark prefigures the high compact houses 
of the Smythson school, such as Wootton 
Lodge, Staffordshire (Girouard 1983, 199), 
which developed from lodge architecture in 
the late 16th century. 

It is remarkable that twO mid-16th-cen
tury buildings of the Somerset school, built 
for the same owner, should survive in such 
relatively unaltered form. Nicholas Poyntz, 
like the other enthusiastic builders of his 
generation, must have had a strong personal 
involvement in their design. It is interesting 
to speculate whether, had he lived longer, he 
would have conrinued to remodel Acton 
Coun into another Longlcat, where the fin· 
ished product of the 1570s now masks the 
C\'olution of the earlier phases of the house 
(Girouard 1983, 54). 

The Per iod 4.5 and 4.6 house 
After the death of Sir Nicholas Poyntz in 
1556 no more major building programmes 
were carried out at Acton Court. The 
money expended on these projects may have 
been a contributory factor in the relative 
decline in the family fortunes: Nicholas 
Poyntz the younger left the court in 1559, 
pleading extreme want, and his son Sir John 
was permanently in debt. The fabric of the 
bouse reflects a history of minor repairs and 
alterations; strapwork ornament was added 
10 the screen in the hall, but the most sub
stantial surviving Period 4.5 addition is the 
stair rower in the angle of the norlh and cast 
ranges, dated by the treads between winter 
1575 and spring 1576. This provides access 
to the cast range roof, where a stan was 
made in 6tting-out garret rooms, but the 
work was not completed. Similar polygonal 

Till! TUDOR HO USll: DIS CUSSION 

stair turrets can be seen on other late J 6th~ 

cenrury houses in the area, such as Hanham 
Court, Siston Court, and Thornbury 
Grange (Kingsley 1989, I 00, 163; Hall 
1983, 27), indicating that architecturally 
this new work reverted to the regional norm. 

A more radical reordering took place in 
the years before the Civil War when the axis 
of the house shifted from the south ro the cast 
c.levation and service ranges were pulled 
down to create a new east court. This must 
have entailed internal reorganisation, not 
least in the provision of a new kitchen, but 
these new arrangements are not reflected in 
the surviving fabric. By the late 17th century, 
as well as being encumbered fmaocially, the 
house was distinctly old fashioned in it.s plan 
and probably in a poor state of repair. 

Civil War defences 

During the Civil War a series of ditches was 
dug ro protect the north side of the house 
from attack (Fig 3.39). One of them, par
tialJy excavated and clearly visible as an 
earthwork, originated alongside the north 
wall of the east court and curved north .. 
westwards, running parallel to and inside 
the line of the former east wall of the gar
den, which had been demolished. It then 
rewroed at right angles across the aban
doned garden as far as the west wall, which 
was still standing. A second ditch, forming a 
second line of defence, was dug parallel to 
and 6 m north of the north range of the 
house, along the line of the in611cd north 
arm of the moat. It was designed to block 
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(he approach to !he side entrance lhrough 
!he norlhern cross-passage in !he norlh 
range. The ditch to the norlh-cast of !he 
house was cut into the underlying bedrock 
and was only c 0.6 m deep and 2.4-2.8 m 
wide, whereas the ditch immediately north 
of the house, which was e.asier to dig, was 
0.9 m deep and 3 m wide. Both features 
would in fact have app~arcd more substan
tial, because !here would have been banks, 
made of upcast soil and rubble, along their 
inner edges. These were slighted when !he 
ditches were abandoned. They can be 
attributed to the Civil War period because 
!hey both contained groups of clay tobacco 
pipes datable to 1630- 60, and the ditch 
adjacent to the house also contained three 
musket balls. 

The documentary evidence provides an 
explanation for lhesc defences. After !he 
Civil War, Sir Robert PoyntZ, a royalist, was 
accused of desening his house and living in 
Bristol during some or all of !he period 
berween July 1643 and September 1645, 
when the city was under the control of the 
King's forces. In his absence a ro)'3list garri
son was instaJlcd at Acton Court to protect 
!he house. It was specifically mentioned in a 
Chancery Court case in November 1648 
(Hobbs vs Hobbs, PRO/C7/178/125). Dur
ing the Civil War Thomas H()bbs, the father 
of one of the parties involved in a long .. run
ning property dispute at Iron Acton, was 
said to have recruited soldiers from the gar
rison to intimidate his half .. brother, \Villiam 
Hobbs, !he other protagonist in !he dispute, 
who was a supporter of the Parliamentary 
cause (PRO/C22/640/39 4748). 

Sir Robert PoyntZ had good reason to be 
concerned about the securiry of his family 
mansion. The royalists failed to capture 
Gloucester during the siege of August- Sep
tember 1643, and !he region tO the norm
east of Bristol subsequently became !he 
target of military probes by Parliamentary 
forces based on Gloucester. ln !he autumn 
of 1644 !he moatcd house at Yatc Court (5 
km norm-east of Acton Court) was occu
pied, in the absence of its royalist owner, by 
a Parliamentary garrison. It was very iso· 
Ia ted, in a part of Glouccstershirc which was 
fuU of the King's forces, and a troop of 300 

cavalry and dragoons was sent out from 
Gloucester to assist in withdrawing it before 
winter set in. This feat was successfully 
accomplished after a surprise anack was car .. 
ried out against a royalist regiment of horse 
in Chipping Sodbury, which was preparing 
to advance against !he garrison (Corbet 
1645, 129- 30). While in the process of 
abandoning Yare Court, the ParUruncntarian 
trOops set fire to the house and destroyed 
most of it (Excursion 1898, 9) . 

Sir Robert PoyntZ evidently took mea
sures to prevent Acton Court from suffering 
a similar fate. The defences were fairJy lim· 
ited in scale, and would not have deterred a 
large group of attackers, but when manned, 
would have discouraged a small force. The 
ditch 'system', consisting of a first and sec
ond line of defences, seems to have been 
confined to !he area to !he norlh of !he 
house, which was especially vulnerable after 
lhc removal of the north court. The house 
was already protected on its other three 
sides by !he east and south courts and !he 
west arm of the moat, which was still open 
at !his date. It is slightly ironic that the 
house should have come under threat of 
attack almost a century after most of !he 
surrounding moat had been filled in. The 
ditches were probably in existence only 
between 1643 and 1645, and may have had 
an even shorter life if they were dug as a 
response to the occupation of Yare Courr. 

Ironically, !he walled garden may have 
been abandoned only shordy before !he out
break of !he Civil War. In !he late 19111 cen
tury it was noted that a stone bearing the 
dare 1642 was set in the west waH of the 
truncated norlh range (Chapter 2, Appen
dix A). The date stone has now disappeared 
(!hough a stone carrying the inscription 
• Ano Reg. C', a clear indication of Sir 
Robert's royalist sympathies, sti11 survives, 
reset in the gable end). The original location 
of the date stone and the inscription is 
unknown, but in !he absence of any other 
identifiable early- to mid-17 th-century 
structural alterations, it is possible !hat !hey 
were associated with the removal of the 
ancillary ranges and !he creation of the east 
court, which was laid out after the east wall 
of !he garden had been demolished. 



7 
Period 5: The later history of the 

building 

Period 5.1 is divided imo rwo sub·phases 
(Fig 7.1). In Phase Ia, the house was 
reduced in size. The south and west ranges, 
and lhe west half of the nonh range ceased 
to be used for domestic purposes, and parts 
of the former mansion were demolished. It 
is unclear whether the demolition work was 
carried out in a single operation or whether 
it occurred in several stages, but it had taken 
place by 1709 when the inventory of james 
Manning, the first tenant farmer, describes 
the bouse in essentially its present form. 
The precise sequence is unknown, because 
most of the Period 4 wall footings were 
sealed beneath Period 5.2 farmyard sur
faces, and virtually no Period 5.1 occupa· 
tion horizons survived. Nor is it clear which 
portions of the building were completely 

Period s ·1 

removed. Some of the Period 4 walls may 
have remained standing to their full height 
throughout Period 5.1. Others were only 
partially demolished, and were incorporated 
into outbuildings. Period 5. lb encompasses 
miscellaneous alterations of mid.. to late 
18th-century date. 

Period S.la 

Excavated evidence 

The north range 

The range was divided by a new wall on the 
east side of the former cross-passage, but 
the walls to the west do not appear to have 
been demolished. There is structural evi-
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dcnce to suggest lhat the roof was intact and 
there were no traces of any inrernal Period 
5.1 a structures or features> apart from the 
infilling of the gardcrobe in rhc north wall. 
Alongside the west waH of rhe inner court, a 
pitched Pennant track was laid which 
curved round to the east, closely respecting 
the nonh wall of the south range. Both walls 
were clearly still standing when it was con· 
srructed. The track formed a continuation 
of the Period 4.6c ~xternal path, and passed 
through the former norLh range cross· 
passage. A stone-capped drain 910 ran 
northwards along the centre of the track 
before turning sharply ro the west immcdi· 
ately oursidc the building and flowing into 
the residual north arm of the moat. 

The west range 

It is uncenai.n how much of the west range 
was actually pulled down in Period 5.1. An 
opening, 2.3 m wide) was made in the west 
wall by demolishing the southern garderobe 
stack. Set in the opening were the postholes 
for two gateposts. At the same time, the 
south half of the west arm of the moat was 
backfilled and Ov<!rlaid by a cobbled track 
which sealed the infilled garderobe shafts. 
With the exception of this opening, which 
could have been cut through the wall while 
it was standing, there is no evidence that any 
of the walls of the mngc was totally demol
ished. 

The south range 

In contrast, most of the south range was 
probably greatly reduced in height, even if it 
was not totally levelled. There were no 
Period 5. I horizons overlying the walls, bUl 
the layers above the Period 4 moat-fill, to 
the south of the range, provided plenty of 
evidence for demolition. 

A layer of smooth light brown loam with 
numerous Oecks of plaster and charcoal 
( 1316) was spread across the whole of the 
interior of the porch (Fig 3.11 , Section 1·1). 
Contemporary with it was the fill of gardc· 
robe I 003, in the north-west angle of the 
porch. The bonom 0.5 m of fill material 
( 469) consisted of dark grey-brown loam 
\-..rith numerous finds, and may have been 
deposited while the garderobc was still in 
use. But the layers above (466-8) were the 
product of deliberate infilling. They con
sisted of firm yellow-brown loam with plas
ter, very similar to the soil horizon 1316. 
The gardcrobc was scaled by a layer of cob
bled metalling, which predated the main 
Period 5.2 metalled surfaces. 

To the west of the former porch, the 
Period 4 inlill of the moat was levelled up 
with layers 1014-15 and 419 (fig 3.7, Sec
tion 7). Layer 419 was evidently a demoli
tion layer associated with lhe desrruction of 
the south fromagc, since it contained large 
quantities of limestone fragments, window 
debris, and crushed plaster and rendering, 
and became progressively t:hinner lOWards 
the south. It was partially overlain by the 
metalling which scaled the garderobe. 
Above the metalling, dark grey-brown loam 
(413) was spread flush with the top of the 
demolished oriel wlndow. 

Near the west end of the south range, the 
Period 4.5 sump was infilled with 2141, and 
sealed by 2128, which was the principal 
make-up layer (Fig 3.28, Section 26). In 
appearance and in terms of finds, both lay
ers were identical to the other demolition 
deposits to the south of the range. 

Since the Period 5.1 a trt!Ck respected the 
north wall of the hall (Room 24), part of the 
central part of the range may have survived, 
at least in outline. A double posthole, 
packed with fragments of worked limestone 
and probably containing gateposts, was cut 
rhrough the sleeper wall beneath the north 
door of the screens passage. This suggests 
that the passage may have been converted 
into a path. 

Room32 

Room 32 was infilled, and was almost cer
tainly completely demolished (Fig 4.14, 
Section 35). The floors (or where the floor 
slabs had been removed, the floor bedding) 
within Rooms 32a and 32b were overlaid by 
a thick crusbed white plaster layer 
125/ 1706/1742. In the easternmost room 
(Room 32c), there was no trace even of lhc 
floor bedding, and the plaster layer scaled a 
lens of reddish-brown silt (I 743). The main 
demolition layer ( I 22/ I 728) consisted of 
reddish-brown c lay with much large 
Pennant rubble and frequent plaster lumps, 
which also overlay the dark grey loam fill of 
the sump (1701). Towards the east end of 
the building, there were numerous pieces of 
worked limestone, including a roof finial. 

The farmhouse 

Exterior 

Alterations to the surviving east and north 
ranges were bedded in a matrix of loam stiff· 
ened with lime, yellowish-buff in colour 
with white flecks. Pennant rubble remained 



the predominant building material, but in 
some areas there were concentrations of 
reused dressed limestone from the Period 4 
house. 

On the east elevation, now the front of 
the house, the wall between stacks E 1.1 and 
E J .2 was rebuilt incorporating three reused 
windows of Period 4.3-4.4 type, with sunk
chamfered mullions. They have returned 
hood moulds under roughly formed reliev
ing arches {EI.20-22) . The Period 4.3 stack 
E1.6 was reduced, buttressed, and roofed 
below eaves level. Internally the flue from 
the fireplace in Room 16 was diverted into 
the Period 4.1 stack. A large roking buttress 
(E1.17, E14.17) was added to the south
cast corner of this stack to counteract 
substantial movement in the adjoining 
garderobe. The rebuilding extended into the 
chamber (EJ3), which was reduced in size; 
the window (EI4.3) was blocked, and much 
of the wall below ref aced, sealing the bottom 
of the garderobe shaft. Large quantities of 
reused dressed limestone were used in this 
work, including two lion-headed spouts set 
ornamentally either side of the stack. 

The wall south of the garderobe was 
rebuilt as far as the missing stack El.29. 
This was reduced to roof level and had a 
raking buttress added to one comer, but was 
not actually demolished until Period 5.3. 
The rebuilt wall incorporates a six-light win .. 
dow (E 1.19) formed from mouldings of dif
fering sec<ion, with peg holes for a louvred 
wooden frame that was mounted on the face 
of the stone. This can be seen in the Lysons 
engraving {Fig 2.4). Below are a door and a 
small two-light window with pegged oak 
frames (E 1.18). The rebuild contains a high 
proportion of reused limestone, including 
lengths of Period 4.1 window mullion. 

On the south elevation the large first
floor window E2.4 was removed and the 
entire gable rebuilt (E2 .10) , retaining a 
string course and coping, but reusing blocks 
from other mouldinb>S. The surviving render 
is probably contemporary; h: is otT-white, 
containing lumps of lime, kiln ash and some 
hair, and has a much smoother surface than 
the Period 4 render. A new smaller window 
(E2 .1 I) was set into the secondary sill 
(E2.9). It has six lights formed from reused 
mouldings of variable section and like 
El.19, peg holes for applied louvres over the 
upper lights. The mullions of the lower 
lights are channelled to receive individual 
louvre slats. 

Part of the wall below this window was 
also rebuilt, incorporating four vent.~ c 0.2 m 
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square, which slope upwards through the 
thickness of the wall and arc plastered inter
nally. In Room I I (E8.12) the openings are 
faced with limestone blocks, set slightly 
proud of the wall and grooved for vertical 
sliding closers. The function of these vents 
is discussed below. 

The south ronge was almost completely 
demolished, with only the wall east of the 
window E2.8 left standing to any height. 
The dressed stone of the window was 
removed for reuse, and the remains of the 
south wall incorporoted into OB 6. The 
chimney stack forming the east wall of the 
range was reduced and capped with a lean-
10 roof, the door and fireplaces were filled 
in, and the wall rendered. The north wall 
was removed altogether and a quoin (E3.22) 
forrncd in its place. A large section of the 
adjoining east range wall was totaJiy rebuilt, 
incorporoting a weathering for the roof of 
OB 6 and joist sockets for a raised floor 
(E3.23, E3.24; Fig 7 .2) . 

The north range was divided at a point 
east of its centre line by a new cross wall ES, 
containing much reused limestone, and 
incorporating a ground-floor window. A 
Period 4.4 window in the south wall was 
replaced by a single small light with a 
pegged oak frame (E4.18), and a new tran
somed oak window (E6.12) was inserted 
imo the north wall. Two new doors were 
created on this elevation; E6.13 is external, 
but E6.14 faced the interior and opened 
into an outbuilding replaced by OB 10. 
Both have chamfered and pegged oak 
frames with boarded and braced doors; 
E6.13 bas a wooden closer. 

The large north window in the east range 
(E6.2) was replaced by a smaller eight-light 
window with a returned hood mou1d 
{E6.16) . It has sunk-chamfered mouldings 
and the central members are thickened. The 
secondary door E6.1 1 and the stair tower 
E6.1 0 were demolished at tl>e same time. 
On the ground floor the paired windows 
E6. 9 were replaced by a large square open
ing (E6.15), spanned by an oak lintel. It is 
not clear what purpose this was intended to 
serve, but it was replaced after a short 
period by the present door and window 
(E6.17, E6.18) . 

These two features arc set in a deep pink 
mortar flecked with white, and arc part of a 
series of localised alterotions to Room 15, 
which had taken place by 1709 (see below). 
The reused door (E6.17) has a stirrup
shaped knocker and a pegged and cham
fered oak frame; the six-light window 
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(E6.18) has sunk-chamfered mouldings, 
and has been packed with reused architec
tural fragmenrs. The same mortar was used 
to insert another window (E1.24) into the 
east elevation, next to the nonh stack. For
merly of four lights, it is set lower than the 
adjoining window El.20, and has no hood 
mould. 

Interior 

Only pan of the reduced house was put to 
domL'Stic usc in this period, the remainder 
serving a variety of farming purposes. The 

Period 4 room divisions on the ground floor 
were retained, but several new connecting 
doors were created; between Rooms 12/ 13 
(E 11.19}, 14/ 15 (E3, E9.25), and 15/ 16 
(El0.19). The Period 4 doors to Rooms 16 
and 19 (E l5.1) were blocked. 

In Room 12 a fireplace must have been 
removed by the creation of the new north 
window {EII.I2}. [n Period S. lb a shallow 
drain was constructed, associated with a 
fragmentary pitched Pennant Ooor surface 
set in hard pink mortar. The drain dccamed 
through the north wall {EII.20) and flowed 
westwards, cutting through the Period 4.6 
track. On the west side of the room, beneath 
the Period 5.2 fireplace, was a row of stones, 
three courses high, and also bonded in pink 
mortar. It formed part of a base, and was 
related to two slots set at right angles to each 
other near the north wall. 

The position of the new door E I I . 14 in 
Room 13 suggests that the adjacent fireplace 
also wem out of use. This door has ventila~ 
tion slots and gave access to an outbuilding 
which has been rebuilt. Lintels visible 
through the plaster above both tb.is door and 
E 1 1.13 indicate over-door lights, now 
blocked. 

Room 15 gained three new doors 
(£9.25, E10.19, Ell.l7} and two new win
dows (E7 .24, E 11.18}, while retaining the 
Period 4.3 door El0.7. The fireplace was 
altered by removing the surround and creat
ing a new opening on the line of the Period 
4.3 relieving arch. Stone-slabbed sears, one 
with two small shelf-ledges, were con-



strucred either side of the hearth within the 
flue and given a plastered finish. In the plas
ter over the fireplace arc the outlines of ver~ 
tical barrens for an overmantel (E7 .23), 
preserved as unpainted negatives on a fre~ 
qucntly limewashcd wall. They were 0.6 m 
high and 0.09 m wide, rising from a man
telshelf impression, and were nailed to the 
wall. The top of the overman tel was secured 
by two wooden blocks and an iron hook. 
Adjoining the fireplace is a wall cupboard 
(E7.26) of two shelves, backed with reused 
panelling. Between the doors on the south 
wall the outline of a set of shelves is also pre
served in the plaster (E10.20). 

In Room J 6 a corner cupboard was con
structed in the former doorway. It has a 
semicjrcular back, two plain lower shelves 
and three moulded upper shelves. The origi
nal cupboard front is missing. The new win
dow E7 .20 has a window scat, and the 
fireplace opening was altered to incorporate 
bloc"-• for a wooden surround. 

The remainder of the ground floor was 
used as outbuildings. ln the cross-passage 
Room J 8, a wooden stair to Room I 0 
replaced a wall bench, and a door was made 
for the open arch E9.14. Room 19 was given 
an external door (E7. 18) and fitted out as a 
stable, with a sloping Ooor of pitched Pen
nant (Fig 7.3). A hay rack was fixed in front 
of the west wall (EIS, E16.3); the top and 
bouom rails have beaded edges and are 
morriced for diagonally-set square slats. The 
original stalls have been replaced. In Room 
21 the door to the south range was blocked 
(E9.12), and the south wall (E8.13) thick
ened by 0.5 m to support the first-floor 
joists. 

On the flfst floor alterations were more 
radicaJ, and only Room I I retained its origiw 
nal dimensions. The northern half of the 
east range was given a lowered ceiling 
(E7.25), and two new rooms (8, 9) were 
created from parts of Rooms 6 and 10. In 
the north range Room I was truncated but 
not subdivided. The principal sraircase was 
in tbe Period 4.5 tower, and it is clear from 
replastering that the attic room was refur
bished (El l) . 

In Room I the panelling was removed, 
presumably for sale, and the lower walls 
totally replastered beneath a wooden 
moulding at the base of the frieze. The 
exposed door frame E I 0.16 was faced-up 
with boards and lengths of moulding. Above 
a black skirring, the walls were initially 
painted dark purplish-red. This was 
replaced later in the period by a mid-green, 
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and there are areas of replastering around 
the oriel (not removed until Period 5.2) 
where this green is the original colour 
(El 0.21). The painted frieze was retained, 
althougb some areas of text were painted 
our (cg Fig 8.32), and plaster repairs were 
coloured to match the background. 

ln the east range the lowered ceiling was 
inserted at the base of the Period 4.1 frieze, 
and extended from the north gable wall 
(E 1 1) to a new lath and plaster parririon by 
the fireplace in Room 10. The Period 4.1 
partition between Rooms 6 and 10 was cut 
down and reused between a reduced Room 
6 and the new Room 8 (E 1 0), and a new 
partition was built between Rooms 8 and 9. 
All these rooms were rewindowed (E7 .21, 
E7.22, E l l.J6), and occupied the full width 
of the range, communicating directly with~ 
out passages; the large reused doorway 
E I 0.1 was filled with a smaller door. Room 
6 retained its Period 4.1 fireplace (Rooms 8 
and 9 were unheated), and the garderobe 
(E7 .6) was reduced further to create a small 
panelled cupboard {El0.22; Fig 7.4). All 
three rooms wcrc fitted with reused pan
elling, but only the east walls (E7) of Rooms 
6 and 9 and the doorcases in Room 8 
remain. Panelling was reputedly sold from 
the house in the 20th century, and the parti
tion walls in Rooms 8 and 9, which have no 
build-up of paint, bear this out. 

What remained of Room I 0 and Room 
11 was used for agricultural purpose-s, and 
was reached by the new stair from Room 18. 

FiguN 7. 4 Room 6.• th~ 
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NMR 8898100609). 
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Alterations to Room 11 have been described 
with the exterior; in Room t 0 the fireplace 
was blocked, the garderobe reduced in 
depth, but retained as a cupboard, and the 
door E 13. 1 filled with lath and plaster. It is 
clear (rom the tYPe of plaster used for 
repairs that most of the structural move
ment in the south~east corner of this room 
had taken place by this date. 

Fixtures and fittings 

Extensive use was made of material from tbe 
earlier house; all the stone-framed windows 
arc of Period 4.3 o r 4.4 type, sometimes 
pieced together, and new windows, such as 
E7. 18 or El l.l 2 have pegged wooden 
frames. Most of the doors are also reused; 
some have been rehung on the opposite 
edge (eg Fig 5.5a) and others turned upside 
down (cg E ll.l7). A few (eg El l. l3, 
El l.l 4, E9.14, E7.18) arc new; they are 
boarded and brnced, sometimes with 
beaded edges, and El l.l4 has '"'ntilation 
slots. They have plain pegged frames and a 
mfxrurc of oak and elm is used. Fittings 
include closers of unchanged pattern, 
wooden latches and latch loops, plain 
wooden boxes encasing iro n locks, the cup
board hinges on the panelling in Room 6, 
and the stirrup-shaped iron knocker on door 
E6.1 7. 

Plaster of Period 5.1 can be isolated on 
work new at this phase, such as the parti
tions in Room 8, altho ugh it is also used 
extensively on o lder walls. It is distinguished 
from Period 4 plaster by a higher hair con
tent, chopped Jess finely, a pinkish-buff 
colour and a rnther uneven surface (tYPe d). 

Most of the rooms, including Room I;, 
were simply limewashed. Reused panelling, 
which appears to have been polished rnthcr 
than coloured, was used in Rooms 6, 8 and 
9. The corner cupboard and wooden fire
place surround in Room 16 suggest that it 
was also panelled, at least to dado level, and 
was probably in comcmporary style . The 
most elabornte scheme occurred in Room I , 
where the Period 4 .2 frieze was rccained 
above red-painted walls. The identification 
of room functions with the inventory of 
I 709 in the ligbt of this evidence is dis
cussed below. 

Outbuildings (OBs) 

Several new outbuildings were constructed 
against the reduced house o r the courtyard 
walls. Against the north wall is a lean-to, OB 
9 (E6), which shares a hipped porch with 

the external door to Room 15 (E6.17). The 
angle of the roof is supported on a stone 
pier. There was a window in the west wall, 
which is incorporated into OB LO (E9.23), 
and another in the collapsed north wall. It 
had a Oagged floor~ which has sunk over the 
backfilled moat, and a hiatus in the render 
on E6 may mark a shelf position. 1ltere was 
another lean-to further west, with access 
from Room 13, which bas been replaced by 
OB 10. 

Outbuilding 4 on the south-west corner 
of the north range originated at this phase 
(l"ig 7.2), although it was later modified and 
extended. There is an original window splay 
in the west wnU and a door jamb in the easl. 
At the south-east corner was an oven, 
housed in a small lean .. to extension with a 
monopitch roof. This bas been demolished 
but the firing chamber is preserved in out
line in the floor of a later extension. Two 
superimposed openings survive in the south 
wall; the upper is rebuilt and has a cast iron 
door. There are three further flue openings 
in this waH (two arc secondary), which 
served a bank of coppers, indicated by nega
tives in the floor and the wall plaster. This 
building also contained a well, which 
remained in use until the 1970s. The roof 
was gabled, but the structure is modern. To 
the cast is a hipped two-bay penticc with oak 
posts on stone bases. 

The largest addition is OB 6 which is L
shaped and built against the cast range and 
the remanent south range. The ruinous 
northern arm was a two-storey lean-tO, with a 
roof weathering and a row of Hoor joist sock
ets which are integral to the rebuilt west wall 
(E3.23, E3.24). The ground floor w11s of 
restricted height ( 1.8 m) and had two external 
doors. An internal door connected with the 
\vestem arm, which was also twO--storeyed 
and gabled. It has a door in the west wall and 
three windows_; one retains irs pegged oak 
frame (E 13.11 ) . ln the angle is a tower-like 
structure without doors m ground-floor Jevel; 
there is a small square opening rebated for a 
shuner in the north wall (El 3.8), and a nar
row arch of reused limestone in the west wall, 
later opened out to form a door. There are 
sockets for a first-floor structure (E8.14), and 
a tall upper chamber, still partly plastered, 
with hatches to the wings (E l3.9). A small 
south window (E8.1 ; ) has a pegged oak 
frame and a sill paved \vith perforated clay 
kiln-Ooor tiles. At the top of the wall, trun
cated by a later roof line arc t\\-'0 narrow open 
vents (E8. 16; E l3.10). This structure can be 
interpreted as n maltings (see below). 



A stable, OB 12, was constructed in the 
angle between the cast and south courts, 
utilising the older walls (Fig A.5). lt is a rec
tangular gabled building of two storeys, with 
two original windows and opposed doors. 
The joinery is pegged oak. There is a 
pitched Pennant floor with a central drain 
and the rdi!S of a manger, like that in Room 
19, at the cast end. There arc also the back 
boards of a feeding trough. The upper floor 
was void over the manger. Outbuilding 16 
originated at this phase, but has been rebuilt 
apart from the north gable, which has a 
door and a first-floor window. 

The south court 

Much of Area 2 was covered with bluish
grey shaley gravel, which formed a firm sur
face above the Period 4.4-4.6 brown loam 
horizon (Fig 4.40, Section 36), and incor
porated a slightly raised and cambered 
track. Ncar the north-east corner of the 
court, the return wall to the east range was 
taken down and replaced by a new wall, 
slighdy to the north. 

The east court 

The wide opening in the south boundary 
wall was blocked, and the eastern end of [he 
wall was rebuilt. The southern part of the 
west boundary wall of the court was 
removed. It was scaled by a pitched Pennant 
track which butted obliquely against the 
Period 4.6 central track and led to the door 
in the outer wall of Room 19. Another 
pitched track, most of which was concealed 
beneath a modern tarmac path, led to the 
new porch on the north side of the cast 
range. 

Period S.lb: The west and 
south ranges 
There was evidence for Period 5.1 b struc
tures within the west range and on the site 
of the west part of the south range. A length 
of walling (68), 0.3 m wide and bonded in 
dl.!ep reddish-pink monar, overlay the for .. 
mer fireplace (301) and was set alongside 
the inner face of the south wall of Room 29 
(Fig 4.22, Section 30). The flagstone floor 
of Room 29 appears to have remained in 
use, though it is less clear whether Room 
30, which had a wooden floor, was remined. 
The bedding for the stone floor was overlain 
by a layer of orange-brown clay with numer
ous fragments of moulded ceiling plaster 
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(13/183-5). This is likely to have been 
deposited when the range was eventually 
demolished at the end of Period 5.1b. An 
identical layer (207) survived in Room 30 
only where it had subsided into the 
underlying Period 3 garderobe. lt also con
rained pieces of moulded plaster, which 
probably derived from the ceilings of the 
first-floor rather than the ground-floor 
rooms. 

A small area of pitched Pennant overlay 
the offset footings of the east wall of the 
range. It rcspecred the line of the wall itself, 
which again suggests that the w•aU remained 
standing. lt served as the threshold to a 
structure built on the site of Rooms 28 and 
28a, and possibly extending further cast. 
This seems to have been an insubstantial 
lean~to, constructed against the south 
frontage, since its footings were only 0.35 m 
wide. The garderobe in the south .. west cor ... 
ncr of Room 28a stayed in use, and was only 
filled in during the course of this phase. Two 
drains were contemporary with the building. 
One flowed norlh~westwards across the west 
range from the threshold. The other was a 
rebuild of an earlier drain which had origi
nally Oowed into the south moat. Both 
drains were stonc .. Jincd and, like the Period 
5.1 b footings, were bonded in hard deep 
reddish-pink mortar. The well (80) in the 
former triangular courtyard co·cxistcd with 
the new well within OB 4, and appears to 
have remained in use until the end of Period 
S.lb, when it was filled in. It was subse
quently sealed beneath the Period 5.2 farm
yard. 

The east court 

The eastern half of the north boundary wall 
was rebuilt on a slightJy different alignment 
from its predecessor. A new wall was built 
alongside L1ttcridge Road, extending north
wards from the norrh .. easr corner of the 
court. Outside the property, a pitched Pen
nant track, 1.2 m wide, was laid along the 
wt..-st side of Lattcridge Road. It commenced 
adjacent to the south-east corner of the east 
court and was traced for a distance of 11 0 m 
towards the village. Immediately south of 
the comer of the court it was bounded on its 
west side by a narrow wall, 0.40 m wide, 
which was bonded with a reddish-orange 
loam matrix. This predated OB 17 (built in 
Period 5.2) but respected the eastern edge 
of the outer moat, suggesting rhat long after 
t.hc moat was filled in, it survived as a prop· 
crty boundary at this point. Traces of 
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another pitched Pennant track, largely 
removed by a later farm track, led otT west
wards from it towards [he outbuildings con· 
structcd against the cast wall of the south 
court. 

Subsidence over the former moat 

The Period 4 moat-fill to the east and north 
of the east range subsided during Period 
5.1. The pitched Pennant track leading to 
the stable (Room 19) slumped at least 0.2 m. 
Similarly on the north side of the house the 
porch and the north wall of OB 9, which 
were built directly on top of the moat-fill, 
also sa.nk. Both of these events occurred 
during Period 5.1 b. The subsidence near 
the north-cast corner of the house (Fig 4.49, 
Section 42) may have taken place slightly 
earlier, as the Period 4.6 layers were levelled 
up before the l'criod 5.1 cobbled surface 
and pitched track were laid. The areas above 
the south arm and most of the north arm of 
the infilled moat appear to have been unaf
fected. The only other place where there 
was significant subsidence was in the west 
range, though only above the backfilled 
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Period 3 garderobe (Room H). Here, the 
partition wall between Rooms 29 and 
30 sank by as much as 0.35 m in Period 
5. lb. 

Period 5.2 
Some alterations were made to the house, 
and a second generation of farm buildings 
was erected, generally dist.inguished by their 
use of a hard pink mortar matrix (Fig 7 .5) . 
A farmyard, covering the area formerly 
occupied by the south range and Room 32 
was also created. This involved the lowering 
of the existing ground surface and the for· 
mation of an extensive cobbled surface. Fur
ther outbuildings were added on the south 
side of the old south frontage, and also to 
the north and south of the east court. The 
south court was subdivided by boundary 
walls, and a track, approaching from the 
south, was laid above the already demol
ished porch, passing through the farmyard 
and continuing northwards along a route 
slightly to the west of the Period 5.1 track. 
These alterations tOok place in the early 
19th century. 



The farmhouse 

Exterior 
Few alterations were made to the east range; 
the vents E2.12 were blocked, and 3 corner 
of the stack El.2 was rebuilt as a raking but
tress (E I.25). 

The western half of the north range, 
hitherto standing to irs full height, was 
reduced to a single-storey outbuilding (OB 
2), and a large raking buttress was added to 
the gable wall of the reduced house (E4.19). 
This incorporated four tiers of pigeonholes, 
the topmost formed from reused Gothic 
tracery. The oriel window was taken down 
and rebuilt flush with the wall face (E4.20), 
and the secondary opening created from 
E6.5 was filled in. 

Interior 

Plaster of this phase comprised a smooth 
white finish coat over a base containing 
finely chopped hair. The principal alter
ations took place in the north range, where 
new Pennant slabs were laid throughout the 
ground floor. A chimney breast replaced the 
west window (E5.1) in Room 12, which was 
fined with new panelled shutters, cupboards 
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and doors. Rooms 13 and 14 were com
bined and the north .. east corner partitioned
off around the door to Room IS to form a 
cupboard with a lowered ceiling. It appears 
to have been used as a larder; there are ceil
ing hooks and the outlines of shelves. A new 
door to Room 15 (E3.26) cut tnrough the 
Period 4. 1 window E3.3. 

On the first floor Room I was divided by 
a partition, which damaged the Period 4.2 
fireplace moulding, and window scats were 
constructed using 16th-cenrury building 
debris which had been stored outside, 
resulting in lichen growth (Chapter 8). The 
east range was unahered. 

The removal of support at the wesr end 
of the north range caused the roof structure, 
which lacks windbraces, to rnck, although it 
is not clear how rapidly this took place. A 
brace was also constructed in the e-ast range 
roof (E7 .27) to counteract the outward 
thrust of the north gable (Fig 7.6). h con
sists of a horizontal tie, mouoted on Til 
and bolted to a tailpiece secured to T I 0, 
which projects through the gable light. 
Externally there is a weathered mortice for a 
venical member set against rhe face of me 
north wall. There is also a pair of smaller 

Figun: '1. 6 8TtJU j,, the tast 
l't'lngtrrx( 

(p/to<cgmph: 
English Huita~t 
&70019141). 
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ties through the wall to the collar of T 12. 
The cast end of T9, which bad decayed 
due ro water penetration. was supponed 
on a post rising from a wooden bracket 
(E9.24). 

The environs of the house 

The north range west of the track 

Any Period 5.1 structures which may have 
existed at the north end of the west range 
and in the west half of the north range were 
swept away. Outbuilding I was constructed 
in the north-west corner of the former 
house, utilising its externa.l walls. Ic was a 
gabled single-storey srrucmre of two com
partments with a floor of large rough lias 
slabs. All earlier occupation and Ooor layers 
had been obliterated, and the slabs rested on 
make-up directly overlying the Period 4.2 
infill of the moat. On the east side of the 
outbuilding was an extension supported by 
wooden posts. 

Further east, OB 2 was erected. It was 
divided into two rooms, with a Jcan·to privy 
adjacent ro its north-west corner. The main 
rooms were built against a surviving pan of 
the Period 4 north wall, whereas the north 
wall of the privy was new in Period 5.2 and 
overlay the west half of the demolished 
Period 4 chimney stack. The floor of the 
larger room consisted mainly of pitched 
Pennant; the smaller room and the privy 
had lias slab floors. The eastern room :llso 
had a higher roof leveJ than the rest of the 
building. 

A stone-lined and capped drain was laid 
from the standing north range along the 
south side of OB 2, and flowed into the 
remaining part of the north arm of the 
moat. It cut obliquely through the north 
wall of Room 32 and the south wall of the 
north range. The former had already been 
demolished in the previous phase; the latter 
may only have been pulled down immedi
ately prior to the construction of OB 2. A 
subsidiary drain ran from OB I to the main 
drain. 

T he main drain was overlaid by a path 
leading from the house to the privy. This 
was roofed over and formed a latter-day 
pentice. On either side of it, flower beds 
were cre:ned. The southern bed was 
bounded by a wall set in bard whitish-grey 
mortar, which defined the north edge of the 
farmyard. 

A raking buttress (E4. 19) was built on 
top of the Period 5. 1 track, and a new track, 

r<"Spected by the cast wall of OB 2, was laid. 
The old rrack was also virrually obliterated 
further south, when 08 4 was extended 
southwards. During this phase the drain 
beneath the pentice was truncated by a new 
stone-lined drain, which flowed northwru-ds. 
It cut the track, which was reinstated above 
it. 

The inner courtyard 

Outbuilding 4 was repaired and re:win
dowed, and a new room added at the south 
end, with cast and west doors and a window 
in the south gable. Low walls extended east 
from this to the north end of OB 6 to form 
an inner court. Another lean-to privy (08 
5) was built in the angle of the Period 4.5 
stair rower and the east range, utilising the 
doorway E4.11. A large cesspit was dug, 
and was enclosed by a low boundary wall. 
·n,c existing soil horizon sealing the Period 
4.1 penrice walls was overlaid by a compact 
rubble spread, contemporary with the cob
bled surface in the farmyard. The rubble 
spread was covered with paving slabs, which 
were removed in Period 5.3. 

The farmyard 

.. fhc farmyard consisted of a series of very 
hard, worn and smooth surfaces of Pennant 
gravel. These covered the cenrral part of the 
demolished portion of the house, but above 
lhe former west range they were much more 
uneven and unworn. They also petered out 
towards the cast, and did not exist above the 
north-east parr of the former south range. In 
o rder tO create the yard, the ground level 
was lowered, and the footings of several 
demolished walls were incorporated in the 
surface. In one case, a Period 2 wall, sealed 
beneath the Ooor of the former Room A, 
was again exposed, and was visible as soon 
as the surface was cleaned up. 

The west range 

The Period 5.1 gateway through the west 
wall of the range was reduced in width. One 
of the postholes was filled in and sealed by a 
short piece of rough walling which respected 
the new gate. The cut for a drain ran across 
the former range and passed through the 
gate, though there were no traces of the 
drain irself. A very uneven rubble layer 
(12135) was spread over the former west 
range, sealing the Period 5.1b demolition 
horizon, and levelling up the subsidence 
above the medieval garderobe. By this stage, 
the inner walls of the Period 4 range had 
been removed. The Period 5.1 lean-to srruc-



rures above the west end of the south range 
may have continued in use during this 
phase. 

South of <he sou<h range 

Outbuilding 7 was erected adjacent to the 
former frontage, part of which served as its 
norm wall (Fig 3.28, Secdon 26). Internally, 
a thin construction layer (2127) was cut by a 
foundation trench, which contained a rec
tangular base (2116), made of Pennant slabs 
set in hard whitish-grey mortar. At either 
end of <he base was a deep posthole. The 
soil from <he foundation trench (21 05) was 
redeposited on top of 2127. A shallow semi
circular base (2117) butted against <he 
norm side of 2 1 16. The south-east buttress 
of the v..-cst range was demolished to just 
below ground level, and on top of it a circu
lar base, 2.2 m in diameter and four cou~es 
high, was built. A dark grey circular track 
surrounded ir. The scar left by the remo\•JI 
of <he buttress was faced with rubble and 
brick, bonded in the same mortar as lbe 
main walls of the outbuilding. 

The building was clearly a cider-house, 
since the circular and recrangular bases were 
designed to supporr a cider-mill and a cider
press. The press which rested on the rectan
gular base was found in a corner of the 
building, lying upside down and incorpo
rated in the Period 5.3 floor make-up. The 
mill was located in the south-east corner of 
the south court. 

A doorway in the east wall led to a 
demolished timber structure (OS 20). Tt 
consisted of four bays, and measured c I I m 
by 7.5 m, with postholes along its norlb and 
sou<h sides. Those on lbe norlb side were 
cut into the demolished frontage wall. The 
east end of <he building cut through the 
Period 5. 1 cobbling (448), as d.id a narrow 
rubble-filled soakaway which flowed from 
cast to west. The soakaway had subse
quently been partially replaced with earth
enware drainpipes, which continued along 
the outside of OS 7. The drain was sealed 
by a bard cobbled surface (308), which was 
contemporary with the mewlling in the 
main pan of the farmyard. 

The south court 

The approach to <he house from the south 
was reinstated, after being abandoned in 
Period 5.1. However, the track was on a dif
ferent line to <he Period 3-4 track, and its 
central axis overlay the eastern arm of the 
porch. By Period 5.2 <he position of the for
mer porch was evidently unknown. A series 
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of metalled surfaces, generally very thin and 
worn, accumulated abo"·c the Period 5 . I 
brown loam horizon ( 1316), and more sur
faces were added during Period 5.3 (Fig 
3.11, Section 14) . 

Low boundary walls, similar in siu to 
the walls enclosing the inner counynrd, 
were built on either side of <he crack. The 
east wall butted against the south-west cor
ncr of OB 6, cutting through layer 1316. It 
incorporated a gate iruo the vegetable gar
den in rhc north-c-ast quadrant of the south 
coun. The west wall, overlying the former 
frontage wall, was probably constructed 
later than OB 20. It curved round and con
tinued southwards parallel to the east wall. 
On the curve, there was another small gate, 
leading in[Q the timber structure at ils 
north-east corner. All of the south court to 
the west of the track was converted into an 
apple orchard. TI>e Period 4.3 south wall of 
this court west of the track was reduced in 
height to serve as lbe back of an open
fronted, south-facing shed. It had a gabled 
elm roof of eight bays with alternate trusses 
carried on posts. At the cast end was a 
closed room of three bays with a communi
cating door. 

The east court 

The c.astcrn half of the court was covered 
with a rubble spread (Fig 4.49, Sections 
39-41), some of which may have been laid 
in the previous phase. The whole of the 
eastern boundary wall, on either side of the 
arch, was rebuilt. It consisted of alternate 
bands of drystone rubble, and of rubble 
bonded with pink mortar. The cast end of 
the south wall, incorporating OB 17, was 
rcbuiJt at the same timel but without the 
banding. In <he north-east corner of the 
court, pan of the north waJJ was demo) ... 
ished, and OB 18 was erected. It was a 
wagon shed, open on its south side, and 
linked to <he main central roadway by a 
cambered cobbled track running alongside 
the eas[ wall. A narrow gateway was cur 
through the north boundary wall, immcdi ... 
at ely west of <he wagon shed. 

At the south-west corner of the court, 
<he Period 5.1 wall adjoining the cast range 
was rebuilt with rhc same banding technique 
as the east wall of the cour1. The north 
boundary wall was extended 5.75 m west of 
the original north-west corner of lbc court. 
The extension butted against the existing 
north walL It overlay <he Period 4.6 west 
wall, which was demolished and replaced by 
a line of fence posts 2.5 m further west. 
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North of the cast court 

Outbuilding 19 was constructed at the same 
time as the wagon shed. Irs south side was 
open and was supported by four square pil
lars. Irs north side incorporated an existing 
Period 5. J wall. The west wall of the build
ing was buned by the outer wall of a subrec
tangular enclosure, ro which was bonded a 
field boundary. Like the enclosure walls, this 
bad been demolished, but it clearly contin
ued our into the north field. 

Alongside the north wall of the court, 
within the enclosure, a timber building was 
constructed. 1t was 18.5 m long, and was 
supported by a row of thirteen posts. Its 
north side was not excavated, though rwo 
postholes were located i-n slit-trenches, sug
gesting that it had a width of c 4 m. West of 
the enclosure and contemporary with it was 
a sccood, rectangular enclosure, the weSL 
wall of which buned against the extension of 
the north boundary wall of the court. 

South of the cast court 

Ourbuilding 15, with an open south front 
supported by at least five square pillars, was 
erected against the south side of the south 
walJ of the court. h was similar to, and 
probably contemporary with OB 19, to the 
nonb of the court. Only one of the pillars 
was still standing at the start of the excava
tion, while two others had evidently been 
pushed over or had collapsed. The south
east corner of the court was rebuilt to incor
porate OB 17, which fronts on to the road 
and has an original window in the south 
wall. In the gabled east wall there is a fire
place, flanked by round-backed, shelved 
recesses, one of which was modified tO make 
a window in Period 5.3. There is a door 
from the east court in the north waU and a 
small attic light in the west gable. The slab 
floor incorporates the reused base from a 
cider-press. According to local uadition, 
this building was used as a taproom for the 
sale of cider. The present boundary wall, 
extending south from the south-west corner 
of the building, was erected in this phase. It 
replaced the Period 5.1 wall further east 
which had stood alongside the pitched Pen
nant track. 

North of the house 

A kitchen garden was created to the north of 
the east range. Its west wall, which butted 
against OB 9, had the usual Period 5.2 pink 
mortar matri:.x. However, its north and east 
walls were bonded with whitish-grey mortar. 

The west wall was probably constructed flrsr 
as the bollt>dary of a separate enclosure, aod 
was later adapted as a garden wall. The east 
wall respected a farm track which ran north
wards into the field and parrially overlay the 
Period 5.1 pitched path. In the field to the 
north the Period 4.6 dovecote was partially 
rebuilt to make a cart shed, open to the 
west. North of the still-open moat at the 
west end of the north range a two-cell pig 
house was constructed, each ceJI with an 
open pen in front. 

Period 5.3 

The farmhouse 

Exterior 

Grey ash mortar was used in work of this 
period. The mi.• is variable as alterations 
were carried OU[ piecemeal and date [0 the 
mid- to late 19th century. Wall faces were 
not rendered. On the front of the house the 
third stack was demolished and the wall 
rebuilt to incorporate three wooden-framed 
windows (Ei.29). There is a date stone 
which reads IN TN DN SN 1888; the 
Nichols family owned the farm at this time. 
Movement in the central stack was counter
acted with a new raking buttress on the 
north-east corner (El.Z7), and the front of 
the vaulted porch was rebuilt with a seg
menraJ brick arch (EI.26). Much of the 
vault was dismantled and replaced by 
wooden baulks. Architectural elements from 
thjs porch were reused in a new porch builc 
in the angle of the north stack (E 1.28), 
where the lower lights of window El.24 
were cut down to make a door. The three 
surviving chimneys were rebuilt in hard 
bright red brick. To tone down the colour 
[he outer faces were stippled with green, yel· 
low and pink paint. \Vhen the south stack 
was removed, the Perpendicular window 
EI.IO was blocked, and one of the Period 
4.1 windows in the south elevation (E2.1) 
reopened. The chimneys on the north range 
were also rebuilt in brick, and the gable 
E5.2 reconstructed, probably as a conse
quence of movement in the roof. 

Interior 

The interior was reordered to accommodate 
a new staircase and connecting passagt.-:s; a 
hard white plaster was used for repairs. 
Room 15 was subdivided with tongue-and
groove boarding to create a smaller fully 
panelled room with a new cast-iron fire-



place, a from hall and s~;air {E10.23), and a 
rear passage connecting the older doors and 
the nonh range. Room 13/14 was also 
divided into three with boarded partitions 
and a fireplace reinstated in the middle 
room. 

A stairwell and landing (Room 7) were 
created from the west end of Room 8, and 
the door to the smir mwer blocked. The 
Period 5.1 partition to Room 6 was partially 
removed to create a passage to the north 
range and a new opening cut through the 
wall (E9.27). The rest of Room 6 was subdi
vided across the line of the window. A pas
sage to Room I 0 was cut out of Room 9; as 
in Room 8 this was made of reused pan .. 
clling. A boarded enclosure was created in 
the north .. west corner of Room l 0, which 
latterly contained an unplumbed c.ast-iron 
bath. In the north range two rooms and a 
passage were created from Room 2; the east
ern room (Room 3) had a lowered ceiling. 

Outbuildings 

A third generation of farm buildings was con
structed. The majoricy were conversions of 
existing buildings or else lean-to structures 
against the sides of buildings of earlier 
phases. During this phase, brick was used for 
the first time, though Pennant rubble was still 
being used for virtually all building work. 

PERIOD 5, THE LATER HISTORY 01' THE BUILDING 

The north range 
The west and north walls of OB I, which 
had probably survived from the Period 4 
house, were demolished. They \Vtrc 

replaced by narrow walls set in a light grey 
ash mortar. Some of the floor slabs were 
lifted and relaid. They were then overlaid by 
a floor of wooden blocks. 

Several of the internal walls within OB 2 
were also demolished, and its cast wall was 
extended southwards to create a new bam. 
The lean-to privy was unaltered. The cov
ered palh and the flower beds were aban· 
doned, and were sealed by a dump of ash, 
clinker and domestic rubbish. This also 
overlay the boundary wall, which was 
dcmoUsbed to the level of the cobbled yard 
surface. Above the ash and clinker layer, 
there was a spread of pink speckled monar, 
which was either demolition debris or the 
bedding for a floor. 

A new wall linking OS I and the privy 
was built. h was set in a construction 
trench, cut through the Period 5.2 rubble 
surface and stone-capped drain. It res£ed 
directly on the Period 4 north wall, though 
it was much narrov.,er and was on a slighdy 
different alignment. 

A new dairy (OB 10) was built against 
the north range, utilising the west wall of 
OB 9 (E9; Fig 7.7) and the pre-existing 
door to Room 13 (E6.14). The adjoining 

F1gur< 7. 7 Th~ ho&~~~ frpm 
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door E6.13 was blocked and an external 
porch constructed. 'T11e dairy has a lean· to 
roof of two trusses, one secured through the 
blocking of window E I 1.5. There is a 
flagged flo<>r, original boarded window shut· 
tcrs, :llld a wooden cheese vat ;,, situ. 

The farmyard and inner cout·tyard 

A trench, containing a ceramic drain with a 
lining of coursed rubble bonded in grey ash 
mortar, was dug across the northern part of 
the farmyard from the standing north range. 
It cut through the west wall of the west 
range, and destroyed all the archaeological 
layers along its rome except near irs west 
end, where there was a greater depth of 
stratification. Contemporary with it was a 
smaller, much shallower ceramic drain, 
which fed into it from the south, close to 
084. 

The inner courtyard was grassed over, 
and flagstone paths were laid down, one of 
which led from the east range cross-passage 
to a newly created door in the east wall of 
the extension to OB 4. 

Ombuilding 6 was no longer used for its 
original purpose; a cross wall was inserted 
and the building reroofed. A narrow lean-to 
shed was built against irs north side; rhe 
walls overlay a Period 5.2 path, and were 
bonded with a hard creamy-white mortar. 
Within OB 6, a large oval-shaped pit, pre
sumably a sump, was dug into the bedrock, 
and lined with coursed rubble. It had a 
maximum depth of 0.9 m, and measured 
1.3 m by 0.7 m. A vertical stone drain 
decanted into it from the north side. The pit 
could have been dug in Period 5.2, but the 
drain belonged to Period 5.3. 

The area south of the farmyard 

A door was cut through the north wall of 
OB 7. West of the door, the north side of the 
wall was refaced, as was d1e partially stand
ing south wall of the west range. Outbuild
ing 7 ceased to be used for cider making. Its 
presses were lifted and their bases were 
scaled beneath an earth Ooor. On its west 
side, which had formerly been open, a 
poorly built lean-to was constructed. A cor
rugated iron cattle shed was added to its 
south side. To the east, the Period 5.2 tim
ber building (OB 20) was dismantled. Track 
surfaces continued to accumulate above the 
former south porch and within the farmyard 
itself. The later layers contained a mixture 
of brick and rubble. 

The east and south courts 

TI1e only new farm building opening on to 
the east court was OB 13, in the south .. \vest 
corner. It was constructed against the west 
wall of OB 12. Immediately south of the 
entrance to the stable in the east range was a 
midden. This contained dome-stic rubbish 
very similar to the material above the aban .. 
doned covered path in the north part of the 
farmyard. Outbuilding 16 was also rebuilt, 
and to the south-east of it, another structure 
or enclosure was added on the same align
ment. A new barn replaced the south wall of 
the south court at its east end. It has a date 
stone of 1849. 

Period 5.4 
The site was notable for its Jack of modern 
intrusions or modern structures. The only 
exceptions were lhe shallow uenches for 
metal pipes, dug when the house ceased to 
rely on the well for its water supply. 
Although several pipe trenches ran across 
the farmyard, they in fact caused minimal 
damage to the underlying stratification. 
Rather more damage was caused by 
machine-excavated holes in various parts of 
the site, whjch were intended to test the 
depth of the bedrock, and were dug imme
diately before English Heritage became 
involved in the Acton Court project. They 
included one very deep hole in the farm
yard, which cut through and largely 
destroyed the south .. wesr corner of Room 
N24. 

The form of the Period 5.1 house 

The conversion of Acton Courr from man· 
sion to farmhouse appears to have taken 
place r•pidly after the sale in 1683 and was 
well established by 1709, when an inventory 
was taken on the death of James Manning, 
the first tenant farmer. This details rooms 
and their contents and can be compared 
directly with the survi,'ing standing build
ing: an identification of probable room usc 
is shown on Figure 7 .8. Room 15 can be 
equated with the kitchen; it had a large open 
cooking hearth with a wooden overmantel, 
which could have incorporated a spit rack 
(compare Hall 1983, pi 34), and there was a 
dresser to house the pewter and other items 
listed in the inventory. It occupied a central 
position in the house plan with access to all 
adjoining rooms and the e<terior. Room 16 
with a modernised fireplace and new corner 



Ground floor 

cupboard became the parlour. The dairy 
was certain1y Room J 2; lt was given a 
pitched Pennant floor with a central drain, 
and the principal window was moved to the 
north wall for coolness. This suggeslS that 
the •seller' occupied the unheated interven
ing space; it is not certain whether Rooms 
13 and 14 were thrown together or were still 
separate. 

On the first floor the best chamber was 
probably the reduced long gallery, Room I. 
This was cerminly l.he largest room, newly 
replastered and painted red, and with a 
working fireplace indicated by andirons in 
the inventory. In the cast range three rooms, 
6, 8 and 9, were in domestic use: the first 
was twice the size of the other two and had a 
fireplace. A comparison of the quantity of 
comenlS Usted for each suggests that the 
room names have been transposed, so that, 
although over the kitchen, Room 6 with two 
beds and four other pieces of furniture was 
the 'parlcr chamber', and Rooms 8 and 9 
with one bed apiece, the 'maidcs chamber' 
and the 'chanaber over the kitching'. The 
'mans chamber' would then be the refur
bished room in the east range attic. 

PERIOD 5: THE LATER HISTORY OF THE BUILDING 

First ftoor 

r--, 
I t 

• --
The only other room explicilly men

tioned in the inventory is the •chces laft', 
where five tons of cheese worth £I 00 was 
stored. The making of Double Gloucester 
cheese was a major farmhouse industry in 
the Severn Vale from the mid-17th century, 
and there was an important cheese market 
at Chipping Sodbury (fily 1994, 142). 
Many farmhouses had purpose-built loftS, 
where the cheese was stored for several 
months while it marured (Nielsen 1968, 
162-70). It was necessary to provide venti
lation during this process, and the construc
tion of ventilating flues jusr above Ooor level, 
together v.rith the louvres on the window 
openings, indicate that Room II was 
adapted as a cheese loft. This also explains 
why the wall in the room below (Room 21) 
was thickened to support the joist ends, as 
the floor would be carrying a considerable 
weight. Such lofts were plastered and linae
washed (repeated cleaning may account for 
the damage to the wall paintings in this 
room) and the cheeses were stored on the 
racks and boards itemised in the inventory 
(compare Slocombe 1988, 55). Access was 
from Room I 0, which had a new stair to the 

• • • 
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passage below. There was also a hatchway 
through which cheeses, that could weigh up 
to 25 lb each, could be hoisted (Nielsen 
1968, 167). 

Othor rooms and outbuildings can be 
identified from physical evidence. Outbuild
ing 4 to the south of the dairy was a bake- or 
brewhouse, with a roofed external oven 
(compare Slocombe 1988, 45, 56), a well 
and a bank of coppers, necessary to the start 
of the cheese-making process. Tt was linked 
to other rooms in the north range by a lean
to pentice, a common feature of farmhouses 
of this date (ibid, 50). To the north of the 
house was a larder (OB 9), sharing a porch 
with the kitchen door, and another exten
sion, replaced by OB I 0, which may have 
been a second staircase to Room I. Room 
19 became a stable, with external access 
only, and Room 21) which has no specific 
features, may have been used as a cellar. An 
L-shaped maltings (OB 6; Figs 7.1 and 7.8), 
which is mentioned in a conveyance of 1709 
(Chapter 2 Appendix A), was built against 
the west \\'all of the range. It was two .. 
storeyed with the kiln in the angle. There 
were batches to a germinating Ooor on the 
north and a bagging room on the west; the 
ground Ooor was used for storage and stok
ing the kiln. Farm maltings are relatively 
rare survivals, as they were superseded in 
the 19th century by fully industrial build
ings (Brunskill 1987, 100- 1). 

Surviving outbuildings detached from 
the house include another stable (08 12) 
and a dovecote in the north field, but there 
is no obvious provision for the grain, hay, 
canle and pigs valued in the inventory. The 
west range and the adjoining north range 
were not demolished until the late 18th cen
tury, and they were probably adapted, like 
the east range, to serve as barns and cow
sheds by the removal of internal floors and 
partitions. Housing for cattle was common 
in \Viltshire from the 17th century 
(Siocombe 1989, 62), and from the early 
18th century took the form of open-fronted 
sheds, with the roof c.nrricd on a row of pil
lars. Examples of this cype of building sur
vive at Acton Court from the end of the 
18th century (OB 15, 19), but one at 
Frampton Court, Frampton Cotterell may 
be 16th-century (Hall 1983, 83). Although 
the two halves of the north range were sepa
rated by a track on the line of the former 
cross-passage, the 16th-century roof 
appears to have been retained to form a cov
ered cartway (compare Slocombe 1989, 
26). The mansion was thus altered into a 

substantial courtyard farm. A similar build
ing complex retaining a covered cartway and 
dating to tl1e late 17th cenrury can be seen 
at Ashwicke Hom~ Farm, Marshfield, 
Gloucestersbjre (Brunskill 1987, fig II ) . 

Although the internal planning of the 
farmhouse is determined by the form of the 
earlier building, and hence is not typical, the 
scope of the accommodation provided is 
repeated in other more modest houses in the 
area, where the combination of parlour, 
hall/kitchen and buttery/dairy is a standard 
arrangement (Hall 1983, 93-4). A great 
many houses in the region were rebuilt in 
the second half of the 17th ccnrury, includ
ing a number elsewhere in Iron Acton parish 
(Hall 1983, 87- 92, 179- 92). Mudgedown 
Farm on the Acton Court estate is one of 
these, although thought by Hall to predate 
the sale of 1683. 

New arcbiteccural details are also within 
the local vernacular tradition. These include 
the rransomcd four-light wooden \vindow 
frame in the dairy (compare Monon 
Grange, Thornbury; ibid, pi LXII), and 
small two-light frames in the mailings and 
stables, together with the detailing of the 
mangers. Many doors were reused and their 
furniture is mainly plain and conservative in 
style, but there are H .. hinges on a door in 
Room I and cockshead hinges on a cup
board in Room 6 (Alcock and Hall 1994, 
25). The external door to the kitchen has a 
stirrup knocker (Alcock and Hall 1994, 27) 
and the dairy doors have rows of oval venti
lation slots (Slocombe 1988, 33). 

The relative status of Acton Court as a 
working farm at this time can be judged 
from the evidence of inventories. Over four 
hundred of these covering Iron Acton and 
four surrounding parishes have been pub
lished (Moore 1976), spanning the years 
1539- 1790, but most numerous in the 
period 1660- 1730, when there are forty-two 
for Iron Acton alone (Moore 1976, 8). 
These provide an invaluable source of infor
mation on the content and usc of rooms_,. 
and farming practice, which would benefit 
from further analysis. Their value is 
enhanced by the high survival rate of th.e 
buildings to which they refer, although there 
are difficulties in correlating houses with 
owners (Hall 1983, 93-8). 

james Manning emerges as the most 
substantial farmer in Iron Acton parish and 
one of the most prosperous in the area, with 
goods valued at a total of £575 15s Od. For 
comparison the goods of William Paine 
(Moore 1976 233, d 1702) at Acton llger, 



the other medieval manor, were va1uc..'d at 
£63 ISs 4d, John Ridley (ibid 236, d 1703) 
£138 ISs Od, WiWam Conerell (ibid 247, d 
1705) £330 14s Od, and William Short (ibid 
293, d 1713/4) £319 I Os Od. All these were 
yeomen of Iron Acton, and the differences 
in valuation arise from the much greater 
scale of agricultural production at Acton 
Court. A herd of fifty-two cows was more 
than twice the norm of c 15- 25 and the 
resultant cheese production perhaps four or 
five times the average. For comparison the 
inventories cited have respectively 7, 15, 26 
and 21 cows, with 8, 12, 26, and 30 cwt of 
cheese in store compared with I 00 cwt at 
Acton Court. Corn and bay production was 
also on a larger scale. 

Such detailed information is not rc.adily 
available for the later phases of farming at 
Acton Court, so that it is nor clear if the bal
ance of production altered. New farm build
ings were constructed and alterations to the 
house made c 1800, probably at the start of 
the tenancy of the Nichols family, which 
lasted until c 1907. This period saw the 
reduction of the bouse to its present si~e, 
with unfortunate consequences for the 
north range roof, which racked severely 
wben supporl was removed from irs west 
end. A raking buttress was built to support 
the truncated range. Within the house the 
dairy (Room 12) was fined-out as a kitchen 
with a new range and woodwork in contem
porary style. The adjoining bakehouse was 
e'lended and a larder built in the north 
range (Room 14a). There were rv.•o new 
privies. It is not clear where the dairy was 
sited; perhaps in Room 13 or possibly in OB 
2. Later in the 19th century a new dairy, OB 

PllRIOD 5: THE LATER HISTORY 01' THE B U ILDING 

I 0, was built on the north side of the house, 
which retains its lead-lined wooden cheese 
VlltS (compare Slocombe 1988, 53, fig 79) 
and other equipment. On the first floor the 
long ga.llery was subdivided and the west 
end used for storage. 

Externally a series of new enclosures and 
a new generation of outbuildings were con
structed at a greater distance from the 
house. Some of these can be identified as 
open-sided cowsheds (OB 15, 19, 22), 
pigsties (OB I, II; Slocombe 1989, 68- 71) 
and a cider-bouse (OB 7), which retains the 
foundations for both the mill and the press 
(Quinion 1982, 11- 19). lt is not cleat 
whether this replaced an earlier cider
house or whether it marks :t change in the 
relative importance of cider versus beer as a 
drink. 

Piecemeal alterations and repairs to the 
house and its farm buildings took place 
throughout the 19th century; for example a 
barn at the south end of the south courr is 
dated 1849. The latest alterations to the 
house took place c 1890, when the present 
front door in the east court was created, 
with its porch of reused architectural ele
ments. This led to a new hall and staircase, 
with a farm office to the north and a service 
passage to the rear, aU carved out of Room 
IS. The first floor was also subdivided into a 
number of small rooms connected by pas
sages. Photographs of c 1900 (eg Fig 7.7), 
when an antiquarian interest was taken in 
the house, show that it remained in good 
repair during the Nichols tenancy. Subse
quently almost no building repairs apart 
from the retiling of the roof were carried our 
until its sale in 1984. 
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Building materials: finds and 

specialist reports 

Roman tiles 

by Kirsty Rodwell and Robert Bell 

A total of sixty-five pieces of Roman tile, 
weighing 5.6 kg and consisting entirely of 
fairly small worn fragments, was found dur· 
ing the excavations. They included seven
teen fragments of box-flue tiles (ten of 
which had combed decoration), si.xtecn 
pieces of building tile, and two fragments of 
imbrices; thiny fragments were unidentifi· 
able. 'They all had the same soft fabric, con
sisting of micaceous clay with ,·egetable 
inclusions, suggesting a possible estuarine 
source; they were prone to lamination and 
dull buff-red in colour. 

The great majority of the fragments 
came from early ground surfaces or from 
Period 2 contexts, indicating that they were 
not brought on to the site with later hard
core. Two pieces of building tile were 
built into the core of Period 3: I b south 
bridge abutment 1482. Several fragments 
were also found within the demolition mate
rial overlying the west side of the south 
court. 

,,e virtual absence of roofing tiles is not 
surprising, given that Pennant slates were: 
probably the standard roofing material used 
in this are.a duriog the Roman period, as in 
r.he medieval period. The presence of combed 
box-flue tiles, however, implies the existence 
nearby of a Roman building of some preten
sion, which possessed a heating system. 

Medieval floor tiles 

by Bruce Williams 

'The site produced 1475 tiles and fragments, 
mostly the laner since they came largely 
from demolition and make-up layers and 
hardcore spreads. A number show linle or 
no surface wear, suggesting that they were 
originally located in linle-used areas of floor, 
but most are worn, some badly. A few were 
found in sicu; in the east range cross .. passagc 
(Room 18), in the south range (Room 28), 

and in the triangular courtyard between 
Room G/32 and Room Q/27 (see below). 

Five groups of tiles were identified and 
classified according to fabric (groups 1- 5). 
They form an important addition to 327 
tiles which were discovered at Acton Court 
in 1974 (B Williams 1979, 61 - 76) adjacent 
to the east wall of the south court, about 
50 m south of the house. They were relaid 
in a path, but were ahl'IOSt certainly taken 
from an unlocated pan of the main house. 
Two of the groups identified equate with 
Groups 2 and 4 here. 

The riles in Group 4 form par< of the 
Canynges/Bristol Group, so called because 
of their proliferation on sites in and around 
the Bristol area (Eames I 980, 236- 54). 
They tan be dated \vith reasonable accuracy 
to the latter part of the 15th century. The 
other groups are more difficult to date how .. 
ever, either because the numbers of tiles are 
small and do not compare with other known 
groups, or because they were only loosely 
stratified in the excavation. Where possjblc, 
a terminus ame quem for their manufacture 
may be provided by their discard dare at 
Acton Court (Tables 6 and 7). 

The catalogue includes many of the tile 
designs found in 1974. These are illustrated 
again and have been revised where neces
sary; cross .. references to the 1979 catalogue 
are prefixed by Pqym:;. It should be noted 
that six of the designs found in I 974 wcro 
not found in the excavations and have not 
been republished. 

Group I 

Tile originally I 35 mm square, 13 mm thick 
in a fairly hard fabric containing a light scatter 
of small quartz grains up to I mm across, 
fragmentS of angular rock up to 3 mm across, 
and some ferruginous material up to 4 mm 
across; dark grey with orange-brown sides and 
base. Undercut edges ( 13 degrees), smooth 
base with four circular scooped-out keys. 

A single example \vith a very worn sur
face; decorative technique uncertain but 
probably inlaid (survives 0.5 mm deep); 
traces of olive green glaze survive on edges. 
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(Fig 8.1) A four-tile repeating design 
showing swans(?) wirhio a double 
quatrefoil. FT41511. 
Daze: probably first half of rhe 14th 
century. Similar examples are known 
locally from Kcynsham Abbey and 
from rhe Lord Mayor's Chapel in 
Bristol, BRSMG Ace No. Ql811 
(Lowe nd, design 38, 69). Its 
association here with tiles in Group 4 
indicates that it is residual. It was found 
in a layer of soil above rhe Period 
4.1-4.3 spread of demolition mateml 
in the south court (Area 2) which 
derived from medie\'31 structures, 
possibly the ranges pulled down in 
order to accommodate the present east 
range. 

Group 2 

Tiles up to 235 mm square, and 26- 39 mm 
thick in a light grey fabric, similar to Vince's 
Gloucester Type 52 which contains inclu
sions of quarr.t, feldspar and mica up to 
25 mm across (1\rymz Group 2). Undercut 
edges (up to 15 degrees), smooth bases. 
Designs inlaid to a depth of about I mm; 
glaze chiefly light to dark green, sometimes 
speckled, though on four tiks black. 

Twenty of the tiles arc decorated and 
465 are plain, including I 0 I yellow (ie 

glazed over a white slip). Nine of these are 
trian!,'Uiar half tiles, formed by scoring 
before firing and snapping them afterwards, 
as a further five scored but unbroken tiles 
demonslrate. Another was scored again 
across both diagonals, and another 
(FT264/2141) was scored twice into three 
rectangles. 

2 (Fig 8. 1) Heraldic - crossed keys and 
sword of SS Peter and Paul. Found in 
Area 9 beneath the Period 5.2 stone 
slab floor in the Period 4.3 south 
passage (Room 20) in the present cast 
range. A more complete example than 
Poymz 19. FT126/2507. 

3 (Fig 8.1) Heraldic -griffon passam 
de.<ter. From the Period 4.3 fiU of the 
south arm of the moat, east of the 
porch. £-T602 and FT609/ 1948, 
FT620/ 1983. A very similar example 
from Malmcsbury Abbey, Wiltshire, 
but only c 127 mm square (Eames 
1980, des 1474; cat 1039), suggests 
that the initials are G (or possibly from 
the Acton Coun example, T) B, but 
the bearer of these arms is unknown. 
Dou: Two examp1es were found in titu 
ln Room R/28, which was built in 
Period 3.4b; worn, undecorated Group 
2 tiles were built into the inserted 

Table 6: Summary of decorated tiles present 
Phase 2 2.2 3.1 3.2 J.J 3.4 3.5 4.1 4.2 ·1.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 5. 1 5.2 

Croup I 

Group 2 J 5 2 6 

Group J 

Group4 J •19 23 3 20 14 13 28 

GroupS 

To1als 3 53 29 3 20 14 15 34 

Table 7: Summary of plain tiles present 

Phase 2 2.2 3.1 3 .2 3.3 3.·1 3.5 4 . 1 4.2 4.3 •lA 4 .5 4.6 5.1 5.2 

Group l 

Group2 13 4 53 90 37 19 48 54 84 

Group3 2 2 33 34 229 " 10 24 41 32 

Group 4 5 4 3 86 26 23 39 18 46 

GroupS 

Om..-

Totnh 3 8 13 5 4 87 4 2 11 294 53 112 11 3 162 

* lnd\ld~ tik5 ;N ~min Room 18 

5.3 5.4 UIS ·rota Is 

18 36 

II 17 4 J8i 

12 17 22 225 

5.3 5.4 UIS Tonals 

38 40 2 486 

6 14 429 

80 63 5 399 

2 5 

126 117 7 1320 
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Period 3.5 footings on the south and 
west sides of Room A. Table 7 indicates 
that they were being discarded in large 
numbers from Period 3.4. Their 
presence in Period 2 is probably due to 
their intrusion from the courtyard 
pavement above. 

Previously dated by <he wri<er to the laner 
part of the I 5th century on the basis of size 
and decoration alone (Williams 1979). The 
group is not otherwise dated. HO\vever, the 
already worn plain Group 2 tiles being 
thrown away in Period 3.5 may suggest a 
manufacrure date bemreen the second and 
third quarters of the I 5th century. 

The group does not appear <o be a local 
product. The clay used in the manufacture 
of this group does contains Malvern ian grits 
however, sugges<ing that they were probably 
made som!!whcre in the Severn Valley, but 
they arc not so far known from other sites. 

Group 3 

Tiles 173-86 mm square and 23-33 mm 
thick (one 46 mm) in a hard orange/brown 
or mauve co dark grey fabric, containing 
many rounded grains of quartz up to I mm 
across) large rock fragments up to 20 mm 
across, and angular fragments of quartz up 
w 9 mm across. Undercu< edges (up to 15 
degrees), smooth bases. Glazes arc chiefly 
green or rich dark brown/black, though a 
few are clear, glazed over a cream slip. 

The group contains 237 tiles excluding 
the in sltu tiles in the cross~passage. Two of 
the tiles were decorated, one of them ( 4) by 
the slip-over-impression method. Six of the 
plain tiles were scored diagonally, but only 
three were broken into triangles. 

4 (Fig 8.1) Part of a nine-die panel. 
Geometridfloral. FT296 and 
FT29711286. 
Date: Save for three intrusive fragmems 
in Period 2 contexts, it is not until 
Period 3.4 <hat significant numbers of 
Group 3 tiles are discarded, 
accompanied by a substantial number 
of tiles in Group 2. The almost total 
absence of Group 4 tiles in this period, 
except one piece which may be 
residual, could suggeS< a pre-Group 4 
dare for manufacture, say mid· to late 
15th century. 

Group4 

Tiles 120-8 mm square, 24-32 mm thick in 
an orange/brown fabric, sometimes with a 

light grey core towards their upper surface. 
They contain a scaner of small quarr:z grains 
up to 0.5 mm across, with occasional grains 
of what may be sandstone, and smaH, 
rounded clay pellets. The clay was some· 
times poorl)r mixed, as shown by its varie~ 
gated structure. Undercut edges (up to 17 
degrees); bases retain quartz sand (0.5 mm 
grains). 

."Jtogether 556 tiles were found, ofwhieh 
364 arc plain. They equate with Poymz 
Group I (Williams 1979). Although chiefly 
glazed black, there are some probably unin· 
tentional brown/black and green examples. 
There were also forry-three tiles with trans
parent glaze over a white slip. 

In one case a plain, black-glazed Group 
4 <ile, found thrown into the fill of the pri
mary west arm of the moat in Period 4.2, 
was morrared on to the surface of a Group 2 
tile, suggesting that Group 4 tiles were being 
laid over discarded, presumably earlier, 
Group 2 tiles. 

The catalogue below includes important 
additions to the series of tiles discovered at 
Ac<On Court in 1974 (Williams 1979). 
Included in outline only are the drawings of 
riles found in 1974 but not found during the 
subsequent excavations (eg nos 5-12, 16, 
23- 5). 

The tiles arc chiefly from four· or sixteen~ 
tile panels (sec Fig 8.4 for arrangement) and 
are comparable to a large group discovered 
beneath the fioorboards of a house in Red
cliff Street, Bristol, early in the 19th century. 
Traditionally thought to have been the home 
of William Canynges the younger, a well
known merchant of Brisml in the 15th cen
tury, the tiles were removed from the floor in 
1913, and were later the subject of a com
prehensive report by Elir.abeth Eames 
(Eames 1951, 32-51). Where parallel 
designs to those from Canynges' pavement 
occur at Acton Court, the relevant design 
number is prefixed with Canynges. 

In addition to Canynges' tiles numerous 
other close parallels may be noted. The 
most impottant perhaps are those from St 
David's Cathedral (Dyfed), and a group 
from Abbot Sebroke's Pavement before the 
High Altar in Gloucester Cathedral (Kellock 
1989, 171-88). 

Catalogue of designs 

Fig 8.1 

5 Poymz Ia-I c. Three tiles from a 
sixteen-tile panel. Very similar to two 
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Figure 8.1 Medieval floor tile> scale 1:4. 
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Figu~ 8. 2 MWicool floor tile, scale 1:4. 
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tiles from the outer border of Canynges 
iii, but reversed (Earnes 1951, pi 
XXill(d)). 

6 Pt'l)mtz 2a-2c. Three tiles from a 
sixteen-tile panel. Similar co, but not 
ldem:ical with, Canynges v. The eagles 
and ruruting foliage arc quite different 
on the two sets, showing that the same 
s~:~mps could not have been used in 
their manufacture. 

7 Poymz 3a- 3d. Four tiles from a sixteen
tile panel. The same as Canyngcs ix 
and also present at St David's 
Cathedral. Examples of Poymz 3a arc 
also recorded from Stratford-on-Avon 
and Holy Trinity Church, Warwick 
(Chatwin 1936, 40). 

Fig 8.2 

8 l'oymz 4a-4d. Four tiles from a sixteen
tile panel. Similar to Canyngcs vii 
though 4a differs in having three pairs 
of veins to each leaf rather than two. 
Two examples of Poyut2 4d tiles were 
found in topsoil at nearby Olvcston 
Court in 1979 and in 1988. Olveston 
Court's golden period was in the late 
15th century, when it was held by john 
Walshe (d 1498), controller of customs 
at Bristol in 1481 , 1483 and again in 
1493. 

9 Fbynu: 5b. One tile from a sixteen-tile 
panel. Similar to Canynges vi. 

J 0 Poym:: 6a. Corner tile from a sixteen
tile panel not present in Canynges' 
pavement, but similar to a tile from 
Winchcombe Abbey, Gloucestershire 
(Williams, pers observation). 

II Fbymz 7a-7c. Three tiles from a 
sixteen-tile panel. The central design 
may be R>yncz 14. 

I 2 l'oyntz 8. Centre tile from a four-tile 
panel. 

13 Two tiles from a sixteen-tile panel. 
Canynges i. FT87/901 and FTI43/283. 

14 Two riles from a sixteen-rile panel. 
Inscription reads DEO GRATIAS. 
FT244f84 and FT45f l27. 

15 Tile from a sixte<n-tile panel. 
Inscription indecipherable. 
FT295/I 048. 

16 Fbymz 15. Tile from a sixteen-tile 
panel. 

17 Part of centre tile from a sixteen ... tile 
panel, foliate. Canyngcs vi. FT328/US. 

Fig8.3 

18 Outer tile from a sixteen-tile panel. The 
roundels and crosses are slightly larger 
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than in 19. FTI83/284. 
19 Two riles from a si.xreen-tile panel. 

FT467/1848 and II 3n35. 
20 Probably a corner tile from a sixteen~ 

rile panel, foliate. FT306/1044. 
21 Tile from a four-tile panel. Eames 

( 1951) shows this as the centre 
component of Canynges iii, as docs 
Williams: Poyntz ld (Williams 1979). 

22 Four-rile panel, the same as Poym:; 3d 
and Canyngcs xvi, showing the 
Beauchamp arms. 

23 Poym:; I I. Tile from a four-tile panel. 
Centre of Canynges i. 

24 Poymz 12. Tile from a four-tile panel. 
Canynges xvii. 

25 Poymz 13. Tile from a four-tile panel, 
cur in half diagonally for use as a 
border tile when pavement tiles arc laid 
diagonally in a room. 

26 Tile from a four-tile panel. Inscription 
almost indecipherable but may read 
'Domine jesu Miserere' (Eames 1980, 
244). Canynges xi. FT85/284. 

27 1lle from a four-tile panel with Latin 
inscription. FTI04/35. 

28 Tile probably from a four-tile panel. 
The design is unclear but it may show a 
bird's wing. There is a rosette to one 
side and pierced band above. 
FT689/ 1284. 

29 Tile from a four-rile panel, stylised 
!leur-de-lis. Canynges xx. FT 1691282. 

30 Tile from a four-tile panel, foliate. 
FT467f l 848. 

3 1 Tile showing the hub of Buckingham 
flanked by the knot of Stafford. 
FT690fl 286. The same design is 
present on a tile from the Carmelite 
Friary, Bristol, in the collection of 
Bristol City Museums and Art Gallery 
(BRSMG Reg No G394). 

32 (Not illustrated). Tile with a crowned 
'M' in the centre. No slip was applied 
to the tile, but it was glazed. 
FT435fl822. 

Dare 

The tiles arc known as the Canyngcs/Bristol 
Group on account of their pro1ifcration on 
sites in and around the Bristol area (Eames 
1980, 236-54). Eames has reassessed her 
original dating of the Canynges Pavement in 
view of a four·tile panel in the pavement 
which bears the initials RE in the o uter cor
ners (Canynges X'Xix). These initials proba
bly stand for Robert Elyot, Abbot of Sr 
Augustine's Abbey, Bristol between 1515 
and 1525. Further, his initials are present 
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on a four-tile panel from Gloucester Cathe
dral (ibid, designs 1499-1502) which 
include the initial JN for john Newland, 
Abbot of St Augustine's Abbey, Bristol from 
1481 to 1515, and on rwo riles from the 
same panel from Sr Augustine's Abbey, and 
from Anchor Road, in Bristol, in the collec
tions of Bristol City Museums and Art 
Gallery (BRSMG Reg No. G2185, G398). 
Since the arms of Robert Elyot over the 
Dean's stall in the Abbey include a oUtre 
and crozier which are not present on the 
tiles, Eames rightly suggests that the tiles in 
the pavement must have been made before 
he became abbot, and probably between 
1481 and 1515. As the fabric of Canyngcs 
xxix is the same as the others in the pave
ment, then the whole pavement must be of 
the same date. No tiles bearing the initials 
RE were found at Acton Court, possibly 
because they were considered unsuitable, 
although twelve of the patterns from the 
Canynges Pavement are present. 

"The date at which they were introduced 
ro Acton Court is unclear. They are preva· 
lent in Periods 4.2 and 4.3 contexts, and 
were evidently being discarded in large 
numbers in the late 1540s and 1550s, by 
which time some of them were in a very 
worn state. They were almost certainly laid 
during the ownership of Sir Robert Poyntz, 
who came of age in 1471, and died in 1520. 
It is conceivable that they might have been 
laid in advance of Henry Vll's visit ro AclOn 
Court in 1486. 

Group 5 

Tile 19 mm thick in a hard buff fabric con
taining small voids. Inclusions: mica, quartz, 
and small, rounded red/brown lumps. The 
single fragment (FT218/947) has a rich 
green glaze, and is Spanish in origin. 

The close trade links between Bristol and 
the Iberian Peninsula are reOected in the 
large numbers of <iles from Spain found in 
the city. Of particular note are the Spanish 
tiles in the floor in the Lord Mayor's 
Chapel, probably laid by Sir Francis Poyntz 
to decorate the chapel of his father, Sir 
Robert, who died in I 520 (\Vilfiams 1995). 
The edge of the tread on the step to the altar 
is paved with s row of pJain green tiles, rec
tangular in shape, and it may not be too fan
ciful to suggest that some were brought to 
the fanUly home at Iron Acton. 

Other fabrics 

Two fragments, 32-40mm thick, in a buff 
fabric containing many rounded Jumps of 
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unhomogenised clay up to I. 5 mm across 
are similar to Williams' Bristol Roof Tile 
Fabric Type I from Temple Street, Bristol, 
and almost certainly of local origin 
(\Villiams 1988, 145). Waste pottery in a 
similar fabric was found on Redcliffe Hill in 
BriStol (Dawson and Ponsford, forthcom
ing). They are probably 14th- or early 15th
century in date (Ponsford, pers comm). 

Three worn fragments are probably from 
large tiles, given their distinctive thickness, 
4 5- 50 mm, and square edges. The fabric is 
soft, orange to orange/brown in colour, 
greying towards the upper surface, and pit
ted throughout. Jt contains lumps of what 
may be limestone up to 14 mm across and is 
fairly micaceous. The upper surface of the 
tiles is smooth and there is no evidence of 
either slip or glaze. Probably 15th-cenrury 
in date; one example (FT 45111822) came 
from the Period 4.2 infill at the west end of 
Room Gf32. Another (FT 470/255) came 
from the fill of the construction trench of 
the Period 3.4b north wall of Room Q but 
might be intrusive. 

Tile arrangements 

Tiles were found in situ in two areas of the 
demolished house: in [he triangular courr
yard between Room G/32 and Room Q 
(?Period 3.4b), and in Room Rf28 (Period 
3.4b). In addition tiles still survive in the 
floor of the Period 4.3 cross-passage in the 
present east range. 

Triangular courtyard 

An amorphous area containing ftfteen com
plete and partially complete tiles adjacent to 
the north-west corner of Room 0. All were 
smashed and/or abraded as they lay directly 
under a modern farm track, but they proba
bly belong to the later room, Q/27 . 

The tiles were laid diagonally to the 
north·west comer of Room 0 , and were sel 
into a bed of mortar (1669) which overlay 
the consuuction trench of the north wall of 
Room 0. There were a mixture of Group 2 
and Group 3 tiles. Five had plain, yellow, 
glazed surfaces, and one was decorated 
(design 2). To the east of the tiles, at the 
same angle, were several very fractured 
pavin,g slabs. Possibly the tiles were laid as a 
repair to the stone floor. 

RoomR/28 

Three fragments of tiles on the east edge of 
the room, and white mortar in the north half 
of the room. ·mere was no evidence, such 3$ 
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impressions in lhe mortnr bed, to tndicatc 
how !he tiles we..., arranged on !he Hoor. 

:Sone of !he ules was decorated. Two of 
!hem belong in Group 2 one of lhese has a 
plain ~,now surface. The lh•rd tile also has a 
plain yeUow surface, and belongs m Group 
4. The room dates from Period 3Ab, and 
the tiles may also hn\'C been rcu•cd. 

Cross-passage 

Eight rows of tiles, c I 05 in total, arc 
arranged along•ide the north wall, with 
eighry-four tiles down the south wall. There 
were presmnably once tiles across Lhc whole 
of the passage, but those in the central part, 
subject to the greatest wear, appear to hnve 
been replaced by Pennant slabs. The tiles 
are considerably crushed and worn, and no 
patterns arc vistble. All belong in Group 3, 
and we..., cleorly ...,used 1n !he cross-passage, 
wbich was not =•ted unul Pcnod 4.3. 

How many of the rooms ot Acton Court 
we..., pa,·ed wilh floor ules has to ...,main a 
matter of speculauon because of !he damage 
to the Ooors at ground level caused by later 
farm activity. Apart from the floor in Room 
R/28, the only one known in the Period 3 
house was in Room J. h was clenrly wooden 
rather than tiled. All the olher Hoors were 
eilher destroyed or, ns in the case of Room 
G/32, were relaid at a lower level using lias 
slabs. It is possible, however, to suggest !he 
disposition of some tiles from where !hey 
were discarded. 

Room H, !he double-arched garderobe 
north-west or !he chapel, was filled in dur
ing Period 4.2, while !he medteval range was 
still standing, immed•otely prior to !he con
struction of the new west ronge. Th~ tiles in 
!he fiU must ba'" come spec.fically from !he 
mediewl chapel range, possibly from Room 
I~ built in Period 3. 5 and demohshed when 
the DC\\" north range was b01lt; or else from 
!he first Ooor of Room G /32, interpreted as 
the chapel. They consist almost exclusively 
of Group 4 tiles, with equal numbers of dec
orated and ploin tiles. Among the decorated 
tiles, thirteen designs were represented 
(Cat nos 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, II , 12, 25, Canynges 
design i, viH, xi, xx, and a former Poymz 
3d). 

A second area when: tiles were firmly 
stratified was the i>enod 4.2 infill of the 
original wt-st arm of the moat, benealh !he 
new west range. The ules ""'"' dtscarded 
after !he medieval buildmgs adjacent to !he 
chapel had been demoh~hcd. Again !hey w= predommandy Group I, !hough !he 
great maionry """' plam. The..., we..., ralher 

more Group 2 and Group 3 Hies, and only 
four Group 4 designs we..., rep.,..,nred (Cat 
nos 5, 8, I 0, and fonner fby11tz 3d}. 
They also probably eame from !he cbapd 
range. 

A third group of ules was "~thin !he 
Period 4.2 infill scaled benealh !he Hoor of 
Room 29 in the new west range. Here, 
although !he number of Group 2 tiles is 
increasing, mainly plain Group 4 tiles still 
predominate. Four designs arc represented 
(Ca t nos 5 7 and Canynges ii), 
copying !hose from the rest of !he chapel 
range. 

Anomer assemblage came from !he 
Period 4.3-4.4 infill of !he soulh arm of the 
moat, and i> morkedly different from !he 
Period 4.2 sample areas. This is likely to 
have come specifically from !he refurbish
ment and parllal rebuilding or !he south hall 
range. The ma1onty were Group 2 and 
Group 3 nics, suggesnng !hat !here were 
tiled floors m lhts part of !he house (such as 
the one survivmg m Room R/28) which pre
dated !he Period 3.5 relihng evident in !he 
chapel range. The decorated Group 4 riles 
include nine different designs (Cat nos 6-8, 
II , 24-5, former Poymz I d and 3d, and 
Canynges viii), which match the designs 
from !he chapel runge. It is clearly not possi
ble, on the distribution of designs within the 
excavation, to attribute specific Group 4 
designs to particular parts of the house. 

It is worlh noting !hat hardly any tiles 
were found in Area 2 nmongst the Period 
4.1-4.3 dcmoliuon rubble, !bought to 
derive mainly from !he medieval buildings 
bencalh !he present east rnnge. Only two 
riles (a Group 2 and a Group 4 plain tile} 
were definitely withm the dumped material_, 
suggostmg etlher !hat !he range !hey came 
from bad no tiled Ooors, or else !hat any tiles 
""'re dumped in a diiTc:...,nt part of !he soulh 
coun. 

The final group of tiles came from !he 
Period 4.6- 5.1 make-up and demolition lay
ers above the info lied south nrm of the moat, 
and almost certainly derive from the dcmol· 
ished soulh mngc. The majoriry belong to 
Groups 2 and 3, suggesting thot !hey sur
vived in situ lhroughout the life of !he 
Period 4 house. Three Group 4 designs 
we..., found (Cat nos 6-7, and 11). The tiles 
disco\'ered in 1974, relaid m a palh 10 a 
Period 4.6 5.1 cottage to !he: east of !he 
south court, may also have been salvaged 
from the soulh range:. 

There is no eviden~ for new tiles having 
been laid in !he Period 4 house, !hough the 



Period 4.3 cast range cross-passage indicates 
that some tlles were reused in a 
new location. Floors in the new house con
sisted either of boards or stone slabs (Chap
ter 5). 

Recent observations at Thornbury Cas
tle, Glouccstcrshirc, have revealed a section 
of tile paving in what must have been the 
floor of the cloister walk on the north side of 
the Privy Garden. There was a gallery above 
the cloister, which, according to an Eliza
bethan survey, was tiled with 'bricks' 
(Hawkyard 1977, 51 - 8). Most of the tiles 
known from the castle bear the arms and 
armorial badges of Edward Stafford, third 
Duke of Buckingham, who was beheaded in 
152 1. Though incomplete, the laying of this 
tile pavcmcnL is likely to have been one of 
the last \VOrks carried out at the castle, and 
must antedate Edward's death. It is pure 
speculation, buL not entirely improbable, 
that the first-floor gallery overlooking the 
garden at Acton Court (demolished in 
Period 4.2), may also have been riled. 

A sufficient number of tiles was found in 
Groups 2 and 4 10 allow temalive remarks to 
be made about their possible arrangement 
in the floors at Acton Court. Together with 
the tiles discovered on the site in 1974, there 
were c 292 decorated Iiles in Group 4 com
pared with 580 plain. The high percentage 
of decorated tiles is not surprising for this 
particular group however, as they make up 
four- or sixteen-tile panels (Fig 8.4) which 
require fewer contrasting plain tiles than sin· 
g le die designs covering the same ar<:a. ~fbc 
group also produced several cuL triangular 
tiles> nec:essary if the dies were ser diago
nally to the walls. 

Their possible arrangement in a floor 
may be compared with Lhc pavement from 
William Caoynges' house in Bristol. An 
illusmuion of the pavement was published 
by Henry Shaw in 1858 (Shaw, pi XLI). 
"rbis shows the Iiles laid diagonally to the 
walls within a border of plain riles, which 
we.re parallel to the walls. Decorated panels 
of four and sixteen tiles were arranged 
throughoul the pavement; each panel sepa
rated from the olbers by plain black Iiles. 
Early repairs to the floor arc rcprescmed by 
areas of plain yellow tiles. 

The riles in Group 2 would have been 
arranged quire differently. The designs arc 
all of the single lile variety and numbered 20 
decomted to 465 plain. The relatively small 
number of decorated tiles most likely 
reflects their uncomplicated arrangement in 
the floor. 
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Medieval and post-medieval 
ridge and roof tiles 

by .Su~annall England and Alan Vince 

A 10131 of 3 145 ceramic roof tile fragmcniS 
frorn the Acton Coun excavations was 
examined and divided into groups based on 
fabric rype. Details of manufacturing mcth" 
ods and decorative techniques were 
recorded and the spalial and chronological 
distribution of tile fragments across the site 
was examined. 

Medieval ceramic ridge tiles were first 
used on the site in Period 3, following the 
construction of the manorial complex. 
111ere was no evidence for the use of flat 
ceramic roofing tiles until the early modern 
period, probably because of the proximity of 
Pennant sandstone OUicrops. Initially the 
majority of tiles came from the Nash HiiJJ 
Lacock, kilns 28 km ro the south-east of 
Ac10n Court and from the Bristol industry. 
Later in the medieval and Tudor periods 
Minety and Malvcm Chase were used in 
preference, a uend marked also in the 
sources of pottery used on the site. The 
largest collecTion of ridge tiles comes from 
deposits of Period 4, associated with the 
destruction of much of the medieval manor 
bouse a11d the construction of the north and 
wes1 ranges of the Tudor mansion. The 
sparsity of ridge tiles from the si1e of the 
eastern court reflects the fact that the Period 
4 house had stone ridges, which survive on 
the standing ranges, although the tile frag
ments found there in Period 4 deposits may 
be evidence for the reuse of medieval ridge 
tiles on the Tudor ancillary buildings. 

Figure 8.4 Mro!i.,:olf/oo,. 
1ik, 14.}"'1ll dJagmm. 
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Table 8 Medieval roof tile: incidence and date of fabrics 
Fragmems Comuu Code Dau Ra11g.J 

752 24.60% 210 27.96% BR Late 13rh- 15th ccniUry 

177 5.79% 79 10.52% MISC Late 13th century nnd l:ucr 

53) 17.44% 84 11.19% NH l,.ntc I 3th-I 5th cenwry 

719 23.52% 142 18.91% MALV l.."Ue 14th- 16th century 

48 1.57% 19 2.5)% />.UNETY Late 14th- 16th cemu:ry 

0 .03% 0.13% i\1( I 6th century or later 

)) 1.08% 7 0.93% SSOM 16th-17th century 

2 0.07% 2 0.27% STROAT 16th .. 17th century 

II 0.3~% 0.13% NDGT 17th- 18th century 

781 25.55% 169 22.50% MOD 191.h-20th «ntuf')' 

3057 100.00% 714 100.00% Tor a/ 

It is unlikely that any of the ridge tile 
fragments found in Period 4 or later 
deposits were actually brought on to the site 
as par1 of the construction of the Tudor 
mansion. Pottery from Stroat, South Som
erset and Malvern Chase was in use at [ba[ 
time and tiles in these fabrics bavc been 
found, but not in primary deposits. Their 
distribution on site, in layers relating to the 
demolition of the Thdor south range and 
from the south court (Area 2), suggests that 
they may have been used as patching on the 
south range or on the first generation of 
farm buildings which replaced it. Another 
innovation during the later 17th century 
was the introduction of pantiles, although 
these were only ever present in small quanti~ 
ties. 

Fabrics, glaze, decoration 

The majoritY of the ridge tile fragments 
from Acton Court could be readily identi
fied as products of the Nash Hill, Minecy, 
Malvern Chase or Bristol pottery industries. 
Smaller quantities of Stroat, South Somer
set and North Devon tile'S were also present. 
All of these groups arc well known from 
medieval and later sites in the lower Severn 
valley. In addition there was a small number 
of fragments of tile of previously unrecorded 
fabrics, classed here as Miscellaneous A to 
G (with subdivisions of D into D I and 02 
and E into E I and E2) (Table 8). 

Most of the medieval and post-medieval 
tiles had a grey to dark grey core \vith an 
ox.idised surface ranging from reddish yel
low to light yellowish brown (5YR 
6/6- IOYR 6/4). Nearly all were copper 

glazed on their top surfaces. The exceptions 
were the Miscellaneous C (with a red slip 
and copper glaze on its upper surface) and 
Miscellaneous G fabrics (with a red slip 
outer surface only). Malvern Chase and 
Stroat tiles were lead glazed. 

With only one sherd of each, it was 
impossible to determine whether or not the 
Miscellaneous F and G fabrics were ridge 
tiles. All other tiles had knife-cut ridges 
excluding the Malvern variety and modern 
examples. There were remarkably few 
hand-moulded ridges on Malvern tiles and 
all four have been illustrated in the cata
logue. Decoration was limited to applied 
strips on Bristol tiles, possibly one similar 
example of this on a Nash Hill tile (Fig 
8.5. 7), and wavy incised lines on a number 
of Miscellaneous B and a few Miscella
neous E sherds. 

Distribution on site 

Six assemblages of tile have been isolated as 
being of particular relevance for establish
ing the chronology of tile use on the site or 
for establishing on which buildings particu
lar cypes of tile were used. 

Group a 
134 fragments of tile found to the south
east of Room G (Period 3.2-3.3, Context 
1802). This is interpreted as construction 
debris related to the extension of Room G 
and is dominated by Bristol tiles, many of 
which were decorated with applied strips 
and knife-cut creSts. There were also six 
Nash Hill tiles and one Mise E I tile with 
wa''Y combed decoration . 



126 94.03% BR 
0 .75% MlSC cl 

I 0.75% MOD 
6 4.48% NH 

134 100.00% 1MiJI 

G•·oup b 
268 fragments ffom Period 4.1-4.3 dump 
layers in Area 2, beneath the west side of the 
south court. This is intefPreted as demoli
tion material, probably originating in 
medieval buildings (including Room S) 
beneath the Period 4.1 east range. Bristol 
tiles arc the most common type in this 
assemblage, followed by Nash Hill, Mise 
(fabrics A, B, C, D I, D2, E I and E2), 
Malvern Chase, Minecy and a single frag
ment of Stroat tile. The wide vuiecy of fab
rics represented may suggest that a number 
of buildings, erected and repaired at differ
ent times, wc.re once present. 

I 0 .37% AI< 
133 49.63% BR 
19 1.09% MALV 

5 1.87% MINETY 
4 1.49% ~USCA 
II 4. 10% ~usc s 
4 1.49% MISCC 
3 1.12% MISC Dl 

I 0. 37% ~usc 02 
2 0.75% MISCEI 
I 0.37% MISC E2 
84 31.3•1% NH 

268 100.00% Total 

Group c 
118 fragments were found in demolition 
material probably deriving from Rooms H, 
J, K, L, M and N, thrown into the primary 
west arm of the moat and into Room H, 
beneath the Tudor west range. 

34 28.81 % BR 
46 38.98% MALV 

0.85% MINETY 
0.85% MISCA 

3 2.54% MISCB 
2 1.69% MISCC 

0 .85% NUSCEI 
9 7.63% MOD 
2 1 li.SO% NH 

118 100.00% '/bud 

Groupd 
377 fragments from demolition material, 

BUILDING MATERIALS: FINDS AND SPECIALIST REPORTS 

probably from the refitting and partial 
rebuilding of the south range, thrown into 
the south, cast and northern arms of the 
moat (Period 4.3-4.5). 

62 16.45% BR 
226 59.95% MALV 

1·1 3.71% MINETY 
16 4 .24% MISCA 
I 0 .27% M.JSCB 
2 0.53% MJSCC 
3 0.80% MISCDI 
I 0 .27% MISC 02 
16 4.24% MISCE2 
I 0.27% MISCF 

5 1.33% MOD 
30 7.96% NH 

317 100.00% Total 

Groupe 
357 fragments from the Period 4.6-5.2 rubble 
spread in the east court and deriving in pan 
from the demolition of Rooms 34, 35 and 36. 

124 34.73% BR 
16 4.48% MALV 
II 3.08% ML-..:ETY 
1 1.96% M!SCEI 
29 8. 12% MOD 
170 47.62% NH 

357 100.00% 'lOla/ 

Grortpf 
Ninecy-1wo fragments of tile from the demo
lition spread above the infillcd south arm of 
the moat. This material is presumably 
derived from the centraVwest part of the 
Tudor south range and west range. 

II 

38 
5 
3 

4 

13 
10 
4 

11.96% 

41.30% 
5.43% 
3.26% 
1.09% 
1.09% 

4.35% 
14.13% 
10.87% 
4.35% 
1.09% 
1.09% 

100.00% 

Discussion 

BR 
•\-\A LV 

M!NETY 
MISCA 
MJSC B 
•WSC02 
,\>USC El 
M!SC POST MED 
MOO 
NH 
SSOM 
STROAT 

7bral 

Ceramic ridge tiles first occur in the west of 
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England in the later 12th cenrury. At that 
time, however. they were uncommon and 
may have been limited to buildings of high 
starus. lr is highly unlikely that any of the 
Acton Court tiles arc of this date and the 
quite extensive deposits of Periods 2 and 3.1 
contain no contemporary rile, and only a 
very few fragments of obvious intrusive tile. 
Ceramic ridge tiles became much more 
common during the second half of the 13th 
century and indeed, becan1e a staple prod
uct of the large regional ponery production 
centres such as those 3t Bristol, Minery, 
South Glamorgan and Herefordshire. An 
intcr.'Sting feature of the ridge tiles of this 
period is that they are widely distributed, 
and can be found as far from their source as 
the contemporary pottery made in the same 
cenlres. Given thls pattern, ic is not surpris
ing to find ridge tiles from se\'eral local pot
tery production centres at Acton Court. ln 
the later medieval and Tudor periods, from 
the second half of the 14th cenrory into the 
16th century, the 1\-l.inety and Malvern 
Chase centres increased their output 3t the 
e..xpense of the other indusrries, such as 
Bristol and Nash Hill, both of which may 
have ceased production of both pot and ti.le 
before the end of the 15th century. TI1e tiles 
in groups b and c, thrown away in the 16th 
century, probably represent material from a 
variety of buildings, some perhaps being 
original 13th-century structures, others per
haps later buildings on which earlier tiles 
were: relaid whilst others still must have 
come from subsequent rebuilding or repair 
work. Group d, deposited in the mid-16th 
century, is also likely to contain a range of 
medieval ridgt: tiles which were still in usc 
up till that time, sorne of which were par
ti~lly reconstruCt3ble (sec Fig S.S.I, for 
example). The higher proportion of 
Mal,..,m Chase tiles in this deposit, c 61 per 
cem, as opposed to c 46 per cem in group c 
may have been a consequence of the later 
15th- or 16th-cenrury refurbishment of the 
south range of the manor house. 

t'v\ahrern Chase ridge tiles were certainly 
still in usc in the mid-16th century, for 
example in Hereford and Gloucester, and 
are included among the products of the 
Stroat and Welsh Borderland kilns. It is 
therefore conceivable that some of the 
Malvern Chase tiles found at Acton Court 
were brought on to the site at the time of 
construction of the Tudor mansion. The 
scarcity of definitely late tiles, only I. 9 per 
cent of the total assemblage, and the pres· 
ence of stone crest JTagrncnrs suggests how-

ever that few tiles were acrually used in the 
construction of the mansion and that the 
few potential Tudor period ridge tiles were 
actually later purchases, brought on to the 
site to repair the mansion's roofs or to cover 
the first generation of farm buildings. 

Flat roof tiles were used sporadically in 
the west of England in the 12th century. 
111e abundance of good stone for roofing 
inhibited the development of the roof tile 
industry in the region , however, and 
ceramic roof riles only came imo general 
use during the 16th century, at the same 
time and in the same fabrics as bricks. It 
may be, therefore, that the Tudor mansion 
at Acton Court was both built too early 
and with too ready access to Pennant stone 
for such roof tiles to have been extensively 
used on the site. ·me only use of ceramic 
tiles before the 1920s, when double
Roman tiles were introduced, was in the 
17th and 18th centuries, when a few pan~ 
dies were used (nineteen fragmentS have 
been recovered from 17th- or 18th-century 
deposirs). 

Fabric analysis 

About forty fragments of the Miscella
neous groups were thin-sectioned. The 
major fearores of the petrology are given 
below: 
A contained large iron ore and 

sandstone inclusion• (up to 0.6 rnm 
across). It also had an isotropic clay 
matrix with plagioclase feldspar, 
sandstone, chert and muscovite. 
There was some polycrystalline 
stretche-d quartz, characteristic of 
quartz from a metamorphic source. 

8 similar to We Miscellaneous A fabric 
but for the absence of metamorphic 
quartz, large iron ore and sandstone 
inclusions, to be replaced by shell 
(some gastropod voids were seen with 
the naked eye). 

C had a pink core, birefringent matrixJ 
quartz, plagioclase feldspar, 
sandstone, muscovite, red and black 
iron ore. 

D similar to C in inclusion rypes bur 
with a Jargcr grain size, an isotropic 
clay matrix and grey core. 

E the only fabric to contain biotite as 
well as muscovite. 

F contained abundant quartz and 
moderate chert. 

0 contained sparse siltstone, quartz and 
chert. 
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Catalogue 7 Bristol fabric. The coppcr-glaud tile 

Fig8.5 
appears to have been smoothed by a 
pinching of thumb and forefinger, then 

I Nash Hill fabric. A copper-glazed rubbed along the tile edge with no 
knife-cut ridge tile with hollows where a smoothing of the excess clay pushed up 
finger smoothed the tile. Dimensiom: either side of the tile. DimemiOns: hbc 
hbc 66 mm; hp 86 mm; Wt 12 mm av, 17 mm; bp 42 mm; wt II mm; iw 50 
14 mm at base; iw 114 mm. Period 4.3 mm; dsp 21 - 9 mm. Period 5.3 (2712) 
( 1931) 8 Bristol fabric. There is a shoulder to 

2 Nash Hill fabric. There are striations the copper-glazed tile where the ridge 
on the copper~glazed rile running has been joined to the tile making the 
parallel to the ridge where the knife has region above the shoulder slightly 
pulled grit along the surface. There thinner. Dlmcusions: hbc 34 mm; hp 70 
may be a missing applied s~rip parallel mm; dsp 60 mm; wt 1 1 mm (above 
to the tile edge. Dime11simu: hbc 87 mm; shoulder); 14 rnm (below shoulder); iw 
bp 110 mm; \vt 12 nun; iw 180 mm. 74 mm. Period 4.2 ( 1067) 
Period 4.2 ( 1064) 9 Bristol 2 fabric. A copper glaze. The 

3 Nash Hill fabric. A copper-glazed tile. decorative strip is applied using finger 
Dimtmsions: hbc 24 mrn; hp 48 mm; wt pressure parallel w the line of the strip. 
15 mm; iw 43 mm. Periods 4.6- 5.2 Dimensr'ons: hbc 28 mm; hp 66 mm; wt 
(722) 12 mm; iw 82 mm; has 5 mm. Period 

4 Mincty fabric. There is a faint bump 4. L-4.3(538) 
below the crest which has been 10 Bristol fabric. A copper glaze. There 
pinched. The rjJe is narrower in middle arc faint intermittent lines running 
height and the edge smoothed by parallel along the ridge surface where 
pressing in the edges leaving excess clay grit has been dragged along when 
remains below the tile in low mounds. finishing the crcsrs and troughs. 
Dimensions: hbc 153 mm; bp 179 mm; Dimensr'on.s: hbc 20 mm; hp 40 mm; wt 
wt 11 mm (mid) 13 mm (nr base); wb 11 mm; iw 49 mm; dhp (outer su.rface) 
238 mm; dsp 26-4 mm. Period 4.4 31- 24 mm; (inner surface) 36-34 mm. 
(2150) Period 4.4-4.6 (518) 

5 Mincry fabric. The copper glaze II Bristol fabric. A copper glaze wilh a 
appears yellow in places; this may have rightly 'twisted' applied strip possibly 
resulted from a reaction between the made with the small finger. The deeper 
fabric limestone and the glaze. The tile centre to the indent suggests that the 
has been well finished with walls of an finger was used at a 90 degree angle to 
even thickness except for the internal press the strip to the tile. The tile edge 
bump below the crest. Dimemions: hbc has been finished by hand pressing the 
87 mm; hp 115 mm; wt 12 mm; iw 198 edge at a slight angle off 90 degrees 
nun; dsp 26-4 mm. Period 4.3 (1993) with low clay mounds running along 

6 Bristol fabric. The copper glaze is the top edge. Dimensions: WI 10 mm. 
opaque in some areas, maybe because Period 4.4-4.5 (3070) 
of some impurity in it, or because the 12 Bristol fabric. The loose t\visted applied 
copper was not thoroughly mixed into strip on !he copper-glazed tile was 
the lead glaze before application. There probably made using the side of a 
is a shoulder where the ridge has been finger. Dimcutious: wt 1 0 mm. Period 
joined to the tile making the wall above 4.1-4.3 (528) 
the shoulder thicker. The crest tips are 13 Malvern fabric. This Malvern tile is 
pressed to one side to flatten their tops higher fired and has a thicker wall. The 
parallel to the ridge line. The tile crest is made of two applied additions. 
interior is unevenly smoothed. The tile The previous tile could have been 
edge has been smood1ed and pressed similarly made, with !he tell-tale signs of 
into the tile forming a slight bulge production being lost from a more 
making it chicker than other parts of !he thorough finish. The interior bas been 
wall. Dim.-m'olls: hbc 23 mm; hp 43 finished with a straight-sided tool. 
mm; dsp 29 mm; \vt 13 mm (above Dimensions: hbc 27 mm; hp 45 mm; wt 
shoulder) 10 mm (below shoulder); iw 21 mm; iw 68 mm. Period 4.3 (1991) 
72 rnm; dhp 20- 15 mm. Period 5.3 14 Malvern fabric. The lead-glazed hand-
(84) moulded crest is made from a pinched 
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mound of the tile body covered by an 
applied strip, forming a 'skewed curve' 
shape. Dimensions: hbc 27 mm; hp 32 
mm; W[ 13 mm; iw 48 mm. Period 4.3 
(2065) 

15 Malvern fabric. The lead-glazed hand
moulded crest is secured to the tile by 
pressing with the thumb fingertip, then 
bending the thumb to the right, 
creating a 'mound' where the first 
phalange joins the second. The crest
tile join is reinforced by pressing the 
right edge of the crest to the body. 
Dimmsions: hbc 13 mm; hp 23 mm; wt 
1 1 mm; iw 44 mm. Period 5.2 (1386) 

16 Malvern fabric. The lead-glazed hand· 
moulded crest is quite simply made 
compared to the other Malvern cresrs 

with the cresr pressed to the body 
forming a trian,gular shape. Dimensions: 
bbc 19 mm; hp 630 mm; wr 11 mm; iw 
74 mm. Period 4.1-4.3 (529) 

Fig8.6 

17 Miscellaneous 01 fabric. A copper 
glaze. Dimemions: hbc 36 mm; bp 51 
mm; wt 15 mm; iw 73 mm; dhp 19- 12 
mm. Period 4.3 (1991) 

18 t'vtiscellaoeous E 1 fabric. A copper 
glaze with an asymmetrically cut ridge. 
Dimensions: hbc 42 mm; hp 73 mm; wt 
14 mm; iw 70 mm; dhp 37-18 mm. 
Period 4.4-4.6 (518} 

19 Miscellaneous B fabric. There is wavy 
combed decoration on the copper 
glazed tile. At every marked change in 

20 

Figur~ 8.6 MtdWwl ndg.: 
rift• (drawing: 
Sul!amtalt Ertg/amf). 

Figuro 8. S (/od11g pog<) 

MtdU:wl n·· tile 
( draf,•illt: 
Sw:amtalt Entlmtd). 
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the decoration there is a third faint line 
on the outer edge of the curve. Each 
knife cut crest is cut through the centre 
perpendicularly to the ridge forming a 
'lens, knife cur 13 mm tall and 3 mm 
across. This reduces the strength of the 
die as can be seen on the "left' crest 
which, in reality, has cracked along 
both the tile and ridge. Similarly the 
break to the far 'right' is at a point 
where one of these holes was made. 
The 'right' crest is intact because me 
knife cut lens, initiated from the unseen 
side of the tile, failed to come tl>rough 
to the other side of the crest. 
Dimensions: hbc 152 mm; hp 180 mm; 
wt 15 mm (on average); wb 214 mm; 
dshp 27- 13 mm. Period 4.1-4.3 (53 1) 

20 Miscellaneous E2 fabric. A red slip 
under a pale copper glaze with yellow 
patches may be due to the limestone in 
the fabric. TI1is is the most complete of 
any of the tiles, except for the missing 
ridge which lay along the region of 
hollows. These hollows (some glaze
filled) occur where the ridge troughs 
joined the tile and were pressed to the 
tile by dragging a finger transversely 
across the ridge. DimmsioiiS: hbc 118 
mm; wt 13 mm (near top) I I mm (ncar 
base); wb 250 mm. Period 4.3 
(869/875/883) 

21 North Devon gravel tempered fabric. 
The gravel temper provides a minutely 
pined surface which makes darker 
green 'hollows' and paler green 'peaks'. 
The tile may have been formed from 
three pieces of clay, two flat slabs of 
different tJ1ickness joined by a clay 
sausage. The interior is crudely 
smoothed. Dimensions; hbc 24 mm; hp 
54 mm; wt 14-19 mm; iw 72 mm; dhp 
22--16 mm. Period 5.1 ( 185) 

Architectural fragments 

by Kirsty Rodwell 

There arc c 400 catalogued pieces of struc
tur.JI stone, derived from three main con
texts: loose surface fragments, including 
items like the sundial (sec below); reused 
pieces built into the standing house and out
buildings, many of which were exposed only 
during repairs; and excavated fragments, 
principally from the infilling of the moat. 
The stone is invariably CotswoJd limestone, 
which was extensively reused; a number of 
pieces have two different mouldings, and 

not all of it was originally intended for 
Acton Court. Nicholas Poyntz reputedly 
took stone from Kingswood Abbey, ncar 
Wotton-under-Edge for his rebuilding work, 
and at Newark Park, a new house, this reuse 
can be demonstrated (Chapter 6). The fol
lowing catalogue is therefore selective, plac
ing the greatest emphasis on pieces which 
can be linked to the site either by stratifica
tion or association. 1\1.any stones reused in 
Period 5 repeat detailing of the Period 4 
house, which is illustrated in more complete 
form elscwhcrel and have therefore been 
omined. 

Catalogue 

WiJldOWS 

Fig 8.7 
J Complete window; three cinqucfoilcd 

lights, Perpendicular tracery with four 
foiled lights, arched head and label with 
square stopsl glazing groove and 
stanchions to upper lights. Reset in 
Period 4.3, E 1.1 0; the mullions have 
been reduced in length. There are very 
similar windows in lhe oriel chamber at 
South Wraxall, Wiltshire (Wood 1965, 
pi LV.H; c 1435), and in the church of 
St Leonard at Farleigh Hungerford, 
Somerset (Harvey 1978, 6g 12.8, 186; 
by 1443). For related windows in 
domestic chapels, including Woodlands 
Manor, Merel \Viltshire, see \Vood 
1965,242. 

2 Complete monolithic window, 
flamboyant tracery with five cuspcd 
lights framed externally by two orders 
of imersecting ribs; the outer bears 
eroded emblems in relief. Deeply cut 
complex moulding. Reset as a porch 
light, El.S in Period 5.3. The sequence 
of paint layers on the internal face 
indicates that this window was moved 
from the Period 4.3 porch, El.4 added 
to the central stack, together with the 
arch (Fig 5.2). For a discussion of its 
original position sec C hapter 3, Period 
3.5; another possibility is that it 
originated as a squint, cf Wanswcll 
Court, G!ouccstershirc (Oswald 1954, 
896; Wood 1965, pi31B). This window 
is of French rype, cf Howard 1987, pi 
I I 0, part of a larger group from the site 
discussed below. The mouldings and 
intersecting rib detail are related to 
examples in the Poyntz chantry, St 
Mark's chapel, Bristol. 
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3 Composite reconstruction, showing the 
largest of at least seven fragments from 
more lhan one window; two four-centred 
lights, hexagonal tracery light, chamfered 
exremaJ moulding, raised imern.al rib 
with traces of limcw·ash. Sockets for 
stanchions and saddle bars, no glazing 
groove, but secondary dressing of stone 
indicates the presence of glass. Period 4.3 

IIUILDING MATERIALS : FIND S AND SPECIALIST REPORTS 

d 

' d 4 

3 

••s-=~~~·e:======------~'. 
(1048), south moat; Period 5.1, raking 
buttress E1.17. The hall windows at 
Ashleworth Court, Gloucestcrshire, are 
similar in form but have cusped ~ghts 
(Wood 1965, pi XIX. B). At Great 
Chalfield, Wiltshire the hall windows are 
uncusped, but have diamond-shaped 
tracery lights (National Trust I 986a). 
Closest in form are the heads of the oriel 

Fi'gul't 8. 7 f>m'od 3 
nri'ldows; 1-4 

(2 and 4, scale at riglu; 
mouJdiJigS, J.C4f.t Ql kjl), 
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windows nt Athclhumpton, Dorset 
(RCHME 1970, pi 94). 

4 Four-centred window head, chamfered 
externally, rebated internnlly for 
shuner. Type related to 3, Period 4.2 
(1284), west moat. 

Fig8.8 

5 Arched surround, roll-moulded 
externally, rebated antcmally, glazing 
groo•-e. Coarse-gra.ancd shelly limestone 
which has been subjected to heat. 

7 

8 

25 

24 

Period 3.1- 3.2 (1863), reused as parr 
of a stone-lined drain. One of the very 
few architectural fragments from a 
Period 3 context. Others arc Fig 8.8.13 
and two fragments of roll moulding 
built into the Period 3.4 porch. 

6 Incomplete ribbed multion uith terminal 
roll bis«ting a hollow-moulded tr:UlSOm 
with fillcL The upper face has setting-out 
lines. Period 4.3 (1048), soulh moat. 

7 Jllullion of '"TY similar profile, 0.18 m 
long with saddle-bar socket and glazing 



groove. Dovecote, north field. There 
was a third variant of this type, also 
from context 1048: L5th cenrury, cf 
Harvey 1978, 263 fig 30. 

8 Mullion 0.32 m long, broken through 
saddle-bar sockets, hollow-chamfered 
ogee moulding with angular ribs, 
asymmetrically cut, glazing groove, 
traces oflimewash. Perlod 4.4-4.5 
(2144): 15th century, cfHarvey 1978, 
250 fig 17; 256 fig 23; King's College 
Chapel, Cambridge (RCHM.E J 959, 
107). 

Fig 8.9 

9 Arched surround, hollow-chamfered 
moulding with glazing groove and trace 
of cusp. Leaf decoration in spandrel. 
Reused, there are traces of another 
moulding on the top of the block. 
Dovecote, north field: c 1500, cf very 
similar cusped windows in the east oriel 
at Litttle Sodbury, Gloucestershire 
(Tipping 1937, lOS pi 158) . 

I 0 Four-centred arch, rectangular 
surround, hollow-<:harnfered moulding 
finishing in a roll, glazing groove. One 
face has been roughly dressed back. 
Built into Period 5 . I raking buttress 
El.l7. This moulding pattern is 
common in domestic buildings c 1500, 
cr the north front of Great Chalfield, 
Wiltshire (Tipping 1921,319 p1357), 
and the west front of Litde Sodbury, 
G loucestershire (Sykes 1988, 45). 

Not illustrated: south moat, points from 
cusped tracery (205, I 042); channelled 
mullions as Figs S.llh/5.12, Period 4.2 
(1478, 1991). 

Doors and arches 

II Four-centred arch with Oat back, hollow
chamfered ogee moulding, Tudor rose 
and leaves in spandrel. Built into Period 
5.1 raking buttress 61.17: c 1500, there 
arc very similar arched doorways at Little 
Sodbury, Gloucestershire (Tipping 1937, 
Ill, pll63). 

Fig 8.8 

12 jamb 0.26 m long, with fragment of 
return, bollow-<:harnfered ogee 
moulding related to I 0, glazing groove. 
On the (everse a rebated ribbed 
moulding probably from a doorcase cf 
Fig 8.8.17. Built into Period 5.1 raking 
buttress 61.17: c 1500-50, probably 
first used as a window moulding. 

BUILDING MATERIALS : F INDS AND SPECIALIST REPORTS 

9 

13 Angled respond base with hollow
chamfered moulding, top of block 
broken through a second moulding. A 
secondary socket for a door jamb 0.15 m 
deep has been cut into one face. Period 
3.1 (2407), west arm of south porch. 
Reused as a foundation in Period 4, 
fractured by compression and not lifted: 
probably from the outer arch of the 
Period 3.4 porch, ef Great Chalfield, 
Wiltshire (Tipping 1921,322 pl360). 

14 Engaged asymmetric hexagonal base 
with ogee moulding. Built into Period 
5 .1 raking buttress El.17: 15th 
century, at Great Chalfield, Wiltshire, 
the arch to the north oriel has similar 
bases, with round shafts (Tipping 1921, 
324, pi 362). 

·'---'---'"~ 

Figm~ 8. 9 A rr.ltlumnul 
Jragnrutu.· wiruWws <md 
door 9-/J. 

10 
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15 Jornb 0.35 rn long, curvilinear moulding 
with raised rib, rebated internally. 
Period 5.1 ( 1306). This moulding is 
related to the French-scyle window Fig 
8.7.3; for discussion sec bdow. 

16 Wave-moulded jamb 0.4 1 m long, 
rebate for door and socket for drawbar. 
Reused plinth or buttress coping, the 
face is slightly concO\'e and has been 
dressed back. Surface, central 
courtyard: from the Period 4 house. 

17 jamb, three pieces, maximum leng'tb 
0.28 m, ribbed and hollow-chamfered 
moulding, rebate for door. The 
illustrated block is reused, with a wave
moulded rib on the reverse. Built into 
Period 5.1 <hickening of the south wall, 
Room 21; also Period 5.2 ( 1163). From 
the Period 4 house, possibly Room 22. 

Roof fittings 

Ridge pieces (not illustrated); a number of 
fragments were found, mostly of the type 
that survives on the east and north ranges. 
There is one heavier exarnple, with a side 
150 mm deep and 38 mm thick.) cerminating 
in a roll 65 mm in diameter. Period 5.1 
(2643), demolition of south range. From 
the Period 3 house, where clay ridge tiles 
were also used (see above). 

18 Ogee-moulded chimney stack base, two 
pieces. West wall, east range (E3), 
Period 5.1 rebuilding. The moulding is 
similar to the Period 4.2 stacks on the 
north range. Probably from the 
demolished stack between the south 
and east ranges, Period 4.3. 

Mouldings 

Only pieces stratified in [he moat deposits 
have been included. Not illustrated: plain 
ashlar blocks, stone working debris, cham
fered, hollow-chamfered and roll-moulded 
fragments. 

19 Coping with drip groove, 0.35 m long. 
Period 4.3 ( 1455), south moat: one of 
three similar fragments, probably from 
a buttress, Period 3. 

20 Double ogee and fillet, 0.16 m long, 
weathered. Period 4.3 (1477), south 
moat: probably from the Period 3 
house. 

21 Double-sided roll moulding, 0.14 m 
long. Eleven fragments from various 
contexts including Period 4.3 (1402), 
sou<h moat; and Period 5.1 demolition 
layers. 

22 Wave moulding, 0.26 m long, wi<h 
traces of whhe mortar and Jimewash. 
Period 4.3 (1402), south moat: cf Fig 
8.8.16. 

23 Ogee, 0.08 m long, traces oflimewash. 
Period 4.3 (1948), south moat. 

24 Cyma recta, 0.11 m long, a 
construction offcut, one end sawn 
through and snapped off. Period 4.3 
( 1402), south moat: from the Period 4 
house. 

25 HoUow-chamfered ogee, an offcut 0.05 m 
long. Period 4.3 (1992), south moat: ef 
Fig 8.8.8. 

Finials 

Fig 8.10 

26 Knobbed finial, tapered square section, 
very weatllered. Period 4.3 (1477) 
south moat. From the Period 3 
house. 

27 Waisted finial, octagonal section below 
collar, ribbed above, de<ail obscured by 
weathering and fractures. Period 5. 1 
( 1307), demolition of south range. 
Probably a gable finial from the Period 
3 house. 

28 Engaged ribbed pinnacle, from the 
apex of an ogcc-archcd hood. Period 
5. 1 (419); from the Period 3 house, ef 
monument in [ron Acton church (Verey 
1976, 277). 

Nor illuJtrared: sections of at least six more 
octagonal finials (one cap, five bases) of the 
same type as those on the east range (Period 
4. 1,cfFig S. l lk), from Period 5.1 contexts, 
also a fmgmcnt from the west moa< ( 1277; 
Period 4.2). 

Drain 
29 Recessed square drain cover with 3[ 

least ten holes. Fractured, the upper 
surfaces are water .. worn> the lower have 
lime solution deposits. Period 4.2 
( 1 01262), west moat. 

Paving slabs 

Not illustrated: fragments of rectangular 
paving slabs 0.19-0.22 m wide and 0. 7 m 
thick. Period 4.3 (1931, 1992), south moat. 
Similar to the paving in Room 21. 

Sculptural fragments 
Nor illustrated: two gargoyles of similar type, 
from the Period 3 house, reused in Period 
5.1 buttr<'Sses on the east elevation (E I.6, 
El.l7). Both have gaping mouths with lat
ticed ribs below the chin, and hollowed 



eyes. The southern, which is slightly larger, 
has more pronounced pointed cars and a 
curly mane. Both are \VCathered; 15th cen .. 
tury. 

30 Trefoil cusped arch in shallow relief, 
the moulding on the edge of the block 
may be unrelated. A lamp niche, the 
underside of the arch became soot
blackened before it was broken. Period 
4.2 (127), wes• moa1. 

Fig 8.11 

31 Four adjoining pieces from a flat· 
backed panel with two finished edges, 
bartered and weathered with secondary 
dressing-back of the engaged column; 
dovecote, north field. The engaged 
column is patterned with imbricated 
leave-s, bound with a spiral moulding 
and has a ribbed capital. From it spring 
rwo converging rracericd arches, the 
lower cuspcd with a foliate terminal. 
This is a French flamboyant-style door 
surround; similar engaged columns 
formed part of a window surround on a 
timber-framed house ncar Chateaudun 
(Pugin 1837, pi 12), and doorcases of 
this type, with columns or bunresse-s 
flanking elaborate blind-traceried 
overdoors can be seen at Thouars~ 
Dcux-SI!vr<s, and Chateau d'O, Orne 
(Babelon 1989,69- 70, 76-8), both 
c 1500. There are also links with the 
canopied tomb mentioned below 
(discussion to nos 49 and 50), which 
has imbric-3led scales as a background 
on the canopy, and a related moulding 
on the canopy arches. 

The following fragments were all deposited 
in the south moat. 

Fig 8.12 

32 The edge of a recessed panel with 
flowing blind tracery ( 1477). 

33 Tracery fragments related to 32 (1480); 
several other smaller pieces were found. 
Their small scale suggests that they are 
internal.) and from a door or window 
surround, or canopied niche. They are 
related to the French-style stonework 
discussed below. 

34 Angular moulding with ribs in the form 
of £leurs-de-lis (1983). Probably from a 
crocketcd finial) c.f monument in (ron 
Acton church (Vcrcy 1976, 277). 

35-7 Twining leaf decoration in very high 
relief, four related fragments: 

SUil..OING MATERIALS: I'IKOS AND SPEC IALIST REPORTS 
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35 Pair of leaves anached by their rips to a Figur.1 8.10 A rt!tit« mrW 

sliver of roughly finished background. jraglt~flltJ:fimab ~rc 
The veins are represented by finely 26- JO. 

scratched parallel lines (1983). 
36 Leaf in the same style, attached to a 

plain rod-shaped mount, broken 
through the stem (935). 

37 Two fragments of intersecting leaf 
stems with curled terminals. They are 
carved in the round; the backs are 
roughly finished, and the faces ribbed 
in the manner of the hair on Fig 
8.12.38 (935). This scylistic connection 
indicates a date of c 1500 for all these 
fragments (see below). 

This style of decoration is not typical of 
English Perpendicular leaf ornament, which 
tends to be formalised and rectilinear, eg the 
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hood mould on the hall oriel at Compton 
\Vynyates, Warwickshire (Sykes 1988, 106). 
It is much close.r to the windows in the 
south front of Wolfeton House, Dorset, 
added before 1534, which have labels with 
exuberant foliage carving and figurative 
stops (RCHME 1970, 64-6; Oswald 1959, 
60-5, pi 52; Sykes 1988, 171). The French 
character of this detailing has been noticed 
(Howard 1987, 178-9), and is sufficiently 
close to examples in Normandy, eg at 
Chateau d'O, Orne (Babelon 1989, 76-8) 
to indicate an immigram craftsman (sug
gested by Oswald 1959, 62 note I). Similar 
bands of heavily undercut leaf ornament can 
be seen on the very elaborate late Gothic 
oriel from the Grande Maison des Andelys, 
Normandy, now incorporated into High
cliffe Castle, Dorset (Hussey 1942, 855, fig 
3; Pevsner and Uoyd 1967, 291- 3, pi 44; 
personal observation). TI>ey also occur on 
the canopied niches and reredos in the 
Poynrz chapel, Bristol (Roper 1913, 12). 

Other French examples include La Chapelle 
du St Esprit, Rue, Somme (personal obser
vation). 

38 Pan of a small head; the left eye has a 
drilled pupil and a bushy eyebrow, the 
brow is furrowed, the hair fringed and 
long at the side. The nose is broken; 
striations on the check suggest a beard 
(1987). Unweathered, probably an 
internal label stop. The carving of the 
eye and the treatment of the hair relate 
it to the heads on the fireplace (49, 50), 
Figs 8.16, 8. 17. 

39 Crown, three adjoining fragments, the 
stone is soft and abraded. Above a band 
of alternating rosettes and pellets 
representing jewels, is a frieze of 
emblems in relief, broken except for a 
fleur~de-Jis and a smaU rosette; behind 
these is a Outed cap. The basal rim is 
grooved and the interior is hollow, 0.19 
min diameter (935). A closed crown of 
England, probably from a royal arms, cf 
numerous examples in King's College 
Chapel, Cambridge, carved in relief for 
more than half ilieir circumference, eg 
amechapel screen 1508-15 (RCHJ'vtE 
1959, pl161), including a detail 
showing the basal rim of a crown 
carved with a running scroU and the 
hollow interior (ibid, pi 160). A very 
similar crown occurs in the royal arms 
of Henry VIII and Catherine of Aragon 
set in the ceiling of the Poynrz chapel, 
Bristol (Gomme ec a/1979, 71). For a 
domestic example above an entrance 
porch, cf Compton Wynyates, 
Wanvickshire (Henry VID; Sykes 1988, 
102). This is formed from blocks 
carved with individual elements of the 
arms and has a brick background. For 
an example in a classical surround 
c 1535 cf Cowdray House, West Sussex 
(Howard 1987, 186 pi 116). 

Fig 8.13 

40 Cavetto-moulded ground 'vith the 
corner of a shield in relief. This has a 
raised rim and part of a cbequer. The 
back of the block is tlat and has traces 
of white mortar. Pe.riod 5.1 (419) 
demolition layer. From a panel, cf the 
paired shields in the upper stage of Iron 
Acton churchyard cross (Verey 1976, 
277, pi 50); the spandrels of the gate to 
the east court (Fig 4.44), and the reset 
panel in the south wall of the north 
range (E4. 14): both of these have 
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scrolled surrounds and raised borders. 
For the shield shape cf Montacute, 
Somerset; Clifton Maybank front 
(Dunning 1991, 10 1). 

41 Two fragments of vine scroll, with 
bunches of grapes and a twisted tendril 
(1477). Probably related to Fig 
8. 14.47. Vine scrolls are widespread in 
both French and English decoration of 
the period, cflabel mouldings at 
Wolfeton House (op cir above), La 
C hapellc du St Esprit; Compton 
Wynyares door surrounds (Sykes 1988, 
98), Mucbelney Abbey, Somerset 
fireplace surround (Cook 1968, 55). 

42 Chip from pulvinated frieze 'vith leaf 
ornament, fragmentary dentils below 
the fillet. One edge of the block is 
finished and has traces of white 
mortar; there are also traces of 
limewash on the mouldings (1991). 
Probably from an overdoor, cf Lacock, 
Wiltshire (Howard 1987, 193, fig 123), 
For a den tilled cornice cf King's 
College, Cambridge, chapel screen 
(RCHJ\ffi 1959, pi 185); for frieze cf 
Blunt 1980, 8 1, pi 55, Louvre, Paris 
1550-1. From the Period 4.1-4.2 
house. 
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43 Fragment of frieze with bound 
acanthus leaves, probably the same as 
42. Residual in a Period 5.2 layer 
(2085). 

44 Pair ofleaves in low relief, the veins 
indicated by incised lines. The block is 
0.22 m deep with one finished edge 
( 1948) . The shallow, linear sryle of the 
ornament is reminiscent of the slate 
carvings from Nonsuch (Biddle 1984, 
figs 23, 25; Nick Griffiths pcrsonnl 
comment). 

45 Moulding with overlapping scale 
decoration, the detail is crisp and 
setting-our lines are visible, probably 
unused (1948). A classical moulding, 
possibly intended for an overdoor in the 
Period 4.3 house; scale ornament 
simulating shingles is used on the roof
level banqueting houses at Longleat, 
Wiltshire c 1570 (Girouard 1983, 
46-9). However, scale ornament on a 
flat ground is also used on the Poyntz 
monument in Iron Acton church, and 
occurs on early 16th .. cenrury ceramk 
stove tiles from St Mary Graces, 
London (Gaimster et a/ 1990, 21). 

46 Two cornice fragments, one a comer, 
with traces of limewash; cyma recta 

f'igure 8. 12 A rehiuaru(J/ 
fragmmu: mJpnnol 
fraprenu .J2-9. 
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moulding above bands of leaf and 
guillocbe ornament, the latter stopped 
(1408, 1477). From a Period 4 classical 
entablature, possibly associated with 47 
and 48; cf Oxborougb church, Norfolk, 
Bedingfield chapel c 1525 (Lloyd 1925, 
354); screen, St Cross, Winchester 
(Gotch 190 I, pi VII); great stair Azay
le-Ridcau, Indre-ct-Loirc, 1518-27 
(Melot 1997, 119). 

Fig 8.14 

47 Pilaster, nine fragments, three 
adjoining, condition variable; the front 
is progressively eroded, the sides are 
crisp with traces oflimcwash, (1477) . 
Each face bas a band of classical 
ornament set within a rebated panel; on 
the from a delicately carved vine scroll; 
on the sides rather coarser stems 
linlting rightly coiled tendrils and a 
tasselled knot. There are roll mouldings 
at the angles; two small fr•gmem:s are 
from returns at t11e end of me panels. 
The parallels cited for me cornice 46 all 

-;1'?,~.: 
. . . . . . ' ', . ,. 

~-
' ' 44 

46 

include pilasters with ornamem of this 
kind, and me English examples arc of 
comparable dimensions. To mese can 
be added the screen of King's College, 
Cambridge, of 1533-6 (RCHME 1959, 
pis 182-6), and more locally the 
classical doorcasc at Horton Coun, 
Gloucestersbire, mought to date tO me 
L 520s (Howard 1987, fig 82). Each 
jamb is formed of two canted panels 
with a misce.llany of motifs and the 
quality of me carving is comparable to 
me Acton Court work. 

Fig 8.15 

48 Ogee-moulded pilaster cap (1477). The 
moulding is asynlmC[ric; one side dies 
into me back of me block, the omer is 
returned. There arc traC<.'S of demils on 
me broken top edge, the mortared 
lower face has scribed setting-out lines, 
indicating roll mouldings at me angles, 
whose dimensions match me pilaster 
47. Togemer with 47 and probably 46 
this is derived from an otherwise 
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unknown classical feature in the Period 
4.1 house. It is not certain what this 
was; most probable is a doorcase, a 
fireplace is a possibility, least likely in 
the context of the house as a who le is a 
window surround. 

Fireplaces 

Fragments of the following cwo fireplace 
surrounds were recovered from a number of 
layers in the south moat. They arc related 
stylistically and are discussed together. 

Figs 8.16, 8.17 

49 Lintel in two blocks, total length I. 9 m, 
hc.ight 0.38 m, thickness of slab 0.17 m, 
thirteen adjoining pieces. Under a four
centred arch, with a hollow-chamfered 
moulding that dies into me reveals, is a 
tympanum bearing a pair of confronted 
animals in high relief; the lower edge is 
rounded. The creature on the right is 
missing part of its tail, a front leg and 
the upper jaw. It has a scaly or woolly 
coat and a bat-like head and ear; the 
eye is treated in the same way as the 
human heads on no SO. The animal on 
the kft is less complete, missing part of 
the tail, a front leg and the whole of the 
head. It has heavy shoulders and a 
smooth coat. Sufficient survives of the 
centra) tympanum to indicate that it 
was not carved. There arc traces of 
limewash but no colour. 

SO Lintel in two blocks, total length 1.64 m, 
height 0.40 m, thickness of slab 0.15 
m, e ight pieces, some adjoining; the left 
side is fragmentary. Of the same type as 
no 49, but with confronted male and 
female heads in profile on the 
cympanum, which has a square lower 
edge. The heads are carved in three
quarters relief; the man wears a hat 
with an upright brim, has straight hair 
cut just below ear level, and a frilled 
collar. The woman wears a pleated 
bonnet, which fastens under the chin 
covering all her hair, and has a folded 
collar. Part of the central tympanum, a 
plain block with two finished edge.s 
survives. There are traces of limewash 
but no other colour; the female head is 
soot-stained. 

The style of this figure carving, particularly 
in the treatment of the eyes and hair is dis
tinctive, and indicates that the same sculptor 
was responsible for both pieces, and also for 
some other fragments, notably the small 

head (38) and the foliage fragments (35-7). 
A date is provided by the distincdve hat and 
hairstyle of the male figure of c 1490-1510 
(we are grateful to janet Arnoldt for her 
commentS on the costume). He is wearing a 
cramigPiolle, a soft cap with a rurned .. up 
brim, whose depth varied according to the 
status of the wearer; a French style current 
from the 1460s (Evans 1952, 62) and illus
trated in a variety of French and English 
sources, cg the Archdeacon of Angers offer
ing his 'Commentary on the Creed' to 
Charles VITI, c 1485 (ibid, pi 63, also pi 62); 
or 'Amoras sells his wife to the devil', Eton 
College Chapel c 1500 (Davenport 1962, 
358, no 939; also 348, nos 907- 8). Parallels 
for the woman's headgear are difficult to 
fmd. 

These fireplaces are not rypical of Eng
Lish designs c 1500, where the decoration is 
usually set in the frieze above a rectangular 
or four-centred arched opening (Wood 
1965, 268-72, pis XLll, XLIII). Quatrefoil 
tracery and heraldic devices of variable com
plexity arc the dominant motifs, eg at 
Thornbury Castle (Tipping 1924, 84, pi 95; 
c 151 0-20). Animals are unusual; the most 
notable examples are the crouching lions 
which serve as terminals to the roll-moulded 
overmantel in the abbot's lodging at 
Muchelney Abbey, Somerset (Cook 1968, 
55; Wood 1965, 269). These are set above 
an elaborate quatrefoil frieze with vine 
scrolls. 

Life-size heads are unknown in England 
but do appear in a number of French con
texts; several examples of paired confronted 
heads in high relief are illustrated by Pugin 
(1837, pis 7, 8, 16, 17) from timber-framed 
town houses in Abbeville and Beauvais, 
where they served as ornamental brackets 
for jenied upper storeys. They are of similar 
size to the Acton Court examples, but all are 
male and sport a varietY of headgear. One 
example has large frontal bats serving the 
same function (ibid, pi 9). Large confronted 
male and female heads in rather provincial 
Renaissance sryle can be seen on an over
door at C hateau Arnoux, Alpes-de-Haute· 
Provence, built c 1510- 15 (Babelon 1989, 
95). Another overdoor at Vailly, Cher carries 
the arms of Fran>ois de Breuil, archbishop 
of Bourges 1520-5, flanked by large kneel
ing animals, whose form and textured coats 
resemble those at Acton Court more closely 
than contemporary English heraldic beasts. 
The closest parallel for the scaly animal, 
related both in size and coat treatment, 
occurs o n the tympanum over the north por-
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tal of St Eustace, Abbeville, where it is iden
tified as a wolf devour-ing one of the saint's 
children. The carving is early J 6th century 
and can be attributed to a local workshop 
(Zanenacci 1936,341, 350; personal obser
vation) . 

ln !ron Acton church is an elaborate 
canopied tomb chest of c I 500 for an 
unknown member of the Poymz family 
(Verey 1976, 277), which has at the rear of 
the canopy three shields with heraldic ani
mal supporters. These appear to be long
eared dogs, and the treatment of the cars, 
eyes and paws indic-ates that they were 
carved by the same sculptor as the fireplace. 
This tomb also has French affinities, eg the 
lozenge panels of roses and acanthus leaves 
on the tomb chest, which occur o n a screen 
at Fecamp Abbey, Seine Maritime (Blunt 
1980, I 9, pi 2); derails of the canopy arc 
related to the niches on the facade of the 
Hotel-de-Ville at Orleans (Verdier and Cat
rois 1857, facing 63) . 

Screen 

5 1 Thirty-seven pieces from rwo locations: 
twelve are built into the Period 5.1 
north range gable wall (E5), with only 

' 

51 c 

o ne visible face; twenty~five were used 
as rubble in a Period 5.2 window sear, 
Room I (Eil.6). Several different 
clements arc represented; all but one of 
the visible pieces are double-sided and 
were joined by white mortar and 
cramps in the top face, for which the 
scx;kets are visible . They come from an 
internal feature; there is no primary 
weathering and the upper surfaces of 
exposed stones have been stained by 
soot and d in . 

Figs 8.18, 8.19 

a -<1 Scrolled strapwork, rectangular in 
section with raised edges, the direction 
of the pieces is indicated by soot
staining; undersides arc relatively clean. 
Pkces a and b have secondary lichen 
growth on some faces (including edges) 
indicating a period outside, probably as 
demolition rubble. The horizontal 
member of a has a dowel hole for the 
attachment of the next section; 
c abutted a wall, e is a pointed finial. 
All from Room I . 

f Strapwork, two adjoining fragments 
from an upright element with a splayed 
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base, possibly a capitallener P. 
Secondary weathering, Room I . 

Sit 

g Strapwork, T-junction similar to f, 
Room I. 

Fig 8.20 

II Strapwork, possibly the diagonal bar 
from a capital N. Secondary 
weathering, Room I. 

i Double-sided cornice moulding, 
cramp sockers on the top face, which 
is soot-stained. Room I. 

Fig 8.21 

j Double-sided cornice moulding with 
pilasters, cramp socket on the top 
face, setting-out lines on the base. 
Room I. 

k Frieze with pilaster, Tudor rose 
ornament; on the reverse the 
mouldings have been dressed back. 
Room I. 

BUILD ING MATERIALS : FINDS AND SPECIALIS 'r REPORTS 
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Fig 8.22 
I Frieze, moulding ask, with lozenges in 

relief. Room I . 
m Complete double-sided block with 

three rebated pane1s containing rosettes 
flanked by lozenges; the carved detail is 
more elaborate on one face than the 
other. Room I. A two-panelled block of 
the same type is built into the north 
range gable (ES). 

Fig 8.23 

n Two part panels as m, only one end of r:he 
lozenge has been carved; there are setting
out lines for the rest of the design. ES. 

F ig 8.24 

p Block with one raised edge and four
petalled flowers (each face different) at 
intervals. One end is mirred and halved, 
with cross-hatched grooves to key 
mortar. No cramps, Room I . 

F'iglfrr. /J. 19 Atdu'ucruml 
fmgm.,u: 5/d-g. 
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Fig 8.25 
q Rebated panel, dosed end, two pieces, 

with inscription A:no: Om[, E5 imerior 
(roof space). 

r Rebated panel, open end, with 
ins<:ription in chc same scyle as q; 
Po(yntz)? on one face, ]s on reverse. 
The top edge has cramp sockets. 
Room I. There is another fragment in 
the same style built into the base of E5; 
three badly weathered lower case 
letters, possibly ligarured ad,? 

s End of rebated panel with o or stop in 
the corner of one face, one edge has 
cramp sockets. Room I. 
Rebated panel with inscription in a 
different lcl!cring style Ao: Reg: C(, 
E5. 

These fragments come from a double-sided 
ornamental, internal feature demolished c 
1700, and their obvious source is the hall 
screen in the south range. It is noL 
absolutely clear what form this took; how
ever there was a cornice (5 1 i, j), surmount· 
ing a frieze with pilasters (51 k), which 
probably framed a pair of doorways. The 
design incorporated olhcr bands of orna
ment (51 m, n) including vertical members 
(S ip), which may be an archirrave. The 
fragment Sic suggests that the srrapwork 
cresring was probably divided into three sec
tions, two of which abutted the wall, cf 
Montacute, Somerset (ripping 1922, 215), 
and which alternated with pairs of initials 
(51f-h). 

1l1e daring of the screen is contradictory; 
stylistically the strapwork is close to the 
influential designs of Vredeman de Vries 
published in Antwerp during the 1560s 
(Summerson 1983, 56-7). These served as 
patterns for the srrapwork derails at \Voila
ton Hall, Nottinghamshire, which was built 
during the 1580s (Girouard 1983, 81 - 96), 
and also influenced the Montacurc screen of 
c 1600 (Dodd 1977, 33). If the fragments 
51 f-h are indeed the initials NP, for the 
younger Nicholas Poynrz, then the screen 
was possibly ere-cted in the years before his 
death in 1585. However, there are also two 
broken date stones (5 1q, t), which employ 
different styles of lel!e.ring: the stone reading 
Ao: Reg: C ... , presumably for Charles !, 
and possibly associated with the date of 
1642 (which was visible before 1890; Chap
ter Z), must be secondary. The other may be 
original to the screen, along with the panel 
in the same sryle reading Po ... presumably 
for Poyntz. 

It is possible that later addirions were 
made to commcmonue specific eventS and 
thar the body of the screen dates to c 1550 
and the time of the elder Nicholas. The cor
nice, frieze and pilasters are classical in scyle 
with restrained detailing, which can be par .. 
allelled on Bishop Knigh1's pulpit at Wells 
cathedral, an early essay in pure Renais
sance sryle constructed before his death in 
154 7 (Pevsner 1958b, 309). Lozenges in 
combination with small rosettes can be seen 
on the Horsey monument of 1546 in 
Sherborne Abbey, Dorset (RCHt\1£ 1952, 
pi 167), bur also occur, alternating with 
uiglyphs, on the frieze of the stone screen at 
Coker Court, Somerset (Dunning 1991, 
29). This resembles the screen at 
Monracute and dates to rhe early 17th cen
tury. 

Discussion 

The architectural fragments can be divided 
in{O five distinct groups, none of which 
antedates the 15th century. The earliest 
group (1, 3-8, 13-14) is of relatively plain 
window and arch mouldings, of normal 
mid-15th-century domestic type, which 
probably belong to the Period 3.4 house; the 
arch ( 13) is almost certainly from the porch, 
and the original position of the windows is 
discussed in Chapter 3. A number of pieces 
which cannot be closely dated (26, 27, 29, 
30), may also belong to this phase. 

Mouldings of c 1500, but with good local 
parallels include the windows (9, 10) and 
the doorcase (II), which are probably 
derived from the Period 3.5 house. Contem
porary with these pieces but railicr more 
exotic is the group comprising the two fire
places (49, 50), the doorcasc (31), window 
(2), and related smaller fragmeniS ( IS, 28, 
32-8), which show a French influence. Styl
istic similarities suggest that they can all be 
atrrlbutc-d to the same mason, who was also 
responsible for a monument in lron Acton 
church. This combines animals similar to 49 
with mouldings employed on 31, and crock
eted pinnacles related to 34, which rein· 
forces the connection of unstratified pieces, 
(2, 3 1) with Acton Court. There are also 
links with the elaborate chan<ry chapel 
attached to St Mark's Hospital, Bristol, 
which was endowed by Sir Robert Poyntz 
(see Chapter 3; Period 3.5 for a discussion 
of this group and its parallels). 

Another group of fragments enlarges the 
range of classical ornament used in the 
Period 4.1 -4 .2 house (42- 8), and is proba-



bly derived from one or more door-sur
rounds. On the other hand fragments from 
the Period 4.3 house provide only a few 
variants on derail preserved in the standing 
building ( 16, 17, 18). The stone screen 
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51q 

51r 

51$ 

511 

from the hall represents the only substantial 
new ornamental feature; it may originate in 
the mid-16th century, but also includes later 
elements. 

Fig11n: 8.2S ArdriteaunU 
/ragmmu: 5/q- t. 
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The sundial 

by George White 

The sundial (Fig 8.26) was discovered in 
1985, one year before the excavations 
began, by a Youth Opportunity team, while 
they were removing undergrowth in the 
vicinity of the house. It was unstratified and 
was lying on the ground in a nettle bed adja
cent to the south wall of the east range. It is 
made from a 350 mm cube of oolitic 
Cotswold limestone and has four ''ertical 
dials (on its norlh, south, east and west 
faces), a horizontal dial and a reclining dial 
facing south. All the dials are still visible 
except on the west face, which has been 
crudely hacked away. The sockets for the six 
gnomons survive, although the gnomons 
themselves are missing and appear to have 
been chiselled or wrenched out. 

The north face bears the date 1520 and 
the initials NK. The initials arc almost cer
tainly those of Nicholas Kratzer (1487-
' 1550), a Bavarian astronomer who is 
believed to have come to England c 1518 
and entered Henry VIIJ's service by 15 19 as 
4deviser of the King's horologes'. He was Hv
ing in Oxford between c 1521 and 1524; 
during this time he designed the polyhedral 
sundials located in the churchyard of St 
Mary and the orchard of Corpus Christi 
College. Before the discovery at Acton 
Court none of Kratzer's stone sundials was 
known to have survived, though a small 
brass suodial, thought to have been commis
sioned from him by Cardinal \Vol.sey, is now 
in the Oxford Museum of the History of 
Science. A copy of a portrait of Krarzer by 
Holbein, in which he is shown surrounded 
by mathematical instruments and holding n 
metal sundial, hangs in the National Portrait 
GaUery (North 1978; Hackn10nn 1991 ). 

The marking-out of the suo dial is of con
siderable interest. 111e south, north and 
horizontal dials are calculated for the lati
tude of Iron Acton (51.55 degrees), whereas 
the east and reclining dials (and also, pre
sumably the west dial) are set out for the 
complement of the latitude. 111is meant that 
three of the dials would have read correctly 
but the other three would have read incor
rectly. A possible explanation for this curi
ous anomaly is that the mason who executed 
Krat7.cr's design made a mistake. If the 
stone block had been turned through 90 
degrees and the north face had been used as 
the base, the reclining dial would have been 
a standard polar dial and correct angles for 
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the east and west faces would have foHowed. 
When the error was noticed the sundial was 
probably rejected, and after the gnomons 
were removed the block was used as build
ing stone. 

The sundial must have been commis
sioned either by Sir Robert Poyntz (d 1520) 
or by his son and heir Sir Anthony. As 
courtiers, both men would probably have 
known Kratzer, and were present in 1520 at 
the Field of Cloth of Gold. The intended 
location of the sundial is conjectural. How
ever, one possible site might be the cenrre of 
the walled north garden, shown by excava
tions to have been created before 1535, and 
sufficiently far away from the house to be 
out of its shadow. 

The sundial has already been published 
separately (White 1986; 1987), but it merits 
republishing in the broader context of the 
Acton Court monograph. As an artefact it is 
of national interest since it is the earliest 
dated polyhedral sundial to have been 
recorded anywhere in England. 

Window glass 

by Kirsty Rodwell 

Three separate cJasscs of evidence have a 
bearing on t11:e window glazing at Acton 
Court: glass fragments from excavated con
texts, lead cames from excavated contexts, 
and physical and documentary evidence 
from the standing building. 

Excavated glass 

There are c 1500 glass fragments from exca
vated contexts, which can be divided into 
three main groups: Period 4.2 from under 
the west range, Period 4.3-4.5 moat infill, 
and Period 5.1 demolition layers. The frag
ments, which are mostly rather small, con
form to a single type series (Fig 8.27), 
although there are observable differences in 
the thickness and composition of the glass. 

Period 4.2 (283, 284, 292), west range 
Room A 

These layers produced c II 0 fragments of 
glass 4-5 mm thick, all in poor, pitted and 
laminated condition. There were fragments 
of 'Types 1, 2, 7 and 8, including seven 
pieces with uaces of curvilinear red .. painted 
decoration. There were also c 320 fragments 
of glass 2-3 mm thick, originally clear with a 
greenish cast, but now weathered, although 
in a better condition than the first group. 
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The incidence of types, which includes the 
only example of a small round quarry (9), is 
shown in Table 9. Also of note arc the two 
small rounded quarries, painted with red 
squiggle-s, which arc still set in chcir lead 
cames (Fig 8.27.13). 

Period 4.3-4.5 (largest groups from 1993, 
1048, 2149), north and south moat 
There were c 270 fragments of clear glass 
2-3 mm thick. The incidence of types is 
shown in Table 9. A few quarries were 
coloured; bottle green and mid-blue. 

Table 9 Incidence of quarry types by period 

7)'1'<-+ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

l'triod 

• 
4.2 10 7 I 3 
4.3-4.5 12 IS 2 
5.1 55 45 II 6 25 21 9 4 3 
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Period 5.1 (419) demolition layers 
These contexts produced c 1000 fragments, 
half of which came from 419. Some of !he 
glass was 2-3 mm thick but much was under 
2 mm, and had been cut by scoring aod 
snapping. Thicker pieces were then shaped 
by grozing. The metal was clear with a 
greenish tinge and has frequently weathered 
co show the outline of the cames. 

Fig 8.27 

The following quarry types were repre
sented: 

Diamond, sidt of 90 mm. 
2 Diamond, 5ide of 80 mm. 
3 Diamond, side of 63 mm. 
4 Oi3mond, side of 58 mm. 
5 J>arallelogram, width of 48 mm. 
6 Pttrallclog:rnm, ~o~;'idth of 40 mm. 
7 Border strip, widlh of 50 mm. 
8 Border strip, width of38 mm. 
9 Roundel, 30 mm in diameter. 

10 Asymmetric, curvilinear, straight edge or 109 
mm, complete quarr)'. 

II Curv1llnear, broken q\l:t.rry. 

Types I and 2 were frequently cut into frac
lions, both horizontally and vertically. Type 
6 was also cut longitudinally. 

Lead cames from excavated 
contexts 

Quantities of lead came fragments were 
found in the infill of the moa< (1284, 1286, 
1291, 1562) and the Period 5.1 context, 
233. This was all of H-section, 5 mm 
square, milled or plain internally, and much 
of it had been deliberately folded into small 
bundles. There were also t\visted lead ties 
cur from stanchions. \Vith the exception of 
Fig 8.27 .12, the only recognisable glazing 
patterns were a diamond lattice with sides of 
90 mm, six-way junclions from the design 
show in Fig 8.27 . 14, and borders. Glass 
from a Period 5.3 demoli<ion layer (865) in 
the east court, was set in thin cames 10 mm 
wide and 3 rom deep. The diamond quarries 
have sides of 70 mm, and probably da<e <o 
Period 5.1. 

Physical and documentary 
evidence 

Window glas-s was universal in the Period 4 
house; the only window nol to have an orig
inal glazing groove or rebate is the attic light 
in the east range (£6.1), but no comempo-



rary glass survives in situ. Each light had a 
pair of iron stanchions (a number survive) 
to which the glass was secured by lead rics 
soldered to the cames. 

Lysons mentions the remains of painted 
glass in the window of the 'chapel' (EI.IO; 
Chapter 2) , and depicts diamond lattice in 
the other windows of the east elevation, 
which were all inserted in Period 5.1. This 
may have been of the type found in context 
865. Illustrations from c 1890 onwards (eg 
Fig 2.6) show the existing rectangular 
leaded lightS with iron opening casementS, 
which were fitted to aiJ the windows in the 
inhabited part of the house. 

Discussion 

Considered in relation to the total fcnesna· 
tion of the Period 4.3-4.4 house, which had 
(excluding service ranges), between fifty and 
sixty windows consisting of c 360 lights, the 
percemagc of excavated glass is very small, 
and would barely fill three lights. Together 
wirh the incidence of cut lead ties, this 
argues for cxcensive removal and reuse, both 
in other windows at Acton Court, and in 
Period 5, elsewhere. 

There is limited evidence for painted and 
coloured glass, some of which survived until 
the late 18th century. The excavated frag
ments are derived from the Period 3.5 
house, but it is probable, given the rich 
nature of the other decoration, that exien· 
sive use was made of heraldic glass in win
dows of late L 5th- and 16th-century date 
(\Vayment 1991 , 28- 32). 

The plain quatries divide into two sets, 
each of large diamond, small diamond, par
allelogram and border strip ( I, 3, 5, 7; 2, 4 , 
6, 8), which differ only in their overall 
dimensions. Type 3 will combine with 5, 
and 4 with 6 to form the hexagonal panern 
shown in Fig 8.27.14, but they cannot be 
combined across groups, or with I and 2 . 
The incidence of quarries and cames sug
gests that plain diamond lattice with border 
strips predominated, but that the hexagonal 
chevron pattern was used in a limited num· 
ber of lights. Interestingly it is an elongated 
version of the Period 4.1 painted ceiling pat
tern in Room 6. That there were links 
between gla~ing and plastering designs is 
clear from Walter Gedde's pattern book of 
1615 entitled 'A booke of Sundry 
Draughtes: principaly serving for glasiers 
and not impertinent for plasterers and gar
deners besides sundry other professions' 
(Shaw 1848; Wells-Cole 1990, 185), where 
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this design is i.llustrated (pi 5), together with 
a threc-dimcnsiona.l variant (pi 46) . Glazing 
of this pattern survives at Broughton Castle, 
Oxfordshire in the west window of Queen 
."\nne's Room, which datt."S, on the evidence 
of the fireplace, to the early 1550s (personal 
observation: Gordon Slade 1978, 163). It 
also occurs in a hall window at Beckley 
Park, Oxfordshire, a lodge built c 1540 
(Sherwood and Pevsner 1974, 448; Sykes 
1988, 136). 

There arc no examples of late 16th-cen
tury lozenge and rectangle designs, such as 
can be seen locally at Morton Grange, 
Thornbury (1594; Hall 1983,59, pi XXU), 
or more elaborately at Collacombe Manor, 
Devon (Cherry and Pevsner 1989, 277; 
Sykes 1988, 145). However, the asymmetric 
curvilinear quarries, types I 0 and ll resem· 
ble background pieces in some of Geddc's 
complex knot patterns (eg pis 14, 55, 87), 
and suggest that a few windows were 
reglazed in the late I 6th century. 

Architectural woodwork 
fragments 
by Kirsty Rodwell 

All fragments but 6 are oak. 

Fig 8.28 

Linenfold panelling, from the blocking 
of the Period 4.1 window 1!3.3. Five 
panels, each of two narrow boards, have 
moulded borders on three edges. The 
muntins are joined to the top rail with a 
sc-ribed mitre. The [\VQ terminals are 
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missing and there ac-e no mortices in 
either rail to indicate another tier of 
panels. The bottom rail is unchamfered 
and has a central square-cut channel 
above a single horizontal mortice. 
There arc no rraces of paint or other 
finishes, but the top edge of the upper 
rail, which is bevelled, has ttaces of 
ingrained dirt. The back of the panel 
bas death-watch beetle infestation 
which increases towards the lower edge 
and appears to be a consequence of its 
primary use. 

There is no obvious context for a panel of 
this kind in the Period 4.1 east range, unless 
it formed part of an internal porch, and it is 
probably derived from the Period 3 bouse, 
where it may have been used below a win
dow. The infestation on the back of the 
panel suggests that it was set against a wall, 
rather than part of a piece of furniture. 
Benches with the same lincnfold moulding 

3 

IOcm 

' I 
'I 

I 

can be seen in Iron Acton church, but there 
the panels arc separated by narrow pilasters 
and have a moulded top rail; c 1500 (Verey 
1976, 276; drawing c 1887, Paul Collection, 
Society of Antiquaries Library, London). 

The following pieces were all found in 
the space below the Ooorboards in the 
south-west corner of Room 6, adjacent to 
the Period 5.3 stairwell. This deposit also 
included packing-blocks up to I 00 mm 
square, offcms of variable dimensions, and 
shavings from cutting mortices and drilling 
peg-holes. 

Fig 8.29 

2 Trefoil leaf cut from board 20 mm 
thick, flat back with bevelled edges, 
front freshly carved with sharp edges, 
unpainted. Broken through stem, and 
traces of broken ties on the top edge of 
each leaf division. 

3 Top section of trefoil leaf as 2, attached 
to half-round tie bar 270 mm long with 



scars of two subsidiary ties. Freshly 
carved and unpainted. 

4 Small ttefoillcaf, 3 miniature version of 
2, cut from board 20 mm thick, broken 
through stem, no t:races of ties. Freshly 
carved and unpainted. 

These are fragments from cresting, which 
probably comprised alternating large and 
small leaves linked by a rracery of tic bars and 
a top rail. A very similar example can be seen 
on the rood screen of c 1500 in Long Ashton 
church, Somerset (Pevsner 1958b, 219). 
Examples in domestic contexts occur on the 
hall screen and a door-head at Old Rufford, 
Lancashire (Tipping 1937, pis 349, 352), and 
in the background of the Holbein cartoon 77,e 
Family of Sir Thomas More (Thurley 1993, fig 
298). This depicts cresting on both a hooded 
buffet and an internal wooden porch, and the 
1aner seems the most probable context for irs 
use in the east range (Chapter 6). 

5 Panel pegs in two sizes, 69 mm and 
55 mm long; 9 mm and 5 mm in 
diameter. Both have a faceted profile 
and are tapered to a point. Used to 
secure mortice and tenon joints in 
panelling and cut to size in s;w. 

Fig 8.30 

6 Elm board 380 mm long, 210 mm 
wide, 20 mm deep; one face is covered 
with a thin coat of white plaster, up to 
2 mm thick, bearing the negative 
impressions of sixteen circles 55-60 
mm in diameter. A sample was 
analysed by X-ray diffraction (ACP4; 
see below). The centres have been 
removed by scoring round the circle 
and levering up with a chisel blade, 
which bas left gouge-marks 20 mm 
wide ln the wood . The circles on the 
edges of the board are incomplete, 
indicating that the surface was 
originally larger; two edges are smooth, 
suggesting that they were butted against 
adjoining boards, and two are sawn, 
indicating subsequent reuse. 

This board was clearly used in the produc
tion of quantities of small, uniform decora
tive elements for the east range. It is possibly 
connected with the manufacture of the "bul~ 
lions' used on the ceiling of Room 6, 
although their composition remains unclear 
(Chapter 6). The ceiling design indicates 
two sizes of bullion, and the smaller setting
out circles on the ceiling correspond wi[h 
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the diameter of the negatives on the board: 
Room 6 would have required c 180 small 
and c 65 large bullions. 

Fig 8.3L 

7 Offcut from cornice moulding; one 
edge is sawn at an angle of 65 degrees, 
the other has rO\VS of angular 'tooth' 
marks and faintly scribed setting-out 
lines defining the moulding profile. 
The face of the moulding is slightly 
rough in places and has not been 
finished. Tbc solid profile indicates a 
cornice intended for panelling, similar 
to that in Room 10 (Fig 5.6b) . A piece 
I. 9 m long of almost identical profile 
was reused as a ceiling batten in Room 
I; it has one mjrred corner and has 
been painted dark brown. 

6 

Fixu~ 8.10 Arthti,ur~rol 

tuNXh.rork. 
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8 Offcut from cornice moulding, from a 
board at least 300 mm wide and 
40 mm deep. One edge is sawn, the 
other has rows of angular 'tooth' marks 
and scribed sctting·out Jines. From a 
ceiling cornice of dimensions suitable 
for Room I I; it was anached to 
wooden blocks set in the wall (Chapter 
5). 

9 Cornice moulding 2.46 m long, cut 
down and reused as a ceiling batten in 
Room I, one mitred corner, traces of 
dark brown paint. This room has the 
outline of an original wooden cornice 
above the frieze (Fig 8.32) and the 
ceiling dates only to Period 5.2J so that 
the moulding is probably original to the 
room. 

The painted texts in the long 
gallery 
by je.-ome Be•· tram 

The fragmentary painted texts on the walls 
of the long gallery (Room I) were written on 
two occasions, one set oflines superimposed 
on the other, before and after the insertion of 
the oriel window (Figs 8.32, 8.33). The let
tering is very similar, although distinguish
able, and the same craftsman may well have 
been employed on both occasions. The con
tent of the inscriptions changes between the 
two phases, presumably reflecting a change 
in the fortunes or affiliations of the owner. 

The verses 

The earlier series of texts are Larin verses of 
a rather commonplace moralising tendency. 
Such verses were widely circulated, memo· 
rised or copied our in school, or found in 
anthologies of improving textS. Unforru
nately the acrual sourcebook used by Sir 
Nicholas Poynrz or his designer has not 
been located. It was evidemly unknown to 
Hans Walther, whose monumental compila
don Carmina Medii Atvi Porterioris Latina 
( 1963-86), is the standard reference book. 
Six lines of those found at Acton Court can 
be positively identified in Walther, but the 
sources he quotes for them do not coincide. 
The verses in question arc identified either 
through the successful conjecrure of the 
missing first words, or through Walther's 
verbal index, but where no complete words 
survive, or those that do survive are too 
common for the index to operate, no idem.i· 
fications could be made. There are a couple 
of lines where there is a virrually complete 
reading of the text, but they have not been 
found in Walther, which must not be 
regarded as an infallible and complete com
pendium. Such lines could have been origi
nal compositions, drawing together or 
elaborating on the stock lines or phrases 
cited perhaps from memory. 

The north wall: A-E 

These are really too fragmentary to recon
srruct, consisting of hardly more than single 
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leners or flourishes, although the three line
ends at E (Fig 8.33) might have been fitted 
into a pattern, had any panern emerged in 
the other areas. The first of these is probably 
{h'INO}CUAM, 'innocent' which could 
easily find a comext with the other verses, 
though I can find no line in Walther ending 
with this word. 

The east wall 

l' (l'ig 8.33) 

.. .. V.. .. . T AJ\.1 D I. ....... ............ .. 

............ MOLUS {IN) ANI... .. {SE} Vl 
{V}INCERE QUANDO {N)EQUIT 
SA{PfENS PRO TEMPORE CEDIT} 
S£PIVS .. A .. AD IT QVJSQVJS SVPER ... 

The third line, Vincere ... is no 33,429 in 
\Vallhcr, and can be rendered 'The wise 
man, when he cannot overcome., gives way 
for the time being'. It is a normal hexameter 
verse, possibly with an intended internal 
rhyme in nequit ... cedit. In the previous line 
moll is is 'weak* or •soft', and the next word 
looks like inani, 'empty', typically coupled 
wiUl gloria, so that it could be somethjng to 
the effect that the weak man indulges in 
empty display. The last line seems to begin 
with S..'l!pius, 'more often', though none of 
the lines in Walther with this beginning fir 
the remaining fragn1emary words, (whoever 
goes above'. 

The south wall 

G (l'ig 5.32) 

............ A DEO •\1ENSI{S}, {N}ATIONI 

... {SERVIJ ENTI, SVBDITA VJVIT HOMO 
{NOBIUTAT VJIRTV (S} HOMINEM, 
VIRTVTE REMOTA 
{MIGRAT IN} EXJUVM NOBILITAT!S 
HONOR. 

The last two lines are found together in 
Walther, no 33,682, and are clearly lhe second 
of a pair of elegiac couplets, alternate hexame
ters and pentameters, re.flecting on the situa
tion of one whose country is oppressed and 
whose title of worldly honour has been lost. 'A 
man lives ... at tables (supplied) by God, while 
his nation is in servitude .... Virtue may enno
ble a man, bur when his virrue is lost the hon
our of nobility goes into exile.' 

J (l'ig 5.32) 

\0 MI}SERVM RISVM, QVO PERDIT 
HOMO PARADJSVM. 

BUILDING MATERIALS: FINDS AND SPECIALIST REPORTS 

(EVITAT IL}L(E) CVRA, SEMPER 
MEDITARE FVTVRA. 
{NEMO} DTV MANSIT I {N} CVLMINE, 
S(E}D C!TO TRANSIT. 
(OMNlAf TRANSI(B}VNT, NOS 
{IBI}MVS, IBITIS, IB\11\'T. 

Here we have four complete hexameter 
verses, with internal rhymes, the form 
known as ~Leonine' verse. The first, third 
and fourth lines arc found separately in 
\Vallher; 0 miserum is no. 19,503, JVemo diu 
is no. 16,335 while onwia 1rausibum is no . 
20,091. This is cited from the same 15th
century MS in the Vatican as viucen: quando, 
a source most unlikely to have been known 
to Sir Nicholas Poyotz! (Vatican MS Pal Lat 
719, fols 150m; 154"). 

The second line has not been found, 
granted that the conjectural first words may 
be mistaken. 'Man may avoid that wretched 
jest by which he lost paradise through care 
always co consider the future. No one 
remains for long on the peak, bur swiftly 
passes on. All things will pass on; we will 
pass, you will pass, they will pass.' Again the 
theme is one of a member of a defeated 
parry reflecting on the chances of a change 
in his circumstances. 

K (l'ig 8.33) 

AVD{A}C{E.S FORTVNA IUVAT, NON 
OMNlBUS HORJS.} 
ES{T BONA RES HERBA, MELIOR 
LAPIS, OPTIMA VERBA:} 
VJM {GEMJ\1.1S, VERBIS, DOMINUS 
CON CESS IT ET HERBIS.} 
IR{A FACIT LITEM, LIS PREUA, PRE
LlAMORTEM} 

Here are four more hexameter verses, three 
of them Leonine: 'Fortune favours the bold, 
but not on every occasion. Grass is a good 
thing, stone is beuer, but words are best; it 
is the Lord who gives strength to gems and 
words and even to grass. Wrath leads to the 
law, the law to strife, and strife to death.' 

Paradoxically, the most damaged set of 
verses are the easiest to locate, since here we 
have the beginnings of each line. It must be 
noted that there are several lines in Walther 
beginning with each of the surviving letters, 
but the verses here do seem to fit 'vith the 
general theme: Audaces is no 1687; Est boua 
and Vim Patiens go together, as no 731 0; 
while lrafacit is no 12,872a. 

In general, therefore, the Latin verses all 
reflect an owner who is conscious that his 

F1gru.: 8.31 (/adng pag~) 
Painu:J frie:~, Room 11 

Jl•om·,!g lMIS E, F and K 

( (ltXrptJimtd 1ex1s ihowrr in 
..d). 
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star is on t.he decli_ne, his party our of favour) 
and exih::, whether literal or metaphorlcat, 
his fate. He is determined to keep out of 
trouble, and can only console himself with 
the thought that circumstances may change. 
The most likely historical comexr is that of 
the fall of the Protector Somerset in 1551. 

The scripture texts 

When the long gallery was redecorated after 
the insertion of the oriel window, a new 
scheme of texts appears. (There are slight 
traces on the south wall, area (G) of a 
repainting of the first set of verses, but this 
was evidently abandoned and Scriptural 
verses substituted). These are narurally eas· 
ier to identify: 

The cast wall 

F (Fig 8.33) 

lAVDABILEM {IN}V(OjCABO I DOM
lNVM ET AB INIMlCIS I MEIS SALVVS 
ERO 

' I will call on the Lord who is worthy to be 
praised, and I shall be saved from my foes.' 
This is from 2 Kings (2 Samuel in the 
Hebrew) 22, verse 4. It is almost identical 
with Psalm 17 (Psalm 18 in the Hebrew) 
verse 4, save for the passive participle laud
abilem rather than the active laudans (the 
difference in the original Hebrew is simply a 
matter of vowel pointing). The ancient Latin 
and Greek versions both took it to be active, 
4 Praising, L will call on the Lord' in the 
psalm, and passive, 'The Lord who is to be 
praised' or 'praiseworthy', in the history. 
More modern versions, both in Latin and 
modern languages, make it passive in the 
Psalm as well, (the Geneva Bible reads 'I 
will call upon the Lord, which is worthy ro 
be praised: so shall I be safe from mine ene
mies') so that the passive reading might be 
taken as a quotation from the new Prmes
tant version of the psalms, or of the old 
Catholic version of the much less familiar 
passage in Kings. 

The south wall 

(G; Fig 8.32) 

T IMOR DOMlNI E{XPELLIT 
P}E{CC}A{TVM NAM} I QVI SINE 
Tl{MORE EST NON POTERIT IVS
TIFI}ICARI; IRACV {NOlA ENIM 
ANI}MOS {IIT (ATIS ILLIVS} / SVBVER
SIO !ILUVS EST.} 

'The fear of the Lord drives away sin, for 
he who is without fear cannor be justified; 
indeed the wrath of His anger is his over
throw.' This is from Ecclesiasticus (the 
Wisdom of Ben Sirach) chapter I, verses 
27- 8, in the normal Latin Vulgate transl3-
tion . Fragmentary letters at the end of the 
quotation may be the reference, (EC} CLE 

J (Fig8.32) 

FILII ACCEDENS AD 
S}ER{VlTJV{TEM DEI, STAJ I lN 
fVS {TlTIA ET} Tl{MORE, ET 
PRAEPARAJ I ANL\11\{M TVAM A}D 
(TEN}TA(T}IO(NEM} 

'My son, while aspiring to serve God, 
stand fast in justice and reverence, and 
prepare your soul for a trial.' Again this is 
from Ecclesiasticus, chapter 2, verse J, and 
again there is a fragmentary reference at 
the end, (EC) CL ... 2. 

The choice of Scripture texts is intrigu
ing: two arc from a book rejected by the 
Protestant parry as 'apocrypha', the third 
one familiar in the active form as a line 
from a Psalm. The message is more subtle 
than that of the verses, but still dwells on 
the same theme. 

The dispossessed supporter of the old 
Protestant parry hopes by remaining faith
ful to be delivered from his enemies; he 
still intends to keep out of trouble by not 
letting his anger show, but he is prepared 
for a difficult time ahead. The conte~'t, 
presumably, is the work of Queen Mary in 
the restoration of the Church, something 
Sir Nicholas Poyntz cannot have been 
expected ro favour. 

11>e earlier set of verses might have 
been considered rather aggressively defiant 
of the present regime, while these Biblical 
texts are more cryptic. Choosing an •apoc
ryphal' book and what looks like a Psalm 
text would look superficially like confor
mity, whereas the message remains deli
cately defiant, for the 'apocryphal' texts 
appear to speak of the favourite Protestant 
doctrine of justification, and the Psalm 
text looks like the Protestant revised read
ing. 

Taken together therefore, the choice of 
texts fits perfectly with what we know of 
Sir Nicholas Poyntz' opinions, and the 
likely date for the first series is 1551, for 
the second between J 553 and Sir 
Nicholas' death in 1556. 



Graffiti in the east range 

by Kirsty Rodwell 

Room 17 

The graffiti in Room I 7 occur on the east 
wall, opposite the window. They were com
pletely obscured by multiple coats of lime
wash and were exposed as part of the wall 
painting conservation project, after test 
are-as revealed their potentiaL They cover 
the whole wall south of the Period 4.3 
blocked door to a height of 2.25 m (Fig 
8.34). This space is subdivided by a series of 
horizontal lines an aver11ge of 0. I 6 m apart 
and bisected by a vertical, which probably 
continued to the floor. From near the base 
spring diagonals at angles of 33 degrees and 
40 degrees. These lines have been used as a 
framework for setting-out two variants of a 
cyma ~W<~Tsa moulding 0.6 m deep. At the 
base of the moulding is a band of alternating 
double lozenges and roundels at 0.33 m 
centres with visible compass marks. They 
are set within a double border bounded by 
the 40-degree diagonals. 

To the north, in the triangle between the 
diagonal and the blocked door, the grid of 
lines continues with a superimposed circle 
0.63 m in diameter. Next ro the door is a 
mass of small intersecting circles probably 
scribed ro form a complex profile similar to 
Fig 8.36.G. At the south end of the wall a 
series of heavily scribed concentric circles 
overlap the cyma rewrsa moulding. Below 
are parallel lines 64 mm apart ser at 45 
degrees to the vertical and turning through 
an angle of 86 degrees. One end is closed 
and the apex is surmounted by a circle and 
enclosed within a box. The angle appears to 
have been calculated from this construction 
which has been imerprered by Malcolm Airs 
(1995, 91) as the setting-out of the pitch of 
a roof. 

More random graffiti include two small 
clusters of inrerlocking circles, amorphous 
curvilinear lines in a grey wash, a hanged 
man, and initials TO 1706 set within a 
deeply scribed box. All except the circles are 
strllrigraphically later than rhe setting-out 
gn~ffiti. 

The major graffiti on this wall are con
structional and can be imerprered as the 
full-size setting-out for the base of an oriel 
window, which may have served as the pat
tern for the Period 4.4 oriel on the adjoining 
courryard elevation (E4). Comparative 
dimensions are close but do not correspond 
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exactly: the oriel as built had an estimated 
width of 3.36 m, or 1.68 m to the centre 
line; the setting-out lines, which experiment 
with alternative dimensions and angles 
would give a width of 2.58 m ( 1.29 m; 
north) or a close 3.48 m (1.74 m; south). 
This is at an angle of 40 degrees to the verti
cal as opposed to a built angle of c 48 
degrees, although there is a divergent 
scribed line at 44 degrees in the region of 
the moulding. The mouldings themselves 
are not identical and have a depth of c 0.5 m 
(built) and 0.6 m (scribed). As the window 
has been removed it is not clear whether it 
incorporared the band of ornament indi
cared by the scribed circles and lozenges, 
however these resemble extant decoration 
on fragments from the hall screen (Fig 
8.22), and have similar dimensions. 

l...trge-scale constructional graffiti such 
as lhese appear {0 be uncommon survivnls 
in a domestic context, but are rather more 
numerous in churches, ranging from the 
tracing Ooors at Wells and York, 
through large-scale window demils, to indi
vidua.l moulding profiles Qones Baker I 993, 
9- 11). 

Room 18 

There are gn~ffiti on the north, easr and 
south walls in a zone over the wall benches, 
< 0.9 m to c 2m above floor level. The plas
ter was in poorer condition, affected by 
damp and later alterations and missing 
towards floor level. Damp bad also affected 
the later limewash coats, so that a number 
of graffiti were visible prior to conservation. 

Unlike Room 17 the graffiri in this room 
are a palimpsest of small-scale elements and 
only selected areas are reproduced. The 
greatest concentration is on the north walJ 
(Fig 8.35.A. B), and there arc relatively few 
on the south wall; the most notable is the 
constructional graffito Figure 8.36. G. On 
the east waU only limited areas of original 
plas{er survive, but there arc ship graffiti 
north and south of the door (Fig 8.36.0, E), 
and graffiti continue onto the ashlar of the 
east porch (Fig 8.36.F). 
Four rypes of gn~ffiti are present: 

Ship graffiti: these are the subject of a 
separate report by ian Friel (see below). 

2 Constructional graffiti: on the north 
waH there are faint traces of simple 
lozenges and circles, which are not set 
out horizontally (Fig 8.35.A) . On the 
south waU is the well-defined oudine of 
a bulbous balusrer on a stepped base 
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(Fig 8.36.G). It has a total height of 
330 mm, a width of 165 mm, and is 
built up in the same way as the graffiti 
in Room 17, from a grid of lines and 
scribed circles. It bears no relation to 
any extant feature in the house. 

3 Inscriptions in red chalk: these occur 
on all three walls but are poorly 
preserved and no longer legible (Fig 
8.35.A.B). They appear to be written in 
script with flowing capitals, figures 

indicate that they include dates, and in 
one place a month (october {sic]; 
acrually in black) is clearly visible. This 
suggests that they are probably related 
to the window sill inscriptions in Room 
20 (Fig 8.35.C), and are principally 
names and dates with perhaps some 
further commemorative information. 
Stylistic similarities suggest that they 
also date to the later I 6th or first half of 
the I 7th centuries. 



4 Incised inscriptions: these are the 
commonest rype and consist principally 
of pairs of initials. Of particular note is 
the date 1556 in the east porch (Fig 
8.36.F)) which provides a term;mts ame 
quem for the Period 4.3 alterations, and 
the name of the flTSt tenant farmer, 
James Manning, dated 1693 (Fig 
8.35.A), on the north wall of Room 18. 
They also span the widest date range; 
the smaller) neater initials fall within 
the same range as the chalk 
inscriptions) heavily incised initials, 
often in boxes, appear to be late I 7th or 
early 18th century, and some of those 
in the east porch are relatively recent. 

Room20 

Much of this passage was replastered at a 
later date, but the limited area of Period 4.3 
plaster on the east wall has no signjficant 
graffiti. However, OOth sills of the window 
E9.15 bear inscriptions (Fig 8.35.C). The 
north light has IWO lines of illegible text 
below the date, I 586. That on the south 
light reads: NPoynrz Knight I died [the] first 
f day of September f 1585, and next to it: 
I 633 I JOHN Poy[mz] f died [day and 
month illegible]. Both of these inscriptions 
commemorate known events (Chaprer 2). 

Graffiti elsewhere in the house 

In the east panel of the painted frieze in 
Room I 0 is a graffito 'God save the true 
King 1740' (PI 1). This is set within the car
touche, suggesting that its outline at least 
must still have been visible. 

The other concentration of graffiti can 
be found at the head of the stairs in the 
Period 4.5 tower and in the adjoining attic 
room at the north end of the east range. The 
earliest appears to be WA 1637 on the jamb 
of the topmost stair window, but the major
ity are 19th- or 20th-century, names or ini
tials and dates, often executed in pencil. 

The ship graffiti 

by fan Friel 

Graffiti are relatively common in certain 
rypcs of medieval and later buildings, partic
ularly churches, where there were areas of 
soft stone or plaster in which people could 
scratch some design. It is often very difficult 
to date a graffito with any precision unless it 
is found in a specific scaled context. Such 
contexts arc relatively rare, so pictorial graf
fiti are generally dated by their sryle, or by 
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the shape of whatever item they happen to 
depict. 

Gra.ffiti are a kind of folk art, generally 
the work of people without any artistic train
ing. The reasons for making these inscrip
tions or drawings can seldom be more than 
guessed at. ln the case of some church graf
fiti there may have been a votive intent, but 
it is also probable that many graffiti were 
created merely as a way of passing the time. 

The Acton Court ship graffiti occur in 
Room 18, a cross-passage created in Pe.riod 
4.3, and hence cannot antedate c 1550. 
However, it does not automatically follow 
that they were produced in the Tudor 
period, for the bouse remained a mansion 
until the late 17th century. 

Acton Court is by no means the only 
large house in England to contain several 
ship graffiti. For example there are three in 
the late medieval west range of lodgings at 
Dartingron Hall, Devon, the largest of 
which is some 3.05 m (10 ft) long, and 
depicts a great three-masted merchant ship 
or carrack of 15th- or I 6th-century date 
(Friel 1992, 73). 

Five areas within Room 18 and the 
adjoining porch have complete or partial 
images of ships, which are discussed in turn. 

Area A (Fig 8.35) 

This has the largest ship graffito, a picture 
c 1.9 m (6 ft 2 in) in length. The vessel has a 
pointed, seemingly double-ended hull, 
although part of one end has been lost. The 
lower part of the hull has been marked with 
diagonals and some cross-hatching, a 
method that is also used to 'fill in' the hulls 
of some of the other ship graffiti in the 
room. The upper part is clear of these mark
ings, suggesting that the lower pan was 
meant to represent the underwater section 
of the hull. Some horizontal lines above the 
hull may have been an attempt to show 
superstructure, but they are not very coher
ent. 

Three vertical lines represent masls of 
varying heights, the central one, the main
mast, being the highest, as would have been 
the case on a real ship. The left-hand mast is 
slightly higher than the right-hand mast, 
suggesting that the former is the foremast, 
and the latter is the mizzenmast. Both this 
mas[ and the mainmast have lines running 
to a leftward extension of the hull, indicat
ing the forestay ropes which were used to 
help support them, and suggesting that the 
bow of the ship is on the left. An incomplete 
line runs from the top of the mizzenmast 
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Figu" 8.]7 A ship graffito 
from th•lal.e nudia:al t.:.'otst 
ro11.gd qf Darrington Han~ 
Dcvtm (Drawing: l<m 
1-"n'd, ajrn- Emny 1970, 
201!). 

FigJt'fl' 8.38 (/acing pag~) 
A An illlt!rpNUllivi 

drcrwi'tg of sJdp graffito 
B.J6.F,- 8 A,; English 
drawf1~g of a ship frorn a 
dian of c 1$30 (u,fttr 
Howoro /987, 44); C A 
Ft'Pielr drarr:i,,g of a mid· 
sixt«nt);-umury ship 

(ajr<r Hou,.ro 1987, 6!1); 
DAn Cty:IW1 drau•ing of a 
four-masud tG'OrVliA J.SiOr 
(after H(lt..'Ylrd 19-87, $8),· 
E A, English dra.wiJ;g of 1J 

coarship,' 1580 (afur 
McGor..'Yltt /9811 24), 
(drawi11.g: la11 FrM). 
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towards the stern, but in this pan of the ship 
there is something of a problem. 

A strong, sharply angled line runs up 
from the end of the hull at the right-hand 
'stern• end, much in the manner of a 
bowsprit. The problem here is that the 
bowsprit was fixed at the bow of a ship, not 
the stem. Some ships did have a spar at the 
stern called an outligger, 10 carry the sheet of 
the mizzen sail, but the outligger did not usu
ally have a sharp rake. The suspicion that this 
Line was intended to represent a bowsprit is 
increased by the presence of a cross-like fea
ture, close to the top of the line, resembling a 
mast. A new mast was introduced in lhe late 
16th century, called the sprit topmast, 
mounted on the bowsprit (McGowan 1981, 
40, 43), and this feature seems to be an 
attempt ro represent one of these masts. 
Unfortunately if this is so, it also creates a 
ship with t\VO bows and no stern: the most 
likely explanation is that the original graffito 
was altered by later additions at some time 
from the !are 16th century onwards, and tbat 
the original bow was to the left. 

There is a flag bearing St Andrew's cross 
at the mainmast head. It is worth noting that 
Sir Nicholas Poyntz, wbo built this part of 
the house, had been involved in the English 
seaborne attack on Edinburgh in I 544, and 
would undoubtedly have seen Scottish ves
sels flying this flag. The graffito may there
fore contain a reference to the Scottish 
campaign, but unfortunately this is impossi
ble to prove. A similar flag-like shape is 
shown lower down the mainmast with the 
initials '1\1S', but whether this was original 
to the graffito, or a later addition is 
unknown. 

In summary the original graffito may 
well be of mid-16th-century date, with addi
tions in the late 16th or 17th centuries. 

Area 8 (Fig 8.35) 
The remains of rwo ship graffiti are visible 
here, both seemingly of the same type of 
'vessel'. That on lhe left is berrer preserved 
and shows a one-masted ship with a 
strongly curved keel and stem, and a hori· 
zontal sheerline (the sheerline is the top 
line of the hull). Two curved lines repre" 
scot plank runs or strakes, crossed with 
short verticals or diagonals. The strakes do 
not quite reach the stem, but if produced 
they would terminate at the very end point 
of the hull. The other end of the vessel is 
missing, but what is left suggests a hull 
that resembled a banana in shape and 
srructure. Most 16th-century ships and 
boats had stem and stern posts at either 
end, to which the plank runs were 
attached. The vessel depicted here is dif
ferent in that the plank runs rise up at 
either end of the vessel, where they were 
fixed together in some manner without the 
use of stem and stern posts. This type of 
construcdon has been found in some 
medieval wreck finds, and is commonplace 
in medieval ship iconography. It is known 
to scholars as 'hulk' conslfuction (Green
hill 1976, 283-5). 

The right-hand graffito, although 
much less complete, appears to have had 
rather similar features. Both vessels seem 
to be one-masted (something uncommon 
on all but the smallest craft by the 16th 
century), and the left-hand one has indica
tions of a sail yard and rigging. 

It is very doubtful that vessels of this 
early medieval type were still to be seen in 
the British Isles in the 16th century, but 
these craft cannot have been drawn earlie.r 
than c 1550. Graffiti found in other parts 
of the country showing similar types of 
vessel suggest lhat this was in fact a con
ventional way of depicting a ship rather 
lhan an attempt to illustrate an existing 
type. For example a similar anachronistic 
'hulk, graffito exists in one of the rooms of 
the late medieval west range of Dartington 
Hall, Devon (Emery 1970, 208; see also 
Fig 8.37). If a modern child is asked to 
draw a house, the result will often be in the 
form of a building with a central doorway, 
symmetrical ground- and first-floor win
dows and a ccnttal chimney: in other 
words, a stylised representation of a single 
type, rather than an observational drawing 
of a modern dwelling. The 'hulk' graffiti 
may have been part of a similar phenome
non, a kind of I 5th- and 16th-century pic
torial shorthand for a ship or boat. 
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Area 0 (Fig 8.36) 
Two or possibly three incomplete hulls are 
represented here. The upper one is in red 
chalk, and has a stair-like feature at one end, 
perhaps intended to represent superstruc
rure, but otherwise the.re is Jiule that can be 
said about them. 

Area E (Fig 8.36) 

This is a crude, red chalk graffito with an 
unrealistic hull, and three masts with a 
series of diagonal lines running to them to 

c 

'• 

represent standing rigging. The image has 
no features that allow it to be closely dated. 

Area F (Fig 8.36) 

From the point of view of maritime history 
this is the most interesting graffito, for it 
appears to have been drawn by someone 
who both knew ships and had the skill to 
depict them. 

The graffitO is just over 0.5 m in length, 
and despite a multiplicity of other lines both 
surrounding and overlaying it, the vessel 

E 
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stands out quite distinctly. The hull has a 
flat keel line, a curved stem and a sharply 
raked stern. Two lines run from stem co 
stern, representing strakes. The sheerline of 
the hull curves upwards slightly at the stem, 
and a tall superstructure is shown at lhe 
stern, with three very distinct deck levels. 
The mainmast is shown with two strong ver
tical lines, a mizzenmast is perched on the 
second superstructure deck, and forward
raked foremast is shown at the bow. A less 
sharply angled line at the bow representS the 
bowsprir, and below this is a curved, 
pointed feature which appears to have been 
a beakbead, a structure that protruded out 
from the stem. Above the main mast is a sin
gle vertical line for a top mast, bearing a 
Oag. Forestays go from the top of the main
mast to the foremast, and from the top of 
the maio topmast to the bowsprit, with 
some form of backstay going from the main
mast to the first deck of the superstructure. 
Another supporting rope is indicated, 
although less surely than some of the others. 
Parallels for all of these features can be 
found in 16th-century ship illustrations, and 
the positioning of the forestays in particular 
would be known only ro someone who had 
sailed aboard a real ship, or had at least 
studied one very closely (cfFig 8.38.8-E). 

Figure 8.38.A is an interpretation draw .. 
ing of this graffitoJ and comparative exam
ples (Fig 8.38.8-E) have been redrawn from 
illustrations of the period c 1530-80. Raked 
foremasts were common on I 6th-century 
ships, as were be.akheads and multi-level 
superstructures (F Howard L 987, 78-9, 
84). While the first two features were to be 
found in vessels of the 17th century, high 
superstructures were by then far less com
mon. 

Ship superstructures originated in the 
Middle Ages as platforms for soldiers fight
ing boarding actions, and in English and 
other European warships of the first half of 
the 16th century they could attain prodi
gious size. However, by the 1580s, if not 
earlier, English naval tactics had changed, 
with a much greater emphasis on using 
heavy guns to batter an enemy ship from a 
distance rather than closing with it in the 
traditional manner. This meant that high 
superstrucrures were of less usc from a rnili· 
tary point of viev.,, and lhey also became a 
technical problem, for their weight and wind 
resistance could adversely affect a ship's per
formance. English warship builders were 
producing much lower-built vessels by the 
1580s, the so-called 'race-built' galleons. 

$hjps with three-level superstructures, like 
the one depicled in this g-raffito, would have 
begun to look decidedly old-fashioned 
(F Howard 1987, 45, 52). 

The person who drew this graffito must 
have had personal knowledge of ships, for it 
is unlikely that a layman would have 
thought to draw particular details such as 
the raked foremast, the realistic forestays 
and the beakbead. The fact that he also 
included a three-stage superstructure sug
gests that he drew the picture at some point 
between the 1550s and the 1580s. 

Decorative plasterwork from 
excavated contexts 
by Kirsty Rodwell 

There are two large and distinct groups of 
excavated decorative plasterwork; from the 
Period 4.3 infilling of the east moat, and 
from Period 5 demolition layers over the 
west range. 

East moat; contexts 2020 and 2066 

All fragments are off-whit.e, of a hard friable 
composition, containing small nodules of 
lime and a finely laminated vegetable filler, 
but without sand or hair. A sample was 
analysed by X-ray diffraction (ACPI; see 
below). The plaster has been applied i.n twO 
distinct layers, and the mouldings run ;,. 
sicu, creating slight variations in the profile. 
The back of the plaster shows lath impres
sions on some examples, and Pennant ruO.. 
ble, with traces of the loam matrL'<, on 
others. The faces of all mouldings preserve 
variable traces of a reddish golden-brown 
painL The material can be divided into the 
following different types. 

Fig 8.39 

Ceiling ribs of symmetrical profile, 
thircy-six fragments, all straight, 
broken off at the junction with the 
ceiling, maximum surviving length 
0.18 m. On about half the fragments 
the ribs run parallel to the laths, on a 
few pieces they run at right angles, and 
on the remainder they run obliquely 
(as illustrated). There are no rib 
junctions. 

2 Raised flat rib with roll-moulded 
edges, forcy-four fragments, length 
unknown. impressions of Pennant 
rubble on the rear of the larger pieces 
lndicale that chese ribs could run 
horizontally or ve.rtically. 
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3 !Uased flat rib, single fragment, one 
edge roll-moulded at an angle of 125 
degrees, the other edge roughly 
finished. Pennant rubble impressions 
on the back. 

4 Rebated roll-moulded panel with flat 
border terminating in a finished edge 
(there is a second edge fragment) . Up 
tO 50 mm thick in two distinct layers, 
small nodules of faced stucco and grey 
backing plaster (as ACP3) embedded in 
rear. Possibly a plinth or skirring. 

5 !Uiscd wn,.., moulding, eJe,..,n 
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fragments, producing a composite 
cross .. S«tion, length unknown, set 
vertically on a Pennant rubble waU. 

6 Related fragments (seven examples) 
have the same moulding profile, but 
curved edges. Attached to Pennant 
rubble, but tOo small to indicate 
d irection. 

7 Cavetto moulding, unevenly run, six 
fragments. On the reverse a batten 
imprint marks the junction between a 
vertical face with stone impressions and 
a horizontal face with lath impressions. 
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8 Cyma reversa moulding, single 
fragment, right .. angled <m reverse with 
lath impressions, upper edge finished. 

Fig 8.40 

9 Torus moulding, cwo fragments, lath 
impressions on the reverse run at right 
angles to the moulding. 

l 0 Console bracket, single example, leaf 
and Tudor rose decoration in low 
relief. One side of the bracket is 
scrolled, the other is plain. Stone 
impressions on the reverse, which has 
a finished lower edge. 

The context of these fragments, in the 
Period 4.3 infilling of the east moat, makes 
it clear that they formed pat! of a decora
tive scheme antedating c l 550. Their con
centration in lhe east moat and virtual 
absence (six fragments from the east e.nd) 
from the south moat, together with their 
classical scyle, suggest that they formed 
part of the Period 4.1 decoration of the east 
range. Jt is unlikely that the fragments were 
derived from the subsidiary rooms on the 
ground tloor, and on the first tloor the 
preservation of the original decorative 
schemes is sufficiently complete (Chapter 
5) to discount Rooms 6 and I 0. The most 
probable location is Room I I, where nei
ther the original ceiling nor fireplace wall 
survives. 

11a 

11b 

9t.--''--....:; .. ,. 

The fragments are derived from cwo dis
tinct feamres, one of which was a ribbed 
ceiling. The dimensions and colouring of the 
ribs closely resemble the contemporary 
painted ceiling in Room 6 (Fig 5.17}, and 
the direction of the laths would he consistent 
with the reconstruction of a very sim_Har 
design. The only variant is the evidence for a 
small number of ribs running across the 
width of the room. This ceiling is an early 
plaster example of a <ype of decoration fre
quently carried out at this period in wood. 
There are references to gilded ceiling battens 
in the Hampton Court and Greenwich 
building 3CCOUO[S (Thurley 1988, 6, ?j 
1991, 21), and the chapel of the Vyne, 
Hampshire, c 1525 retains a ribbed wooden 
ceiling (Howard 1987, fig 66). 

The remaining fragments are derived 
from a feature attached to a stone wall, and 
are probably part of a chimoeypiece. 
Mouldings such as Figure 8.39.7, which 
have impressions of battens and laths, were 
probably applied to a wooden substructure 
built into the wall (cf the overmantel rebate 
in Room 6, E7.17). They are too small to be 
derived from a ceiling cornice, which in 
Room l l can be shown to have been 
wooden. 

This group of fragments cannot be 
exactly reconstructed, but the sirnilari<y of 
the console bracket (Fig 8.40.10) to the 
larger Period 4.2 stone bracket in Room I, 



suggests that it may have formed part of a 
fireplace surround of related type, support· 
ing a projecting classical shelf, from which 
the mouldings 7-9 could be derived. The 
raised rib mouldings 2-4 could have formed 
part of a panelled overman tel. 

These fragments appear to be the earliest 
surviving classical plastcrwork in England, 
antedating the stucco from Nonsuch, the 
only comparable material, by some five 
years (Biddle 1966, 113). The Nonsuch 
stucco is, however, much more eJaborare, 
comprising some six thousand frngmems 
from a complex scheme of external decora
tion, depicting personifications and scenes 
from classical mythology (Biddle 1984, 
411 - 17; Colvin 1982, 193-6). The srylc of 
the work there shows the influence of the 
Gallery of Francis I at Fontainebleau, and it 
was probably designed by Nicholas Bellin of 
Modena (Biddle 1966, 118- 21 ). Both Eng
lish and foreign craftsmen were actually 
engaged in the production of the reliefs 
(Colvin 1982, J 94-5). 

A stucco fireplace of unknown form was 
being constructed in the privy chamber at 
Whitehall in the 1530s (undated, ibid, 312), 
and a cargo of 'stone plaster' from Calais, 
intended for this or similar work was cap
tured at sea in 1532 (ibid, 312 note 1). A 
drawing of an elaborate fireplace, intended 
for one of Henry's palaces, is auribut.ed to 
Holbein, although the design has French 
influences (Biddle 1966, J 12- 13; Thurley 
1993, fig 308), but one of the few surviving 
stucco ovennamels of this rype and date (c 
1554), is in the Star Chamber at Broughton 
Castle, Oxfordshire (Sherwood and Pcvsner 
1974, 496) . h is also in the Fontainebleau 
sryle, and depicts a scene from Ovid's Meta· 
morphos•s (Biddle 1970, 9-12). 

These examples are considerably more 
elaborate than the Acton Court fragments, 
whicb would appear to have more in com
mon 'vith tbe restrained classical detailing of 
the 'Sharington' school (Chapter 6). The 
decoration of the console in particular is 
repeated on some of the shelf brackets in the 
lower tower room at Lacock. However, c1as
sical designs of related rype were being pro
duced in stone before 1536, as is shown by 
the Eastet sepulchre at Tarrant Hinton, 
Dorset (RCHM£ 1972, 98, pis 76, 77). 
This design consists of an arched recess with 
a four-centred head, flanked by composite 
half-columns carrying an emablarure, which 
could be used without modification as a fire
place surround. The detailing is restrained 
and it bears the monograms of Thomas 
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Weaver, rector 1514-36. The relatively 
small scale of the stucco details may also 
reflect the influence of contemporary ltal
ianate terracotta work, such as lhe Beding
field tomb at Oxborough, Norfolk (Uoyd 
1925,349-55: Baggs 1968, 296- 301). 

At Acton Court the decorative plaster
work of Period 4.1, like the frieze paintings, 
is an example of specialist craftsmen pro
ducing specific classical features for an oth
erwise traditional scheme. Plaster would 
have had the advantage over stone at this 
period in speed of execution. Unlike the 
architectural fragments from the moat infill, 
this work was not old-fashioned by Period 
4.3, and was probably discarded for purely 
strucrural reasons. The bunressing and 
replastering which took place in Room II at 
this time suggest that considerable settle
ment and cracking had taken place shortly 
after construction, which probably had the 
effect of damaging the decoration. 

\\rest range, demolition layers; (principal 
contexts 183,185) 

A large quantity of ceiling rib fragn1ents was 
found in Period 5 demolition layers along 
the length of the range. The lime plaster mix 
is coarser than that used for the Period 4.1 
fragments and also without hair. A sample 
was analysed by X-ray diffraction (ACP2 see 
below). The rib mouldings arc now 
unpainted and there are lath impressions on 
the reverse. 

Fig 8.40 

I 1 a Symmetrical roll-moulded rib, 
representative of the majori[y of 
fragments, none longer than 0. 15 m. 
Laths run obliquely (as illustrated), at 
righr angles ro, and parallel v.tith the 
ribs. There are a few variants including: 

II b Tripartite junction, one rib is at right 
angles to the laths, the others are 
oblique. 

lie Tripartite junction, one rib is parallel to 
tbe laths, one at right angles and one 
oblique. 

lid junction, rib parallel to laths with 
single-right angled scar. 

J I e Curved rib on flat bed, with scar of 
adjoining rib. 

II f Curved rib from coving with stepped 
lath impressions on reverse. 

The surviving fragments are derived from a 
coved, ribbed ceiling, wbich included 
curved elements. The variation in the direc
tion of the ribs indicates a less repetitive 
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design than lhe ceilinp an the cast range, 
but not enough survn·es to reconnruct the 
pattern. There as no evidence for other 
decorati\·e motifs, but these could ha\•e 
been lost if only spanngly u~. A cdhng of 
this type, dating to the second half of the 
16th centur)' Sut\1\·es at Codrington 
Coun, Dodington (Gioucesw-shire; Hall 
1982, pi XU!); it is coved, the ribs form 
star pan ems, with rose bullions a1 the prin ... 
cipal intersections and neurs-de-lis at 
intervals oo the ground. At Unnmihangel 
Place, Glamorgan (RCAIIMW 1981, 99, 
pis II, 58) the canted hall ceiling has a 
repeating pattern solely of raised ribs, 
forming squares within circles pierced by 
diamonds (cf Fig 8.40.1 1c). In a chamber 
opening off the hall there b a covcd ceiling 
of simpler geometric design (cf Fig 
8.40.11b, c, f). Both are of mid- to late 
16th-century date. There arc mtd-16th
cenrury examples tncorpomting coats of 
arms at L)'lCS Carey llnd On:hord W)Tid
ham, both in Somerset (Penoyre and 
Peno~TC 1994, 13). 

The distribution of the fragments indi
cates that the suite of room~ in the west 
mnge had ceilings of similar or identical 
design, and it is probable that they arc 
derived from the more important first-Ooor 
rooms. TI>is is borne out by the Period 5.1 
usc of the range a$ n barn, and the late 
18th-century date of the layers containing 
the fragments, which sugg<-,;ts that the 
upper ceilings were left in place when the 
ground floor ceihngs were removed to pro
vide headroom c 1700. 

X-ray diffraction (XRO) 
analysis of plaster sam ples 
by ,\falcolm \lard 

Four plaster samples were submmed for 
anaJysis: 

ACP I From fragments of moulded wall 
and ceiling plaster in the east mont, 
which were probably derived from 
the Period 4.1 cast range (sec 
above). 

ACP2 Ribbed ceiling plaster derived from 
the Period 4.2 west range (sec 
above). 

ACP3 Ground for the pamted friezes and 
ceiling to Room 6 in the Period 4 .I 
cast range. There are two distinct 
layers, a grey base coat and a white 
top coat, and its composition 

differs from the plaster used on the 
lower walls (Chapter 5). 

ACP4 Skim of plaster coaung a board 
found under the Ooor in Room 6 
(Fig 8.30.6), probably eonnruction 
debris from the Period 4.1 house. 

Analysis 
The four samples provided five XRD traces 
as one sample, ACP3, was divided into two 
portions, the base coat being a different 
colour (grey) from the top coat (white). This 
analysis showed there were two composi· 
tional groups present, one being lime plaster 
(ie containing calcite CaCO, ns the main 
crystalline component) and one c-ontaining 
gypsum (CaS0 •. 2Hz0) as the main crys
talline component (Fig 8.41). 

.-.\inor amounts of quartZ (Si02) were 
detected in all samples and there was 
some calcite m the g)1'$Um samples as well as 
traces of bassamte (CaSO,.YHzO), which is 
un=cted plaster of l'ans (Figs 8.42, 8.43). 

Comments 

The moulded fragments ACI' I and 2 may 
have been made from Iiane plaster because it 
shrinks on setting, so would separate more 
easily from a mould. Gypsum plasters set 
more rapidly tl>an lime plasters and expand 
on sctiing. !bey arc o preferred ground for 
some painting techniques and the light top 
coat may indicate selection on this basis, 
although the other properties may have 
influenced their choice for ACPJ. 

A shell containing pigment 

by Helen ftugltes aud Sharon Strong 

An oystc:r shc:U, cont:uning a red pigment, 
was found in the mtd- to late 16th-century 
fill of the south arm of the moat, west of the 
porch (Period 4.4 -4.5, context 2149), and 
was examined with a view lO identifying the 
pigment. 

Qualitative X-ray fluorescence was per
formed on a small sumplc, and showed the 
presence of mercury, iron and sulphur, with 
some silica and calcium. 1nerefore the pig
ment was initially identified as either natural 
cinnabar (HgS) or vermilion (HgS), possi
bly with a small amount of an iron pigment 
present, although the presence of the iron 
could be due to contamination from lhe soil. 

A small amount of the pigment was 
examined under a polansing light micro
scope. In plane polarised hght, the pigment 
w.~s observed to be finely ground, but there 
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was a variecy of particle si1..c, and larger par .. 
ticks appeared to be fibrous with stub
shaped ends. The particles were orange/red 
in colour, and under cross polnrs looked a 
fiery red. The pigment was anisotropic and 
had a high refractive index. 

These characterisLics suggest that the 
pigment is dry process vermilion, which is 
produced by forming black amorphous mer
curic sulphide and then, by a process of sub
limation and condensation, converting it to 
the red crystalline form. Wet process vermil
ion, which was first produced ou the end of 
the 18th century, is made by grinding rhe 
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ACP I 
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mercury and sulphur Logether in the pres
ence of water, before a warm solution of 
causlic potash is added (Gcttcns and S1out 
1966, 170-3). It is usually very fine and 
even in size) and docs not contain fibrous 
panicles. 

It is often difficult to distinguish between 
dry process vermilion and cinnabar. 
Cinnabar is a naturally occurring ore which 
has been ground. Samples of pure cinnabar 
which have been finely ground display the 
same characteristics as dry process vermil
ion, but generally cinnabar tends to be 
coarser and contains fragments of mineral 

•• 80 100 
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impurities. The sample from the shell found 
at Acton Court had few impurities. 

Although it may be possible that the shell 
coma ins a very pure fine cinnabar, it is more 
likely that the pigment is an artificially pro
duced dry process vermilion. Comparisons 
with known samples of cinnabar and vermil
ion seem to support this view. The pigment 
has been produced using this method since 
the 8th/9th century. 

A small sample of the pigment was 
mixed with potassium bromide and 
analysed using a Perkin-Elmer 197 infrared 
spectrophotometer in order to determine if 
any medium was present. This proved 
inconclusive, as there was nothing distin
guishable in tl>e sample. 

The shell was identified as the left (lower) 
valve of the Common European, Flat or 
Native oyster, Ostrea edulis Unnaeus. It is 
probable that the shell was used as a container 
for the pigment while it was being applied, 
perhaps as a fine decoration to a wall. 

The tree-ring dating 

by David Haddon-Reece a11d Daniel W H 
Miles 

Summary 

Tree-ring dates are reported here for 24 of 
the 40 timbers sampled at Acton Court, 
Gloucestershire (ST 676842) from 1987 to 
1990. The 16th-century building work there 
is shown to be circumscribed by the felling 

of the east range timber in the spring of ad 
1535 and the cutting of timbers for the stair 
turret treads in the spring of ad 1576. The 
north range timbers have felling date ranges 
(95 per cent confidence) spanning ad 
1519- 64, but by including information from 
detached sapwood pieces from two timbers, 
this could be narrowed to about 1530 to 
1545. The felling date range of the 15th
century arch-braced roof rc-ercctcd on the 
north range at che same time is ad 
1486-1531. 

Introduction 

The main purpose of the tree-ring dating 
was to produce dates for the separate build
ing phases. It was hoped that if no absolute 
dates could be obtained, ilien the den
drochronology would at least provide a 
chronological framework for the relative dat
ing of the sepa.rate building phases. 

The elements regarded as separate 
phases for which tree-ring dating was possi· 
ble were, in chronologicaJ order: 

The (reused) arch-braced north range 
roof (reused in Period 4.2). 

2 The east range (Period 4.1 ). 
3 The north range including two roof 

timbers contemporary with the joining 
of the arch-braced roof to the east 
range roof (Period 4.2). 

4 The stair turret (Period 4.5). 

Tree-ring dates for the east range and the 
stair turret have been reported in Haddon-



Reece tt a/ 1990, and dates for the north 
range m Haddon-Reece and Miles 1992. 
This report is an edited version of AML 
report 11/94 (Haddon-Rttce and Miles 
1994). 

Methods of sample coUection 

A summary of the timbers sampled and 
their eventual daring is shown in Table I 0. 
Cores and slices were collected between 
1987 and 1990. As coring involves the 
inevitable risk rhnt a core will nol run at 
right angles tO the ring boundaries, or that it 
will meet a hidden oren of distortion, most 
timbers were sampled with more than one 
core. All timbers sampled were of oak, 
Quercz1s sp. 

Timbers sampled and particular 
problems 

The Acton Court rree-ring samples are des
ignated as aOI, a02 etc. The locations of 
timbers sampled m nru are shown on Figure 
AJ. Some samples were cut or sampled ex 
siw: these are drawn in Figures 8.44 and 
8.45. 

North range rool'(a33-a48) 

Cores were drilled from this roof with a 
16 mm nuger. 'Tne timbers themselves were 
of slender scantling compared with the 
transverse timbers in both east and north 
ranges; although many had sapwood com
plete to the bark edge, it was everywhere too 
bad I)• worm·eAten for collection or measure-
ment. Despite an outward appearance of 
solidity to the sopwood, the insect larvae 
had been so probfically acth-e in the inner
most rings of sapwood against the heart
wood that only a compacted mass of frass 
(droppings) remained. 

East range (o01a-al4) 

The sample• from the east range were taken 
both as 7/8 in (22 mm) diameter cores drilled 
from timbers in situ nnd as slices cut by 
cha.in-saw from timber ends which had been 
removed during restoration work and stored 
in the works area. It should be noted that not 
all of these loose timbers can be ascribed a 
provenance with absolute certainty. 

Some of the cores showed a tendency to 
snap during drillong, which was later found 
to be due to a band of very narrow, and con
sequently "'eak, a-ee rings. A few of these 
cores "-ere clearly unusable, but whe=-er 
possible, the pieces were carefully laid in 
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order and secured by glue and splints for 
eventual comparison with me slices. 

North run~c (a1S-a l9; a27-a33) 

The samples from the north range were 
taken mostly as cores drilled from timbers 
in situ with a 16 mm auger. One sample 
(a27) was a section taken from a block of 
timber found on the window sill in Room I 
presumably removed or found during 
demolition works, although its originalloca· 
tion could not be precisely identified. In 
addition, several sapwood slices \\'ere cut 
from the timbers adjacent to the coring 
posiuons. 

hgurv 8. 44 »«-rmg 
dulinx: aouo#<tNtn of sl~«~ 
t111 (04" M1ks). 
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A slice was cut by Robert Bell from a 
large \vaterloggcd limber, the sole plate of a 
bridge (954, Fig 4.14) found in the excava
tion of the nonh moat. 

Very few of the timbers had sa.pw<>odt 
which emphasised the importance for daring 
of those that did. Of particular relevance 
were a primary lintel in the south wall (a31) 
and the purlin (a33) added to connect the 
re-erected arch-braced roof to the east range 
roof. Tbc sapwood of these timbers was also 
crumbly, though not quite so impossible as 
that in the arch-braced section. Despite 
extensive larval depredation in the sapwood 
of both timbers, it was still possible to take 
samples: the sapwood on the lintel 'vas first 
consolidated by injections of dilute PVA 
(Resin W wood glue) through a 0.5 mm 
syringe and by painting its outer surface sev
eral times with Ronseal Wood Hardener 
resin. In lhe case of the purlin, the larvae 
had eaten much of the spring and summer 
components of the axial clements in the 

wood, but had avoided the thick medullary 
rays (oak contains both thick and thin-type 
rays) to such an extent that the sapwood 
sampJe taken was seen to consist very largely 
of rnys bound in a marrix of frass. Fortu
nately, the ring boundaries are repeated in 
the rays and could be discerned as bands in 
the laminae remaining there (ic in the radial 
longitudinal section). 

Stair treads (a22-a26) 

Slices were cur from several of the stair treads 
while they were awaiting repair at the 
Gloucester Blackfriars English Heritage 
works depot. By glueing a stiffening sheet of 
hardboard to each tread end with masonry 
epo~')' glue, it was possible to cut from it a very 
thin slice on a bandsaw. r.n additiont sections 
were cut from the newel end of some treads 
whose ends would in any case be removed for 
repair. The work was done \\;th the guidance 
and assistance of the works depot staff. 

Sample preparation and measure
ment 

All timbers except the moat timber were dry, 
and were therefore sanded on a linishcr 
through several grades of abrasive paper 
ranging from 60 grit to 1200 grit. This pre
pared a sufficiently clean view of the trans
verse section of the wood for the ring 
boundaries to be distinguished and the ring
widths to be measured. The moat timber 
was air-dried and then treated in the same 
manner as the other timbers. 

Once polished, all samples were measured 
under a x I O/x30 microscope using a travelling 
stage electronically displaying displacement 
to a precision of 0.00 I mm. Some ring pat
terns v.-erc found to contain bands of excep
tionally narrow rings, which made 
measurement very difficult - and sometimes 
impossible. ln most instances each sample 
was measured at least twice, and in the case! 
of the sapwood pieces a31 sap and a33sap 
from the north range, five and nine times 
respcctiveJy in order to obtain a representative 
average. Where they contained breaks, cores 
were measured in sections for eventual align
ment against other samples. 

The moat timber sample was blackened 
through waterlogging, which had also 
obscured the wood vessels. After 'clearing' 
the wood with a hypochlorite bleach, the 
ring pattern up to ring 50 could be mea
sured, but this was followed by a series of 
rings so distorted, narrow and lacking in late 
(ie summer) wood that their boundaries 



could not be disring-uished with certaincy. 
Beyond iliat,. measurements could be read 
to about ring 9 1. This 9 l -ring series \vas 
recorded in the hope that at least the first 
50-ring sequence could be dated and then 
have an approximate number added to it in 
order to provide an approximate felling 
date. 

Cross-matching procedure 

After measurement, the ring-width series for 
each sample was drawn o ut in me usual 
fashion as a graph of width against year on 
log-linear graph paper. This paper is 
translucent so that graphs ('curves') can be 
visually compared by overlay. All ring-width 
series were also recorded on a computer for 
statistical cross-matching using a variant of 
the Baillie and Pilcher ( I 973) CROS pro
gram. 

Dating results and analysis 

Table 10 gives a summary of dating results 
for individual timbers as well as for the sub
master curves assembled for each 
phase/building element. See below for an 
extended discussion of the sapwood estima
tion at Acton Court. 

East range 

After measurement (and remeasurement lO 
avoid possible error from the band of nar
row rings) samples aO I a, a02a, and a04 to 
a08 were melded inlo a preliminary mean 
curve (site sub-master). This initial sub
master curve produced a date of AD 1534 
when matched against master curves (see 
Table 17); since the outermost timbers had 
complete sapwood ending in a complete 
ring, this indicated felling in the spring of AD 
1535. Although sample a I 4 matched very 
highly with aOJa, a05 and to a lesser extent 
with a06, its inclusion in the initial sub .. mas
tcr curve actually lowered the marching of 
that mean curve with reference curves; it 
was therefore regarded as securely dated but 
was omitted from the sub-master curve. 

Samples a03 and a09 to a 13 from this 
phase did not date at first, and samples a 12 
and a 13 were dated only after the site curve 
had been reinforced with samples from 
other phases. Sample number a I I was 
unsuitable for measurement. 

North range (16th-century clements) 
The timber from the moat (954) failed to 
produce any convincing date. 

JlUILDING Mt\TllR IALS : FINDS t\ND SJ>ECIALIST RllPORTS 

The main transverse dmbers from Room 
failed to date unambiguously (since they 

offered so many possible dates). Most curves 
showed a repeated heavy stress on the tim
ber which had caused the tree's growth to 
falter badly for a few years before gradually 
regaining normal behaviour. These regular 
and repeated bands of narrow rings are often 
taken as a sign of pollarding (Ruth Morgan, 
Oliver Rackham, pers comm): deprived of 
so many of irs branches and leaves, the crec 
takes sevcraJ years to restore its phorosyn .. 
theric resources. ln this inslance, however, 
the timbers were of a lengrh far greater than 
would be expected for a pollard tree, and a 
more convincing explanation is that of sned
ding (lopping) the side branches, 
possibly ro encourage tall and straight 
growth. 

After an extensive search,. only three tim .. 
hers with complete sapwood had been found 
in the north range: trans\•erse beam 4 (a l 8); 
a lintel (a31 = s i Of) in the south wall of the 
room (Room 13114) beneath the long 
gaUery, and the short purlin (a33) connect
ing Truss I and the western slope of the casr 
range roof. The transverse beam sample 
(a 18) failed to match conclusively at any 
date. 

As related above,. cores could not be 
taken from a3 I and a33 with sapwood 
attached O\ving to itS crumbly narure. As 
these timbers were built into a wall, it was 
not possible to measure the sapwood in situ. 
Pieces of sapwood were therefore removed 
separately in the hope of measurement and 
subsequent alignment with other curves, 
given some clue from the dating of the parent 
cores to which the sapwood belonged. These 
pieces, which had been measured in replkatc 
several limes, were compared with as many 
sub-maslcrs and reference chronologies as 
possible in the hope that, despite their short 
extent, they might provide the vilal tenm·nu.s 
past quem for the erection of the north range. 
They were cross ... matched individually and in 
several combinations, visually and by statis .. 
rks, but without success. 

Sample a31 had five sapwood rings 
attached that showed no striking visual cor
relation with the inner rings of its separate 
sapwood piece, although there may be an 
overlap of one or rwo rings. The best that 
can be said is that by adding the known sap
wood of five rings (anached) + rwenry-six 
rings (detached) to the actual latest heart
wood date of AD 1506, the timber musr have 
been feUed later than about AD I 536. Archi
tectural evidence also precludes any date 
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Table 10: Acton Court: summary of tree-ring dating 

East Range 
• aOia s-

• 102a 1 

aOl 
• •04 
• aOS • 

• a06 t 

• .07 s 
• aOS • 

aO'I • 

aiO ' 
all ~ 

• a12 c 

• al3 c 
Il-l C 

• = .. East" .-ub-mas trr 

North R:anxe 

1lS c 
116 c 
a l 7 c 
a t8 d• 
a l9 c 

• a20 c 

a2 1 
~ a27 
a28 c:J5 

• 4131 r:Js 
a32 c 

• a33 CIA 
il34 c 

• = ... NI6lh" 11.ub-mat1t~r 

~onh Rnngl:' l(oor 
.. a36 c 
a37 c 

" d9 c 

•41 c 
a42 c 

• ....... c 

• a4b c 

a48 c 
• = '"SISth" .-ub-masc~r 

Stair Turf'C't 

bnda•na beam 
tnmmt'f" T6 7 
hntd 
wall pad 

tran.\\"t'f'M' beam 
cn.ntN~nc beam 

J<>l'll 

tranwn-w beam 
b<am 
bn.J~ barn T I 5 
bri.Ja oom T2 ) 
U"'flj\'(:rk ~ 

tram\'(T'Jt be-am 
tnn:.\~ be-am 

tran~vtnc bl."'.tm 

tnnt\''l:nc bc-<a.m 
trunsv(rsc bc-:a.tn 
mm-.vcne bt.1m 
tran~v.:rse bc<~m 

nrst noor Wist 

umber from mo:u 
unprov. block 
first noor tol:iot 
1in1d SIOf 
limcl S IOd 
~ up~r purlin Tl 
S princ 111fter Tl 

N l"r purhn T ~ S 
ucbt"am 1"2 
N pnnc r.aftcr T7 
S pnnc rafter T7 
N pnnc rah« ·n 
s rnnc nftu Ttt 
IJ<bnmT6 
tttbnmT1 

• alZ j. i:IJU' t.R:Ihl kl 
• a23 ' iliJt tt'dd )) 
• a2-l i ~lilt lJ'C'a..i ).a 

• a21 l UIJt t:rnd 48 
• a2b l na1r moW .. q 

• = "Stain" •u.bo--muter 

• = Mmpk ltK 1n ~-ub-m.'ittf; c,t • rort, lol~~~:t, 

13b4 151 I 

1)~ 1472 

1376-1530 
1)45-15)4 

1343--1528 
1469 1534 
1367- 1508 

1)5.J-.-1511 

1)50~ 146) 

1365-1446 
1328-IS34 

1409 1523 

ll9l-ISJO 

1•11 )-1511 

1417 1510 

1}93-1523 

1432 1482 

1411- 1479 

1417 1477 

1411-1#2 

1371>-1549 

1)87 1575 
1422 1575 
1455-1575 
1387 15·10 
1}76-1575 

1328-1575 

Y,.C • 'ii"nnc. vnnttr fellll'll {ttari (\jJt rrcw:nt ranW or <ompl«c Ml) 
IUS = hnlt'A'(ll)d \Otpo.to'OOd bowW;t,ry, rt\t•.n '*"" • llk'ilft \d'l"ltt\"'t> 
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HIS 
bdry 

1504 
1512 
1503 
1514 

151 0 

1506 

1510 

1476 

154-1 
1561 
1561 
1560 

27 

7 

20'1. 

HIS 
1JC 

5 

H IS 

3 

3 

5 

14C 
IS -'4 

.... , 
"'W' 
mm 
148 
145 
so 

155 
190 

181 
66 

142 
68 
66 
63 

158 
114 
82 

207 

72 
56 
70 
92 
59 

11 5 

91 
11 8 

62 
99 
12 
94 

55 
131 

39 
45 
51 
90 

50 
63 
61 
48 

66 

174 
189 
154 
121 
154 

100 

248 

nttdn 

rndth 
mm 
l ,7t) 

1.16 
253 
1.46 
1.93 
I 93 
1.:!8 

2.45 
3.62 
3.60 
3.18 
).)7 

2.02 
1.81 
1.8S 

2.78 
3.47 
J .SO 
2.59 
2 .90 
0.86 
2. 15 
1.)6 

2.61 
1.48 

5. 11 
1.72 

1.59 
1.36 

2.)9 
2.)8 
1.75 
0.89 
l .H 
3.12 
l . U 
3.51 
2.-'0 

1.54 
143 
1.61 
1.48 
1.)8 
1.52 

1.84 

srd 

dt<·• 

0 .59 
0.80 
1.56 
1. 13 
158 

102 
0 .30 
119 
2 .10 
1.)7 

I IS 
0.)9 
0.89 
0.59 
0.81 

0.97 
2.20 
l.O.l 

0.88 
1.)4 
0.)) 
1.34 
0.4 1 
1.45 
0.38 
1.88 
0 .78 
0 .71 
0.39 

0.67 
0 .81 

0.68 
O.S) 

1.24 
1.08 

0.81 
1.28 
0.68 

0 49 
0 .66 
0.76 
0.75 

0 .66 
o.ss 

o.so 

0 .186 
0 .289 
0.252 
0 .209 
0 .22! 
0 .186 
0 .180 
0.209 
0 .)23 
0 .2H 
0.1 'lO 
0 .166 
0.121 
0.153 
O.ISJ 

O.lO.l 

0.298 
0.).19 
0.209 
0.279 
0.171 
0.262 
0.217 
0.271 
0.229 
0.349 
0.225 
0.220 
0.17S 

0 .197 
0.256 
0 .212 
0.277 
0 2SS 

0 .195 
o.no 
0218 
0.16) 

0.175 
0.26l 
0.259 
0.28) 
0 .216 
0.205 

0.16) 
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Table 11: East range: matrix oft-values and overlaps 

102• •04 oOS •06 
1472 15:10 1534 1528 

tOla 5.35 U8 7.52 7.05 

109 136 148 148 

1102• 4.16 J.H 3.32 

97 128 125 - 3.08 2 78 
155 ISl 

1105 6.70 
181 

•06 

t07 

o08 

1109 

a!O 

ol2 . ., 
Table 12 North range 
( 16th century): t-valucs a nd 
overlaps 

o27 a) I oJJ 
1510 1511 1510 

a20 3.87 1.77 3.:10 
102 99 94 

a27 3.25 4.23 
98 94 

oJI 3.54 
94 

.07 
1534 

•:zo 
~) 

0.00 
125 
I 42 
62 
4.88 
66 
2.112 
60 

prior to AD 1535, simply because the north 
range postdates the cast range, unless its 
Limbers are reused. The HJS boundary of 
a33 hes at AD 15 I 0, and since its 2 1-ring 
sapwood is at least one nng short of the 
bark edge, its felling date must be after AD 
1531. 

Most of the north range samples were 
particularly troublesome. It was necessary 
to test each sample against each other, 
against the site sub-masters and against 
external reference chronologies, and then 
again in combination, before any acceptable 
positions could be found. As with all the 
other samples, visual matching was essen· 
tial. Wherever a match could be seen, its 
strength was tested statistically and vice 

n08 1109 alO al 2 ol) n14 

1508 1502 1535 1511 1~63 •••6 
10.29 2.02 1.52 1.20 ).)1 5.90 

142 68 42 •·•s 100 82 

2.76 0.00 0.00 2.05 2.b2 2.24 
106 38 0 119 114 82 

2.00 1.72 2.84 3.56 4.'&9 2.~ 

133 68 61 136 88 71 

1.01 1.}8 2.H ~.17 4.20 6.25 
142 68 65 158 114 82 
5.67 0.75 0.-18 3.41 6.50 9.67 

142 68 59 158 114 82 

2.47 1.73 2.38 4.05 0.00 0.00 
•10 34 05 43 0 0 

1.86 0.55 2.68 I 66 395 
68 39 142 97 80 

1.90 2.20 000 1.73 
)) 68 29 12 

0.9 1 0.00 0.00 
~2 0 0 

2.87 3.36 
110 82 

3.88 
82 

versa; the sample W3S combined wnh other 
samples, or with a sub-master, and the 
resultant mean cun·e was then tested for 
improvement in marching. Scatislics alone 
would have failed to date severn! of the 
sampl.s. 

Stair treads 
With the exception of sample a22 (tread 
30), the th'e stair treads showed a sttong 
inter-correlation. The t-values were so high 
(T.1ble 13) that it would seem probable 
that, with the exception of a22, all the 
treads sampled derive from only one or two 
trees. 

Also, the outer nng of samples a23 and 
a25 revealed that they were felled in the 
spring or eorly summer, that is, afu:r the 
formation of the spring \'eSSe Is but before a 
complete ring had formed. Sample a24 had 
a complete outer ring which indicated a 
felling an the winter months. Th1s would 
then suggest that the group conSISts of at 
least two and possibly three trees; no sap· 
wood remained on a26 for this to be 
explored further. 

All the tread curves arc highly similar in 
ring pattern, howc\>-cr, and lheir strong cor
relation also is due in part to their length. 
All five curves were therefore averaged, and 
the mean curve (including complete sap-
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wood) produced a latest felling date of AI) 

1576 (spring felling). 

Table 13: Stairs: t -values and 
overlaps 

a23 n.24 a2S a26 
1575 1575 IS75 1540 

:'122 5.76 6.53 5. 1 I 5.27 
163 128 95 154 

a.23 12.l6 14.22 10.01 
154 121 154 

1124 12.79 7.91 

121 119 

n25 13.27 
86 

As earliest and latest phases respectively, 
the east range and stair tower therefore cir· 
cumscribe the 16th-century building work 
as AI> 1535 to AD 1576. 

North range ( I Sth-cenntry roof) 

The samples here again proved very difficult 
and ambiguous, offering several alrernarive 
positions. Only four samples of the eight 
collected could be dated positively, and one 
of !:hose (a37, principal rafter) had to be 
omitted from t:hc north range roof sub-mas
ter curve as it badly reduced t:he match of 
that curve with reference curves. None of 
t:hc dates in Table 14 is a felling date. Only 
sample a44 has (incomplete) sapwood, and 
t:hcn only t:hree rings. 

Table 14: North range (15th 
centur y): t-valucs and overlaps 

a19 ••• a46 
1482 1479 1477 

a36 2.49 I. SO 3.76 
37 39 39 

a39 3.21 1.99 
48 46 

a44 4.30 
61 

North range ( 15th cenntry and 16th cen
tur)•) 
The entire matrLx of cross-watchings for all 
the north range clements is shown in T.1blc 
15. 

Table 15: North range {15th 
century and 16th century): t-values 
atld overlaps 

a27 all 133 o36 a39 ••• o46 
1510 15JI 1510 1468 1482 1-179 t477 

n20 3.87 1.77 3.30 0.98 1.85 3.49 
102 99 94 39 5 1 63 

a27 3.25 4.21 0.21 1.36 1.32 
98 94 39 51 63 

ull 3.5< t.OS 0.88 1.62 
94 39 51 63 

a31 3.24 2.50 2.56 
39 51 63 

336 2.49 1.80 
37 39 

a39 3.21 
48 

••• 

Unprovenanccd block from the north 
range 

1.43 
6 1 
2.11 
61 
1.20 
6 1 
3.27 
6 1 
3.76 
39 
1.99 
46 
4.30 
61 

The unprovenanced block a27 has a HIS 
boundary of AD 1510, which endorses the 
dating of t:he lintel a31 and the purlin a33 
but adds little to the understanding of either 
the transverse beams or t:he joist. Block a27 
may in fact have been removed from rhe east 
range, which it matches well statistically and 
with a consistent 1-US boundary. 

Inter-comparison of all phases 

Assembly and dating of site suf>...n1asters 
and master curve 

The inter-comparison of the sice masters 
has been presented in Table 16. The sample 

Table 16: Comparison of site 
sub-master curves: t-values and 
overlaps 

NL5th NJ6th 
1482 1523 

East 3.48 8.08 
66 131 

N15th 5.01 
66 

N l6th 

North 

North Stairs 
1523 1575 

7.60 6.79 
131 159 

4.27 
66 

4.35 
131 
4.57 
131 



curves were aligned according ro these 
results (Fig 8.46), and melded into a site 
master curve ('Acron'). This was matched 
with a large number of reference curves and 
the highest results arc shown in Table I 7. 

As well as rhe rwo sapwood pieces 
a3lsap and a33sap, sapwood was recorded 
in fourteen instances, giving the following 
numbers of sapwood rings: 

East range: 

complete 

23(a05), 
2 1(a07) 

North range: 2 1 (a IS), 
13(a28) 

Slairs: I5(a23), 
J4(a24), 
I5(a25) 

incomplete 

27(a04), 
25(a06), 
7(al2) 
5+?+26(a3I), 
3+2I(a3 1), 
3(844) 
5(a22) 

(a23 may= a25) 
If the known felling dates of the east range 
timbers apply to a04, a06 and al2, then 
these would all have a full complement of 
31, 32 and 31 sapwood rings respectively. 
Likewise, the stairs timber a22 would have a 
full complement of 31. Without logarithmic 
transformation to corrccl for skewness, this 
would offer a mean value of 21.5 :t 7.50, or 
in round terms, a 95 per cem confidence 
imerval of 7 to 36 rings. For the six known 
values of sapwood (if a23 is taken to be the 
same rin1ber as a25), this would be 17.5 + 

lit II V If 11 .. .. 

•• 

BUILDING MATERIALS' FINDS AND S1'6CIALIST REPORTS 

Table 17: Cross-matching of Acton Court building 
phases: t-values and overlaps 

east nl5th nJ6th north treads ACTON 
IS:W 1<1&:2 1$23 IS2J. l'S75 1:57.5 

Alton, Hampshire 7.45 3.17 5.36 
(Hill.nm 1983) 
\'<.'ales-England 
(Si~benlk1-Kcrncr 1978) 
Cowfold barn, Sussex 
(T)~" 1990) 

157 66 112 

6.o9 5.20 6.40 
1911 66 131 
7.53 4.92 4.2,} 
158 66 131 

Oxford mean 
(l'laddon-Rettc and 1\i..iles 
J'<f'SC:omm) 

6.56 2.26 6.03 
192 66 131 

Yorkshir~ 2: 4.7) 
(HiUam pcrs comm) 207 
E>>glond 5.65 
( B:ul.lie and Pilcher pets comm) 176 
Mtrlin t\m't:r, Wndon 4.3l 
( Bridge 1983) 156 
East midlands 5.32 
(Lotxlon ~nd Litton 1988) 173 
Scmlnnd 3.00 
(B:~•Ilic 1977) 1311 

Frocestcr barn, (ilo!l 4.06 
(Fle1chcr pcrs comm) 134 

Exc:ter nttdJcvaJ 4.64 
(Mills 1988) 168 
Kent 88 4.47 
(l.l)xton ;and Uuo'' 1989) 207 

•l . 7l 

66 
4.77 
66 
4.43 
66 
3.35 

66 
1.99 
66 
5.07 
66 
6.76 

66 
4.38 

66 

·1.64 
131 
4. 18 
Ill 
3.78 
1)1 

4.92 
108 
3.15 
123 
6.77 
121 

5.36 
131 
3.83 
131 

Hollstcm 
(Holls-tein 1980} 

3.53 3.37 2.12 
207 66 131 

... ... 

5.25 3.25 7.44 
11 2 129 157 
7.24 5.04 7.40 
131 200 235 
4.26 4 .74 6.98 

131 159 159 
5.30 4 .10 6.97 

131 200 233 

5.'13 
131 
5.54 
Ill 
4.11 
l)l 

5.41 
108 
3.35 
123 
7.50 
121 
6-06 
131 
4.41 
13 1 

4.27 
200 

3.16 
128 
4.34 
156 
3.56 

125 
·1.75 
175 
2.73 
134 

4 .64 

200 
4.22 
165 

6.49 
248 
6.45 
176 
5.75 
156 
5.64 

173 
5.63 
175 
5.49 

134 

5.44 
209 
5.28 
213 

).;4 2.79 3.9 l 
131 200 248 

" . . 11oM II ll If C II • • • 

1-lgure 8.46 Trcc-ri11g d(ltmg; S4mp/es ;, ,lrrcmologKal posllW'I (Dm1 Mila). 
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4.10, or 9 to 26 rings. I< is obviously impos
sible to infer any real difference between the 
two phases. 

As a statistical sample, these figures are 
more comparable with the Oxfordshire esti
mate of I 0 to 30 rings recorded by the 
authors (Haddon-Reece et a/ 1989, 1990) 
than with ovenlll 'national' figures of I 0 to 
55 quoted by other researchers (eg Hillam et 
al 1987). 

In fact, there is a significant difference 
both in variance and mean, but the numbers 
are clearly too few for extended statistical 
analysis. A lower sapwood estimate for the 
south of England has been reported by other 
workers also (eg J M Fletcher, 15 to 35 
rings; and A C Barefoot, 13 to 33 rings, 
both pers comm). 

In practice, research to estimate sapwood 
from observations of a large number of sam
ples (eg Hughes et a/1981) usually indicates 
that the distribution of sapwood numbers is 
skewed, with a long ' taW towards the higher 
numbers of sapwood rings, and that the 
process of logarithmic transformation to 
remove skewness has the etfect of raising 
both the lower and the upper 95 per cent 
points, more so for the upper one. h there
fore seems safest to apply a 95 per cent con
fidence range of H/S+ 10 to HIS+ 55 to the 
north range timbers. 

East range 

For the two timbers with bark edges the 
felling dates are: 

ll05: AD l53S. spring fdling 
a07: AO 1535, spring felling 

Also, some cimbers here have no bark edge 
but have HIS boundary dates consistent 
with a05 and a07. Using the confidence 
range indicated by the other east range tim
bers and including that sapwood which does 
exist, felling date mnges may be quoted (for 
completeness) as: 

n04: AD 1530-40 (9S per cent ronfidencc) 
a(}6: AO 1528-39 (95 per ccm confidence) 
a.l2: AD 151 1-10 (95 per cent confidence} 

North range (16th-century elements) 

Only felling date ranges can be quoted (with 

95 per cent confidence), and then combined 
using the method used by the Nottingham 
University group (see footnote to Howard er 
a/ 1990) by taking the average of the HIS 
boundaries and adding co ir the confidence 
limits. The combined value can be further 
refined by including the known information 
from the sapwood from a31 and a33, 
although it must be noted that both sap
wood pieces had a bark edge, which implies 
felting certainly after 1531 (purlin a33) and 
about 1536 (lintel a31) but probably before 
1545. (No numerical probability can be 
applied to this narrowed range): 

a27: AD I 520~5 (95 per cem confidence) 
a3l: AD 1516~1 (9Spcrcemconfldence) 
a33: AD 1520-65 (95 per cent confidence) 

AD 1531-64 (combined) 
a.3 1,33 AD lSJt-45 (including :sapwood 

information) 

Stairs 

Of the five samples, four had sapwood 
and three had bark edges. Felling dates are: 

a23: AO 1576.,.pringfelling 
al4: AD 1575/6, winter- felling 
a25: AD 1576, spring felling 
a22: AD I SS4 80 (9S pe-r c<:nt confidence) . 

North range ( I 5th-century roof) 

In the north range roof, only sample a44 had 
(incomplete) sapwood, and then only three 
rings. There is therefore no real evidence on 
which to choose a sapwood estimate for the 
arch-brnced roof. As it would be improper to 
apply the sapwood figures from the cast 
range, a felling date range for the arch
braced roof may be estimated from sample 
a44 using the I 0 to 55 figure of Hillam et a/: 

a44: AD 1486-lSJI (95 per«nt confidence) 

Although crumbly sapwood was present on 
many of the timbers but could nor be sam· 
pled, it is quite reasonable to expect that the 
outer ring of each core would lie at, or very 
close to, the HIS boundary. Making that 
assumption and applying the I 0 to 55 sap
wood ring esrimate co the mean of the outer 
measured rings produces a range identical 
with that of a44 alone. 



Summary of results and conclusion 

As will be seen from Table 10 and Figure 
8.46, ir has been possible to date with confi
dence 24 of the 40 timbers sampled for tree
ring dating at Acton Court. From the 
tree-ring record, building activity at Acton 
Court in the l6th century is circumscribed 
by the felling of the cast range timbers in 
spring ad 1535 and the felling of the timber 
for the turret stair treads in winter ad 
1575/spring 1576. 

BUILDING MATERIALS: FINDS AND SPECIALIST REPORTS 

No exact felli11g dare could be found for 
any timber in the 16rh·century north range 
'""'ork. The estimated felling date for a 
ground-floor limel is about AD 1536, and 
the lintel connecting the arch-braced roof 
to the east range was felled soon after AD 

153 J. The felling dare range for the reused 
arch-braced roof on the north range is 
(with 95 per cent confidence) ,,o 1486 to 
1531. 
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9 
Life at Acton Court: finds and 

specialist reports 

Medieval and later pottery 

by Alan Vince tf.,•ith Suzanna II. England 

Pottery was collected by hand from all con· 
texts at Acton Court. Modem pottery was 
ubiquitous over the site and although much 
was collected, recovery was not systematic 
and late 18th-century and later pottery is 
de~lt with only briefly in this repon. A large 
collection of early mcdie\'a) pottery was 
found, probably mainly of early 13th-cen· 
rury date, but only a small proportion of this 
pottery was stratified in early medieval IC\'
els. A smaller quantity of later medieval pot· 
tery, daring from the middle of the 13th 
ccnrury to the 15th century, was present and 
this too was mainly found either in later 
deposits or in isolated contexts which can
nor be related stratigraphically. The main 
reason for the lack of poHery associated with 
the moated medieval and early Tudor manor 
is a lack of SU'S[ification over this area. 
Except in Room G, the west range and the 
west part of the south range there are no 
surviving medieval or Tudor floors (the 
remaining fragments of Tudor flooring 
within the east range were left in situ). In the 
north range> the counyard and the central 
and eastern partS of the south range, 18th· 
ro J 9th-century levels sir directly on cop of 
Period 2 (prc·moatcd manor) layers and 
surfaces. 

The most important pottery from the situ 
is undoubtedly rhar from deposits assocjared 
with the Tudor building phases, Period 4. 
The date of these deposits mus1 lie some· 
where between 1535 and c 1555 and they 
provide a large, well-preserved collection 
which can be related to the period of use of 
the Tudor east range and the latest use of 
the medieval buildings below the north and 
west ranges (Vince and Bell 1992). 

Smaller groups were recovered from the 
deliberate backfill of the moat in front of the 
south range, a mid-17th-century ditch on 
the line of the ftlled-in moat north of the 
north range and from the demolition of 
rooms in the west range. Much of the mater· 

ial related to tbe demolition of the Tudor 
ranges and the erection and usc of later 
buildings is only shallowly stratified and can 
be dated only with considerable uncertainty. 
Groups of mid-18th-century pottery were 
recovered from the garderobes of the west 
and south ranges and a large group of late 
18th«cencury pottery was recovered from 
the backfill of well 80. Late 16th·, late 17th· 
and early 18th·cenrury pottery was found in 
later deposits but because contemporary 
stratified deposits are scarce on the site it is 
nor possible co reconstruct many details of 
pottery use for these periods. 

A large late 19th-cenrury refuse deposit 
was excavated in Area 6 (context 866) and 
this produced a range of pottery including 
stoneware flagons stamped with che names 
of Chipping Sodbury and Worton-under· 
Edge wine and spiri• merchants. The 
remaining 19th- and 20thRccntury material 
was present in topsoil and modern features 
over the whole excavated area. 

Roman pottery 

Only three sberds of Romano-British pot· 
tery were found. Two were very abraded 
shcrds of grcyware from context 1048 
(Period 4) and the third was an unabraded 
fragme.nr of an Oxford shire morrarlum from 
the fill of the Period 2 quarry, context 1846. 
Such a low frequency suggests that the site 
lay at some distance from Romano-British 
senlement. 

Early medieval pottery (Period 2) 

Acton Court lies in an art:-a where the derails 
of early medieval pottery use are unknown 
(Vince 1983a; 1984). The nearest stratified 
1 I th· to 13th·ctntury sequences come from 
Bristol (Ponsford 1974), Bath (Vince 1979b, 
1985), and Gloucester (Vince 1978, 1979a, 
1983b, 1986). It is to be expected that tbe 
supply of pottery to this part of south 
G1oucestersbire would have utilised different 
sources and perhaps even different fom1s 
(for example, the area lies at the edge of the 
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known distribution of types such as the 'bee· 
hive bases', also known as 'west counrr>r ves
sels'). Nevertheless, there is a hint that the 
earliest pottery found is of a rype well known 
from Bath, and classed there as Bath Fabric 
A. Several of the contexts at Acton Court 
produced sherds of Bath Fabric A cooking 
pots which had lost their surfaces and were 
generally more heavily weathered than other 
early medieval sherds. This may be partly 
due to the relative strength of vessels made in 
Bath Fabric A and those made in other wares 
but it is also likely that some of these sherds 
derive from a phase of occupation or other 
site use nor otherwise represented in the 
excavations. 

The fact that two of these sherds come 
from spouted pitchers is also suggestive of 
late I 1 th· or early 12th-cenrury activity on 
the site (Fig 9.1.36). This vessel fom1 first 
appears in the London ponery sequence in 
the middle of the 1 I th century, a similar 
date to that surmised elsewhere but in this 
case based on a dendrochronological date 
with a rermimu post quem of 1 055 (Vince and 
Jenner 1991 ). Spouted pitchers were gener
ally superseded by tripod pi!Chers during 
the 12th century and a moderately large 
assemblage of 12th-century date from Bath 
has been found which docs not contain 
spouted pitchers (although this could just 
indicate thar it was the resulr of a different 
activity; Vince 1979b, 145- 8; Vince 199 1, 
72, till of culvert 391). 

Period 2.1 
The earliest suarified ponery comes from 
Period 2.1 deposits; the narural day and 
Pennant subsoil (context 1971) and the fill 
of cut 1966 (context 1969). Bo!h deposits 
arc scaled by the cobbled surface of the 
Period 2.2 building and produced single 
sherds of ?Ham Green and Jimcstone~tem
percd (MISC LY) cookin,g pots. 

Period 2.2 

Only one sherd of pottery was found in a 
Period 2.2 deposit, a MISC LY cooking pot 
from the fill of cut 1939. 

Period 2.3 

Table 18: P ercentage of pottery in Quarry 1861 

The filling of the quarry in Period 2.3 
(Table 18) produced over one tl1ousand 
shcrds of pottery. The majority of the shcrds 
were either MISC LY cooking pots or were 
Minety-type ware cooking pots. The pres
ence of fresh-looking and joining shcrds of 
botl1 types suggests that they were thrown 
into the quarry as refuse rather than being 
redeposited with earth. Sherds of Ham 
Green ware jugs were found throughout the 
quarry fill , although they amount to less 
than 2 per cent of the sberds found. Some 
cooking pot shcrds were definitely of Ham 
Green ware, and were decorated in the same 
manner as those found at tbe kiln site (Bar
ton 1963), whilst others were most likely 
also Ham Green vessels (these arc coded 
HG? in T:1ble 18 and in the ponery arcbive). 
A small number of other sand·tempered 
cooking-pot sherds were found. They prob
ably came from another, unknown, source 
(coded ,\oliSC SY). Sherds of wheehbrown, 
sand-tempered jugs with a plain lead glaze 
were found, but mostly c.ome from a single 
deposit, ( 1828). 

Roma,, 

O.o9% 

Sa11d~tcmpvtd 

78 6.95% 

9 1 8 .11 % 

10 0.89% 

31 2.76% 

0.09% 

45 ~1.01% 

0.09% 

99 8.82% 

2:1 2.41% 

Umm4>11t-um~d 

272 2.4.24% 

0.09% 

4 0.36% 

;161 41.09% 

1122 100.00% 

OXMO,MORT 

BATHA. C l' J'!'ig 9.1.28-9 

HG,CP r-;g 9.2.40-4, 46,48- 50 

HG,NG F;g 9.2.67 

HG?, CJ> 

HG?, LAMP f'ig 9.2.47 

MJSC SKW, JUG 

lviiSC SKY, JUG 

MISCSY,CP 

MALV,CP Fig 9.2.52-3, 55--6, 58-9 

MINCJ"Y, C J> Fig 9.3.7c;..7 

MINETY, CP/80\VL 

MISC LSY, CP 

MISC LY, CP Fig 9.1.2 

Tor a/ 

Shcrds of cooking pots were by far the 
most common form r\!presentcd, 94 per 
cent of the total, while jugs formed just 
under 6 per cent. A single lamp (probably in 
Ham Green ware) was the only other vessel 
type found. 

The ponery sources represented in the 
fill of the quarry vary in frequency to some 
extent in proportion to their distance from 
Acton Court. It is presumed that the Lime
stone-tempered ware was produced some
where in the south of historic 
Gloucestershire, north of the Bristol Avon 
and west of the Cotswold ridge. This source 
accountS for almost 42 per cent of the 
shcrds found. \X'hat is of some interest is 
that Mincty, in north Wiltshire (c 40 km east 
of Acton Court), is the next most prolific 
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source, 24 per cent, whereas even if all We 
putative sherds of Ham Green ware came 
from the kiln site (only c 18 km south-west 
of the site) they would still only raise the 
Ham Green total from 9 per cem to 12 per 
cent. The Bath Fabric A sherds probably 
come from several sources in central Wilt
shire and account for just under 7 per cent 
of the pottery found. Seventy-eight sherds 
(7 per cent) come from unknown sources 
and, finally, twenty-seven shcrds, from sev
eral vessels, came from the Malvern Chase 
poneries centred on Hanley Castle in 
Hereford and Worcester (2.42 per cent). 
These figures suggest that the inhabitants 
of Iron Acton in the early 13th century had 
access to a variety of pottery sources, pre
sumably through the local markets. The 
only feature to warrant com.ment is the 
presence of Malvern Chase wares. These 
presumably reached the site as a by-prod
uct of riverine trade probably via a market 
close to the Severn, such as Thornbury or 
Oldbury on Severn. 

In comparison to other West Country 
late I 2th- or early I 3th-cenrury assem
blages the Acton Court quarry group is 
interesting mainly for the absence of tripod 
pitchers and the low quantity of glazed 
jugs. Since pottery from relatively remote 
sources such as Malvern Chase and Minety 
was being used this absence cannot be due 
to the isolation of the community at Iron 
Acton. The three possibilities which remain 
are, first, that the pottery assemblage repre
sents specialised activity (i.e. cooking) and 
that tripod pitchers or glazed jugs would 
have been used and discarded elsewhere on 
the sire; second, thar the community was 
roo poor to purchase these vessels; or, 
third, that n suitable substirure (of wood, 
leather or metal) was available to the inhab
itants of Iron Acton. 

Period 2.4 

The quarry group is very similar to most of 
the other stratified assemblages from Period 
2 at Acton Court (su Table 19) nor is there 
any obvious difference in the character of 
the quarry group assemblage from that of 
the 12th- to early 13th-century pottery 
found as residual sherds in later deposits. 
The only types of contemporary date not 
found in the quarry group arc a sherd of a 
south-cast \'ililtshire tripod pitcher (SE\'\1) 
from 1868 (Period 2.4), a sherd of a cook
ing pot with rounded oolitic iron ore inclu
sions (BOXB) from 1857 (Period 2.4) and 
various unidentified coarsewares, each rep-

Table 19: Porrery from P eriod 2.4 

104 
2 

6 
9 
I 
20 
136 
22 
71 

IS 

2 
7 

49 
I 

362 

7 

IS 

12.3S% 
0.2·1% 
0.71% 
1.07% 

0.12% 
2.38% 

16. 15% 

2.61% 
8.43% 
2. 14% 

0.12% 

0.24% 
O.S3% 
0. 12% 
5.S2% 
0.12% 

42.99% 

0. 12% 
O.S3% 
0. 12% 
2. 14% 

BATHA,CP 
BOXB,CP 
BR,CP 
BR,JUG 
BR?, CPIBOWI.. 
HG,JUG 
HG?, CP 
MALV,CP 
MINETY,CP 
M.JNETY,TP 
MISCKY,CP 
MISC l.K Y, TP 
MJSC LSKY, CP 
MISC LSKY, TP 
MJSCLSY,CP 
MISC LSY, JUG 
MISCLY,CP 
MISC SKW,JUG 
MISCSKY,CP 
MISC SKY, JUG 
~USCSY, CP 

0.12% SEW, TP 
0.12% SNTG, VASE 
0.12% STROAT~ BOWL 

842 I 00.00% T01al 

F;g 9.1.32-S 

f'ig 9.2.68 

Fig 9.2.45 

f-ig 9.3.79 

Fig 9.2.66 
Fig 9.1.7 
Fig 9.1.23 
Pig 9.1.5-6 

Fig 9.2.64 

resented by a single sherd (MISC ILK\XI, 
MISC ILSKY and MISC ISY). 

Period 2.5 

The latest stratified pottery in Period 2 
comes from rubble and clay infiU over the 
sire prior ro the construction of the moared 
house (Period 2.5). In comparison with that 
from the quarry and the Period 2.4 deposits 
there is a much higher proportion of ?Ham 
Green cooking pots (Table 20). Overall, 
however, the assemblages are remarkably 
similar and there is no evidence for an 
increase in the use of glazed wares. 

Table 20: Pottery from Period 2.5 

44 
129 
2 
13 
9 

I 

9 
98 
4 

14.15% 
41.4S% 

0.64% 
4.18% 
2.89% 
0.32% 
0.32% 
0.32% 
2.S9% 

31.51% 
1.29% 

BATHA, CP (l'Og 9.1.34-5) 
JiG, CP 
HG,JUG 
t\1ALV, CP 
MlNETY,CP 
MlSC U.SKY, TP 
MISCJSY, SJ 
MISCLSY,-
MISC LSY, CP (F;g 9.1.24-5) 
,\USCLY,CP 
MISCSY,CP 

3 1 I I 00.00% Touzl 



There are two sherds which arc undoubt
edly intrusive in Period 2 deposits; both are 
typical of the 16th century (contexts: stake
hole 1496 and red silty clay 1609). 

Later medieval pottery (Period 3) 

Unlike Periods 2 or 4 there arc no large 
closed assemblages of ponery associared 
with the various phases of construction of 
the manorial complex in Period 3. Seven
teen contexts assigned to Period 3. 1 pro
duced pottery, of which the majority contain 
assemblages indistillguishablc in the range 
and frequency of ponery from that found in 
Period 2. There are two definite intrusive 
I are 18th-century sherds in context I 404 
and one 16th-century or later shcrd 
recorded as coming from the original south 
wall of Room G, contexr 75, but probably 
either on top of or adjacent to the wall, 
which is undoubtedly of Period 3. 1. Context 
1433 (clay to north of Room A north wall) 
produced an assemblage of fourteen sherds 
of which one was definitely of late medieval 
date, a Minety-type wheelthrown jug. Two 
other shcrds in this group were from plain 
Bristol Redcliffe cype jugs, which must 
therefore also be regarded as suspect and 
the remaining eleven sherds were typical of 
Period 2. Although the context is undoubt
edly correctly phased, it was cut by the con
struction trench of rhe rebuilt Period 3.4a 
north wall, from where the later shcrds may 
have come. A sherd of a Cistercian ware cup 
is intrusive in the Period .3. J b abutment, 
predating the porch (1482). This must have 
come from the partial robbing, not the con
struction of the abutment. An unidentified 
wheel thrown lid is also likely to be intrusive 
(Fig 9.2.71). 

Five contexts in Period 3.1 contained 
sherds of Bristol Redcliffe type jugs and 
other probably contemporary wares. In total 
these contexts produced only thirteen 
sherds of pottery, of which five were of types 
found in Period 2. New at this srage were 
BrilVBoarstaU type jugs (one sherd, code 
OXAM, Fig 9.3.88) and unidentified 
wheelthrown sand-tempered wares (MISC 
MSKW, Fig 9.3.98, and MISC SW, Fig 
9.2.71). These contexts: 1450 (fill of cut 
1445); 1830, 232 and 248 (primary make
up layers at the west end of Room G) are 
probably the only ones assigned to Period 
3.1 to contain contemporary pottery and 
show that Bristol RedcliJfe jugs first appear 
on the sire around the time when the Period 
3. I manor house was being constructed. 

LIF!l AT ACTON COURT, PINOS ANO SPEC IALIST REPORTS 

Table 21: Pottery from Period 3.1 
deposits containing Bristol 
Redcliffe type jug sherds 

I 

5 
4 

7 .69 % 
38.46% 
30.77% 

7.69% 
7.69 % 
7.69% 

llATHA.Cl' 
BR,jUG 
HG?,CP 
MISC MSKW, UO 
MJSCSW, Cl' 
OXAM, JUG 

13 100.00% Toral 

Only one context assigned to Period 3.2, 
1730 (rubble and red loam cut by Period 
3.3 drain 1683), produced pottery, a small 
assemblage similar to those from Periods 2 
and 3.1. Seven deposits were assigned to 
Period 3.2- 3.3, of which three produced 
only small collections of early 13th-century 
type pottery, almost certainly residual by 
this period. Three of the remaining four 
contexts also contained only small collec
tions, but these included Bristol Redcliffe 
type jugs. In each case the sherds had fea
tures, for example a bridge spout or iron
rich applied strips, which would suggest a 
mid-13th· to mid-14th-<:enrury date rather 
than any later. These sherds too may be 
residual and some were only small scraps. 
Context 1802 (brown loam cut by Pe.riod 
3.3 drain 1683), however, produced an 
assemblage of 124 sherds. Even in this 
group, however, a sizeable minority of the 
sherds present were of types found from 
Period 2 onwards and most likely residual in 
this context. The remaining sberds con
sisted of Bristol Redcliffe type jugs (includ
ing the sherds with iron-rich decoration, the 
arm from an anthtopomorphic jug and a 
fragment of costrel), unidentified sand·tem· 
pered wbeelthrown wares (including a jug 
decorated with criss·crossed white lines and 
a cooking pot, Fig 9.2.70) and sberds of 
Nash Hill jugs. Even this assemblage can be 
dated only to some time between the middle 
of the 13th and the middle of the 14th cen
tury. 

Period 3.3 

Thirteen contexts containing pottery have 
been assigned to Period 3.3. Of these, four 
only contain small groups of early 13th-cen
tury pottery which must by this time be 
residual (context 77, south wall of Room 
HI], Fig 9.l.l0; 182, fill of conStruction 
trench of widened south wall of Room G; 
1729, make-up layer within Room K, Fig 
9.1.4; 1839, fill of construction trench of 
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drain 1683). A further four comain in addi
tion Bristol Redcliffe type and Nash Hill 
jugs, usually with features datable m the 
mid-13th to mid-14th centuries (context 
429, robbing of curtain wall beneath Room 
1 floor; contC><t 1616, fill of construction 
rrench of north wall of Rooms H, J and K, 
Fig 9.2.61; contexts 3818 and 3819, layers 
within Room S). Only four comexts contain 
new types (context 1186, fill of drain 1182; 
contexts 1746, 1747, 1748, layers beneath 
Room K). 

The pottery from the robbing of the cur· 
rain wall includes Bristol Redcliffe ware jug 
sherds decorated with plain applied strips 
and a wide slashed strap handle. Other 
sherds of note include what may be a Nash 
Hill cooking pot (Fig 9.3.89) and two 
unsourced cooking pots (Fig 9.2.61 and Fig 
9.3.95). These shcrds could all be of later 
13th- or 14th-century date. In other con
texts the new types include Bristol Redclilfe 
jugs with horizontal bands of combing 
applied on the wheel, often fired to a high 
temperature and with plain strap handles 
while there are no sherds with applied deco
ration. Anorher new rype is lhe wheel[hrown 
Mincey type ware cooking pot (Fig 9.3. 78 
and 80). At Gloucester, it was thought that 
the first use of these wheelthrown Minety 
vessels took place in the late 14th century 
and a similar date is likely for the appear
ance of the Inter stylt"S of Bristol Redcliffe 
jugs. 

Nine comexrs containing small assem
blages of pottery were assigned to Period 
3.4. One (context 259, fill of construction 
trench of west wall of Room Q) contained 
residual early 13th-century pottery; five, all 
of which were associated with the construc
tion and floor make-up within Rooms Q, R 
and Rl) comained mid-13th- to mid-14th
century pottery (context 91, Fig 9.2.57; 
contexts 109, 148, 163; context 255 Fig 
9.!.14, Fig 9.3.90), one, context 1475 (fill 
of the robbing of the former south bridge 
abutment), contained a sherd from a large 
wheelthrown Minety type bowl (Fig 9.1.16) 
as well as tarlicr types. One context con
tained a sherd of Mincty type wheelthrown 
jug together with earlier types (context 149, 
layer beneath Room R1, Fig 9.2.73). Con
text 1228, fill of construction trench of 
rebuilt north wall of Room C, contained 
three sherds, two of which are probably of 
16th-century date and the third from a Bris
tol Redcliffc type jug. Definite intrusive pot
tery came from contexts 91 and 163, 
bedding for tiled floor in Room R and 

noor bedding in north-west corner of 
Room Q. 

Only five con<exts assigned to Period 3.5 
produced pottery and of those two con
tained only early 13th-century typeS ( 1807, 
mJ of construction rrench of west wall thick
ening Room A; fill of construction trench of 
blocking wall, south side of Room A 18 11). 
One context ( 10 1 1, rebuilt south-west but
tress of south porch) contained a sherd of 
Bristol Redcliffc type jug, whilst the remain
ing rwo contexts contained types which are 
c-ommon in deposits of Period 4 together 
with earlier types (context 440, construction 
make- up within oriel window Room F2; 
context 1664, fill of construction rrcnch of 
fireplace in north wall of Room G, Fig 
9.3.92). These new types, Sout11 Nether
lands Tin-glazed ware (SNTG), Malvern 
Chase pink ware (MALVP), Raeren 
Stoneware (RAER) and South Somerset 
ware (SSOM), found in context 440, could 
mostly have been present at Acton Court by 
the later 15th century, but the Malvern 
Chase pink ware found in context 1664 is 
absent from late 15th- to early 16th-century 
deposits at Gloucester (78- 88 Northgate 
Street, Hurst 1974, 34-S) and it is more 
likely that this context, the fill of the con
struction trench for the fireplace stack 
added to the north wall of the chapel, was 
contaminated by Period 4 deposits or that 
the fireplace was constructed at a later date 
than the excavator suggests. 

16th- and 17th-century pottery 
(Period 4) 

Period 4.1 

There was Uttle potter-y associated with the 
construction of the east range of the Tudor 
mansion in Period 4.1. Rubble sproads in 
Area 6 (2005, 2012, 20 16) produced in 
total four sherds of medieval pottery. The 
south wall of a possible pentice in Area 6 
produced a sherd of 19th-century 
stoneware. Finally, a spread of Pennant 
slabs and overlying orange clay associated 
with a pentice linking the south and east 
ranges (1 149, 1148 Fig 9.3.94, Fig 
9.1 0.262) contained 16th-century pottery 
and five modern sberds. 

Very little contemporary ponery can be 
associated with Period 4.1 deposits. There 
are thlrty-three sherds either definitely or 
possibly of Tudor date (Table 22). The only 
sberds for which a date in the 1530s would 
be difficult to accept come from a Frechen 



stoneware sclmelle (no 262). Sherds of this 
vessel, which should date to the mid· 16th 
century, were found in three deposits: the 
orange clay I 148, the overlying soil 1134 
and the 611 of a late intrusive fearu.re I 117. 
However, given the presence of modern 
sherds in both 1148 and 1149 it is possible 
that this sclmellc is also intrusive. The 
deposits from which this pottery came are 
definitely earUcr than Period 4.3 (i.e. the 
mid-1550s) and it is possible that they are 

Table 22: Wares present in Period 
4.1 deposits, Area 6 

3.03% AK 

• 12.12% CSTN 
3 39.39% FREC Fig 9.10.262 

3m% KOL'I 
2 6.06% MlNBTY 
3 9.0Q% RAER 

3.03% SPA1\>l 
).03% SSOM 

7 21.21 % STROAT 

33 100.00% 10tal 

related to the use or abandonment of the 
pentice rather than its construction. 

Period 4.1-4.3 

ln Area 2, 350 sherds were recovered from 
dumped deposits and 168 sbcrds from the 
old ground surface and features below it. 
Much of this pottery was of late 15th· or 
early 16th-<:entury date. This dump must 
have been deposited no later than Period 
4.3-4.4, because it represented levclling·up 
material overlain by the west wall of the 
sourh coun, but was probably no earlier 
than Period 4.1. The fmds are likely to have 
been redeposited at some date bclWeen the 
mid-1530s and the mid-1550s. The pres
ence of building debris (such as Pennant 
slates and ceramic tiles) within these 
deposits suggc$ts that they are associated 
with the demolition of parts of the medieval 
manor house buildings beneath the north 
and west ranges or, more likely, the build· 
ings demolished in 1534- 5 to accommodate 
the new east range. 

Only fifty-four sherds in the old ground 
surface are of Tudor date, including Cister
cian ware (CSTN) and South Netherlands 
Tin-glazed ware (Sl\'TG) both of which 
probably first came into use c 1500 (Table 
23). The remainder were a range of medieval 
wares (112 sherds) including two sberds of 
probable late 1. I th· or early 12th-century 
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Table 23: 16th-century pottery in 
the pre-Period 4 old ground 
surface, Area 2 

) S.S6% CSTN 
I l.SS% FP 
8 14.81% MALV 
28 51.85% l\UNETY 
I l.SS% SNTG 
3 S.S6% SPAM F;g 9.11.299 
10 18.S2% TUOG 

54 100.00% Tor of 

date, a Bath A spouted pitcher handle and a 
sherd of Gloucester TF41B cooking pot. A 
single intrusive modern sherd was present . 

"The pottery from the dumped depositS 
was very similar. Almost half of the assem
blage, 147 sherds, was of medieval date (Fig 
9.3.82) and included the only sberds of 
medie,•al Saimonge ware and Andalusian 
lustreware (Fig 9.11.271) from the excava· 
rion. The remaining sherds include one 
sherd of Cologne stoneware, sixteen sherds 
of Cistercian ware but no sherds of Malvern 
Chase pink ware (Table 24). The assem
blage therefore contains pottery made in the 
first quarrer of the 16th century but no later 
types. Despite being redeposited this assem· 
blage is of great interest. First, it demon
strares which local coarsewares were in use 
at this time at Acton Court (FP Fig 
9.4.116-18, MALV, and MINETY Fig 
9.5.135 and 143). There is only one possi
ble sherd of South Somerset ware. Sec
ondly, it demonstrates that a sizeable 
proportion of the pottery in use at that time 
was imported, either from the Rbi.neland or 
Spain (KOLN, MERC Fig 9.11.302, 
RAER, SEVW, SNTG Fig 9.9.226, 231, 
SPAM Fig 9.11.289, 291 - 3, 295-8, 301, 
303-4, SPOW Fig 9.11.307 and VALE Fig 
9.11.273, 275). Thirdly, Tudor Green ware 
(TUDG Fig 9.8.193) is present in this 
group but absent from deposits which defi· 
nitely belong to Period 4.2 (although it 
could be of late medieval date, like the Sain
tongc ware). Fourthly, a single shcrd of 
North Devon Calcareous ware (NDCW Fig 
9.8.186) was found, probably the earliest 
vessel of North Devon manufacture to have 
been found in the Bristol region. 

Several large groups of ponery were 
associated with depositS of Period 4.2. The 
main pottery assemblages came from levels 
associated with the destruction of the Period 
3 buildings and the construction of the 
north and west ranges of the Tudor man-
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Table 24: 16th-century pottery from 
the Period 4.1-4.3 dumped deposits 
in Area 2 

!JngliV• C()(lf'U'flXJI# 

19 9.50% FP fig 9.4.116- 18 
27 13.50% MALV 
40 20.00% MIN"ETY P'ig9.5.135, 143 

0.50% M.!SC 

MO% M!SC SKN\X' 
0.50% MJSCSKW 
0.50% SSOM? 
0.50% NOC\V F;g9.S. IS6 

Er~glish fi' lllfl.'Om 

15 7.50% CSTN 
I 0.50% CSTN? 
2 1.00% TUDG Fig 9 .8 .193 
6 3.00% TUOG? 

Rh<~rish onrJ L«» Coumriu UVITI 

1 0.50% KOL~ 
30 I 5.00% RAER 
9 4.50% Sl\~G Fig 9.9.2261 231 

0.50% TGW 

SJXmiJhJ/berio,t uvuv 

I 0.50% MERC Fig 9.11.302 
2 1.00% SEVW 
38 19.00% SJ>AM fig 9.J 1.289, 

29l- 3, 29S-8 , 
301,303-4 

I 0.50% SPOW Fig 9.11.307 
2 1.00% VALE Fig 9. I 1.273, 275 

200 100.00% Torol 

sion. StratigraphkaJiy, the earliest material 
should be that from the fill of the medieval 
moat beneath these two ranges. Of the 244 
shcrds from these depositS 67 were defi
nitely of medieval date (Fig 9.1.3, Fig 
9.1.31, Fig 9.3.81). The remainder, how
ever, were indistinguishable from sherds 
found in me overlying construction levels, 
confirming the stratigraphic evidence that 
the moat was open at the time of construc
tion of the north and west ranges. A com
parison of the contemporary wares in the 
moat fill with the redeposited assemblage 
from Area 2 shows many differences. 
Malvern Chase pink ware and South Som
erset ware which were virtually absent in 
Area 2, are common, whereas Fine Pink and 
Minery rype wares are rare. A sherd of 
Staffordshire or Bristol slipware must be 
intrusive (STSL). The Rhenish stonewares 
include less Raeren and more Cologne and 
Frechen sherds while Spanish or Iberian 

Table 25: 16th-century pottery 
from the Period 4.2 fill of the 
medieval moat beneath the north 
and west ranges 

EngliJh COOI"U'WOrtJ 

30 17.34% MALV 
0.58% MALV? 

17 9.83% MALVP 
I 0.58% MINETY 
) 1.73% MJSC 
50 28.90% SSOM 

0.58% SSOM? 

E"g!Uh jintfi.'(Jres 
3 1.73% CSTN 

Rhmuh ond UJrq Cmmtri'u u'Uns 
I 0.58% DUTR? 
18 10.40% FREC 
18 10.40% KOI..N 

126 94.00% RAER 
5 2 .89% SNTG 

ltafitm ttxlrt'S 

I) 7.51 % UGU 

173 I 00.00% Total 

fig 9.4.124 

Fig 9.6.156 

Fig 9 .10.258 
Fig. 9. 10.249, 
251 -2, ZS.-4 
Fig 9.10.239 
Fig 9.9.232 

Fig 9.9.223 

vessels arc absent. Ligurian tin .. glazed ware 
is present, represented by fragmentS of two 
vessels (LIGU). 

Pottery from the overlying infill levels 
within the Tudor north and west ranges is 
very similar to that from the moat fill. There 
are sixteen definite intrusive sherds, how
ever, most of which are of late 18th- and 
19th-century date and ten definite residual 
medieval sherds (Fig 9.2.62, 65). The 
remaining 285 sherds include several rypes 
not present in the moat fill, but this is per
haps ro be expected considering the assem· 
blage is twice the size (Table 26). Ashton 
Keynes ware (AK) appears for the first rime 
in these depositS, as does Surrey-Hampshire 
Border ware (BORD) and vessels of Guy's 
Hospital ware from the London area 
(GUYS). Spanish/Iberian wares, absent 
from the moat fill, arc present in quantity in 
the infiJI levels, as arc various French wares: 
Beauvais ware (BEAU), Marrincamp rype 
stoneware (MART) and Saintonge ware 
(SAil\'). 

The re1naining pottery assigned to 
Period 4.2 comes from Ooor make-ups and 
walls and similar deposits. These were only 
shallowly stratified and therefore contain 
much more definite intrusive material. Of a 



Table 26: 16th-century poncry 
from infilllevels in the north and 
west ranges of the Tudor mansion 

#ff(/1$11 COUrJft'-'"'r'U 

2 0.68% AK 
0.14% AKI 
0.)•1% GUYS 
0.)4% GUYS? 

27 915% .\tALV 

24 814 .. MALVP 
6 2.0)' MNETY 
) 1.02Yo ~USCSKW 
2 0.68% ,\USCSW 
24 811% SS0.\1 

Ent/Uh /t~tro>tJtf1 
4 1.16% BORD 
10 10.17% CSTN 
2 0.68% CSTN? 

O.H .. STRE 

Rltntult ~ltd L.rtr Cormtnn m:ti\'"S 

7 2.)7Yo FREC 

J~ 12.88% KOL." 

0.34% KOLN? 
26 8.81% RAER 
4 1.16% SNTG 

Spanuh JbtriQ, waiTS 

I 0.)4% ANDA? 
I 1.36% SPAM 
3 1.02% SPTG 
16 5 12,. VALE 

2 0.63' \'ALE? 

F"""" U~~.~m 
2) 7.80% BEAU? 
J 1.02% MART I 
12 4.07% MART II 

0.14% SAJN 

25 
I 

8.47' UGU 
O.).e MLTG 

2<15 100.00' ToJWI 

''<~ Q.8. 184 

Fia 9A. t 10 
hg94.126 
Foa 9.5 142 

Faa 9.2.7•1 
Foa 9.6.168 

l'og9.8. 191 
J-:'1$0.11. 1 Ill 

Foa9 10.2S~. 
:!66. 2b8 
Fie9. IO.l.fet. 
25 1 2 

Fig 9.9.229 

Fig 9.10.23S 

torn! of 335 sherds, 40 were Intrusive and 
151 residual medieval (Fig 9.1.11, 17, Fig 
9.3.83, 87, 93). The remaining 16th·cen· 
tury poHcry is similar to that from the infill 
and moat deposits (Table 27). h includes 
the first examples of Stroat ware from 
the north and west ranges but otherwise 
has a simtlar range of wares to the tnfill 
deposits. 
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Table 27: 16th-century pottery 
from floor make-ups and similar 
deposits 

&girslt t'Oo.INtf,VttJ 

9 6.29% MAl.V 
4 2.80% MAbVJ' 
7 4.90% MINI!'rY 
2 1.40% MISCISKW 

0.70% MISCSGW 
0.70% .\IISCSKW 

15 10.49 ... SS0.\1 
2 1.40' STROAT 

Ji•tfiU> jiNUVTn 
I 0. 70'<. BORDG 
28 19.S8% CSTN 

RJu:nish a'1d L«l) Co11mnts U-\.lrtJ 

t4 9.79% FRl~C 

3 2.10% KOL.'I 
2 1.40% KOI.N? 

0. 70% KOL.,., I'REC' 
2S 17.48.,. RAER 
5 3.50% S"'TG 

SPQnWt.lbuwn tNM 

6 4.20% SPAM 
0.70% T(;\'(1 

12 8.39% Vi\Ul 

Frv•ch ®ll"l 

I 0. 70% 
0.70% 

(~"""" 

BllAU 
MART II 

2 1.40" lJGU 

l4J 100.00% Tu<o>l 

Fog 9.6.168 

Fig 9.10.269 

F~g 9.9.222 

All of the pottery nssigned to Period 4.2 
within the area of the north and west ranges 
must have been discarded before or at nn 
early stage in the construction of these 
buildings in the late 1540s or early 1550s. 
Despite the difTcrenc.:s between the moat, 
infill and make-up depositS, they can proba· 
bly be considered as a group. The sharp 
conuast between the wares found in Area 2 
(Period 4.1-4.3) and those from the north 
and west ranges suggests that the former 
group mny have been derived from refuse 
from the In test usc of the Period 3 buildings 
whereas the latter is more likely to be in the 
main refuse from the occupation of the east 
range. The similarity of the pottery from the 
dump in Area 2 to that in the earlier ground 
surface also suggests that the dump con
sisted of nearby material. Given the docu· 
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Table 28: 16th-century pottery from the silting and backfill of the moat. 
A= Area 6, 8 =Area 13, C =South and eanofJ>orch, 0 = Areft 7, E = Arei.l 8 

(A) (8) (C) (0 ) (E) 

f.'ng/isJ1 eoa~s 
2 8.00% 

1.00% 17 3.;,!(, I S 20.27% ,,, 2.76% 
1.00% 3.85% 65 12.80% 1.35% 
1.00% ,, 15.38% •16 7.65% 

8 30.77% ~ 0.79% 4 .00% 
I 0 .20o/. 
3 0.59% 

I 3.85% 3 4.05% 
-13 4).00% 2 7.69% 102 20.08% 26 35. 14% 

5 0 .98% 
3 3.00% 3 12.00% 2 2.70% 

12 48.00% 
4 0.79% 

EngliJh fin('W(lm 
4 0.79% 

9 9.00% 4 IS.38% ·-·' 5.31% 2 8.00% 6 8.11% 
3 3.00% 

Rhm1ish Qm) LAw Com1triu t:.'QTU 
12 12.00% I 3.85% 21 4.13% 21 28.38% 

12 2.36% 
1.00% 2 7.69% 38 7.48% 5 20.00% 

I 0.20% 
9 1.77% 
5 0.98% 

Spanishllbmtm wares 
2 2.00% I 3.85% II 2. 17% 

I 3.85% 8 1.57% 
79 IS .. SS% 
4 0.79% 
2 0.19% 

Frmdttru:m 
6 1.18% 

15 15.00% 3.85% 6 1. 18% 
6 1.18% 

Ira/ian U!O.m 

3 0.59% 
1.00% 0.20% 
1.00% 

~ 0.79% 

93 100.00% 26 100.00% 508 100.00% 25 100.00% 74 100.00% 

)02 

memary evidence for the visit of Henry VIII 
to Acton Court in 1535 and the interpreta
tion of the east range as being constructed 
specifically for that visit, it is quite likely that 
the more exotic wares present were also 
acquired for the king's visit. The Uguriao 
tin-glned rushes and the Spanish blue tin
glazed albarelli, for example, were obviously 
purchased as sets. To judge by the excava-

Fabric lllunrotion 

F'l) Fig 9.4. 119 
AK Fig 9.3. 102; Fig 9.4. 106-8 
AK? 
MALV Fi_g9.4 .121, 123,128 
;\o!ALVP f.ls 9.4.131 
MINETY F'~.g 9.5. 137, l•lG-1, l•J'I 
,\USC SGW 
MISCSK\V 
MISCSW? Fig: 9.2.72 
SSOM Fig 9.6. 148, 1$4-S, 157, 16()...2. 164, 
SSOMI Fig 9.7. 169 
STROAT Fig9.7.173 
STROAT? 
T UOB 

BORDYfl'UOG 
CSTN FiR9.4. 11 1-13, 11 5 
TGW 

FREC Fi$ 9.10.257, 261,267 
KOLN fig 9. 1 0.250, 253 
RAER Fig 9.10.237, 238, 242 
SlEG 
SNTG Fig 9.9.228, 234 
Sh"TG? 

SI'AM Fig 9.1 1.294 
SPOW 
SPTG Fig 9.J J.277-8, 281-'1 
Sl'fG? 
VALE 

BEAU 
MA~T I Fig 9.10.236 
MARTn 

CITG? 
LIGIJ 
I..IGUI 
MLTG Fig 9.9.217 

Tbwl 

tOr's suggested chronology, it is probable 
that these vessels were in usc for no more 
than c fifteen years. 

Period 4.3 

The south moat, from the south porch east
wards, was backfilled, and the infill material 
was rerained by a north-south wall extend
ing across the moat from the west arm of the 
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porch. The layer at the bottom of the moat 
( 1993) conutins sherds which link both with 
sherds in this backfill and with sherds from 
the Period 4.2 construction levels. It is 
therefore Jikely that this deposit accumu· 
lated during Period 4.2 but includes mater
ial from the backfill as well. $herds of a 
distinctive green-ghl7.ed Spanish a/barel/o 
connect this backfill with that excavated in 
Area 13, although they are interpreted as 
separa<e (if closely following) events. Of a 
total of 601 sherds 93 (15 per cent) were 
residual medieval (Fig 9.1.12, 19, 20) and 
there were no obvious intrusive sherds 
(Table 28). Smaller collections of pottery 
were recovered from the backfill of the moat 
in Areas 6, 7, 8 and 13. That from Area 6 
includes at least three definite intrusive 
sherds and that from Area 13 at least one 
and probably two together with five residual 
medieval. 

Three contexts overlying the moat fiU in 
Area 8 and assigned to Period 4.5 contain 
17th-cenrury pottery and therefore must 
represent a later make .. up over the filled 
moat (938, 946 and 1781). The tin-glazed 
ware includes a sherd of an undecorated 
salt, a rypically 17th-<:enrury form. Two of 

Table 29: Pottery from make-up 
over north moat 

f:.'ngiUJ, COQ'lt«U'l'S 

I 1.52% AK 
5 7.58% M!SC S\'CI 

4 6.06% SSOM 
1.52% STROAT 

EngfUio fi'""""'"' 
I 1.52% 80ROG 
2 3.03% TGW 

Rhem'sh ar1d Low Co1mtrin t!Tam 

•13 65.15% FRHC 
6 9.09% RAER 

Norllt P~nch tJ.'O.n:s 
3 4.55% MART II 

66 100.00% Tot•/ 

F;g9.7.178 

Fig 9.10.260 
F;g 9.10.238 

these contexts are cut by d1e mid-J 7th-cen
rury (Civil War) ditch but the presence of an 
18th .. century coin in one, 938, indicates that 
there might be intrusive pottery as well. 

Period 4.4-4.5 

The pottery from deposits assigned to 
Period 4.4-4.5 can be examined in two 

Table 30: Pottery from south moat 
fill , west of and later than retaining 
waU 

filfl/ish COU'1ttr:NI~.S 

II 1.75% AK 
6 0.96% t-.V\LV 
I 0.16% MALV? 
95 15.15% MAJ,VP 
86 13.72% MlNI!TY 
55 8.77% SSOM 
2 0.)2% SSOM? 
IS 2.87% STROAT 

f;',gfis.JI jim"tt;l{)rt$ 

2 0.32% 80RDrnJDG 
25 3.99% CSTN 

Ri1eniJh a11d /..Q(q Cormtries r.w:rr.s 

0.16% DUTR 
6 1 9.7)% FREC 
41 6.5~% KOLN 
I 0.16% KOLN? 
97 15.47% RAER 
18 2.87% SNTG 
4 0.64% Sl'-.'TG? 

Fnnch wa~?s 
I 0.16% 8F.AU 
9 1.44% MARTI 
6 0.96% MART 11 

Jut/ian tron:s 
2 0.32% CITG? N ITALIAN? Fig 9.9.225 

0.16% MI,TG 

SpomsJJ tttaus 
33 5.26% SPAM 
I 0.16% SPOW 
24 3.83% SPTG 

0.16% VAl.F. 

U11lt110f.tm ~ri"gi11 
5 0.80% MISC 
6 0.96% MISC IMPORT 
14 2.23% MISC MSKW 

627 100.00% TcNaf 

groups: that from the south moat fill, to the 
west of the Period 4.3 retaining wall; and 
that from Area 2 and contemporary with the 
formal south court (Period 4.3-4.6). There 
arc no obvious intrusive sherds in the south 
moat fill, two sberds of Roman pottery and 
two medieval. The remainder is remarkably 
similar to that from the earlier moat fills, 
suggesting that there was linle difference in 
date between the filling of the moat on 
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either side of the retaining wall, or that the 
majority of the pottery was derived from the 
sameJ earlier deposit as lhat found in Period 
4.3. The latter explanation is more likely 
since there are shcrd links between the pot· 
tcry in this group and that in the deposits 
earlier than the retaining wall to the east, in 
the filling of the moat in Area 13 and in the 
consrruction deposits of the north and west 
ranges. The majority of sherd links, how
ever, occur between different contexts 
within this moat fill . 

The 182 shcrds of pottery from Area 2 
form a mixed co11ecdon, containing a large 
proportion of late medicvaUcarly Tudor 
material as well as sherds dating to the later 
17th or 18th centuries. The earlier ponery is 
probably derived from the underlying dump 
deposits of Period 4. 1-4.3 (Fig 9.5.139). 
The high proportion of Tudor imports (Fig 
9.11.306) and the few sherd links show that 
the majority of sherds in these deposits have 
a similar origin to that in the other stratified 
assemblages of Period 4 (Fig 9.7.1 81). 

Period 4.5-4.6 

Context 136 contains material which had 
accumulated under lhc floorboards of Room 
30 and thirteen intrusive modern sherds 
(fable 3 1). The forty contemporary sherds 
appear to date tO the later 16th and earlier 
17th centuries and include two early 17th
century Chinese porcelain vessels (Fig 
9.9.214-15). The dating of this pottery 
coincides with that of the numerous coins 
from the same deposit while the presence of 
modern intrusive pottery must be due to the 
large number of tree-roots in the area. 

Period 4.6 

ln two Areas, 8 and II , ditches filled in the 

Table 31: Pottery from context 136 
in Room30 

E,tglish UJaf'lnMUI 

3 7.50% SSOM 

£,tg/ish jiMUYJrtS 

7 17.50% BORDY 
19 47.50% TGW 

Spa,ish ~10ru 
I 2.50% VAJ...E? Fig 9. I 1.276 

Chi1t~s~ ream 
10 25.00% C HPO fig 9.9.214-15 

40 100.00% Total 

Table 32: Pottery from ditch fill in 
Area 8 

£,wlislt coatUU<arq 

I 2.08% AK 
3 6.25% GUYS 

2.08% 1\.iA.LV 
24 50.00% SSOM 
2 4.17% STROKr 

1:-"'~S.."ish fim:u•<u'tt 
4 8.33% BORD 
4 8.33% TGW 

RJr~,,;,,, o1UI Low Coumriu uoarrs 
6 12.50% FRJ;:C 

lro.lum war-a 
2 4 .17% MlTG 

Spatrislr waru 
I 2.08% SJ>Al.\.i? 

48 I 00.00% TuuJJ 

Pig 9.4. 125 
Fig 9.6. 163 
Fig 9.7.175 

Ftg 9.8. 192 
Fig 9.9.206-7 

mid-17th century were excavated. ln Area 
8, of the forty-eight sherds recovered one 
was probably intrusive. The remainder w<:.re 
probably contemporary, although some are 
of types which were current in lhe Tudor 
period (T.1ble 32). 

The contemporary ditch in Area 11 con
tains one intrusive sherd and seven residual 
medieval or Tudor sherds (Fig 9.5.138). 

Table 33: Pottery from ditch fill, 
Area 11 

EP~gfult c.oarrntiQrtS 

19 26.76% MALV 
28 39.44% SSOM 
I 

3 
1.41% SSOM? 
4.23% STROA1" 

J;~,lgfish ji11n::-am 

3 4.23% BOROS 
1.41% CSIN 

Rh~r~t$h mrd lAW Courrtrits t.-'0~ 
8 11.27% I'REC 
3 4.23% RAER 

Fnmclt tu:uu 
4 5.63% MART II 

Spam'th mtrt!S 

I 1.41 % SPAM 

71 100.00% Total 

Fig 9.6. 167 



Table 34: Pottery from make-up 
deposits over south moat fill 

English coarsmiQrts 
116 18.68% AK Fig 9.3.103 
I 0. 16% AI<? 
9 1.4'5% GUYS Fig 9.8.185 
5 0.81% t\\ALV Fig 9.4. 122 
51 8.21% 1\\ALVP fig 9.4. 1)2, 

Fig 9.11.274 
6 0.91% t\>UNIITY 
13 2.09% MISC l!'ig 9.7.177. 182 
I 0.16% MISC KY 

0.16% .wscsKw 
I 0.16% 1\USC S\X1 

5 0.81% NDGT 
'207 3).33% SSOM Fig 9.6.149, 151 
12 1.93% SSOM? 
J5 5.64% STROAT 

English jinlftcom 
4 0.64% BORD 
4 0.64% BORDY 
12 1.93% CSTN Fig9.4. 110 

0.16% NOTS 
0.16% STBRS 
0.16% STMO 

9 1.~15% STSL 
48 7.73% TGW Fig 9.9.209, 212 

RhtniJh o11d £.()(~:) Counm'es mt2m 
6 0.97% DUTR? 
19 3.06% FR£C 
7 1.13% RAER 
J l 4.99% WEST Fig 9.10.256 

F~rJcJr tfltlnt 

1 0.16% SAlP 

Spanuh waus 
II 1.77% ouv fig9.1 1.287 
2 0.32% SPOW? 

0.16% SPAM 

621 100.00% To:al 

The remaining seventy-<>ne sherds are of 
similar character to those from Area 8 
(Table 33). 

Over six hundred sherds were recovered 
from make-up levels overlying the Period 
4.~.5 south moat 611. This deposit pre
dares the consttuction of the cider house 
(OB 7) in the late 18th or early 19th century 
but contains eight definite modern intrusive 
sherds. In the main, however, the assem
blage appears to be relatively undisturbed 
and contains only two sherds of residual 
medieval pottery. The.re is a sizeable quan
tity of pottery in the assemblage of types 

LIFE AT ACTON COURT: FINDS AND SPECIAL IST REPORTS 

which are found in the earlier Period 4 
deposils and it is likely that later 16th- and 
early 17th·ccntury pottery is present within 
the deposit. There are, however, virtually no 
sherd links with o ther Tudor deposits, nor is 
there a large proportion of Tudor importS. 
The earlier pottery •within the deposit may 
therefore have been derived from occupa
tion postdating the use of these wares, in the 
later 16th and early 17th cen turies. The date 
of deposition, however, is given by a variety 
of English fine\\'ares, including stonewares) 
which were current in the later 17th and 
early 18th centuries. The absence of white 
salrglazed stoneware ''essels suggests that 
the latest pottery is no later than c 1720 
(Table 34). 

Period 4.6-5.1 and la ter 

A large quantity of pottery was associated 
with rubble spreads and other fearures 
assigned 10 Period 4.6 and later. This pot
tery has been identified and recorded and 
for each group a re.rminus pou quem for the 
deposition of the layer has been calculated. 
These dates have been used in the si1e 
report (Chapter 7). The pottery has in most 
cases no intrinsic interest as assemblages, 
although about sixty sherds were worthy of 
illustration. 

Table 35: Pottery from n orth m oat 
fill (con texts 1561 and 1562) 

611glitlt ~f'$1!f,V)ftS 
45 54.22% NDGT 
2S 30.12% SSOM 

En1liJJt jinnoal'd 

I 1.20% MY? 
5 6.02% STSL 
S 6-02% TGW 

RJJmish tJn.d Loto Co11mn'a warn 
2 2.41 % FREC 

83 100.00% TottJI 

An exception is pottery from the filling 
of lhe western ponion of the north moat, 
comexts 1561 and 1562. Th.is tiU contained 
eighty-three sherds, all likely to be of late 
17th- or early 18th-century da1e (Table 35). 
The sherds were recovered from or close to 
the bottom of the moat, which must have 
been separated by a retaining wall from the 
rest of ilic north moat, which in Area 8 can 
be seen to have been backfilled at an earlier 
date. 
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Demolition rubble and plaster within 
Room 32 (contexts 125, 1706, 1725, 1728 
and 1742) produced a small assemblage of 
late 17 th- or early 18th-century pottery 
(Table 36) which included a notable quan
tity of Frechen stoneware bellarmine bot
tles. Later demolition rubble, 122, 
produced an assemblage of late 18th- or 
early 19th-century pottery, perhaps suggest
ing that Room 32 SlOOd as a ruin for per
haps a century. 

Table 36: Pottery from initial 
demolition of Room 32 

RNWual maJWwl 
t 0.97% BR 

ErtgliJh c«rnttcam 
)) 32.04% SSOM 
I 0.97% STROAT 
S 4.85% •WSC SW 

E,rgtish fineuvm:s 
I 0.97% BORDB 
I 0.97% BORDG 
s 4.85% STSL 
5 1t.8S% TGW 

0.97% TP\V 

RJ1miJh and LmD CA1mm'n wt.~m 

45 43.69% FRCC 
2 1.94% RAf:R? 

FA·,<h t{'(lrt;l 

} 2.91% A1ART II 

103 100.00% Total 

Other exceptions are the early 18th-cen
tury fillings of garderobe 222, on the west 
side of Room 29, which contained substan
tial parts of a South Somerset bowl (Fig 
9.7.1 70) and two tin-glazed vessels (Fig 
9.9.208, 21 1), the late 17th-century filling 
of garderobe 1 003, on the west side of the 
former south porch, which comained a 
complete clay pipe dated c 1650-80 (Table 
37) and that of garderobe 279 (at the west 
end of the former south range), which con
tained an assemblage of mid- 18th-century 
date (Table 38) with one sherd of 19th- or 
20th-century whiteware and four probably 
im:rusive sherds of cransfcr· printed ware. It 
is likely that some of the pottery in this 
assemblage is residual from 16th- or 17th
century deposits but the assemblage is nev
ertheless of interest in showing that North 
Devon Gravel Tempered ware was by that 

Table 37: Pottery from fill of 
garderobe 1003 

g,~g~ish ('o()(lf$f'WC%tl'$ 

4 6.06% AK 
I t.52% MALVP 

2 3.03% NDGT 
48 72.73% SSOM }':'jg 9.6. 158 

[!,rgfislr fi,,a~.un:s 
2 J .OJ% STMO 
8 12.12% TG\V Fig 9.9.205 

Stxmish W(J"fU 

I 1.52% SPAM 

66 100.00% 11>tol 

Table 38: Pottery from fill of 
garderobe 279 

EngfW. coarstttXJres 
6 1.82% AK 
I )) 40.30% NOGT Fig 9.8.187- 9 

23 6.97% SSOM 
2 0.61 % SSOM? 

Gn&fuh finctJ)(Jr<~S 
10 3.0)% CSTN 
9 2.73% NOTS Fig 9.9.202 

0.30% STAFFSSGR 
ll 3.33% STBRS 
2t 6.36% STCO Fig 9.8.200 
107 32.42% STSL 
3 0.9 1% SWSG 

Rh4:,1ish arrd Lou• (J(lumria tt.VJ"$ 

4 1.2 1% l'Rf:C 

))0 I 00.00% Total 

time the most common coarseware whilst 
most of the finewares were English and, 
most probably, from the Bristol potteries. 

The filliJ>g of well 80 produced an 
assemblage which can be dated to the late 
18th or early 19th century by the creamware 
and pcarlware found in it (Table 39). Six of 
the 926 sherds found were residual medieval 
and the group has the appearance of being 
deposited at one time. The creamware 
teapot has a sprigged medallion commemo
rating an admiral but unfortunately it is too 
fragmentary to identify. As in the preceding 
groups the majority of the assemblage was 
probably either made in Bristol or, like the 
North Devon wares, obtained through the 
port. The low quantity of imported wares 
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Table 39: Pottery n·om filling of 
well80 

~.fulr CtJ<Zrln41(1rd 

64 7.00% AK Pig 9.3. 100· 1 
70 7.66% 1\lliSC REO 
76 8.32% NDGT 

f!,IJlluh jirtmvtru 
85 9.30% BRS? 
368 40.26% CREI\ Fi!< 9.8. 194 
2 0.22% NOTS 
53 5.80% PEAR Fi.g 9.8. 195 

60 6.56% STCO 

" 1.20% STMO 
llO 12.04% STSL 
12 1.31 % SWSG 

O.ll% TGW 

RhmiJh amJ UJf:q Co.rmm"a «»m 
2 0.22% \VEST 

914 100.00% Thr•l 

and the absence of Chinese porcelain are 
notable features in comparison with other 
late 18th-century groups (Gloucester, Vince 
1983b; Cross,vall, City of London, Vince 
and Egan 1981). 

Pottery from the demolition layers above 
the west range (contexts 183- 5 and 207) 
forms a small group of late 18th· or, more 
likely, 19th-century date but includes sherds 
of 16th-ceorory date. 

Table 40: Pottery from demolition 
layers above the west range 

Residual warq 

I 1. 32% 1\olAl..VP 
1.32% SSOM 
1.32% FREC 

IJJr,tliJh CtXttstfl.'l(lrt$ 

6 7.89% AK 
14 18.42% MISCRED 

1.32% NDG"r 

English jin««<rfJ 
17 22.'37% CRF.A 

1.32% CSTN 
1.32% NBW 
1.32% RBAS 
1.32% STCO 
1.32% STMO 
U2% STSL 

17 22.37% TPW 
10 13.16% WHlTB 

bt~porwJ urarts 
I 1.32% CHPO 
I 1.32% CONt> 

76 100.00% 71Nal 

Pottery from Trenches A to J (north and west fields) 

A very small quantity of medieval pottery Three sherds of ungrouped, sandy hand
was found in Trenches B, C, 0 and E2. made cooking pot were found in the rubble 
That from Trench 8 , an ungroupcd sand- at the cast end of Trench 0 , context 0 /5. 
tempered cooking-pot sherd, came from In Trench E, three sberds from context 
context LS, soil from the ridges found in the E/23, the fiU of a depression at the west end 
ridge and furrow ploughing. This shcrd is of the trench, were probably also of early 
probably of similar date to those in Period 2 13th-cenrory date. Poncry from two layers 
in the maio excavation. in the bank retaining the cast arm of the 

In Trench C, early 13th-century pot- moat, contexts E2/S and E2/6, was similar 
tery was recovered from the fills of to that in the main excavation Period 3, 
quarries C/7 (Fig 9. 1.7 and 18) and including a Minety-type bowl sherd which 
C/ 11. would equate with 3.3 or later. 

Key to codes used in pottery and roof-tile tables and catalogues 

Fabrics 

AGATE = Refined ware madt frum f\>.'0 or more di1Tcn:n1 
colow-ed clay,, ISlh-<>enrury oancl l:ttor. Four shenls Jrom 
one teapollid :u'ld three frngrncnUi of modem wall tilt. 
AK =Ashton Keynes wart. mid· 16th to 18Ul-century 
1andy red earthenware produced at Ashton Keynes, 
WiltShire (Giouccs1er "I"FSO}. Most $herds come from 

mtemaJJy glazed \'CSscls of wh.ich lhe more \Wtical 
sided ha,·e betn coded at jarS and the remainder ;a$ 

bowts or plates. 'Tiu: Iauer form can be distinctivt', hav
ing a "'-ide, decornled fl:mgc. The earliffi .sherds are 
utually from large conical bo\\•lsJ ;dso known :t.S p.lO· 

chcons:. jugs were al$o made in t.his ware but ...,>UC 

much Jess: common. f!'ina11y, sin$1e <::lUIImples of 
unglu.zcd !lower pot$, pipkins and skillc1s were found. 
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A;'lOA = And:tlu~:ian lunrewn.re. Distinguishable (rom 
Valcncian lustrcwarc by its inelusion.s of M~lagan 

Schi$t. Fi!'tt produced in the later 13th century, th1s 
wa« 5eems to h.uvc (()nrinued production alongllide 
Valc:ncian lustrewa.re mto the: I Stb or 16th centuric11. 
Three shttd,t hnve been idc:mific:d, only one posith-cly. 

1\vo were: from albardli and the third from 1.'1 jug. 
BATHA: Batl1 Fabric A (Vi1\CC J979b). 

BBAS = Black Basalt wa.rc. tllack-bodic:d s:tonc:wa.rc, 
sometimes with an internal glaze m<'dt in the late 18th 

and 19th centuries, uhimatc:ly dcri\"«1 from tmiuuions 
of oric:maJ red stoneware teapots (cf RBAS). 

BEAU = Bc.auvais w..re. Only one vw:-ml found~ a 
drinkiog jug with cut·glass dc:coration. Beauva1\i sgraf· 
fho ware: is not uncommon i.n ear-ly 16th-.eemury 

depositS in $<1uthem Eng.land and lhc rarity of the ware 
at Acton Coun is of intert'$t. 

BLUE = 19th· or 20th--«ntury refined earthenware 

with a lighc blue coloured body. 
BOIU) = SurreyiHampshtrc border whitl:\1/!lrt, Three 

gl.azts ""'we u~. ofum, ic appears, in the same finng. 
Brown glaze, coloured wuh manganese or iron. 

(BOIU)B}, Green glaze ooloured with ~r 
(BORDG) :uld Yellow glaze, probably not dehbcrau:ly 

coloured (BOJU>Y). Late 16th to 18th ccmwic-s. Most 
or the sherds from Acton Court were from plpkms, fol· 
ICM•ed b>' th1n-walled jugs. of the cypc known &om the 
Inns of Coun in London. Oth<::r forms include an 
alba relic, bowls, cups, pipkins and money boxes. 
BOXB ;: Box fabric B. 
OR= Bristol Rtdeliffe ware. 

BRS = Bristol Stoneware. 
CHPO =Chinese Port'clain. 

CITG = 1'refoii·JPQutc."d jugs and a phne wtth a female 
bust in a centr.~l medallion, of «ntraJ Italian orig-in. 

The source or these \'esseJs is unceru.in. In sbapc aJld 
gcntrnl appe;~rancc the)• arc similar to South Nether
lands maiolica, but the presence of a dear ~ad gJaze 
0\'el' th~ tin glau and p:ainring, and their whiter colour 
suggests that they ma)' actually be the ltalilln pr(HOtypes 

or the Nethc:rl:andis.h VCS$CI$. 

CONI)=== ·Continc.ntall'orcelam'. 

CREA:: Cre:um,'<'!re. 
CS"rN ='Cistercian ware'. 

DENBY = 8rows~~slau::d refined earthcnwan!. 19th or 
20th c~mury. Most of the Acton Court fragments arc 

from te~pot$ or teapot lids tO(C<:ther w-ith (Hte jt~r. 
DER.BS = Ocrbyshire -ston~re. 
OOUL = Ooulton stol\t\V3.J'1:, lnc-h1d4.-s 3 small 
lltoncwarc bottle dat.iJli h') the 1860s, identified by 

Richaro Kemp, CLAU. 
DUTR :- Dutch Red E:~rthenW3rc. Prob3bly all of 
16th-«ntury date. ldt.nrifiable $herd$ include parts or 
pipkins with pulled lips and two-handled, three-footed 

cauldrons. 
OUTS = Dutch sUpwarc. A fragment of a jug was 
found with slip dC'C'oration. Probably 16lh century. 
EN'GS:: Engl.ish stonc:wart'. 18th or 19th «nlUry and of 

unknzy.:vu $0UtCt. Examined by Richard Kemp~ CU\U. 

ENPO = 'Engli$.h Porcelain._ 18th cemury. 
Fl) = Fine l>ink ware. Probably of l<ner medie~l or 

early 1\Jdor d:ne. 

AAEC = Frtthtn stonewa~. 
GLOS4 1 B = Gloucester Tf416. Later I I th to early 

I lth century in date. 
GUYS=== Guy's Hospital ware. l6lh _,r 17th century. 

HG : Ha.m Gn."t'n wart. 1Wo fabrics nre prc:S<"nt, a 

liS)H•firing gJaud W:ilf'(' and 3 red-firing unglazed 
war~. Al least two phases of production ;are n:pr~ 

scnted at Acton Court. Ha.m Green ;A' wart: includes 

jugs d~.-corared with roller stamping. The only defmite 
examp!.: o( this phase was a sherd from context 1807 

( Ptruxl 3.5). The use of the comt) is also an early trah 
and Qne $herd had vertical combing on the bod)' and 
horizomaJ combing 011 the neck. Howner, this too 
was residual, in a Period 3.4 deposit. Horizontal 

gr~s. on the other hand, arc typic:al of Ham Green 

·s· ond sherds with chis decorntion ~re found in a 

Period ).2 deposit, 1872. 
KOLN = Cologne MOnewarc:. The definition u-.;cd 

hto: i-'§ that the: fabric has no quartZ sand temper and 
the v·csselt ha\'C' bc<:n turned after throwing, in <.:·on· 

lr.Jst to Raeren stoneware. Earl)' co mid-16th century. 

UGU = Lis:urinn rin·sJazcd W8.rc:. Forcy-fi\·e shcrds 
of plates with a bluc:-nnged tin-glaze:, d~:corau:d in 

blue were found. All come: from plates with a similar 
prolilc and design. At mos·r. eleven \'esse1s art rcpre~ 

Si!nted. Analysis of one sherd U1die1nes that il deri\•es 

from Genoa r:tther than from Albisola or Ssvona. It 

has a low chromium comem of t68ppm range, 
where<ls S-avon;a and Albisoln ceramiC$ are in the 
rnngt 300-500ppm (M Hughes in He). 
LONS =- London St<>o~-urc:. Grey stoncw:.~re oon~ 

taining qo~l'tZ $3.0d and spnl'$e iron·rich inclusions 
(both usually pnrtially vitrified). Stonewarcs of idC"nti

cal appearance were produced at Fulham frQm the 

hltc 17th century and subsequently at Lambeth. 
Vauxhall and probably other centreS on the ouukirts 
of London. Where shcrds had a recognisable form 

they were mainly late examples. Howe"er, scrups of a 
botde frOI'n COntext 1154, :1 bellarmine bottle from 

COntC'Xt 1300 and a boule from comcxt 1 S35 could an 
1x of late 17th-«:nrut)o' date. "1\\'0 funher sherds 
couJd be or e.arly 18th-century date and the remainder 

dated to the l~ter 18th and 19th ce-nturies. At least 
nineteen of these thirt)'-lVo'O sherds ~t'C' (rom bottles, 

thrte w~:n: from wide-movthed jars :~nd one wa.~ the: 

lid of a container for Singleton's e)l: oinunc:nt, pr~ 

duced between c 1890 and 1910. 

LUST === 19th· and 20th-century lustreWal"eS. Four 
shC'rds of refined eanhenwar.: decorated with ovtr .. 

glaze: lusuc were found. Two were from tankards. one 

from a cup and one probably from a ju.g. 
t\lALV :: Malvern Chase wares. No dininctio.n is 

mllde in these l't'COrds between the coarse, usually 

reduced, C'OOking pot fabric of 1he 13th centur)' and 

the finer, u~uall>· oxidised, fabric used ror jugs and 

other v-=ssels from the later I '3th century to the middle 



of the 16th century. One bundr~.-'d and four shcrd~ of 

the early cooking pots v;-cre found. The majoritY of the 
glazed ware shecds were from jugs but other vessels 
include a mug, pipluns, a dish, jars, skillets, bowls and 
a lid. 
/1.\ALVP -= Mal\'ern CbMe 'pink' ware. This fabrie is 
noticeably liR}\ter in colour chat the earlier gla7.cd ~rc 
and has fewer inclusions. h ls often covered wuh a par

l l<'ll brown shp under a plain lead gi;Ue. In cont.nst to 

the earlier glaud ware inr$ are the most common form 
(76 per «nt of the 320 shcrd.s found). Di~hcs, pipkinsJ 

ju.g,s.. bowls nnd ;1 lid v.'(':J'C aJS<I found. ln c:ontnasc to 
l6th- or <:3rly 17th-century ~;roups from Hereford and 
Olouet.-ster there are V<.'ry f<.-w largt": conical bowls or 
other open \'e$$tiS. 
MART ;: Marrincamp litoncwnre. Unglazed canhm· 
ware and stoneware flasks have been discussed by H u.rsl. 
t-.\ERC -= • Mtreul')' jar'. Small, thick-wtlled j31s UJuQUy 
\'lith an internal lead ~ale have been ~cognisc:d in 
museum collccuons as a type: for many yc:an but it is 

rare to find them In an archacolog,c;al context, ThAt 

from Acton Coun com6 from the dump in Area 2 
which comained mainly later 15th· to early 16th·cc:n· 
tury rnatc:rial. Tbin--sec:tioo l)t'lalyt is of 11 l..<l'~don ftnd 
W':ll$ inconclush·e and the origin of the t~ is unknown 
(Vince 1982). 
MINIITY ;: Minc{y ware is ch~racterlsed by itS lime· 

stone sand temper and thin, lead glaze. It is found 6r.n 
in the t.'1lrly I 2th « ntury and until the SC:(()nd ha.lf of 
the 13th C'ell t\lt}' the majorit)' oh'tiSels found arc usu
ally large uipod p itchers. However, at Acton Court in 

lhe c.arly mcd,eval ph:l.:Ses this i$ not the case. Tripod 

pitcher shcrds are found but nrc: greatly oumumbered 
by sherds o£ cooking pol with an inu:rnal gl::n:c: on the 
in-side t:>f the rim and l)M:e. Thi~ is prolxlbly due to the 
relative proximity cf Acton Court to Mincey. Similar 

high quantities of cooking pots to tripod pitchers occur 

IU Selsley Common, Stroud (Dunning 1949) and on 

other sites on the Cotswol<h. Ltncr mcd.iel'al Mincey 
wares are usually whc:clth.rown cooking pots, txw.ts and 
juS$, as in Period 3.3 ut Acton Court. Period ).4 at 

Acton Court has produced a range of the latest pro· 
duced of 1hi~ industry. They arc dominated. by lntt;e 

conical bowls with Oangt."<l rims but bung·hole 1ugs or 
•ars (cisterns), jug.,: and :1 dripping pan were also found. 
Ml.SC =Unidentified wares. These are d(S('ribcd in the 

archh~ and in t.he c;autlogue ond S()me of r.he tables 
usmg lhi! shorthand notation dc\'doped at the ,\>\uscum 

of London (Orcon 1978) . G -= Cir«'n·g;lazcd1 I =- Iron 

compound, K =- Plain gla:ce, L = Umestone, M ;: 
Mica, N .::No visible inclusions1 S .:: qu:.rtt. ~nd1 W ;: 

whc:ehhrown, Y-=- Handm:~de. 
MLTG ;: Momc.lupo tin-gl»~d ware. Shc:rds of a sin
gle rat:::a of Montelupo tin-gla7.cd ware were found. 

The earliest was stratified in a Period 4.2 deposit. 
NBW = 19th.century butY ware. A term used 10 
describe light brown refined earthenware us-ually with a 
plain glaze, sometimes with <1 t:hick white glalc. M.ix.ing 

bowls and dishes arc the most common fonn1. 
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NDC\V -= North Devon CaJ<:an:<'IU$ ware. A d.istinc-

ti\'C early fabric produced in the North !Xvon poncr
ic.s. Also found :It Exeter :md described there by 
Allan. 
NDGT = Nonh Oe\'on Grave.) 11.-mpc:rrd ware. 

NH =- N::.sh Hill \\;tr<;. 

NIMS = North hal ian Marbled slipW'ai'C. 1\ .. '0 sherds 
of a bowl. Most English finds of thts wan: arc found in 
Iller 16th· or 17th-century depos11s and it it hkcly 
that this \'j.>ssc:l n-achcd Acton Court later than the 

majority or impOrts. 
NOTS-= Noningh:.m suJncware. 
OUV =- Se,rille Oli\•e jar$. 

OXAM =Oxford Fabric AM. Brill/Boan.tall ware. 
OXMO = Romano~Briosh Oxfordshirt mortarium. 

PEAR= Pc:artwa.re. 
PMR-= Post4 mc:d.iewl Redwllre. 
RAER-=- Rocrtr~ lltonevtnre. 
RBAS ;: Red nasa It wa~. 
REFR-= Refuted Red Earthenware. 
RPOT -= Romanf>-British ponery (unspecified fabric: 
or (orm) . 

SAlG = Sajmongc: tll"()\-er green 3laze. 
SAJN-= Saimons,e W$re,l)'J)(' unkt\c>wn. 
$All)= Saimonge polychrome. 

SEVW-= SeVIUe u•httewart. 
SEW=- South-East \'l:'iltshirt ware. 
SIEG = Sicgburg Stoneware. 
SNTG =South N(tht:rlartd!l Tin-glazed ware. 
SPAM ;: Spanish Red MicaCCOU$ ware. 
SPOW = Spanish w.art", type unspcc:tfied. 

SPTG -= Spanish tin-gJa:ce<t \1;'3te. The t~ lb;Lrclli m.ay 
~ Capam1 Blue type (Hum 1995, 5 1). 
SSOJI.\-= South Somcnet wa.rc. 
STAFFS COARSE= Staffordshire C'Q;'It'$C\\"'ate. 

S'li\FFS SGR =Staffordshire sgraffito ware. 
ST'BRS =Staffordshire (or Bristol) btown s-tone\\·are. 

STCO -= Staffordshire {or Brisfol) press.-mouldOO 
combed ware. 
STE.M -= Staffordshire (or Bnstol) press--moulded 
llnd embos~ed won:.. 
STMO = Staffordshire (cr Bristol} mottJed glazed 

W1ti'C. 

STRE = Staffordsh.irc rcd.Mrc.. 
STROAT = St.roat wart. 
STSL = Stallorcbbire slipware. 
SWSG -= Eng.li$h white $:llt ·a,l~zed stonewnre. 
TGW-= Dutch or English tin-glaud ware. 
TPW = Trnn,fu·printed refined white earthcnw:tJ"C. 

1\JDB;: London tUdor Bro"-n ware. 

11JDG-=- Thdor Green wnre, from the: Surre:)•1Hamp

$hire border. 

VALE = Valendan lustrcwarc. 
\XtfiST-= Wes-tc:rwald stoncwarr. 

WHlEL -= Whitldon ware. Refined white earthen~ 

ware decorat«< with polycluome gla;.c.s. 
WHrrE = \Vhitc earthenware. A t(ft.n«l white c:arth· 

cnwart whose glaze laelts the blue tinge of Pc-arlwarc. 

Probably mainly Jater t9th and 20th centul')' and par-
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3 10 

tk'ularly common in Period '5.4. Shcrd$ in e:a.rliet coo~ 
texts are probably a sign ofmodun contamtnat:Jon. 
\VORCS :: Sand-t~mpered ware, probably from the 

\Voreesu::r 1m:a. A single rt$idual sherd uf ' cooking 
pot of possible: Worcester origin w•a:s found. At 
Gloucester sherds of these ~Is 11re round from the 
later elc-\'t:nth century through to the middle of the 
13th etmury. However, by the ~md of lht 12th ccmury 
the~· a~ much less common than Mal\-ern Chase 
cooking pots. i\ similar decline is notl-d at Hereford. 
The high pro-portion of 1\U..Ivtro Chase to ?Worcester 
cooking pot$ is- as likely 10 ~ a funcricm or the late 
date or the Acton Court mattnal, with little belhre the 
middle of the 12th century, as it ls to be a function of 
the distan« or Worce-ster rrom Acton Court StllCC sn 
all probability the ~::ll'ne vtSKJs \VQU)d ha\'c CArried 
both types und the sources are only about ten kilome
tres ::.pan. 

Forms 

AIHB = Alhan:/W 
AMPH =Amphora or oi1 jar 

CHAF = ChaJi113 dish 
CHP =Cham beT pot 

CIST =Cistern 
CLOS = CloS«< W>n: 

CP = Coolung pot 

CURF = C1.1rfew 
OJ = Dri.n.king jug 
FIG =- f'igure 
MBOX =Mont')' box 
PIP::: Pipkin 
POSS =- PI)Ssct J)Ol 

SPJ) = Spo-Uied pitC'her 
TANK= Tankaro 
TP =- Trtpod pitcher 
TPOT:: l't::lpol 
\'C'CP::: \'Vheclthrown cooking pot 
\VJVG :;: \Vhcelthrown j~,~g 

Catalogue of illustrated 
vessels 
Context numbers arc in brackets, followed 
by fabric and form codes. 

Fig 9.1 

Medieval handmade coarsewares 

I (249] MISC LY CP 

2 (14481 .-,usc LY CP 

3 (10641 MISC LY CP 
4 (I 7291 MJSC LY CP 
5 (12461 MISC LY CP 
6 (19781 MISC LY CP 
7 [C61 MISC LY Cl' 
8 (16501 ~USC LY CP 

9 114791 MISC LY Cl' 
10 1771 MISC LY CP 
II (16251 ,\USC LY CP 
12 (14741 M ISC LY CP 
13 (12431 ,\USC LY CP 
14 (2551 M ISC LY CP 
15 (4861 ,\USC LY CP 
16 (14751 M ISC LY CP 
17 (1628] M!SC LY Cl' 
18 (C61 MISC LY CP 
19 (14771 MJSC LY CP 
20 (14741 MJSC LY CP 
21 (18861 MlSC lY CP 
22 (12591 MISC LY Cl' 
23 (16871 MISCLSY CP 
24 (6751 MISC LSY CP 
25 [6751 MISC LSY C l' 
26 [19781 M.ISC LY CP 
27 (12431 .\USC LY CP 
28 [14481 BATH A CP 
29 (17971 BATII A CP 
30 (1611 BATH A Cl' 
31 [2 151 BATH A CP 
32 (216) BATH A CP 
3) )1978) BATH A CP 
34 [1447] BATH A CP 

35 [14471 BATH A CP 
36 (18861 BATH A SI'P 
37 118861 BATH A CP 

Fig9.2 

38 j19781 OATH A Cl' 
39 [19781 DA1'H A Cl' 
40 (182SI HG CP 
•II (11971 HG Cl' 
42 117971 HG CP 
•IJ ji•J.J81 HG CP 
•14 (14481 HG Cl' 
45 (I 978] HG? Cl' 
46 ll ll ii8} HG CP 
47 (1829] HG LAMI' 
48 114<181 HG CP 
49 [1797} HG CP 
so (14481 HG Cl' 
51 [19781 HG Cl' 
52 11448} MALV CP 
53 [18281 MALVCP 
S<J [141} MALV CP 

55 [1448] MALV CP 

56 [17971 MAl.V CP 
57 [91J MALV Cl> 

58 ( 17961 MALV CP 
59 [1846] MALV CP 

Medieval handmade glazed 
wares 

60 ]930] MISC SY CP 
61 (16161 MISC SY CP 
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~2 116161 MISC SY CP Fig9.4 
b) 116521 MISC SKY CP lOS ID16I AK? OJ ... II 6871 MISC SKY CP 106 I1993)AKB<>wl ., 129JI MISC U<Y CP 107 193 I +9321 AK Bowl 

bb 118681 MISC LSKY CP 108 119931 AKJug 
67 II 1181 HG Jug •nd hand!< 109 1101 AK Bowl 

68 II 1381 HGJug 110 IIOISI CSl1'< Cup 

69 (4861\rORCS CP Ill (93S) c:sr.-: Cup 

70 118021 MISC $\l' CP 112 11993) CS'TN CupJua 
71 (HR21 MISC SW CP II) l2066lcs-n<Cup 

1l (l070l MISC SW CP 114 [127) c;sr..; Cup 
7) (1491 MISC SW CP liS ll070Jc:sr.-:Jua 
74 (4751 MISC SW CP 116 (Sl9l FP Jua 

7S 19511 MISC SW CP IIi 15391 FP Jua 

Fig9.3 
118 15391 FP Juc 
119 I206S) FP Jua 

7~ IH48) Ml)o.'l!TI' CP 120 [283) MALV PIP 

77 11148) Mll'IPTY CP 121 11477) MALV PIP 
122 11015) MALV Jug 

Medieval wh eel thrown glazed 123 11993) MAl.V Jug 

wares 124 )1290) MALV Mug 
125 1947) MALV 

78 111861 MINPTY WCP 126 (29)] MALV PU' 

79 1449) M INilTY WCP 127 1283) MAI..V Jug 
1!0 117 .. 01 M INU'rY WCP 11& (1993)•\o\A.LV Ju.¥ 
81 11282) BR PIP 129 184) MAl.VP DISh 

82 l52711lR Cl' 130 1127) MALVP Lod 

83 120651 BR Jug 131 [1993) ,\\Al.VI' )or 

84 185<1 BRJua 132 (I 038) 1\otA.LVJ, jar 

85 1292+2931 OR Jug 
Fig 9.5 

86 l1478l llR jug 
87 1!063) BR Jug !33 [14 1] MlNJlTY CP 

88 12121 OXAM Jus 13•1 11044+10-181 MINI!1"Y 

89 115961 NH}CP Bowl 
90 12551 MISC SKW CP I)S [S271 MINI!1"Y WJUG 

91 12931 M ISC SKW Bowl 13~ 11782) ,\UNI!11'} CP 

92 I16MI M ISCSK\"11 Jug 137 13070) MlNilTY B<>wl 
9) 120661 MISC SKI"!' CP 138 [2760) MINI!1"Y Bowl 

91 111481 M ISCSKI"I' 139 1519) ,\UNETY CJST 

95 115961 MISC IU<W CP 140 [2065) MI!-.'ETI' Bowl 

96 ll<>21l MISC RFD PIP 141 13070) MINETY S.,.l 
97 11611 MJSC MSKW 142 1137] ,\UNETY CIST 
98 lll~l MISC MSKW Lod 143 IS28I MINETY CIST 

144 11993) MI!'.'ETI' S.,.l 
Tudor wares stra tified in Period 3 145 11044+ 1048) ~\UNETY 

contexts S.,.i 

99 11647) SPA.\1 OM Fig 9.6 

146 14681 550~\ CHP 

Tudor and la ter poncry in contexts 147 11037) SSO~\ CURl' 

of Period 4 or la ter 148 (2027) 550~1 PIP 

149 11038) 550.\1 Jug 

a) Tudor and J;uer ooarsewares 150 (1742) 550.\1 CHP 

151 11015) SSOM PIP 
100 I249JAKS.,.I 152 (16371 SSOM Mug 
101 I2,19)AKS.,.I 153 14681 SS0.\1 Jar 
102 1!991) AK Jug 154 12026+2027) SSOM PIP 

101 11015) AK Boul ISS !19931 SSOM Jug 
10·1 II 048) AK Jug 156 II2S21 SSOM PIP 
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157 119931 SSOM MBOX f) English Stonewares 

158 J4o8J SSOM Jar Fig 9.9 
159 121 1oJ ~SOM I'll' 
160 Jl-1721 SSOM OJ? 201 12491 DRS Jar 
161 120271 S~OM CHAF 202 J61l NOTSMug 
162 l202ol SSOM CHAP 
lol J9UI ~SOM OJ Imported wares 
104 120271 SSOM PIP 
loS (10371 SSOMII<NI g) Continenral Europe 
160 12Rli~OMU.,..I 
167 127641 ~,\1 Jor 203 110451.\IISC Ju 
108 116581 SSOM 

h) Tin-glazed wares (local? or Dutch?) 
TAl-IK 

Fig 9.7 
204 I468H691 TGIX' ALB 
205 14691 TGW Cup 

169 l109lJ~MII<NI 206 19<71 TGW Salt 
170 I2HISSOMII<NI 207 (9471 TGW Ju 
171 (10)7J STROAT ao-.1 208 (2331 TGW ALB 
172 121•111 STROATBowl 209 110151 TGW ALB 
17) [20651 STROAT? Cup 210 111-601 TGW Platl! 

17tl 126401 STROAT Jar 211 I233ITGWB<>wl 
175 J9171 STROAT CHAI' 212 14191 TGW AI.B 

176 110491 MISC ll<!wl 213 (lo37J TGW Mug 
177 14191 MISCJar 

i) China 
178 117811 MISC SW Jar 
179 19011 MISC SW Ja< 214 [1361 Cfii'O Lid 
180 1935) MISC SW 215 11361 C HI'O D>sh 
18 1 15 11 ) MISC SW DJ1 

j) Italy 182 110151 MISC CLOS 
183 II 0401 MISC Bowl 216 II 03<11 crrC Jug, 1'1 VI 

b) Tudor and later coarscwarcs from the 217 (I 993) MLTG ·ra.z:a1 1'1 VII 

London urea 
218 J1 048JITALS O><h 
219 II 0•181 CITG l'lnte 

Fill 9.8 220 122131 CITG Jug 
221 II 371 UGU 1,11~:. Jl'lt VIII, IX 

184 JIMol GUYS Double 222 12621 UGU Oosh 
dl1h 223 110671 UGU Dish 

185 [4 191 GUYSBo•l Z24 II 067) UGU 0•sh1 IJJs X, XJ 

c) North Devon 
225 [1155+19931 CITG Dish, Ph XII, XIII 

186 J5lll NDCW Ju•l 
k) Low CountTies 

187 [611 NDGT Handled 00.1 2Z6 JS)SJ SNTG Vase 
18ft [611 NDGT Jua 227 [26401 Sl\'TG Vue 
189 [ol) NDG'r ao-.·1 228 [14 77) Sl\'TG Jua 

d ) Surrcy/llamp~hirc border wares 
2..>9 11639) SJ«.'TG Vase 
230 [9571 Sl'<.'TG AUI 

190 [276}+27501 OORD 8 PIP 231 JS291 SJ«.'TG v.,. 
191 [21HI BORD MOOX 232 112711 S~.,.G OJ 
192 [9171 BORD Sblkl 2)3 112841 SN"rG OJ 
19) [S281 TVDG ALJI> 234 11993) SJ«.'TG OJ 

c) Pos l-mcwc''al fincwarcs I) :'1/orthero France 

191 [24~1 CREA TPOT Fig 9.10 
lOS (2-1~1 PEAR TANK 
IOo [ZMOI SWSC TANK 2JS 118221 N Fr<nch OJ 
197 [20851 STRE Cup 236 [20271 MART I I'!A>k 

198 Jbll S"rBRS POSS 
m ) Rhineland 

199 Jbll STCO POSS 
200 Joll s-rco Do>h 237 [19931 RAI!R FIG 
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238 {1781 J RAER OJ 
239 (1286) RAER OJ 
240 (1047) RAER OJ 
241 fl 991+164 1) RAERFIG 
242 [2065) RAER OJ 
21) 110•15) RAER OJ 
244 [1046) RAER OJ 
24S (3022) KOI..'\1 OJ 
2·16 11 37) KOL.'\1 DJ 
247 [1048) KOL'I OJ 
248 (283) KOL'\1 D) 
249 (I 2a21 KOLN OJ 
250 [1993] KOLN OJ 
25 1 (1067] KOLN DJ 
252 (1067( KOLN OJ 
253 (1993) KOLN OJ 
254 11291) KOLN OJ 
255 (805) WES'r Jug 

256 (419) WEST OJ 
257 114781 FREC OJ 
258 [1067II'REC OJ 
259 (1134) FREC SCJiNELl.B 
260 (17801 FREC OJ 
261 [1993} J'REC DJ 
262 fl13HIJI7+1048) FREC SCHNELL!'! 
263 I 10481 FREC OJ 
264 (30221 FREC OJ 
265 110481 FREC OJ 
266 1127) FRcC OJ 
267 I I 993+1044) FRF.C OJ 
268 (1371 FREC OJ 
269 [16251 FREC OJ 
270 (7041 FREC Mug 

n) Spain 

Lustrewares and tinglazed toot·es 

Fig9.11 

271 [5271 ANOA jug 
272 [ 1822+J:J7+272] VALE Bowl, I'Js XIV, XV 
273 15451 VALE ll<>wl 
274 (1048+3331 VALE Dish 
275 (537) VALE Ju~ase 
276 [136) VALE Bowl 
277 (1477( SPTG ALE 
278 (19931 SPTG AL.B, PI XVIIJ 
279 (1134) SPTG ALE 
280 (1048+ 1993( SI'TG At8 
28 1 (1993] SPTG ALE, PI XVI 

282 (14021 SPTG ALE 
283 (19931 SPTG ALE 
284 (1993+10481 SPTG ALE 

Coat·sewa•'t!S 
285 [3022) SP AMPH 
286 (9561 DUV AMPH 
287 (1015) OUV AMPH 

288 (10481 SPi\M B<>wl 
289 (5401 SPAM Ud 

LIFE AT ACTON COURT: FINDS /\NO SPECIALIST REPORTS 

290 (532) SPAM Ud 
291 15291 SPAM msh 
292 (5391 SPAM )a, 
293 [530) SPAM Dish 
29·1 119931 SPA.'.I )or 

295 (538] SPMI ud 
296 15291 SPAI>I Dish 
297 (529) $PAM )or 

298 15391 SPAM Lid 
299 (S471 SPAM jac 

300 (I 048) SI'OW 
301 (5391 SPi\M lid 
302 1529) o\<IERC jar 

303 15451 SPAM Lid 
304 (529) SPAM Jar 
305 (329) SP;\M jar 

306 (5191 SJ>AM]ac 
307 (5331 SPOW Jug h.odk 

o) South-West France 

308 (313] SAIP FlG, PI XVII 

Discussion 

Site formation 
The Acton Cour1 excavations apparently 
present a situation in which a continuous 
sequence of occupation gave rise to a dis
continuous series of archaeological deposi<s. 
1 udging by the quantities of pottery recov
ered from a very small fraction of this occu
pation sequence in Period 4, there must be 
large rubbish deposits somewhere wilhin 
easy reach of !he manorial complex contain
ing <he refuse associated wilh occupation of 
the site in Periods 3, the later part of Period 
4 and Period 5. 

The uneven recovery of ponery makes 
comparison or pottery usc at different peri
ods difficult and for <he majority of the 
sequence it is difficult enough to be sure of 
the actual sequence and of which wares 
were in contemporary use. Conclusions for 
these periods are therefore tentative for lack 
of data. For Period 4 there is a large quan
lity of pottery, recovered from a number of 
separate deposits. Analysis of joining sherds 
from <he same and different contexts shows 
that many of these deposits form uni<s and 
lha< despite the stratigraphy found wilhin 
them they actually contain ponery from <he 
same vessels. There is no advantage in pre· 
seating separately <he evidence from each 
context within a deposit. Statistics derived 
from <he deposits must also be used care
fully, since <he vessels wilhin the groups arc 
represemed by more sherds than is normal 
for <he site. The presence of a single, 
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smashed, Spanish blue-glazed albarello can 
therefore give a misleading impression 
about the total quantity of imported pot· 
tery in use. The method of quantification 
adopted, the sherd count, is too imprecise 
to enable actual figures for the relative fre
quency of these uncommon, imported pot
tery t:ypes to be calculated. The 
measurement of rim and base percentage to 
give estimated vessel equivalents (EVEs) 
was not undertaken and would in any case 
not have solved the general problem, that 
there appeal'S to have been an uneven 
occurrence of pottery types in different 
parts of the excavation, even though sherd 
links and general similarity of t:ypcs suggest 
that the vessels were in contemporary use. 
In such cases the laying out of the whole 
assemblage and an attempt to produce 
minimum numbers of vessels would be the 
only way to produce more accurate figures 
for the composition of the original assem
blage. Study of the imported pottery in 
detail showed that what at first sight 
appeared to be single vessels actuaUy con
sisted of two or more nearly identical pots 
(for example, the Raere.n stoneware fig
urines and the Spanish blue tinglazed 
a/bareD•). To identify individual vc'Ssels 
within undecorated red earthenwares 
would not have been practicable. 

Of further interest in the srudy of the 
way in which the Acton Court pottery 
assemblages were formed is the way in 
which some deposits contain pottery in use 
over a considerable period of time and oth
ers appear to contain pottery from single 
events. Examples of the former ar¢ the lay
ers which accumulated over the filled-in 
south moat and survived under the cider
house and of the latter, the 18th-century 
fills of the Tudor garderobes and the late 
18th- or early 19th-<:entury filling of the 
well. Despite their very different composi
tions these deposits may well all be associ
ated with the same process, the 
abandonment and partial demolition of the 
south and west ranges and the west half of 
the north range between the late 17th and 
the early 19th centuries. 

Dating the site sequence 

The only firmly fi..xed points in the strati
graphic sequence are those which can be 
related to the dendrochronological dating 
of the east range of the Tudor complex to 
spring 1535 and of the stair turret in the 
north .. east angle of the court to winter 

LIFE AT ACTON COURT: F IN DS AND SI'EC IAL.IS'r REPORTS 

1575/spring 1576. The coins form a very 
useful guide to the date and of course 
should give a terminus post quem for the 
deposition of the layers in which they were 
(although in practice a few of the coins 
may have been intrusive). Prior to 1534-5, 
the site chronology is very largely depen
dent on the pottery dating. ln Periods 
4.2-4.4 architectural stylistic dating is pos
sible. From Period 4.6 onwards the signifi
cance of the ponery as dating evidence 
re-emerges, thou,gb it is supplemented by 
other evidence such as clay tobacco pipes 
and bottles. 

Unfortunately, the precise sequence of 
ponery fabrics and forms in the lron 
Acton area depends to a large degree upon 
the interpretation of the Acton Court 
sequence, so producing the danger of cir
cular argument. ln the detailed descrip
tion of the pottery given above, a fine line 
has, hopefully, been trodden so that a 
sequence established on one part of the 
site can indeed be used to date events in 
another. 

To recap, the serie-s of ceramic phases 
recognised within [he Acton Court 
sequence is summarised below: 

CPI: /Vttuych(Jro<t~ri.srics: BATHA spouted pitchc.·rs 
Gftlltpl at Aaon Court: rcsjdual potter}' only. No 
str.uitied assemblages 
Sllggt:ndi dari11g: later than c I 050 and earlier than 
c I 150 

CP2: Pvutry eharattLri1tieJ: BATHA, MISC LY, 
MIN£TV, HG, MISC SY cps, HG iui$ 
Groups cu ikl<m COJtrt: rilting of quarry and other 

Period 2 deposits 
Sr.tggt"Sttd dan'ng: ~arty 13th century 

CJ>J: Am~ry chara~rcrisliu: BR jugs with applied 
decor:uion, bridge spouts, r.humbcd bases, Nl=l jugs 
Grollps at Acum Court: Periods 3.2 and 3.3 deposits 
Sugg.:md dating: Late 13th to mid-14th centurid. 

CP<1: fbrt.tr)• dtaratraiJtiCJ.· BR plain jugs, MJNJ!TY 
whcdthrown cooking pots and jugs 
Gror~ps Otl'fcloll Co1m: Period 3.3 and 3.'1 deposit$. 
Sugguttd datint: l.;ate 14th 10 mid4 15th CC'ntu.nes, 

CPS: Pr)tftry thart:ut.:risri'cs: CSIN, F'P1 KOL'l, 
MALV, SN"iG, SSOM, TUDG 
Gnmps at Ae~on Co1m: Area 2: Pre· Ptnod 4 old 
g_round surfa<.-c and Periods 4.1-4.3 dump. 
S11ggestcd dat;ng: '&!rly l6Lh century (coins and 
poltery sugge:u residual lot~ 15th as wdl but there 
arc no ass<:rnbl~ges or a priori means of 'ltp3rating 
whicl\ Joca:J co.-rscwa.rcs occur before c 1500). 
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CP6: Potr<'ry charac.uristia: AK, GUYS. BORO, 

MAL.VP, FREC nnd STROA'r. KOLN ::tnd SSO.t..t 
much mo~ fn:qucnt. 
Groupl (JJ Awm Coun: f)eriod 4.2 moat fill undt1' north 
~uld V>'t."$t J'1)nges; constru(;tion 1tvt1$ of nonh ~nd Wt:H 
rungell. Period 4.3 moat fills and Penod 4.'1 south moat 
filL 
Suwstid dating: l!:ucmaJ daung of deposition shows 
that Period 4.3 should be- dated to lhc cady to mid-
I S50s, hut t:he same ponery n~gc is present in Period 
·L2. which is dauablc to bet~cn the late 1540s and the 
<::trly 1550s. 

CP7: Anu:ry charocr.erim'cs: 1\.i.ALVP and 1\.i.L'.Hrrv 
out of use. SSOM dominant. 
GJ'oups 41 llt~mr Cours: Comcx1 136 
Suggq~al d()ting: This il interprc:u:d 1\$ a depotit 
accumulating over a long period of time and little more 
can be suid on lhe basis of t'orty stratified shc.rds. Late: 
16th to catly 17th century. 

CPS: l'aU417')' cJ•aroatrristicl: NDGT. NOTS, STBRS, 
STMO, STSL, WEST 
Groups at Ae~~m Cmm: Make-up Mtr $0uth moat fill, 
North mo-;u fill, filling of garderobcs 222 and 1003 
Suuartd dating: Lau:- 17th century or earl)' 18th 
century (when STMO 's prt's<:nt). Abst'nce ofSWSG 
Ls prob:J.bly 3 good tzuide Wat these groups are earlier 
than c I no S10CC' tht' r:arly slipped SWSG tanbrds arc 
by no mean" hig.b .. cJa~ producu. 

C I>9: J:.Ouery dUJrat·urUtics: NOG'r replacingi~placed 
SSOM, SWSC, d<v<lopcd fonns of STSL 
Groups at rlczon Court: F"ill of ~rderobc: 279, 1-\.'riod 
.5.1b rubble 

Sugtdted d4riug: Mid-18th cent\lt)', c 172~70 

CPIO: fVu~y ,haructvtstws: PEAR, CREA, MlSC 
RED 
Gro1;ps (JI Acton Court: Fill ofWdl80, Pcnod 5.lb 
dcpos.it'i 

Suggaud datm.g: Late 18th to early 19th centum~' 

Tt will be clear that only the vaguest sketch 
can yet be made of the pattern of pottery 
use at Acton Courc. However, even this is 
sufficient to draw some general conclusions 
concerning the source or sources of local 
pottery and how these changed with time. 
Of particular interest is lhe source of the 
imponed wares. 

Sources of pottery 

Despite a programme of thin-section analy
sis, a proportion of the pottery from Acton 
Coun could not be identified and the pre
cise source of the majority of the handmade 
coarsewares used in the early 13th cenrury 

and (perhaps) later is not known. Since 
these miscellaneous wares have nor been 
fow1d in any quantity at Bristol, Bath, 
Gloucester or in north8 west \ViJtshire they 
are presumably from sources within 20 kn> 
of the site. This local pottery manufacture 
seems to have declined later in the 13th cen
tury although ungroupcd, wheclthrown 
sand-tempered wares arc present in Period 3 
deposits. By the I 6th century there is no 
evidence for local pottery manufacture and 
ungrouped vessels are more probably from 
nona-local or exotic sources. 

Four source areas were important in the 
supply of coarsewares throughout the 
medieval and Tudor periods. The earliest, 
apparently, was west Wiltshire, the source of 
Bath Fabric A cooking potS and spouted 
pitchers. The long-distance transport of 
these vessels is well attested. They occur in 
late II th- or early 12th-century groups in 
Glouce-ster, Droitwich and Chcpstow, for 
example, and their presence is therefore no 
real surprise. It does, however, demonstrate 
that the vessels were not simply being car
ried along long-distance trade routes. Nash 
Hill ware, prcscm in small quantities in 
Period 3, comes from the same general area 
as Bath Fabric A and is an indication that 
this source of supply continued to be used in 
the later 13th and early 14th centuries. The 
fate of the Nash Hill potteries is unclear. 
11Jere is no indication from the kiln sites 
tha[ the industry continued later than 
c 1350 but the hernldry on some de.cornted 
floor tiles used at Newton St Loe suggests 
that tiles at least were being made in Nash 
Hill ware in the late 14th century. Kilns in 
broadly the same area, ar Crockerton near 
Warminster (D G Hurst (ed) 1968, 187, fig 
61) and Langley Burrell near Chippenham, 
show chat pottery continued to be made in 
west Wiltshire in the later medieval and 
Tudor periods but no examples of either 
ware were recognised in the large collections 
from Period 4. It suggests that this source of 
supply had ceased to be significant for 
Acton Court by the 16th century. However, 
although Crockerton ware can be distin
guished from South Somerset ware in thin
section, since it contains a high quanricy of 
rounded iron ore, it is not easy to distin· 
guish by eye. 

.. me nex[ source is north Wiltshire. In 
the 13th to 16th centuries this area supplied 
Minety-type wares to Acton Court while 
from the mid-16th to the I 8th centuries it 
supplied Ashton Keynes wares, from the 
adjacent village. From the data available it is 



not possible to chart the fluctuations in the 
trade in this ponery, ahhough a general sur· 
vey has suggested that the late 13th to early 
14th centuries actually saw a decline, while 
there was a general decline in the 16th ccn .. 
tury, following the change in fabric, typol
ogy and source of pottery from J\tiinety ro 
Ashton Keynes. The assemblage from the 
quarry pit shows that about a quarter of all 
sherds found were of Minc.ty~typc ware 
whereas sberds from wheclthrown vessels 
are absent from Period 3.1 deposits and pre
sent in Period 3.3. The impression is that 
Minery-type ware was common in the later 
medieval period and the Period 4 assem
blages from Area 2 confirrn that in the late 
15th to early 16th centuries a sizeable pro
portion of all sherds were from the Minety 
area (53 per cent in the old ground surface 
and 20 per cent in the overlying dumps). By 
the I 530s, however, the proportion of north 
Wiltshire wares had declined considerably 
e'-en though Ashton Keynes ware makes its 
first appearance at this date. Despi<e this 
'-h::cli.ue A:thlvfl Kcym:!> wa.fc: \.-UIILiuu..:<.l Lv 
arrive at Acton Court throughout the 17th 
and J 8th centuries, although never fom1ing 
a high percentage of the pottery found. 

The pottery of the Bristol area is present 
at Acton Court from the early 13th century, 
first as Ham Green wares (both the light-fir
ing glazed wares and red-firing cooking 
pots) then in the form of Bristol Redcliffe
type ware. Given the high quantity of 
Malvern Chase ware found in early 16th
cenrury depositS in Bristol itself~ it is 
unlikely that the Bristol area potteries were 
still in operation at that time. Their decline 
during the 15th century bas still to be docu
mented archaeologically. At Acton Court it 
is uncertain whether Bristol RedcJiffe type 
wares were still current later than Period 
3.3. The frequency of Bristol area wares can 
only be reliably estimated for Period 2, 
where they account for c I 0 per cent of all 
sherds. It is fairly certain, howeverJ that they 
account for a much larger proportion of the 
pottery used in Periods 3.1 - 3.3 after which, 
as noted above, Bristol temporarily ceased 
to be a significant production centre for pot
tery. It is probable that the one recognised 
North Devon Calcareous ware vessel (no 
186, from the Period 4.2 dumped deposits 
in Area 2) was imported via Bristol. The 
unsourced wheelthrown glazed ware with a 
fine pink fabric (FP in Tables 23 and 24) 
may have been made from the same clay 
source as the Bristol Redcliffc wares but at 
that period there is another potential source 
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for this ware, Hanham Abbotts, from where 
a potter supplied William Worcestre in the 
late 1470s with a pot made to his specifica
tion (\Vorccstrc, hin, 77). It is clc3r, how
ever, that FP was declining in usc during the 
consrruc-rion of the north and west ranges 
since only one vessel, a jug from the moat 
fill in Area 7 (no 119) was found in a Period 
4 context within the moated manor. 

South Somerset ware, made at a variety 
of sites of which the best-known is Donyau 
(Coleman-Smith and Pearson 1988) , may 
have arrived at Acton Court through Bristol 
but this cannot be assumed to be the case, 
since the ware is predominant in contempo
rary deposits at Bath, to where the obvious 
route from Donyatt is overland, along the 
Posse Way. Indeed, the evidence from a 
cesspit fill from Bristol Greyfriars, dated by 
the excavators to the Dissolution, would 
suggest that South Somerset wares were at 
that rime rare in Bristol. By the end of the 
century they were dominant, while the pres
ence of vessels from the Nether Stowey kilns 
iu Bri~tvl Uy t.ku 1.htU: bi guvJ c:vidc:m:c fua
the transport of poncry by boat from west 
and probably also south Somerset to Bristol 
(Good 1987, 36--9). 

lt is only really in the late 17th and early 
L8th cenruries that there is good evidence 
for a resurgence in the importance of Bristol 
as a supplier and cntrep6t of pottery for 
Acton Court. North Devon gravel-tempered 
ware occurs wit.h increasing frequency and 
undoubtedly became the most commonly 
used coarsewa.rc at Acton Court by the mid
dle of the 18th century. A study of Tables 
33, 34 and 35 (pp 304-5) suggests that this 
North Devon ware may in fact have come to 
prominence quite suddenly in the late 17th 
or early 18th century since it is absent from 
the initial demolition of Room 32 (which 
contained a Charles n farthing dated early 
to mid- 1670s), present in very small quanti
tics in the dump over the south moat (which 
contains very late 17th- or early 18th-cen
tury stoncwarc-s) and accounts for 45 of the 
83 sherds from the north moat fill, which 
unfortunately cannot be more closely dated 
than late 17th to cady 18th century. 

Many of the slipwares found in these late 
17th- and 18th-century deposits may well 
have a Bristol pro,•cnnnce, although it is 
very difficult reliably to distinguish them 
from Staffordshire products. Only four or 
five sherds of Staffordshire red earthenware 
were found, a fabric which is much more 
common further up the Severn Valley where 
the majority of late 17th- and 18th-century 
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Table 41: Sources of 18th- and 
19th-century stoneware based on 
total identified assemblage 

228 62.47% RRS 8ris1ol 
21 5.75% OERBS Derbyshire 
16 11.38% E._li,!QS Unknown En&lish 
67 18.36% LON$ London 
33 9.04% NOTS Nottingham 

365 100.00% 10tal 

Table 42: Sources oflatc 18th- and 19th-century 
stoneware against suggested terminus post quem of 
manufacture 

TPQ BRS 
17M 100 
1790 50 
1800 
1820 100 
1830 50 
1840 ~9 

1850 33 
1860 87 
1870 87 
1880 87 
1890 78 
1900 

N: 190 
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LONS DERBS ENGS NOTS N= 

50 
100 

50 
29 
·14 

8 
8 
II 

32 

I 

2 
I 

3 
8 

6 6 17 

22 18 
7 7 }0 
5 102 ,, ·19 

II 9 
100 

13 5 241 

light-bodied slipwarcs are probably 
Staffordshire. It is also quite possible, but 
unproven, that r.he c-ream ware which formed 
the majority of pottery used in the Ia« 18th 
and early 19th centuries was of Bristol man
ufacture. The 18th- and !9th-century 
sroocwarcs found at AC[On Court show an 
increase in the quanlicy of Bristol stoneware, 
much of it in the form of flagons used for 
spirits purchased not directly from Bristol 
but from the local market town of Chipping 
Sodbury (Tables 41 and 42). 

The final source which supplied a signifi
cant proportion of pottery to Acton Court 
was the Malvern Chase potteries. These 
wares were produced at Hanley Castle, to 
the north of Upton on Severn, and shipped 
down the Severn from the beginning of the 
12th century to the middle of the 17th cen
tury. In the 1630s Malvern Chase was 
enclosed, robbing the pottc.rs of their fuel 
and, perhaps, their source of clay. Malvern 
Chase cooking pots formed just over 2 per 
cem of the pottery from the Period 2 quarry 
fill in the early 13th century. These vessels 
were made by hand and probably bonfire-

fired. Larer in the 13th century reduced 
gre}'\vare vessels thrown on a \'-rheel replaced 
this type. The absence of shcrds of this type 
from Acton Court is evidence that the 
sherds of Malvern Chase cooking pot from 
Period 3 deposits are actually residual from 
early 13th-century deposits. The total size 
of the contemporary pottery assemblage 
from the whole of Period 3 is so small that it 
is difficult to be certain that Malvern Chase 
wares did not continue to be used at Acton 
Court in small quantities. The two assem
blages of early 16th-century pottery from 
Area 2 both produced small collections of 
Malvern Chase shcrds (15 per cent and 13.5 
per cent) of which only one vessel is likely to 
be residual. The remaining twenty·six 
sherds were identified as jugs (seventeen 
sherds), jugs or jars (four sherds), skillets 
(three sherds) and a possible bowl (two 
sherds). Late 15th- and early 16th-century 
Malvern Chase assemblages from Glouces
ter similarly are dominated by jugs. Period 
4.2 and 4.3 deposits (Tables 24-7, pp 300- 1) 
produced progressively less and less of this 
glazed, sand-tempered M.alvern Chase ware, 
declining from nearly 17 per cent in the fill 
of the moat under the north and west ranges 
to an average of 9 per cent in the Period 4.3 
moat fills and thereafter forming only 2 per 
cent or less of assemblages. The forms rcp
resemed in these later deposits were jugs ( 4 J 

per cent), mugs (27 per cent), dishes (12 
per cent), pipkins ( L0.5 per cent), jars (8 per 
cent) and a lid ( I per c.ent) in an assemblage 
of ninety-five sherds. 

A further fabric, termed Malvern Chase 
pink ware (MALVP) is first found at Acton 
Court in the Period 4.2 moat fill, where it 
formed I 0 per cent of all pottery. It too 
declined in frequency in later deposits, to 7 
per cent in the Period 4.3 moat fills. It also 
accounted for a significant proportion of the 
pottery found in the filling of the south moat 
post-dating the retaining wall (Table 30, p 303) 
and the make-up which overlay this filling and 
which probably contains later 16th-century 
material (Table 34, p 305). It is not found in 
later deposits in significant quantities. The 
range of fonns found in this ware, MALVP, is 
quite different from that found in the red 
sandy ware, •'viALV, even though there is a 
possibiliry that the two wares were in cootem
porary production, or at least that MALVP 
rapidly succeeded MALV. Of a total of 312 
identifiable sherds the vast majority were from 
jars (79 per cent), followed by dishes (7 per 
cent), pipkins (6 per cent), jugs (5 per cent), 
bowls ( I per cent) and lids (I per cent). 



The only other local source of pottery of 
any importance was Stroat. The pottery at 
Stroat lay on the Gloucester to Chepstow 
road and irs products are found mainly on 
sites accessible from the road. The Acton 
Court evidence shows that there was also an 
appreciable trade across the Severn. It also 
refines the dare-range of this ware more pre
cisely. There are no sherds from the Period 
4.2 deposits in Area 2 but two (1.39 per 
cent) in the infill deposits associated 'vith 
the Period 4.2 construction of dle north and 
west ranges. Sberds were also found in some 
of the Period 4.3 moat fills, amounting to 
between 1 per cent and 2.6 per cent of the 
total, depending on the identity of twelve 
sherds. Stroat ware continued to be present 
in later deposits accounting for similar small 
proportions of the pottery in late 16th- and 
early 17th-century deposits. In the two mid-
17th-century ditches however Stroat ware 
formed just over 4 per cent of the admittedly 
very small assemblages, whereas in the 
make-up deposits over the south moat fill it 
formed 5.5 per cent of all pottery, after 
which it is not found in any quantity. This 
data confirms the end date for the Stroat 
pottery found at Gloucester (Vince 1983b) 
but there the absence of Stroat ware in later 
deposits might have been due to the setting 
up of the Newent Glasshouse pottery c 1670. 
The srarting date for the ware at Acton 
Court is earlier than previously imagined 
and earlier than the meagre documentary 
evidence. 

Non-local and imported wares 

Although found in a residual context, there 
is one sherd of early 13th-century pottery 
which is undoubtedly exotic at Acton 
Coun, a fragment of Developed Stamford 
ware jug. 

Later 13th· to mid-14th-century exotics 
consist of six sberds of Saintonge ware (five 
polychrome and one green glazed) and three 
sherds of late 13th- to mid-14th-century 
BriiVBoarstall ware jug. Considering the 
small quantity of late 13th· to mid-14th
century pottery surviving on the site this is a 
high incidence. Saintongc ware of any sorr is 
rare in the west of England except at coastal 
sites and river ports. It bas not been found 
at Bath, for example, but is common at Bris
tol and Chepstow. It is therefore difficult to 
know what the importance of these finds 
might be since by the late 13th century the 
majority of Acton Courr's pottery was being 
obtained in Bristol. Two sherds of Andalu-
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sian Lustreware were found~ both in 16t.h
cen~ury deposics, but this ware is first 
known in England in late 13th-century con
texts. The sherds, from an albardlo and a 
jug, might therefore have come to Acton 
Court at any date between the late 13th and 
the early 16th centuries. 

Most sites occupied in the late 15th and 
early 16th centuries in lowland England 
produce sherds of Rhenish and Low Coun
tries origin but the quantity found at Acton 
Court is exceptional. This is true for the 
Period 4.1-4.3 and Pre-Period 4 pottery 
from Area 2 as well as from the slightly later 
pottery associated with the north and west 
ranges and deposited in Periods 4.2 and 4.3. 

Wares from these regions, Rhenish 
sronewares and South Netherlands 
maiolica, account for 20 per cent of the pot
tery from Area 2, rising to between 25 per 
cent and 35 per cent of the early to mid-
16th-century assemblages, falling to 12 per 
cent and 15 per cent of the pouery from the 
mid-17th-century ditches, I 0 per cent of the 
pottery from the make-up over the south 
moat, 2 per cent from the late 17th· to early 
18th-century north moat fill, 1 per cent in 
the assemblage from garderobe I 003 and 0 
per cent in that from Well 80, although 
seven sherds of Westerwald blue stoneware 
chamber pots and a mineral water bonle, 
both mid-18th-century types, confirm that 
Rhenish stoneware continued to be used at 
Acton Court. The exceptional deposit from 
the demolition of Room 32 has been noted 
and goes against this steady downward 
trend. It is probably, judging from the iso
lated fragments of later 16th-century 
Frechen and Siegburg stoneware (types 
which are rare in the West Country) that the 
exceptionally high incidence of these wares 
continued to the end of the 16th century. 
There are, by contrast, no examples of early 
17th-century blue-decorated Raeren jugs of 
the rypes seen ln Vermeer's paintings 
although a single possible Rae.ren vessel was 
found amongst the Frcchen bellarmines in 
the demolition rubble in Room 32. 

Spanish and Portuguese pottery is found 
in quantity from the early 16th century 
onwards. That it represents a series of pur
chases over a period of time is shown by the 
fact that the range of fabrics, forms and dec
oration present varies between groups. In 
me Period 4.1-4.3 dump from Area 2, 
sberds of Mercury jar and Seville whiteware 
were found, types not present elsewhere on 
the sire. The Valencian lustreware has a 
characteristic 15th-century type of decora-
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tion. Portuguese coarscware (SPAM) is the 
most numerous cype present, accounting for 
19 per cent of the assemblage whilst the 
remaining types account for a further 3 per 
cent. In the construction deposits of the 
north and west range however Valencian 
lustreware is the mosr common Iberian 
ware. Three shcrds of blue-glazed albarello, 
possibly Caparra Slue cype (Hursr 1995, 
51), indicate that this. st'l of vessels, 
undoubtedly a single purchase, had already 
arrived at Acton Coun although the major
ity of the sherds, forming a higher percent
age of the total assemblage, occurred in the 
Period 4.3 moat fills. The absence of 
Morisco ware is significant and tends to 
support Hurst's view that it was not genet· 
ally traded in north-west Europe, but was 
owned by visiting Spaniards (Hurst 1995, 
5l).The overall percentage of Iberian pOt
tery in these deposits is Jess than in Area 2, 
ranging from 9 per cent in the infill deposits, 
13 per cent in the floor make-ups to 14 per 
cent in the Period 4.3 moat fills and back to 
9 per cent in the Period 4.4-4.5 moat fill. A 
single sherd of Valencian lustreware was 
found in context 136 and may well have 
been used in the later 16th or early I 7th 
century. Both the mid-17th-century ditch 
fills produced sherds of Portuguese coar.;e
ware (SPAJ\1), accounting for 2 per cent and 
I per cent of the assemblages. It is difficult 
to say whether these sherds are from con
tcmpomry vessels since there is other pot
tery in both groups which could be residual 
and 16th- century in date. That there was 
still Spanish pottery entering Acton Court 
in Period 4.6 is shown by the presence of 
eleven sherds of olive jars from Seville in the 
make-up over the south moat fill and sixteen 
from various other deposiL~. These, how
ever, are the latest demonstrnble imports 
from Spain on the site and account for just 
over 1 per cent of the total assemblage. 

French wares arc absent from the Period 
4.1-4.3 dumps in Area 2, although as we 
have st.>en, pottery from south-west France 
was used on the site in the late 13th to mid-
14th century. There is a single sherd of 
Saintonge ware from the infill deposit.• 
beneath the north and west ranges and part 
of a polychrome figurine of later 16th-cen
tury date from the make-up over the south 
moat. With those exceptions the French 
ponery found is all from northern France. 
Beauvais wares are represented by sherds of 
a green and brown gla~ed mug, the majorily 
of which was found in the infill levels of the 
north and west ranges (no 235). Martin-

camp cype stoneware (Hurst Type IT) and 
white earthenware (Hurst Type I) was also 
found in the infill levels and in subsequent 
deposits. Stone\Vare sherds outnumber 
white earthenware ones but there is no obvi
ous progression through the sequence and lt 
is more likely that the majority of these ves
sels arrived on the site early in the construe
don of the nonh and west ranges or just 
before. Martincamp cype flasks are, how
ever, regular finds (though never common) 
on West Country sites occupied in the 16th 
and 17th centuries and the few finds from 
later deposits may have been contemporary 
imports. 

Italian wares were much rarer than Span
ish or French wares at Acton Court and 
undoubtedly were the most highly prized of 
the Tudor imports. The earliest stratified 
sherds are of Ligurian tin-glazed ware from 
the fill of the medieval moat under the north 
and west ranges. Several nearly identical 
vessels are represented and must have 
formed a single purchase. The suggestion 
that they were acquired for the royal visit in 
1535 is supported by the dating of similar 
pottery found outside the fort of Priamar at 
Savona, assigned to the period 1525- 35 
(Lavagna 1992, 138). Stylistically the ves
sels are based on Turkish Iznik pro10cypes 
(Raby 1989). The majority of the sberds 
were discarded in Period 4.2 but a few oth
ers were found in the Period 4.3 moat fills 
and later contexts. It is less likely that they 
represent vessels which had remained in use 
than that they are redeposited rubbish from 
Period 4.2. Two Montelupo tin-glazed ves
sels are represented at Acton Court, both 
parts of ta::zc (large pedestalled bowls deco
rated inside and out). The first was broken 
before the construction of the north and 
west ranges although sherds occur in the 
Period 4.3 and 4.4-4.5 moat fills. The sec
ond is represented by sherds from the mid-
17th-century ditch in Area 8. Sherds of a 
tin-glazed plate decorated with a female 
head and inscription is probably from an 
Italian source. They were found in the 
Period 4.3 moat fill. A few other sherds of 
Italian tin-glazed ware, probably all from 
jugs with wide strap handles and trefoil 
spouts, were recognised although it is diffi
cult to distinguish sherds of these vessels 
from those of South Netherlands maiolica. 
Imports from Italy were mainly used at 
Acton Court for a very short period of time 
in the early l6tb cenrury although there are 
two sherds of a marbled slipware bowl, 
probably from Pisa, from a Period 5.1 



deposit. This ware, whose most common 
product in Brirain is the lion's head cosuel, 
is rare on sites in the West Country. On the 
evidence from excavations in the City of 
London they appear to arrive in the country 
first in the middle of the 17th century, just 
before the development of English marbled 
slipwares later in the century. 

Chinese porcelain first occurs at Acton 
Court in context 136 where fragments of at 
least four vessels were found. The-se include 
a dish decorated in the Wan Li style and 
dterefore datable to the early 17th century. 
A single sherd from the construction of the 
nortb and west ranges is tbought to be 
intrusive. Twenty"'()ne sherds of Chinese 
porcclain were found in later contexts from 
the early 18th century onwards. The high 
quantity of small vessels such as cups,. bowls 
and dishes (twelve sbcrds) in comparison to 
plates and vases (six sherds) is typical of a 
relatively poor household. Field walking over 
the sites of 18th-century cottages in the 
West Country produces sherds of similar 
export porcelain dishes and this ware as 
much as any shows the rapid decline in 
social status suffered by the inhabitants of 
Acton Court from the middle of the 17th 
cenrury onwards. 

Vessel glass 

by Paul Cow·t-ney 

Introduction 

Forest glass 

The forest or W(J/dglas tradition of l'orth 
Europe used plant·derived potash as a flux. 
The dark, often green, colours of the glass 
are derived from iron impurities in the sand 
used as a raw material . Potash glass is tspc
cially prone to weathering and many of the 
Acton Court vessels were in poor condition. 
Hanging lamps and urinals were particularly 
common medieval forms in England, and 
the latter form continues into the early mod
ern period. Five thickened urinal bases (Fig 
9.14.33, Fig 9.17.60 and 61) and three rims 
(Fig 9.17.59) were found in 16th-century or 
later contexts at Acton. Urinals were used 
by doctors to gauge the patient's healtb by 
the state of tbe urine. The forest glass indus
try was transformed in the second half of the 
16th ctnrury by the arrival of Huguenot 
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glassmakers who introduced new fonnsl 
including beakers and the less common gob· 
let. Lmmigrants are first recorded as arriving 
in the Weald in 1567 but were soon respon
sible for the spread of glass making to north
ern and western England (Charleston 
1984a, 81 - 6). Lorrainer glass workers had 
reached Buckbolt in Hampshire by the 
1570s (Thorpe 1961, 87- 8), and 
glasshouses of Lorrainer-type of around 
1600 arc also known from St Wconards in 
Herefordshire (Bridgewater 1963), Newcnt 
in the Forest of Dean (Vince 1977) and 
Woodchesrer in Gloucesrershire (Daniels 
1950). 

The early forest glass, found at Acton 
Court in Period 4.2--4.4 (mid-16th century) 
contexts, was probably from the Weald, or 
possibly Buckbolr, though some rnay have 
been imported from Normandy. The Exeter 
port books, for example, indicate the occa
sional import of glasses from Rouen in the 
last three decades of the 16th century (Allan 
1984, 263). The later forest glass may be 
local in origin, for instance from \Vood· 
chester, only 25 km away. The local 'Lor
rainer' glass sires presumably died our with 
the granting of a glass monopoly to Sir 
Robert Mansell in 1615 and the accompa
nying prohibition of wood as a fuel 
(Charleston 1984a, 74-5). Glass production 
at Newent, however, appears to have con tin· 
ued to about 1638 (Vince 1977, 15 and 38). 
Relatively little is known of the English glass 
industry and irs products in the coal-fired 
era from 1615-60. However, excavations of 
tbe coal-fired furnace at Denton, near Man
chester (Hurst Vose 1971), and the oil 
shale-fired furnace at Kimmeridge in Dorset 
(Crossley 1987), have helped to shed light 
on green glass production in this period. 
Glass houses are documented at Nc\vnham 
on Severn in 1662 (VCH Gloucs 1972, 43) 
and at Bristol in 1651 (Buckley 1925, 36) 
bur nothing is known of their products. 
Green glass continued to be used in later 
centuries for bonles and phials. 

Colourless glass 

ln the 15th century the Venetians developed 
high quality, colourless criJtallo glass. They 
used soda from glasswort (barilla), a 
seashore plant, as a flux and manganese as a 
decolorising agent. Glassmakers from 
Venice and AJtare ncar Genoa soon spread 
glass making in the Venetian style (a Ia faf011 
de HmiJe) to other parts of Europe. It is 
extremely difficult to distinguish glass from 
rhe different centres as they shared most 
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forms and even waldglas beaker forms were 
quickly incorporated into the intcrnntional 
repertoire. The mid-16th-century glass 
from Acton Court, however, is perhaps 
most likely to derive from Venice, given the 
known importance of its export trade, 
though its products c3IUlot safely be distin
guished from tbe other Mediterranean glass 
houses at Altare and Barcelona. A group of 
eight Venetian glassmaken was also working 
in London around 1549, due to shortage of 
work at Murano (Charleston 1984a, 52-3). 
Venetian glassworkers had also reached the 
South Netherlands by the 1530s but it is 
unlikely that a substantial expor< trade was 
established until much later (Zecchin 
1987- 9; Barovier-Mentasti e< a/ I 982; 
Dreier 1989; Tait 1979; Orahotova 1983 
and Klein and Uoyd I 984 arc useful recent 
works, the last three in English). 

By the end of the 16th century prove
nancing is increasingly difficult and there is 
no ready way to distinguish berwecn Venet
ian, English or Low Countries produces. 
Daring is also problematic, particularly the 
date at which forms and decorative tech
niques go out of fashion (see Polak 1976a 
and Charleston 1967,165 and 1979). Polak 
(1 976a, 274) has noted that some pieces in 
the Rosenborg castle collection in Copen
hagen, acquired by King Frederick IV in 
1708-9 during a visit to Venice, could easily 
be misfaken for Renaissance pieces. Dating 
is especially difficult in regard to excavated 
fragments which often give little clue to the 
form. Among Lhe most important published 
groups of the 15th and 16th cenrury exca
vated in England are those from the ports of 
Southampton and Exeter (Charleston 1975 
and 1984b). For the mid-16th cenrury the 
drawings from the Colinet family catalogue 
of 155()-5 illustrate a range of fafOit d• Venise 
forms being produced at their glassworks at 
Beauwelz in the South Netherlands (Cham
bon 1955). 

An English criswllo industry was estab
lished by jean Carre who arrived in London 
in 1567 from the South Netherlands. He 
was also responsible for introducing Lor
rainer glassmakers to the Weald. In 1574 a 
patent for twenty-one years was granted to 
jacopo Verze.lini to produce Venetian-scyle 
glass and forbidding, in theory at least, 
imports. From 1615 Mansell had a monop
oly of production and imponalion, though 
the situation in tlle Civil War and interreg
num is confused. After 1664 tlle Glass Sell
ers' Company, a London guild, had a 
monopoly of the glass tr•dc. In 1674/5 

George Ravenscroft succeeded in produc
ing lead or flint glass, a heavy glass contain
ing lead oxide, which soon became the 
dominant type of English glass. Glasses 
produced in flint glass were thic~ walled 
and a new range of more suitable forms 
was soon developed. 

An imponam group of forest glass and 
fafO" d• W!nise drinking vessels of the early 
to mid-17th century is the hoard of glass 
from a cellar in Gracechurch Street, Lon
don, which appears to represent a glass
seller's stock (Oswald and Phillips I 949). 
In addition to excavated pieces the inclu
sion of glasses in paintings is an important 
source for the evolution of styles, especially 
the Dutch still life and genre paintings of 
the 17th century (Polak 1976b and Grimm 
1984). Much of the late 16th- to 17th-cen
tury colourless glass at Acton Coun could 
be English but might also represent Dutch 
or Venetian imports. The letters of John 
Greene of 166 7- 2 recording orders sem to 
Venice, complete with scale drawings, pro
vide a key source for Restoration glass 
forms but further indicate the difficulties of 
provenancing (BL Sloane MS 857). The 
cesspit from High Pavement, Nottingham, 
believed to have been in use c 1650 to c 
1730, presents a useful group of Iafon ck 
1-&nise and lead glass vessels of this period 
(Alvey 1973). 

The Acton Court vessel glass 

The deposits from Periods 4.2 and 4.3 at 
Acton Court are very impon.ant in present
ing a large group of vessels discarded 
around the 1540s and 1550s. Many of the 
vessels have close parallels in museum col
lections buc others appear to represent new 
variants, though reconstrucdon from small 
fragments is often difficult. Particularly 
noticeable are lhe vetro a ftligrana vessels 
with implanted canes of white (kutimo) 
glass. The three main types of filignma are 
known as vecro a fili with parallel canes, 
vetro a rewrri or a retorwli with twisted 
canes and vez:ro a reticeJio with a layered 
meshwork containing air bubbles made by 
combining two paraisons of molten glass 
(Tait 1979 and Newman 1977, 33()-1). 
This type of decoration was a Venetian 
innovation of the second quarter of the 
16th century. In 1527 the Serena brothers 
were granted a ten-year monopoly to pro
duce their new invention a facete con rewr
toli a fiJi (Zeccbin 1987-9, 2; 185). 
Charleston ( 1984a, 48-9) has suggested 
thar the terms 'diaper' and 'network' in a 



1547 iovemory of Henry Vm indicate that 
his collection included rericello glas.scs. 

Enamelled and gilt beakers have parallels 
beHeved to have been produced in Venice 
for the North European market in the first 
half of the 16th century, for example Fig 
9.14.28 (cf Wesenburg eta/ 1981, no 9; Tait 
1979, 27) . These phases also produced 
plain crisiallo, as wel1 as vessels with meshed 
relief surfaces created by blowing into a 
mould (eg Fig 9.14.30). Opaque white glass 
or lattimo (Fig 9.12.4 and Fig 9.15.38), as 
well as multi-coloured 'chalcedony' glass 
(Fig 9.17.53) was also found . Figure 9.12.7 
appears to be a rare example of l6th~cen· 
rury 'opal glass' of uncertain form. The vetro 
a fili'graua, lauimo and mesh moulded 
cn'srallo vessels found in residual layers also 
probably belong to the same group. Cer
tainly they are identical in metal (character 
of glass) and style to the mid-16th century 
group though these three d«:orative tech
niques continued into the 17th century. A 
decline in tbe quality of the metal of the 
colourless glass is apparen< by the end of the 
16th century at Acton Court, even taking 
into account differential conditions of 
preservation, though this may be a reflection 
of source of manufacture and therefore not 
necessarily a reliable dating characteristic. 

lee-glass (vecro 'ghiaccio'), with rough
ened surfaces, was created by plunging the 
bot glass into cold water and rebc.~ting or by 
rolling the hot glass over broken glass sherds. 
This type of glass is first documented in 
Venice in the 1570 inventory of the goods of 
the glass-maker Bortolo d' Alvise who had 
been enticed to Aorence (Zecchin J 987-9, 
2; 1 74). Ice-glass is normally dated to the 
second half of the 16th ccnrury or later. 
However, the first reference to Venetian icc
glass occurs as early as J 528 in the invenrory 
of the possessions of tbe late Marquis of 
Priego and Count of Feria made at Zafra in 
tbe E:<trcmadura region of Spain (Frothing
ham Wilson 1963, 33). An inventory of the 
contents of the El Pardo palace of King 
Philip II of Spain, made in 1564, recorded 
sixty-five vessels of Venetian ice-glass as well 
as an indeterminate number of ice·glass ves ... 
sels made at Barcelona (Sanchez Canton 
1934, 73-4; Frothingham Wilson 1963, 
39-40). Ice-glass is first found in Period 4.2 
(dated to the late 1540s) at Acton Court: 
rwo sherds from context 1628 and four 
sherds from context 1778 (not illustrated; 
for an illustrated example, cfFig 9.17.57). 

Context 136 (Period 4.5- .6) accumu
lated beneath the floorboards of Room 30, 
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in the west range. This laye.r appears to have 
few if any residual finds and probably gives a 
good picture of tbe range of glasses actually 
used around 1600. In contrast to the earlier 
deposits, forest glass drinking vessels arc 
prominent (Fig 9.18. 74-8), though fa"<m de 
v.,,;se goblets with cigar stems (Fig 
9.18.70-1), possibly of English manufac
rure, also occur. The impression given is of 
a considerably reduced lifestyle compared 
with the conspicuous consumption of tbe 
mid- I 6th century. From other contexts, sev
eral goblets (Fig 9.19.83 and Fig 9.20.1 02) 
and a double-cruet (Fig 9.20.97) are of 
types paralleled in the Greene letters of 
1667- 2 and probably belong to the s«:ond 
half of the 17th century. Period 4.6-5.1 con
texts ( 17th to 18th centuries) also produced 
a number of green glass pharmaceutical 
phials and bottles (eg Fig 9.18.79- 80 and 
Fig 9.19.90-1 ). Only a few 18th and 19tb 
century vessel glasses were found (Fig 
9.20.98 and Fig 9.21 .111- 2). 

A number of gla.ss objects arc also 
included in the small fmds report: Fig 
9.50.127 (phial or needle case) and Fig 
9.43.94, Fig 9.50. 148, 159- 60 and Fig 
9.59.214 (jewellery items). A large number 
of glass beads were also recovered. Figure 
9.43.93 is a unique survival of a 16th- or 
early l7th .. cenrury diamond .. engraved crys .. 
tal mirror. 

The Acton Court glass assemblage 
would not be extraordinary for a gentry 
house except for the richness, both in qual
ity and quantity, of its 16th-century assem
blage. Indeed the unillustrated fragments in 
the archive catalogue and the small area of 
the moat excavated would suggest that the 
illustrated vessels form only a minority of 
the glass vessels deposited at the site. ~<tore .. 
over, the coin evidence pointS to a n1id· 
16th-century date for both the purchase and 
deposition of this group. The scylistic simi
larity of many of the Vl."SSels also suggests 
much of it was at least approximately con
temporary. Some of the vessels, for example 
Fig 9.12.2 and 5, may have formed match
ing sets. The number of vessels is staggering 
for a single gentry household, even though 
the Poymz family appear to have been at the 
height of their success in this period. Glass 
is a rarity in 16th-century aristocratic inven
tories, though this may simply indicate that 
it was not sufficiently valuable to be 
included. 

As has been suggested with the ponery 
assemblage (see above), it is possible, though 
unprovable, that much of the glass was 
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Table 43: Quantification of high-quality vessel glass by 
sberd count 

Crystal (Na) 324 

Icc glass 6 
l..auimo 4 
Coloured (Na) 4 

Ludglm 

<N• -;; socS..) 
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4.4-4.5 •1.5-l.6 Other 4 •t tr-5.1 S.2-S.4 Tcnal 

58 54 2 1 168 30 655 
9 2 

3 

2 

•• 
7 

3 

Table 44: Analysis ofform types of 
imported glass 

C,obletslbe:tkcn I <1 

SUt.ndmg cups 2 
Ta~=~ <1 

Jugsle~o~.-ers ) 
BottiC$/Oasks 
SM\•Ii 

Total 25 

bought for the visit of Henry Vlll in August 
1 535, part of a single extravagant display of 
conspicuous consumption. Certainly the 
154 7 inventory of Henry VID's possessions 
records large quantities of Venetian-style 
glass, presumably used at meals and ban
quets in the royal palaces, and reflecting the 
King's Europeanised taste (BL Harleian 
MS 1419), of which Nicholas Poyntz was 
no doubt fuUy aware. Even normal royal 
meals were formal affairs, accompanied by 
high-ranking guestS and large numbers of 
servants (Charleston 1984a, 49- 2). Royal 
banquets, though past their most extrava
gant phase by the 1530s, were often accom .. 
panied by cnrerrainmentS such as mock 
combat, music and masks - dancing with 
disguises (Anglo 1968; 1969). The glass 
found at Acton Court would have been used 
to serve and drink wine (ewers and goblets), 
3S well as to display sweetmeats and other 
delicacies (tazze and bowls) in the great 
hall. The prominence of so much glass in 
the primary fill of the moat suggests that the 
life expectancy of such glass in use was often 
short, and breakage no doubt commenced 
during the brief period of Henry's visit. This 
is hardly surprising, given its fragility and 
the heavy consumption of alcohol which 
was likely at formal feasts. One even won
ders if deliberate breakage of the glassware 
could have formed part of the ritual of such 
a visit. Certainly the host, desperate for 

advanccrnent, was hardly Jikely to have com
plained. 

A date in the I 530s would be early for 
wrro a renCello but, as noted above, examples 
are believed to have been owned by Henry 
Vlll in 1538. -n,e technique was not docu
mented in Venice until I 540, in the note
books of Domenico Borrolussi, but a 
time-lag in documentation would be not 
unexpected (Zeccbin 1987- 9, 2; 184). 
There is also an apparent reference in the Da 
La Piroteclmia of Vannoccio Biringuccio (d 
1539), published in Venice in 1540 but 
probably written 153()-5. Biringuccio refers 
to Venetian glass having mcrisscross inJays" 
(tarsie, traverri ec cow11c.w) which appear to 
be in relief but are actually plain' (Bk n, ch 
XN. For English translation, see Smith and 
Gnudi 1942, 132). 

The classification and quantification of 
archaeological vessel glass presents many 
problems (Table 3). Individual shcrds from a 
single vessel could be classified under severn! 
categories, for instanceJ plain cristalloJ 
moulded, a ji/i and a wtmi. Quantification 
by minimum vessels was found unsuitable as 
many of the vessels were probably repre
sented by small fragments only. Other prob
lems were caused by the consistency of 
metal and decorative styles, while such fea
tures as stems can be identical on widely dif
ferent vessel types. Sbcrd counts were made 
but are likely to be biased by depositional 
and other factors affecting the degree of 
breakage. No anempt was made to separate 
I 6th-century from I 7th-century soda glass 
as this was impracticable on metal alone. 
However, it is clear from the high proportion 
of jiligrana that residual 16th-century glass 
still predominates in assemblages associated 
with later periods, with the exception of con
text 136 (Period 4.5-4.6). The green glass 
has been excluded due to the difficulties of 
distinguishing bottle from vessel glass and itS 
very decayed and fragmentary character in 
early contexts. All coloured glass has been 
listed in the catalogue even when not drawn. 

An analysis of the form types in the 
imported glass was anempted for vessels 
from stratified contexts assigued to Periods 
4.1-4.4 (Table 44). This was based on mini
mum vessel estimates using rims onJy. It is 
almost certainly a considerable underesti· 
mate of the actual number of vessels. At 
least two beakers could be identified but 
they are often difficult to distinguish from 
goblet forms using small rim fragments. 

Not surprisingly this table shows the pre
dominance of personal drinking vessels, 



especially goblets. It is unclear whether 
the standing cups and beakers repre
sented any social or functional distinc-
tions at table. The glass (or at least a good 
proportion of it) may well have been pur
chased in bulk and may reOect selection 
by the producers or factors rather than a 
detailed order by the Poymz family. Types 
such as c.azze, bowls and ewers were pre
sumably intended lO be shared or were 
purely for display. 

The only forest glass vessels to be rep
resented by a rim from Periods 4.1-4.4 
were a urinal (context 1048) and a jug 
(Fig 9.12.11); though at least one drink
ing vessel (Fig 9.14.31) was also present. 
The social context of the drink-related 
vessels in green glass is unclear. 'TI1ey may 
have been used by the family for everyday 
use or resetved for the children. The loca
tion of the contexts at the front of the 
house argues against their use by ser
vants. Certainly several green glass vessels 
(Fig 9.18.74-80) were found alongside 
soda glasses in context 136 (Period 
4.5-4.6), beneath Room 30. There is no 
evidence from this group that any vessels 
from the mid-16th cenrury continued in 
use. No 69 with its blue stripe and lion 
head mask may well represent a later pur
chase of different origin. 

Glass vessel catalogue 

The glass vessel assemblage from Acton 
Court, especially the 16th-ccnrury mater
ial, was so unusual and was generally so 
well stratified that it was decided to divide 
it into nine main groups (A-J), arranged 
by Period. These were in turn subdivided, 
so that items from different but 
contemporary contexls could be com
pared. 

Group A: nos 1- 25 . Period 4.2 
Group 8: nos 26-52. Period 4.2-4.3 
Group C: nos 53-5. Period 4.1-4.3 {and 
4.4-4.6) 
Group D: nos 56-67. Period 4.4-4.5 
GroupE: nos 68- 75. Period 4.5-4.6 
Group F: nos 76-80. Period 4 .6 
Group G: nos 81-94. Period 4.6-5.1 
Group H: nos 94-106. Period 4.6-5. I 
Group j: nos 107-18. Period 5.2-5.3 

All colourless glass in the catalogue is 
I 6th- or 17th-century soda glass unless 
othenvise specified. For a discussion of 
provenance, see introduction (above). 
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Group A1 

Period 4.2 contexts beneath '''est range 

Fig 9.12 

Base of goblet in wtro a rewrci, PI 
XIX (cfTait 1979, nas 100-2). 
Pontil mark on underside of knop. 
Period 4.2 (282), infill of Room H, 
Area I. 

2 Tazza in wtro a retorti. This ves·se.l 
is very similar to no 5. Period 4 .2 
(1291), bottom of primary west 
arm o f moar, Area 1. 

3 Two joining sberds of wtro a rewni 
from lower part of body, probably of 
ewer or flask. Period 4.2 ( 1286), 
inliU of moat beneath Room 29, 
Area I. 

4 Sherd of opaque white (lartimo) 
glass, decorated with green and 
dark brown (probably once red) 
enamel dots. Tiny traces of gilt 
decoration also survive. Period 4.2 
(1291 ), bottom of primary west 
arm of moat, Area J. 

Group A2 

Period 4.2 infiU of west end of Room G 

5 Tazza in t.-etro a rewrti. This vessel 
is very similar to no 2. Period 4.2 
(137), Area 1. 

6 Folded foot of vessel, probably a 
flask, in tl<!trrl oftH (cfCharleston 
1975, fig 2225.1531-2 and 1572, 
and T."l.it 1979, no J 27). Period 4.2 
(121), Area I. 

7 Sherd of uncertain vessel form, 
possibly a base or lid. The metal is 
semi-transparent and cloudy-white 
in colour, with a roughened, matt 
surface inside. CfTait 1979, 94-5, 
on Renajssance 'opal' glass, of 
which this is probably a rare 
example. Period 4.2 ( 121), Area 1. 

8 Folded foot in colourless glass. 
Period 4.2 ( 127), Area 1. 

9 Tll.ZZa in t.'Clro a rezorri. Period 4.2 
( 1822), Area 1. 

10 Vessel with moulded ribbing in 
heavily weathered, colourless glass. 
11tis is probably the base of a large 
vessel, such as a standing bowl. 
For ribbed bases with rurned over 
feet, on standing bowls and other 
forms, though usually more 
spreading at the foot1 cf Barrington 
Haynes 1959, pi 14b and Tait 
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1979, pis 3, 4 and 63. Period 4.2 
(1822), Area I. 

I I a Lip and b handle of jug in badly 
weathered black forest glass. Period 
4.2 (137), Area I. 

12 Kicked base with pontil mark 
underneath in badly weathered 
brown to black forest glass. It is 
uncertain if this belongs to the same 
jug as no II. Period 4.2 (137), Area 
I ). 

13 Fragment of rube in badly 
weathered black forest glass. Period 
4.2(137),Area I. 

Not illustrated: sherd of translucent pale 
brown soda glass. 

GroupA3 

Period 4.2 (1778); bottom fill of drain 
beneath Room 31 

Fig 9.13 

14 Standing cup in vecro a rocorri. Also 
from: Period 4.6-5.1 ( 1723), make
up layer beneath secondary floor, 
Room 32b, Area I. 

15 1Qzza in vetro a re.wrti with applied 
white threads. Also from: Period 
4.6-5.1 (1723), make-up layer 
beneath secondary floor, Room 32b; 
Period 5.2 ( 1618), drain 
construction trench fill, Area I. 

16 junction of bowl and foot of vessel 
in vccro a retoni (mndc from C\VO 

distinct 'paraisons' or bodies of 
molten glass), probably a beaker (cf 
Tait 1979, nos. 38 and 96). 

17 Rim of cover (lid) in urro a fili. 
18 Handle from ewer in ver:ro a fiJi, with 

clear glass 'prunt' or applied blob of 
glass (cf Tait 1979, no. 105). 

19 Rim of ewer or jug in wm> a fili. 
20 Trefoil-shaped rim of ewer or jug in 

colourless glass. 
21 Body of goblet with mould blown 

ribbing in colourless glass. Also 
from: Period 5.1 (1774), upper fill 
of drain beneath Room 31, Area I. 

22 Moulded colourless glass with 
applied frill. Also from: Period 4.2 
(128), floor bedding in Room 32, 
Area I . 

23 Base of goblet with folded foot in 
colourless glass. This vessel bas 
striation marks resulting from 
variation of temperature in the 
furnace or unequal densi6es of the 
materials used (Newman 1977, 
301). 

24 Base of goblet with folded foot in 
colourless glass. 

25 Knob from top of cover in 
colourless glass. 

Group Bl 

Period 4.2-4.3 (1048/9); bottom of south 
arm of moat, west of porch 

Fig 9.14 

26 Standing cup in vetro a jili (stem) 
and wtro a rewru (body), PI XX. cf 
Tait 1979, no 92. Also from: 
Period 5.1 (469), Area I. 

(Note that context 469 clearly includes 
material which was deposited no later than 
the mid-16th century, before the moat was 
filled in.) 
27 Vessel with scalloped rim, 

probably a gobler, in vetro a rttorti. 
Also from: Period 4.4-4.5 ( 1042) 
and Period 4.~.5 (1044), fill of 

28 

29 

30 

31 

south arm of moat, Area I. 
Rim and body sherds of beaker in 
colourless glass. The vessel is 
decorated on the exterior with 
applied enamel spots in blue, 
white and red. There are also 
small traces of gilding. It appears 
to be very similar to a complete 
beaker in the Museum des 
Kunsthandwerks in Leipzig 
(\Vescnburg 1981, no 9 and in 
colour in Kampfer 1978, pi 39). 
First half of 16th century. Also 
from: Period 4.~.5 (1044), fill of 
south arm of moat, Area 1. 
Colourless glass bowl with 
moulded ribbing, applied foot 
ring, applied colourless thread on 
shoulder and kicked base (cf Tait 
1979, no 28 and Barovier
Mentas6 et a/1982, nos 84 and 
114). Also from: Period 4.~.5 
( 1044), fill of south arm of moat, 
Area I. 
Mesh-moulded, trumpet-shaped 
bowl of goblet with merese and 
hollow knop on srem (cfTait 
1979, no 15:3). The rim and stem 
do not join but the protile suggests 
they may be from the same vessel. 
Rim of goblet in colourless glass, 
slight greenish tinge. Also from: 
Period 4.~.5 ( 1046) and Period 
4.~.5 (1047); 611 of south arm of 
moat, Arc.a I. 

32 Shoulder, possibly of Oask or cruet 
in colourless glass. 
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GroupA3, 1<-ak 1:2. 
33 Base of urinal in pale green glass. 

Ponti) mark on underside of base. 
English (cf Charleston 1984b, fig 
148, 63-4; Exeter). 

338 

Not illustrat<d: Urinal rim in green glass 
(see no 59) 

34 Hollow terminal with pomil mark 
on end, in an opaque black high
quality (?soda) glass. This looks 
very like the base of a type of 
Italian flask or lamp of 15th-116th
cenrury date, known from 
excavations at Upper Bugle Street 
Site 3, Southampton, and at Dyers 
Arms in Cannon Street, London 
(Duncan Brown, pers comm). 

18 

20 

I I 

~..!=L~:.==\~. 24 

Group B2 

Period 4.2-4.3; bottom and fill of south 
arm of moat within and east of porch 

Fig 9.15 

35 

36 

37 

38 

Shoulder of wtro a rttorri, possibly 
from a flask or spouted jug. Period 
4.3 (1477), fill of moat, Area I. 
Rim shcrd of Wl'rO a retoni drinking 
vessel. Period 4.3 (1948), fill of moat. 
Shcrd of wtro a rctorti (base of 
tazza or standing cup). Period 4.3 
(3510), fill of moat, Area 14. 
Vessel in milk white opaque 
(lattimo) glass with ribbed 
moulding and inturoed rim. The 
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~33 
form is uncertain but the inturn 
seems too slight for it have been a 39 
lid. Uds are invariably of the form 
shown by nos 17 and 56. Possibly it 
was a smalJ 'chalice .. Jike' vessel on a 40 
stemmed base, perhaps for 
sweetmeats. Period 4.2-4.3 (1993), 

bottom of moat, Area I . 
Folded base in opaque white 
(lattimo) glass. Period 4.3 (3509), 
fill of moat, Area 14. 
Rim of bottle in colourless glass 
with applied ring. The glass has 
been decorated with red enamel 

' 28 

27 

0 

34 

Figurt 9.14 IWJ glass, 
G"'"p 81, J<4k 1:2. 
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Figa;rr 9. 15 Vasd gkus, 
Groups 82-84~ uak 1:2. 
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42 

above the applied ring and white 
(and ?other colours) below it. 
The scales o n the neck have a 
matt surface and were probably 
gilt. Period 4.2-4.3 (1993), 
bottom of moat, Area I. 
Rim sherd in colourless glass 
with white enamel dots. Period 
4.2-4.3 (I 993), bottom of moat, 
Area I. 
Fragment from cover in 
colourless glass. Period 4.2-4.3 
(1993), bottom of moat, Area I. 

• 

43 

44 

45 

46 

. • 49 

Rib-moulded colourless glass with 
applied frill at bowl angle. Period 
4.2-4.3 (1993), bottom of moat, 
Area I. 
Boss in colourless glass. Period 
4.2-4.3 (1993), bottom of moat, Area 
I. 
Base of flask or bottle in pale green 
forest glass. Period 4.2-4.3 (1993), 
bottom of moat, Area I. 
Kicked base of bottle or Oask in pale 
green glass. Period 4.2-4.3 (1993), 
bottom of moat, Area I. 



© 

Not rllustTOUd: sherd of rib-moulded semi
II'all$parent emerald green soda glass, 
with specks of gilding. Period 4.2-4.3 
(1993), bonom of moat, Area I. 

GroupB3 

Period 4.3 (935), Area 8; bottom of north 
armofmoat 

47 Tazza in vetro a retorti. 
48 Tazza in colourless glass with 

applied white trail. 
49 Fragment of solid knopped stem in 

colourless glass. 
50 Handle in colourless glass with 

applied prunt. 

GroupB4 

Period 4.2-4 .3; bottom and 6JJ of east 
arm of moat 

51 

Fig 9.16 

52 

Base of goblet in colourless glass. 
Ponti! mark under knop. Period 
4.2-4.3 (2027), Area 6. 

Bottle in dark blue glass with thick 
brown surface weathering. The 
bottle has a kicked base of oval 
shape with flattened sides and a tall 
cylindrical neck. No rim fragments 

LIFE AT ACTON COURT: FINDS AND SPI!CIALIST REPORTS 

were recovered. Probably English. 
Period 4.3 (2025), Area 6. 

Group C 

A.rca 2 dwnp layers and overlying soil 

Fig 9.17 

53 

54 

55 

•Chalcedony' glass banded in various 
shades of green with a little pinkish
brown. Probably rim of shallow but 
very smalltazza (cf Dreier 1989, no 
30). Period 4.1-4.3 (528) and Period 
4.4-4.6 (518). 
Sherd of semi-transparent brown 
soda glass with applied white 
(lattimo) threads. Period 4.4-4.6 
(518). 
Spout (?from ewer) in colourless 
glass with slight green tinge. The 
glass has elongated bubbles. Period 
4.1 - 4.3 (535). 

Group Dl 

InfiU of south arm of moat, west of porch 

56 Fragment of?cover in fl</11'0 ajili. 
Probably 16th century. Period 
4.4-4.5 (1043), Area I . 

57 Rim shcrd of ice-glass goblet. 
Second half of 16th century or later. 
Period 4.4-4.5 (1043), 
Area I. 

58 Goblet in colourless glass; hollow 
inverted baluster over basal knop. 
Ponti! mark under basal mark. Early 
to mid-17th century (cfOswald and 
Phillips 1949, pi V: Gracechurch 
Street hoard; and Lewis 1968, fig 
4.G 1: Montgomery Castle). Silver 
parallels date to 1635- 57 
(Charleston 1984a, 68). Period 
4.4-4.5 ( 1044), Area 1. 

59 Urinal rim (cf Charleston 1984b, fig 
8 for a reconstructed urinal). Period 
4.4-4.5 (1047), Area 1. 

Not illustrated: urinal rim in brown forest 
glass. Period 4.4-4.5 (1044) Area 1. 

60 Urinal base in pale green forest glass. 
Period 4.4-4.5 (1 044), Area 1. 

6 1 Base of urinal in pale green forest 
glass, pontil mark on underside of 
base. Period 4.4-4.5 (1 044), Area 1. 

62 Kicked bottle base in heavily 
weathered green foresr glass. Period 
4.4-4.5 (1044), Area 1. 

63 Fragment of base of bottle or flask in 
green forest glass. Ponti! mark on 
underside. Period 4.4-4.5 ( 1044), 
Area I. 

FigurY 9.16 1-tsu/ glass, 
Grrmp8·1~scale 1:4. 
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Figun 9.17 Jf.su/ glas.s, 
Groups C and D, scalt~ 1:2. 
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Group 02 

lnfill of north arm of moat 

64 Vessel in w rro a fiJi wi!h applied 
white horizontal !hread. Probably 
16th century. Period 4.4-4.5 
(931 ), Area 8. 

65 Shcrd from body of cylindrical 
beaker wi!h mould-blown 
diagonal webbing, in colourless 

/ 

0 

66 

67 

/ 

' 55 

62 

67 

glass. Period 4 .4-4.5 (1781), 
Area 118. 
Base of beaker wi!h folded foot in 
pale green forest glass. Period 
4.4-4.5 (1781 ), Area 118. 
Fragment of kicked base of bottle 
or flask in black forest glass wi!h 
heavy encrusted brown 
weathering. Pontil mark on 
underside indicates !he pontil rod 
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had a radiating relief pattern on its 
end. Period 4.4-4.5 (944), Area 8. 

GroupE! 

Inner courtyard 

Fig 9.18 

68 Solid stem of goblet with double 
merese in colourless glass, possibly 
from baluster or cigar-shaped stem 
(cfNoel Humc 1962, pis 7-8). 
End of 16th or early 17th century. 
Period 4.3-4.5 (1148), Area I. 

GroupE2 
Beneath Ooor of Room 30 

69 Base of drinking vessel in verro a 
fiJi, with applied lion mask in 
colourless glass. One inlaid dark 
blue stripe alternates with two 
white stripes. Compare with a 
beaker in similar scyle in the British 
Museum, with gilt masks, which 
Tait (1979, no 123) suggests may 
be faf()tl tk Vcmise from the South 
Netherlands. Probably 16th 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 
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century. Period 4.5-4.6 (136), 
Area I. 
Cigar-shaped goblet stem in 
colourless glass_, a type cu.rrent in 
the first half of the 17th century (cf 
Charleston 1984a, 68). Period 
4.5-4.6 (136), Area l. 
Cigar·shaped stem in colourless 
glass. Period 4.5-4.6 (136), Area I. 
Lion mask in colourless glass. 
Applied lion-masks were a popular 
16th· to mid-17th-century 
decorative feature on goblet bowls 
as well as many other forms, as is 
demonstrated by the Colioct 
catalogue of 1550- 5, which 
illustrates vessels manufactured at 
Beauwelz in the South Netherlands 
(Chambon 1955, pi 0). Period 
4.5-4.6 ( 136), Area 1. 
Handle in colourless glass. Period 
4.5-4.6 ( 136), Area I. 
Beaker base in weathered green forest 
glass. Period 4.5-4.6 (136), Area I. 
Folded foot of beaker in heavily 
weathered pale green forest glass. 
Period 4.5-4.6 ( 136), Area I . 
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FigJ1rt 9. 18 ltud gltw, 
Groups E and ~ WJI~ I :2~ 
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Figun 9. 19 l-bsd glau , 
Group G, seal~ 1:2. 
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Group Fl 
Above infilled north-east corner of moat 

76 Rim of beaker in weathered 
moulded brown forest glass. Period 
4.6 (302 1),Area 13. 

Group F2 

Fill of Civil War ditches 

77 Base of goblet in pale green forest 
glass. Late 16th or early 17th 
century. Period 4.6 (947), Area 8. 

78 Beaker base with folded foot i.n 
pale green forest glass. 16th or 
early 17th century. Period 4.6 
(2763), Area II. 

79 Rim of cylindrical, apothecary 
bottle in transparent, bubbled, pale 
green glass (cf Charleston 1984b, 
fig 152. 143). Period 4.6 (941), 
Area 8. 

80 Rim of phial in green glass. Period 
4.6 (947), Area 8. 

Group Gl 

Levelling layers above infilled south arm 
of moat; south range demolition materiaJ 
and fill of porch garderobe 

' • \,__ 
> 84 ) : I _ 

,I 

1 85 

' 86 

L..d 
I 

i 
I 

G) _ _, 93 

94 

Fig9.19 
81 Solid stem from drinking glass in 

colourless glass. The double 
mereses (collars) on the stem 
suggest a date in the first half of 
the 17th century. The double 
meresc was a fcarure of silver ware 
of the first quarter of the I 7th 
cenrury, and a goblet of this type is 
engraved '1602' (Thorpe 1927, pi 
2; and Charleston 1984a, pi 14d). 
Excavated examples come from 
Basing House: pre-1645 
(Moorhouse 1971, fig 27.1 1- 12); 
Exeter: c 1600 (Charleston 1984b, 
pi 149.77), Honey Lane and 
Cannon Street, London (Noel 
Humc 1962, pis 7-s); and 
Nonsuch Palace (Charleston 
1984a, pi 15b). Period 4.6 (1014), 
levelling layer, Area I. 

82 Foot of drinking glass with merese 
in colourless glass. Period 4.6-5.1 
(2140), levelling layer, Area I. 

83 Colourless glass. Merese over 
hollow inverted baluster knop with 
ribbed moulding. Ponti! mark 
under hollow knop. This probably 
belongs to a group of late 17th-
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century glasses illustrated in the 
Greene letters of 1667- 72 (BL 
Sloane MS 857, fols 16v and 
34v) and found in the High 
Pavement cesspit group from 
Nottingham (Alvey 1973, fig 
10.1-8). Also compare no 102. 
Period 4.4-4.5 ( I 042), Area I 
(probably intrusive from context 
1014). 
Sherd of folded gobler base in 
green forest glass. Period 4.6 
(1014), leveUing layer, Area 1. 
Handle in colourless glass, 
possibly from a goblet. Period 5.1 
(2 I 28), demolition layer, Area I. 
Rim, probably of a beaker, in 
colourless glass. Period 5.1 (469), 
bottom of porch garderobe, 
Area 1. 
Jar rim in pale green glass. Period 
5.1 (2128), demolition layer, 
Area 1. 
Rim of small jar in pale green 
glass. Period 5.1 (413), Area 1; 
Period 5.2 (400), posthole 
packing, Area I. 
Rim of globular flask in forest 
glass with encrusted brown 
weathering, possibly once green. 
This rim is very similar to two, 
otherwise unparaiJeled, rims 
from a mid-16th-<:enrury 
glasshouse at Knighrons, Alford 
in Surrey (\'<'ood I 982, 27 and 
fig 14.22- 3). Note that the layer 
in which this vessel was found 
also contained material which 
was deposited no later than the 
mid- 16th century, while the 
south arm of the moat was still 
open (cf no 26). The flask could 
have been dropped in the 
garderobe at any time between 
the mid-16th and the late 17th 
century. Period 5.1 (469), 
bottom of porch garderobe, 
Area 1. 
Rim of cylindrical apothecary's 
bottle in transparent, pale green 
glass. Period 4.6 (1014), leveUing 
layer, Area 1. 
Pale green glass phial rim. Period 
5 .I ( 413), demolition layer, 
Area I. 
Rim of late 17th- or I 8th-century 
wine bottle in green glass. Period 
5.1 (468), fill of porch garderobe, 
Area 1. 
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Group G2 
FiU ofgarderobe on west side of Room 29 

93 Hexagonal-sided base of green 
glass phial, produced in a mould. 
Period 5.1 (233), Area I. 

94 Base of small flask in colourless 
glass. Period 5.1 (233), Area I. 

Group HI 

Make-up beneath secondary Ooor in 
Room 32b 

Fig 9.20 

95 

96 

Rim and body sherds of drinking 
vessel in w1ro a re1iallo. Probably 
16th century. Period 5.1 (4 19), 
Area 1; Period 4.6-5.1 (1723), 
Area I. 
Base sherd and small sherd of 
uncertain origin on vessel of 
diamond point engraved goblet. 
The base is unfolded with a 
flattened profile. Colourless soda 
glass with iridescent surface 
weathering. The diamond point is a 
crude foliage design with hatched 
infill on the smaller shcrd. The 
hatched inml is tYPical of the 16th 
century, though perhaps extending 
into the early part of the 17th 
century. Attribution is difficult 
from such small fragments, and 
emigrant Venetian engravers and 
their pupils we.re working in a 
number of countries. The vessel 
could, however, ha,,e been made 
and engraved in London. A series 
of glasses with engraved dates of 
I 577- 86 (some with plain 
(unfolded) feet) are associated with 
the glasshouse of Giacomo 
Vcrlelini and the engraver Anthony 
de Lysle, a former deni7.en of 
France. Verzelini was succeeded as 
patentee by Sir Jerome Bowes 
thOL\gh only a single glass can be 
firmly ascribed to this period the 
'Barbara Potter' engraved goblet of 
1602, which continues the hatched 
inful sryle (Charleston 1984b, 
5~3; and Thorpe 1961, 97- 113). 
Excavated fragments of glasses with 
hatched engraving have been found 
at Southampton, including several 
probably h)' Verzelini, and at 
Canterbury (Charleston 1975, fig 
224.1557- 60 and 1987, fig 93.5). 
Period 4.6-5.1 (1723), Area 1. 
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97 Fragments of double-spouted 106 Rim of green glass phial. Period 
cruet in colourless glass. Cf 5.1 (1742),Arca I. 
examples in ~:\iuseum of London, 

Groupjl minus foot (Charleston !984a, pi 
2 I b) and in me Berliner Residual 16th .. ccntury vessels 
Kunstgewerbcmuseum (Dreier 

Fig 9.21 1989, no. 72). Double-spouted 
cruets arc included in Greene's 107 Standing cup in vctro a rewrti. 
order to Morelli in February 1670 Probably 16m century. Period 5.2 
(BL Sloane MS 857, fol 41 r) but ( I 705), drain construction trench 
<he form may have an older fill, Area I; Period 5.3 (1605), 
ancestry. TI1e spout has been drain robber trench fill, Area I. 
formed by folding over and joining 108 Two shcrds, probably from same 
the glass wi<h pincers. The stem vessel; probably a cover in wtrv a 
has a solid lower knop with a re10rti. Period 5.1 ( 1344), pitched 
ponril mark underneath and a Pennant track, Area 1; Period 
folded foot. 17th century. A 4.2-4.3 (1993), Area I. 
reconstruction is given> based on 109 Stem knop of drinking vessel in 
the Greene drawings. Period wtrv a /iii. Period 5.2- 5.3 (735), 
4.6-5.1 (1723), Area I. subsoil, Area 5. 

98 Fragment of knopped solid stem of 110 Horse's head in coJourless soda 
slender proportions of ~Newcastle- glass with yellowish tinge. Possibly 
rype', wi<h air bubble, in lead glass. 16th century. Period 5. 1 (957), 
Mid-18m century (cf Barrington drain construction trench fill> 
Haynes 1959, pis 70--3). Period Area 8. 
4.6-5.1 (1726), Area I. 

Groupj2 99 Handle in colourless glass. Period 
4.6-5.1 (1723), Area I. Other vessels in Period 5 contexts 

100 Base of beaker with pinched applied 
foot ring in green forest glass. Late Ill Stem of lead glass goblet wi<h 
16th or early 17m century. Period cushion knop over inverted 
4.6-5.1 ( 1723),Areal. baluster and bas:tl knop, contains 

GroupH2 
air bubble. c 1700 (cf Hurst Vose 
1980, pi 30; and Bickerton 1986, 

Demolition material in Room 32 nos 38 and 56) . Period 5.2 (331), 
make-up layer above Room 30, 

101 Rim and shoulder of jar or flask in Area I. 
colourless glass wi<h applied white 112 Solid base and stem of rummer 
mreads. Period 5. I (1742), (beer glass) in lead glass. English, 
Area I. late ISm or 19m century (cfl..eeds 

102 Bowl base and stem knop from 1938, fig 17.L; cfEiville 1967, 
goblet in colourless glass. This is 159- 61 on rummers). Period 5.2 
paralleled by glasses in me leners (333), farmyard layer south of OB 
of John Greene of 1667- 72 (BL 7, Area I. 
Sloane MS 857) and a number of 113 Part of cigar·shapcd stem in 
very similar gJasscs were found in a colourless glass. End of 16th or 
cesspit at High Pavement, first half of 17d1 cenrury. Period 
Noningham, in usc c 1650 to 5.2 (I 766), 611 of drain, Area 118. 
c 1730 (Alvey 1973, fig 10.1- 8). 114 Knob from tOP of cover in 
Period 5. 1 (1706), Area I. colourless glass with a few bubbles. 

103 Foot of drinking glass bowl wi<h Period 5.2 (1618), drain 
merese in colourless glass. Ponril construction trench flll, Area L 
mark underneath. Period 5. 1 115 Base of vessel (?wzza, globular 
( 122), Area I. ewer or flask) in colourless glass, 

104 Merest under bowl of goblet in made from two paraisons (molten 
colourless glass. Period 5.1 ( 1743), ga<hcrings of glass). Possibly 16th 
Areal. century (note high qualicy of 

105 Rim of cover in colourless glass. metal). Period 5.1 (1762), ashy 
Period 5. 1 (1742), Area I. layer north of north range, Area I. 
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Rim of phial in green glass. Period 
5.1- 5.2 (914), cobbled surface, 
Area 8. 
Base of cylindrical bonle in green 
glass. 18th century. Period 5.1 
(8 1 ), fill of well, Area 1. 
Bonle seal, embossed HARTFELL 
SPAW. Hartfell Spa was established 
in 1748 by John Williamson after 
his discovery of a chalybeate spring 
in a deep ravine on the south-west 
side ofHartfell, 7.5 km north of 
Moffat, Dumfries and Galloway 
Region. The spring-water was 
analysed by Or William 
Horseburgh in 1750, and was 
warmly recommended for its 
healing properties. Extracts from 
his paper were published in the 
Scots Maga::i11t in 1754, and in the 
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same year the spring house was 
built by the landowner, Charles, 
Duke of Queensberry, who was 
also responsible for constructing 
a carriageway leading towards 
this isolated sice. The Duke was 
interested in spas and he and his 
wife patronised both Bath and 
Horwells, Bristol in 1755. 
Captain Henry Fletcher, writing 
in September 1755 from 
Hotv.'ells to a friend at 
Dumcrieff, mentioned that he 
had forgotten to apply to the 
Duke to erect a house at 
Hartfield (sic) for bottling the 
'destiled spaw water' and 
requested that ' ... three or four 
dozen of \Villiamson 's water 
could be scm to London by sea' . 



Moffat prospered as a spa town in 
the late 18th century and improved 
road communications allowed Dr 
James Johnstone, a local medical 
practitioner, to export bottled 
water from Hartfcll Spa not only to 
many English towns but also 
overseas to the \Vest Indies 
(Prevost 1966, 142-5). He died in 
1803, but as late as 1863, 
according to the Moffat Trade 
Directory, the water was still being 
bortled and sold by Thomas 
Hetherington, a Moffat chemist. 
The seal, which is the only example 
of itS type known anywhere, 
whether from Scotland, England or 
abroad, probably dates to the 
second half of the 18th century. 
Period 5.2 (1213), clay layer west 
of OB 6, Area I. ("The assistance of 
Siobhan Ratchford, Museums 
Officer, Dumfries Museum, and of 
Jane Boyd, Moffat Museums Trust, 
in the compiling of this note is 
gratefully acknowledged.) 

Unillustrated Period 5.1-5.3 
bottle glass 
by Robert Bell a>ld Paul De'Ath 

The unillusrrated bortle glass has no great 
intrinsic value, and apart from the Hartfcll 
Spaw seal (Fig 9.2 1.1 18) no other bottle 
seals were recovered. However, it provides 
valuable corroborative dating evidence for 
the demolition of the south range and Room 
32 in Period 5.Ja, the decline and abandon
ment of the west range in Period 5.1 b, and 
some of the alterations to the farm complex 
in Periods 5.2- 5.3. 

Period 5.1a 

The demolition layer within Room 32 ( 125) 
contained two wine bortles, dated c 1680-90, 
while the spread above the infillcd south 
arm of the moat, pre-dating OB7 (2128), 
included the neck and fragmentS of an 
onion-shaped wine bottle, dated c 169Q-17 1 0. 
ln addition the spread contained three 
apothecary bottles in deep aqua glass. Fur
ther cast, the demolition spread (419) 
included part of a mid-17th-century wine 
bottle and a square-bonomed pontilled bot
tle base in deep aqua. The bonom 611 
( 1562) of the western end of the north arm 
of the moat contained the base of a wine 
bonle dated c 1680. 
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Period S. lb 

Part of an onion-shaped free-blown wine 
bottle, dated c 1690- 1700, was recovered 
from the upper fill (61) ofgarderobe 279, 
at the west end of the former south range. 
Judging by the pottery from the same 
layer it was probably residual. The 
demolition spread (229) sealing the 
southern pair of west range garderobes 
incorporated the base of a free-blown 
wine bottle, dated c 1730- 80. The exca
vated fill layers within the well (81 and 
249) contained the large base of a wine 
bottle, dated < 1740- 70, three necks of 
free-blown bottles dated c 1730-50 and 
six other bases of wine bottles varying in 
date from c 1710- 1800. The neck of a 
residual mid-17th-century shaft and 
globe wine bottle was also found in [he 
well. 

Period 5.2 

The layer associated with the construction 
of the cider-house, OB 7 (333) contained 
the bases of two late 18th-century free
blown wine bottles. The rubble sealed 
beneath the primary Ooor slabs of OB I 
(331) produced tl1c neck, base and other 
fragments of a cylindrical wine bottle, 
dated c 1760-70, and the fill of the con
struction trench of the drain along the 
south side of OB 2 (1618) contained the 
base of an early 19th-century clear glass 
apothecary's bottle. 

Period 5.3 

A group of four late 19th-<entury bottles 
were found in the fill of the construction 
trench of the rebuilt wall linking OB I and 
OB 2 (47). They included a sauce bortle 
embossed FOURACRES SEVERN 
SAUCE, GLOUCESTER, and a mineral 
water bottle embossed CARTER & CO., 
BRISTOL. Adjacent to the east wall of 
the cast range, just outside the entrance 
into the stables (Room 19), a late 19th
century bottle dump (866) was located. 
This was on the site of the dung heap 
shown in Loxton's illustration (Fig 2.5). 
Among the items were a veterinary bottle 
embossed (S. PEITIFER) ANIMAL 
REMEDIES, SHERSTON, WILTS. 
AND LONDON, a cure bottle embossed 
DUDGEON'S PECTORAL BALSAM, 
BRISTOL, and the base of a Hungarian 
birters bottle embossed HUNYADI 
JANOS SAXLEHNERS BIT
TERQUELLE. 
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Analysis of the Venetian-style 1'be transparent, colourless glass used in 
the ve1ro a jiligraua examples was shown to 

glass be good quality soda-lime-silica glass (Table 
45). The glasses show a relatively limited 

by Catherine J\tfo,·tinu~r range of compositions which are closely 
comparable to those of analysed examples of 

All of the samples investigated analytically 16th-century vessel glass from Venice (Vcr· 
were well-preserved soda glasses from ita 1985). The Acton Court soda glasses are 
dated contexts or known vessel types; no mosL directly comparable with the vi1nmt 
potash glass (forest glass) was analysed. blanchum ('standard') glasses from Venice 

Small samples (c 1- 2 mm long) were (Verit:i 1985, table 111); the high qualicy 
taken from the edges of nineteen pieces of crisral/o glasses of this period are known to 
vessel glass, examined using a low-pow- have had significantly higher soda contents 
ercd optical microscope and then analysed and lower potash contents than these sam-
using energy-dispersive X-ray analysis in pies (Verita 1985, table IV). The composi-
nn elccuon microscope (SEM-EDX). tions of these samples arc therefore 
Details of the techniques used and a fuller compatible with the hypothesis that the soda 
discussion of the results arc given in the glass vessels were imported from Venice in 
laboratory report (Mortimer 1993) . the 16th century. It should, however, be 

Table 45 Analyses of u·ansparent or nearly-transparent glass 

SF 
405 

7Z3 
768 
78 1 

827 
842 
847 
851 
863 
876 
879 
954 

Ccn Na20 MgO Al203 Si02 1'205 S 
932 14.0 3.0 0.4 68.3 nd nd 
1833 1). 7 ). I 0.4 66.4 0.3 nd 
1014 17.4 2.0 0 .7 685 0.2 nd 
1043 17.2 2 .4 0 .8 66.4 0.5 nd 
93 1 15.5 2.7 0 .6 
935 16.2 2.3 1.2 
1630 14.0 2 .1 l.l 
2128 13.5 3.2 0.5 
1646 13.8 3.2 0.6 
1043 15.6 2.7 1.0 
t042 11.7 3.5 0.7 
1048 13.4 2 .1 0.8 

63.3 0.3 
64.7 0.5 
68.0 0 .3 
68.8 nd 
67.0 0.2 
66.8 0.5 
69.3 0.2 
70.1 0.9 

nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 
nd 

Cl 
0.5 
0.4 
o.s 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
05 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
o.s 

CaO 
8.2 
9.3 
5.3 
7.4 

10.0 
6.5 
6.2 
7.6 

10.2: 
8.2 

10.9 
5.3 

1<20 Ti02 Cr203 MnO Fc20')Cu0 
·1.6 nd nd 0.8 0..1 nd 
3.2 nd nd 0.5 0.2 nd 
3.2 nd nd 0.4 o . .a nd 

2.9 nd nd 0 .8 0.6 0. 1 
4.1 nd nd 0.4 0.5 nd 
1.7 nd nd 1.0 0.7 nd 
2.9 nd nd 0.8 0.7 nd 
4,7 nd nd 0.3 0.4 nd 
2.0 nd nd 0 .4 o.s 0.1 
:3.2 nd nd 0 .4 O.S nd 
2.1 nd nd 0 .4 0.•1 nd 
·1.7 0.2 nd l.l 0.3 nd 

Sn02 PI)(> 
0 .5 0.3 
0 .4 0.2 
0.4 0.2 
0.6 0.2 
0 .8 0.3 
1.3 0.5 
0.6 0.4 
nd nd 
nd nd 
0 .3 nd 
nd nd 
nd nd 

'tOtal 
101.2 
98.2 
99.2 
100.5 
99.0 
99.1 
97.8 
99.6 
98.6 
99.8 
99.8 
99.5 

SF"=' 'malt flnd nu.mbcf. Ctxt = C:OntC'xt. nd = o~ dC't«:tcd. Ol:t«Uon limiu are 0.2% fqr m~t c)XtdeJ, bu1 0.1% (or MnO 11nd l"hh. 

Table 46 Analyses of coloured glass 

a) Op~que whice gl:asses U$Cd. 10 tltl1't) ajiHgra"a 
Sr Con Na20 MgO Al203 Si02 1'20$ S 
723 1833 11.9 2.2 0.9 50.4 0.4 0.3 
768 10 14 12.3 1.2 0 .7 41.8 nd nd 
SH 1630 tl.l 1.5 0.7 43. 1 0 .3 nd 
851 2 128 10.7 2.3 0 .6 46.8 0.2 0.4 
863 16-16 9.5 2.0 0.3 45.8 nd nd 
j54]' 0.5 1.6 nd 41.7 nd O.S 

b) Other colours 
Cat/Colour Na20 
IJ/op white I 5.2 
7/op•l 14.1 
Wdatkgreen 17.6 
38/op white 16.2 
39/op whit<" l4 .5 
5)1ch.al«.-dony 13.5 
5-4/purple 4 .5 

MgO Al203 Si02 1'205 S 
0.4 0.7 50.0 nd 0.2 
nd 6.3 76.7 0.2 nd 
4.6 7.2 5'1.7 1.3 0.3 
0.3 0.3 49.5 nd nd 

1.9 0.7 52.6 nd nd 
1.3 0.6 64.3 nd nd 
3.3 4.6 55.6 0.7 0.2 

Cl 
0.3 
0 .6 
0.4 
o.s 
0.3 
nd 

Cl 

0.3 
nd 
0.·1 
0.4 
0.3 
0.3 
0.2 

CnO 
7.3 
3.0 
3.6 
·1.8 
5.7 
nd 

CaO 
2.1 
0.5 
5.6 
2.0 
5.7 
4.1 
9.1 

K2:0 Ti02 Cr203 MnO Fc:20) CuO Sn02 PbO 
2.2 nd nd 0.2 0.2 0.2 I 0. L 11 .6 
1.9 nd nd 0.2 0.6 0.3 2 1.3 23.7 
1.4 nd nd 0.4 0.6 nd 18.7 19.4 
3.2 nd nd O. l 0.) nd 16.6 2 1.8 
t.4 nd nd 0.3 0.4 nd 17.8 19.4 

6.7 nd nd 0. 1 0.2 nd nd 48.6 

lbtal 
98.2 
107.6 

101.4 
108.4 
103.0 
t00.3 

1<20 Ti02 Cr203 MnO Fc203 CoO Sn02 PbO Total 
2.4 nd nd 0. 1 nd nd 13.5 14.2 99.2 
Ll nd nd 0.2 nd nd 0.2 0. 1 99.6 
).3 0.4 nd 0. 1 2.1 nd nd nd 97.8 
2.4 nd nd nd nd nd 13.5 12.8 97.6 
2.3 nd nd 0.5 0.5 0.2 7.5 9.2 96.0 

u nd ~ 03 0~ 0.4 nd u ~ 
3.3 0.3 nd 8 .7 2.3 nd nd I.S 94.4 

Flgu.rr In &QUart bntd:cu = catsloguc: numbtr. op whitt= opaque whltt •opaque wtme da.u trllil on purpiC' ebs5 (S« 'l;abk 46b), 
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noted that, since there was a well-docu
mented tr:lde in raw materials for glassm3k· 
ing at this rime and Venetian-style gla<s was 
made in France and in the Netherlands, 
soda gln~s made in several areas of Europe 
will be closely comparable visually and com
positionally. Hence, compositional evidence 
cannot be used unequivocally tO associate 
glass artefacts with particular provenances 
or dotes. 

The opaque white canrs and traols on the 
,,.,, a ftlograt~a examplrs are soda-lome-sil
ica glasses (of similar composiuon to the 
colourless glas~ analysed from the stte) 
opacitled by having elevated levels of tin and 
lead oxides (Table 46a). Tin-opacified 
opaque white glasses were used throughout 
the medieval and early post-medieval peri
ods. Three opaque white vessel glasses were 
also analysed and shown to be of n similar 
composition (Table 46b); two of these ves
sels are decorated, one with enamelled dots 
and gliding (no. 4) and the other with 
ribbed mouldings (no. 38). An opaque 
whate trail on a piece of purple glass (no. 54) 
proved to ha'..: a very different composition; 
silica-lead-potash. The cause of the opacity 
in this case remains unclear. 

Seven fragments of coloured vessel glass 
were also analysed and shown to be soda
lime-silica glasses which were deliberately 
coloured by the prrsence of various oxides 
(Table 46b). The colours investigated were 
dark green (no. 34, coloured by oron), pur
ple (no. 54, coloured by manganese), 
chalcedony - a 'marbled' effect m reddiSh
brown and green, (no. 53, probably 
coloured by copper) and opal (no. 7). The 
addition or the colourants may ha'..: added 
other oxides accidentally (for instance mag
nesia nnd nlurnina are high in two of these 
cases). Low levels of lead oxide may have 
been introduced deliberately in two cases, to 
help the colours develop or 'strike'. The 
cause of the opalescence in no 7 is not yet 
understood. 

The clay tobacco pipes 

by Mar<'k Lewcrm 

The earliest known Englhh reference to 
tobncco is by John Sparke the Younger who, 
when speaking of the people of Florida in 
1565, said that 'when they travel they have o 
kind of herb dried which with a c:tne and an 
earthen cup in the end, with fare, and the 
dried herbs put together, do suck through the 
cane the smoke thereof' (Oswald 1975, 4). It 

LIFE AT ACTON COVRT: FINDS AND SPIJ C IALIST REPORTS 

was probably first mtroducc:d into England 
at some time tn the 1560s or early 1570., 
but from where: or by whom it was brought 
is debatable. Its culnv:uion is recorded in 
France as enrly •• 1557, and in Ponugal in 
1558, though perhaps more for medicinal 
purposes at this date. Certainty by 1573 the 
usc of pipes to smoke tobacco was wide· 
spread in England, because in that year 
William Harrison, in his 'Great Chronolo
gie', wrote that •in these daics the taking-m 
of the smoke of the Indian herbc called 
"'Tobaco" by an mstrumem formed like a 
title ladcll, whereby It passeth from the 
mouth into the hed and stomach, is grethe 
taken-up and used in England, against 
Rewmcs and some other diseases ingen
dered in the longcs and inward partes and 
not without effect' (Oswald 1975, 3). 

Ibis would suggest that Sir Walter 
Raleigh (1552- 1618) was not the ftrst per· 
son to bring tobacco mto England, his main 
series of joumc)'S to the :-lew World not hav
ing taken placc until thc first half of the 
1580.. But he was certainly responsible for 
introducing 11 to thc court of Queen Elizo
beth, and probably also for spreading its use 
to other parts of the country. On his travels 
he visi[ed Aclon Court, where o ne of the 
earliest recorded incidences of smoking 
other than nt Elizabeth's court occurred. 
John Aubrey ( 1626-1697), in his biography 
of Raleigh (Aubrey, Uves, 319), wrote: 

Sir \Thlter was the first that brought 
Tobacco mto England and into fashion. 
In our part of North Wilts 
(ie Malmesbury hundred) it carne first 
into fashoon by Sir \Valter Long. 

I have heard my grandfather Lyte say 
that one pipe: wns handed from man to 
man round about the table. They had 
tlrst silver pipes; the ordinary sort made 
use of a walnutshell and a straw. 

It was sold thcn for it's wayre in 
silver. I havc heard some of our old 
yeomen neighbours say, that when they 
\\'l!nt to Malmcsbury or Chippenham 
market, they culled out their biggrst 
shillings to lay in the scales against the 
tobacco. 

Sir W. R., standing in a stand at Sir 
Robert Poynrz' parke at Acton, tooke a 
pipe of tobacco, which made the Ladies 
quin it till he had donne. 

Within thesc 35 ycares 'twas 
scandalous for a Divine to take Tobacco. 
:-low the Customes of it are the greatest 
his .\lajrstie hath. 
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Among the pipes found at Acton Court 
were four examples and probably a fifth 
(Group A) which are contemporary with 
Raleigh's time. The paucity of such early 
pipes from other excavations suggests that 
smoking was very much a habit of fashion 
(Oswald 1975, 5), and the Poyntz family 
were perhaps among the privileged few who 
were able to ~njoy it. 

The whole assemblage of excavated 
pipes from Acton Court (Table 47) provides 
a useful indicator of local market forces, in 
comparison to groups from othe.r places in 
the region such as Bristol and Bath, and also 
to smaller groups such as the one recovered 
as a resulr of field-walking in Marshfield 
parish, 14 km south-east of Iron Acton. 
Pipes found in Bristol were made almost 
exclusively within the city, with only a small 
proportion manufacrured outside, in such 
places as the pipemaking villages of north· 

east Somerset. In Bath the situation was 
reversed, the vast majoricy of pipes coming 
from north-east Somerset, with only a lim
ited amount from Bristol. Outside the rwo 
cities, it is clear that market forces were in 
operation within the smaller villages, away 
from the centres of pipe manufacture. The 
Marshfield group (Russen 1985, mf 1- 2) 
indicated that 7 per cent of the pipes dated 
before 1730 (the period covered by stamped 
examples from Acton Court) were of Bristol 
origin> whereas 73 per cent came from 
north-east Somerset. The source of the 
remaining 20 per cent was uncertain. At 
Acton Court, the pipes were mos<ly from 
Bristol (76 per cent), with a much smaller 
proportion from north-east Somerser (I t 
per cent), and the remainder (13 per cent) 
from elsewhere. The pipes stamped EC and 
TR were omitted from this analysis because 
their provenance is uncenain, although they 

Table 47 Analysis of the marked pipes 

Scamp f>robobl~ mcu*~' Pface or area 
of mamifactur~ 

O.Asb Obadiah /Uh Wickwar 
R8 Richard lkrriman Bristol 
R8 Uncertain LortdOI\ 

Wll Unccrt:ain ? Gloucs 
EC Unknown Gloucs 
NC Unknown Gloucs 
we Uncen.ain Bristol 
UDWARDS Philip Edv.mds 1 Bristol 
PCIG!V Unknown N E Somc!'$C!'t 
GH jeffry Hun1 Nor-ton St. Philip 
I£FFRYHUNT JdlTy Hunt Norton St. Philip 
IH UnknO\\'n ?Cloucs 
1'HOMAS HUNT Thomas liunt Norton St. Philip <1nd 

\'fool\'cnon 
IK john KeJI0\\11)' Bristo1 
El. F.dward l,.cw;s I Bristol 

or Eli~lxth Lcw1S 

JOHN john M~us Brosc.lcy or N E Warwkks 
•'-kLAROY Samuel t\ld.ardy MMchC$ter 
"'IANCH~"TER 
II' Vnccrtam Bnswl 
TR Uncen:ain ? 8nMolfGioucs 
RT Rob<n Tippen 1/11 Bnsto l 
1\'(1 in bell Unccnain Bristol 
1\'(/orTW Uncertain Bristol 
JW Uncertain Bri-stol 
Diamonds motif Unknown BriuoJ 
DUBUN Unknown BristoVGioucs 
Fltur-de·lys molif Unkt.lown ? Gloucs 
Fox mo11r Fox ramily S E Wilt11 
G:~unt.Jen G:tuntleu family Amesbury 
Hand mo1if UnknQwn Somc:rsetiOloucs 

IJ<llt 
r«ut'tl'td 

t686- t715 
1619.S2 
163<HO 
1660-90 
t630-60 
1630-60 
t630-60 
1632-80 
165()..70 

1630- 50 
1645-70 
t64()..70 
165()..80 

1648-60 
1631- 70 

l660 .. 70 
1869- 19)0 

l670 .. 1i00 
1640-60 
1655-$0 
1640· 60 
178()..1840 
1820-60 
1680- 1730 
185()..1920 
163()..50 
162().60 
164().60 
163()..60 

J 

9 
I 

I 

~ 
~ 

4 

I 

2 

2 
13 

1·1 
I 

3 



are probably of local origin and possibly 
from Bristol. 

The excavations at Acton Court pro
duced several particularly interesting groups 
of pipes. Group S came from the fill of the 
Civil War period ditch, immediately to the 
north of the bouse. Group C was beneath 
the wooden floor in Room 30 (context 136), 
and is mid ... 17th cenrury in date, consisting 
of pipes discarded while the room was still 
in use. Groups 0 - F, although small, are 
important because they were contemporary 
with !he partial demolition of the bouse 
between the late 17th and the early 18th 
centuries. 

Within the groups were a number of 
noteworthy individual pipes, including a 
complete mid- to late 17m-century pipe 
stamped with the name of the maker 
Thomas Hunt of Norton St Philip (Group 
0, Fig 9.25.58). All illustrable makers' 
marks and most of the bowl forms are illus
trated in this report, either within the 
selected groups or in the miscellaneous 
group (Group 0). 

CataiOJ,'Ue 

Group A 

Early pipes (Fig 9.22.1-5) 

Bowl. Highly polished and 
remarkably similar in form to later 
Bristol products of !he mid-17th 
cenrury. Bore 2.85 mm; 
c L58Q-J6 10. A pipe of this date, 
very well finished like most early 
pipes, but also illustrating later 
shape characteristics, was found 
during excavations at Norton 
Priory, Cheshire (Davey 1985a, 
170-1). Oswald (1969, 134). This 
suggests that a pipe from 
Plymoulh, only slightly larger !han 
this example and also showing later 
characteristics may have been a toy 
variery of the Bristol pipes of the 
1650-80 period; similar pipes arc 
recorded from Bristol, Chester and 
in the British Museum. It is worth 
noting that none of !he later Bristol 
products from !he same context 
illustrate such excellence of 
finishing. Bristol was certainly 
exporting pipes by 1597, while the 
earliest documented pipemakcr in 
!he ciry is Miles Casey, who had 
died by 5 May 1617, when an 

LIFE AT ACTON COURT: FINDS AND SPECIALIST REPORTS 

inventory of his goods was made 
(Jackson and Jackson 1985). 
Period 4.5-4.6 (136), bcnca!h 
floor of Room 30, west range, 
Area 1. 

2-4 Three bowls. Polished. Bore 2.4 
mm; c 158Q-l620. Only no. 4 can 
be attributed to a particular 
source. It is of a type common in 
London (C Taunan, pers comm), 
where it was probably made. An 
identical pipe is recorded from 
Bristol (Pritchard 1923, 174). 
Period 4.5-4.6 (136), benearh 
floor of Room 30, west range, 
Area 1; Period 5.3 (940), fill of 
soakaway, Area 8; Period 4.6 
(2763), fill of Civil War period 
ditch, Area II. 

5 Bowl. Polished. Bore 3.2 mm. 
Relief design of an inverted dagger 
within a pear .. shaped encJosuret 
stamped on heel, c 1600-30. Later 
pipes bearing !he initials RB on 
either side of an upright dagger 
were probably made by Richard 
Berriman, who is recorded 
working in Bristol between 1619 
and 1652 (!'rice et al 1979). This 
pipe may possibly be one of his 
earlier products. Period 4.3 
(2215), fill of east arm of moat, 
Area 7 (intrusive). 

GroupB 

Pipes from fill of Civil War period ditch 
immediately north of house Period 4.6 
(947) , Area 8 

Only a short length of the ditch was exca
vated, but it contained 60 bowls1 of which 
21 arc stamped. Fragments of at least 
anomer tbirry pipes, and 143 stem frag
ments were also recovered. They fit broadly 
into a date bracket or 1631-59, based on 
makers' marks (Price ec al 1979), but a 

1 2 3 

4 5 
f'ifU" 9. zz Clay pipn: 
Group A, scale /:2. 
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R) 
6 

1B 
7 

13 

20 

27 

Fi'g~trc 9. 21 CJay ptpes: 
Gro1tp 8, 1cal~ 1:2. 
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!) !) 0 
EC -:!_ EL 
8 9 10 

14 15 16 

21 22 23 

28 29 30 

more closely defined date of c 1640- 50 
would be quite acceptable. Recent excava
tions on the site of the C ivil War ditch at 
I 06, Southgate Street, Gloucester, also 
yielded a large quantity of pipes (S Atkins, 
pers comm), but not enough stamped exam-

:0 !) 

17 

24 

31 

EL @ 
11 

12 

18 19 

25 26 

32 33 

recorded in Bristol in the mid- 17th 
century: Edward Lc\viS the elder (// 
163 1-41 , deceased by 1652; and 
Elizabeth Lewis, working by 1652 
(Price et alI 979). Either could 
have been the maker. 

ples to provide a comparison with the Acton I 2 Bowl. Initials TR on heel. Ten 
examples. Large numbers of these 
pipes exist in local collections, but 
like no 8, no documentary 
references to a maker with these 
initials during the likely period 

Court material . 

Fig 9.23 

f>-7 Stamps from two heels, a heart at 
the point of a dagger between the 
initials RB. Richard Berriman of 
Bristol,j11619- 52 was the 
probable maker. 

8 Bowl. Initials EC on heel. Five 
examples. Quantities of pipes 
bearing this stamp exist in local 
collections in Bristol Museum, but 
no maker with these initials has yet 
been documented. 

9-1 1 Three bowls. Initials EL on heels. 
Two makers with [hcse initials are 

have yet been found. The pipes 
have been attributed to Timothy 
Rickens, who was made a freeman 
of Bristol in I 669 (Pritchard I 923, 
183), while a Thomas Richards 
was apprenticed to John and Joan 
Abbot of Bristol in 1660 (Price et a/ 
1979}. Although the TR pipes are 
srylistic.~lly earlier than the period 
at which both men were working, it 
is possible that old moulds 



13 

14-33 
14 
15 
16 
17-20 
21 
22 
23 
24-5 
26 
27- 33 

EC 
34 35 

EL EL EL 
41 42 
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.Et 
43 

J£P 
~RY.H 
VNT 

37 38 

EL 
44 

II< IK 
39 40 

ww 
46 

45 

48 

() V!) D 0 
49 50 51 52 47 

54 

acquired from another maker were 
being used. 
Bowl. Pan of stem exhibits mould
imparted ring moulding. Although a 
local form, no local parallel for this 
type of embossed design is 
known. 
Unstamped bowls 
Six examples. 
One example. 
Four examples. 
One example of each. 
Four examples. 
Two examples. 
Three examples. 
One example of each. 
Three examples. 
One example of each. 

55 56 
57 

Croup C 
Pipes from beneath Ooor of Room 30, west 
range. Period 4.5-4.6 (136), Area I (c/ 
Group A, no. I) 

The forms in this group fir into a date 
bracker of 1630-70, and most of the stamps 
suggest deposition between 1645 and 1660. 

Fig9.24 

34 

35 

36 

Initials RB on either side of a 
dagger and heart, on heel. 
Probably same maker as nos. 6- 7 
Bowl. Initials EC on heel. From 
same die as no. 8. 
Bowl. Initials WC on heel, 
between foliage in relief. Four 
makers with these initials are 
recorded in Bristol during the 

53 

Figu" 9.24 C/4Y pipos: 
GmupC, ualt: 1:1. 
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period: William Caner in 1641 
(deceased by 1647); William 
Cherrington the elder, from 1660 
onwards; WiHiarn Cissell from 
166 1 to 1670; and William 
Cooper, from 1641 to 1642 (Price 
era/ 1979) . Any one of these could 
have been lhe maker. 

37 Bowl. IEF/FRYIHVNT on heel. 
Made by one of two Jeffry Hunts, 
father and son, who worked at 
Norton St Philip, Somerset, during 
the 17th century (Lewcun 
forthcoming). 

38 Bowl. THOh'vi.ASIHVNT on heel; 
c 1650-80. Made by Thomas Hunt 
of Norton St Philip and 
Woolverton, in north-east Somerset 
(Lcwcun forthcoming). 

39-40 1\vo bowls. Initials lK on heel. 
Probably made by John Kelloway 
(Calloway), who is recorded 
working in Bristol from 1648, when 
he acquired his freedom, to 1681 
(Price et a/1979). 

41-4 Four bowls. Initials EL on heel. 
Mid-17th century. Probably made 
by Edward Lewis or Elizabeth 
Lewis (cfnos 9- 1). 

45 Bowl. Initials TR on heel. Maker 
unknown (cf no 12). 

46 Bowl. Initials WW on heel. William 
Williams, working in Bristol from c 
1647 to 1684 (Price er a/1979), 
was probably the maker. 

47- 57 Unstamped bowls. One example of 
each. 

Group 0 

Pipes from 611 of south porch garderobe 
1003. Period 5.1 (468 and 469), Area 1 

Fig 9.25 

58 

59 

Complete pipe in five fragments. 
THOh'vi.ASIHVNT on heel; 
c 1650-80. This is the first pipe 
made by Thomas Hunt to have 
been found in its entirety 
(cfno. 38). 
Near-<:omplete pipe. Initials WB on 
heel; c 1660- 90. William Siddell is 
recorded as working in Bristol from 
1652 to 1670, and William Bosly 
began his apprenticeship in 1653 
(Price er a/1979). Either may have 
been the maker, but the pipe is not 
of the form characteristic of Bristol 
products during this period. The 
shape of the bowl is similar to 

Gloucester Type 5 (Peacey 1979, 
47), and two makers with these 
initials are recorded in Gloucester 
at the lime: Walter Barney in 1664, 
and William Brimyard by 1687 
(ibid 1979, 50). It is possible that 
this pipe is a product of Walter 
Bayly, a pipemaker originating 
from Rode, Somerset, wbo was 
living in Iron Acton in 1677. He 
had been at Tytherington two years 
earlier, and had moved to nearby 
Wickwar by 1679. He died there in 
1692 (Lewcun forthcoming). 

N01 iUu.srraud: Heel stamped with initiaJs 
TR. Maker unknown ( cf nos. 12 
and 45). Two bowls; c 165()-80. 

GroupE 

Pipes from fill of west range garderobe 
222. Period 5.1 (233), Area I. 

This group is dated c 1670 and 1730, and 
contains three different forms. 

Fig 9.26 

60 Pipe. Bowl of Somerset- Wiltshire 
style; c 1660- 80. 

61- 3 

64-5 

Pipes. Bowls of later Bristol barrel
shaped form; c 1660-90. 
Spurred bowls of a type in use 
c 1690-1730. No. 65 probably 
dates to later in this period. 

Group 1: 

Pipes fr01n south range demolition marc
rial, overlying infilled moat. Period S.l 
(2128), Area 1 

Fig 9.27 

66-71 Six bowls with forms typical of the 
period 1690-1730. 

Nor illustrated: two bowls, dating to second 
half of 17th century. 

Gr·oup G 

Other stamped and decorated pipes 

F ig 9.28 

72 Bowl. Mould-imparted mark of 0. 
ASH above an ash leaf. Obadiah 
Ash is recorded at Wickwar, 
Gloucestershire, between 1686 and 
1715 (Peacey 1979, 74--n). He was 
the brother-in-law of Walter Bayly 
(see no. 59) and appears to have 
spent his final days at Compton 
Dando in north-east Somerset, in 
1718 (Lewcun forthcoming). 
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THO 
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Figu" 9.25 Ck<,y pi~>«: 
Group 0, seal~ I: Z 

::::·c=::_t =================() WB 

73 

74-5 

76 

77 

78 

Period 5.1 (207), demolition layer 
in Room 30, west range, Are-a I. 
Bowl. initials RB on heel; 
c 1630-51. Probably made by 
Richard Berriman of Bristol,fl 
1619-52. Period 5.1 (419), 
levelling material above infillcd 
south arm of moat, Area I . 
Bowls. Dagger and bearr berween 
initials RB on heel. Probable maker: 
as no. 73. Period 5.2 (2085), ash 
and clinker spread, Area 7; Period 
4.4-4.5 (936), fill of north arm of 
moat, Area 8 (inrrusivc). 
Bowl. Initials RB on heel, within 
circle of pellets in relief; c 1630-40. 
This bowl forrn and stamp is 
attributed to a London maker, 
possibly Robert Burn of Cow Cross 

59 

or Robert Bull of \'(lapping 79 
(Atkinson 1965, 249). A similar 
pipe is recorded from Heme! 
Hempstead, Hcrtfordshire (Higgins 
1985a, 360). Period 4.6-5.1 
(2142), demolition layer above 
infilled south arm of moat, Area I. 
Bowl. Initials NC on heel bcrween 80 
two flowers or crude wheel motifs 
above and below; c 1630-60. Four 
examples of this stamp were 
recovered at Acron Court, but no 
maker with these initials has yet 
been discovered c.ither in 
Glouccstcrshirc or the adjacen1 
coundes. Identic-al pipes exist in the 
collections of Bristol City Museum. 
Period 4.6 (3021), charcoal layer 
above infilled north-cast corner of 
moat, Area 13. 
Bowl. North-east Somerset form. 
Initials PC, PG or PV on heel; 
c 1650- 70. Only rwo other 
examples of this stamp are known: 
from Bath (Lewcun forthcoming); 
and from Farleigh Hungerford, 
Somerset (Wilcox 1980, 106). 

--9 
60 -, -.. 

61 

~ ::; c; -:; 
62 63 64 65 

Period 5.2- 5.3 (2085), ash and 
clinker spread, Area 7. 
Bowl. Bristol form. Initials WC 
stamped on heel with a floral 
design above and below; 
c 1630-60. Attributable to one of 
the same makers as no. 36. Period 
4.6 (3020), clay above infilled 
north-east corner of moal, Area 13. 
Bowl. Crude initials WC on heel; 
c 1630-55; cf no. 36. Period 

_/;i ' 
. 

' 
_/ 

~ . ' 
~-

66 
67 

69 70 

Figu>T 9.26 Ck<,y fN/><S' 
GT()upE, WJ!t 1:2 

Fftu!t 9. 27 Clay pipes: 
Group~.s«ll~ 1:2.. 

68 

71 
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Fitu~ 9. 28 Clay pi!'¢ 
Group 0 1 scok / :1. 
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81 

82 
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75 

77 78 

D !/ !) .() 
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;f~~ 81 

82 

;i 4!'J]- e1 
87 88 

89 

1110 
92 

93 
5.2-5.3 (2085), ash and clinker 
spread, Area 7. 
Bowl. Small initials IH on heel 
within a dashed border; c 164Q-70. 
Another example of this stamp is 
recorded at Bath (Lewcun 

ci@ 

~ iT 
85 

84 

83 

·I t 
90 91 

D 
94 

suggesrs thar a first John Mats 
worked at Broseley, and that a 
second moved from Broseley to 
north-cast Warwickshire. Period 
5.1 - 5.2 (508) , gravel surface, 
Area 2. 

forthcoming), but their place of 83 Bowl. Relief initials [p on heel; 
origin is unknown. Period 5.3- 5.4 
(2061 ), fill of posthole, Area 7. 
Bowl. Broseley form. JOHN 
MATTS stamped on heel. Second 
half of the 17th century. john Mats 
is recorded at Broseley, Shropshire, 
from 1649 to 1663. Pipes stamped 
with the same name and bearing 
the date 1689 are known, and it has 
been suggested that the maker may 
hltvc worked elsewhere (Atkinson 
1975, 71). Higgins (l985b, 293) 

c 167Q-1 700. Probably made in 
Bristol. Seven makers with these 
initials are recorded in the ciry: 
john Pierce the elder from 1696 to 
1738; john Pickering, from 1700 
onwards; john Poyte the elder, 
from 1667 10 17 15; john Probin, 
from 1700 onwards; jacob Prosser, 
from 1663 10 1686; John Prosser 
the elder, from 1673 to 1696; and 
joseph Prosser, from c 1687 to 
1704 (Price et a/ 1979). Period 5.1 



( 17 43), demolition layer in Room 
32, Area I. 

84 Bowl. Crude initials RT" on heel; 
c 1655-80. Robert Tippett senior 
and junior are recorded in Bristol 
from 1660 to 1680 and from 1678 
to 1722 respectively (Price et al 
I 979), and one of them was 
probably the maker {Walker 1977, 
1732). Period 5.2- 5.3 (2085), ash 
and clinker spread, Area 7. 

85 Bowl. Local form, with heel 
bearing the partial stamp of a flcur
dc-lis; c 1630- 50. Period 4.6 (938), 
cinder and coal layer above infillcd 
north arm of moat, Area 8. 

86-91 Stamps from bowls, of which only 
the heels survive: 

86 Initials GH with a !leur-de-lis 
above and below; c 1630-50. 
Probably a product of Jeffrey Hum 
of Norton St Philip, Somerset 
(Lcwcun forthcoming). Period 4.6 
(3022), clay layer above infilled 
north·east corner of moat, Area 13. 

87 Relief initials IW within a bell on 
heel; c I 64o-60. Two makers with 
these initials are recorded in Bristol 
during the period: john Wall, from 
1630 to 1650, and his widow, Jane 
Wall, from 1650 to 1661 (Price er 
al 1979). One of the cwo was 
presumably the maker, given the 
large numbers of these pipes in 
local collections. Period 5.1 (184), 
de-molition layer in Room 29) 
Area 1. 

88 Partial stamp of a fox motif on the 
remains of a pipe heel; c 1620- 60. 
Probably made by one of the Fox 
famiJy in south .. east Wiltshire 
(Lcwcun forthcoming). Large 
numbers of these pipes arc 
recorded from the Salisbury area 
(Atkinson 1980, 67). Other 
members of the family were 
making pipes, stamped with their 
full names, in the west of the 
county at Trowle, in Bradford-oll
Avon parish, by 1638 (Lewcun 
forthcoming). Period 5.1 (419), 
levelling material above infilled 
south arm of moat, Area I. 

89 Stamp of the 'monkey-paw' 
gauntlet type; c 1640-60. Probably 
made by one of the Gauntlett 
family of Amesbury, Wiltshire 
(Atkinson 1970, 178- 9). Period 
5.1 (413), demolition layer above 
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infilled south arm of moatJ 
Area I. 

90-1 Two sramps of skelet~l hand 
motifs; c 1630-60. Common in 
collections from Somerser and 
Bristol, some of these types were 
probably made in nor<h-east 
Somerset (Lcwcun forthcoming). 
Period 5.1 - 5.2 (9 18), Area 8; 
Period prc-4.1 (551), old ground 
surface, Area 2 (intrusive) . 

92 Stem frogmcnr with par< of 
rOtated design of linked diamonds 
within rtlillcd bands; c 1680-1730. 
Often accompanied by makers' 
initials amongst the diamond 
design. A Bristol product, 
common in local collections. 
Period 5.1 (1742), demolition 
layer within Room 32, Area I. 

93 Bowl. Plain. Embossed initials j\V, 
mould-imparted on the spur sides; 
c 1820- 60. There were a number 
of makers with these initials 
working in Bristol in this period 
(Price et a/1979). Period 5.3- 5.4 
( 1133), dumped soil in inner 
courtyard, Area I. 

94 Bowl. Plain and upright. 
DUBLIN stamped on its back in 
an oval frame; c 1860- 1920. A 
type produced in England and 
aimed at the Irish workforce. 
Period 5.3- 5.4 (2100), manure 
layer in OB7, 
Area I. 

Coins, jettons and tokens 

by l?ob<,-t Bell, Mariou Archibald and 
Ba,.ry Knight 

Introduction 

by l?obrM Bell 

The coins, jettons and tokens form an 
extremely important assemblage, both in 
terms of their value as dating evidence for 
some of the alterations to the bouse, and as 
an indicator of the changing economic for
tunes of its occupants. In preference to 
producing the customary list of all the 
coins, followed by all the jettons and 
tokens, il was decided to group the coins 
and jenons together chronologically, and to 
separate four specific stratigraphic groups. 
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There were no coins or jcuons from any 
Period 2 or Period 3 comexts. Given the 
absence of Period 3 occupation layers over 
much of the sire of the medieval house) this 
is not particularly surprising. However, 
Group I (nos 1-6) came from the Period 
4.1-4.3 layers of dumped material in Area 
2) and the soH immediately above them. 
This material was redeposited and probably 
derived mainly from the Period 3 structures 
beneath the present east range. Ir included a 
late 12th- to mid-13th-<:enrury farthing (no. 
I) and an early 14th-cenrury English jenon 
(no. 4), but no items which need be later 
than the early 16th cenrury, nor any Tudor 
coins, suggesting that it represented material 
which had formerly been deposited beneath 
or within the Period 3 structures. Since only 
a small proportion of the demolition rubble 

Table 48 Incidence of coins, tokens and jettons 

A:riod Coriu 1i>lmu ]uums W?igJu Towls 
l3lh lo mid~ISth century 2 3 s 
I,.Jue I Sth to mid-16th century l3 6 20 
Mid- to Jale 16th century 
Early to mid~ 17th century 
Mid- 1.0 late 17th ccmury 
18th to mjd-19th century 
Mid~ I 9th to 20th century 

Ti>Mlr 

9 4l 5l 
9 2 11 

2 3 s 
17 l7 
33 3l 

85 4 52 l42 

in the south court was excavated, it is rea
sonable to assume that there a.re likely to be 
other medieval and earJy 16th·century coins 
and jenons nearby. 

Group 2 (nos 9- 12), containing rwo 
coins and a jeuon, was comemporary with 
the demolition of Rooms H- L and the con
struction of the Period 4.2 north and west 
ranges. The latest coin was an Edward VI 

penny (no.IO), which indicates that the 
ranges were not erected before 154 7, assum
ing that it was not intrusive from r.he overly
ing context 136 (Group 4). 

Group 3 (nos. 13- 24) included nine 
coins from the bottom of r.hc south a.rm of 
the moat, within and in the immediate vicin
ity of the south porch. Obviously, the moat 
was still open when these were dropped, 
either accidentally or intentionall)•. 
Nos.l3-17 form a sub-group of three 
groats, a half-groat and a penny, which may 
have been deposited simultaneously. As they 
were probably all in circulation during 
Henry VU!'s second coinage (1526-44), 
and no. l7 can be no earlier than 1533, the 
interesting possibility arises that they may 
have been thrown into the moat at the time 
of the royal visit in 1535. The remaining 
coins in G-roup 3 must) however, be later. 
The presence of a groat of Mary (no. 2 1) 
demonstrates that this part of the moat was 
filled in no earlier than the mid-1550s. The 
groat, although encrusted, was in fa irJy fresh 
condition and is likely to have been lost 
within ten years of issue. The absence of any 
Elizabethan coins, which were relatively 
prolific elsewhere on the site, might imply 
that no. 21 and the Hans Schultes l ietton 
(no. 23) were discarded shortly after they 
were issued and immediately prior to the 
infilling of the moat. 

or the other early to mid-16th-century 
coins on the site, Lhe Portuguese ceidl o f 
King john Ill (no. 26) is noteworthy. 

The last group, Group 4 (nos. 28-74), 
appears to have accumulated beneath the 
wooden floor of Room 30, over a period of 
about eighty years, while the room was in 
usc. The earliest of the eight coins found 
was mimed in 1565- 7 (no. 29), while the 
latest was minted in 1641-3 (no. 34). The 
thirty-seven Nuremberg jenons (nos. 

Table 49 Incidence of coin denomination by d ate 

P.ri<><f Dotor"irJatitm Totah 
Is 6d 4d 3d 2d ld kl Y.cl 

13th lO mid·ISth centUr-y I 

Late I Sth to mid-16th century 5 2 s 12 
Mid- to late 16th century 5 9 
Early to mid~ 17th century 2 5 9 
Mid- to late 17th century 2 2 
18th to mid~ 19th cemury I lS 17 
Mid· 19th to 20th century 4 4 l2 9 4 33 

Thudt 2 II 6 5 4 18 24 13 83 

(l'orruguc:k cc1til and Vmc1i11n 10k!mo qmiued) 
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37- 74), presumably forming a set, and the 
diamond-shaped late-Elizabethan wken (no. 
36) come within this dare range. 

Finally, four coins, one token and one 
jenon (nos. 75, 79, 81, 86,89 and 92) came 
from the demolition material within Room 
32. The latest was a Charles II farthing, dat
ing to the early to mid-16 70s. 

The most important conclusion to be 
drawn from the coin evidence is that there is 
a dramatic contrast at Acton Court between 
the early 16th w mid-17th-century period, 
and the mid-17th to twenr:ieth-cenrury 
period. In purely numerical terms, the 
majoriry of the coins were from the latter 
period {Table 48) bur those of the earlier 
period were generally of a higher denomina
tion. Groats, sixpences and shillings consti· 
tutcd half the total number of coins, 
implying a fairly extravagant lifesryle {Table 
49). In the later period however, most of the 
coins were fartbings, halfpennies and pen
nies, and it was only in the mid-twenLieth 
century that sixpences were once again 
deposited on the site. 

Catalogue 

Group I (nos. J-6): Area 2 (south court) 
Periods 4.1-4.3 and 4.4-4.6 (518, 519, 527 
and 535) 

Coins 
I 

2 

Cut farthing; short cross issue. Obv 
hen; rev )ER.ON[ 'The shape of the 
e in hen suggests Class 6 (Henry 
III, 121 ()-17). If so, the possible 
moneyers arc Roger or Walter ar 
Canterbury, or Walter at London. 
Deposited pre-1250. Not very 
worn. Period 4.1-4.3 (535). 
Doge Michael Steno ( 1400-13) 
Venetian soldino. Period 4.1-4.3 
(535). 

Marion Archibald comments: Venetian sol· 
dini, known as galeyhalpens because they 
arrived with the Venetian galleys, circulated 
unofficially as halfpence in England, (in 
default of an adequate supply of regal half
pence), during the early 15th and again dur
ing the early 16th centuries. They are rarely 
found in hoards because they were discrimi
nated against, but are very common site 
finds. 

3 Edward IV, fragment of penny. 
Durham, first reign, heavy coinage 
(1461-4/5). Average wear; lost by 
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jetums 

end of 15th century. Period 
4.4-4.6 (518). 

4 English bronze jenon; early 14th 
century, temp. Edward 11. 22 mm. 
Obv Lion in rressure, x_ repeated 
in place of legend (Berry 1974, 
Type SE, pi 3, 14). Rev fleur-de-lis 
in each angle of a cross pommee, 
rosettes in place of legend. Period 
4.1-4.3 (527). 

5 Nuremberg jenon; early 16th 
century. 24 mm. Ship/arms of 
France in lozenge; garbled 
Lombardic legends. Period 4.4-4.6 
(519). 

6 Fragments of jenon (not 
complete); same as no. 5. 25 mm. 
Period 4.1-4.3 (535). 

Other medieval jett.ons 
7 English sterling jetton, pierced; 

early 14th century, temp Edward 
II. Discarded pre- 1350. 21 mm. 
Obv King's head facing; border of 
alternating cinquefoils and pellets. 
Rev Long cross fourche, 
cinquefoils in angles, border of 
pellets. Punches as in Edward II 
rype XV, c 1325. Edward II cype I 
(Berry 1974), and Fox class XV. 
Period 5.4 (851), topsoil in Area 6. 

8 English jenon; early 14th century, 
temp Edward 11 . 2 1 mm. Obv two 
leopards (Berry 1974, rypc 5C, pi 
3, 12). Rev long cross with three 
pellets at each end, and a roscne of 
pelletS in each angle. Pellets in 
place of legend on both sides. 
Period 5.4 (2072), subsoil, Area 7. 

Group 2 (nos. 9-12): Area 1. Period 4.2 
infilJ of Room H, beneath west range 
(281 and 284), and fill of construction 
trench of north wall of north range 
(1628) 

Coins 
9 

10 

Henry VlJI 'Sovereign' penny, 
second coinage ( 1526-44). 
Canterbury; Archbishop Cranmer 
(enthroned 1533). Incomplete; 
heavily encrusted, very corroded 
and cracked (284). 
Edward VI penny (in the name of 
Henry VIII). London. H. D. G. 
ROSA StNE.SPINE. ( 1547- 51). 
Lozenge stops, no. i.m. (281). 
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jettons 
1 I Nuremberg jctton; early 16th 

cenrury. Same as no. 5. (281). 
12 Nuremberg jeuon of late French 

type; early 16th century. 28 mm. 
Arms of France in escutcheon/cross 
flcury in quadrilobe. Corroded. 
(1628). 

Group 3 (nos 13-24 ): Area 1 Bon om of 
south arm of moat. Period 4.2-4.3 (1 044, 
1048, 1941, 1992 and 1993) 

Coins 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

jetto"s 

Henry Vll groat; 1 502-4; type 
WC, i.m. greyhound's head. Not 
very worn. (1048). 
Henry VU 'Sovereign' penny, 
Durham, Bishop Fo< (enthroned 
1495). D and R beside shield, 
mitre over. \Vorn. This issue 
remained current into Henry VTTI's 
second coinage. ( 1993). 
Henry VID groat, second coinage 
(1526-9), London; i.m. rose. 
Lomb,trdic letters. Little wear. (1993). 
Henry vm groat, second coinage 
( 1526-44), London; i.m. lis. Not 
very worn. (1993). 
Henry Vln half-groat, second 
coinage; 1533-44. Canterbury, 
Archbishop Cranmer; i. m. 
Catherine wheel. (1993). 
Henry VUI groat, third coinage 
(1544-7), Canterbury. Roman 
lettering. Heavily encrusted. 
( 1993). 
Henry Vlll half-groat, third 
coinage (1544-7), Canterbury. 
Lombardic lenering; incomplete. 
Heavily corroded. (1993). 
Edward V1 groat (in the name of 
Henry Vlll) . 6th bust (1547- 51); 
i.m. rose. Canterbury. No i.m. on 
rev. (1992). 
Mary groat, sole reign ( 1553-4) , 
London. Unworn; lost fairly soon 
after issue. Very encrusted. (1 993). 

22 Nuremberg jenon, early 16th 
century. Same as no.S. (1 993). 

23 Nuremberg jetton of Hans Schultes 
J (/11553- 84). 24 mm. 
Reichsapfellcrowns and lis. (1993). 

Coin wuight 
24 Brass coin weight for a gold rose 

noble; 16th to 17th century. 

Weigh<: 7.30 g. Very worn. Coin· 
weights for obsolete coins were 
often included in boxes of weights 
in case the coins ever came imo a 
merchant's bands. ( 1044). 

Other late 15th to mid-16th-century 
coins and jettons 

Colns 
25 

26 

Henry VII 'Sovereign' penny, 
c 1485- 9, York, Archbishop 
Rotherham. Badly struck. Period 
4.4-4.5 (929), fill of north arm of 
moat, Area 8. 
John ill of Portugal (1521- 57) 
ceiril; equivalent in size to a half· 
groat, but copper alloy, not silver. 
Obv Crown over IHNS monogram; 
legend obscure. Rev Portuguese 
arms in rressure; legend obscure. 
Period 5.2 (486), farmyard surface 
above Room 24, Area I . 

Bristol City Museum holds a considerable 
number of me<tieval and early post-me<tieval 
foreign coins, many of which were found in 
the latter part of the 19th century during 
dredging operations in the barbour at Bris· 
tol. The largest number (fifty-eight) are Por· 
tugucse coins, ranging in date from the late 
13th to the early 18th century, though the 
majority are 15th to 16th century. At least 
twenty-eight Spanish coins are also 
recorded. They clearly reflect the c.lose [tad· 
ing links between Bristol merchants and the 
Iberian Peninsula (du Quesne-Bird 1971 ). 

Manon Archibald comments: a ceitil of John lJJ 
was found in a hoard at Guildford in 1986. A 
chinframs of Alfonso V (1448-81), e-quivalent 
in size to a groat, was found in a hoard buried 
at Hartford, Huntingdonshirc, in c 1507. 

jcttons 
21 Nurembe.rg jerton, of late French 

rype; early 16th century. 21 mm. 
Arms of France in escutcheon/cross 
flcury voided. Period 5.2 (1213), 
farmyard surface above Room 22, 
Area I. 

Group 4 (nos 2&-74): Area 1. J>eriod 
4.5-4.6 (136), subsided layer below floor 
in Room 30 

Coins 
28 Elizabeth I sixpence, 1582; i.m. 

bell. Bent twice. Worn. 



29 Elizabeth I sixpence, 1565 7 
(probably 1566); i.m. ponculhs. 
Very M>m. 

30 Elizabeth I sixpence, 1572; i.m. 
ermine. Not very worn . 

31 james I farthing, 1613 14; 13 mm. 
'Harrington' small size; i.m. fret. 
Virtually no wear. 

32 James) farthing, 1613 J<l; 12 mm. 
Same as no. 31. No wear. 

33 james I farthing, 1613- 14; 15 mm. 
"Harrington" normal size; i.m. lis. 
No wear. 

3•1 Charles I shilling, 1641- 3; i.m. 
triangle: in circle. Average wc:.ar. 
Some dipping. 

35 Charles I farthing, 1625- 34; 
pierced, 'Richmond' round; no i.m. 
No wear. 

1'0/::au .. .:: 
36 Bristol farthing token, 

< 1590..1603; 'diamond-shaped· 
type, {Gloucestershire no 2 1, an 
Williamson 1889, l , 241). 

Mano11 Archibald comments: these early 
BriMol pieces are quite scarce; an example 
of local circulation, though the Bristol 
tokens travelled further than most. TI>c 
exact date of issue is unrecorded, but it 
must have been lare in the reign of Eliza
beth. In 1594, the mayor and Corporation 
of Bristol were ordered to call in unlicensed 
tokens. The licensed tokens, of which this is 
an example, ceased in 1603 on the succes
sion of james I. 

jettous 
37 Small size (21 mm) Nuremberg 

ienon of Hans Krauwinckcl (/1 
1562- 86). Obv 3 crown• ond 3 lis, 
HANNS KRAVWINCKUL IN 
NVR; rev. GOTIES GABEN SOL 
Mfu'l LO. 

38 Same as no 37, but the mono is 
GOTI ALLEIN OlE EERE SEI. 

39-08 Large size {25 mm) Nuremberg 
jenons of Hans KrauWinckel 
(twency-nine in aU, since nos. 65-6 
nre two pares of the same jcnon). 
Late 16th/early 17th century. Obv 
3 crowns and 3 lis, HANNS 
KRAVWINCKEL IN NVRNBE; 
rev. Reichsapfel in trilobc, DAS 
WORT GOTS BLEIT 
EWICKUCH. 

69 70 Same as 39-68, but the mono is 
spelled differently and is on the 
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7 1 

72 

73 

74 

other fa<:<:. Obv Reicbsapfel in 
trilobe, IIANNS 
KRAVWINCKEL I~ 1-.'VR..'lB; rev 
3 crowns and 3 lis, DAS WORT 
GOTES BLEIBT EWICK. 
Same as nos. 39 68, but motto is 
GLVCK BESCHERT 1ST 
VNGEWURT. 
Large srze Nuremberg jetton, no 
name. Obv Reichsapfel in trilobe, 
garbled Lombardic legend; rev 3 
crowns and 3 lis, legend 
nvt"t:nvre:nvre:mTe. 
Large siu Nuremberg jcnon of 
Georg Schultes, 1553. Obv 
Reichsapfel in rrilobe, IORG 
SCVLTES 1553; rev 3 crowns and 
3 lis, IORG:SCVLTES EMGO (?). 
Small size Nuremberg jetron of 
Hans Schultes Ill (// 1606- 12). 
Obv Rcichsapfel in trilobe, HANS 
SCVLTES ZV NVRE!>.'B; rev bust 
of Mercury, GUK KVMPT VON 
GOTISTWA. 

Paul Ccm.rme)' writes: Most documentary 
references to sets of jenons jndicate num
bers of a hundred (Barnard 1916, 83). In 
1420- 1 however, Elizabeth Berkeley, 
Countess of Warwick, purchased three 
dozen counters in London 'for making of 
the account of the household' (Ross 1951, 
103). This rarscs the possibility that the 
thirty-seven jcnons from context 136 could 
have been a set. Apart from use in house· 
hold accounts, two other possible functions 
arc suggested by the strong feminine nature 
of the finds from th" context (cf small finds 
catalogue, Group C below). They may have 
been used for inStructing children in the 
nursery, and n counting board is docu
mented in n nursery at Lambton, Durham, 
in I 595 (Barnard 1916, 252, no 154). Alter
natively the jettoM may have been used as 
toys, perhaps nfter wrirten arabic numerals 
had replaced the use of the couming board 
at Acton Court, refiecung the general trend 
of the mid-1 7th cenrury. A number of ict· 
tons, some modified by hammering or 
piercing, have recently been found with 
wooden tops and other confiscated toys, 
walled up in Market Harborough church (S 
Mastoris andY C Courrney, pers comm). 

Other mid- 16th to mid-17th-century 
coins andjctto••s 

75 Elizabeth I contemporary counterfeit 
of a shilltng, I 583-5; base metal 
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instead of silver; i.m. A. Fairly 
''lOml so has circulated undetected 
for some time. X-ray fluorescence 
analysis shows that it is made of 
arsenical copper (with a natural 
silvery colour), with a thin silver 
wash. Period 5.1 (122), demolition 
in.fill of Room 32, Area I. 

76 Elizabeth I sixpence, 1594; i.m. 
wool pack. Period 5.1 (67 1 ), fill of 
pit, Area 4. 

77 Elizabeth I sixpence; 1592; i.m. 
tun. Period 5.1 (666), clay and ash 
layer, Area 4. 

78 Eli7.abcth I threepence, 1582; i .m. 
sword. Bent. Average wear. Period 
5.1 ( 184), demolition layer in 
Room 29, Area 1. 

79 Elizabeth I half-groat, 1592- 5; 
i.m. tun. Not very worn. Period 
5.1 ( 1706), demolition layer in 
Room 32, Area I. 

80 James I sixpence, 1606; i.m. 
illegible. Period 5.2 (652), 
beddtng for tloor .. slabs, Area 4. 

81 Charles 1 sixpence, 1643-4; i.m. 
(P). Fairly worn and clipped. 
Period 5.1 ( 122), demolition layer 
in Room 32, Area I. 

82 Charles I half-groat, 1644-5; i.m. 
probably R. Fairly worn. Period 
5.1 (184), demolition layer in 
Room 29, Area I. 

83 Charles I farthing, 1634-6, 
'Maltravcrs' round, i.m. bell. 
Slight wear. Period 5.2 ( 13 18), 
farmyard cobbling above south 
range, 
Area I. 

84 Small size Nuremberg jetton of 
Hans Krauwinc.kel; same as no. 
37, but motto reads: HEVT 
ROOT MORGEN TO OTT. 
Period 5.4 (904), fill of modern 
disturbance, Area 8. 

85-6 Nuremberg jettons of Hans 
I<rauwinckel. Same as no. 71. No. 
85: Period 4.3 (1478), upper fill of 
south arm of moat, east of porch, 
Area I (probably intrusive); no. 
86: Period 5.1 (1743), demolition 
layer in Room 32, Area I. 

87 Half a small size Nuremberg jetton 
(broken, not cut); obv Reicbsapfel 
in trilobe, ] ZV NVRNBER; rev 3 
crowns and 3 lis, GLVCK 
BESCHERT [. Period 5.2-5.3 
(35), farmyard spread above west 
range, Area I. 

88 Small size Nuremberg jetton of 
Hans Schultes III (j/1600--12). 
Same as no 74, but rev rype is 
turbanned mous[achioed bust r. 
l>eriod 5.2 ( 1386), farmyard spread 
above Room 23, Area I. 

Mid- to /au 17th-century coins and 
to hens 

Coins 
89 

90 

Tokens 

Charles 11 farthing; date illegible, 
but must be 1672, 1673 or 1675. 
Heavily encrusted and corroded, 
but in unworn condition when lost. 
Period 5.1 ( 125), demolition layer 
in Room 32, Area 1. 
William lfi farthing, 169(?8). Very 
worn. Period 5.1 - 5.2 (503), gravel 
track surface, Area 2. 

91 Farthing token, 1652; issued by 
City of Bristol (Gioucestershire no. 
12, m Wtlllamson 11!~9, 1, 241). 
Period 5.1-5 .2 (507), gravel 
surface, Area 2. 

92 Same as no. 91, bur date 1662 
(Gioucestershire nos. 18-19, in 
Williamson 1889,1, 24 1). Period 
5.1 (1706), demolition layer in 
Room 32, Area I. 

93 Farthing token, 1668; issued by the 
porcreeve of Yeovil, Somerset (no. 
326, in Williamson 1889, u, 995). 
Period 5.2- 5.3 (12), rubble spread 
above Room 29, Area I . 

Marion Archibald comments: this piece, like 
so many 17th-century tokens, has not trav· 
ellcd far from its place of issue. 

Unnumbered coins 

18th to mid-19th-century coins 
Seventeen coins were recovered. A single 
cartwheel penny, dated 1797, was fairly 
worn and had probably lasted well into the 
19th century. There were fifteen halfpen
nies, which included one from George lJ's 
reign, dated 1730; five George III coins with 
legible dates ( 1799, !803 and 1807); and 
one George IV Irish halfpenny, dated 1822. 
The remainder were very worn and illegible 
18th-century coins, and included two possi
ble contemporary forgeries, and a third 
which was unofficially countermarked SS. 
One very worn 18th-century farthing was 
recovered. 



Mid-19th to t,wcmtieth century 
Thiny-rhree coins (two Victorian, the 
remainder twentieth century, of which the 
latest was a 1957 halfpenny) were found. 
They consisted of four sixpences, four three
penny pieces, twelve pennjes, nine halfpen
nies and four farthings. A group of 
seventeen coins came from a muck-heap 
immediately south of the main farmyard, 
and presumably represented the contents of 
a purse. 

Small finds 

by Paul Courtney 

Introduction 

Very few small finds were found in stratified 
medieval contexts, and most of these wc.re 
in Period 2 deposits. This was due to the 
extremely limited survival of construction 
and occupation layers related to the Period 
3 manor house, and also to the cleaning out 
of the moat in the first half of the 16th cen· 
tury. The finds in the Period 4.1-4.3 dump 
layers in Area 2 included several late 
medieval artefacts but these were clearly 
residual. 

However, Acton Court has a rich assem
blage of 16th-century material, especially 
the finds from the bonom of the moat 
(Period 4.2-4.3). The coin and structural 
evidence suggests that these deposits were 
sealed when most of the moat was in filled in 
the mid-1550s, and the fmds therdore pre
sent a large, closely dated group of mid-
16th-century artefacts. Material from this 
period on most sires is usually poorly strat-i
fied and difficult to date closely. The Acton 
Cou.rt assemblage invites comparison with 
the finds from Pottergate in Norwich and 
the Free Grammar School at the Whitefri
ars, Coventry. The assemblage from 31- 51 
Pottergate in Norwich represems the con
tents of affiuent merchants' houses \\'hich 
were destroyed in the fire of 1507 (Atkin 
and Carter 1985, 9-86). The ti.nds from the 
Free Grarnmar School at Coventry date to 
c 1545-58 and include many dress items 
such as pins and beads, which were lost 
beneath the floorboards of the choirstalls 
(Woodfield 1981). Only a small part of the 
moat at Acton Court has been excavated, 
however, and the range of arcefacts, such as 
the glass and dress items, suggests ircms dis
carded from the hall or private rooms of the 
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house. More complete e"cavation of the 
moat would probably give a more balanced 
picture of the range of a.rrefacts used at 
Acton Court in the 16th century. 
Particularly noticeable is the lack of kitchen 
items. 

The group of finds from beneath the 
floor in the west range (Period 4.5-4.6 
(136)) is also noteworthy. This assemblage 
seems to represent the accumulation of 
objects beneath a planked Ooor during the 
late 16th century and the first half of the 
17th century. These fmds would appear to 
have been lost, or deliberately swept, 
through the clearly considerable gaps in a 
floor, probably of oak planks, coarse and 
thick. 

'Three categories of finds (the dress 
items, the beads and the lead shot) arc con
sidered in more derail below. 

Dress items 

One of the most interesting features of lhe 
Acton Court finds is the large number of 
16th- and 17th-century dress and dressmak
ing items, especially from context 136. 
Finds from this layer include thimbles (Fig 
9.45.103-4), a needle (Fig 9.45.1 05), 
embroidery wire (Fig 9.45.109), scissors 
(Fig 9.4i.ll5), combs (Fig 9.48.117- 18), 
sequins (Fig 9.50.130-3), beads (Fig 
9.50.134-59) and glass droplets (Fig 
9.50.160- 1), as well as 3539 pins. These 
suggest a strong female clement in the usage 
of the room. The number and nature of the 
items is unlikely to be explained just by 
casual losses from clothing being worn and 
suggests that dressmaking and possibly lace
work (cf no. I 05: netting needle) was carried 
om in Room 30, an interpretation supported 
by the presence of textile fragments and of 
numerous lace tags from the same context 
(see below). 

The purpose of some of the dress items is 
far from clear. Very few pieces of clothing sur
vive from the 16th and early 17th centuries, 
and knowledge is largely based on documen
tary sources and paintings. This evidence has 
a heavy bias to high status clothing, though 
thls is not a hindrance in interpreting the 
Acton Court finds. A number of twisted 
loops of Ae wire were recovered from 16th
century and later contexts (Fig 9.39.56-7 and 
Fig 9.45.110). They are almost cenainly 
dress or hair accessories although their pre
cise function remains uncertain. Similar loops 
seem to be almost ubiquitous in assemblages 
of the 16th and early 17th centuries. The ear
liest published context appears to be 
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Table 50 Lead shot sizes 

C()llt-CXI 1\orii,d DtOm (mm) 1171 (g) 117r (o;) Row 
281 4.2 12 10 0.35 46 
894 4.2 IJ 15 053 'lO 

1993 4.2- 3 6 2 0.07 229 
1993 4.2- 3 10 6 0.2'1 76 
1993 4.2 3 II 8 0.28 57 
935 4.3 6 2 O.o7 229 
519 4.4~ 14 16 0.56 29 

136 4.5- 6 12 10 0.35 46 
136 4 .Hi II 6 0.2 1 76 
136 4.5~ 17 33 1.16 14 
941 4.6 1•1 17 0.60 27 
947 4.6 17 35 1.2J 13 

17 33 1.1) 14 
17 35 1.23 13 

3022 4.6 lJ 15 0.53 30 
722 4.6-5.2 17 32 1.13 14 
754 4.6-5.2 17 28 0.99 16 
122 5.1 16 29 1.02 16 
1742 5.1 16 24 0.85 19 
1202 5.2 16 21 0.74 22 
502 5.2-J II 8 0.28 57 
723 5.2- 3 II 7 0.25 64 
2085 5.2- 3 IJ 15 0.5} 30 

17 29 1.02 16 
89 5.3 17 3 1.09 " SO l 5.1. 16 29 1.02 16 

Impacted 
1414 3.4a 1·1 13 0.46 

(probably imnuivt) 

1048 4.2- 3 16 20 0.7 1 

'BurrshM~ 

419 5.1 <16 28 0.99 

tv'i.tJJ Jp1'1U1 

1993 4.2-3 13 (17) 
1993 4.2-3 12 (II) 

Table 51: Bores 

Barrel leng'h 0...-eral.l length Bore 
(inches) (inches) (bullct.S to the lb) 

Pi$tc>l 18 26 24 
Arqueb\1$ 30 45 17 
C«rl>ine C>t Petrone! 30 45 24 
Musket 48 62 12 
Caliver 39 54 17 

c 1450-1500 at Alms La.nc, Notwich 
(Margeson 1985, fig 36.15). Other dn.-ss 
items include a number of bone stiffeners of 
lightweight construction from context 136 
(Fig 9.49.120-3). They may have been used 
in stomachers, ie stiffened triangular pieces 
which were fastened to the bodice, point 
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downwards, on womens' dresses in the 16th 
and early 17th centuries (Cunnington 1972, 
82). Alternatively they may have been used in 
one of l.he 1nany rypes of headwwear worn in 
this period, though they seem a bit too weak 
for such a use (Cunnington 1970 and 1972). 

Beads 

The excavations produced 40 beads from 
16th- or 17th-century contexts, of which 34 
came from context 136. The beads were 
made of glass, jet, bone, amber and quartZ 
and may derive from necklaces, dress 
embroidery or rosaries. A jet bead (Fig 
9.59.213) from a Period 4.6-5.2 context has 
pecten shells and is closely paralleled by a 
'medieval' rosary in the museum of 
Schwabisch Gmiilld, Germany (Muller 
1987, fig 6.1 0). The scallop was the symbol 
associated with the apostle St James the 
Greater, whose chief cult centre was at San
tiago de Compostela in north-west Spain. 
The Acton Court bead may have been pro
duced there by the reno,vned azabacheria or 
jet works, which specjalised in the produc
tion of pilgrim souvenirs. The industry, with 
its own guild, reached its height in the 15th 
and 16th centuries. Produe<s included stat
uettes of St James as well as pendants, 
badges and rosary beads with scallop motifs 
(Koster 1983 and 1985). The Acton Court 
find is likely to be of 16th-century or earlier 
date. It should be noted that Sir Nicholas 
Poyntz (d 1585) was a recusant (Catholic 
who refused to attend the Church of Eng
land). Other jet beads found at Acton Court 
are Figu.rc 9.43.95-9. Several jet beads, pos
sibly from rosaries, have been excavated in 
16th-century contexts at Hull (Armstrong 
1977, fig 26.52 and 1980, fig 25.1- 2). 

The mid-16th-century glass beads at 
Acton Court are likely to have been made in 
Venice, where beads formed the most lucra
tive part of the industry (Gasparetto 1958, 
204-19). '111e glass beads found in contexts 
of the 1540s-50s at Covenrry Free School 
are also probably Venetian (Woodfield 1981, 
102-3). Much research has been ca.rried out 
on North American beads of the 16th and 
17th centuries. On Spanish colonial sites 
they may be Spanish or Venetian in origin 
(Ocagan 1987, 156-83), while those on 
Indian and colonial sites on the eastern 
seaboard arc likely to be Venetian or Dutch. 
Glass bead making was established in Ams
terdam by 1597, and possibly by the 1580s 
(Baart 1988 and Karldins 1974). Spanish, 
Venetian and Dutch beads cannot confi ... 
dently be distinguished at present. 
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A useful series of 16th- to 17th-century 
beads of Netherlandish or Venetian origin 
were round in Plymouth, though not in 
closely dated comexts. The Plymouth finds 
include the multi-layered 'miliofiori' or 
'chevron· beads, absent from Acton Court 
and Coventry. In addition there were drawn 
cubes both in one colour and with inlaid 
stripes (types common in Amsterdam) and 
faceted beads, all forms represented at Acton 
(Charleston 1986, 39-40). Most of the 
Acton Court beads were produced by draw~ 
ing and cutting tubes of glass, often with sec
ondary working, rather than being wound 
around a wire. The direction of bubbles and 
stress lines, where visible, gives a clue to 
manufacturing technique. Some of the elon· 
gate black-glass beads (eg Fig 9.50.148 and 
158) from Acton Court may be of the cype 
referred to in contemporary documents as 
'bugles', which were used to decorate apparel 
(Oxford English Dictionary sub bugle). 

Lead shot 

The lead shot were measured to the nearest 
gram and converted to ounces. TI1e bore 
indicates the number of shot to the pound 
(Table 50). 

Early firearms did not have standard 
bores, which caused grave problems in sup
plying munitions to armies. In me early 17m 
century, attempts were made to standardise 
me weapons used by militias. An order of 
1630 by the Council of War gives me dimen
sions below (also T.1blc 51 and Blackmore 
1961, 24). 

The shot from 16th-century conrexrs are 
6-13 mm in diameter and 30 to 229 bore. It 
is likely lhey were used in pistols. Certainly 
wheel-lock pistols occur in a number of 
16m- and early 17th-century portraitS of 
members of me English gentry and aristoc
racy, for instance the portraits of Sir Thomas 
Tresham (c 1565), Sir Martin Frobisher 
(1577) and Colonel Richard Neville (Civil 
War). Not only were they prized possessions 
but were symbols of status and the chivalric 
virtues of glory and bravery, indicating !he 
sitter as a protector of family, Churcb, and 
State (Schneider 1990, 183). 

Two shot from 16th-century contexts still 
had <heir casting sprues attached (Fig 
9.40.71- 2), showing they had been cast in 
single shot moulds, probably on site. -!be 
moulds may have been in iron of scissors-like 
construction, similar to the examples from 
early 17th-cemury deposits at Jamestown 
(Cotre.r 1958, 284 and pi I 75; Brown 1980, 
84) and Wolstenholme, Virginia (Noel Hume 

1979, 758), or else made from two stone 
block.~ as was an example from an 18th~cen· 
tury context at Marlborough, Virginia (Mal
colm Watkins 1968, fig 83c). 

Shot of 16--17 mm diameter, a si1.e suit
able for a long gun such as an arquebus, 
caliver or musket, first appear in Period 
4.5-4.6 (lace 16m to mid-17m century). 
The musket had largely superseded the 
other two types of long gun by me Civil War 
(it is interesting that three musket balls were 
found in me fill (94 7) of me Civil War 
period ditch close to the northern entrance 
tO me house), but antiquated weapons per
sisted for a long time in the armourics of 
private houses. Such weapons would be 
suirablc for both hunting and military use, 
for instance by me militia. One shot (Fig 
9.57 .199) had secondary working to give it a 
jagged surface. This may be an example of 
'burrshot', which is referred in 17th-century 
documents (SP Dom C, /643--4, 535 and 
Blackmore 1976, 243-4). Burrshot seems to 
have been used as case shot, packed into tin
cases or bags, and 6red from cannon. If this 
is indeed an example of burrshor, the Civil 
War period seems the most likely context for 
the presence of a small cannon at Acton 
Court. Anomer possibility is mat the shot 
was used in a child's toy, though mere do 
not seem to be any contemporary parallels. 

Catalogue of small finds 

The illustr.ned small finds, apart from !he 
nails and the pins, are arranged in four 
chronological groups. 

Group A (nos 1- 9): medieval to early 16th
century contexts (Periods 2-3). 
Group B (nos 10- 101): 16tl,-century con
texts (Period 4.1-4.5). 
Group C (nos 102- 61): context 136, late 
16th to mid-17m century, beneath the for
mer wooden floor of Room 30 in the west 
range (Period 4.5-4.6). 
Group 0 (nos 162-218): mid-17th-century 
to modern contexts (Periods 4.6-5.4). 
The nails and pins are men discussed, and me 
illustrated examples (Fig 9.60.219- 22 and Fig 
9.61.223-36) are catalogued cypologically. 

Group A 

Co ppm· alloy 

Fig 9.29 
I Ferrule, wi<h two attachment holes. 

Period 3.3 (1746), make-up within 
Room K, Area l. 
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lrou 

Fining with embossed and 
inscribed decoration, possibly part 
of strap end. Pre-Period 4.1-4.3 
(543), pre-Period 4 ground 
surface, Area 2. 

Fig 9.:30 
3 Horseshoe with si.x counter-sunk 

rectangular nail holes, wavy outer 
edges and calkins (thickened 
t~rminals). Clark (1986) suggests 
this type dates from the mid-11th 
to mid .. 13th centuries. He also 
argues, on the basis of the London 
evidence, for a change from round 
to rectangular nail ho les in the 
mid-12th century. Period 2.1-2.2 
(I 976), clay and rubble beneath 
Room A, Area I. 

4 Horseshoe fragment, with two nail 
holes. Period 2.4 (1687), rubble 
and clay next to inner edge of 
north arm of moat) Area I. 

5 Buckle, probably from harness. 
Period 2.5 (1859), rubble make-up 
beneath Room A, Area I . 

---· -.. 

I I 

~3 

Bone 

Fig9.31 
6 Flute made from long bone of a 

large bird such as a goose. It has 
three fingering holes but the 
mouthing end has been lost. A 
very similar example comes from 
a context of c 1300 in 
Southampton (Mcgaw 1975, 
252-3 and fig 248.1934; sec also 
McGregor 1985, 148-51). 
Period 3.2- 3.3 (1191), rubble 
and loam, north of Room A, 
Area I. 

8 

Whetstone of grey Norwegian 
Ragstone (mica-quartz schist) 
from the Eidsbotg region of 
Norway (Moore 1978; Ellis and 
Moore 1990), broken. Period 3.3 
( 1839), drain construction 
trench fill, north of Room A, 
Areal. 
Spindle whorl made of grey 
calcitic mudstone. For similar 
spindle whorls from 12th- to 
13th-century contexts in BristoJ, 
cf Nicholson 1987, 28 (nos 4-5) 
and Watts and Rahtz 1985, 143. 
Period 2.4 ( 1410), internal 
surface, beneath Room A, 
Area I. 

Ce"Yantic 
9 Damaged spindle whor1 in soft, 

pale grey to yellow ceramic fabric 
with brownish exterior surface, 
sparse quartz inclusions. Period 
2.4 (141 0), internal surface, 
beneath Room A, Area I. 

5 
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fig 9.32 
I 0 Sil\'er whistle made of cast stem 

with two part bulb and wire 
attachment loop. This was 
possibly worn sewn onto clothing. 
Compare with a gold whistle said 
to have belonged to Henry Vlll 
(Starkey 1991, V11.18). Period 4.3 
(1992), bottom of south arm of 
moat, within porch, Area I. 

Copper alloy 

Fig 9.33 
II Rim of large hammered sheet 

vessel. Period 4.1-4.3 (529), 
dump layer, Area 2. 

12 Rim of cast cauldron-like vessel. 
The rim is badly corroded and 
appears to have a casting fault or 
line of corrosion weakness. Period 
4.1-4.3 (533), dump layer, 
Area 2. 

13- I 4 Rims of cast bowl-like \'essels. 
Period 4.1-4.3 (533), dump layer, 
Area 2; Period 4. I (3809), east 
wall construction trench fiH, 
Room 21, Area 17. 

15 Rim of vessel, probably cast. 
Period 4.2 (137), infill at west end 
of Room G/32, Area 1. 

fig 9.34 
16 Foot of cauldron or tripod ewer. 

Leaded copper with some tin and 
antimony (XRF). Tripod ewers 
were in use in the 14th century 
and possibly into the 15th century 
(Lewis" a/1987). XRF indicates 
leaded copper with some tin and 
antimony. Pe.riod 4.4-4.6 (519}, 
clay above dump layers, Area 2. 

Fig 9.35 
17 Rod, solid and broken at one end. 

Possibly foot of small cauldron. 
Period 4.2-4.3 (1993), bottom of 
south arm of moat within porch, 
Areal. 

18 Fragment of handle, angular, 
possibly from small cauldron (cf 
Lewis 1978, pi 38). Period 4.2 

Fig 9.34 

( 127), in fill at west end of Room 
G/32, Area I. 

19 Dog spout from pedestal-based 
ewer. Copper with low levels of 
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zinc, lead and tin and traces oflead 
solder at the join (XRF). A 15th
century rype of North German or 
Flemish manufacture (Lewis 1987 
and Theuerkauff-Liederwald 
1975). Period 4.2-4.3 (1993), 
bottom of south arm of moat 
within porch, Area I . 

20- 1 Cast handles. No. 20 has evidence 
of finishing with a file, and 
decorative pits on the upper 
surface. The rwo handles are very 
similar, but were not cast in the 
same mould. They probably come 
from a chafing dish (cf A R 
Goodall1984, fig 192.165 and 
Lewis I 978, pl43) . This type of 
handle is found on Lewis's ( 1978) 
Type B and C chafing dishes, 
which he dates respectively to the 
late I 5th to early 16th centuries, 
and to the 16th century. An 
English origin is tentati\rely 
suggested for Type B, while a 

0 

10 

9 

Fig~m; 9.31 Small finds.: 
Group AJ MM., ll4tt~ atU} 

cnanric, scale J:I .S 

Figme 9. JZ s,_a/1 findJ.: 
Grtmp B, silwr, uak 1: 1. 
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Figure 9. ] ,1 Smo./Jfimls: 
G rrJIIp 8_, «>PP<:r ~·. 
scale 1:2. 
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continental origin is thought 
possible for Type C. Period 4.2 
( 137), infill at west end of Room 
G/32, Aiea I. 

22 Cast horn with attachment prong, 
presumably from statue or 
aquamanile. Period 4.2 (281 ), infill 
of Room H, Aiea I. 

Fig 9.36 
23 Casing for syringe (no. 24), with 

evidence of a rectangular cross
sectioned solder mark, possibly for 
an attachment such as a badge. 
Period 4.2-4.3 ( 1993), bortom of 

' 
,~, 

.,. • > 

24 

. .. 

11 

.·. 
\ 12 

15 

south arm of moat within porch, 
Aiea I. 
Found adjacent to no. 23. Part of 
medical syringe, comprising end
~P of pipe and plunger. Two 
syringes were found in the 
surgeon's cabin on the Mary Rose, 
sunk in 1545, one of brass and the 
other of pewter with a copper alloy 
pipe (Rule 1982, 192- 3: this 
account includes contemporary 
references to the varied uses to 
which syringes were put (cfOxford 
English Dictionary sub syringe and 
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Figun 9 . .16 SmaJI finds: 
Group 8, ~r a/Joy, 
KOk /,2. 
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(?leaf] (XRF). Brazing is evident 
on the X-ray. This is probably 
16th- century {cf gilt scabbard 
fitting on portrait of Sir Richard 
Bingham in National Portrait 
Gallery, dated 1564). Period 
4.4-4.5 (1044), fill of south arm of 
moat west of porch, Area I . 

29 Brass (XRF) scabbard chape, with 
brazed-on back. This type of chape 
was current in the 15th and 16th 
centuries, according to Ward 
Perkins ( 1940, 280-8). Compare to 
a residual example from 
Winchester: Hinton 1990, fig 
348.1083. Period 4.2-4.3 (1993), 
bottom of south arm of moat 
within porch, Area J. 

30 Rumbler bell with iron ball inside. 
Period 4.2-4.3 (2027), bottom of 
east arm of moat, Area 6. 

31 Rumbler bell in two halves. Period 
4.2 (276), infill of Room H, 
Area I . 

32 Lower half of rumbler bell. Period 
4.1-4.3 (539), dump layer, Area 2. 

Fig 9.38 
33 Thimble, with oval shaped 

indentations. Period 4.2-4.3 
(I 048), bottom of south arm of 
moat west of porch, Area I. 

34 Thimble with circular indentations. 
Period 4.1-4.3 (535), dump layer, 
Area 2. 

clyster)). The Acton Court item 35 Curved rod with perforations, 
probably purse frame (cfWard appears to resemble closely the 

syringe illustrated from the Mary 
Rose (Rule 1982, 188). Period 
4.2-4.3 (1993), bottom of south 
arm of moat within porch, Area I. 36 

Fig 9.37 
25 Handle with surviving fragment of 

iron blade inserted into split handle 
end. The similarity to handles from 
some 17th-century steel wheel lock 37 
spanners (cf Blackmore 1983, pi 
364) suggests that it may have been 
designed to hang from a belt. 
Period 4.1-4.3 (535), dump layer, 
Area 2. 38 

26 Book clasp. Period 4.2-4.3 (2026), 
bottom of east arm of moat, 
Area 6. 

Fig 9.36 
27 Cast decorative fitting. Period 4.2 

(137), infill at west end of Room 
G/32, Area I. 39 

Fig 9.37 
28 Scabbard fitting. Traces of gold 

Perkins 1940, 162-74). Period 
4.4-4.6 (518), clay above dump 
layers, Area 2. 
Toilet item (cf 15th-century copper 
alloy ear scoop from Norwich: Atkin 
et a/1985, fig 39.22). Period 4.2 
(884), north porch wall construction 
trench fill, Room 34, Area 6. 
Brass (XRF) decorative sheet 
object, with stamped foliage 
decoration and remains of 
attachment prong on rear. Period 
4.1-4.3 (540), dump layer, Area 2. 
Lozenge-shaped decorative fitting, 
decorated with double line of 
punched dots. One anachment 
prong (probably one of a pair) on 
back. Period 4.2-4.3 (1993), 
bottom of south arm of moat 
within porch, Area I. 
Embossed strap end with one iron 
rivet. Period 4.2 (128), mortar 
floor bedding in Room 32, Area I . 
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Figure. 9.38 Sma/ljimls: Group 81 ccpperaJ/uy, real~ 1:1. 
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40 Hinged plate, probably from a 
buckle. Period 4.2-4.3 (1993), 
bottom of south arm of moat 
within porch, Area 1. 

41 Strap end with rivet hole and lraces 
of what is probably decayed leather 
on the back. Period 4.2-4.5 
(2802), fill of ?posthole, Area II. 

42 Strip fining with two inscribed 
decorative lines and two rivet holes. 
Period 4.2 (1571), make-up 
beneath Room 30, Area I. 

43 Belt hook with two copper alloy 
attachment pins. Period 4.2 
( 1630), north wall construction 
trench fill, Room 3 1, Area I. 

44 Cast fastening hook. Period 
4.1-4.3 (540), dump layer, Area 2. 

45 Hooked fastener, with loop for 
anacbmcnt pin broken off. Period 
4.2 (276), infill of Room H, Area I. 

46 Hooked eye. Period 4.2 ( 127), infill 
at west end of Room G/32, Area I. 

47 Sheet dome. Period 4.3 (1992), fill 
of south arm of moat, within 
porch, Area I. 

48 Stud head. Period 4.2- 4.3 (2027), 
bottom of east arm of moat, Area 
6. 

49 Stud with lead fill . Period 4.2-4.3 
(1993), bottom of south arm of 
moat, within porch, Area l. 

50 'Stud' with lead fill on back. Period 
4.4-4.6 (511 ), clay above dump 
layers, Area 2. 

Fig 9.39 
51 Point with traces of socket. Per1od 

4.2-4.3 (2027), bottom of east arm 
of moar, Area 6 . 

52 Hat burton-like object with 
soldered loop and wire link. 
Heavily corroded. Period 4.3 
(935), bottom of north arm of 
moat, Area 8. 

53 Pierced fitting (damaged), probably 
from belt. Period 4.1-4.3 (546), 
dump layer, Area 2. 

54 Stud, made of pressed shee< with 
back-plated rivet and traces of 
leather. Period 4.1-4.3 (533), 
dump layer, Area 2. 

55 Pierced dome. Period 4.1-4.3 
(527), dump layer, Area 2. 

56 Mail. The links are made from cut 
lengths of wire, the ends of which 
have been Oattencd, punched and 
rivened; though the rivets, almost 
certainly iron, have all corroded 
away. Each link is joined to four 

LII'E AT ACTON COURT: FINDS AND SPI!CIAL IST REPORTS 

others as is standard in mail. About 
sixty complete rings were found in 
seven connected pieces of mail as 
well as fragments (the exact 
number is uncenain due ro heavy 
corrosion of some pieces). The 
largest piece of maj) had nineteen 
rings in six rows (see Martin 
Burgess 1953 on construction 
techniques and Blair 1958 on the 
long history of mail armour). 
Period 4.2 ( 1571 ), make-up 
beneath Room 30, Area I . 

Nor illusrrar;~d: pieces of similar mail. Period 
4.2 (428}, fill of drain in Room], 
Area I 

57 Twisted wire loop {c 7 mm internal 
diameter}. Period 4.2 ( 1265), infill 
beneath Room 29, Area I. 

58 Twisted loop (c 5mm internal 
diameter). Period 4.2 (278), infill 
of Room H, Area I. 

59 Cast ring with evidence of fi ling. 
Period 4.2 (284}, infill of Room H, 
Area 1. 

60 Cast ring. Period 4.2 (282), infill of 
Room H, Area 1. 

61 Cast ring. Period 4.4-4.6 (518), 
clay above dump layers, Area 2. 

Pewter 
62 Tankard lid. Tin with minor traces 

of lead and copper (XRF). The 
underside has a maker's mark 
comprising a windmill with the 
initials TW. The thumbpiecc is of a 
type believed to be purely Dutch 
and pre-1600 (C Hull, curator of 
the Pewterers' Company archives) 
;, lit). Similar 16th-century lids 
with 'bell bar' thumb pieces from 
pewter pots and stoneware jars can 
be seen in the Museum Boymans· 
van Beunigen in Rotterdam 
(Ruempol and van Oongen 1991, 
150-7). For English pieces of this 
period see Pewter Soc 1983, 7- 9 
(examples from Museum of 
London). Period 4.2-4.3 (2026), 
bottom of south arm of moat 
within porch) Area 6. 

63 Lid or cover fragment, attached by 
sleeve to handle of Raeren 
stoneware mug (grey fabric with 
glossy light grey glaze with patches 
of brown). A ceramic type common 
in the first half of the 16th century. 
Documentary evidence shows 
stoneware mugs were often 
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66 

65 --

67 -~-
- 68 70 

• 
imported with covers, though silver 
gilt examples with Exeter hallmarks 
show that covers were also added in 
this country (Allan 1984, 118-21 ) . 
Period 4.2-4.3 (1993), bottom of 
south arm of moat within porch, 
Area I. 

I"' ad 
Fig 9.40 
64 Cast lead oak leaf with traces of 

~-e 
~ 72 

gilding, one of five from the site 
(65-7, 198). They arc from 
ornamental ceilings of a type 
installed a t Greenwich in 1533 
(Colvin 1982, 104), which had 
raised wooden ribs ('frets') 
embellished at the intersections 
with sixty-seven 'bullions' and 2 18 
'buds', or formalised wooden 
flowers each with four lead leaves. 
The former were larger. U:aves of 

FiguN 9. 4() Small finds: 
Group 8, k(ll/, WJJ~ 1:/.$ 
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Figurt 9.41 Sma//fill(b: 
GrtmpB, iron, scale 1:2. 
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this type have been found in 
excavations at Greenwich Palace 
(Starkey 1991, 21) and at the 
Manor of the More, 
Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire 
(Biddle et a/ 1959, 185, fig 20). At 
Acton Court the leaves are derived 
from the Period 3.5 house. Period 

65 

66 

67 

4.2 (137), infill within Room G/32, 
Area 1. 
Cast lead oak leaf as 64. Period 4 .2 
(283), infill in Room H, Area 1. 
Cast lead oak leaf with traces of 
gilding as 64. Period 4.3 (882), 
infill of east arm of moat, Area 6. 
Fragment of cast lead oak leaf as 



64. Period 4.2-4.3 ( 1993), bottom 
fill, south arm of moat, between 
arms of porch, Area 1. 

68 Cast fitting fragment. Period 
4.4-4.5 ( 1044), fill of south arm of 
moat west of porch, Area I . 

69 Object with thread. Period 4.2-4.3 
(1993), bottom of south arm of 
moat within porch, Area I. 

70 Disc, 25 mm diam, 2 mm thick. 
Weight I I g. Period 4.3 (1950), fill 
of south arm of moat within porch, 
Area I. 

7 1 Shot ( 14 mm diam) with casting 
sprue, weighing 17 g (including 
sprue). Period 4.2- 4.3 ( 1993), 
bottom of south arm of moat 
within porch, Area 1. 

72 Shot ( 12 mm diam) wi th casting 
sprue, weighing II g (including 
sprue). Period 4.2-4.3 (1993), 
bottom of south arm of moat 
within porch, Area 1. 

Iron 
Fig 9.41 
73 Tanged knife. Period 4.1-4.3 

(533), dump layer, Area 2. 
74 Knife with scale handle and trefoil 

terminaL The mineralised wooden 
scales survive. One of the rivets was 
made of lead with some copper and 
zinc (XRF). Period 4.3 (199 1), fill 
of south arm of moat, south of 
porch, Area 1. 

75 Knife with scale tang and iron 
rivets attaching mineralised 
wooden scales. Period 4.2-4.3 
(1993), bottom of south arm of 
moat within porch, Area 1. 

76 Key with hollow stem. Period 
4.2-4.3 (1993) , bottom of south 
arm of moat within porch, Area I. 

77 Key with hollow end to stem. 
Period 4.1-4.3 (528), dump layer, 
Area 2. 

78 Rowel spur (rowel missing) with 
buckle and rwo hooked links for 
attaching the straps, one no longer 
attached to terminal. Of a type 
current in the 16th century: 
compare with an example from 
Somerby, Lincolnshire, associated 
with 15th- to 16th-century finds 
(Mynard 1969, fig 11.24). Short 
necked spurs like nos 78 and 79 
seem to have replaced the long
necked types, which funerary 
monuments indicate were the 

LIFE AT ACTON COURT: PINOS ANO S I'ECIALIST REI'ORTS 

fashion in the 15th century (Ward 
Perkins 1954, 103- 6). Period 
4.2-4.3 (2027), bottom of east arm 
of moat, Area 6 . 

79 Spur. T he rowel box has been 
totally corroded. Compare with 
examples from Somerby associated 
with 15th- to 16th-century finds 
(Mynard 1969, fig 11.19-22). 
Period 4.2-4.3 (1048), bottom of 
south arm of moat west of porch, 
Area I. 

80 Decorative plate with a tin and lead 
coating (XRF). The X-ray shows 
radiating decoration (?incusc). This 
is paralleled by an object from an 
early 16th-century context in 
Amsterdam, which has a keyhole 
shaped perforation in the centre 
indicating that it is a lock plate 
(Baart 1977, no 691). Period 
4.2-4.3 ( 1993), bottom of south 
arm of moat within porch , Area 1. 

81 Rectangular buckle. Period 4.2 
(205), make-up beneath Room 30, 
Area I . 

82 Strap end with hooked terminal 
and rivec. X-ray suggests dnning. 
Period 4.2 (283), in fill of Room H, 
Area I. 

83 Socketed point, probably part of 
arrow head. Period 4.2-4.3 (2027), 
bottom of cast arm of moat, 
Area 6. 

Fig 9.42 
84 Hinge. Period 4.2 (282), intill of 

Room H, Area 1. 
85 Ring with tang for anachment to 

wall. This may have been used for 
holding a torch and is possibly 
medieval. Period 4.5-4.6 ( 136), 
but like no. 84, it probably derives 
from the layer below, Period 4.2 
(282), intill of Room H, Area I . 

86 Hinge. Period 4.2 (282), infill of 
Room H, Area I. 

87 Srrip. Badly corroded. Period 
4.4-4.5 (1043), till of south arm of 
moat west of porch, Area 1. 

88 Tapering tube or ferrule. Period 
4.4-4.5 ( 1044), fi ll of south arm of 
moat west of porch, Area I. 

Bone 
Fig 9.43 
89 Decorated bone handle with iron 

whittle tang;, situ. Period 4.2-4.3 
(1993), bottom of south arm of 
moat within porch, Area 1. 
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Pr""g!1re 9. 42 Small fimls: 
GroupB, iron, scak 1:2. 
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90 Bone 'nut' (made from long bone) 
with polished shaft and upper-end 
surface. It has a groove across its 
upper-end surface but it is not clear 
whether this was cut or due to 
wear. Period 4.3 (1991), fill of 
south arm of moat south of porch, 
Area I. 

9 1 Worked bone fingered 'scale', 
presumably decorative from box or 
other item. Period 4.2 (1658), fill 
of drain cut, Room 31, Area I. 

92 Bone decorative fitting with one 
end bevelled to form a corner. 
Period 4.2 (276), infill of Room H, 
Area I. 

Noc illustrated: a similar piece, withom the 
bevelled end, from Period 4.2 (283), infill of 
Room H, Area I. 

Glass 
93 Fragment of mirror in colourless 

crystal glass with an edge bevelled 
from both sides. The glass is 

-

• 

86 0 88 

decorated with diamond point 
engraving along its border; this 
comprises a hatched-in foliage 
design contained between straight 
lines. This form of decoration 
suggests a 16th- or early 17th
century date. The plate has lost its 
metallic backing. Mirrors of the 
Venetian type were made from 
cylinder glass, which was cut, 
flattened and polished with irons. 
They were backed by the tin
amalgam method which replaced 
the lead backings of the medieval 
period. A sheet of tin-foil was 
cemented with mercury leaving a 
thin metallic backing comprising 
about 80 per cent tin and 20 per 
cent mercury. Venice was famous 
for its mirrors from the 16th 
century onwards. Crystal mirrors 
were also produced in the Low 
Countries by the 1570s, though it 
is possible that, at least initially, 
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they were finishing Venetian plates 
or tsites'. Production also statted in 
London during the Mansell 
monopoly in the 1620s. The Acton 
Court fragment appears to be a 
unique survival from this period of 
mirror production (Schweig 1941; 
Gasparetto 1958, 161- 5; Godfrey 
1975, 235-41). For examples of 
medieval mirrors with lead 
backings, sec Bayley et a/ 1984. 
Period 3.4b (149), infill beneath 
Room R/28, Area I (intrusive). 

I ,I ,, 
II 

92 
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94 Oval shaped se<ting of heavily 
weathered opaque dark blue glass, 
presumably from jewellery. Period 
4.2-4.3 ( 1993), bo<tom of south 
arm of moat within porch, Area I. 

Beads 
95 Globular jet bead. Period 4.4-4.6 

(51 1), clay above dump layers, 
Area 2. 

96 Globular black jet bead. Period 4.3 
( 1992), fill of south arm of moat 
within porch, Area I. 

97 

Figun 9. 4.] Sma/1 finds: 
(fttmp B. bon4'~ gla.ss o.nd 
btads# sca/t 1: I . 
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Figurt 9. 44 Small finds: 
Gro11p8, srone, scale 1:2 
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97 Globular black jet bead with 
faceted ends. Period 4.2-4.3, 
(1993), bottom of south arm of 
moat within porch, Area I. 

98 Globular black jet bead with 
faceted ends. Period 4.2 (121), 
infill at west end of Room G/32, 
Area 1. 

99 Globular jet bead with grooves in 
surface. Period 4.3 (1455), fill of 
south arm of moat within porch, 
Area 1. 

100 Emerald-green faceted glass bead. 
Period 4.4-4.5 ( 1044), fill of south 
arm of moat west of porch, Area 1. 

Not illustrated: an identical example from 
Period 4.2 (284), in fill of Room H, 
Area 1. 

Stone 
Fig 9.44 
101 Broken medieval mortar of grey 

micaceous Pennant sandslone, 

\ 

101 

partly weathered to an orange
brown. Pennant sandswne 
outcrops locally, and was widely 
used in Bristol, for example the 
Pennam mortar from Buchanan's 
Wharf (Nicholson 1987, 28.3). 
Period 4.2-4.3 (2027), bottom of 
east arm of porch, Area 6. 

Group C: all from Period 4.5-4.6 (136) 

Silvet· 
Fig 9.45 
102 Silver pin with angled point. There 

is no trace of any stress marks so 
the angle may be an original 
feature. No precise parallels have 
been traced but possible functions 
(if intentionally angled) are as a 
toothpick or an implement for 
unpicking stitches. A silver 
toothpick is documented in a 
Fulford (North Humbcrside) will 
of 1579 (Clay 1912, no. uom, 
93). If the pin was originally 
straight it may have been a hat pin. 

I 03 Silver thimble made from soldered 
sheet. 

Copper alloy 
I 04 Thimble with rectangular-shaped 

indentations, wave decoration 
around base and bald crown. 
Holmes (1989, 3) notes that 
thimbles with bald crowns date to 
before c 1650. 

105 Netting needle with split point. 

Fig 9.46 

This may have been used to make 
'lacis' lace-work, especially popular 
in the 16th century. In lacis work, 
panerns were darned upon a 
ground ofnened square-meshes 
(Palliser 1875, 17- 20 and Swan 
1970, 87). Examples of similar 
needles come from London 
(Stcanc and Forman 1991, fig 
12.7, nos. I ()-12) and Amsterdam 
(Baart 1977, no. 123). 

I 06 Two embossed plates, on either 
side of an iron strip, held by three 
copper alloy rivets. Mineralised 
wood survives between copper alloy 
and iron on one side. 

Fig 9.45 
107 Rumbler bell with iron ball inside. 

The bell is decorated with four 
inscribed lines, two on each side of 
the join. 
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108 Cast ring. 
109 Six fragments of coiled wire, brass 

with a trace oflead (XRF). 
Possibly from hair net. 

Not illustrated: Tangled mass of fine (c 0.3 
mm diam) wire, silver·coated 
(XRF). Probably from embroidery. 
Period 4.2 (276) , Area I (possibly 
intrusive from context 136). 

. 110 Twisted loop, possibly an ear 
scoop/toothpick of Egan and 
Pritchard ( 1991, 378- 90) Type 4. 
It would have had one end of the 
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wire slighdy longer than 1he other 
10 act as a toothpick. 

111- 13 Tacks. 

Lead 
114 Fleur-de-lis fitting with traces of 

gold leaf on the front, containing 
some copper (XRF). Possibly sewn 
onto clothing . 

Iron 
Fig 9.47 
115 Scissors handle. 

108 

109 

p;·~~~ 9.45 SmaUfinds: 
Group C, sihJ.!r; cqpptr 

allqy aJUI k<Jd~ scok I: J. 
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Figurt 9.46 Small find$: 

Gn:mp C, ccppcr alloy, 
Jtalt! 1:2. 

Figurt 9.47 Smallfimls: 
Group C, inm1 seal~ 1:2. 
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116 Lock comprising back-plate, bolt 
and spring. 

Bone (llld ivory 
Fig 9.48 
117 Polished comb of unusual curved 

profile. The curvature suggests it 
was designed to be worn in the 
hair. 

118 Fragment of ivory comb (showing 
growth lines). 

119 Two halves of polished rod with 
hollows in both ends. The function 
of this object is uncertain but it 
could possibly be a stiffener, eg 
from a head-dress, possibly with 
wires sloned into the two hollows. 

Fig 9.49 
120 Stiffener in five fragments, notched 

at broad end with shallow diagonal 
grooving on surfaces, presumably a 
by-product of manufacture. 

121 Fragment of notched stiffener. 
122 Fla11ened point with diagonal 

grooving, probably fragment of 
stiffener. 

~lot illusrrared: Fragments of at least six 
other stiffeners from same context. 

116 

115 -

123 

124 

125 
126 

Fragment of polished handle with 
faceted cross~section for whittle 
ranged implement. 
Ivory peg with heart-shaped head. 
This seems unlikely to be a tuning 
peg as there is no hole to take the 
string. Some of its decoration 
would be obscured by the tuning 
box and the taper is in the wrong 
direction. Possibly it is associated 
with some game, perhaps 
indicating the score or trumps. 
Polished peg. Uncertain function. 
Ivory die. 

Glass 
Fig 9.50 
127 

S hell 
128 

Tube or phial in weathered opaque 
forest glass, now of indeterminate 
dark colour with iridescent surface 
weathering. Complete except for 
nick in rim with twisted "wrythen • 
decoration. Its function is 
uncertain and it seems to have too 
small a capacity to have been used 
to hold perfume, for instance. One 
possibility is that it was a needle
case, for keeping a valued steel 
needle (see Groves 1966, 18- 23, 
though the objects she describes as 
pin cases are in fact lace tags). 

Shell bu11on (gastropod minus 
outer shell) with iron loop. 

Sequins 
129 Mercury-gilded (XRF) silver 

sequin, oval-shaped, c 5 mm by 
4mm. 

130 Mercury-gilded silver sequin, 
circular, c 4 mm in diameter. 

Not illustrated: three other oval sequins, as 
no. 129, and two other circular 
sequins, as no. 130, from same 
context. 

13 1 Decorative sequin-like copper alloy 
dress fitting, silver-coated (XRF), 
c 4.5 mm in diameter with wire 
loop. 

132 Bone sequin. 
Not ili11strated: Four other bone sequins, as 

no. 132. From same context. 

Beads 
133--4 
135 
136 
137 

Globular beads of milky quartz. 
Ivory bead. 
Bone bead. 
Globular bead of dark green glass. 



138 

139 

140 
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Globular glass bead with coating of 
opal glass over white core. 
Globular bead in colourless glass. 
This bead is hollow, with a silver
coloured layer on the interior 
except for two circular areas around 14-l 
the string holes (cfno. 140). This 
bead has probably been silvered, 
perhaps using a mercury-based 142 
amalgam, though this has not been 
confirmed with any archacomctric 143 
analysis (sa Newman 1977, 131- 2 
and 284 on technology}. 144 
Globular bead in colourless glass. 
This bead is hollow, and has a 145 
mottled dull golden layer on the 146 
interior which is probably gilding 

117 

I - Q! 

119 

118 
I 

@ 

though this has nor been confirmed 
by any arcbaeomerric analysis; cf 
no. 139. For the several possible 
methods of gilding, cf Newman 
1977, 131- 2 and Charleston 1972. 
Small globular emerald-green bead 
with slight longitudinal surface 
ridging. 
Bead of pale yellow glass (possibly 
imitating amber}. 
Glass bead of yellowish semi
transparent glass. 
Doughnut-shaped dark-coloured 
glass bead. 
Globular pearl bead. 
Elongate bead of decayed deep 
blue glass. 

Fi/ll'n! 9. -18 Sm(l[JjindJ: 
Grrmp C, lxmi 011d iwl)) 
$~al~ 1:1. 
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FifUrt 9. 49 SmaJJ find" 

Group C, bt:nr.: o.nd ioory, 
Jcalc 1:1. 
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125 
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121 

~ 123 

147 Faceted elongate bead of black 
glass. 

Not illuS!ratcd: two other identical beads 
from same context, and a third, 
somewhat decayed, from Period 
4.6 (94 1 ), fill of Civil War ditch, 
Area 8. 

148 Hollow elongate colourless glass 
droplet, with remains of black wire 
loop (probably silver with sulphide 
on surface). 

149 Bead of black glass. 
150 Oval glass bead with some decay, 

?off-white. 
151 Tubular bead of red glass with fine 

inlaid longitudinal red lines in !he 
surface. 

152 Red tubular glass bead with fine 
inlaid longitudinal white lines. 

Not illustrated: three other beads, as nos 
15l- 2, from same context. 

153 Faceted bead of opaque green glass 
with some weathering. 

154 Globular bead of shaped green 
glass with a red (decayed to white 
when dry) glass coating. The bead 
thus has green circular areas 
around the holes linked by 
longitudinal green lines through 
the red body. 

155 Faceted jet bead. 

!0:l 
L..:9l 

I 

UJ-~-GJ-~ 
I a 126 

156 Faceted emerald green glass bead 
with copper alloy hook. 

157 Tubular bead of black glass. 
Not illo.strated: one other bead, as no. 157, 

from same context. 
158 Tubular bead of black glass, 

damaged (probably same as no. 
157). 

159 Pale green glass droplet with 
twisted 'wrythen' decoration on 
hollow stem. It probably had a 
wire. 

160 Tiny black glass droplet with black 
wire (?silver) . 

Not illustrated: i) Bone tubular bead 2.5 mm 
diam and 1.8 mm in length; 
ii) Bone tubular bead 4 mm diam 
and 3.5 mm in length. 

Ceramic 
161 Opaque brown gla1.ed ceramic 

marble. 

Grou pO 

Silver 
Fig9.51 
J 62 Silver thimble, containing some 

copper (XRF), with square 
indentations and inscription: 
TEND YOVR NEDILL. Several 
similar siJver thimbJes with 
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154 

@-Q @-~ 
155 156 

inscriptions are illustrated by 
Holmes ( 1985, 38 and 229 no. 4) 
and dated by him to c 1580-1650 
(1989, fig 6). Period 5.1 b (207), 
demolition layer, Room 30, Area I 
(though possibly associated with 
Period 4.5-4.6 (136), immediately 
beneath). 

Copper alloy 
163 Thimble in fragments. Period 5.1a 

@-== 
157 158 

159 

153 

0 

160 

161 

(1706), demolition layer, Room 32, 
Area I. 

Figurt. 9. SO SmaU finds: 
Group C~ giass1 stquins and 
btads, S<ak 1:1. Fig 9.52 

164 Candlestick (XRF indicates a 
leaded copper alloy with lead-tin 
solder at the join). The candlestick 
is of 16th-century form and is 
missing the lower part of the base 
including the drip tray (cf 
Brownsword 1985, fig 9 and 
Michaelis 1978, fig 32). The upper 
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section of the candlestick was cast 
in one piece. It is joined to the 
lower section by an iron rivet and 
solder. The inside of the base 
shov.rs concentric rings indicating 
working on a lathe. This could 
have beeo discarded either while 
the garderobe was in use, or else 
when it was being filled in. Period 
5. I a ( 469), bottom of garderobe 
in porch, Area 1. 

I 65 Rim of sheet vessel. Period 4.6 
( 10 14), levelling layer above south 
arm of moat west of porch, 
Area l. 

Fig 9.51 
I 66 Needle, broken at eye. Period 4.6 

(1014), levelling layer above south 
arm of moat west of porch, 
Area l. 

167 Brass button with cast floral 
decoration, containing minor 
levels of lead and traces of silver 
coating (XRF). Probably late 17th 
or early 18th century in date (cf 
examples from Exeter (Goodall 
and Goodall 1984, fig 
19 1.134-5)). Period 4.6- 5.2 
(871), rubble spread, 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

Area 6. 
Slightly domed tin disc with 
evidence of cast cable and pellet 
relief decoration; c 1 per cent trace 
of copper, zinc and lead (XRF). 
Period 5.la (233), fill of garderobe 
in west wall of Room 29, 
Area l. 
Half of hollow button, cast in one 
piece with drilled eye. Type I in 
South's Florida-based typology 
and dated by him to 1726-76 
(Noel Hume 1970, 9Q-2). Period 
5. la (2128), demolition layer 
south of Rooms 27/28, Area l. 
Ring brooch, medieval in style (cf 
A R Goodall 1981, 68-9) . Period 
4.6- 5.2 (856), rubble spread, 
Area 6. 
Buckle. Tin-coated copper, 
containing some zinc (XRF). Late 
medieval or early modern. (cfl H 
Goodall 1983, fig 1.11-14). 
Period 5.la (2128), demolition 
layer south of Rooms 27/28, Area 
l. 
Cast fragment of buckle or handle. 
Period 4.6 (10 14), levelling layer 
above south arm of moat west of 
porch, Area I . 

LIFE AT ACTON COURT: FINDS AND SPECIALIST REPORTS 

164 

165 

Not illustrated: a very similar item from 
Period 5.2 ( 13 18), cobbled surface, 
Area l. 

173 Hooked fitting, probably from belt 
with two cast attachment prongs 
and secondary hole. Period S. la 
(1742), demolition layer, east end 
of Room 32, Area I. 

174 Brass belt hook, with traces of 
silver coating (XRF). Traces of 
leather survive on the rear. Period 
5.2- 5.3 (2085), ash and clinker 
layer, Area 7. 

Fig 9.53 
175 Book clasp made of two pieces of 

sheet, with copper alloy pins and 
inscribed decoration at the broken 
ends. Period 5.4 ( 10), topsoil above 
Room 29, Area I. 

176 Book clasp. Period 5.4 (2052), make
up below modem track, Area 7. 

177 Decorative fitting. Period 5.2 
( 486), farmyard surface, Area l. 

178 Brass decorative tiering, mercury
gilded, but no trace on reverse 
(XRF) with two attachment 
prongs. Possibly 16th cenrury. 
Period 5.2 (652), bedding for floor 
slabs, Area 4. 

179 Brass decorative fitting, mercury
gilded (XRF), with two attachment 

flguN 9. 52 Small finds: 
Group D, coppu alkJj'. 
stak I:Z. 
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prongs on back. Possibly 16th 
century. Period 5.2 (2640), make
upforfloorofOB 15,Area 10. 

180 Brass fitting, mercury-gilded 
(XRF), with floral decoration and 
two a<tachment prongs. Period 
5. Jb (183), demolition layer, Room 
29, Area I. 

181 Strip with horseshoe decoration, 
possibly milled. Period 5.3 (852), 
subsoil, Area 6. 

Not illustrated: a second example from 
Period 4.6- 5.2 (842), rubble 
spread, Area 6 . 

182 Dome, possibly a stud head. Period 
5.lb (207), demolition layer, Room 
30, Area I. 

183 Stud. Period 5.1 (671), ashy fill of 
pit, Area 4. 

184 Stud. Period 4.6 (947), fill of Civil 
War ditch, Area 8. 

185 Decorative stud with a gently 
faceted surface. It has two bent 

prongs at the back enclosing leather 
remnants. Period 4.6 (2758), fill of 
Civil War ditch, Area II . 

186 Stud head with lead on inside. Period 
5. lb (34), pitched Pennant surface 
above Room 28, Area I. 

187 Stud. Period 5.1b (207), demolition 
layer, Room 30, Area I. 

188 Sheet dome, possibly lower half of 
16th/17th-century button. Period 
5.1a (1728), demolition layer, Room 
32, AreaL 

189 Stud. Period 4.6 (947), fill of Civil 
War ditch, Area 8 . 

Fig 9.54 
190 Furniture bail arm handle c 1720-50 

(Noel Hume 1970, 228 and fig 72.4). 
Period 5.la (2128), demolition layer 
south of Rooms 27128, Area I. 

191 Furniture handle, broken, of bail 
rype, c 1720-50 (Noel Hume 1970, 
229). Period 5.1 a (I 25), demolition 
layer, Room 32, Area I . 

Figu,.. 9.S4 Smal/fi•dJ: 
Grcmp D, c;opper ~ 
tcalc 1:1. 
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Figurt 9.$5 Small fi~~th: 
Gmup D, <D~ o/Joy~ 
scalt 1:2. 

Figun 9.56 SmaJifimJs..: 
Groop D, coppn-alllry and 
tilwr1 scol.: 1:/, 
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192 Handle, possibly from a spoon or 
fork. Period 5.1a (2128), 
demolition layer south of Rooms 
27/28, Area I. 

193 Screw-top from container, possibly 
for condiments or toiletries. Period 
5.1 (925), cobbled surface, Area 8. 

Fig 9.55 
194 Spur with iron rowel pin and 

remnants of fivc·pointcd iron 
rowel. The arm of the spur is bent 
(stress fractures are apparent); its 
side profile would have been 
smight. The spur is of a l)'pe 
current in the second half of the 
17th and early 18th centuries (cf B 
Ellis in A R Goodall 1984, fig 

192. 145-6). Period 5.1 (3009), 
cobbled surface, Area I 2 . 

Fig 9.56 
195 Backplate fastened by four pins at 

rear. Inscribed with initials LB. 
Period 5.2-5.3 (866), dump layer 
above east arm of moat, Area 6. 

196 Silver (more than 90 per cent in 
XRF) whistle with mother of pe.arl 
and initials LB. Period 5.4 (851), 
topsoil, Area 6. 

Nor illusrrared: copper alloy harness 
decoration with attachment hole 
and inscribed initials JL. 19th or 
early 20th century in date. A similar 
example was excavated at Donyatt 
(North and Snodin 1988, 45/41, 
361 and pl48d). Period 5.4 (304), 
spoil from machine trench, Area I. 

Tin 
Fig 9.57 
197 Object, possibly a decorative fitting, 

with small amounts of coppe.r and 

195 

0 

196 
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197 

zinc (XRF). Period 5.1 (3502), 
loam garden layer, Area 14. 

1 98 Cast lead oak leaf, see no. 64. 
Period 5.1b (185), demolition 
rubble in Room 29, Area 1. 

199 Burrsbot 16 mm diam, 28 g (see 
p367). Period 5.1a (419), 
demolition layer south of Room 24, 
Area I . 

200 Lead/pewter fitting. Period 5.4 
(860), modern dump layer, Area 6. 

I ron 
Fig 9.58 
20 I Knife with bolster and whinle 1ang. 

The bolster demonstrates the knife 
to be of post-medieval date (I H 
Goodall 1979,38-9: nos 1- 13). 
Period 4.6-5.2 (722), rubble 
spread, Area 5. 

202 Tip of scythe blade. TI1e X-ray 
shows a weld-line down <he middle 
of the blade (G McDonnell, pcrs 
comm). Period 4.6 (2758), fill of 
Civil War ditch, Area II. 

203 Lock bolt. Period 5.la (1706), 
demolition layer, Room 32, Area 1. 

204 Key with solid stem. Period S.la 
( 1742), demolition layer, east end 
of Room 32, Area I. 

205 Rowel spur, badly corroded. Traces 
of tinning (XRF). Period 4.6 
(2756), 611 of Civil War ditch, 
Area II. 

206 Horseshoe with seven nail boles and 
one calltin. This rype of shoe appears 
before the mid-14th century (Clark 
1986, 3) and continues into the 17th 
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199 

198 

century (I H Goodall 1983, fig 
9.207-13). Period 4.6- 5.2 (854), 
rubble spread, Area 6. 

207 Buckle, rectangular, of O\lal cross 
section. Period 4.6 (1014), IC\•elling 
layer above south arm of moat west 
of porch, Area I. 

208 Shoe patten. The iron ring would 
have supported a wooden sole used 
to keep the wearer's shoes ou< of 
the mud. Compare with a late 
17th/early 18th-century example 
from Oyster Street, Portsmouth 
with the wooden sole preserved 
(Fox and Barton 1986, fig 155.1). 
Period 5.1 b (61 ), top till of 
gardcrobe, Room 28, Area I. 

Not illusrraud: thin sheet from a colander or 
strainer, in several dozen 
fragments. Period 5.1 (671), ashy 
fill of pit, Area 4. 

Bone and ivory 
Fig 9.59 
209 Handle for whitlle ranged knife or 

tool, made from long bone, with 
bone plug and notched decoration. 
Period 5.1 b ( 184), demolition 
layer, Room 29, Area I. 

210 Object, lathe-turned, possibly a 
bobbin or parchment pricker. It 
appears to have been modified for 
another purpose by having its point 
sharpened with a blade. It is very 
similar to an object, also with 
secondary sharpening, from 
Norwich in a context dated 
c 176Q-80 (Margeson 1985, fig 
39.24). Period 5.2 (1733), fill of 
drain cut, Area 1. 

Fi'g~trc 9.57 Sm.(JUjr'nds: 
Group D. Tin and luJd, 
«a!~ 1:1. 
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Figure 9. 58 SmoJI ji11ds: 
G,.,up D, iro"1 Jca/~ 1:1.5 
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2 I I Fragment of ivory comb (showing 
growth lines). Period 5. Jb ( 183), 
demolition layer, Room 29, Area I. 

212 Bone sequin, in three fragments. 

Beads 

Period 5. Jb (207), demolition 
layer, Room 30, Area I. 

2 13 Black jer rosary bead with pecten 

shells. Probably of Spanish origin 
(see p366). There is a very similar 
bead but with a circular motif, 
ruther than pecten shells, from an 
early 19th-century context in 
Winchester. This might be a 19th· 
century copy, bur it could be early 
posr-medieval in the light of the 
Acton Court bead (Biddle and 
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Creasey 1990, fig 181.2 116). 
Period 4.6- 5.2 (722), rubble 
spread, Area 5. 

Fragment of ring made of black 
opaque glass, possibly sewn onto 
clothing. Period 5. 1b (207), 
demolition layer, Room 30, 
Area I. 

Pan of a ring made of orange 
nearly transparent stone with fine 
bands of red. Probably carnelian, 
a variety of chalcedony (SiO:). 
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Period 5.1 a ( 1706), demolition 
layer, Room 32, Area I. 

216 Polished mauve gem, mainly 
calcium with [races of silicon, iron 
and copper (XR.F). Probably 
fluorite, CaF2 (M Hutchinson 
AML, pers comm). Period 5. 1b 
( 13), demolition layer, Room 29, 
Area I. 

Not illustrated: gunflint, of guns pall cype, of 
the late 17th or 18th century, with 
broken srriking edge in mottled 
grey and brown flint (Noel Hume 
1970, 219-2 1; De Lotbiniere 
1977). Period 5. 1- 5.2 (507), gravel 
surface, Area 2. 

213 

216 

218 

fl.ttm 9. 59 Small ji11<4: 
Group D, bont a11d 
miscdlti'ucus~ u:a/~ I : 1. 
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Table 53: 

P<ri«f 

2 
) 

4.1 
4. 1~1.) 

(Area 2 dump) 
4.2-4.3 
4.4-4.6 
4 .5-4.6(136) 
5. 1 
5.2- 5.3 

10la/J 

Classifiable nails 

1Yf>< I ~2 7}s><J 7}1" 4 

6 
s 4 

s 146 
1)0 

16 } 2 280 

Quantification of pins by Period/Phase 

7j1J' A 

3 

2 

8 

1j-p. H 7j1J' c 7j1J' II" 1inals 

I 
) 6 

21 20 41 

15 281 297 
8 8 

30 3913 3946 
<I 634 639 

10 10 

n 4867 ·1949 

Ceramic 
2 I 7 Ceramic wig curler, in buff pipe 

clay. Period 5.Ja (1742), 
demolition layer, east end of Room 
32, Area I. 

218 Pinkish buff ceramic marble. 

Nails 

Period 4.6 (746), fill of posthole, 
Area 5. 

Many of the Acton Court nails were frag
mentary and badly corroded. However, four 
basic cypes could be distinguished among 
those which could be classified. Type I (no 
219) comprised fiddle-key nails used with 

horseshoes possessing countersunk holes. 
These should date to the 13th century or 
earlier. Type 2 (no 220) comprised small 
nails with pinched heads and taperin,g rec
tangular shafts. Type 3 nails (no 221) had 
angular heads and square·sectioned shafts 
and would have been suitable for decorative 
use, for instance, on doors. The vast major
ity of nails belonged to Type 4 (no 222), 
with roughly circular flat heads and square 
or recrangular-secdoned shafts. Of the 208 
classifiable nails of this cype, 71 (25 per 
cent) came from Period 4.2 and 108 (39 per 
cent) from Period 5.1 (fable 52). 

l/lustmwd nails 
Fig 9.60 
219 Type I (fiddle-key) nail. Period 3.3 

(1839}, drain construction trench 
fill, north of Room A, Area I. 

220 Type 2 nail. Period 3.2- 3.3 ( 1189), 
fill of posthole, Area I. 

22 1. Type 3 nail. Period 4.3 (2020), fill 
of cast arm of moat, Area 6. 

222 Type 4 nail. Period 4.6 (2763), fill 
of Civil War ditch, Area I I . 

Pins 

The pins were classified according to the sys
tem developed by Caple 1983 (fable 53; also 
Caple and Warren 1983). Type A comprises 
pins with heads of unworked wound wire. 
Type B pins have heads which show some 
traces of secondary working with a hanuner or 
punch. Type C pins have wound wire heads 
transformed into a hemisphere by means of a 
pair of punches. At Sandal Castle, Caple sug
gests that Type A is the standard medieval 
fom1; that Type B pins first appear c 145~4 
and Type C pins first appear c 1485. Types A 
and B condnued to form minor pans of post-
1485 assemblages at Sandal (Caple 1983). At 
Acwn Court three Type B pins were found 

Table 54 Lengths of pins from Period 4.5-4.6 (136) 

Le-'tgsh (mm) 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
No. 7 53 151 336 144 102 169 254 648 716 521 

Lmgth (mm) 26 ?" _, 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
No. 109 78 78 42 38 25 10 II 5 

!Lngth (mm) 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 
No. 2 5 5 4 2 3 4 2 4 2 

Ltngtlr (mm) 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 
No. 2 2 I I 2 

Compleu pins tota/:3539 
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in Period 3 contexts, but a singlt Type C pin 
from Period 2 is almost cerrainly intrusive. 
Type 8 and C pins were both found in simi
lar numbers from the Area 2 dump layers, 
which we.re deposited in Period 4. 1-4.3, but 
contained much 15th- to early 16th-century 
material. From Period 4.2 onwards, Type C 
pins clearly predominate. An elaborate pin 
with a head of wound plaited wire (no 228) 
came from Period 4.5-4.6 (136)): classified 
as rype \VI. 

The site produced a total of 4949 pins, 
quantiiied by counting complete pins and 
fragments with heads. 284 (5.7 per cent) of 
these came from the Period 4.2 moat 
deposits but the largest group (3946 pins, 
79.8 per cent) came from Period 4.5-4.6 
( 136). The fmrung of large numbers of pins 
from such sites as beneath the choirstalls at 
Cirencester Abbey (Or A Mc\'<lhirr, pers 
comm) and beneath floorboards at the 16th
century Coventry Grammar School (\'<'ood
field 1981) suggests that pins were much 
used as clothing fasteners as well as for 
dressmaking. This is supported by docu
mentary references from the 15th century 
onwards (Oxford English Dictionary sub pin 
and Cunnington 1970, passim). An example 
is an Elizabethan reference to the securing 
of cuffs to bodice with 'smalle pinnes' 
(Ashelford 1983, 14). The large numbers of 
pins found is not surprising given an entry 
in the 1555 Petre household accounts 'Item 
pd ... for a thowsen of clowt pinnes Sd' 
(Cunnington 1970, 188). 

The pins from Acton Court ranged in 
length between 15 mrn and 67 mm {Table 
54). Measurements of the complete pins from 
conte.xt 136 show a bimodial distribmion with 
peaks at 18 mm and 24 mm suggesting ruft'cr
em functions. A scanering of pins covers the 
range 30-57 mrn, often with proportionally 
large heads, also suggesting variation in func~ 
tion possibly as cloak or hat pins. 

1/lustmwd copper alloy pins 
Fig 9.61 
223 Type B pin. Period 3.4bl5 {1807), 

construction trench fill, widening 
of west wall, Room A, Area 1. 

224 Type 8 pin. Period 3.4bl5 ( 1807), 
construction trench fill, widening 
of west wall, Room A, Area 1. 

225 Type C pin. Period 4.2 (276), infill 
of Room H, Area I. 

226 Type B tack. This is not actually a 
pin, but it has a Type B head. 
Period 4.3 (1474), fill of south arm 
of moat cast of porch, Area I. 
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227 Type C pin. Period 4.3 (1931), fill 
of south arm of moat within porch, 
Area 1. 

228 Type W pin. Period 4.5-4.6 (136), 
Room 30, Area I . 

229 Type C pin. Period 4.5-4.6 (136), 
Room 30, Area 1. 

230 Type C pin. Period 4.5-4.6 (136), 
Room 30, Area 1. 

231 Type C pin. Period 4.5-4.6 (136), 
Room 30, Area 1. 

232 Type C pin. Period 4.5-4.6 (136), 
Room 30, Area 1. 

233 Type C pin. Period 5.1 b (207), 
demolition laye.r, Room 30, 
Area 1. 

234 Type C pin. Period 5.lb (207), 
demolition laye.r, RQOm 30, 
Area I. 

235 Type C pin. Period 5.1 b (207), 
demolition layer, Room 30, 
Area 1. 

236 Type C pin. Period 5.lb (1743), 
occupation layer, east end of 
Room 32, Area 1. 

Stone objects 

by Kirsty Rodwell 

The following fragments were all recovered 
from the Period 4.3 infilling of the moat 
and were originally cJassified with architec
tural fragmentS. 

Fig 9.62 
1- 3 Three fragments of tapered 

octagonal section: I ( 127) has a 
round socket in one face and is 
broken; 2 (2027) is complete and 
has a socket in the top; 3 (1048) is 
fragmentary. These are stone 
lamps, cf Siddle 1990, 985, where 
three basic cypes are identiiied. 
These appear to belong to Group 
B, pedestal lamps: no 1 may have 

FiKfirt 9.60 $maO jituh: 

nails, K41.e 1:2. 
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Figttre 9.61 SmaUfindJ.: 
pi"s, 1~al~ I: J, 

FiguM 9. 61 Sum~ ob_k.m. 
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6nished in a bowl (ibid, fig 308b, 
3548), the others were probably 
spiked for candles. 

Nor i/lusrrated: section of window mulliOI"I 
0.17 m long, one face is hollow
chamfered, the o ther has been 
rebated and pierced, possibly to 

I 
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allow suspension as a weight; aH 
surfaces are abraded (262). 

Seven flat discs of roughly trimmed Pen
nant sandstone 50-{;0 mm (4), 90 mm, 
120 mm and 160 mm in diameter; thickness 
IG-25 mm. Weights or counters ( 1259, 
1993, 270 I ). ln Chelmsford two sets of 
eight and sixteen counters cut from peg 
rile were found in 16th~century contexts 
(Cunningham and Drury 1985, 81, pi 
VII). 

Three limestone discs cut from ridge 
piece-s; 55 mm in diameter, 25 mm thick, 
coumm or gaming pieces ( 1993) . 

Flint 

by Andrew David 

Thirry-eight flints were recovered from the 
excavations. 



The only prehistoric item of any diag· 
nostic significance was a singJe mkrolid1, a 
scalene 'micro-triangle' (16 mm by 5 mm), 
characteristic of la1er Mesolithic assem
blages. Scrapers arc unreliable cultural 
markea:-s, but of the four examples two are 
end-scrapers and might be of broadly 
Mesolithic date while the remaining two 
resemble later prehistoric (Neolithic/Early 
Bronze Age) types. With the exception of 
the gunflint (from context 934, fill of stone
capped drain 920 Period 5.1- 5.2, Area 8) 

Table 55: Flints 

fo13kt.":S 9 
Bladclct 
Rake fr3grtle~tts 16 
? Retouched Oakes 2 
Fragments with retouch 4 
SC:r:'lpcrs 4 
.~·Hcrolith 

Gunflint 

Tl>tal 38 

none of the other pieces have any reliable 
diagnostic value. Any period from the Palae· 
olithic to the Bronze Age could be reprc· 
seoted. The entire collection appears to be 
mixed and derived from historic contexts. 

Textiles 

by Elisabeth Crowfoot, with fibre identi
fication by H M Appleyard 

The textile remains from Acton Court are 
all preserved by contact with metal, either 
because they \Vere made witl1 decorative 
metal threads - a cut metal strip wound spi
rally round a silk core - or else because they 
were in contact with metal objects, which 
protected the fibres> though sometimes min
eralising them and leaving only a cast of the 
original threads. In the small first group, the 
metal-covered threads have been used for 
costume details - a button, fragments of 
cord edgings and embroidery, and scraps of 
a picot-edged braid. The second textile 
group consists of tiny fragments of cords, 
plaits and tapes, preserved inside copper 
alloy tags (see below), again a clothing 
accessory. 

The distribution within both groups of 
objects is scattered, but there is a very heavy 
concentration in the subsidence beneath the 
wooden floor ( 136) of Room 30. Given that 
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the deposit also included thimbles, needles, 
sequins, beads and bone stiffeners, as well 
as an enormous number of pins (sec above)> 
it would appear rhat sewing and tailoring 
were carried on here. The room was possi
bly a wardrobe in which garments were 
stored and altered. Some of the fragments 
may be earlier, but the late 16th- to early 
17th-century date of the deposit indicates 
the period when they were discarded, either 
because they were worn out, or e lse because 
they ceased ro be used owing to changl:os in 
fashion. 

AU the objects in the first group, with 
one exception, come from lh.is deposit or 
are similar to it in date. They are easily 
recognisable as fragments from the decora· 
tion of fashionable costume of the late 16th 
century, when heavy embroidery and braids 
on the co11ars and the 'wings' and 'skins' of 
doublets, and the ornamented 'guards' on 
ladies' skirts were carried out in metal and 
coloured silks, and often edged with plaits 
and c·ords- the button (Fig 9.63.1) from 
the opening of a doublet; the fragments of 
laid embroidery, where the metal threads 
still retain something of the shape of a leaf 
(Fig 9.63.2a) and stems (Fig 9.63.3); the 
joined cords (Fig 9.63.4) and 4-plait in 
double metal thread (Fig 9.63.5), perhaps 
from the outlining of an elaborate panel 
(Arnold J 985, buttons: plates 78, J 20 and 
170; braids: plates 140- 2, 193, 230, 
279-82 and 288- 91). The picot-edged 
braid (Fig 9.63.6), though possibly later, 
gives the same appearance as 16th-century 
bobbin-lace braids trimming gowns and 
petticoats (Arnold 1985, pis 336-8). 

Illustrated costume fragments, 
embroidery, etc 

Fig9.63 
I Button on wood mould, half

preserved; c 13 mm to centre; 
decoration: three circles; thread 
silver·gih; grouped in threes 
(five-six per em). ?continuous on 
round centre; single rays. Period 
4.5--4.6 (136). 

2a Fragment of embroidery; 13 mm 
by J 7 mm; ?petal or leaf; thread: 
silk core, bombyx mori; silver strip 
containing some zinc and copper; 
laid threads (17 per em); tabby 
(weft gone) or underside couching. 
Period 4.5-4.6 (136). 

Nor•71uscrated (from 136): 2b Fragment of 
embroidery; ?stems or outlining; 
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2a 

3 

[hrcnds sunlt: ~ls ~bo"e; 
2c Fr.:tgmcnt; tabby area (w~fts 
\'isibk in X-ray); rolled imo ?cord. 

3 Fragrnent,. 32 ll'lm by 9 nun; 
tabby; count threads J 4- 15•'5 p~r 
em; prob:,bly made as a narrow 
tape and sewn on. Period 4.5- 1.6 
( 136). 
End of cwo cords ?ph-lits; threads 
pro~ruding; silk core (reeled) ; 
silver and brass strip; whipped 
tightly together wilh silk. P-.=r-iod 
4.5~1.6 ( 136). 

5 Fragment; length 68 mm, width 2 
mm; 4-plait, paired rhreuds; core: 
?wool (fine animal tibrcs; d..:posits 
obscuring surfac~ structun:, but 
general appearance scale structure 
wool); mcml deteriorated; trnccs 
from sewing down. Period 4.4- 4.5 
(933), till of north arm of moat, 
Area 8. 

6 Fragments of decorative braid, 
based on rwo 4-plails~ linked., with 
two threads of the second plait 
pulled up into a loop to form 
piCO[S; lengths: 96 rnm, 28 mm~ 
c 0.1 m; height at picots: 5- 7 mm; 
s ilk core, cross-secrional 
:tpp~arancc, bombyx mori; silver
gilt strip. Period ·1.6 ( 1015), 
levelling above inlilh.:d south arm 
of moat, Area I, 

:\"m iflustnH4!t..l: J\ 1hlteriol insid~.: copper allor 
ring; fine white tabby weave; 
undyed cotton;,. fi\'t: threads per 
mn1, on bias, held inside ring edge; 
?part of clod1·covcrcd bunon. 
Period 5.2- 5.3 (502), subsoil. 
:-\rca 2. 

6 

5 

Lace tags 

by SIICn·ou Stronp 

In total, 239 tags, nol all complcrc, were 
found (1'3blc 56: a lull catalogue is in the 
archi\·c~ rhis repon was compiled in 1990). 
L'lcc wgs can be divided into three types 
(Oakley '"'d Webster 1979, 262- 3; Bayley cr 
a/ 1985, 47), ahhough only Tn>es I and 2 
wcrc idcntHicd at Acron Courl. Ten of the 
mg> could not be grouped. 

Type I tags, of which there arc 97 (?+5), 
arc produced from a piece of sheet metal 
ro lled around a lace, to form an overlapping 
(Fig 9.64..1, 5) or bun joint (Fig 9.64.1, 2, 6). 
""n1c 1naiority are ri\'ered a few millimetrcs 
lxlow the top of the rag to secure the lace in 
place, o r alternatively the end may ha\'e been 
pinched to hold the lace. The ends of Type I 
lace tags are usually neatly rounded·off and 
gcn~.:mlly t~pcrcd to a point (Oakley and 
\'>'obstcr 1979, 123; Bayley eta/ 1985, ·17). 
11'1e complete Type I tags on Lhis site vary in 
length bctwccn 16 mm and 30 mm. 

The rivets art: usually copper alloy, as is 
the case at Acton Coun) although iron rivets 
hav«.' occasionally been found (Oakley and 
Webster 1979, 263). There is normally onl)' 
one rh·eL, running Lhrough a tranS''erse hole 
in the t:.lg. How'-'vcr> there arc sometimes 
two para11cl r ivers., one dirccdy below the 
other. The lace tags from Acton Court 
include six examples of this form (Fig 
9.64.3), four of which still conrnin copper 
alloy ri\'et.s. There are 4 i examples of trans· 
\'erse-ri\·ctcd mgs, 32 of which coma in cop· 
per alloy rivets. There is one possible 
example of a single ri\'ct., with only one rivet 
hok on one side of the tag. 
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Type 2 tags, of which there are 123 
(1+4), are generally longer and thicker, the 
length range of complete tags at Acton 
Courr varying from 22 mm to 40 mm. A 
sheet piece of metal is folded over at each 
end to grasp the lace (Fig 9.64.7-11). They 
arc rarely riveted (Bayley er a/ 1985, 4 7). No 
examples of riveted Type 2 tags were identi
fied at Acton Court. 

11Urteen exan>ples of decorated lace tags 
were recovered. Of the Type I rogs, four pos
sessed a transverse groove decoration (Fig 
9.64.2), which Bayley (Bayley er al 1985, 47) 
suggests may have been caused by the use of 
ridged pliers. Of the Type 2 tags, one was 
decorated with two incised lines both ar its 
top and its bottom (Fig 9.64.9), while three 
had a lattice decoration (Fig 9.64.10). 

Many of the tags were found to contain 
remains of the lace, either textile or leather. 
Analysis of the textile remains was carried 
out by Elisabeth Crowfoot, while Glynis 
Edwards analysed the rest of the organic 
materiaL Textile remains were identified in 
sixteen of the Type 1 tags, and a further 
eleven contained leather. Twenty-seven 
other tags also contained organk material. 
In the majority of cases it was thought to be 
leather. Of the 85 Type 2 tags possessing 
organic material, 27 contained textile 
remains, while 10 contained leathe-r. Jt has 
been suggested that the typological differ
ences between Types I and 2 reflect a differ
ence in lhc type of lace which was used, and 
that Type 1 tags were bound around a 
leather thong or rolled braid, whereas Type 
2 tags were associated with a flat ribbon-like 
lace (Bayley ct a/ 1985, 47). 

Several tags have a very shiny black 
patina. Three of these were examined by 
Michael Heywordt) using energy-dispersive 
X-ray fluorescence analysis. Two proved to 
be brass (copper-7inc alloy) with a minor 
trace of lead, while the third was just brass. 
No [race of a coating was found on any of 
them. A further two tags which did not 
exhibit the black patina were also analysed, 
and both were shown to be brass with a 
minor [race of lead. 

Only six of the Type 2 tags are from con
texts predating the late 16th century, and 
four of these could be intrusive, since they 
were from the fill of Room H immediately 
beneath the sub-Ooor deposit in Room 30 
(136) . The earliest stratified lace tag, 
belonging to Type I, came from a late 13th
to early 14th-century layer (Period 3.2-3.3 
(1802). The evidence from Acton Court 
tends to support the conclusions from else-

Table 56: Lace tag quantification 
P~riod Type I T)'pc 2 TQ.(als 

3 4 2 6 
4.1-4.3 38 •I 43 
4.4-4.5 8 I 9 
4.5-4.6 (136) 23 78 5 106 
4 .6-5.1 21 28 2 51 
5.2-5.4 7 13 21 
UIS 2 3 

Totals 102 127 10 239 

where, cg Northampton (Oakley and Web
ster 1979, 263} and Moulsham Street, 
Chelmsford (Bayley era/ 1985, 47}, that the 
Type I tags were most popular during the 
15th and 16th centuries. From the late 16th 
century onwards> there is a reduction in the 
number of Type 1 tags found at Acton 
Court, and the Type 2 tags become pre
dominant. Context 136, dated late 16th to 
mid-17th century, contained 106 lace tags, 
( 44 per cent of the total number from the 
entire site), of which 78 belonged to Type 2 
and only 23 were of Type I. 

Illustrated copper alloy lace tags 

Fig 9.64 

1)'pc 1 

Virtually complete. 27 mm long. 
Butt-jointed; beginning of folding 
of tip end. Transverse rivet-hole; 
no rivet remains. Period 4.)-4.3 
(533), dump layer, Area 2. 

2 Complete. 16.5 mm long. Butt
jointed. End rounded at tip. 
Remains of very small grooves 
running widthways across tag. 
Transverse copper alloy rivet still in 
place. Period 4.1-4.3 (539), dump 
layer, Area 2. 

3 Complete. 30 mm long. Slightly 
bent. Rounded end. Parallel rivet
holes with two copper alloy rivets 
still in place. Period 4.2 (281), fill 
of Room H, Area I. 

4 Probably complete. 32 mm long. 
Overlapping joint. No rivet. Period 
4.6 (1014), levelling layer above 
infiUed south arm of moat, Area I. 

5 Complete. Formed from two 
joined fragments. 27 mm long. 
Rounded end. Overlapping joint. 
Transverse copper alloy rivet still in 
place. Period 4.6 {1014), levelling 
layer above infillcd south arm of 
moat, Area 1. 
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6 Virtually complete. 25 mm long. 

Type2 

Very thin. Butt-jointed. Period 4.3 
(22 I 5), fill of east arm of moat, 
Area 6. 

7 Complete. 37 mm long. Rounded 
end. Period 5.1 (184) , demolition 
in Room 29, Area I. 

8 Incomplete. I 7 mm long. 
Decorated with circular 
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indentations. Pattern does not 
continue to the end of the tag. 
Period 4.5-4.6 (136). 
Complete. 27 mrn long. Decormed 
\vith two incised grooves at top) and 
two at bottom. Period 4.5-4.6 ( I 36). 
Incomplete. 23 mm long. 
Decorated with criss-cross lattice, 
in which there are circular spots. 
Decoration does not continue to 
the end of the tag. Period 4.2 

g 



(281), lill of Room H, Arca I 
(possibly in!rusi\"C from Penod 
4.5-4.6 (136)). 

I I Incomplete. 33.5 mm long. 
Fractured at top. Incised grooves at 
regular intervals - ?possible 
decoration. Period 5.2- 5.3 (2089), 
dump ncar north-west corner of 
east coun, Area 7. 

Textiles in lace ends 

by l!llsaootll Crowfoot 

The lace-tags, very small but durable 
objects, arc found on many occupation sites 
from the 14th to 17th cemurics. The tags 
from Period 5.2-5.4 contexts arc almost 
certainly residual. The remains of tnpcs pre
served in the tags are often difficult to iden
tify ns on many cases only the broken thread 
ends can be seen, but they all probably fall 
into w~U··known categories, which ha\'~ sur
''h'ed on other sites outside tap. J'v\ost of 
them, possobly SC\"Cnteen examples, appear 
to be round cords, probably somilar to those 
often made woth a lucet (Fig 9.651). But the 
curling round of the braid cnused by the 
metol being twisted makes it diflicult to be 
certain whether the braids were originally 
round or Oat rypes; ten were probably Oat 
plaits (Fig 9.65c, d), though the usc of plycd 
and unplycd threads complicate the count
ing of the ends Fi\·e arc probably Oat tabby 
tapes (Fig 9.65a) and two arc possibly 
round tabby cons!ructions (Fig 9.6Sb, bb); 
these """' perhaps made with two-hole 
tablets, an easy and quick method of a very 
fine tape is required; one possible example 
in a residual, 19th-century context seems to 
show Lhc paired threads at one place which 
appear in circular cords made in this tech
nique. 

Fibre is only occasionally well enough 
preserved to be identifiable. The lnccs from 
Acton Court are of a bener class than most 
collccttons from urban sites. Therc arc four 
examples of sill: in tags as ""'II as on the core 
of metal threads, compared with two veg
etable cords, one of which is certaonly flax 
(identifications by H M Appleyard, FTI). 
Two examples were probably wool. Analysis 
by Penelope Walton (Textile Research Unit, 
York) showed no traces of dye. 

Lnces have been identified in tags from 
other sites, particularly those of the 15th to 
16th centuries. At Grove Priory, Bedford
shire, the remains again suggest flot plaits, 
t:abby tapes, and circular cords (A M Lnb 
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Report no 13 90), while a righdy rolled 
diagonal silk piau came from Chelmsford 
(Walton 1985, 47, 57). 'Plain tabby' was 
found at Exeter (A R Goodall 1984, 339, 
M 126) and two 4·plaits, one of which was 
flax, came from burials at St Margaret ;,. 
combusro, Norwich (Crowfoot, forthcom
ing). l11c earlier examples of these rags arc 
purely practical, and were used, for exam .. 
pie, for holding the hose to the paltock. The 
more decorative ones, made of copper alloy 
or sih"CT, and dating to the 15th to 16th een
ruries, arc inttnded to be visible, serving as 
fastening details of slee\·es, bodices and 
doublets. They can be seen in portraits, par
ticularly those of Holbein. Long aiglets arc 
also preserved on silk ribbons fastening 
trunk-hose to fashionable doublets of the 
late 16th to early 17th century (Arnold 
1985, pis 84 and 90; fig 23A). 

illustrated lace techniques, possibly 
present in lace tags: 

Fig 9.65 
a Tabby-weave tape (on rweh·e 

warps) 
b Tabby cord. Circular, ?on tablets. 

Flattened out. 
bb Same ns b, but weft pulled tight to 

make the cord. 
c Flat plait. 5·thread. 
d Flat plait. 8-thread. 
e Cord. 4-thread plait. 
f Lucet cord. 
g Plait. 9-thrcod. 

The leather 

l>y Quita Mould 

fourteen items of leather were examined 
from the excavations, all deriving from 
waterlogged deposits within 0.3 m of th~ 
bottom of the infiUed moat. The moat 
appears to have been cleaned out regularly 
and the assemblage of finds from it, datmg 
from the mid-1530. to the mid-1550. 
(though probably no later than c 1550 in the 
case of the primnry west arm) represents 
domestic rubbish discarded shortly before it 
was filled in. The leather finds support this 
interprewtion. 

The shoes 

Six shoe parts of welted construction were 
recovered, those sufficiently complete to be 
diagnostic comprising a matching sole and 
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Figuft 9.66 (a"-) 
Uath~rshoa, uale 1:3. 

Figwv 9. 67 (rig)1t) 
U<Jlher #(lb/Hu·d. 
sc.ak 1:4. 
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insole (Fig 9.66.1a-b) and a separate insole 
(Fig 9.66.2). The bonom unit (Fig 9.66.1) 
has a broad round-toed sole, made straight, 
and a square-toed insole. The seam of the 
insole has been deliberately cut away on 
either side of the toe, suggesting that its 
upper may have had an tea.rred' or 'horned' 
toe originally. This insole is unusual in that 
a closed grain/flesh seam rather than an 
edge/flesh seam has been used to anach the 
upper and welt, and it may be that the insole 
is a replacement. The other complete insole 
found (Fig 9.66.2) has curved slits at either 
side of its square toe, also suggesting that its 
upper was 'horned' or 'earrcd'. For a com
plete shoe of this style, see the example from 
Hall Place, St Neots (Thornton 1972, 95- 6, 
fig 43). These shoe components arc of a 
style dating to the reign of Henry VITI, the 
chorned' or 'earred' toed shoe which they 
both may represent being at the height of its 
popularity in the 1530s (Swann 1973, 22). 

A fragment of calfskin quarters with part 
of its heel stiffener remaining (Fig 9.66.3) 
came from the bonom of the original weSt 
arm of the moat, in a context scaled c 1550) . 
The quarters have a line of tunnel stitching 
on the exterior, running below the low cut 
top edge, and serving to prevent stretching 
and splitting as wen as being decorative. 

Similar stitching is common on dte shoes 
recovered from the Mary Rose, sunk in 
1545 Oune Swann, pers comm), and has 
recently been found on two pairs of calfskin 
quarters from Jenning's Yard, Windsor 
(Mould 1993, SF 15.7 and 19.1), dated to 
the mid- to late 16th century by comparison 
with shoes of similar Style found in Holland. 
However, it is more frequently found on 
shoes of 17th- to 18th-century date. 

Waste (not illustrated) 

Four pieces of secondary waste, produced 
during the cutting and trimming of shoe 
componcms during manufacture, were 
found at the bottom of the north arm of the 
moat (Period 4.3 (935), Area 8). Secondary 
waste indicates shoemaking in the vicinity 
but the quantity found is too small to be of 
significance. 

Scabbard 

I . 

,. 
____J 

I: 
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I: 
___ j 4 

A scabbard of cattlehide (Fig 9.67 .4) was 
found near the bottom of the east arm of the 
moat in a deposit scaled in !he mid-1550s. 
The scabbard has a crude grain-flesh seam 
down the side and across its straight end. An 
edge-flesh seam runs along its top edge to 
atroch a further section, so its original length 
is unknown. 

illustrated items 

Fig 9.66 
Ia Sole. Period 4.2 (1064), bottom of 

primary west arm of moat, Area I. 



lb Insole. Period 4.2 (1064), bottom of 
primary west arm of moat, Area I. 

2 Insole. Period 4.2~.3 (2026), 
bottom of east arm of moat, Area 6. 

3 Quarters and heel stiffener. Period 
4. 2 ( 1291), bottom primary west 
a.rm of moat, Area I. 

Fig 9.67 
4 Scabbard. Period 4.2~.3 (2026), 

bottom of east arm of moat, 
Area 6. 

The longbows 

by jon Humble 

Two wooden Staves (Fig 9.68) were recov
ered in close juxtaposition from a water
logged deposit at the bottom of the south 
arm of the moat between the arms of the 
porch (Period 4.~.3, context 1993). The 
bows were probably discarded after the mid
I 530s, when this part of the moat appears to 
have been cleaned out, but certainly no later 
than the mid-ISSOs, when it was filled in. 

Upon criteria of the approximately sym
metrical taper of stave profiles, the consis
tency of cross-sections, length, evidence of 
tooling, and characteristics of the wood, the 
staves have been identified as bows designed 
for use by a child archer. The slightly ogival 
cross .. secdon and relative dimensions of no 
I, in particular, arc closely comparable [0 
many of the full-sized Tudor longbows 
intended for war use which were retrieved 
from the Mary Rose (Paterson 1983, 50). 
Apart from the staves from the Mary Rose, 
the two bows from Acton Court are the only 
surviving English longbows with a con
firmed Tudor date, and they are the earliest 
child-sized examples known to the author 
from Britain or from the continem of 
Europe. 

The only other evidence of archery prac
tice found during the excavations at Acton 
Court was an iron arrowhead (Fig 9.41.83). 
This was recovered from the bottom of the 
east arm of the moat (Period 4.2~.3, con
text 2027), and was probably contemporary 
with the bows, though unrelated to them. 

Description 

The bows are almost complete, bU! have 
suffered a degree of mechanical damage 
during post-deposition, most noticeably ar 
the more delicate ends of the limbs. Irregu
lar indentations arc apparent on the sur
faces, presumably resulting from direct 
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comact with small stones in the ground. 
Upon recovery, both bows were in a water
logged, spongy and very fragile state. The 
wood identificadon was carried out by 
Rowena GaJe using macro- and microscopic 
techniques of examination. All measure
ments were taken prior to conservation. 

Fig 9.68 
I Probably 1axru sp yew. Length 

l 021 mm. Ogival roundcdlcUiptical 
cross-section. Point of balance 
offset c 15 mm from mid-point. 
The stave tapers fairly evenly from 
a maximum section of 1 7 mm by 
16 mm at the position of the grip 
to c II mm by 10 mm at a distance 
of 50 mm from each tip. Despite 
the degraded condition of the 
wood, the back of the bow in 
particular bears bold longitudinal 
facers as a result of having been 
tooled with a knife. A thin layer of 
paler coloured wood tissue which 
may represent sapwood is apparent 
on the back of the bow. Both tips 
are damaged, yet the lower tip 
shows clear evidence of coning 
suggesting the use of horn nocks. 
The upper <ip has similar, yet less 
well-preserved evidence of coning. 

2 Taxus sp yew. Length 964 mm. D
shaped cross-section. Point of 
balance offset c 25 mm from mid
point. The stave has been skilfully 
crafted to reduce the maximum 
section of 18 mm by 14 mm at the 
grip to c 12 mm by 9 mm at a 
distance of 30 mm from each tip. 
Fewer knife facets are apparent 
than on no I, perhaps indicative of 
a more refined finish to the bow. 
The upper rip is well preserved and 
provides the best example of 
shaping to a cone. The lower rip is 
damaged. 

The lack of curvature of the annual growth 
rings of the wood indicates that the bows 
were not made from young stem material, 
but it is not possible to determine from 
which part of the tree the wood was taken. 
Similarly there is no evidence in the struc
ture of the wood as to its maturity or 
whether the staves were seasoned before 
use. In line with good practice, however, the 
bowyer in the cutting and shaping of the 
staves bas carefully respected the lie of the 
grain, and knots have been deliberately left 
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proud to avoid weak spors. In I 545 Ascham 
\vrote 'Every bow is made of a bough, of a 
plant, or of a bole of the tree. The bough is 
Knony ... weak ... and will soon follow the 
string; yet for children and beginners it may 
serve well enough' (Ascham 1545; Hodkin
son I 985, I 08). 

Although the differences are slight, the 
limbs assigned as the lower limb of both 
bows are the slightly more robust, a feature 
consistent with the demands of an even cur
vanue to the drawn bow with a slightly off
set grip, and hence shorter and stronger 
lower limb, to allow for the passage of the 
arrow through the centre of the arc. This 
interpretation is in accord with modern 
bowyery practice. The English translation 
(Walrond I 903) of the modern French 
translation (Gallice 1901) of the medieval 
text L.:Arc dJArcherie,~ written c 1498, how· 
ever, in conttadiction states that •every bow 
should be stronger in the upper limb than in 
the }O\\'Cr' as a stronger lower limb c-auses 
the arrow to jump and shoot high and fur
ther' (W'alrond 1903, 267). 

Neither bow bears any traces of either 
tillering or stringing nocks, evidence of a 
leather or textile grip, or traces of damage 
caused by the arrow-pass. Although a light 
bow may be successfully strung without 
either horn or self-oocks, the careful corting 
of !he rips is entirely in keeping with t11c use 
of notched horn finials to accommodate the 
bow-string. Their absence may be explained 
by their removal prior to discard with the 
intention of reuse. The curve set imo the 
profiles of both bows suggests that the bows 
had been shot and may have been inclined 
to 'follow the string' (Ascham 1545; Hod
kinson 1985, 108), unless the staves were 
poorly seasoned and the bend is solely 
attributable to the tillering of the bows. A 
Joss of elasticity and power in the drawn 
bow through a following of the string may 
have been the motive for discard. This fea· 
rure, however_, is not pronounced and the 
effect> of distortion during burial should be 
considered. 

Performance characteristics 

The cJcar difference in the cross .. section of 
the two bows is of note, and although this 
may reflect the design preferences of two 
different bowyers, equally it may indicate 
that the bows were intended for different 
styles of archery. I:ar< d'an:lrmt (Gallice 
190 1; Walrond 1903, 267) states that bows 
of square section (eg no. 2) were best for 
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bun shooring, and bows of round secrion 
(eg no. I) were more effective for target and 
flight shooting. This distinction, however, is 
nor mentioned in Toxoplu'lus (Ascham 
1545). 

The draw weight of a bow of given length 
and cross-section is directly related to the 
chosen brace height (traditionally the 'fisr
mele' for n longbow - the width of n fist plus 
outstretched thumb), the chosen draw
length (in turn related to the arrow-length 
and stature of !he archer), and not least the 
performance characteristics of d1e wooden 
stave under conditions of tension and com~ 
pression. Dependent in particular on the 
characteristics of the stave, it is estimated 
that no. I would have had a draw weight of 
16- 23 pounds, and no. 2 of between 12 and 
19 pounds. Replication of the bows would 
usefully confirm or prompt revision of these 
estimates. Scxltlodus is quoted in Carl 
d'ardttrie as having determined bow length 
'should be that of two arrows and two small 
fists' (Gallice 1901; Walrond 1903, 268). 
Using this equation, and 80 mm as the 
\vidth of a fist (measured fist of an eight
year-old boy 1.3 min height), suitable arrow 
lengths of 431 mm and 403 mm can be pos
tulated. The length of the bows and their 
inferred performance characteristics are 
consistent with designs appropriate for a 
young archer, most probably a boy of 
between seven and ten years of age. 

The owner(s) of the bows cannot of 
course be identified, though it is worth not
ing that when Sir Nicholas Poynrz died in 
1556, he left six sons, five of whom were sri II 
minors. One or more of these boys could 
conceivably have used the bows. Another 
possibility is that the bows were used for 
indoor archery by adults. This activity might 
have taken place either in the first·floor 
gallery linking the east range and Room 
G/32, or even in the long gallery in the 
north range, though the loner was built only 
slightly earlier than the latest date at which 
the bows could have been discarded. 

Historical context 

In consideration of the date and size of the 
bows> it is especially perrinem to note the 
well-known (and never repealed) Royal 
Statute issued in 154 I: 

... every Man having a Man-child or 
Men-children in his house shall provide, 
ordain and have in his bouse for every 
Man-child being of the Age of seven 

Fr:rflre 9.68 (facing pap) 

t..ng/>om, I (kft)' 
2 (riglrt): sec p405 
( dratt:il}t: 

English Hmt~) 
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Years and above, till he shall come to 
the Age of seventeen Years, a Bow and 
C\\'0 Shafts to induce and learn them, 
and bring them up in Shooting, and 
shall deliver all the same Bow and 
Arrows to the same Young t\1cn to usc 
and occupy ... 

Henry VIU, who stayed at Acton Court 
in 1535, was a staunch advocate of the 
longbow, and its continued practice was 
deemed as imponant for continued 
national security. Nevertheless, this and 
other Statutes which demanded the prac
tice of the longbow were widely ignored 
by the populace (Hodkinson 1985, 36), 
despite the threat of tines for non-compli
ance. At this time the longbow as a 
weapon was in direct competition with 
the crossbow, and had been superseded 
by the musket, caliver and canon (Hardy 
1986, 132) on the battlefield. During the 
reign of Henry VI II the handgun became 
firmly established as the primary weapon 
of the English soJdjer (Credland 1989, 
9), and the last major engagement on 
British soil in which longbows were 
drawn took place at Pinkie Cleugh in 
1547 (Patten 1548). It is worth noting 
that firearms had already n~ade their 
appearance at Acton Court by the time 
the bows were d iscarded, since five lead 
shot, suitable for use in a pistol, were 
found in precisely the same context as the 
bows (see above). 

Regrettably Ascham's treatise Tox
opht1m, The Scltole of Shooti11ge ( I 545), by 
far the most comprehensive and contempo
rary account of archery, does not specifi
cally discuss children's bows or methods of 
shooting, yet there are no obvious reasons 
why these should have differed significantly 
if at all from adult practice. Direct evidence 
that juveniles practised archery in the 1530s 

does come from the Nottingham Coroner's 
Inquest l 534, 'On the I Oth June, 1 534 
Thomas RICHE ... ran between some 
small targets at Newark, where Francis 
SPAYNfNG, aged over eight )'Cars was 
shooting arrows with other boys for rccrc~ 
:uion: 

Two portraits of 1590 and 1627 depict 
young boys (of unknown age and five years 
respectively), each stanrung proudly with a 
bow and a single arrow (Credland I 989, pls 
l, 2). In both instances the bows are fur
nished with horn nocks, but the ratios of 
bow lengths to the heights of the boys are 
far from consistent and no conclusions can 
be drawn. 

Recent research into the records of the 
Craft Guild of Bowye.rs and Fletchers of 
Bristol has demonstrated that five Master 
bowyers were working with apprentices in 
the city during the 1530s and 1540s (Soar 
1989, 32-3). It is possible that the Acton 
Court bows are the products of one of these 
workshops. 

The vertebrate remains 
by Bruce Levitan and Robert Bell 

A sample of 2396 bones from the excavated 
assemblage was identified and analysed by 
Bruce Levimn. "Otis is a summary of the 
archive report. 

The material from Periods 2 and 3 was 
excluded from the analysis because there 
were fewer than one thousand idenrlfiablc 
fragments. Most of the material from 
Period 5.1 or later contexts was also 
excluded . The sample was ruvided into ten 
groups: 

Group I contained redeposited mater
ial, mostly datable to the early 16th century. 
Group 2, judging by the associated pouery, 
was essentially part of the same underlying 

Table 57 Quantification of vertebrate remains 

Group Pmod Deun"ptUm &me IOI<JI 

I 4. 1-4.3 Area 2j dump La~'Crs 861 ()6%) 
2 4.4-4.6 Area 2; Jat~r la;'Crs 91 (4%) 
3 4.2 Area 1; infill of room H 184 (8%) 
4 4.2-4.3 Area I; infill of $0Ulh moat within and ~as.t or porch 410 (17%) 

5 •1.2-4.3 Area 6; infill or east moat 348 (15%) 
6 4.3-4.5 Area I; infiU of south moat bttwt-cn porch and orid 134 (6%) 
7 4.3-4.5 Area 8; infiU of nonh moa1 121 (5%) 
8 11.6-S. Ja Area I; demoliuon mutenal above Y."'eSt pan of former south moat 1<11 (6%) 
9 4.6-S.Ja Area I; demotiuon r.naterial above former south moat ~tween 63 (3%) 

sites of porch and oriel 
10 4.6--5.1 a Area 1; infill of south porch go.rderobc 1003 43 (2%) 



deposir. Groups 3-5 were mid· 16th cenrury, 
and Groups 6-7 were mid- to late 16th cen
tury. Groups 1-7 contained 2149 bones (84 
per cent of the total). The remaining 16 per 
cent (247 bones) were in Groups 8-10, 
dated late 17th to very early 18th century. 

Quantification of the taxa 

The small size of the sample must be 
stressed and the results must be interpreted 
witll great caution, particularly when com
paring Groups 1- 7 with Groups 8- 10. 

Mammals 
Overall the predominant mammal taxa were 
cattle ( 49 per cent of the identifiable mam
mal bones), sheep/goat - almost certainly 
sheep (26 per cent) and pig (10 per cent). 
Cattle bones comprised 50 per cent of the 
mammal bones in Groups 1-7. Four groups 
(Groups I , 2, 5 and 6) contained over 50 
per cent, and rwo further groups (Groups 4 
and 7) contained over 40 per cent. In 
Groups 7-9 cattle bones formed only 32 per 
cent of the mammal bones, though t\YO 

groups (Groups 9 and 1 0) contained more 
than 40 per cent. Sheep bones formed 
15-25 per cent of the total in Groups I, 5, 8 
and 9, while they represented 35-40 per 
cent in Groups 3 and 7. Pig bones formed 
only 8 per cent of the total in Groups 1-7 
( 12 per cent or less in all groups) whereas in 
Groups 8- 10 they comprised 35 per cent of 
the total. 

Other domesticated mammals are rare~ 
forming only 3 per cent of the overall total 
of mammal bones. Of particular interest 
however is the relatively high proportion of 
deer bones (9 per cent overall; 9 per cent in 
Groups 1- 7 and 7 per cent in Groups 
8-10). There were almost as many deer 
bones as pig bones in the analysed sample. 
Finally, rabbit bones were also present, 
forming 4 per cent of the total from all 
groups. 

Birds and fish 

Birds (5 per cent of the tot:tl) and fish (I per 
cent) are poorly represented. More might 
have been recovered if a sieving strategy had 
been carried out, although it should be 
noted that Vanessa Srraker sieved soil sam
pks from the bases of the east moat and of 
the west moat beneath the Tudor west range 
and found virtually no animal, bird and fish 
bones. Garde robe I 003 could potentially 
have been more productive but like the 
other garderobes it was almost entirely filled 
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with demolition rubble rather than accumu
lated cess. Among the 122 bird bones which 
were rctri<:\•cd, domestic fowl predominated 
(72 per cent). Goose (probably domestic) 
formed I 0 per cent, and duck 5 per cent. 
Non-domestic species possibly exploited as 
a food source were pheasam (Group 7), 
woodcock (Groups 3 and 8) and pigeon 
(Groups 3, 4 and I 0). There was also evi
dence of sca,·enging birds: herring gull 
(Group 4), starling {Group 3) and jackdaw 
(Groups 3 and 4). The presence of sporting 
birds in the late 15th/early 16th century is 
testified by the single bone of a peregrine in 
Group I . The bones of only three fish 
species were recovered. AU were sea fish: 
bass (from Groups 1 and 5), cod (from 
Group 4) and conger eel (from Group 6). 
No freshwater fish bones were recovered, 
but this is presumably due to lack of 
retrieval rather than absence from the site. 

U1\id.entified material 

The unidentified portion of the analysed 
material amounted ro 52 per cent. This is 
not high for an archaeological assemblage, 
and figures over 60 per cent would not be 
unusual. Seven of the groups (Groups 1-5, 
7 and I 0) were within the 46- 56 per cent 
range~ suggesting that fragmentadon was 
fairly consistent across the site. 

Cattle 
All major bones from the skeleton arc found 
in the assemblage, suggesting that whole 
carcasses were present at Acton Court 
rather than just dressed carcasses which had 
been brought in from outside. The cattle 
bones are a mbced group but they appear to 
represent mainly butchery waste rather than 
domestic waste. All processes of butchery 
and preparation arc represented, indicating 
that [he animals were being slaughtered on 
the site, but the types of waste deposit vary 
between groups. Groups 1- 2 contain a mix· 
ture of waste from primary butchery 
processes (mandibles and metatarsals) and 
secondary butchery (scapulae and elbow 
joints). Neither process appears to be domi
nant. In Group 4, late-stage butchery waste 
is predominant. Upper limb bones domi
nate and limb extremities, mandibles and 
skulls are rnrc. By contrast Group 5 seems 
to consist mainly of primary bmchcry was[ c . 
Group 6 is more akin to Group 4 and while 
elements of primary butchering are present, 
this is more of a late-stage butchery deposit 
and there is a high frequency of pelvis and 
upper limb bones. 
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Allhough not many vertebrae show 
direct evidence of butchery, Lhe majoriry 
appear to have been split axially, suggesting 
!hat the carcass was cut along me midline at 
an initial stage in the butchery process. 
Analysis indicates concentrations of butch
cry on Lhc scapula collum (neck), distal 
humcru!Jproximal radius and ulna (above 
and below Lhe elbow), at Lhe femur/pelvis 
(hip) articulation and oo Lhe tibia and 
metatarsal. 

Analysis of epiphysial fusion shows that 
cattle were rarely slaughtered in infancy (ie 
for veal), though there is some evidence for 
slaughter as juveniles. It is clear that most 
survived into adullhood. Some variation 
between the groups is apparent. Groups I 
and 5 indicate a concentration on juveniles 
and older adults, wilh no infants at all, 
whereas Groups 4 and 7 have small but sig
nificant percentages of infants and fewer 
older adults. Analysis of mandibles for tooth 
wear using the Grant melhod (Grant 1982) 
tends to support !his evidence, indicating 
!hat mainly sub-adult and older animals 
were being slaughtered, !hough a small pro
portion in Groups 4 and 5 were slaughtered 
as infants. 

Sheep/goat 

As with Lhe cattle bones, differential recov
ery has influenced Lhe representation of 
body pam, hence the rariry of phalanges, 
carpals and tarsals (small bones) and of 
skulls and femora (highly frngmented and 
difficult to identify). However, radiae and 
tibiae, especially mid-shaft/distal parts of Lhe 
bones) are major elements, suggestive of 
late-stage butchery waste. In Groups 1- 2 
the bones, like the canle bones, are a mixed 
assemblage. Late-stage butchery waste 
(mandibles, d istal tibiae, distal radii) is 
mixed 'vilh domestic waste (upper limbs 
and girdles). Limb extremities and lower 
limbs are rare. In Group 4, radii and tibiae 
arc also well represented, but unlike Groups 
1- 2, mandibles are infrequent, whereas 
femom are relatively common. Like the cat .. 
tic bones this seems ro be more of a domes
tic waste deposit. Group 5 contains similar 
material to Group 4, again suggesting 
kitchen waste, though !his is in contrast to 
the cattle bones from Lhe same group. The 
epiphysial and mandible evidence points to 
Lhe slaughter of sheep as adults, !hough few 
of !hem survived well into adullhood. 

Most of an articulated sheep skeleton 
was recovered from Area 2. It was 5.5 m 
east of the west wall of the south court, and 

since there was no trace of any grave cut 
through the layers above it, it was presum
ably deposited at the same time as the olher 
dump layers. The seventy-two bones were 
not included in Lhe Group 1- 2 totals 
because it would have seriously biased the 
sample. It was Lhe skeleton of a polled 
(hornless) adult female. The right mandible 
provided a wear stage value of 45 and all Lhe 
teeth had suffered from periodontal infec
tion. There was no evidence of butchery o r 
of any disease apart from the roolh infection 
(fairly common in sheep). All epiphyses 
were fused, including all !hose of Lhe verte
brae. The bones were very badly preserved, 
and flaking and collapse of some of Lhe long 
bone shafts prevented the measurement of 
many of the bones. 

Pig 

The sample of pig bones is much smaller 
than that of the olher major tua and much 
less can be said about them. However, 
mandibles dominate the sample and other 
frequently represented bones are scapulae, 
elbow joints and tibiae. The overall site pat
tern provides a picture of a mixed deposit 
!hough Lhe domestic waste element appears 
to be predominant. The overall impression 
gained from Lhe mandible evidence, sup
ported by Lhe evidence of epiphysial fusion, 
is that pigs were slaughtered young, particu
larly as juveniles (stages 20-9). 

Other taxa 

The samples of horse, dog and cat bonc.s are 
too small to comment on. However, Lhe 
deer bone assemblage deserves a mention 
since it provides further evidence of the high 
status of the house in the 16th century. Pro~ 
portions of deer bones above 2-3 per cent 
are often associated with medieval and 
Tudor high Status sites. For example, Mid
dleton Stoney, Oxfordshire had significant 
numbers of red deer bones (and also some 
roc deer) in Lhe early medieval period (Levi
tan 1984, 118, 120). Deer also formed a 
major part of the assemblages from Oke
hampton Castle, Devon (Maltby 1982). At 
Acton Court the proportion of deer bones 
to other identifiable mammal bones is 9 per 
cent. It is also interesting given Leland's 
description of Lhe house c 1540, in which be 
mentioned rwo deer parks, one for red deer, 
the olher for fallow deer (Chapter 2, Appen
dLx A). The bone evidence indicates !hat red 
deer bones were infrequent while roc and 
fallow deer bones were equally common 
(!hough fallow deer would have provided 



more meat per capita). Roe deer appear in 
seven of the ten groups, while fallow deer 
feature in eight groups. Red deer is much 
less frequent but is still present in five of 
the ten g'roups. A common facror is the 
IUgher frequency of all three species in 
Periods 4.1-4.5, !bough occasional bones 
of each species still appear in Periods 
4.6-5.1. 

Another common feature of high status 
sites is the exploitation of lagomorphs. 
Acton Court is a little unusual in that rab
bit appears to be favoured in preference to 
hare. A warren was certainly maintained in 
the medieval period (the field to the north 
of the house is still called the Conygre), 
and may have been reinstated when the 
north garden was abandoned in the 17th 
century. Rabbit bones appear in aU the 
groups apart from Groups 2 and I 0, and 
are particularly prevalent in Group 3 (eigh
teen bones, 29 per cent of the identifiable 
mammal assemblage). 

The most interesting of the bird bones is 
undoubtedly the smgle peregrine bone in 
Group I. Falconry was a popular sport of 
the genrry and many establishments would 
have maincained some sporting birds. The 
fish bone santple is also of some interest 
because it supports the documentary evi
dence for the consumption of sea fish on 
inland sites (Bond 1984), although of course 
it should be remembered that Acton Court 
is only 12 km from the Bristol Channel. 

Conclusion 

Although sma.ll, the assemblage from 
Acton Court has provided a useful group 
for study. The high status of the site is con
firmed by the presence of deer and also by 
the importance of beef, particularly in the 
16th century. For lhe later period, there are 
more pig !ban cattle bones, though Groups 
8- 10 are so small that it is difficult to know 
whether chis is o f any significance. The 
deposits e<arnioed were mostly those where 
the rubbish from primary >nd late-stage 
butchery was disposed, though the types of 
deposit tended to vary between groups. 

Plant and an imal macro
fossils from Period 4.2-4.3 
contexts in the moat 
by Erlc Robinson and Vanessa Straker 

Two contexts were sampled from the basal 
layers of the moat. These layers are very 
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Table 58: Macrofossils present in 
samples from the moat 

106·1 1:027 

ammaJ and b1rd bone 0 

molluscs (moslly aqunuc) m 
Oy pup~ri,n (o«aswn:ll) 0 

bcclles and mhcr ar1hropod!i 0 m 
cladOCC'mn (water Oto.) C'pbypput ( 

OS:tr.'lcod.s 0 

mQ$5 m m 

bud1i 0 

seeds/fruiu m "' 
Key: U = (k."CUM!on:&1; m = moderate; f = fn:qucm 

precisely dated. Context I 064 was in the 
primary west arm of tbe moat, and was 
sealed in Period 4.2 (c 1550) by infill 
beneath Room 30, at the north end of the 
west range. Context 2027 accumulated at 
lhc bonom of the east arm of the moat, 
which was filled in c 1555. 

' li:n-1itre samples were assessed by pro
cessing as follows. The float was collected 
on a 250 micron mesh and the residue on 
several meshes, the minimum of which was 
500 microns. The sediments were wet, and 
as a result preservation of plant and animal 
macrofossils was good. All Ute residues were 
completely sorted to extract the macrofos
sils. A small proportion of the float (c 5 per 
cent) was sorted as it contained mostly large 
numbers of seeds of the same few plant taxa 
(Table 58). 

As time and resources were limited, only 
the seeds and ostracods were examined and 
form the subject of this report. Seeds were 
studied from the whole of each sample and 
ostrncods from a SOOgm (c 350 ml) subsam
ple from context 2027. 

Ostracods 

The fauna is listed below: 
II Cyclocyprir IMVis (0 F Muller) 3v 

A-1, 7v 7c 
14 Li•mrocytlztre i110pinata (Baird) 2v 
17- 18 Cypria ophrha/mica Ourine) 4v 

A-11, 4v A-1, 24v, 25c 
22- 4 Ca11d011a candida (0 F Muller) 

2v A-1, l?v I Oc 
25-9 Cando11a 11eg/ecta Sars 14v 20c 

A-IV, 6v Alii, IOv All, 6v A-1, 12v 
6c (male and female) 

The fauna is made up of five different 
specie-s, about average for a small pond. 
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Candona neglecw (40 per cent), a bonom 
burrower or crawler almost balances with 
Cypria ophthalmica (31 per cent), which is 
an actively free-swimming species. Cydo
cypri$ /acvis ( 15 per cent) is another free 
swimmer. Linmocythere inopinata (2 per 
cent), although a minor element in the total 
fauna, nevertheless is a sure indication of a 
still-water environment; it is the usual indi
cator of Jake conditions. On balance, the 
ostracods suggest that the moat was more of 
an open water pond than a weed-choked 
overgrown morass. There is a general 
absence of weed-climbing species such as 
Herpetocypris which often occurs in reed 
beds. 

There is a higher than usual ratio of cara
paces (c) to single valves (v) in the fauna. As 
valves separate easily after death with just 
the slightest current or water movement, 
this number of still-joined valves is a further 
testimony for quiet water conditions. 

Plant m acrofossils (excluding 
moss) 

These are listed in detail in Table 59 and are 
classified according to Clapham et a/ 
( 1988). In the following section the taxa 
have been separated into various ecological 
groups for the purpose of discussion. How
ever, these are based on the present-day 
understanding of the ecology of the plants 
which may have changed somewhat over the 
last few hundred years. Also, some plants 
which can grow in a range of habitats appear 
in more than one group. 
Key: C - cultivated; • - taxa occurring in 
more than one ecological group. 

Edible plants 

Brassica nigra (black mustard) ?C 
Gory/us ave/lana (hazel) 
Ficus carita (fig) C 
Foeuiculum vulgare (fennel) C 
Fragaria wsca (strawberry) ?C 
Malus sy/vestris/domestica (crab/cultivated 
apple) 
Prunus domesrica ssp iusititia (bullace) 
Prwws spinosa (sloe) 
Rubus frmicosus (blackberry) 
Rubus idaeus (raspberry) 
cf Tauacetum partheuicum (feverfew) ?C 
Triticum sp (wheat) C 
Triticum cf aestivum (breadwheat) C 
Vitis vinifera (vine) C 

The list of edible plants from Acton Court is 
surprisingly small and includes taxa which 

have been identified in many medieval con
texts (Greig 1988), including the 15th-cen
tury barrel latrine at \Xlorcester and the moat 
at Cowick (Greig 198 1; 1986). The fruit 
and nuts at Acton Court include fig, grape, 
apple, sloe, bullace, strawberry, blackberry 
and raspberry, and hazel. The fig was prob
ably imported. Grapes were home-produced 
at the time, but were also imported and it is 
not possible to tell from the seeds which is 
represented. Most of the fruits could have 
been collected from hedgerows or woodland 
edges. Sloe, bullace, raspberry, blackberry 
and hazel would have been easy to obtain. 
Strawberries could have been collected wild 
from woodland or, at this period, been 
deliberately cultivated. Like,vise the apple 
could have been an orchard crop or col
lected from hedgerows or woodland. Greig 
(1981) draws attention to the fact that only 
the sour damson and sloe were found in the 
Worcester barrel latrine although by this 
time cultivated forms of plum were avail
able. The same can be said for Acton Court. 
By 1912, bullace was rare in the Bristol area 
(\'V'hite I 972). The only spices present were 
fennel and black mustard. Fennel is com
monly found in sites of medieval and later 
date and was probably cultivated for its 
seeds although its fleshy stems can also be 
eaten. As well as its use as a food flavouring, 
it also had medicinal properties (Greig 
1981, 280). Black mustard seeds could have 
been used to flavour food or for the extrac
tion of oil. White ( I 972, I 52) noted that 
black mustard is found on river banks and 
borders of cultivated fields in the Bristol 
area and so it is possible in the present situa
tion that the plant was not used as a spice at 
all. 

Feverfew has been tentatively identified. 
It has several close relatives with which con
fusion is possible. Nevertheless this is a 
common garden herb and disrurbed ground 
plant today and well known for its medicinal 
properties. 

The only cereals that were present were 
two charred grains of wheat, one of which is 
probably of breadwheat, the free threshing 
form most common on post-Roman sices. It 
was noticeable that there were no water
Jogged remains of cereal bran and that all 
the seeds of food plants were in a good con
dition. Although seeds such as fig and black
berry arc common in cess pies, the condicion 
of the seeds and the lack of bran suggests 
that the food plants represent domestic 
waste thrown into the moat rather than 
sewage flushed into it. However, there were 



three garderobcs in the Period 4.1 cast 
range, decanting into the east arm of the 
moat, which was still open when they were 
constructed. The presence of sewage, 
despite the apparent evidence to the con
trary, cannot be ruled out. It was positively 
identified as contributing to the fill of the 
moat at Cowick (Greig 1986). 

\Voods, hedges, scrub 

Gory/us ave/lana (hazel) 
Fragaria tJesca (strawberry) 
Malus sy/vestrisldommica (crab/cultivated 
apple) 
Prunus domesuCa ssp insicitia (bullace) 
Pru11us spi11osa (sloe) 
Rubus fmticosus (blackberry) 
Rubus idatus (raspberry) 
Solattum dulcamara (bittersweet) 
Ste/laria holostea (greater stitchwort) 

With the exception of bittersweet and 
greater stitchwort, all the plants in this 
group are edible and have been discussed 
above. The fact that there arc so few plants 
that would not have been collected deliber
ately suggests that woodland edge/hedgerow 
habitats were not present in the vicinity of 
the moat. 

Disturbed, waste ground and arable 

Aml!emis cow/a (stinking maywced), espe
cially heavy soils 
Ctrastiwn jomanum (common mouse-eared 
chickweed) 
*Chenopodium rubrumlbotryodes (red goose
foot) 
Cirsium arveme (creeping thistJe) 
Ga/eopsis mrahit (common hemp nettle) 
Myosotis arveiiSis (field forget-me-not) 
PolygotJum avi'c-ularc gp (knotgrass) 
Polygonum ptrsicaria (redshank) (especially 
damp ground and beside ponds) 
Ranunculus sardous (hairy buttercup) (damp 
ground) 
Sonchus asptr (spiny milk- or sow-thistle) 
Sonchus o/eracetls (Milk- or sow-thistle) 
Stellaria media (Chickweed) 
cf Tanacetum parthmicum (also ?C) (fever
few) 

Many of the species listed above could have 
grown as arable weeds, but could equally 
have thrived on disturbed or waste ground. 
None were preserved in a carboniscd form, 
in contrast to the two grains of wheat, the 
only evidence for arable crops. The hairy 
buttercup is recorded in the Bristol Flora, 
first published in 1912 (White 1972), as 

LIFE AT ACTON COURT: FINDS AND SPECIALIST REPORTS 

being found on damp waste ground, pasture 
and cultivated land, but as being very rare. 
Redshank also is characteristic of damp 
ground. White (1972) records slinking may
weed as 'frequent' (in 1912}> which is inter
esting as today it is extremely rare and was 
probably one of the casualties of the wide
spread use of herbicides. 

Damp meadow and pasture 

•came sp (sedge) 
*Cheuopodium rubrumlbotryodes (red goose
foot 
*Eieocharis pa/ustrisluniglumis (spike-rush) 
"Juncus bufonius (tOad rush) 
"Juttcus ittjlexuslef!usus (hard/soft rush) 
Rammculu.s cf acris (meadow buttercup) 
Rammcu/us cf reptttS (creeping buttercup) 
Rumex conglomeracus (sharp dock) 

This group of plants is somewhat problem
atic as many of its members can also be 
found in other situations. Nevertheless, it is 
very probable that damp grassland, perhaps 
in the form of meadow or pasture was pre
sent in the vicinity of the moat. 

Marshes, fens, bankside 

Bide•JS tripartita (rripanite bur-marigold) 
•carex sp (sedge) 
Conium macu/awm (hemlock) or damp open 
woods 
*Eieccharis palustrishmig/umis (spike-rush) 
*]uncus bufottius (toad rush) 
"Juncus injlexus/effusus (hard/soft rush) 
Lycopus europaeus (gypsywon) 
Lysimachia vulgaris (yellow loosestrife) 
Polygottum hydropiper (water pepper) 
*Polygonum ptrsicaria (especially damp 
ground and beside ponds) 
Rammcu/u.s sct/(Jratus (celery-leaved crow
foot) 
Rorippa pa/ustris (common marsh yellow
cress) 
1jlpha sp (bulrush) 

Aquatics 

Ceratophyllum demersum (rigid hornwort) 
Lemna sp (duckweed) 
Mmyamhts mfoliata (bogbean) 
Potamogetott sp (pondwced) 
Rammculus Subgenus Bacrachium (water 
crowfoot) 

'These two groups give the most useful infor
mation about conditions in the moat itself 
and will be discussed together. Some ele
ments can be discussed best with reference 
to the European ecological communities 
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described by Ellenberg ( 1988). This is 
based upon the vegetation of central Europe 
of the present day and recent past. It can 
also be applied to Britain, though it should 
be accepted that problems such as the mar
itime aspect of the British climate and the 
fact that plant communities in the past were 
not necessarily the same as those of today, 
affect its application. Unfortunately there is 
no published British alternative. Ellenberg 
( 1988, 6 J 2) describes a class termed the 
Bidentetea wb.ich includes intermittently 
flooded nitrophilous annual communities. 
The triparcitc bur-marigold (Bidens cripar
tita) is characteristic of the class and water 
pepper (Po/yg()llum hydropiper) and celery
leaved crowfoot (Rammculus sc.e.lerarus) of its 
alliance Bidention tripartite. This may also 
have included the marsh yellow-cress. 
Chenopodium rubrum is one of the character
istic species of the alliance Chcnopodion 
rubri which is very similar but regarded by 
Ellenberg as a near natural rather than rud
cral community. Plants in these communi· 
ties require water, abundant nutrien£S, bare 
ground and light in order to enable them to 
get a good Start before there is competition 
from perennials. The nutrient- rich mud of 
ponds and pools drying out in the summer 
is ideal with the nutrients supplied from 
effluent, waste or animals. 

There are a small number of taxa which 
are aquatic. Hornwort is not rooted and is 
free floating. Water crowfoot has floating and 
submerged leaves and most of the members 
of this large group of plants arc perennial in 
b.abit, wh.ich is the case with the other aquat
ics in the moat. Pondweed (Pmomogeum) is 
rooted but has submerged leaves and duck
weed (Lemna) is also free floating with sub
merged leaves. Bogbean is also aquacic but is 
not free floating and has leaves and flowers 
above the water. Natural plant succession 
would result in the evenrual development of 
'reedswamp' communities and the almost 
total lack of the tall emergent vege1ation cyp
ical of this (a single bulrush seed) suggests 
thai the natural succession has been slOpped, 

perhaps by clearing out of the moat before 
the communities became established. The 
spike-rush, othcr rushes (]uncus spp) and 
sedge could have grown on the damp mar
gins of the moat or, as suggested above, in 
wet meadow or pasture and hemlock is com
mon beside ponds or on river banks. 

Exactly how the moat was fed has nm 
been established. It probably relied largely 
on seepage, though this na1ural source of 
water may have been supplemented by the 
stone-lined conduit bringing water across 
the north field (Chap1er 3). This would 
allow the water level to drop in the summer, 
without the moat becoming completely dry. 

Various 
l'l>remillo sp (tormcntil) 
Rumex sp (sorrel) 
Urtic~ dioica (stinging nettle), nirrogen 
enriched, often damp ground. This could 
have grown on the nurriem-rich mud above 
the water level. 

Discussion 

Both the plant remains and the ostracods 
testify to the fact that the moat contained 
s1ill water. Although there were aquatic 
plantS in the moat they were not plentiful 
enough to choke it and the water level 
dropped in the summer 10 expose nutrient 
rich mud which supported a range of anoual 
plants. The lack of tall reeds and bulrushes 
is suggested by the ostracods and supported 
by the almost complete absence of the seeds 
or stems of these plants. Plants of disturbed, 
often nutriem-rich ground are present as 
well as an element of damp grassland Oora. 
There is no substantial evidence for garden 
or orchard plantS as many of the food plants 
could have been collected from hedges or 
woodlands, bu1 the possibility exists that 
there was garden cultivation of fennel and 
black mustard, and some of the fruitS could 
have been orchard-grown. The food plams 
are probably discarded kitchen waste rather 
than the contems of garderobes. 
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Piau I Fhinttd ~ 
Room 10, ~asr pmu/ 

(plw:C/{roph: 
Engfish Huita~). 

Plat.t II Hni1ttd fri~ 
Room 10. «nt~ pand 
(plw<og,aph: 
£,!g/1Sh Htritogt). 
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Colour Plates 



/"fare Ill Painted~ R()()m 10, bolusttr,t.Q.s.t··umn 
pamh (pltOIJJgi'()Ph: Etljlis.h Hnitagt!). 

l'totc V ~imcd/nr~ Room 10, balusrtr, C-t-.,lt~r pands 
(p)UJtograph: Et1Riisll H~:ritag.;,). 

COLOUR PLATES 

Ptare II I Paimt-J frlezt
Rqom 10, rLYSr pat~cl 
(pl101ogroplt~ 

Ertg/iJh Hl'rit~). 
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J>tme VI Cnurallralion ]1~1 Figu~ 9. 1 J .216 (phorogmph: AIOJJ Vinu). 
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Pf4U VIII U.'gtm'tm tin·gla::cd plat~. im~riur. Fi,rwY 

9. 9.22/ (plwrograpJi: Alon l'i•~eot). 

Pttue VII Monul11po taua, Figrm 9.9. 217 (phot{)graph: Alan Vinfe). 

Plate IX Ltgun"an tr'n·gi~U~d piau, ~r 
(plwtqpaph: A/at~ v;:,ri'.t). 

Platt XI U,Urian dish, auricr (p}tott.>groph: Ala'l Vi•IC8), 



Pl~t XII C«nmll ltQ/ian plat~ ;,.rmor, FtJtUrt 9. 9.11S 
(p/Ml(tgraph.• Ata,l VlilU). 

Pl.lu XJV l~ ~ Nc:l aun(W, F~,pn 9./t.ln 

(~pit: Alan Vmu). 

1'14:< XVI Spo.W. tuo>g!=J oll=tll., F11:11" 9. II. 281 
(,..,.,. Alo.• I Doc<). 

COLOU R PLATES 
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PIJu XVII~ pol;-filwn, FW""< 9.1/.JOS 
r~p~o: ALm v .... .,;. 

f1£Jt, XIX GWJ: Nu of pl.r4t til mro a rtliJ!rll, 

F<r""' 9./l./ (p/tt>qn1pk £..,osJt H'""'(:t). 

llfQlt Xl'lll SPQnuh hn~glt.rzd oltxtrtl~ FitJfrt 9, 11.178 

(phowgraph: Altm l'itu.e). 

Pt.u XX G£w: Jl4ndmt '"I'> F.,.,. 9.1< 26 
(p/f«~ /!ndish H"""t'). 
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Bronllys Castle:, B~oon, 20 
8rut;Ciey c:lay toba<:cu pipes, JS2, 

158 
Oroughton C•~de, 203 
Brown. DOtOthy, 2 
Budthoh a:Ja». )J 1 
Buckingh1m, F.dward Stafford. 1td 

l>u~teor, 2J, 24, 104, 112. IIJO, 
235 

L~uckin~t~m, Henry Stll!rord, Ut 
DuJc.cor, 21 

butr ware, 309 
building m:utrials, 226-93 

architectural ffll3mtnts, l4Z..S9 
noor tiles, 226-'35 
,. and NCJftil~, 235- 12 
Roman ules, 226 
window glass, 261-3 
woodv.'Ort: fragrncms, 263- 6 

bolldin.ts 
accounts, 41, 189,201 
r«ordin~t. jl 
ro~-al pro8:t'C$s preparation ( IS33), 

a88-9 
bulboM 

Room 6, 26' 
"-'C'SI r.ang~:. 282 

butcherywaste, 409-10 
buttery, %, % 
buuant, l$8, :,389~ 399, 400 
bUlUes5l"\ 

e.tst range, 133 
nonh+C-iist corner, 220 
raltins, 211.217,218,220,2:25 
Room 34, 145 
$0ulh gardefl'lbc1 70 
south po~h. 68, 68, 15, 1S 
SOuth~'o\'t:SI1 I )3, 134 
V.'C$t rll.nji:C', 129. 130 

c 
Cul(:llh."'U) w1un, 299, 309~ 320 
<:runes. wi11dows, 262, 162, 263 
candlt"Stkb, 387-9. JS9 
Canyngn/8ri,tol Group tiles, 226. 

228,. 211, 23'), 235 
Curbomferou$ 'll'~ta. 6-$ 
C8rpcntcn' marks 

C3$1 nltlJC fO(,l(1 122 
Room 1, llS, 126-7 

can !!ht'd, :2.20 
cartway, C.O\'f:rcd, 224 
c-atalogu« of finds 

llt(hileC'tunll fnpncnt$1 242- 58 
dll)' tobaoco pipes. 153-9 
cotns. tok~:ns and knom, 36l- S 
k.q•1o codct (pouay and roof-

tilts). )07- 10 
pottery, :310-23,31l,31J- 17, 

3 19--H, 324 
ridge lllnd roor llles, 2)~2. 

2#-a 
small fm~. J67- 97 
ule designs, 223~31, 129, .lJO, 

m 
~o--nscl glau, 335-49 

c.au~rin1 ommgcmc-nts, roy.lll \'isit, 
a90 



eaule boMt, 409--1 0 
cattle shed~ 222 
caHng:s 

a.eomcttic: rib paucm, 188 
lead c:.stin.p, 377--8,377 
long p Uery, 201 
mou1duq:s, 1721 175, 179 
Period 4 .sununaty, lSI 
Period 5.1alov.~rina, 2 1 ), 11) 
rib5, o:cavatl!'d, 278-9, 279, 

280,2$1- 2 
Room 6, 172, 17S 

~Uar (Room 21), 2.24 
J« ()./It) Storage rooms; s-ub

cellars 
=mi« 

S« tJbi, pouery 
marble, 386, 387 
ridg.e and roof tiles, 215,237-8 
mWI fmd~, 368, 3+9, 386, 387, 

39S, 396 
c:tttab, 412 
c~plt, 218 
cbakc:dony al.lli$, 3:}), 34 1, 342 
chalk inscriptions (Room 18}, 173, 

274 
Cbambcrloin, Humphrey the, I), 

14 
dum ben 

sa abo gtt':a.t chatnbet 
bedchamber (lWom 6), 184, 

ISS, 197, 19S-. 200 
dcla<bed b lock, 92 
Period 5.1' 223,113 
privychsmbrr.l, 9$, 1 811~ 185, 

281 
roylll lodg.ogs, 18"-', 194, 197 
withdn.W'ing chamber (Room 

10), 197, 198.200 
chamfered dOor fname:s., I 57 
chapel, 92, 96, 197 

fl«u$, 92, 201 
UCI'IIItions, 3 
rtuntion, 193 

c:hap1n.in, 92 
charcoal, 4 7, 61 
('.harlc:s. II (anhina, )61 
Cheddar manor, 18 
cheese loft (Room II), 223-'1 
chimney sucks 

a.rchitecrunl fr.taments, 244~ 
246 

CMtnlt.lll:t:-1 115, U6, 118, 
133--1 

nonh ranse, 12.1, 12J, 124 
Period 5.1a altttation, 21 1 
P«riod 5..3 rebuilding, 2ZO 
Room D. ~3, 90 
Room G, 77 
RoomQ. 71 

thilnne)'Pi~cct, 177, 280 
China 

imponed pottt't)', 3 18,311, l3J 
porcdain vcuclJ, J.0-1, 32 1 

Chipping Sodbury, s 
chronology, trc~:-ring dating, 284, 

291 
Churt:h or St jam~tt the l,.ds., S, 7. 

l l-14 
ownc:nhjp, 87 
Rob«t l)oyntz~ gnwe, 19, 19 
tomb decoration, 254 

chun:h·owncd tae«>mtn(>c:buon, 
190 

dlurthcs, lomb dccon~tton, 
99-100, 2S4 

cider mill, 219, 225 
rider presses, 2 19, 222, 225 
cidtt house (OB 7), 219, 222, 

ns 
Cinde:rford, 8 
cinnabar, :shell pigment, 2.83--4 

clteulo.r s:talreast, l7 
cirado.r tQ\1,-er, $0Ulh c:ourr, 142-J, 

I·U, I43 
Ctm·tcian ""'l)JC, 299, :Z99, 300 
Chi! \(tar, 11,207-8 
dii!ISi.cal tt)•lc decou.tlnn. 202, 

25$-9,28 1 
day bcdf'OC'k,. 8, ol7, 49 
c:by I()~~ pi~, 106,35 1- 9 

analy5is., 352 
Balh, 358 
Bristol, 352, 3.53, 354,357, 

358 
nl'Q5Ciq ·, 3s2, 358 
catalogue, 153-9 
Group A (t'!lriy pipe-1)~ 35'3 
Group B (Pt.tiod 4.6), :!Jl-!5, 

)54 
Group C (Ptriod 4.5-4.6), 

lSS- 6, J5S 
Group 0, 13 and F (J>ctiod S.l ), 

356, 351, »8 
Group G, )56-C), 358 
Somc[lof:t, 352,357,358 

Ck,>cdon Coun,. Somc:rs.ct, 91, 
9;1, 95,96 

dothi~, _...,u.s, 365 
su 1.1.ts.> d.ttss ittnu 

C~l Mc.uure:s strnta, 6-8, 76 
coal mining, 8 
~Ynrt:5 

handm.adt, 3 10,3111 313.,326 
North Oe\-vn, ~ 
Period 4 . 1-4.3, 209, J J S-16 
Sp:lin, 323. Jl~ 
Tt.rdor llnd lntc:r. 3 12, 3 14--17, 

3 18,319-10 
~tof.anns, 36--7,139, 171 
~obblcs, 46, 47,210 
c:cnn \., token' ;md kuons, 359 65 

mid-16th to mid-17th «ntul)', 
363-1 

18th to mid-19lh IX:ntW)', 364 
mtet .. J9th·20th century, 365 
ntalogue, 36 1- S 
coin denomination by datt, 360 
d:thnG: p(ICtery finds, 325 
Group I (Pc:rk>c:l 4. 1-4,3}, 3-60, 

361 
Group 2 {Period 4.2), 360, 

361- 2 
Group 3 (Peri-od 4.2-4.3, c 

1535), 160, Jt.2 
Group 4 (P~riod 'l . .f-4.6), )60, 

J62- ) 
incidcnct:-, J.60 
lndicadM QfllfC'tot)·le, 361 

Cologne: stonewa~, JO$ 
coloured .a:IA», JS.O. lSI 
coknukss gtus su mu#llo &Jass 
cotnb$, nur:v, 384, JS.S, 394, J9S 
community Jjfe, Lron Aclon, 296 
composlt~: reoo~Uttuction, 

windows, 24'3, 243 
comole bru-.kt fragment, 280-1, 

280 
c(ln_'\.truction 

$U also all<'f'llt i<>ns; ~building; 
rcoonsttuctions 

ca.1t raniC (l)e;ri<x:l4. 1), 
114-20_, 114 

cxpc:ndirurc:, cast tafl8t'. 189 
m()ll.lt so. 8~ 
north rang!.', 1'2 1-2, 193 
l'e-rlod ) (rmdl~l manor 

hOU$<'), 49 
roo(bracc, 2 17. 117 
royal lodging~ 182, 188-9 
south court, 19) 

l"OnsU'UCrlonal graffiti, 27 1 
contetnponr)' desc:rlpoora, }5--7 
context 136 pouc:ry finch, 31)4, 304 

cookulg pots 
cxcav:atrd .s.herd:s, 295 
J)o:riod 2, 86, 87 
Period J, 298, J il-l-' 
sources, 326, 328 

ooppc-r •lloy 
Ja.te tli£S0 401- 3, 402 
pins, '}97, 398 
ri\'<'ts, oiOO 
unall flnd~ 

Group, C 384- 5, 333, 384 
(';l'(loup a, 168, 36-9- 75, )70, 

371, 372, 31)-.4 
wrcb, 399, 400 
cornice: moulding.q, 158-60, 163, 

172, 176, 177 
orrcuts, 265-6, l66 
Period 4 t.utnm/11)', 181 
scrctn, 2SS, lS6 
.culprurul fragtt:~enu, 2-I~SO, 

2!0 
co;;rumc fr11grncntst JC)Q-.100. 

400 
{A)tswold hme;ton~ suod•al, 261 
counicrs 
ho~, ffi)'lll progR'$S: ( I 'SJS) , 

190 ), 191 
Po)'nt~ famil)'• '21-8 

OOUM$1« c:ourt)'flrd$.; e2~t cuun-; 
south COUrt 

cvuny:ud dc·llllliOns, 195, 196 
f!:lj.tntng:I.'(E3), 116-l?. 135, 

l ,l6, 21l,AppmdixM 
north range (E4), 139, 171, 

l tJS, J96.Ap~mlixA6 
oounyw.rds, I 0 I 2, 197 

cas1, '37 
zn.nt:-r 

glas-s finds. }4'3 
PeriQd 5.1' 224 
Pc:riod 5.2, 218 
Period S.3, 222 

uianguJar, 2l3 
CO\--rolf)' Fm: School, 365. 3-66 
CU\'tt<'d eartwa)'t 224 
oowshcds, 224,225 
enftsmm 

'IN also aruns; rnasocu 
cbs~kal ddisn, 2$1 
fo«"ign, 186, 202 
tO>>IIodg\nl!$, 189 

creamwarc- teapot, 306 
crencllalzons 

g:ard~o·n walls, l 06 
licente, 94 
south COUI't, 14 2, I.Jl 

o-nt, lol), 144 
ut. al.m coat or arms 

cresting, Yi'OOd\lo"'r:k, 264--5, 164 
D'iftuiW ghm. 33 1- 2, 3.33, 335, 

JJ6, )37' ))~40, )43, 350 
Cromwell, Ri<Mrd, 25, 26 
Cromwtll, Thomas, 2S. 26 
cropmark, 86 
(11.MS-ntatchlng, trtt-ring dating, 

281. 291 
cross-pmagc: 

ft.it abo Room 18 
Door ti1c amngtm~ts, 2'34-S 
northrangC", 195, 191 

Cn.'IWrl d~orn!l()n, 148, 249 
Crown-owned accommodation, 

190 
cuhttU, 84, 891 103-41 108 
Cunnypr, 84, 108 
Curtllll'l wsO 

desmpuon atld oompariwn, 
92- 3 

Period ). I, 4$, S1, 58, 59,60, 
60, 6S 

rcmov:al, ~4 
CUI. Cutltin w.liJ, S8 

l NOEX 

D 
daiJKS 

medieval, 107 
08 10. 221- 2,225 
I~ 5.2- S.J, 225 
Room 12, Period S.l, 22) 

damp meadow plants, 41) 
rn" rord Prior')·, 1 89 
dating, 8-12 

'"abo tr~nna daung 
CAnyngcs!Bmtol Group ules, 

2.)1, 233 
dc:ooratio."t' plaste:rworlt, 2.80 
t2St range: be:um {AD I $35), 

117, 182,284 
g11rden, 102- 3 
medieval Boor tiles, 226, 2'27- 8 
mtd.iC'\'lll roof tile: fabriett, 136 
north range roof (AD 1486-

153 1), 126, 2·M 
nonh range umbtt& (A.D 153().. 

45), 28-11 
l)c:riod ).1- 3.'3, 93-'l 
Pcnod 3.4~ 98- 9 
poucr:v find~, 294--5, 299, 304- 5, 

32S-6, 329 
kfccn, 25$ 
ship gfilffiti, 276 
suur tower (AO 1576), 1491 284 
Venetian glus, 312. 334 

dt"cor~don~ 16~1 
fN 4Js4t (r~j J«f dC'COI'liiUOil 

n.ntiquc .,'Ork, J$5- 7 
archuc:ctural fnl.gm(:llts, 258-9 
clas.s.iea1 style, 202t 2S8-9• 281 
fin:plac:~ 252-J, :Z5J 
French scytc, 186-7, 2·t8, 2,2, 

m 
medieval tiles, ll7 
Period 4 summary, 181 
1\:riod ·U, e:Mt rAng~:, 169-771 

185· 8 
~riod 4.2.1 c.astlnorthlw'C$t 

nangts, 177-9 
1Jc:riod4.l,c::a4tnngc:, 179--81 
pluterwork. 2'78-82, l i9-80 
ricf.ee and roof' tile&, 216 
Room t 0, t 1 '-4 
Room II, 174-7 
ro)1ll pala~ 18~, 187, 1$.8 
Kr«n, 255, 256-7 
'S(ulptur:al fra.g,ru~ntt. 247- 9, 

24S..SO 
tombt, 99-100, 2S4 
wuel abss. 332- 3 
wuoct....'\>r~ 264-5, 164 

dcc:r bone", 409, 41o-ll 
dttr pa.rts 

bo\uldary, 83 
east, 85, I IG-13 
pound, 111 
W<::St1 109-10 

dcfencQ, 94, '207- 8 
w alUJ b~nb; awc-llation•; 

curtain wan; ditchd.; mo:.t 
de1noliti<.m 

garden, 201, :208 
Iron Acton manot, 33 
oonh por¢h (Period 3.4), 67 
pt:ntil:'t:$, 1~1, 124 
Pe-riod 2.4, 48 
~tiod 3.-lb, 70 
Pt:riod 4.1-4.), 141 
Period 4.2. t 2 1 
~tiod 4.!S-4.6 (~ 12·~). 

20 I, 202, 207 
P¢riod5.11, 2()9..10, 211 
Room 32, 210 
Room I) (Period 3.4) , 70, 7l 
Room 1.., 122 

435 



A CTON COU RT 

RoomJ ) 3-)7 (Period 4.6), I 53 
suit tow« , 211 

dctnolit10l'l ms tcn al 
d~ty tobll~co prp~ 356, 357 
d«onnh~ pbstU\Ii'Ork, 281- 2 
&tas.s fiods, 344--' 
pbfttT)' fmcb., )06- 7, 106-7,125 

dt:ndrochronuiOi)' 
su alJJJ lrc~ring cbung 
east NnJte (AD 1535), 117, 182, 

2$4 
ncmh range: roof (AD 1•186-

1,}1}, 126, :!84 
north range: umbers (AO I 530--

•l S), 284 
.1-ite kquc:nce, 325 
'-j)Outcd pitehe~, 29$ 
suirtow~r (AO 1576), 1"9, 284 

de11igns of medin>lll floo r diet., 
227- 31, 229, 130, l32 

deterioration, I 
dc\·dopmoem pl11.m., 1- 2 
diamond point c:ng.nawd goblet, 

J45, 346 
d im«Uions 

east range:, 182 
tf'dt e.ha.mbt-r, 98 
ro«<icvoal haJls, 95 
rooms ( Period 4), 181 

d.inin3 parlou:n.. 200 
disaffore$t:l.til()l,, 112 
disparking, 113 
dtitu-rbed o r -...~~,te ground pl11ms, 

•U 3 
ditehcs 

jUCJbt>dr.ai.ns 
bound2t )'• 87, 109- 10 
Ci\i) War, 344, 353- S 
dc(enec-, At:tuurt 84 amJ 851 94, 

207-8 
dnainage, 8•1 
east coun, 1 54 
infiU 

d as toOOcco pipea;, 353--5 
aJIISS fands, )44 
poucry finds, )0•1-51 36-1 

north nangc~ 154 
~~t1 82, ~.'WtJm ~I and $5 
Period 2, 48 

documtrttllry mdcnce, wlnd<)\1.• 
glass. 262- 3 

Oomc5d"y l:kxtk, 13 I 4, }5 
door fittings• 159, 160, 16 11 162 
d(IOr f ram'«, I S6, 15 71 I S$ 

four-<entl'(d h<'ad, I S6, I S7 
jamb$., ISS, IS,, l6J, l44-S, 

24S-0 
scuJptu.ruJ frtgtnt!nts, 2-ti, 24$ 
JCon~, 160 

doors, JS7- 6 t , 159 
att:hi1t<tunl (n gment$, 244-5, 

245-6 
bo:t..nkd, 156, 161 
COM«tin,g, 2 1J 
north nns~. 160 
pllnclkd, 156, 161, 161-3 
reuse, '214, 2:2·1 

doorv.OI)'J, nq rth fMge, 139, 140 
d oub l<'--spou u:d cru.cc, 346, ');\7 
d O\'ttotes 

14th oentury, 107 
no rth cou rt (_Period 4.6b), 15}, 

154 
l)<nod 5. 1. 224 
~rk>d 5.2 ~build1n,a-, 220 

drains., 1 1 S 
lll'Cbitcaun.l f'rqmenu., 246, 247 
no rth porch, 59 60 
nonh ra~, 122-4, 153 
Period 5.2, 2 18 
Room J, 6 1 
Rooms )Sand 16, 146-7 
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stone·linc:d, 79 
Wtit t'al\3't1 130 

dOIWIJlg$1 Jl, )), 42 
dress it~ms, 365-6.372- 5. J ?:l-4, 

388,189 
drtsun!l.k.ing 

ut aho nee.Jies; pins; thimbl~ 

Room '30. 399 
m;all (mds, )65 

dry process \'<'tmilion, 281, 28~l 

dump b)~n: 
moat, 14 0 
Period 4. 1 ~4.3 pottery, 299, JOO, 

301. 314 
~thcourt, 14 1 
\'tsstl glass, 34 1, 1.fl 

l)yer, Str ThomiJ, 28 

E 
~rly mc=dk"\•a.l ponery, 294-1 
~Uit<t'UI.'II TC, wtdte, 309 I 0 
l~rchfw wood~n posu, 107 
earth\\'Orb, ~rwt~ 84 om/ 85 

198'5 survey, I 
Ptnod 2, 4s--.9 
Period 3.1- 3.;3, 82- ) 
Pmod 3.4-3. 5, 84--5 

an court, 146, :!07 
gateway 

Pcriod3.1· 1.3, i9-$0, SO, 
107 

Period 4.6, )7, f;l), 144, 1.&6 
outbuildings, 220 
Pt-rlod 3. 1- ).3, 79- 80 
11eriod ').5, 8 1, 8l 
Period .a.6a lo)'()Ut, IS3-4 
!~nod S.la, l~. 215 
P~rlod S. l b, 209,2 15- 16 
Period 5.2, 219 
P~riod S.l, 36: 222 
Scctioru 37-42, ISO 

ca:s:t d«r~t~ 8S,IIO 13 
~st d~ .. ·:uion (EI), I 15) 116, 

IJJ-4,AptJAdrxA4 
Period ·1.), 194, 196 
P¢riod 5 .1a rebuilding. 21 I 
Pt>:riCld 5.3 alu~r~uio1a, :!:!0 
'o'iod~ 242-3, 143 

~as t tnoat, SO, 53 
e:«:rvatcd pl!tirtrwork, 278-81, 
,_ 

P<riod 3.5, 71 
\'cud gl2~~ }4 I 

cast ou tbuildinp, 143-9 
~riod •l.l, 1 •14 
Pmod 4.2, 144-9, 148 
Period 4.3, 148, 149 

c:f;$1 nlngt~ 32, 33, 34 
but~,J)J 

d!lting of cimbc:rs (AD I SJ:S), 
117, 182,284 

dl"I."''rJtion 
J>eriod 4. 1, 109 77J ISS 8 
Pl!riod 4.2, 171-8 
l)crlod 4.), 179-81 

east wllllek,'lltion (E I), 115, 
116, 13).-4, 194, 196, 21J , 
~20, Apf¥1uJix A4 

d C\•ations as e-xisting . Ap/l('ltdi:x 
r\4 1 A7- A9 

c:xteriOl', 114--17, 133-5, U6 
tlcv:~tions., l iS~ 116, 11S, 

136, Apptndix A4 
gDffi ti, l;7 1- 5, 17l-4 
hlllls, 183 
interior, 117- 20, 1191 135- 7, 

17$-81 
dl:\'lltiQn~ ~ elti:Jtitl,i, 

Apptrtdix A7- A9 
first lloor, 118-20 

groU1ld floor, 118 
PeriOd ~. 3-l ..l reconuructiun, 

193 
roof, 120, Ill, Ill 

~dod <i . l 
d~oor:atian, 135 ... 8 
fonn • nd fupction, 182 5 
frieze, IN 
aoom 6, 169- 72 
Room I 01 172-4 
Jtoom I I, 168, 174 7 
tOOm p lans, 11 9 
room sc:b('lnC$o 1 71 

Period 4.3 altcnltions, 133-7 
p i2N 

P<:riod 5.1 , 209 
Pe-riod 5.2- 5.3, 116 

pon.try finds, }0 1- 2 
roof, 120, lll 
roofbl"'lC'<' tonsuuaion, 2l7, 

"' south gabJe window, 168, l82 
&OVth ww.JI tlC'\~tion (€2), 1 15, 

liS, 16$, 193, ~lU'M'I 19.J 
am/ 195, 2 1l,AfP<'ldu AS 

trtt'·rins dat-ing, 185, 285~. 
287, 288--91, 292 

Y.~t v.-211 (courtyard) ek\-stJOn 
(E3}, I 16 17, IJ5, U6, 21:!, 
Appmdix A4 

~dows, 135, 136 
edib le pllln(J. 412:- 13 
Edward U. Kin&! 15 
Edy.•:u·d IV, Klng, 2G-I 
Edward V, King, 2 1 
F.dw21rd VI penny, 360, 36 1 
ekctron mic:roscop)·, 350,350 
dC\·at.i<>ns, Appmdix A 1- 9 

e<~~t range 
eastwt.IJ (EI), 115, 116, 

13.).....4, Af'P(!'ldix. .'\4 
Period 4.3, 19~, 196 
Pe-riod 5 ohenuions, 2 11, 

220 
wc:s' waU (El), 116-17, US, 

136, ApputdiK M 
external 

as c::xisung, Apptlldlx A4-6 
miM!'ellllntous, A~mlix AS 

int«lor, Pt:riod 4,2 4 4.4, 198-9 
inscmaJ 

cast range: as t':ldsting, 
Appmdix A11 AQ 

north range as elCisting, 
tfppmdix AS 

location plan. Appmdt:t AI 
Nc-wu.rk J)ark_ 20), lOS 
nonh r.lQie 

nottb wan (£6). 116, us, 
170, bm.t.Y.m tCJ4 and 195, 
Apptndi¥ A6 

w uth w~ll (c»utt~rd) (1!4), 
U9, 1? 1, 195, 196, 
ApfK11dixA6 

wen \\1111 (£5}. ,.fptNrUIJ'K .r\6 
Pn-iod 4.2·•1.4, t 9l--S, 194, 

hawtm 19-1 u'lfd J9S, 196 
south (£2), 115, 1 tS, lfpptndix 

AS 
Pc:riod4.2'..,jl .4, 19).~ 

194 aM I9i 
Pl!riod 5. la rebutJding, 2 11 
rcconslruction, 168 

"'C:St, ~riod 4.3-~A, 19•1, 19.& 
Eli:ubtth 1, Queen, 28-9 
1!1\'-:th:..m, H2mp$hirc, 18), 191, 

192 
EI}'Ol, Robert, 23l, 233 
embanked enclO!Jure, 84 
embTI)idery•, 39-9, 400 
emparking, I I 1- 12 
cnamcUcd glau, 3)9, 340 

Eng111h Heritagt, 1- 2 
EnSlbh ponery 

Goe\lo"'lol"C!J• 305, 306 
stontware5, 3 18, lll 

en8J'3"~ gobl~t, l4S, 3~ 
c:nu~nces 

1886, 36 
c 1890, 225 
Period 3, 53-t 
Period 3.'1a, 96 
south .-.nge. 9 1 

en\ironi 
ea.st .,r moat, 79- 80, 80, 81 
Pe:riod 3, 102'- 13 
Period 3. 1- 3.3, 82-3 
Period 3.4-3.S, 84-S 
Pcnod 3.5 StnlC:Ulres, 8 1 
Period 5.2, 21$.-20 
south of house, 18-9 

Europea.n imported poueey, 3 1 B, 
J21 

~~rs, 334, 33~. 337, 138 
Q¢»\'lllCd e\idc:nClC 

d t'COtflti\--c plt1SU:rwork1 278-82, ,_ 
lnd dmu, 2621 262 
north range, 121-4, 113 
Period -I.S-4.6, IS2- S 
P<riod 5.1a, 209~10 
potter)', 1'9·1- 331 
wiodow glass, 261- 2, 262 

CXC WDtiOOS 

Jt-t abt' Sections; T rc:nche-s 
1986-97. 2- 1 

cha.pc:l, 3 
house 1n terlo,, <I 
location map. 3 
moat, 3--1 
north nm.gt, 3 
P~Jiod I featum, 43 
Period 2 fcalum. 4'3- 9 
P<:rlc>d 3 (mediC'\'al m.aoor house), 

49-81 
w ulh ru~,gt, ) 
\l.'nt rtngc:, ) 

Cldscing elevations 
<:xtern:al, Appcnda .>\;I- A6 
internal, Appe'11dix A7- A9 

~"J)C''ditun: 
cast range comtruction, 189 
r0)'111 \ittit, 190 

txtcrior 
1« alto ele\':lli<m$> external 

dCY~~.tions 
en1 n.n~Je, 114- 17, 133-S, 136 
farmhoust 

Peri()d 5.1a, 210 .. 12 
Period 5.2, 2 17 
Petlod 5.1, 220 

Newark~~~ 106 
north range. 139-40 
reeonstructi()N, 168, IS3. 19-4 

e:xteJnal ek\•ations 
s~t aho elevations 
lliS cx:i.mn.g. ApptrtdiJt A4--6 
miJttll2neou~, Appuulix AS 
i>eriod 4.2..J.4, 193- S. bttm•m 

19<1 wtd 195 

F 
fabrics 

rncdiC'\'lll Boor liiC$. 226, 227, 
228,233 

medieval roof riles, 236 
potlay ~tnd roof·uk: code~ 

307- 10 
ridgt: and roof tiks. 236 
tiles. 

IU\3ly$J$., 2)$ 
Bristol, 239, 140 



Mahun, 140, 24 1 
Mtoet)'> 239, HO 
tniSOttl~n<OUi, 241-2 
Na5h HaU, 2)9, 140, 141 
Nonh OC'VOfl, 141,242 

fo.J)owdeu, 109,112,113, 410-11 
f:untl)' lr«S 

Aa.on famdy, 16 
Poynn family, 11 

rllml building) 
J« a/Jq outbul1dings 
16th century, 107 
Lodg.: Farm, JIG-II, Ill 
medieval, 86, 106-7 
~riod 5. 1, 2J4 .. l5 
P<riod S.2, 216 
Period 5.3, 221-2, 22.5 

f.lLrmhOUtc.) 3 7 
~riod 5. 1, 210-14,212-5 
Period ,,2, 2 17-18 
l~riod 5.3, 2:ZO...l, lll 

f:ums., Rom:ano--Brld.:s.b, 86 
formyard 

Pniod 5.2~ 2 16,218 
Period 5.3, m 
Pttiod 5.4, 22:2 

futhlng:, 36 I 
fashions in ardlitcctwt', 102 
fellin& date$, UU·ring dlttlng, 2'93 
fcmak heads 

ruq')l:aet db:Or:alion, 100. 2S2, 1S1 
Room 10 (ri('):c, 187, Pfar< H 

ftrruk, copper alloy, 367. 368 
5cld• 

l'tit d«t paric, 113 
oorth and ~1, SS, 107, l I I 
OPd' fidd !l)'Stt'm, 13-14 
Romano-Briti11f\, 85 

Gg:u.n: carving, fi~ptac...,., 252, 1S3 
~na, 334 
finds ~.e.e ardtittct\lt&l fragrncnts: 
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C''idence; $mall finds 

flne pink ware, 299-3001 321 
finewll.l"n 

English, 305, 306 
post·m~ieval, )18, :n:o 

6n1als, 115, Z46, 2.47 
6rurms, 366., 408 
Grtb11ck, 165 
6rq>la~XS 

a.tdtitcctwal ftag:mcms, 2S2-4, 
2S3 

dating, 99 
de('()nlllion, 100, 2,2, 2SJ 
~ast~e, 182 
four-ttntrcd areh, 1M, 165 
l,.a(:¢d: Abbe)·, 202 
1in~cls, 252. lSJ, 254 
mouldings, 165 
Ncwadt Pv.rl. 204, l07 
Room 1, U6, J66, 202 
Room 6, 119, 165, 170 
Room IS (Pmod 4.3), 136 
R.oom 22, l6S 
.Room 37, 137 
Roo1n C. 171 77 
RoomS, 69 
ll.urf"O\lnd, kitehen, 96, 96 
waU-f~rcpbees, 90, 961 98 

firu floor 
CUI nang~, 169-77, 1$0-1 

imenor, 118-20 
NC'wut Park. 205 
P(riod 4. 1, c~t runa,c:, 1$)-.1, 

1$.1 
Petiod4.1 roomptan, 11 9 
J)c.riod .a.J.-4.4 r~onrucuon, 

197, 198., 200 
PtriodS. I, 213- 14, 223 
pcrUxls of "''Ork, Appmdu A) 
royal lodging,;, 184 

fiSh bone$, 409 
fn.hponds, 81, 84, IO:J--4, 108, l lO 
6uint;:S su fixturn and fittings 
F'itxl'o:khol, t<Jathennc, 19 
fixtures and finina:• 

su abo door finings; interiors 
bl':llss, 189, 390, l9 1 
dOO~ 1S91 160, 161 , 162 
binges, 379, 380 
reeordina , " 
reuse, 214, 224 
roof, 2.W, 246 

Oq:ston~ 

Room 29 Ooot, 21' 
triangubr c:ourt, 7l 

Oat r~ plutctwOrk ftt~amcntt, 
:ns-9, li9 

ftot roof tile., 2)8 
flint!S. 43, 398--9 
t1ooc- mak~ .... ups, potter)' finds, "300, 

J<)l 
noor tilts, 168,226-35 

arranJ~;tmcnu, 2)3- 5 
layout dia.gnun, ns 
med~t."'•:al, 226-JS, 229, 230, 2]2 
pan~s. 23S 

noon, 167-9 
~« ah.o fint Ooor; ground floor 
03gStonc, 215 
joUtll, 6 1, 117, liS 
ml'Ciit\'aJ (Period 3), <19, 56, 57 
l'eriod 4 5\Jmmllry, 181 
pouery finds, 29•1 
Room S, '51 
south rana:e, lll-J 
\l.'eil rt.n&e., Ill, Ill 
~"'Oden. 167-8, 169 

Ro,... dcsism. 22$, 229 
flute, bont, 36$, 369 
(C)III; -an.. gr.tffiti, ~7'5 
footings 

CU1111in wa.IJ, SS 
eut raoae, 117 
north po«h, 59 
north "*nat', I 21 
Period 3, 49, 52, 76 7 
RoomS, 56 
"'"'l:lo1. ran$(, 130 

forcign ~. 99- 100, 186,202 
(otUt;lus (rroldtla.s), Jll, 3331 

335, 340. }<I l, 342, 342, )<14 
(ormalgardcn, 102- 3 
fortified manor houses., 9·1 
found~uon U'Cnth, \lo"Ut nang~, 130 
fouro«n1rcd an:he$., 203 

archite~;tural fragments, 245, 24$ 
fircpla«, 164, 16S 
windcw.· ~:ad, 24), 24·1 

FramPton Conc·rcU, 14, 22, 102 
Frcchen stoncw~rc, 298-91 3:2.9 
J!'rcn('h dewr.uton, 186- 7 

fireplacu, 252, ZS.l 
5CUipturnl r~gmc:niJ>, '2·18 

Frcndl imported pottery, 318, JZZ, 
323, ll.&, 330 

French m;asons, ~9 100,202 
fric:-zcs 

mouldlnp, 16.J, 180, 180 
Room 1, 177-8, 178, 179, 2 1) 

ICXU B, F and ~ Z68, 269-10 
rcxu G, l-l and j, 261, 269- 70 

ROC>m 6, 17C>-I, 173, 187 
Room 10, 172-4, 18S-7, 18S, 

!lata 1 .. v 
Ro<>m I I, 176- 7, 18() 
to)'ll paltccs, 185--6 
scrttn, 255, z~ 

Frome, Ki\-er, 6, 6 
[ront door, 22.S 
suols6~ccs 

(rqnlage lU t'/Ut ek\-uuon; 
tt~trll.nees. south rangc: 

fruit$, 412 
functions 
~nod 3. 1-3.2, 89-9'2 
1\-rlod 3.'1, 96-7,98 
Pcrtod •I 5Umm2l)'o 181 
Period 4. 1, cas• range-, 182• 5 
Pc:riod 'tl.._.4, 195-202 
Pcriod$.11 2 12-1<1,222-4 
Wt'St r.ln{I:Co 200 

fumi$hn1£$, Po)"nt% family, 2•1 

G 
galkrit1 

JN a1Jo Ions; gaJI~ry 
g.\rdcn vicWII, I 05---6 
lnu::riot, 95 

garden$, 102- 5 
16thuntUt)', 104-S 
a«e», I 06 

rrom C'I'OSS·passag~. 195, 197 
(rom rO)":ll chambcn; 185, JQ,l 

demolition, 207, 208 
formal, 102-3 
kitchen gard.::n, no 
mtd.c\'o.J, 102-.l 
~riod 4.3-4.4, 194 
Period ,.2-5.3, :ZJ6 
\1\Cwing ~allcries., 105 6 
walled court, 102-J 

a:arderobct 
COUCt)'afd, 195 
c!\)1 runic, 119-20, I 20, 182 
north rangt:, 121- 2 
poUef')' finds, )06, 306, Jl91 

lll 
Room 6, ·• 
Room El, 67 
Room H. 60- 1, 63,9) 
Rooms PIIPZ, 62, 63-S 
south rllngc, 70 
wnt ~ngc:, 127, ll9-30, 130 

gatgO)'It fr2gmc-nts1 246-7 
g:ncbou~, 94, 10 1 

llrthilCCtt.l~, 182 
N~rlt Pllrk., 207 
R.oom e, 91 

g:ucposts. "~t rangt, 109, 210. 
218 

gO.lC'P."ot)"S 

eau court 
Pcrh>d 3.1 ·3.3, 79-80, 80, 

107 
~riod ... 6, 37, 14), ..... , l46 

Gaunt'& J-IO)phlll cb~~:pcl , Bristol, '12 
genU')'. 95, 101 
geology, 6-8, 9, 88 
grom('ttld tloral designs, 228, Z29 
gtOj)h~'lllc:lll '~ 3, 81, l02 
gi11SS 

s~t: olt() vcSS(':I glo.ss 
bc;,d.s, ')66- 7, 3$1. )82, )$4 6 , 

387 
$mall find~, 313,384, 387, 395, 

395 
windows, 167, 2bl-l, 162 

gl .... 
Door tfl~, medlevt1, 99, 228 
potttr')', mcdiC'Vlt.l, 310, 313-t ..J 
ridge and roo( til«. 216 

IQIIlbol'\1:1• <109,410 
gobJm, 314, 335, 33&, 337, 338, 

339,341, J42, 344, l'f<'ltt XIX 
v.rdliu 

e:ISI rnngc1 27 1-5) 212-4 
Room 10, 275 
~oom 17, 271, 172 
R00tn t8 , 27 1, 273-4, 274--S 
Room 20. 213, 274, 275 
~ohlp$, 27 1, 213-4·, 275-8, 
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gn.nl aid, 1- 2 
Cir¢111 C hallic:ld, Wllt.~~htre, 95, 95, 

91, 98, 101 
c;:reat charnbd" 

dtmeru.iom, 98 
l.ae<x'k ;\bbey. 200 
l'eriod 3. 1- 3.2, 91)...1 
Period 3.3, Room PJ, 93 
Period ).411. 97 
Room I I, tn, 200 
IV)'!tllodginjtt1 184-S, 1&4 
staircsst-, 97 

s.recni)ut. .3)4,}}5, 340t34 1. 
3•12., '344 

Cf'Nrh\'ldl Pal-a«, 188 
grisaiUc painting, 174, 185, 187 
s.round noor 

cast range, 169, 179.-.80, 18) 
int trlor, 118, 119 

floor m~lerialro, 168 
parlour, 97 
Pe-riod 4,1 room plan, 119 
Pt-riod <1. ~ .4 tt'C'OmttUction;. 

19? 
Period 5. I. 2%3 
~riod 5.111 use, 212- 13 
plan, pcnods or v.--ort., A~mJi:J: 

.'\2 
groundwater, S0--2, 89 
Guildford, Lady j2m, 23, 2-1 
gullies, 44, 87 

H 
hlltr •oc:C'SSOrln, ~6S 
ball. medie\-.1, 183 

J« also Room A; south r:~ngt 
c:cnual btanh, 96 
dimenswN, 95 
window head, QS 

hall, secondaf)·, IS'J 
hal~ce stairc:aK, 194 ... 5 
Ham Gtttn wan:s, 29H, 3<l8, 

)27 
t-l tmpu.m Coun Pabce, 184, 187, 

192 
htandles, CQppc:r- alkl)'• 369, 371 
handmadepontt)', 310, 311, 

l l l-14, 326 
hanainas, 111, 18l 
Hartfell SJ» W)1er, 348-9, )48 
~~ds, 6rcplllee d«oration, 100, 

251, 1.53 
ht-ar~ 

lti'cheo n.n.:e, 91 
mcdM:,'Il.] ball (Room A), ()Q, 

•• we ( 1672), 41,202 
Hen~~ Lady Anne, 28, 29, 30 
Hc-ne•~. Sir ·n.omaJ, 2$, 29, )0 
Hel'U)· vn, King, 2 1, 22, 25,99 
Henry VIti, Kma, 22-+), 2'-6 

Ac•on Coun visi,, 26, 302. 
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m,·entory (1547)1 })'I 
Jong~'S, 408 
rO)•.-all()dpn£5. 182, 183-S, 184, 

18~!-9 
to}'ll progms (15}5), 188·43 
'lo'Titing d«k. 187 

hc:r:~1die de$iSJt$ 
medif:\'al Ooor tile-s, 1:27, 129 
windO'ol+' glus, 263 

hcrt11, 4 12 
Hill manor, 20 
hinges, 159, 160. l6l , 162,214, 

224, 379, 380 
hi!itoricaltopogr2phy, 103 
hollow-c:bam£ered mouldings, 157, 

16>1, 24+-S, :!<15, 246 
hont-sh~. 368, 368, 393, 394 
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hou,. 
su ats.l med.iev.l manor houK; 

plans; Tudor hoUK 
deKnpll<lnt., 11th· 20th ~ntur~ 

3S 7 
elevations as ex:isdng, APfJ'HdiJt 

A'l, A7-A9 
lut~~~uon, S, s , 6, 6, 8 
standing buildings. 1- 2,32:, 3J1 

34, 221, :!22- S 
household contents, 22, 24, 33, 

18-40 
human h~d!., fireplace dt'coration, 

100, 252, 1 53 
Hunt, Thon1as, 351, 356 

I 
il»'ggnt. (w"" 'zltia«<o'), 333, 

3'1 1,341 
Uger S« 1\CU.>I'l llf!:tr 
ill~trati~-oc tou.tt'CS, 42 
imbri~ Rom~n pc1"'iod, 226 
imported pou t:t)\ 329--31 

ea(uJovve, 3 18, 32-t-z, 323 
Cb.int'St", :US, 3111 33 I 
French, 3 18, J22, )2), 314, UO 
halian, 318,.3Zt,130.1'taw 

VI- XIII 
~riod 4.1-4.), 299,311,314 
Period 4 .4-4.5, )04 
Perlod4.6-~. t. )0~7 

Rhlnebnd, 2'99, ., 18,321- 2, 
323, 314 

shcrd count, 325 
Spanish, 299, 302 .... 3, 321,323, 

314, 32c>, Pt~llts XIV- XVI, 
XVIU 

inched tn$C:ription~, RO<.nn I 13, 
173-4,275 
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ducb~ 

day tobacco ptpe1, 35J..S 
glil$$ fin.ds, )4•1 
pon('T)', 304----5, 304 

house, pou~ fi 1Jcb, )01- 2, lOt 
moat, 1'37- 8, 140, 1•19, 153. 

234, 300 
q uart)•, <16-8, 86 
Room H, 2)4 

inner coott)•ard 
glass tinds., )<I) 
Ptriod 5.1, 22·a 
l'triod s.z. 218 
P«tod 5.3, 222 

mn.er moa1. ~« rnotll 
inKriptio•u~ t::t~~ffid, 273-', 2H S 
lnt~~, I 5tt-81 

s" (,1/sq dewnnion 
agrkuhursl w.c, 212-13 
doors, 157- 6 1 
cast rangt 

dtt0rt11ion, I 8S-$ 
~riod4.l, l n · 20, JI9, 1ll, 

122, 169- 78 
l~riod 4.2, 177-9 
l>t-riod4.3, 13~7, 179-81 
Paiod4.l4.41'\.~, 19$ 

excuvadons, ol 
fu-eplaees, 164, J6S 
tloors, 167- 9, 181 
pll.erks, 95 
NN-ark P.rk, 204, 206 
oort.b range, 125, 14.0, 199 
Opuk04.'<e, 99 
~rlod ~1.3-4.4, rec»nstructions, 

198, 199 
l)eriod jt4--1.5, 181 
~rtod 5 farmho~, 212 14, 

2 17-18, 220-1 
windO\'-s,. 164--7 
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internal cle\':ttkuu 
c-.n nan~ u msUnJJ, Ap~rdiJl 

A7,t\ 9 
n6rth n~ngc :u c-.xi!ldn~h AppmJix 

i\8 
imerprc:tivc drawings, sh~p ~fiiti, 

176, 278 
intru~h'l:' find~. pouery, 300-11 311, 

313,3 14 
in\'a'ltOri6 

Hmr~· VUI ( 1547), 334 
h')Us.thold c»nlcnt$ ( 1 303~ 1709}, 

38-40 
Jam"' :\>Lanning ( 1709), 209, 222 
padoun., 97 
Pt:riod 4.)-4.•1, 195 
pbtc ( 1532), 22,24 
J)O$~SI0nt(J709), JJ 
\\'Orlting farms, 22ol 

Iron Acton m anor, s-8, I 3-14, I 'S, 
2S- 6 
Acton ftuntly tree, 16 
communit)' hfe, 296 
rwdal u::nun:-1 1•1- I 'S, 18 
gro.,gy, 6-8, 9 
hundred$. I :;J, 14 
iU\'rntory, 24 
loc:uion, S, 5 
pb)'Sic:al ~phy, 5- 6 
Po)'rll~ romily t~e. 17 
sale and demolition, 32-3 
vdhrF, 5, 1, 87 

iroo mioing, 8 
iron ).mall fintL~ ~63, 368 
Ita lian artists, 186, 187 
lua.h:m imPQrt~d pqnay, 3 18,321. 

330, PIQlts VI XIU 
ivory finds.. 168, )69, 379-4!0, 381. 

384, .).85, )86, J9H,l9S 

J 
i>ffibs 

doors, 244-S, 24S- 6 
mouldings, ISS, I S9. 163 

,. .... 300,330 
jet bnads, 366,381- 2, 381,386, 

387, 194-S, 395 
jcuoos J« coins, token~ and jc-uom 
ictty, fmcriUI, 95 
john Ill cc.Nn, 360 
IUJ!S 
Ctntrallt~Uan, Pltm VI 
gbn. 335,337,3.33 
potte-ry, 297- 8, 2:97, 313-lol, 328 

K 
Kc~w·dl famil)' 0\\,cn.hip, 11 H 
kilns. 235, 32-6 
Kingswood Abbe)·, 26, 193, 2<12 
Ktfli$'A'OOdlliorwood l~mt, 112 
kitch«~ garden, 102, 22.0 
ldtc:he.u, 201 

New'lrk Part., 20.5 
Period •1. 1, 190 
Room IS, 222 
RoomS, 91,96-7, 96 
WIMC, 4 10,4 1 2,~14 

knivrs, 378, 379, 393, 391 
mockers, 2 14, 224 
Krnc:«:r,Nl¢hol",5undi.1l, I, 103, 

lM, lOS, 260,261 

L 
La \Urcrk, Cher, 186~ 7 
lace t11,gs, 400 J, 401, 402 
lace techniques, 402, 403 

l.aaH:t Abbey, 19$,200, 201-2 
t,.:addm Brook. '·:l.lky, $6 
lagomorph'J, 41 1 
Jaod tenure system, J 3 
land u~, 35--i> 
lllrdCI'$ 

OB 9, 209, 214, 224 
Room 14:., 2.25 

liloc:dlC$, l60, 161, 162, ll4 
lattt medieval potter)', 2'97-3 
Latin ''Cr5e~. Joog pller)', 177, 179, 

266-70. 167-8 
Laucridgc:Road1 84,1 10, 111, 215 
hunnw, )}2,31), 33S,136, 

338 9, 3~.141,342 
b .yom Ju p l2rts: n)(lnl plans 
lc-~d 

cas~"'~· 377- 9,177, '393> 393 
finds., 383. 383 
te:.r dcconuion, 377-9, 377 
shot, J.66, 361 
wind~· c:.tn\~, 262, 262 

let~f dcooration 
lell.d, 377~. 377 
scuJpw ml fragmc:nu~ 247 .. 8, 

249. 2.49-SO 
'""'OOd~--o'*, 264- 5, 164 

luthtt 
lace fragmc:nu., 401 
K abb2rd, 4lM, 404 
"""" 40:1-5, 404 

l .(:()nine , 't'l"kS, long gallery, 269 
lictnec to Cf'¢'ocllatc, 94 
lifd<t)'lc 

m .slw social status 
coinll i.ndication, 36 1 
''csscl glass (c 1600), 333 

Ugurian ritt-QI.U~d wa~, 102, 308) 
j)O, PffJlU VUI- XJ 

rlmtStone, 4, 87, 1 t5, 2 11,261 
lime"'tihi113, 214 
llrknfokl pandbng, 9-9, 16 11 I 87 

architccttlf'lll frng:rncnts. 263-4, 
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north 1'1lngl!1 11-1, 124 
lm tels. firq>l:aC't'$, 252, 253, 2S4 
l.itdc Sadbury, Glouc~eNhirc, ~.S. 

95, 96., 101, 102. 10·1, 112,245 
l011m, S4, S6 
local Door u les, 2 2.8 
l«:al poncr)·, 299, J J5-16, 326 
locat~ru 

Acton Coun, S, 5, 6, 6, 8: 
deo.-atiorl$, Jlpp.mdix A 1 
t'J'<;JWlHi()n !li"CII)1 ) 

loeb, 159, 161, 162,214 
lod.J:e, N~"l.l rt: 1>nrt, l01 
LodgeF:um, liO~ll, Ill 
lodging.'! 

north nngc, l9S, 199 
Rooms M a.lld N, 98 
~~. 182, 1 83~5, 184. 188-9 
west ranp:e, 197,200 

S«:tiora 1 $~'21, 64 
London 

$tOr~-CWan::, )08 
iudor pottery, 318, llO 

Long fami1)' ""'nenhip, .32- 3 
long g:~lkry 

1« ('/w Room I 
U1in \-en.cs, 171, 179 ,264--70, 

267- 8 
Leonine \'C'fSn, 269 
nmth range (Room I ), Wtwtn 

194 and 195, 199,200-1 
I'O)'IIl h.ous~ 201 

ll)naf;>ows, ;1.0.5- $, 4~ 
l.ongkat Ho u'le, 200, 20 I, 202, 

207 
lAw Counlries 

impon~d pottery, 318, 321 
pottery manufacturt, 329 

l..olctOII, Samuel, l3 
lusti'C'A'arcs 

And11Jusi2n, 329 
analogue codes, 308 
Period 4. 1-4.1, 299, 3Z4 
Spain, 323, )24 

l.)-sons, Samuel, )2, 42, I '34, 2 11 
l)'$1.\in, T homas, 32 

M 
macrofossils, Period 4.2-1.), 

<111- J.I . 415 
make-up dcpo$il$, pottery finds, 

300, 301, 3()$, ].()S 
nWe bc:a~ firq>lace de<:orarion, 

252, 253 
maltings, 086, 109, 212. 214, 222, 

224 
Mah'tm Chase 

pln.k wares, 29$, 309, )28 
poUCf)', 296,308-9,310, 32.8 
ridge and rooftitcs, 2.)6, '2)7, 

238 
fBbrlc, 239, 240, :M I 

Mah'C'ftlian gnu, 228 
nummul b<>net~ •109-1 1 
Manning, James, 3~ 209, 222, 2:24 
manor hous.tt 

moatcd, 89 
~riod 2. 87 
rcbuikling, IOl 

n'ISUol)r$ 

m alld leon Acton manor 
Acr~n Uger, 13, 14, $7,94 
Hill, 20 
inhemance, 20, 22, 26 
S()(]1(rse1, J')...l8 
Thombur):, l l~ 11, 1), 26 
Wkkwar, 14 

m~aps, 42 
su ftho p lans; Survt)'l 

martk:, «r<~mic, 386, 387 
Mareys, licnr)'de~ 13, 14 
markings on day tobacco pipes., 

J SZ 
marsh, fen and banks.ide p1ants.. 411 
M~ry I, Quem~ 27, 28, 360 
masons, 99-J OO, 202 
mast« tut'les, tr«-o-ring dating, 

290-2 
matrices. tttt.rlng dating, 189 
J'llcdaUium, 187 
mcdiall equipment finds, 170-2, 

372 
mcdievaJ floor tiles. 1. '226-JS. l29, 

230,211 
Group 1. 226--7, 221 
Group 2, 227-8, 227 
Group 3, 227,228 
Group 4, 22'7, 22.8~ 2:W 
Group 5) 127, 233 

mcdlC'o"lLI hall, I SJ 
st~ Glw Room A 
Dlte~tion5, 201 
cenU'Sl hearth, 96 
c,hmcnloiOnJ, 95 
prtsen« ch:t.mber) 184 
window bet~d, 98 

mcdie,-:al JC'llon~, 361 
su abo ooins. jcctOI\$ and roken~ 

medieval manor bouse- (Period J) 
1ft a/14 mcdicv:t.J haU; Periods 3. 1 

to3.S 
cunain wall, P~riods 3. 1-3.2, 

9Z..3 
db¢U$$iOn, 8$ .. 1 02 
ent~. '3-4 
environs, 78-85, 102-13 
excavanons, 4~81 
gttlt ('h)mber, 197, 200 



mOIIt, 1l9--52, SO, 51,88- 9 
Period 3.1. 49~58, 89 92 
Pt-riod 3.2. 58-60, 89-92 
Period 3.3, 60-S, 91--1 
Penod 3.4, 6~i<l, 94-9 
Period l.S, 1S--8, 99 102 
l:tcriod fc:auJrn <1.2, 193-4 

m«<iC'\-al pottery, 29·l-31I 
h.lndm11de QlWW'A'llrc"S, 310, 

3 11,313 
h.andmmde ~t:r.ed wan:t~, )10. 

3 13-14 
whcehhrov.'n alt7,('(( wart$, J 12, 

3 14 
meditwl ridge and roof til~, 

2JS-42, 2~0. 141 
mc:dic\'lll d·m...s, Poyn1z f-amiJy, 

18-20 
Membtt$ofParlillment, 18-19,28, 

30 
Men:wy Fats, 309 
midden, ea~u «lUrt, 222 
milk, 11, 14 
f\'\inc:'Y fllbric:, 239, 140 
Minc:t)'-cypt "''II.~ .109 

l~riod 2.3, 29S 6 
Puiod '), 2:98,311,313-1-1 
$0UTC'e$0 )26 

mirror finds, 380-I 1 381 
misc:clbneous fabrics, dt~ 2·11 2 
moat, 31 

trched Outlet, 81,33 
arc. "'' or, 79--80, 80 
backfiltl.og,. }02:-3 
bridJa, 53. 91' 107, 131 .. 133, 

140.204 
eomtru<:uon, 50, 88· 9 
defc:n«, 208 
c:O.S.t arm, SO, Sl 
easr range comttuedon, 114 
excavated plutccwurk, 278 81~ 

219-SO 
extzv:tdc>~ ) .... I 
croundwatcr, 50-2 
infilling, 137-8, l40, 149, lS3, 

2)4,300 
nonh range: construction, 121-2 
north-can eorner, 81, 82 
outer moat, bmt.'«!'' 55 and 56, 

80-J, 80, 107 
Penud z. 43 
Period ).1- ).2, 49-52, SO, SO, 

88-9 
Period :u, 61 
Period '}.5. 82 
Pc:rlod 4 'ub$idc.nee, 216 
f'eriod 4.1, 11<1, 114 
Period .o~.z, u:, 133 
Ptnod 4.2-4.3 

find&:, )6S 
macrofouib, 11 11- 1·1, -'15 

l'c:riod ... ), 137- 8, 1•19 
P<:riod 4.4, 140-1 
~ri()d 4..1- 4.5, 14()-J 
Period 4.~ I SJ 
ponet)' find!, 300, 300. 30:!- S, 

)0), lOS 
profile, 49--SO 
rcvtllmg. SO, 55-6, SO 
rock--cut, 8$1 107 
Seaions S-8, 51 
tlil:c, 88 
<~outh arm, S2, 5), bc.rwt.f'lf 55 

4Itd 56, 76,. 17, 88, 2)4. '}02-3 
&:tarus, 101 
'itUCeo (01'1$(11~, 178 
Wilt«~ pbnt ~ma:1ns, 4 15 
w«t range, 127, 130 
western arm, -49, 59, 234 

mN!ed ma:n()r 1\()u$~. 89 
monolithic wi.odol/.·1 242, l~l 
Montdupo tau:e, Pf.ar1 VU 

mnnur, ~lcmc:, 'l82, 381 
mouldtnp 

J« 4/so cocnkc: moukimpj ogrt 
mouldltlgt 

llrt:hn«tun~l (n~gmenl.$. 242 6, 
24.3-5. 258 

CC:iiJI13So 179 
a:n nn3c south Willi, 169 
fil'q'llKC$, 16S 
(tit-~, 163, 180. 180 
hollow"<Nmfertd, 157, 164 
lamb. 15$, 159, 163 
mulhom, 170 
otrcu~, 265-6, 266 
oml, 171 
pJutawod:., Z79-80, 179-80 
~rurncd h()C)(l, 2 11 
Room6«iling, 172, 115 
RI)C)m 13, 165 
S<"r«:n, 255, lS6 
s<ulptunl fr.tgment!l. 2 19- SO. 

lSO 
st(lnt-, :z.4.4., 246 
''mk·chan1fei'C'd, 203 
t.tamlinc, 203 
IJVmp<-I'(Kl/0 170, 172, 174, 

ISS, 187 
·r'udori"''e, 180, 180 
windOW$, IM, 166, 167, 1701 

171, 242~5,243-4 
move-ment of buildings, 193,216, 

220 
1« o/;o ralting butt~sts 

muiJiom:, 166, 169, 170 
archucctunl fragmc:ms, 2.42, 

2:·14-$, l.W 
C'ast nm&:c:, tIS 
mouldings, l 70 

N 
nails, 396, )96, )97 
Nash Hi11, lJa)•e«lt 

pou~ry, 326 
tile&, 235, 236,237 

fabric :tnary,.i,, 2)9, 2.40 
ncc:dlet~, C:OPPtt ll.llo)'o 382, 383, 

388,389 
New.ark ~rlt, 21, 28, lqJ, 195 
~usc or uont-. 242 
m·hni<: comJX~rison, 203--7, l06 

NC.'wland, John, 233 
N•chol11 (amtl)' 0\\'nC'rsbip, ))~..J, 

220,223 
non·loaU p(lttery1 329 .. JJ 
NonSUC'h srucc:~ 28 1 
Nol'm:tn period. 38 
norlh court, 84 
North Dco.-on 

p(ICu:ry m11nufuaun:, 327 
poet«)' nrc:s, 299, 306, 309, 

)18,320 
ridge: l nd roorulc: fabncs. 2.42 

north (:lc\-ation (E6), 116, 12S, 
170, 194, btrw«n I Q4 ~ffd 195, 

Appnlfi~X A6 
n<>nh tiC."ld poner)' finds, )07, lll 
north moat 

poUC.'ry finds, JOJ, 305, lOS 
\'dSC:Ii:laa, 34 1, J4Z...3, 3~2 

n01'th pott.h 
Jmod 3.2. 5Q-60 
peri«! 3.4 d:c:molit•on, 67 

non.h rangt: 
su abo kmg galkry 
con.suu<:tion, 193 
eourtyurd eiC."valion (south \\'!Ill) 

(E4),139, 171, 195, 196, 
A,.,.Jix A6 

Cf\l!$-I)lli$a&<, 191. 199 
dc:ooratiun, l78- 9 

dividmg wuJl, 209, 211 
excavations, } 
CXt«tOrJ 139-'10 
eXlc:tnll C.'lewtJons as eX'istin.s. 

Al'}l<.mltXt\6 
iott'rior, l2S, 140 
internal (:~>alions as C.'Xiui.ng, 

AppcndtXA8 
moat, 121 - 2 
north elevation (E6), 116, 125, 

110, 19-4,1Krw«, 194 
omd 19S, Af'Ptmla A6 

oriel \\o"indow, 139 
orlt'l$, 167, 17 1 
PeriOd 4.:! 

c.xc:w:ucd t\•W!enceJ 121-4. 
IH, 123 

north""" ele."Vation (B6), 
1l6, u.s. l70_. 194, 
b.·mot~lf 19•1 a•rd 195, 
App.-nduA6 

standl.og buildinj, 124-7, 
125 

Period 4.2-4.4 thcnuions, 
l)l}-.l3, 19·' 

~riod 4.J-.-.1.4 interior 
~ron~truC"rion, 199 

Pe-riod 4.4, south WlliJ re:muu 
(E.a). 171 

(J(riod 5.1 :a;gricultul'll 
bulkli~. 224 

l'l:riod 5. 1a drvisi.c>n, 209.lCW 
Pt-riod 5.:! ahcntions, Zl6, 

217, 218 
l,eriod $.3 outbuildings, Z2l- 2 
P<>t~· fUld$, 3()0-1, JC»--1, 325 
roof, 125- 7, 116, 127 
ntdd~ 2 11,217, '125 
t~e-ring dtling, 285, 285-6, 

287- 9, 28$-92,292 
S«uons 27 29, 18 
walls, 121-'1 

nonh--cast comer, 133, 220 
g:l.u!J finds, )H 
Pcnod ).I, 5$,60 
l,eriod '3.S. 81, Sl 
s.qu.~~rc 10'.\'Cr, Period 4.S, 12<1, 

139, 149- 51,207 
north·Y.'CI>t come:r, 123, 193 
NQrtC)n St Philip c;l:ay tob:acc;o 

pipes. lS2. 153, 356, )59 
NoN·kh, small finds, 365 
Nutmtbete fcuons;, l60- l, 362 

0 ... 
door, 160 
door fr2rrte$, 1 ,, 
floors, 167-s 
nc.·v;dstal.r, )7, ISI, I51 
ruc:tl, c:aSl n:ntt<'• 120. I ll 

octagonal tO\\'tr, 37 
offt'ul$, C()rnJtt moukhnJl$; 

265- 6, l66 
oget' mouktinp, I 6) 

:an;hit«tunl fragments, 244-S, 
24S, 246 

pilaStC.'ts, 2SO,lSI, 2S2 
olive j:ars, lJO 
op;al~!l.~ )H 
OP<'QUc: while glass, 350, J:Sl 
Op(,n fJCid S)"$tCm, I 1- l •t 
ort:hud, I 02 
Otc:SCuib, Hent)' de, I-I 
orieb 

llherattOn, I )9 
gllt'.h()U'>e, 182 
Newark Park, 203~ 204, 205 
north 1":11"-I'C (E~). 139, 167J 

171, lvln'mll94 omi19S 

INDJlX 

l'criQd ). S lllter~tion, 6.S, 96, 99 
Room 17, 271 
Room PI, 68, 70, 76, i6~ 96 
M)Uth f!t'IU.rt}'trd dt\•ation (Bt), 

195, 196 
south waiJ (Room 11), 16+-6, 

168 
Ormonde, ht Dut.cor. 31,32 
omamC'nl 1« dC."roration 
OSir.ll(od'-J Pniod 4.2-4.), .a t l - 12 
OUibUiktinp 

su al.w stn•ri tllnge~ 
c.s-t. 14.}-9 
~;round Door of house. 21l 
ou 1 (plpty), 218. 221, 225, 

3-19 
00 2, 217,218,221, H9 
08 •l ~lu-· or btew·houK), 

209, l ll, 214, 218, 224 
08 '· 218 
08 6 (maldnp.) , 209,212, 214, 

222,224 
oa 7 (c:aderhause), 219,222:, 

223,349 
08 9 (1111rder), 209,214,224 
08 10 (dairy), 214, 221- 2., 224 
OR II {pig$t)')1 225 
08 12 (~wbl<), 215,224 
08 13, 222 
08 15 (cowohcd), 220,225 
08 16, 222 
08 11 (taproom), 219,2:20 
08 18 (,.,11~ shl!d), 219 
oa t9 <(0\\o-shed}, 220.225 
OB 20, 219,222 
06 22 (c:ov. .. bc:d), 225 
Period S.l. 213, 2I•l-IS, 

21 .... 2i) 

PC.'riod 5.2, l 16J 2 18 
Pc:nod S.), 21:1 -2 

out« moat, 80-1, s~.lxtt«<'l'f 
S4 lind 3S, I 07 

0\\":1:'1$, 69, 209. 214 
uo.'CiiaJ)J, tree-ring d111ting, lM-91 
ow:nnnntel$, 166, 173, 21)1 222 
ownership 

Acton famdy, 93 
Aeton llger, 14 
Iron Ac:c<m m::an<>r, 29, )2- J 
Kc:c:dwell fami:ly, I, 34 
l..ons; f.amUy, 32-J 
manors, 13 
N1chol, ftmuly, )3-4, 220~ 225 
Pt:riod .S.J, 220, 225 
r«ent, 1- 2 
villa;ge, 87 

Oxford Un*'·cnit)'• 291 30, ) I 
O)'$teT shell•, 80 1. 282..,. 
O:d~wtb house:, 26, 27, 28. 193 

p 

p;aintcd frieze•, 171)...1• 172 ... ),176, 
185-7, Pttua 1-V 

~uut'd glass wi:nck>ws, 26} 
p:llinted texts. 201, 266- 70, 167-3 
panc:Oing, 161-'l 

antique: woric., 187 
doors, 156, 161, 161-J 
Uncnfold, 99, 12<11 124, 161, 

187, 26).-4,163 
Period 4~ 181, 1$3 
I"CmOV'.al} 211 
I"C~, 214 
Room6, 163, 164,177 
Room 10, 161- 4, 163, 172, 188 

pands 
med~al Ooor tiles, 228 
SCR'C'n .• 255, 256, 258 
scuJptural ftagmmtll, 2-171 249 

panuy, 96, 96 

439 



ACTON COURT 

parish su Iron Aeton 
~rk$.1 36, J 10-13 

dbpartina_. II J 
cnparkiog, 11 1-12 

~rloun, 200 
l:rOUnd llQOr, 97 
RQqm 16, t>e:ril'ld S.l, ?23 
Room D, 90 

parcition waUs 
can range, 183, 213 
finot noor. ll8, 119 
Room II, 174, 176 
~~trangc, 130,130, 19S 

pastu~ pbtnt$, 4 I 3 
path, 47 
patterns, noor tile$, 23> 
p11.,;ing slab fragments, 246 
1'-:n~nt IJ:r.l:~~l. 218 
Pennant rubble 

~obblel, 47 
moat, 14<1 
10\ltb(OI.lrt, 142 
walls, 11•1, 117, 11~. 138, 139 

J>cnn.nt ~nd!JU>ne, 6~ 8, 9 
mo.tt1 "C) 
ouu.:rop, 1"-3 
slabs, 131 

l~nant $l3bS, I )1, 298, Jlol, 321 
pc:nlic~-s, ll6-l7, 116, 117 

CO\Y~d, 106 
demolition, 121 , 124 
e:.M nnge, 182, t8l 
kitdlctl nu1ge, 91 
norr.h range, 209,214, '218, 224 

P<'.rtgrinc: bone, 409, .. II 
pcrfurmance oflongb<w."Sy 4<17 
J~ datet and ~dcncc:, 8~12 
Penod 1 (Roman to mid 4 12th 

c.:nrury) 
Ju a4tJ Romano-Brilis.h 

occupation 
do.tina c\idcntt, 9 
eXCJ"•'Itions, 43 

Period 2 (mid· 12th to early 13th 
centuries) 
datina cVldc:na, 9-10 
t"a:rlhwcnb, 48-9 
CXI;a'\'i1tion!J;1 •l.)-9 
manor bouse:, 87 
occup:~rion, 86-3 
plan, 41 
pottery, 294 7 
small finds, '368 
t;C~\Irct bene:u.h buer rOQnu, 

4S, " 7 
J)cnod 2. 1, <&-4, 295 
Period 2.2, ""· 29' 
Pcri(xl2. ')1 4"-6, 'ZQS-6 
Period 2.4. 46--8, 296, l96 
Pcrtod 2.S, 296-7,196 
J)(riod 3 (roediC"V;J:I rn:mor bouse) 

JN IJ!J(, mt"dit"Y'II manor house; 
PeriO<J$ ).I tO).$ 

conSU\K'tion, 49 
di~ulon, 88-102 
tnvirons, 78--85, 102 .. 1) 
txca.vations, 49-S 1 
Ooors, ·19 
plan, SO 
pottery fmds, 297-8, 312,31-$, 

328 
aurntnar)', 93-1 

Pt-riod 3. 1 (mjd-latc 13th Ct"ntury) 
Bristol Rcdcliffc lYPC ware-~ 297. 

297 
dating t'Vidcncc, 10 
earthworks, 82-3 
hoU!IC, 52....S 
mncC' m~t. 49-S2, SO, Sl , 88-9 
plan, 50 

Period 3.2 (late.- llth"'TTid·l4th 
«nruriC$) 

440 

datin.J C'\..;dcnc~C, 10 
ea.nbworks, 82-3 
huu$e, S&-60 
1~~« 1aan. <&01 
norlh porch, 5~0 
plan, SO 

Period 1.3 {lou llth to mid· 14th 
c;cntu..rics) 
COti.SU'UCtion feotur«. 10 
dnlna: cvidente, 10 
c:anb~A'Orks, 82-3 
hou1e, 60 5 
p lan, 61 
poncr}' finds, 297-8, 311 
room plan, 61 
south r.mgc, 93 

Period 3.4 (late 14th tomid·l5th 
etnturiC$) 
dating evidene<, 10,98-9 
canhworb, $4-5 
Period 3.4a, 65-9, 95---7 
Ptrlod ).<lb, 7~, 97-8 
plan, 6S 
PQttery findli, 2981 ;UI, 3U-l4 
rcbuildil'lg, 65-741 9-1-8 

f'cnod ).5 (btc 15th I() early !61h 
ct"mu.rics) 
4llenuioni1 101 99-102 
d:ning cvidcnOt", 10 
nrthwork:s, 84--5 
house, 75 9 
moa1 bridg.tll, 106 
outcrmoaut.nKturu., 81, Sl 
p lan, 65,96 
south.nangc, 75- 7,75 
tttt-rin,g dating, 2'93 

P"-riod <& (fudqr hoUJC} 
M.! a!J" Pcriods 4.1 to 4.6; Tudor 
hoUJSC" 
con!it.ruction, 114-55 
imcrior, 156-81 
inrerprctation, 182-208 
potter)' findt~, 294, 298-307, 

312, 31 .. 17, 323, }27 
room dimensions and finishd, 

181 
Ptriod 4.1 (I 535) 

dating cvidt"n«o, 10- ll 
ns1 outbuildings, 144 
dSt r.\ntt" 

construc:tion, 114-20, J 14 
ronn and luneuon, 182-'5 
interior, 169-77, 117 

fiR-place, 16.S 
interior, 117-20, 119, t:U, Ill 
interprcutioo, 182- 93 
molll, 114, 114 
ptntery finds, 298-9, 299 
m:omtructcd view, 18'3 
room plans, L l9 
roytllud,a:mg$ eonstruc;cion, 

189 
$0Uth C()Uf11 J4J 
tree-ring dating, 287. 29'3 
wttldows, 16·~ 

Pt'riod 4.1-t.) (mid·l6th ceorury) 
Group l coins, 360, 36 1 
Gtoup C \'e$~1 &Ill$$, 341, J41 
pottc:ry nn~, 299-302, 

199-301.311 , 31 .. 16, 
Jl()..l, J24 

Pcrkld <1.1--4.5 (mid-late lOth 
«mury), Group B smaU finds, 
370-82 

Period •1.2 (bte l54~-arly 1550$) 
oonst.ru«lon, 121-33 
dating 1!'\'idc:nct", I I 
d~moliuoon ( Rooms HooN), II 
ean out'buildir\.lt$, 144-9, l"S 
east range: im~rior, 117-9 
firtplacc, 165, 166 
Group1c:oirtl, 360,lOI-2 

Croup A \'nKI sJ;w, l3S..7, 
)}6, ,38 

moat, Ill~ 133 
mont lnfUI, 2l4, 300 
north runse, 121 ... 1, 170, 178-9 
plan, 122 
pouery finds, 328 
Room I fi«'pl:11:e1 126 
south range:, 131 .. 3 
~~ nlinge, 127-3 11 179 
windOW' gl.u$, 261- 2 

Period 4.2:-1.3 (mid-J6th cmtu.ry) 
Grovp 3 coin$, :162 
Group 8 vessel glasSy 337-<11, 

339,340 
macrofossils 

mlmals, -411- 12 
pl11ms, -IIJ- 1•1, 41S 

Pt"riod 4.2-4.4 (mid· 16th ccntury) 
poncry finds , 32:1: 
Tudorhowc. 19}-207 

t'1Ctc:rnal elc.'\'8tions, 193-5, 
btm:«11 194 o.mJ 19-5 

ncnth 1'2n.r;t :..hcrations. 194 
P<riod 4.3 (mid·l550s) 

allctnllons. south a.nd coast raz1ges, 
II, 133- 7, US 

dadn_g e'·idcne<, L 1 
ea$1 elt:\'ottion (E1), 194, l96 
c.'Ut outbujtdings, 148, 149 
east nmgc 'hmuiO!l-1, 193 
c:as.t n.nge imcrior, 179-81 
fif(pl~cc. 16S 
moat, 137-8, 1-49 
l>crpendkui!Lr .... indov.·, 2-12: 
plan, l31 
pOUc:ry finds, )()2-l, 302., 311, 

328 
m~unin¥ ....-~u , )0}-4, 303 
sooth coun, 141-3 
.... ind~~ 134, 134, l 36 

Pc:ttod 4.3-4.'& (mid· 16th century) 
exurior r«<nstruction, 194 
interior rcconnruc1ions, 197 .. 9 
in\'Cntorics, 195 
moal mrm, 2:).11 
plan and room func;uoru., 

19)-202, 197 
P<riod 4.)-4.5 (mid .. larc 16th 

et'C'llury), window glass-. 262 
l~riod 4,4 (mid· l550$) 

d:lt1ng ~vidmce, I t 
int«i-or, 181 
ii'IOIII, 140- 1 
north range, 139-43 
plan, Ill 
south coun, 142- ') 

Period '1.4-4.S (1nid-la1c 16th 
«ntury) 
pottC:t)' finds, '303-4, 303, 313, 

319, Jl4 
\'t:Ssclgla~s(Group D). 341-3, 

J-.12 
""Md • "5 u 576J 

llltcnll.ions, 201 
d.adna c.'V)dc.'nce, 11. 276, 293 
excavated C\•idencc-, 152- 3 
interior, lSI 
moa1, l•l0--1 
plan, lll 
~ua.ino"''"• 124,1J9, 149- 5 1 
1ump) 210 

Period 454.6 (late l6lh century) 
day toba«o pipe$, 353 6, 354, 

JSS 
Group C ~mal1 find~, 382-6 
pottt".ry fmds, 304, 121 
\"e&Sd C)ass (Group E), 34 3 

~riod 4.6 (early tO tnid- 1 ilh 
century), 152-5 
DltC'rations, 151- 5,207 
dstins e~o'ldcl'l<e, 11 

east court. 1 S3-fi 
p lan, ISl 
poncry finds, )0.._5, 304-5, 

316,321: 
&Outh court, 143 

l>t-riod 4.6-5.1 (17lh- 18th cemurlti) 
pottcr)' w-. 305-7 
tiles, 23-1 
n:ssel g12$$ (Gf'Obpt fLH), 

344-7,3-44.346 
Period 4.6 .. 5.4 (17th-20th 

ctnturi<'S), Group D sma1llim1s, 
)86-<>i 

Period 5 (lotc: 11th .. pretcnt day), 
129,209-2$ 

l,eriod S.l (late 17th-late 18lh 
Ccnturi~) 
cla)' tobacxo pipes, 356, 357 
l•nnhOU$c.'~ 222- 5 
panclling, 164 
window gl:Js~t, 262 

Pctiod.5.1a(latt" 17th-early 18t.h 
cent'l.lries) 
bonJc glass, .349 
dlltis\a C\i4ence, II 
d«nalition, 209-10,21 1 
C)[Cll\"lted c.'V)dc.'fteC, 209-10 
farmhouse, 210- 14 
CMbuildings, 2B-IS 

Period S.lb (mid late 18lh ccnt\l'ry) 
boctl~ a!~ 149 
dating e'idencc, II 
f•rmhou~oe, 116--18 
mou fill su bsid~o:, 216 
WC:it2nd SOUlh t1U'l$CS, 2JS-16 

Period 5.2 (elllty 19th c;en,ury), 
216-20 
bottle glass, 349 
doting ~\id~«, 11-12 
en\'iron~. 218-20 
{:armhoUk, 217-18 

Period 5.2- 5.3 (19th cent·ury), 
\'tiSd glass (Group J), 347-9, 
loiS 

Period 5.') (mid· l:ate 19thCenll.lr)') 
botdc cJass. 3119 
dotin.g C'<idcnoc, 12 
east and south courts. 2:22 
(armhousc, 220~1 . 221 
farmyard and Inner courtyard, 

222 
outbuildings, 221-2. 

Period 5.4 (earty 'lOth ccntul)·), l22 
Pttpt"ndicul.tlr lircplaceJ 164, 165 
IJupcndkulat ·window, 37 • U4, 

1)7, 2<12, 241 
blockine., 1~ 5. ), 2"20 
north sidt", l6 

petrolo~·. Uln.. 23$ 
I)("A'ter finds, 375-7, 316 
ph:!Sitl$, $--12 
u~ """ Period d:atC$ aod cvidme< 

phot0f1.1'3mmcuie sun-ey, .a 
photop-apbic S\lf\"C)', 4 
phot0fl,ruphs1 34, 42 
ph)'$101 St'Oi~Ph)', S~ 
pig bones,. 409,410 
pi#ment, dry proct"U \-ctmitlion, 

282-4 
pi.ptics, 220, 225 

l~t "4o Outbuildtnp 
pi12stcr (r:lgnttnts, 2$0-2-, lSJ 
piUow mounds, 84, 108-9 
pinl wu.rn, 299--300, 327, 328 
pin~ 

ooppc:r alloy, 397, 398 
lengths. 396 
sih-.:r, J823 J.SJ 

Pli:>C creneht"$1 80 
pitchers, 295, 311, 326 
pl.ain mouldi.np, Wlndowtl and 

arches, 218 



pbin quarrict-, window alan, 263 
plain rilct, mC'd~'lll, 227, 2"28 
plam, 42 

tt.-c also room plans 
rkvu.tioos location., AptK1tdtt A I 
first Boor, pmocb orY.-o~ 
~1\3 

ground Boor, periods o f Y."'rtc. 
Apptltdl~t A2 

Newark Park, l:O.a 
Peood 2-# 4) 
~riod 3.1-3."2, SO, 80 
P~riod ).3, ell 
l,eriod 3.4, 6S 
Pm«< ), _,, f>S, 96 
Period 4.11 114 
~riod 4.2, 122 
Period 4.3- t5, 132-, I O:J-202, 

197 
l,eriod 4.6, 152 
Period s.t. 109, nJ 
Period .5.2 5.3, 216 
roof lev.:l, pttiods of work, 

AppmdixAJ 
plant maaofos.sils., 41 1- 14, "'IS 

llquatiC$1 411-14 
d~mp m~dO"-' and pasu~re, 413 
dinurbtd, waste and lltab1e la.od, 

41) 
C'diblt plants, 412--13 
ma~h~, (ens :md ~nk~oide, <1 13 
k~ 41S 
W3tt'f!OuecJ fmllliN1 41$ 
woods, htdg« nnd scrub, 41 3 

pla~eNo'Ork 
easa nnge rooms. l 79-80 
e:xcavarcd evidtt1tt1 218-82, 

279-80 
Period 4 'ummary, 1$1 
Period 5.la, 214 
Room 1, 177-8 
Room6, 169-70, 17Z 
Room tO, I 72.-4, 181 
Room I I, 174-;, 180 
X·ny diffrac:taon IU14lysB, 2$2, 

281-4 
pbt~ ~tory, 24 
pond$, 83, 84, 10}-4, 108, 110 
porec-laln \'C$Scls, China, lCM, 321 .,.,., ... 

case porclt,. 15.8 
gtaffiti, 274 
Period4.3 rcu$Cd, I}}...II,U4 
Period S.l t\"buOding, 134., 

220 
north porch 

Period 3.2, S9-60 
Pmod .).4 demctbuon, 67 

south pord1 (Room E) 
d~y lbb3;C'CO pipes. 3S6, 3S7 
glass finds, J44- 5 
Ptriod 3, , .. , ss, 67-8, 6$, 

69,91#96 
Ponug:a.l, Imported pouery, 329-.30 
post•medi~·al 

pottCf)', 318,3'20 
ricl.gt' :md roofriks, 235-42 

posthole; 
east ~our1, 79, so, 8 1, 220 
Y.Utjpte'A·ay, 210~218 

posts, g,att:W~)', 107 
potash &Ill$$, 33 1 
pouery 

16th ~rntury, 298-305 
17th century, )0.1-6 
catalogue, 310-23, lll, lU-17, 

319-22,324, J''latu V1- XVIfl 
dating, 294-5, 299, 304-5, 

3U-6,329 
forms, 310,328 
key co catalogu<: codes. .307-10 
ni«Sieval and later, 294-331 

l>crtod 2, 87 
PeriOd 2.4, 209, 296 
Pe.riod 2.5, 296- 7, 2?6 
P(:riod 3.1, 29?, 297 
Period 3.3, 297-8, 311 
Pcrk>d :M, 298,3 11,31.3-14 
pha$C'S, )2S--6 
Quarry 1861, 295 
Roman, 294 
$0\l.J'ttS, 294-6, 326-3 1 

Poynrx. Ud)' Anne (ne~ Vcn1ey), 
28 

Poyno:, Anthony, 29, 102 
Po)'nt:J, Sir :\nt.hooy (d.l532), 2'2--4 
Po)·na, Dn.me Clttly, 31 
Porn a, EIW:bcth, 2 l 
Po)·na f:uni!y 
c~1 of:mn5, )6 .. 7, 139, 171 
rounien, 2l-8 
e~J, 1>13, 144 
dtdiJ'IC and PQ\'tf'tY, ) 1- 2 
FJu.abr t.han umo, 28-Q 
family !ftc, 17 
mediC'\'fllttm~ 1$-20 
Membcl'$ o(Parliamt>nt, 18 19, 

28, )0 
ri!( in 111a1'us, 20.. 2 
shc:ritrs, 18, 21, 22. 27. 28, 29 
$.u:w;ardshiP':, 18, 19-20,22,23, 

24, 25,26 
l~yntt, Slr- F'nand:J, 2), 24 
1\Jy!ttt.: Group mcdiC'Yill floor tiles, 

228-31, 119-JO 
Po)tnu, Lady Joan (nCoc Bttkc:ley), 

'26,27,18 
Po)'nt-z, John of Aldcdcy, 23, 25,26 
Poynn, Sir John <~ 1600). 

dispar-kirli, II) 
Po)·no:, S1r John (d.l 37b), 1$ 
i:Joyntz,John (d.l·167), 20,99 
Po)·nrz, Sir Jobn (d.l633}. 29-lO 

debcs, 207 
Po)·ntt, Sir John (d. l680), 3 1- 2 
Po)'ntt, Lad)' Ma~rct (n~" 

Sunky), 29 
Po)'l\a:, Lad)' Marprct (n<c 

Woodvi:U~), 21 
Po)na, Nic:hola.s (d. 1460), 14}.-20, 

99 
l~yntt, Sir N~hobaJ (d. l556), 

24--1,15, 182., 188 
arrtst, 27 
<:oururr, 202 
death, 207 
dkpnrk.lna, II .) 
estates pu.rdt .. scd, 26 
mOiuuy romnu.nd~, 2S, 27 
ro)•:aJ vblt (I SJS), 189-90 
scr«n fragm('nts, 258 

Pll)·ntt, Sir r-\icholu (d. I 585), 
28-9 
Cathohc rotwttsion, 29 
displl.rbna, II :J 
leFt ~oun, 2.8-9, 207 
rebu clding. I 0 I 
s~en fngmems, 258 

l~ynu, Roben(d.14l9), 18-19, 
19,98-9 

Poyruz, Sir Robc:rt (d. I S20), 
zo .. z, 2) 
Ca:n)-ngesfBristol Group tiJes. 

23} 
courttcr, 99, 100, 101 
dttr part, 112 
.:arden, 103 
king'$ !<night, 2 1 
ltpcy, 22 

l'ornt:t. Sir Robc:n (d.l665), 
J0-1, 10,208 

Poyn~ 1llom~li (d.I4S8), 21.22 
pr~nct c.hambc:r ~a great 

d1llmbtt 

l~tbury m~nor, 88, 89,92 
prints, ·12 
pri\o:tte roorru, Pcrio<b 3.1 - }.2, 
9~1 

pd\i-ts, 218,221,22, 
JU alJo cattlt:tobe$ 

pri'"i chambrn', 98, 184, 185, 281 
priV)•prdcn, 105,235 
privy btehc.n, 190 
prope_nyboundary, 215,219 
pr<Wis.i<M\S for rO)>aJ visit, J 89-90 
pubht: opcmn5, 2 

Q 
quarr-ies, s., 84, 108 

infiU, 46-8, 86 
~rlod 2, -16, 48-9, 50 

Quarry 1861, p(tltery ~rten~,ag~, 
l9S 

quarry group pontty aucmblJcc, 
296,2% 

qullrr)' t~s, window t)M$. 262, 
261,263 

R 
robbit bones, J 53, 409 
ntbbh wfl,rren, I 08- 9 
Racre.n W:Ut) lind, l29 
nk.iflJ'buttrc~. 211,2 17,218, 

220, Z2' 
Ral~t£11. Str W4her, lSI 
ra.ndorn graffiti, Room 17, 271 
rtbau:d pttnd, $C'rttn. 2SS. 1S9 
rc:bwldins 

n111nor hous~ 10 I 
nonh·wtsc quarter, 193 
Pc=rlod 3 .... 6S..74, 9·1-8 
Period .3.5, 98 
Period 4, 101 
~rl()d 5. h, 211 
Period 5.2, 220 
Period 5.1. 220 

r«''ns.truetiom. 
Nc...,...rk l'llrk;. lOS, 206 
~nod ·U, exterior, 169, 1$1 
Period ·l.~.4 

dcw.tio~ bt.twun 19-1 lJnd 
195, 196 

cxtenor, 194 
interiun, 1~9 
platlll, 19'7 

windO'Io'IS-, 2'13, 243 
rectangular Jltau-ca1C t 0 Wt'r1 138-9 
f«mli\'lar w1ndoYo"5., 18Z..3 
ted chalk inscriptions, 113, 274 
red deer, 109,112, ll:),.a l o-11 
refurbishments, 238 

J« also rebuilding 
rc:fUS< dc~ilSr pouay finds, 294, 

323 
rendo:rina, 74> 11.5, 116 
rcpaus 1987, 2 
l'tlet"VQJr, 8<1 
resetting win~'$, 242 
re~aining: wall. Period 4.3, 303-1, 

JOJ 
rcturn«i hood mouldtng:, 21 1 ..... 

buildi.u; materials, 19) 
doors/d()C)r- framt$, I $7, 2:2<1 
dtu"S<:d lime:ttone, :u I 
fu.•t-ures and fittings, 2 1·1, 224 
l)criod 4.3 ...... 4 ""'lndOW'i, 211 
scone, 242 

Revels dtp;lrunc:m, decontioo, 186 
~~cting 

i.nnu rno.t. SO, 5S-6 
outer- m0011, 80 

INDEX 

Rhindand 
1mportcd p01trr)'. 291), 318, 

321-l, }23, 324 
PQttrf}' m:mu!act.u~, 329 

n'bbcd c-~iUng fngmenu., 278 .. 9, 
2.79, 280, 281-2 

Rlch, RJchllrd, 25, 26 
Rkhu.rd 111, Kins, 21 
Richmond Pala~e, 106 
riclae and furrow fea1um, 48 
ridg~ tilel 

diltr-il)ution on Slit, 2)6-7, 
237 

f:lbrics, 236 
key lO catalogue codCJ1 307~10 

medtCVO.I :t.nd post-medieval, 
23542,240, 241 

rivet!l, •100 
robbt.r- ucndl, 61 
rock-cut mo:u, 88. I 07 
roc deer, 113. 410- 11 
Rom:IJl pe-riod su P(:tlod I 
Ftomllno-8rltillh occupation, 8.S~ 

ramu, 86 
pottery rmtb., 294 
ti.lc fra·gmenu;, 43, s .. , 226 

roof fining fragments, 244., 2>16 
roofri&n 

M~ tiliv ridge tiles 
distribution on site, 2)6-7, 237 
rabric indd.mc=e and datts, 236 
nat, 238 
ke)·totataloguecod«, l0?-10 
mcd»a'lLIIIJ1d J>O$t•l'\le<heva.J, 

235-42,240 
R()man period, 226 

roo& 
arc:h-br:tecd c01111NruSJ 1)1)(':1 95, 

98 
bntet: eo~uuetion, 211, 11 7 
em ra.ngt>, 120, Ul, U2 
internal clt'V'ltiont u eltistlng 

atst ral\i(', Apptm/ixA1, A9 
north range, AppNldi:t i\8 

Ntwtrk Park, 205 
north ran.ge, 125• 7,126, 111 

racking, 2ll, 211, 22' 
trce--rins ci.Jtmg, 290, 290, 

292,292 
pb.n, periods or worlc, APf."nJix 

A3 
Room 1 Oona: &;211ery), 173, 179, 

199 
ail(111;tJORS (Period 5. 1 a), 213 
txst ehambu (Period S.l), 223 
<;vpcnten-' marks, US 
dc::sc:ripcion, 200-l 
divilion, 211, 225 
fireplace, 166 
fritu, 177-8, J 78, 179 
pamtcd m~, 267-.8, 269-70 
painted texu, 266-70, 267-S 

e:llt Wflll, f:, 26$, 26C)> 270 
nonb waD, A-B, 266, 269 
south wall, G, H , J and K, 

261,269 .. 10 
Period 4.2 flrq)lac-e-, ll6 
screen rra;rocntt., ;t. 
w~~ 151-2, 170 

RQOm 6 
bcsl bcddwnbtt, 1 ,8, 200 
bullions, 265 
«iling, J 72, l7S, 188 
di\ision, 221 
door, 151 
ftltures, 118-19 
fircp1l)tt, 164, 16S, 170 
fri<u, 170..1, 113, 187 
gallery aettss, 1 06 
gllrdcrobc, 4, I )7 
po~n.c:llina. 163, l64, 1't7 
~S.I, 223 

441 
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pla~ter, 169-70, 172 
rvyal beddurnbc-r, ISS 
uo'O<kkn olTcuts, 111, 188 

Room 7, 22 1 
Rt>o•n 8 

dOC>rs, 161 ~ 162 
form:uion, 213 
pandliog, 164 
~riod 5.1, 2Zl 

Room 9, '211,221, 221 
Room 10 

agricultunl Uk, 21'3 
ceiling, 188 
ftatures, 119 
fri~e, 172-4, ISS- 7, ISS 
grdlid, 275 
p11inted (ria.: llfar" 1 .. \' 
p:u,eUing, 161-4, 1631 177 
pbs1cr, 172.-4, 181 
f'O)'aJ privy chamber, 18:&, ISS 
w ulh '""'II el~-auon (EI3), 

APf>'ndiJtA9 
wrlhdnr.o;•in"<:tumber, 197, 198, 

200 
k (KHn II 

.,nc:ultural ~. 2 13 
altc:nmoru, 137, 2 1·l 
ch~<"K lo ft (rttiod 5.1), 22)-..4 
d~:uion, 174-7, 177, 180 
dC'<'ora£i\'t p l:tSh.'1'WOtit, 2.80 
d~ripd.on, 119- 20, l l7 
fric'a, 176-7, 180 
north W11U cln.,.tion (EH ), 

Appt:mlix A.9 
purcuionwDik.. 17<1, 176 
prescncc or gn~at ch;~rmbu, 

184-S, t iW, 197, 198,200 
windcwn, 4, 120, 152, 164 6, 

16S 
Room 12 

ahwni(>n$, 21 :2 
daio• (P~riod 5. 1), 223 
kitchen ( 19th c~ntury), 22S 
lodgings, 140, 19-5, 197 

Room 13 
ahuutiOfts, 212,2 17,22 1 
fircpl~ mouldmg, 16S 
lodgings, 140, 195, 197 

Room 14 
alt~rntions, 217,221 
kxlai~ 140, 1 Q5, un 

Room 14a, 225 
Room IS 

llllcntioon~ 2 12- 13,22:5 
de-coration, 179 
divblon (l>eriod 5.3), 2'2~ I 
fcaturt:s, 136 
Period S.l kltcb<n, 222 

RQOm 16 
ahuarions, 2 13 
d«-Qration, 179 
ft:~IU~, )J6 
JXlnelling, 2 14 
l'<rilxl S. I parlour, 222-J 

Room 17, 179,27 1,271 
ll.oom 18 

altuations(l'eriodS. Ia), 2 13 
(n)5$-p llSS2gC', 135, 1)6, 183, 

194, 195. 197 
dcrol";;ltion, 179 
doorv.~,, I S8--9 
graffiti, 271, l7H, 274-8, 

176-7 
lnciJr«t inscnp.~ions, l 7H , 275 
ship grafli.1i, 275-8, 176-7 

Room 19 
boule g):»., 3.19 
de<cmuion., ISO, ISO 
feat~, 136-7 
touth waJI clcvJtioo (1$16), 

APf>'ndix A9 
$tabl~. 136, nz. 21), 224 

442 

west wall t:kvauon (lH S), 
AppmJlxA9 

Wlnd()W1 JSJ 
Room 20 

d«or.tt•on, 180 
a:n~niti, 273, 21<1, 275 
p:ass:ag:c, 1'36 

Room'ZI 
ai!C"n~tion,. (Pcnod 5. 1a), 213 
cdlar, 22•1 
d«ocutron, 180 
fcatutn, l37 

Room22 
dcconuion, 180 
rc:uurd, 137 
fircp lottt, 16S 
parlOur, 200 

Room 23 ~« Room C 
Room 27 '" 1\()l)m Q 
Room 28 u11 Room R 
Ro<>.n 28a, 200, 2 1 ~ 
Room29 

feature;., 130, 1.)1, 195 
fl•ptonc noor, 2 15 
&Jus findS. 3•1S 

Room 30, 123 
cby tbNocu pi~11, 3SS-6, 3SS 
drc~sm~tking , 365, 399 
CXCllV:lll-d l-vidence, 1,2, 1% 
fH1urcsJ 130, 131 
gb.)$ finds, 3ll, J<n 
pou~ry finds, 304, Jl).l 

R(!Qrn31, 123, 124Jlli, JJ8 
Room l2, 1'%-3 

kt ahb Rt,om G 
ah-crntioos, 195 
dt1nolition, 2 10 
ex<:awtcd cvil:knco:, 152 J 
farnt)11rd, 2 16 
glul finds, 346, l4 7, ) -4 9 
P(ritxl4.2~ 131-) 
pottery finds, }06, 306 

Room 32b, 3-lS--7, 346 
Room 33, 106, JJS- 9, 153 
Room H, 145 (), 14S, 146, 14$, 

149. 133 
Room 15, 144, 145-8, 1·16- 8, 153 
Room 36, 1-171 148, 148) 15.3 
Room J7, 137, 148 9, 148, 15'3 
Room A (~riod l ball), S2-3, 

ht'l~l 55 and 56, 62 
lll ~lc, Q() 
h<tartb, 90 
!~nod }.4t n:blnklina. (l_s...-7, 6S, 

66,9S 
RQQm 6 (111:r«m: p~g~), II(.), 117 

fcatu~, 52, Sl 
position, 61, 641 66, 67 

Room C/l}, 64, 66, 90, 1 H 
room coum, 202 
Room 0 , 70, 72, 90, 127 
roomdim(:nsJons, Ptrlod4, 18 1 
Room E kt south porc.h 
Room El ($1•inur~c), 67 
Room P I (orid ). 6$, 70, 76, 76, 9-6 
Room t;z, 15 
room funC'Iions 

P~riod ) .1 .. }.2, 84) 92 
l'<riod ).4, 06-7,08 
f~riod 4 summat)•, 181 
Pt'nod 4 .1, C"as• range, 181 5 
Period 4.2- 4.4, 195- 202 
l~riod 5.1, 2 12:- 14,222-1 
\\'ftl f'l.nge, zoo 

Room G, 51, S$ 
fi«pi:IC(', 77. 77 
Pe:riod 3 .2-. 58-9 
Period).), 60, 61, 62,93 
Period •l.2, 122, I ll, 131-l 
Pe:riod S, I 28 
$tOr:ltc, 91 - 2 
VCS!>cl _glass, 33$-i, 336 

Room H, 6 1, 62 
coin' from in611, 361- 2 
0QoOr ut.c arrungemc:nCJ, 234 
prdt'ro~~ 60 I, 6}, 9), 127, 

152 
Period}.), 60-J 
Penod ., .2, 130 

Room! 
OoonnJh 2.l·l 
PcriodJ.J, o0,61- 3, 6\, 6Z,Q} 
Penod 11.2, 127 

Room K 
~ricld 3.}, ()0, 61 , 62., 6'3, 93 
Pttiod 4.2, 127 

Room ULI, 15, 78, lOCI, 122 
Room M, 98, 127 
Room N, 7l-'l, 98 
Room Pl/1>2., 61,63 5, 70, ~3 
N(ltn plans 

6rs:tnoor, Paiod4.1, 119 
g.round Root 

Period 4. 1, 119 
P<-tiod '1.2, Ill 
Period 4 .)...4,5, 132 

Perit>d 1.3, 62 
P~riod 3.5, 96 
Period 4.2-1.4, 195-202, 197 
1"0)111 1Qdgm&:f, 18}--S, 184 

Room Qm. 10-1.12, 13 1,200 
Room R/2.8, 71. 71, Ill, 200, 

2JH 
Room Rl, 71, 7.1, 128 
RoomS, htrwtm SS u1tJ '6 

demolition (P¢riod 4 , 1), 10 
t irehcn r2n,g.c, 91,96-7, 96 
l't'nod 3. I, 56 8 
Period }A rebuUd.ns (stone), 

68-..9, 71 
Pmod.J.I. ll4 

rose W iltoN., wes' nangc, 2$2 
Ro!Oehfll Corporation, 2 
rou.mtd~ 187, 188 
I"')'al banquets, gbsS\I."are", J34 
royal progreu ( JSJ5), 188-93 

bui.ldmg \'loVrb, 188- 9 
catctlns arrangements, J 90 
coin find$, 360, 362 
gl;;asS"V~o·are, 334 
itme-nary, 188, 190, l91 
lodgings consrruo:uon, 182, 

188-9 
pone.,.·, 302 
proo,·i~otu, 189 90 
room layou1, 18.)--S, 18.4 

royal mid~nccs 
dccor:~tion, 185 6, 187, I M 
long galkriC'S, 20 I 

tO)•a.l visit 1H f'O)'Otl prog~s ( I SJS) 
rQ)':Ih)~. 208 
rubble, 79 

PcrW>d 2, <IS 
pier-baM. 70 
RoomS, '0 
sp~~ad, ""' co"" • 2 19 

s 
S1 Aridrew'¥ <:r4$i, stup ~ffili, 27b 
St Augustine's Abbey. Canterbury, 

189 
St l.A>t, S1T John, 27 
St Mark's HMpitaJ chapel, Briitol, 

99 100.242 
Sr&imon;c war(, 'Z99, )24, 329, 

3'30, PttJttXVU 
sal< 

Atton Coun (1984) , I 
Iron A ¢t<lf) manor, 32-) 

samples IN lJ'C('·rin& dating 
und•ternpcr«< wtu·~•. 297,310, 

313-l ol 

'landltQn~, 6, 8, 9 , 76 
Yt Q/w Pennant Sandnonc 

sapwood datmg, lSS, 286, 28'1, 
29 1-2 

Saxon m::anor house, con~tul";;ll 
location, 87 

!leabWrd, -10.1, .ao.a 
,;c:iss.on, 38.3, JS4 
SC:n"dl fn:gm('n~, •1, 254-8, 25..._7, 

259, 259 
~ns passage 11'11 Room B 
$0iptun: C~Xt$, 270 
scroU decorations, sculptural 

ff\\gmcnu., 249, lSO 
.scrolkd stni)\\'QI'k, SCftUI., 254, 

25 .... 5 
\C\IIptunl fttgmt:nts, 2·10--52, 

2:47-S t 
secondary haJJ, case raogc, 183 
Se(ti<'IM 

1-4, 46 
S..S, moat, 51 
9-14, south pon:b, S S 
J 5~2 J ,Iodgitlg:S under w QI 

range, 6.:1 
12 26, $0Uth ru:ngc, 7l 
27- 29, north range, 78 
)0--34, w'd.t range, 128 
35, Ul 
)6, 1 ~ 1 

37-42, ISO 
4l 45, $S 

k«i~ 411,-112-H 
$CQuin finds, )8•1_, 387, J94, J9S 
scrvkt: raogtl 

J)cnocf 4.J, Cll"t ~~. 1$2, 18J 
r•cnod 4 .2'-4.4, ('ast, 193, '"' 
f'eriod -t.5-'1.6 dcmolid01~, 20 1, 

202, 207 
.scf"ok:('ro<mtll (Roum C), 1)0, 9b-1, 

96 
k .... ,na,. Room 30, 399 
Sc:)·mour famil)•, 189, 192, 201 
shale, ·19, 96-7 
W\t."Cp bone-. 409, 4 I 0 
W.t-cphousc, I 07 
$hcll hood, Room 6 fuq>lat-e) 187 
shells 

finch, 38·1 
oontainintt p1gmcnt, 282-4 

slte:rd coon! mtt,hvd, )25 
lheriffs, Poyntt fam1ly, 18, 21, 22, 

27~ 28,29 
shickt dceoraticm, sculpcur.al 

fnljm('ntl, 248-9, zso 
~1p sraffili, 27 1, 273-41 275-4, 

176-7 
shoes. lralhcr, >103-·5. 40.1 
)111-bc:un,., Room S, S6 
sih, 46. so. 81 
!!h)' loam, 4 7 
nl\·c.r 

plait', 2·1 
Pn~IJ (inds, J64, 369, 383, 386, 

388 

"" k< all# locadon 
dtotra.nee ( 19$S), 1 
formsuon, pottery finds, 323--S 
sc:quo:nCC", JZS--6 
.sub-mastc~ 290- 2 

skept:r w::aU, t1'11111nCt' p<);f'(:b, S3-<l 
slipwartl, 327-8, 330-1 
11mall findt;, 3<>5- 91 

bc:3d$, )()6-7, 381-2, 181, 
384-6, )87,394- 5, 395 

bone ;~end J\'Qf)', 368, 369, 
379-80, 181 1 384, 3SS, 386, 
)9)-1, 195 

camloguc:, 36?-9'1 
ce:namic:, 3681 369, 386, l!n, 

395,396 



1;0pper aDO)• 
Group B, l68, }69-75~ J7o-J 
Group C, 382-1, 383, 38-1 
Grou p D, 387-9•l , JS~92 

dl'C$8 item~ )6~ 
KillS$, 380-1,380, 384, )87, 

')95,39$ 
Group A (Period 2-l), 367-8 
Croup 8 (Period 4.1 -·l.5), 

369-82 
GrOup C ~riod 4.5-ol.6), 

382-6 
Group o {l~cnod 4.6-5.4, 

386--97 
iron, l68, 36S, 378, 379, 380, 

393, )9.J 
k:ad, Group C, 383, 385 
l~!~d castings. 377-9, 1 77, 343, 

393 
lead s.hcn, 366, )6 7 
naiJs, 396, 396 
pc:wtu, 375-7 
pins, 396-7,396,397 
«-qulns, )$<1, J.87 
sbdl, 384 
s.ih-er, 369, J.69, )82, 383, :186, 

388 
s tone, 368, 382, 382-, 395, 39S 
tin, 392- 3, 39]. 

soabway, 219 
sod1J llltiiUl 

clothing, 365 
pottt'1}' n•iden~, )JJ 
J"o)-nu. ra:mlly rise, 2()...-J 

soda &)ass, 338, 3SO-I 
soil~ Are;a 2, 79 
solan, 90-1,93,91 
.$ommet cb)• IO~IXO pif!Cll, 352, 

355,.356, 357,158 
$omct$C't Hol.lk, [..(lndon, 201,202 
soutbcou.n, 141-3, 142, 193 

t~«atro~ (1974), 1 
COO$tt\1Ction, 19 3 
diviston, 216 
around iurr~. 7C) 
fc,riod 5.1a, 2 15 
Pt-riod 5.2, 219 
Period s. 3, 222 
towtt. 142-3, 142, 143 

S()utb dcVJtiorU 
east nmgc- (El), 11 s~ 11 s, 168, 

19), hrnM"'I 194 um/ 195, 2 11, 
AP1><MixA5 

norch ~r euurt)-ard (F.ol), 
139, 171~ 195, 196, 
Appcw.H:cA6 

w~onh mo~u, 52, 53,~ 55 <Jnd 
S6, 88 
b:addillina, J02 3 
inrm. 234 
Pcnod l.S, 76,77 
l~riod 4.2-4.3 coins. 362 
pottery rrom fill, 30.3, 303, lOS 
~lod S)IIU, }37-40, ))9-40, 

341,342. J.W- 5 
Sou th Nc:chniands Tin~gtaZtd 

w:are, 299, 299 
south poteb (Room E), S4. 

bt~WMJ 55 """'56, 9 1 
el~ tob11cc:o pipn., 356. J.S 7 
gbs:s finds, 344-S 
~~ 3, 54, 55, 61-8, 68, 69, 
91 ~96 

Pt:riod 3.1, 54, SS 
Pt:riod .3.4, 67-8, 6S, 69, 96 
S«tions 9- 14, ss 

JOuthrungr 
buttrc:s~, 1311 
demolition m~t~tc:rllll 

d:ay tobaec:o pipb, 156, l.S 7 
glass findr., 'l44--5 

cntt1.net::, 91 

rXCiv:&tMJM, 4 
rron1v.,a:c, )) 
outbuildinp, ~riod 5.2., 21~ 
Periods 3. 1-3.2, S2-l, 89-92 
[~riod 3.3 ultr.nrmnt, 63-S, 

0) 
Prriod 3.4 reOOildina:, o5 "'~ 

12, ' "' 
Period.).$, 7s-7. 7.5 
Pcriod-4.3 o1t<"ratiocu, U3- 7, 

IJS 
Pe-riod 4.3-4.4 tntenor 

~n~trut'tion. 199 
Period 5.11& dcrnohucm. 210, 

211 
l>eriod s.Jb, 21 s~J6 
ponery finds, 325 
Section• 22-26, 7l 
stnKtun.l S<quencc, 41l 
S)mtnctrira:llayout, <)() 
waUs, 131- 3 
wdl, 7-1 

South Somcrwt Wllf'"C, 306,319, 
327 

Spain 
importW pouc:ry, 299, 302-), 

32 1, 323, 324, 329, l 'f.'t1n 
XIV- XVI, XVnt 

mc:dJc.-al f\Qor ule11, 2}) 
ti$«, I 00--1 

s.pc'Ciulin1 ~« ani~t•; tntlb.m~n: 
masons 

sp~. 4 12 
1ii)()Uted pitche-rs, 295, 3 I I, 326 
s.ptiup, M, 89 ..... 

copper :.J)Oy, 392 
sron, 378, J79 

square scair turret (Room Bl), fl7 
lQu.are tq,o,-cr (NE comer). l'eri<ld 

... 5, 124,139, 149- SJ, 207 
i-lllblct~, 201 

OB 12, 2 15,224 
Room 19, 1 80~ 112,213,224 

Suff<ml (um.il)·, 21, 23 
1U 11lu> Buc:kinghan1, Dukes of 

stc:wards 10, 18, 19-20 
uair u:.wcr dc:nwliliun, 211 
suur tm~.ds, lft'C4 ring dating, 286, 

186,289~. 290-1,292 
lllli~ll"S« 

clrC'\Ib.r, 37 
cast l'ltngt, 117 
great chamber, r~riod }.4b, 97 
balp:u:c. 184--S 
!".:~<trk Jlurk, 203, 204, 205 
rt"CtnnguJu to~"t"t, 138-9 
Room El sqUAn: turret, 67 
,qu:arcto-,o,Tr (l~ncxl4.5), 124, 

139, l49-SI, 207 
~tone nc"'-rl, 200 

stakc:holc ''Oids., Period 2, 47 
standing buildinp, 1-2. 31. 31, 

34, 221' 221- 5 
smndingrops, l37, J.lS.. 339, 

348, J¥an XX 
li:tate rooms, 198. 200 
(\latU1. SU $0Ci.:JI SUI U!i 
st~·ardships, PO)·nu famil)', l8, 

19 .. 20, 2'2. 23, 24, 25, 26 
Stohs:ty Catdc, Shrop:\hin:, 9•1 
stone 

door (~Q. 157, ISS, 160 
mouJdin"-, 244, 246 
o~-wcl stairease, 200 
ob~cts, J97-8, 398 
rcbuik1ina, 911 · S 
n:use, 242. 
ndgC$, 235 
ser«n, 2S4 8, 2$4-7,259 
small finds. 368, 382, 381, 

.}95,395 

MOfi<CYr.lm 
eu~logue rodrs, 308 
UnaJand, J 1 8~ 321 
imponcd, 312, )29---)0 
l~od 4.1, 298--9 
$0Ur'CC$, 318 

st;.Jn~ room~ 90, 91 
s:trapwork, liCR'CP, 254 S, 154--6 
!U.r.tllQ:ruphiC' ~<knee (or poll«)', 

300 
s-tr<:aro, 50, 80, 83, 88 
Strout, pou~ry m!lnu(Dc-tu~, 329 
s.tucoo, 178, 28-1 
stu4s, copper alloy, 390, 39l 
Sl)'ltstkoomparisoM, 202- 7,206 
~ub-c:ell:l" 

Pe-riod '· 56 
Room G, 9l 
50\lth nJng.:. 131 

Suddey C~lltle, 190_, 191 
S"-.lmps, 210, 222 
'undial, 1., 101, 10·1, lOS, 260, 

261 
~unk<hamfcred mouldi"SS• 1<13 
•vP«stNC:turcs, s.h1"!)$, 177,278 
Surrt)•IHampshlrt: border v.'"att-s, 

JOS. :ns, J20 
rurroiJllds 

doon, 247, 248 
fll"("pla.cC'$, 252, lSl 

$,Ur\~)'S 

.:-arthworb, I 
acophysical. 3, 84, 102 
phologram.met.rie, 4 
pbocog:ntph.e, 4 1 
siu: coposna.phy, 2 3 

S-un•i,ing buildings. 1-2. 32. 33, 
H, HI, 222-5 
stt obt> e.ast range: notlh ra.nge 

~w:m <k$iJP1, m cdievaiOoor t.llct, 
227,2.29 

S)'mmctry 
Newark Park. 203-"5, 206 
north clev1tion (Eb), 194. 

bauwn 19•1 aml19S 
Period l ~uth raog<', 5'2 
south n~ngc-, 90 
•l"udor hou~r. 193 

T 
1•\1llua ;~nd O't-crbps, lr«--rins 

dating, 289-91 
Utnktu-d bd, 37$,376 
caproom, cid<r, 219. 220 
ta:c, hea.rth11, •II 
1:a7,u, 334~ 3.35, )36-. /"'ou VU 
c~poa, 306 
U~fUIAt (a.rmen, }J-4 
cc:rr.att$', 6, 8, I 03 
tclttilcto 

CO$Uiome fr.aJ")em~. 3?9oo~IOO, 
400 

1~~Cecnd$. 40 1, 402,•103 
can. Room I (long ga11«)'), 

266-70, 2.6 7-8, 269-70 
Thamc Par~ Old"ordshirc .. 187 
thimbl~ 

copoper a!Jo~'. 372,374-1 382, 
383 

•ilvu, )$2, JSJ, 3$6, 3# 
Thornbury C.astle 

dcc:r parks, I II. 112 
garden, 1{)11 5. 106 
kitche-ns, 97 
manot, 13. 21, 23,26 
fO) 'lllodtcm~, 184 
ro)-al prOt;rtss, 190, 191 
tiles, 235 

thm:•hght v.,ndow 4.}~ 98 
Thynnc, John, 202 

INDEX 

.... 
:amngcmc:ms, 233-5 
b lack al:w.t:d, 228 
decor.ucd, 221 
f•bric: •nalys,U, 238 .. u 
floor tilc:s, 2.26-Jj 
tll)()t'!., 168 
key tO Ctttulogue coda, )07-10 
layout d1agnm, US 
mc:dk\111, 229, 1J.O·, 132, 

2)5-42, 240, Z41 
Nash HiU "'rt• l26 
patterns, 235 
Pe-riod ). '· 77 
Pe-riod 4 .6--5. 1 ' 234 
p lain, U7, 2.28 
post·medirwl, 235-42, 240, 24l 
ridgr and roohil.cs, 235-42,140, ,., 
Roma.o period, 226 
tn:mat.Jit r c;ourt, 73 

cimhtt--r.ramin;, 51-8 
p.llerics, I 0$-6 
kitchc:.n rangt, 91 

nrnbc:r11 
JN ab<J Utt--rlng daung 
d!J1ing re.ultt :and ana1Y$is. 

287-93 
l)ennd 3.,, 76 
sample co1kction. 285 6 
!tttmple prq>arntion n.nd 

mct~su:rtme.n~, 286-1 
swnmat)'1 284, 2:93 

nn find$~ )()2- ), )93 
tin gln.cd wam 

atalo;uc C<lde5, 308 
imponl!d, :us, 321,330, PlouJ 

VII tX 
Pc:riod 4, 299, 299, 302- 3 
f)c:nod 4.6-5.1, 306 
Spain, 323, 3l4, Pf<Jed XV1, 

XVIII 
tobacco pipa,sct~ day tobacco pipn. 
tokens JU e<~i.n!, to~ns :1.11d jcttocu 
tomb orrameru, t>9-JOO, 25·1 
"(0opc1 Or Robcn, 32 
topc:ogr.aphy 

h.lstonCo~~11 1 OJ 
modem, 5-8 
s-un.~·y, 2-:l 

'""""' Jc.c "lw turret$ 
ciKUbr,soutbcourt, 142- 3, 142, 

14) 
demolition, 2 I I 
c~tot r2nge $[2in:asc1 117 
Lodge F..um, 11 0-U , Ill 
l~tiod ·I.S sc~ircasc, IN, 139, 

149 51.207 
~nguJar staircase, J '38-9 

U;Jttr)' 
S(!ulpru.nl fn.grncnts,. 247,149 
windO\\'to, J$2 

<ncb 
*'otth rtngt, 21 0 
l()ut.h court, 214 
v.ut r.~ngc::, 210 

tmmlinr nwuldinp, 203 
uu-ring dating, 28-1-93, 235-6t 

28$-92 
mutts and n.nalyt.i:), 287-92, 

2811-92 
samples prcpanuon, 280 ... 7 
$Ununa.ry. 2SS 

trd'oillt-af dl"Cotation, >A'OO<Iwork, 
264-5, l64 

1·ren(h(!S 
A·J, ponrl')· finds, 107, 311 
j , 84 

ttl<lflJl.dll f C"Ourtyllrd 
south r.mge/Room G, 71-3, 12 
tik o..rra.ng<'mt-nts, 2'33 

443 



ACTON COURT 

trowrpt:-1'«-il moulding,, 170, 172, 
174, 185, 187 

UUSS<9 (rooO 
~~st ranar roof, 120, 121 
north ranac roof, 126 

Tudor Gtttn wart", Period -1.1-4.3, 
299, 320 

Tudor how.c (Ptrlod " '• 114-S5 
1« aOO Pc.riods 4.1 to 4.6 
f:ut n.tn~ eonstruaion (Period 

4.1), U4--20, u.a 
mtcrior, 156-81 
imctp~tation 

Period 4.1, 182 .. 9) 
hriod 4.2-4.4, 19}-207 

north o.nd Y.'Ut nangM 
ron5uuction (l~riod 4,2), 

121- '33 
moat, 133 
north nU'I8c, 12 1- 7 
south ra~. 131 .. 3 
-A'C:$1 rn.ngc,. 127-3 1 

ridge and roof tiks, 236, 238 
Thdor poucr)', 294, 301 

utolwPcriod34.1 H>~.6 
CU.tlllog~, 3 11,314-17.318, 

)1,..20 
1mporctd1 3~1 

Tudor rose-
moulding$, 1$0, ISO 
~m ckooratioo, 255, 256-7 

Tudor 1im~, Poyntt family, 2 1-9 
tur~lS 

Room l!l squa~ turrc1, 67 
south court, 141 

u 
uodeftnded sltc1 Period 2, 87 
urinals, 331,335.338,339,341, 

341 
'lSell 1u functions; outbulldinpo 

room runetions 

v 
Vll.lenclan lw.tn: .... 'll~, 329-30 
Venetian glass, '3 3 1- }, 3 J4 

an2lysit, 3SQ-J, 3SO 
Grace-church Smet colkcuon, 

))Z 
\~rian soklini, 36 1 
'~nison, 109, 112, 113 
~rmilion, •btU piamcot, 283, 284 
'~I'K'$.1008 pU~t')\ 266-70, 267-8 
w:rtdmue remain$, 40$-. 11 

birds and 6sb, 409 
m•mmal$, 409- 11 
quaotific.tion, 408 

'kn:clini, Gi:toomo, 3U 
\~Isla», }31..-49 

bo1de glass, 140, 3-10, 344, 
J48, )49- 51 

bre:t~, 33>1 
"'*'orve. 3.}5-49 
dassifntion, 334 
coloured glass, JSO, 35 1 

444 

coloutleu (uut~!l.>) glan, 
)JI- 2, 3:}1 

fomt glass Cwldtlat), 331, 
:tn, lH,lliO, 341,342, 342, 
344 

form t)'P<'S analysis, 334 
gm:n glass, J34, '33S. 340, 341. 

3-12,3•H 
Group A {Pc:nod 4.2), JlS- 7, 

336, us 
Croup B {Period 4.2-1.3), 
3J7~ 1,3)9, 340 

Groupe ~riod 4.1-4.3), 341, ,., 
Croup 0 (l,.mod 4.4--4.5), 

34 1- 3, J42 
GroupE (l"eriod 4.3-4.6), 343, 

lO 
Group F (l)cnod 4.6), 343, 344 
Group Ci (Period 4.6-5.1) ~t6), 

'344-5, J« 
Group H (Pmod 4.6-5.1), 

HS...7, J.46 
Group J (l'<riod S.2-5.3), 

3•17- 9, ) 48 
q uantification, 331, l :H, 33-1 
ridloe5s o( asscmbl:&,gc, 333 
t.'ttroajiligrt.rM, )32-3, J).l, 

350,351 
'~Is, eopptt o.UO)·, 369, 370 
«tnt afili, 3'32, 337, ns. 339, 

)4J. 3~2, loll, J48 
vtti'O-afi/iti'Q'W, 332 .. 3, 334, JSO, 

351 
WIIO 'glu'ouio', 333, :H l , 34l 
tt't'IU (J rtftwti, 332, 336, 331, 338. 

3J9, )41, HS,Prau: XIX 
\'ine scrolls, SC'Uiptutal £ragmc:ms, 

249,lSO 
The Vrnc:, Hampshire, 191, 192,201 

w 
"'ag:on sht'd, 21 t) 
WliO$COt 

long gaiJery, 201 
ltoom 10, 1$8 

c~rd,.-lw su rorc:s1 glass 
wall bllngmp, I 7 7, 183 
wall-fireplatts, 90, 96, 98 
walls 

st.e t:rlsQ pirti110n w:d4 
tntrall(i( pon:h, Period ), Sl4 
north range, 121-4 
P.cnod 2 • .. 4, 46-7, 48 
l,tnod ") ~uth tangt, 12-3 
pouery finds, 300 
~taining, 303-4, 30'3 
RoomS 

l'eriod '3. 1, S6 
Period 3.4 ttbuilding, 68-9, 

71 
Rootm 15-37, 1<16-9 
IQut,h ~uri, 142- J, 142 
south range, 1'3 1- l 
wc:$1 rnrtge, 12'7 ... 30, 12$, 129, 

no, BO 
Walsh, JoM, 104 

W'ans .... 't-11 Coun, Glouccstcrshitt, 
92, 9S, 95 

..-;~tc ground pi1Ull5c. 4 J l 
wastes 

buteh~ry. 409- JO 
kiu:bcn, 410, 412,414 
SC:" "agC:. 412-13 
shoc:making, -104 

waterline, mo:H, 50 
water "tpagt". moat, 50-2, 8lJ 
water &uppl)•, Period 5.4, 2'22 
w-a\~ moulding."' c:xctwattd 

plastc:rwork, 279, 219 
~~~pons, 366. •I()S-8, 406 
Y.'l:':nhc:r ,·ane, NC'\\'IIft P:trk, 205 
v.~lls 

Pcr!Qd ;, 209,214 
tri2ngular coun, 731 N 
"'~II 80 J»tlt:fl' ftnds, )06, J07 

V.'nl deer park, 100-10 
WCJ:I ckv:uiQn\ 

nort.h range {E$)J Apflhtda A6 
Peri«! 4.}oo4.4, 19·1, 194 

,.,.~t field, pontt)' 6ncb, 307,311 
" ...-st mo~t, 49, S9 

bad:fil1ing, 210 
inf'lll, 2)ll 

\l.'c:SI rang~, ll2J 12.7-3 1, 19-1, 194 
~xeav~ted d~oratlve plsstm~ 

280,281-2 
cx~,-..tions. J 
floor, lll , 13 1 
prdero~. <;lay t'ob:l«o piptS, 

3i6, 3S7 
ptCWilf, l09,210, 218 
&)au finds, l'3S, U6 
lodgmp~ S«tlonJ 15 Z 1, 64 
moat, 127, 130 
Period •1.2 decornli(m, 1 i9 
Period 4.2 \'C:SSC:I glass, 3,5, )J6 
~nod jJ.S-4.6 tinds, l6S 
~riod 5.1 agricultural buiJdjnp.. 

224 
Pe-riod 5.tademoliiion, 2 10 
Pt:riod 5.Jb, 2 15- 16 
Ptriod S.2 llhcnu-lons, 216, 

218- 19 
pou~rlo' finds, )00-1, lOCH, 

307,301,325 
Smion!!l )()-.-34, 128 
south end, 127, 128, 119 
suite oflodgin..p., 197,200 
walls, 127-lO, IUS, 129, 110, 

130 
wmdow glass, 2.61-2 

WC$10\in)otc,r, Henry Vll's dlapel, 
100 

wheelthrown pout:ry, Ptriod :), 
297,298, Jll, 312, )I .. 

Whiddon ware, 309 
'o\'ltltc t:artbcnw:ue. 309-10 
"''bite glus (/oJti,.o), 332-, 3'33, 

31,, 336, 338-9, 3-40, .,.., J. loll 
Whi'tc:haU P1.1ace, 106, 186, Ul 
'4'hitcwflff-1 '308 
Wick..-;'ar day tobacco pipo, '3.56 
Wkkwu m ;anm, l<lJ 88 
Wiltshire ponc:ry manufacture, 

)26-7 

..-;iftdow frames 
'" also m1.11lions 
wooden, 167 

window head, hall, 98 
window sUIJ, #J'*tlili, 2731 27<41 2.75 
windows, 1().4-..7 

tu <Jiso mullions; oriels 
architc:ctun!IJ £ragmm1s, 242-5, 

243-S 
blocking, 115,137, 174,2,20 
C'hannc:Jicd tnttr)'', 182 
«St rang.e, I IS-16, llS• 117, 

118, 135, 136 
~t~ass, 167,26 1-3, 162 
~c;ock Abbey, 202- 3 
lead camc:s, 262~ 261 
long ~llcr)', 170 
tuouldinp, 164, 166, 167~ 110J 

111, 241 .. 5, 243-4, 2SS 
Nf!'Y>"atk P.ark. 20'3, 20S 
nonh r2ngc, 124, 12$, 139, 

J9<1,bttn'Wf t94and 195 
~rloc:t 4. 1J 164--6 
Period 4.3, 1'34, 134, 136 
Pe-riod 5. 1, 224 
Period 5 . 1a altt:r.~tioru., 2 11. 

21l 
fc:tpendiculat 1 37 J JJ4, J'1 7 
r«UnlfU11lr, 182 .. J 
~~. 2 11 
Room II, 119, 120, 164-6, 168 
south wall (EZ), 168 

W1thdnwlna chamber, Room 10, 
197, 198,200 

Woltball, \'('iltshire, 189, 191, 192 
woodcn st~ JN longbows 
woodlllnd, hedge and Krub planu, 

112,413 
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APPENDIX: ELEVATIONS

Figure A1 Key to location of elevations.



ACTON COURT

Ground floor
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FigureA2 Ground-floor plan as existing, showing workof all periods, scale 1:200.























Additional picture credits for e-book (PDF)
Fig 2.3 reproduced by permission of City of Bristol Museum & Art Gallery www.bristol.gov.uk

Figs 2.1 and 2.4 reproduced by permission of Gloucestershire Archives 
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/archives/article/107703/Archives-Homepage

Figs 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 are all Ordnance Survey maps and reproduced with permission © 
Crown copyright. All rights reserved.

Errata information 
It has not been possible to correct the colour printing errors which were present in the original 
printing of this publication.

In the Appendix of foldout architectural drawings preceding page 423, Figures A6 (Elevations 4, 
5 and 6), A7 (Elevations 7 and 9), and A8 (Elevations 10 and 11 of the main house, and of its 
Outbuildings [OBs] 2 and 4) have been printed with their overlay colours reversed:

•  Features of Periods 4.3, 4.4, 4.4/5, and 4.5/6 are shown as blue, but should have printed in red
•  Features of Periods 5.1a, 5.1b, 5.2, and 5.3 are shown as red, but should have printed in blue.

For Period codes, please see key on Figure A5.

In Figure A4, Elevation 1, the finials of the south gable and of three chimney stacks have been 
partially overprinted in blue. They should have been printed in red only.

Overlay colour rendition is correct in Figures A2, A3, A5 and A9.
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